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FOREWORD

On September 27, 1966, President Lyndon B. Johnson established
the National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty. To this Com-
mission he delegated the responsibility of making a comprehensive
study and appraisal of the current economic situations and trends
in American rural life. In fulfilling this responsibility the National
Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty conducted public hearings
in Tucson, Ariz.; Memphis, Tenn.; and Washington, D. C. The ver-
batim transcript contained in this volume is a result of the three
days of public hearings in Washington, D. C., on February 15, 16,
and 17, 1967. There are two additional volumes which contain the
proceedings of the hearings in Tucson and Memphis. All three vol-
umes of the hearings conducted by this Commission are verbatim
transcripts of the respective' hearing proceedings.

- Based upon- these public hearings and other extensive research
the National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty presented .a
final report to President Johnson on September 27, 1967. This final
report, which is contained in another volume, describes the poverty
in rural America today and recommends the most efficient and
promising means of providing opportunities for the rural popula-
tion to share in America's abundance.
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HEARINGS BEFORE THE NATIONAL ADVIS4RY

COMMISSION ON RURAL POVERTY,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

February 15, 1967

The CHAIRMAN: Ladies and gentlemen, good morning. My
name is Wilson King. I am Acting Chairman today in the absence
of our,permanent Chairman, the Honorable Edward Breathitt,
Governor of Kentucky. I would like to take this opportunity to
briefly introduce themembers of the Commission.

If you will permit my starting over at the far left, Dr. Jim
Bonnen, of Michigan State ; Mr. Roessel, of New Mexico Institute;
John Woodenlegs, from Montanaeverybody introduced him
from Wyoming before ; Mr. Connie Gay ; Mr& Kara Jackson;
Oscar Laurel.

And on my far right, Doctor Davis, Mrs. Caldwell, Mr. Samora,
Doctor Hutchins, Lewis Johnson, and Doctor Ford.

Briefly, if I may lay out a few guidelines, I would like to
welcome you all in this hearing. It is designed to obtain testimony
which would be helpful to the National Advisory Commission on
Rural Poverty, and for the development of recommendations
designed to improve the economic and social welfare of people
living in rural areas, and those who move from rural areas to
urban areas. This is the last of the three hearings that will be
conducted. The first was conducted in Tucson, Aril. The second
was cmducted in Memphis, Tenn., the 2d and 3d of February.

We ask those who are presenting their views today to bear in
mind the Commission's responsibility concerns national policies.
It is necessary that we take a broad view to fulfill this responsi-
bility. As the presiding officer, I am required to take all necessary
action to insist that proper conduct be adhered to. In that con-
nection, you would expect 'to maintain the same decorum here
that you would maintain in any courtroom in this State or Nation.
So there will be no applauding and other demonstrations of any
kind. The testimony given here will be reported verbatim.

Just a few words now on procedural 'guidelines. With the
limited time available here today, the Commision had attempted
to schedule those witnesses whose feelings on rural poverty are
representative of the various significant viewpoint& AltheUgh we
will not be able to receive all testimony, from all parties here, we
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welcome your submitting written testimony and sending it to
the National Advisory Commission on Itural Poverty, at 6134
I Street, NW., Room S01, Washington, D. C. Any written testimony
submitted, and that testimony received from those who are ap-
pearing before us today, will receive equal consideration by the
National Commission on Rural Poverty.

I am going to ask each witnsss as he is called to begin his
testimony by-stating his name and address. The person making
the statement from the witness stand will not be sworn in. There
will be no cross-examination. However, clarifying questions by
those members of the Commission here is desired and invited, if
time permits. I am sorry also that th e. press of time will not allow
for questions from others in the audience.

Now, I believe our first witness has been graciously and kindly
waiting, the Honorable Orville Freeman.

STATEMENT OF ORVILLE L. FREEMAN
-Secretary FREEMAN : Good day, Mr. Chairman, ladies and

gentlemen a the Commission :
My name is Orville Freeman. I am the United States Secretary

-of-Awiculture.-My business address is the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, in Washington, D. C.

This 'Cemmiision is holding its hearings at a particularly ap-
propriate time. The War on Poverty has been underway on a
large scale for a little over 2 years. But already the signs of war
wearinesscynicism, vitriolic political attack, and apathy
can be seen in the land. The nation, badly needs to rededieate itself
to the elimination of poverty, and the task of building viable
economies in- rural America. The 'hearings this Commission is
conducting, and the report_it will write, will aid immeasurably in
this rededication.

I. hope that your hearings impress one indelible fact in the
national consciousness. It is this : This nation is going to pay for
poverty, one way or another. We have a choice, however. We can
pay for the effects of poverty in endless generations of welfare
payments, in increased crime and violsace in the streets, and in
palliative measures; or we can pay for the kind of programs which
provide training for the untrained, education for the ill-educated,
and work for the unemployed. We can build the environment this
land needs in the process. The second alternative is not only more
humane; in the long run it will cost the taxpayers,less money.

The subject today is poverty in rural America; where one-third
of Ameriea lives and one-half of our poverty exists. Everyone on
this Commission knows it exists, but let me cite a few of the
statistics, just for the record.

Almost one in every two rural families has a cash income of
under $3,000 a year.

Nearly half the substandard.housing is found in rural areas.
In an age of the two-bath,suburban home, one-fourth of all

rural nonfarm families are without running water.
Rural adults lag almost 2 years behind urban adults in years

of school completed, and rural children receive one-third less
medical attention than urban children.



Rural America's traditional business, agriculture, is requiring
fewer and fewer people to produce more and more food; and
timber and mining, two other traditional rural occupations, are
experiencing the same technological displacement.

Rural America is a paradoxical place. It is dangerous to
generalize. There are prosperous and poor farmers; there are
progressive rural communities and there are rural slums; there
are booming population centers serving rural areas, and sections
of whole States and regions in decline for lack of resources or
effort.

Rather than trying to cover the whole broad canvas of rural
life, however, my testimony today will be confined to two general
areas :

Firg, what the Department of Agriculture has done, and is
doing, to eliminate rural poverty and build a viable economy in
the countryside ; and second, what more needs to be done by the
nation in the future.

Organization and Administration. Before Federal programs
can be effective on a local level, an organizational framework in
which they can operat, is necessaryr-Such organization already
exists in urban areas; in many rural areas, it does- not. Rural
leadership, in many areas, has been drained off to the city, and
the people needed to spark community efforts are lacking. Trained
professional people are scarce; population is scattered, rather than
concentrated. These are just a few of the problems encountered
and there are many more.

In an attempt to overcome , these problems the Rural Area
Development Committees wer o. established in 1961 and 1962,
largely binding the United States Department of Agriculture to
form a leadership framework for the programs needed in rural
America. These committees now exist in serne form in 3,000 rural
counties, functioning at varying levels of :effectiveness.

A later step was establishment of interdepartmental Technical
Action. Panels, composed of the senior Federal technical special-
ists and State and local specialists in each county or multicounty
area. Purposes of the TAP's was to furnish local development
committees with trained, pregessional personnel to aid them in
their development efforts, to provide a pipeline through which
local people could channel development plans to the Federa1 level,
and to closely coordinate USDA programs in each area.

These efforts to build a structure in rural America, though
useful, still weren't enough. Organization and planning on a
multicounty base was found to be necessary. Incidentally, in that
connection I think the committee has, and I would like to have
the record show the little brochure, showing the typical community
development district. This is by illustration only.

This is hypothetical: I would make the point that this is hap-
pening. by virtue of natural forces in most places around the
United Statesthat grouped around are centers, towns, or cities
of, say, from 10,000 to 100,000, and there is a merging based
upon the normal marketing area, a kind of contiguous unit Here
people do commute. Here people do travel to and from work, and
for special kindi of services and for market..That being the case,
it is, I think, logical that the pooling of resources should be made
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around such a unit, which I think is coming about as the result
of very natural forces, so that there could be some assistance to
local people formalizing-what actually exists informally in many,
many places.

The President recommended in the last session of Congress a 3

7

community development district bill which, if local people formed
such a multicounty group, would have made available funds on a
matching basis for planning purposes.

That legislation would have helped local communities to form
multicounty development districts around a natural growth center,
and would have funded the kind of planning grants and technical
planning assistance common in urban areas, but lacking in rural
areas. In my judgment, this legislation was extremely important
in implementing rural development.

As you know, it did not pass Congress in the last session.
Next, the President, in a series of Executive orders issued last

fall, also acted to streamline, clarify, and coordinate rural de-
,

velopment efforts on the Federal level. Specifically
The President directed Federal agencies to coordinate their

boundaries, to eliminate confusion and' overlap.
He directed the SecretaDyi of Agriculture and the Director of

the Budget Bureau to revi6 all existing programs with Cabinet
and other Federal officials to insure that rural areas receive an
equitable share of existing Federal program benefits, and to
submit proposals for administrative or legislative changes needed
to obtain such equity, and

Finally, tha President assigned the responsibility for coopera-
tion in the agricultural and-rural development within the Federal
establishment to the Secretary of Agriculture, 1wth a view toward
better coordination and elimination of duplication.

The Rural Commutity Development Service of the Department
of Agriculture performs coordination efforts in Washington, in
addition to an "outreach" function which brings Federal pro-
grams into rural areas.- One such outreach project was notifying
more than 41/2 milliot rural persons over 65 of Medicare benefits.
This program, undertaken by various USDA agencies with RCDS
coordination, reached the elderly poor throughout rural America,
bringing them Medicare information before the deadline for
signup. Field outreach functions for the Department have been
assigned to the Farmers Home Administration and to the Techni-
cal Action Panels.

Let me elaborate on that just a bit, by saying there is a very
small staff within the Department of Agriculture for all of the
rural community developments and services. Its function is to
maintain close and working liaison, and to be apprised and
thoroughly understand all Federal programs in Washington reach-
ing out to these working areas, be that HUD, HEW, whatever
they are. Then, to the extent that the Department field offices
and the USDA has at least three, and sometimes four and some-
times five programs in almost every county in .rural America
to the extent that we can be of service to other dePartments in
helping with their programs to reach out to rural America where
often they have not reached before, those local offices are available
to try to do that.

1.



I stated the Medicare example here. There are some others.
In this fashion, we hope that we can both operate more efficiently
and help these programs to reach people in rural America who
too often have been overlooked before.

Now, until very recent years, the Department of Agriculture
was concerned almost exclusively with agriculture and forests.
That changed in 1961. Only since then a serious attempt has been
made to address our personnel and programs to the broader prob-
lems of rural poverty and rural economic development, as well as
carrying forward our traditional food, forestry, and agriculture
mission.

In general, these new tasks have been undertaken within exist-
ing agency framework and largely with existing personnel and
resources. The Department, because of the nature of agriculture,
is a decentralized agency. Much of its day-to-day workings are
carried out by farmer-elected committeemen in the field. Much
of its research is undertaken cooperatively with the States, as is
administration of its food aid programs. The extension service,
as you know, is a joint Federal-State-local action arm.

In these respects the Department differs from many other
Federal agencies. While such a structure has great strengths,
it also presents administrative problems which 'differ from the
traditional straight-line type of organization. It is often not
enough just to direct that a new direction be taken. Getting results
requires close cooperation among several layers of government,
and skillful coordination.

With this background, then, I would now like to briefly discuss
some of the ongoing Department programs, agency by agency,
and also to point out some of the difficulties which exist. A de-
tailed report of each agency's activities will be submitted separ-
ately, for the record.

I have that here and, with the permission of the Chairman,
will submit it at my conclusion.

-First, the agency of the Agricultural Stabilization and Con-
servation Service. This agency administers the commodity pro-
grams, which are often under criticism for not doing enough for
the very small farmer. The criticism, in my opinion, is unfair.
These programs are not designed as welfare programs, but
rather as devices to bring supply and demand into balance and
to maintainfarm income for adequate-sized, commercial family
farms. In this, they have succeeded rather well. Without them,
according to well-documented studies, national farm income would
sink to disaster levels, further exacerbating the problems of rural
poverty and out-migration. The progrdms cannot, of themselves,
sustain a farmer whose land and capital resources are inadequate,
despite provisionS in some individual commodity programs which
do make special provisions for the small farmer. I would repeat.
These programs help the small farmer, but they, in and of them-
selves, were not designed for and cannot, upon any conceivable
basis that I cari imagine, solve the problems of the small farmer
and the poverty, problems attendant thereto. To measure the
problems in that light is, 1 think, not very meaningful.

ASCS programs of most direct benefit to smaller farmers
include the Appalachian Stabilization and Conservation program,
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which has provided funds for some 7,000 needy farmers to carry
out conservation practices; the Agricultural Conservation pro-
gram which, in some areas, offers special cost-sharing in conser-
vation work for poverty-line farmers; and.the Cropland Adjust-
ment program, which has allowed some older, marginal farmers
to retire their land, yet remain in their farm homes.

The Farmers Home Administration, at its current rate of over
$1 billion a year, today is advancing about four times as much
in loans to rural Americans as it did 6 years ago. More than half
of FHA's farm loans go to families living on $3,000 a year or less.
The bulk of their housing loans, farm and nonfarm alike, go to
low and moderate income families. In addition, FHA administers
the self-help housing program, which benefits low income families,
and $33 million in economic opportunity loans to low income
families and cooperatives serving the poor.

The Farmers Home has also been making special efforts to
reach the rural Negro. In the past fiscill year, more than 104,000
rural Negroes received some 20,800 FHA loans totaling over
$50 million. This was a 30-percent increase over 1965 in the
number of loans advanced to Negroes, and a 146-percent increase
over 1960.

Simultaneously a concerted effort has been made for Negro
representation on State and county FHA committees. When I
came to Washington, no Negroes served on these committees.
Today, 391 Negroes serve as regular members of FHA county
and State committees.

The progress, both in civil rights and in serving the poor
generally, has been substantial. We are aware that loans can't
help a person with no ability to repay them. Grant authority
was requested, -but provision to make grants for farm and
small business enterprises was dropped from the Economic Op-
portunity bill. The authority to make housing repair grants is on
the books, but no funds have been authorized to supply the need.

The Forest Service provides projects to employ some 10,000
young people in the Neighborhood Youth Corps and in other
antipoverty programs each summer. The Service also manages 47
J ob Corps Conservation Centers and supervises about 7,000
corpsmen. .

In Benton County, Miss., an 'area of high unemployment, the
Forest Service is providing jobs, under the OEO's Nelson amend-
ment, for 70 men. This is a twofold project. The men are engaged
in landscaping, construction of public facilities, and conservation
work in the forest, and receiving literacy training through a
center in Holly Springs; a"' nearby toWn. It's a small project, but
the kind that should be enlarged when more funds are available.
In the first 4 months, 17 men have been placed from the project
into local jobs.

The Soil Conservation Service provides technical services for
farmers, rich and poor alike, but has no provisions for financing
conservation work. The Service has been active in rural develop-
ment, however. A study of 635 SCS-engineered watershed projects
shows an estimated 20,700 new jobs were created either by new
industries which located because of the projects, or by already-
present industries which enlarged. Of direct benefit to the poor
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is SCS technical guidance or supervision for some 1,456 Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps projects in 33 States last year.

The Extension Service, in certain States and areas, has been
active in helping to organize community action programs. In
addition, they have

Worked with 0Eil in training and supervising-professional and
subprofessione wotketes assigned to 0E0 pro*cts and MDTA
projects. _

Helped food.lettimp smd commodity distribution recipients with
nutrition and lime 'management training.

Trained nonprofessional aids to work with low-Income families.
Local extension'agents spend 38 percent of their time working

with families in the monder-$3,000 bracket.
Consumer and Worketing Service handles 'the direct food

distribution, food stamp, school lunch, and school milk programs
on the national level. Administration of these programs is, by
law, assigned to the State and local governments. Participation
is at the option of ,State and local officials.

Of the nation's 300 poorest countiesmost of them rural-296
are in the school lunch prograin, 294 in the milk program, and
224 areor soon will bein either the commodity or the food
stamp program.

On the wholenot in every single case, but on the whole
these programs have been highly successful. In the past 6 years
either the stamp or commodity donation program has reached
700 new counties-245 of them in the Southeastern States alone.
Some counties either refuse to, or are unable to, cooperate in the
program. We are making every effort to' handle these problems
individually, without destroying the structure of State and local
cooperation which is worldng successfully over most of the nation.

By law, a community can have either the stamps or direct
distribution, but not both. We hope to develop a system to make
stamps available to persons who cannot even afford the present
$2 per person per month minimum. And finally, we are seeking
greater funding for section 11 of the National School Lunch Act,
which allows extra cash help to needy school districts. .

This, in brief overview, is what the Depart nt is doing, and
some of the problems we are encountering. I i nough? I don't,
think it is. We will have to do much more i he future than
present authority and resources now allow, if we are serious
about eradicatingnot just alleviatingpoverty in rural America.

Therefore, for the Commission's deliberation and consideration,
I would like to present my views for action in two broad areas :

First, To Meet Immediate Needs.
Great numbers of the rural poorthe very old, the fatherless

very young,- the sick, the disabledcannot be helped by ongoing
programs keyed to training, jobs, education. They are the re-
cipients of various forms of public assistance. Fifty-seven percent
of old age assistance recipients, and about one-third of the
families receiving aid to dependent children live in rural areas.

As President Johnson -pointed out in his Economic Report for
1967, "Our system of public assistance is now 30 years old and
has obvious faults. The standards of need set by many States are
unrealistically low; benefits are further restricted by excessively
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stringent eligibility conditions." The rt`esident called for reforms,
including raising payments to more azeepiable levels anda, formula
permitting recipients to keep partafr t thw- are able to earn
without loss of payments.

He pointed out that some States ra niat meemen the minimalI

levels the State itself has establishedLha8 Statas, most of them
with large, low income rural pomuldtions, family of fottr
receives only $45 per moil th.

Some formula of equity for the Win-ss is needed for two
reasons : The first, obviously, is to allow ate reciiients themselves
to maintain a decent life. The secont is- 7 13t wMtuut an equitable
standard between the several StateS, he prol*in of migration
from States not meeting their respunsirditiesi lir States that are
meeting their responsibilities, causes excessive Inman, financial,
and social problems for the States =mixing themigrants.

The second immediate need is a havaltliiey agritultural economy.
This is basic, and I am on record enough timesAn recent months
to obviate the need for a long discaerse on this subject. Suffice
it to say that in 1966, with the higliest- net income per farm in
history, the average per capita farm income is $1,700 annually,
versus $2,610 per capita for other Americans. The figuresand
the need for further improvement in our commodity programs
speak for themselves.

'The third is jobs. There isno shortage of willing workers in
rural America, and'there is no shortage of jobs they can perform
with the skills they have right now. During 1962 and 1963,
under the accelerated public works program (since expired) one
single agency, the Forest Service, hired 9,000 men within one
month's time, putting them to work on a wide variety of con-
servation chores which had been neglected for years.

What was true in 1963, under accelerated public works, is
equally true today in Nelson amendment projects, including the
one mentioned earlier, where useful work is accompanied by
further training and education.- A backlog of unfinished environ-
mental improvement and conservation jobs big enough to furnish
from 8 to 10 million man-years of employment exists at this very
moment in rural America. The people are there. The need is there.
In my best judgment this would constitute a worthwhile invest-

.. ment for which the taxpayers would get a very handsome return,
as well as the employment opportunity in what it would mean
to the rural poor of this country. That is in addition to the
environmental things in conservation and forestry I referred to.
For example:

30,000 rural communities lack modern water systems ; 60,000
are without adequate sewer systems.

6.8 million homes are in need of major repair, and 1.6 million
of these 'are so dilapidated they require replacement.

The national forests and private lands are in need of much
more intensive conservation work than they are receiving today.
Thousands of miles of fire trails,nealto be- built, thousands of
acres of -zeforestation are needeff-:, laghwayi rights-of-way and
streambaiiks need erosion proiectliosi; atlaousands of new camping,
picnic, anctrecreation sites are neeidect.
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All of this is in rural America, and most f .the projects are
well within the competency of most of those presently unemployed
and underemployed, if a formula to bring togethO2 the jobs and
the unemployed, and the national will to do it, can be found.

This is a difficult, but not impossible task. Part of it is being
done today, mainly through lending authority of:the Department
of Agriculture. To cite some examples, during 1967 the Depart-
ment will:

1. Provide $435 million in rural housing loans for 48,000
families.

2. Help finance some 200 community recreation centers in rural
areas.

3. Finance $304 million in loans and grants for construction
or improvement of some 1,700 rural water and waste disposal
systems.

4. Approve construction of another 63 multiple-purpose water-
shed projects and help another 8,500 rural landowners with
income-producing recreation developments.

Let me repeat. The job can be done. Doing it is cheaper in the
long run than merely treating the symptoms of poverty, and some
day it will be done. Why not start now, rather than wait until
another generation falls into despair?

One reason we're not doing this rural development job on the
scale it should be done, is that we lack any accepted national
policy in rural-urban balance.

Rural areas, relatively, are becoming depopulated ; urbanized
areas now comprise about 1 percent of the continental land mass
ant-1 contain 70 percent of our population.

We have never seriously asked ourselves, let alone answered,
questions like these :

What is a desirable maximum size and population for any one
metropolitan area ?

What are thereal social costs in the unplanned population shift
this country has been experiencing over the past several decades?

How much weight should be given rural-urban balance in the
location of government facilities and awarding of contracts?

These questions go to the very heart of rural poverty and rural
economic development.

Without answers to them, the rich areas will get richer ; the
poor areas, poorer.

Dispersal of population more widely over the continent in no
sense implies a "back to the land" movement. Potential growth
centers are widely dispersed throughout the nation.

As I have already pointed out, this is taking place. I am not
suggesting that there is going to be a back-to-the-land movement
and that everybody should continue to be a fariner. I don't think
that is practical, realistic, and perhaps it is not even desirable.

Approximately two-thirds to three-fourths of our rural popu-
lation lives within 50 miles, or commuting distance, of one of
these potentially viable growth centers. A deliberate growth and
development policy, fostered by both the public and private
sector, could change for the better the prospects of scores of these
growth centers, and of millions of people.



Speciffics of such a program, for your consideration, might
i ncl ude-

1. Defense contracts exert a prime influence on regional de-
velopment. A Department of Agriculture study undertaken several
years ago showed that out of $28 billion expended in prime mili-
tary contracts, 23 percent went to one State alone, Caaiforria,
and that the same State received 60 percent of the $62 billion
DOD research and development funds during the following fiscal
year.

The Department of Agriculture is in the process of exploring
with other Federal agencies the whole broad question of defense
and other government contracts in rural .areas.
- 2. When new public installationsFederal, State, and local
are planned, consideration should be given to the advantages of
placing some of them in rural areas rather than in large metro-
politan areas. A study of this complex subject is already underway.
The Commission may wish to explore it further.

This completes my prepared statement. Thank You for your
attention, and I will be happy to try to answer any questions you
may have.

The CHAIRMAN: May I compliment you on the very articulate
and detailed testimony. I am sure you evoked some questions from
our Commission, and with your permission I would like to call
for questions, because I think the oral testimony is many times
also very valuable.

Mr. Roessel?
Mr. ROESSEL: Mr. Secretary, in our hearings we have heard a

variety of people of all walks of life who live in rural America
express their concern over some of the very things you have
mentioned. The fact that so much of our effort seems to go to
urban areas as opposed to the need in rural areas, for example.
You have raised certain questions yourself, and I have wondered
if you might give us the benefit of your personal thinking as to
the answer to some of these questions.

In particular, you raise the question of how much weight
should be given to rural-urban balance. What would be your
answer ? What doyou feel? _

Secretary 'FEEEMAN: 1 feel great weight should be put to it.
I have said again and again it, is national idiocy to pile up like
ants in less and less space. In another way, I have said that the
urban areas are starved for space and the rural areas are starved
for opportunity. We have had no real policy on this. We have
accepted it as if it were inevitable that we are going to have a
migration from rural America to the big cities. I don't think it
need be inevitable. I don't think it is in the national interest that
it should be inevitable. I think steps shoukl be taken to do some-
thing about it.

I want to state again : This does not mean to go back to the
farm. It is perfectly clear that down the road there are going
to be fewer and larger farms. The objective is not to crowd
people on 40 acres with a mule in -literal poverty and starvation.
There are millions of people who can and should stay on their
farms and supplement it with outside development, from industry,
from recreation, and from development.
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I can understand from the facilities existing why many, rmany
peoiple want to stay in rural America, and why many would
return to some of these farm towns. I believe, further, it is /Imre
efficient to locate much manufacturing and industry in -rura1i
America rather than in the big cities. And many industrial leaders
willand have so stated. I think that we should have a concenitratet
plan, a hardheaded, meaningful program that keeps people ire
the countryside rather than dumping them in the big cities.

Mr. ROESSEL: In the situation where the representation in terms
of population are in the urban areas, how do you go about doing
this? In other words, the political power rests in the cities, not
in the rural areas. How do you bring this about?

Secretary FREEMAN: I think that when there is a public aware-
ness of what is taking placeand that, I believe, is growing-1
believe the very magnitude of the problems in the urban areas
are dramatizing the fact that this is not the solution to all of
this. I believe the fact that the President saw fit to appoint this
Commission and you ladies and gentlemen are willing to give
your time to this, provides an additional opportunity to dramatize
this. I believe there is beginning to grow a public concern about
this that can and will translate itself into a national policy.

The CHAIRMAN: Do you have another question on this subject?
Mr. GAY: Mr. Secretary, how well represented in the Depart-

ment of Defense, for example, and in other agencies planning
Federal developments, are we? That is, we in rural America?
Do we have people who are in contact with and have some degree
of muscle with the Pentagon, for example,, and other places
working toward dispersal of some of these contracts?

Secretary FREEMAN: In my judgment, not as much as we
should mor is as much attention given to this as should be given
to it. As I pointed out in the testimony, there is the beginning of
this kind of a conscious policy, but it really has not developed
itself into a sharp, clear policy. Obviously, in the process of oper-
ating and obtaining the material needed in the normal contracts,
we face the practical necessity of- going where they are and
getting what can be produced efficiently where the people are.

So, this is not something that is easy to talk about. But it is a
real problem to overcome. However, there is an increased con-
sciousness of this, and I think as it goes forward the machine/7 .
to translate in more meaningful directness ,in this effort can he
developed. It basically does not exist now.

Mr. GAY: One final observation. I hope, Mr. Secretary, that
you will have a chance to read as much as possible of these hear-
ings, because in Tucson and in Memphis we _developed some very
interesting testimony concerning the problem that I know you
are interested, vitally interested in, and that is the representation
by Negroes and- the very poor whites of the South and the West
in county committees such as the Farmers Home Administration,
such as contacts with extension services. We heard some rather
devastating testimony in a few instances that I hope you and
your People in the Department can go into when this report is
issued.

Secretary FREEMAN: We have already reviewed some of dud
testimony and we are checking each instance where there liais
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been evidence of failures on the part of the Dopartment. I am
sure there are many where they have not reached out to people,
for a variety of reasons. I want to make it clear to this Com-
mission that it is the policy of this Department, and it is in the
strongest kimds of terms, and in functions and structures from
the Secretary on down, that the programs reach out and that
we do not only perfunctorily make them available, but that we
are addressing them to make them reach out to people who need
them.

We welcome criticism that we are -§ure will be forthcoming,
and we will do our level best to correct any situation and to
follow up .every individual instance.

The CHAIRMAN: Doctor Bonnen, do you have a question?
Mr. BONNEN: Yes.
Mr. Secretary, in discussing the Farmers Home loan program-

ing, you indicated that the Department was aware that loans
can't help a person with no ability to repay them and that as a
consequence you were interested in grant authority to face this
kind of problem. The other side of the same coin, I wonder since
a very high percentage or a substantial percentage of FHA loans
go to people with gross receipts of less than $3,000, if there is
some danger here in encouraging a scale of farm operation that
really isn't sustainable or viable in the long run?

What does FHA do to wrestle -with this other side of this
problem?

Secretary FREEMAN: Well, you have put your finger on a very
difficult practical problem that we have been wrestling with a
long time. It kind of breaks down like this. In the regulations
we have worked out as we kind of Went along, I expect we would
say that there are maybe three different groups of people in-
volved here, and obviously it changes over from one to the other.

First are the people we call the most difficult. These are the
people who basicallyphysically, educationally, health, attitude,
abilityreally they are better off basically where they are and,
certainly, rather than their being displaced somewhere. By the
same token, they are never going to be perhaps in a vital economic-
sized farm situation. These folks ought to get credit and assistance
of any kind you can get. Maybe their income now is $1,000. If you
can raise it to $2,000 or $3,000, you have made a real contribution
and a real improvement. So modest loans, certainly. The 0E0 or
farmers commodity loans, this is what we would seek for them.

Then there is another group here who are not prepared to
borrow enough in order to expand enough, a group which just
doesn't want to become viable farmers with enough resources to
earn a decent standard of living. If he doesn't want to, and all
he is doing is going from hand to mouth with a very small loan
and not going anywherewe ought to do something about it. In
that case, probably the loan ought not to be made. In other words,
go on to be a vital farmer, or go on to something else. We ought
not to encourage him with half a loaf, which is an inadequacy.

The third group is the group that wants to move, that wishes
to move in the direction of developing the viable size, that can
expect to earn a .decent-size living. This is the prime target for
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the FHA farmer. In that case, the loan would be made and all of
the supervisory assistance giveri.

These three groups are difficult to distinguish at times. Much
?xiticism is forthcoming from group number 2 if you don't make
:hat loan. If you say to somebody, 'We won't make you a $5,000
loan, but we can make you a $15,000 loan," he says, "I don't want
a $15,000 loan. I want a $5,000 loan. I don't want to do anything
different. I want to stay where I am," that fellow says, "if they
are not going to give me a loan." And if we give him a $5,000
loan will he be better off? That is an awfully hard line to draw.
But basically, this is the way we function.

Mr. BONNEN : Somewhat similarly in this connection, you have
undoubtedly had to face the question, and you have indicated
that they are not designed to be welfare programs. But others
argue that such programs as mentioned are actually contributing
to the perpetuation of poverty with these small farms.

What is your response to this sort of criticism that I have
heard?

Secretary FREEMAN : I don't think that is a very meaningful
type of criticism. What these farms do is to perform their prime
function, which is possibly to be an economical and productive
adequate-size family farm in the American structure, and upon
which this nation depends for its wealth and well-being, and from
which we feed a good part of the world.

The only answer to that type of criticism is to have an ineffi-
cient agriculture and not to have programs that get efficiency and
that give a decent income to the farmers. That is where that
criticism tends. I think it is totally meaningless.

To the extent that this contributes, and if it contributesI
doubt if it contributes very much to the technological and scien-
tific forces that are making for a larger farm communityI want
to make it clear to this nation that we are not intent upon becom-
ing a nation of large corporate farms. There are fewer large
family-size farms in the United States today than there were
10 years ago. I find this is not generally known. You find that a
family-size farm is one and one-half farms with some outside
labor. It is no larger than that. We have fewer of these larger
family-size farms than we had 10 years ago. We also have many
fewer very small farms. However, we had 200,000 more farms
that grossed $10,000 a year. So we have added that to what we
have, purely for statistical purposes, called an adequate-size
family-size farm.

This is subject to all kinds of criticism and interpretations.
We have to have something to work oil., You say the adequate
farm is something that grosses $10,000 a year and doesn't use
mr. ~e than so many men. We have added in the last 10 years
200,000 more in that size farm. We have fewer that are larger
than that, and we have many fewer that were very much
smaller tban that. Fundamentally, that is a healthy development.

What we want to do and what we must doand this is what
our farm programs dois make it possible for this adequate-size
commercial-size family farm unit to earn enough to attract the
capital and the know-how to do the job that American agriculture
does for this country and the world. We ought not to take so
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much for granted. It is tremendously important. If we are going
to have grants for the poor people, someone is going to have to
pay for them, but we have to have agriculture to do the job.

If we are going to distribute $6 billion for food through the
Department of Agriculture, someone has to produce it. That is
what these farms do. These commercial farm programs are di-
rected to making it possible for them to get a return on their
capital, fair earnings, and to keep it; and they are not designed
for those little farms. Now they help the little farms. If you say
that there has been an increase, which there has, of 70 percent
in the net farm income per farm in the last 6 years in the total,
nationwide, now that increase on the Jittle farms of less than
$3,000 a year has probably been 20 percent, but not the 70 percent.

That isn't the fault of the program. That is because the re-
sources available are inadequate in that respect. Our job is to
get enough resources to these poor folk, so they can have an
adequate-size representation. If I might say one thing, it is not,
to throw out the baby with the bath water, which is the process
which I think basically this thoughtless criticism goes towards on
these grounds. These programs do help the poor folk, although
they are not designed for that purpose. We need additional pro-
grams here to really help the poor folks. I think it is terribly
important that this be understood so that we know what we are
talking about.

The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Secretary, as a farmer I am so glad that
you brought to the fore that very point and discussed it in par-
ticular, the size of the farm, the size of the family farm, the
corporate farm. That was very good.

Mrs. CALDWELL: I wonder if you have given much thought to
strengthening programs for young people in rural areas? We talk
about the continuation to live there, and certainly children have
to grow up with the sense that this is a good place to come' back
to or stay. Has this been considered?

Secretary FREEMAN: As you know, I am sure, Mrs. Caldwell,
the 4-H and the Future Farmer movements are strong and grow-
ing movements. There are some problems in a number of areas
about them now, but we have been making really remarkable
progress in integrated 4-H and Future Farmer operations. I think
these young peGple, as I have observed it in places where there is
an opportunity, where there are jobs, and where you have really
a community that is on the go and that has some leadership and
some dynamic qualities, by and large, they come back or they stay.

It is where there is nothing there that they leave, really.
Mrs. CALDWELL: I think that is true, but also they have to have
certain economic level to be able to participate.
Secretary FREEMAN: Yes.
Mrs. CALDWELL: And if there could bt some real contributions

as to how to make it possible for other youngsters to get into this
type of activity, it would seem quite welcome.

Secretary FREEMAN: I would answer by saying it isn't enough
and that it isn't successful enough yet, but we are working on it.

Mr. SAMORA: Mr. Secretary, what programs does your Depart-
ment have for the agricultural migrant laborer?
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Secretary FREEMAN: Our programs for the agricultural migrant
laborers work mostly through the local areas. We have extensive
local loan and housing programs for the migrant agricultural
laborer. The same programs that are available by way of housing,
self-help housing, or other loan programs are available to the
migrant wherever he makes his home in the event or wherever
he wishes to have them.

Mr. SAMORA: Could you give us any indication of what per-
centage of the migratory labor you reach through these programs?

Secretary FREEMAN: I would submit for the record an estimate
on that, Mr. Samora. I don't have it with me, but I will submit
it in terms of reaching them, in terms of education, welfare, and
health, these kinds of programs ; and also where these are pro-
grams of othei' departments and where we work on an outright
basis with them, just any way that we can be helpful in reaching
them through our local offices.

Most of the migratory worker contacts run through other de-
partments; and of course there is direct recruiting and this runs
through the Department of Labor rather than the Department of
Agriculture.

Mr. JOHNSON: The first thing is, I want to commend your
agency in Arkansas for doing a fine job all across the board. One
question I want to ask you, which I think is very important to
our area and in many of the Southern States. For example, the
Farmers Home Administration has made over 1,400 loans to these
real low income people out in the rural areas. Now we used to have
Farmers Home furnish home management supervision. You don't
have it any more.

Secretary FREEMAN: Yes.
Mr. JOHNSON: I would certainly like to recommend that you

come back, in dealing with this group, and furnish home man-
agement supervision. Because, probably as we have heard in the
testimony, we have some areas where we have 20,000 people un-
employedlabor, farm labor, that isunemployed. If we are
going to make them a loan to buy them a home and to grow an
acre or two of okra or other perishable foods, I think that you are
going to need some home management supervision, and I would
certainly like to recommend it to you.

Secretary FREEMAN: I accept that recommendation in the spirit
in which it is given. We do do some of it, Mr. Johnson. We have
the 100 which sticks in my mind. We have the 100 in FHA. That
is a drop in the bucket of what the need might be. We also have,
too, the direction of the training programs Extension is operating;
some that reach the poor directly, some that are designed to train
the other people who have that direct contact with regard to the
food and food use. The point is surely well made that a great deal
more is necessary.
Mr. FORD: Mr. Secretary, I note that you have been assigned

the responsibility for coordinating programs dealing with agri-
culture and rural development at the Federal level. At some of
the previous hearingsand certainly by my own observationit
has been shown in rural areas that at the local level there is a
great lack of coordination between some of the activities that are
coming through agriculture extension programs ; for example,
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those of the community action programs, and the like. What needs
to be done? How can we achieve better coordination so we are
all operating to achieve the same goals in a more efficient manner
than we seem to be doing at the present ?

Secretary FREEMAN : First, from the national level a great
deal of improvement can be made by simplifying programs and
by agencies understanding the Department's other programs, and
efforts are being made to do this. There are a lot of sometimes
detailed, sometimes even petty requirements to some of these
programs that are Matching programs with the Federal-State-
local programs that we are making a major effort to try and
clear up and simplify.

But, frankly, it is my judgment that this kind of coordination
will never really be adequately accomplished from the top down.
It is going to have to come from the bottom up. That is why I
feel so strongly about this kind of community development dis-
trict with the adequate-size unit approach. If there is adequate
preparation, adequate planning and-forethought before an appli-
cation is made or before someone starts a program somewhere ;
if in effect there is local leadership-, as there has been, some
technical assistance, so that people really have thought through
and thoroughly analyzed what they are doing; and if it is a sound
approach, why, they can get, I think,, good and fairly prompt
service from the Federal Government. But when there is a multi-
plicity of applications, some of which are not very well founded,
when the programs in many cases may not be sound programs
and they suddenly get elevated in the process of decision making,
why, then you really, I think, get to a situation where nobody
wants to say no, although basically they are just not sound.
_Maybe they are overlaps. Maybe they are conflicting. If you start
from a solid basis where you have reviewed and had some profes-
sional help and know what you are doing, and know, then, that it
is sensible to have a- water systemlet me just Saythat covers
six counties (indicating) and not have to have six of them in, say,
the little towns around hereI am using an illustration. If they
have these little towns come in for water, the likelihood is they
may not get it. The likelihood is also that the reason may not well
be that you ought to have a larger plant. It may be a number of
things and a number of Federal departments may be involved, and
some one will go home and be totally frustrated that he has no
action. Whereas, if there had been a kind of real preparation
ahead of time, I think this particular thing would go with reason-
able dispatch.

My personal conclusion is that not a great deal more can be
done on the Federal level, although we ought to work on it.
There are a lot of programs and they do overlap. There are a
lot of requirements we have in the Department. But fundamen-
tally, to organize, and on a logical geographic and economic
grouping to get the kind of professional help and local- support
and leadership to develop meaningful programs and plans, and
then to move them forwardwhen that happens I think a good
deal of confusion will be eliminated. 'That is easier said than done.
We don't have that number of people who are professional plan-



ners. We don't have that degree of awareness in local areas. We
don't have that measure of local leadership.

And so, perhaps the fact that there is confusion and overlap-
pingand this alone is not necessarily bad, if there isthis is a
big country. There are a lot of local differences. There are a lot
of different kinds of government, and I have served in all levels
of government in various parts of the country. Out of this which
looks like chaos and one heck of a mess, gradually things kind
of jell. I think we are in the process of sorting out on how to go
about this with the maximum of decentralization and local dif-
ferences. I don't feel terribly discouraged about it. Fundamen-
tally, that is where you are going to have to start out; in the
country, that is where you are going to have to start. The Federal
Government can help in this, help stimulate leadership, provide
resources, help finance planning. Basically, the people locally
have to decide what they want. It has to make some sense.

The CHAIRMAN: I know our time is up. With the Commission's
permission, may I have one question?

You touched on a subject that is very close to me as a rural
person, which is small towns that are part of rural America,
the town between 500 and 3,000. Today it is my observation that
the problem of water in the small communities is the same as
electricity was 30 years or 35 years ago when many on this
Commission know what it did to help the agricultural economy.
Water is so necessary in small communities. In our testimony in
Tucson and Memphis, many people came in and in many ways
said, "We need small businesses, industries, little businesses in
little towns to substantiate rural economy, but fundamentally
water is a very strong neCessity."

I think you said 30,000 towns in the 'United States need water.
Your State administrator, director of the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, took the effort to come to my farm and discuss this
subject with me before I came, and he tag- me something like
1,000 water systems are being made available by the Farmers
Home Administration, and that is about the capacity of the loans
of grant. So 1,000 into 30,000 is how many years? You and I can
see that something else has to be done in some other way to bring
water to the communities.

Now for the testimony and for the Commission's information,
would you have any way of making a snggestion in our delibera-
tions how that might be possible, if we are to build these small
communities? Might I say in one little town, which was in the
so-called rich part of central Illinois, Frederick, Ill., 60 days after
a water system came in they had a used car, drive-in, a real estate
office, a laundromat, and some 'other places. It was so indicative
of what happens when they have water.

Forgive me for making the question so long.
Secretary FREEMAN: As you say, what has happened has hap-

pened in many places around the country. If the President
recommends to the Congress that we will be prepared to fund
roughly 6,300 more water systems in the coming year, 30,000 in
so many years, that .need would be met reasonably. So, if we can
have funding of these, our loan programs of primarily the very
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modest grants, I think we are on the way to doing something
about that.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
We have transgressed on your time a little bit, but you have

been a very wonderful witness. Thank you very much.
James G. Patton, past prczident, National Farmers Union, is

the next party to address the Cpmmission.
STATEMENT OF JAMES G. PATTON

Mr. PATTON: Ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Chairman :
I have a 15-minute speech, and then I have written materials,

some of which are covered twice, but this does give me two shots
at you in one poke.

So I would like to proceed first, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted
to see you sitting where you are and to be here with a lifelong
friend who is a member of your Commission,- Mr. Lewis Johnson.
We' are old hands at this fighting-poverty business. I first knew_
Lewis Johnson when he was a county supervisor down in the
delta country of Arkansas. I was a young punk who thought I
was going to organize everybody out of poverty in a hurry in the
delta of Arkansas and Mississippi. And some of them eveii had
cooperative farms. Of course, that ran against the institutional
structure, so they decided they had befter sell off the cooperative
farms, because it was unholy; and besides it was kind of Russian-
like to have anything like that in America. But this goes a way
back.

Actually, I am very pleased to be asked to appear here. I don't
know who asked me, but that is not material. I did start in 1961
a national policy committee on pockets of poverty when it was a
pretty dire subject around this town and no one wanted to think
about it, becauSe it(was always being swept under the rug, as it is
today. We have just a little edge of it out from under the rug,
but we have subsequently swept it back under. We had a dis-
tinguished member, Mr. Trumau, who is the honorary chairman.
President Eisenhower was invited, but I think, because I had
been rather difficult with Mr. Benson, President Eisenhower
thought I might be difficult on the poverty thing, and he decided
not to join our distinguished group of people.

About that same time, shortly thereafter, the then President of
the United States, President Kennedy, called a meeting at the
Shoreham Hotel, at which some of us leaner cats and all of the
fat cats that could be gotten there were invited. And we were
told about the great new hope of mankind, and about the great
undertakings that we were going to make. We were going to be
modern Columbuses, if you please, and sail off into space. We
were going to the moon by 1970 or 1971, and everybody became
wildly enthusiastic about going to the moon. We were all going
to get there in good order. Besides that, we were going to beat
-the Russians there.

We spent billions. We didn't know as much then about going
to the'moon, at thatrtime, as we knew about poverty and what to
do about poverty. We didn't ask that question. We said, "We
want to go tO the moon, and we want to get there by 1970, and
here is the money. Here is the attitude, and here are the people.
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Where are the scientists and where is the machinery to put it
together? By golly, it-looks like we are going to get to the moon."

So we have piddled along with spending peanuts in talking
about doing something about poverty, and it is very largely a
conversational matter in which no one is taking it very seriously,
including many of the poor themselves, because they don't know
they are poor. But the basic thing I am trying to say, Mr. Chair-
man, while there have been many fine things doneand I am not
one of those who castigates the Government, because I have
worked with it too long and believe deeply in the farm program
and what is being done, the Farmers Home Administration, many
of the farm programs, the credit agencies, and all of these things
but we have created classes within classes.

We used to say, or I did, that the use of the Farm Security,
Farmers Home Administration, was to put-some feathers back
on a poor old busted rooster so that the bankers could pluck him
again. Then when they got him properly plucked again, they
turned him back to Farm Security, and they had to economically
qualify as going down rather than qualify as going up. When he
could qualify going up, so as to get a loan from somebody, they
turned him back to the bankers to get plucked. When he wasn't
pluckable, they turned him back to get plucked again.

Now we have a second category. If the Farmers Home Admin-
istration, as I Understand it, can't make a loan, we turn him over
to OEO, and 0E0 decides they won't go higher than $2,500. I
remember when I was talking to a distinguished southern gentle-
man whom I had great respect for. I said, "Why don't we raise
the level of the loan to the Farm Security?" He said, "Apparently
you don't know what the purpose of Farm Security is." I said,

thought I did, because I had been in on all of the maneuvering
and the planning." "It is plenty simple in the South," he said,
"it is a lot cheaper to keep the Negroes and the poor whites out
on a little piece of land with a cow and a pig and a little land
than it is to have them come to Birmingham and get all boxed
up in cramped quarters without jobs, and get in fights with each
other. That is one of the principal functions of the Farm Security
Administration."

That is crude, but it does indicate one very fundamental thing,
and that is that poverty is indivisible. I suppose the reason that
there was a Commission on_ Rural Poverty created is because we
were getting so little attention rurally that the President decided
to emphasize it. I submit to the Commission respectfully, Mr.
Chairman, that uzban poverty creates rural poverty, and that in
turn rural poveriy creates urban poverty. You can't separate the
two, because you are talking about human beings and their values
and their worthwhileness, and not about cows and pigs or bricks
or sticks, and commodities, which are only incidental to the
welfare of human beings.

So I would like to deal basically with a few important s and
significant thinii. In doing this, I am not in any way downgrading
the day-by-day, minute-by-minute, and very detailed operations
which have to be put into effect to deal with these .thirigs. But I
always remember what a great international economist told me.
He said, "In my country we have the policy of doing a few big
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and important things. Then we expect the people along with
their cooperatives and their own institutions, their local govern-
ments, their State governments, and their quasi-governments,
their churches, and other organizations to do the rest of it. But
we create the kind of policy and provide the kind of climate and
the necessary credit and finances to help do these jobs."

With that background, I have presented in this longer paper
an 11-point program- to eliminate poverty in rural and urban
America.

(1) I would raise the net atm' L income for family farmers
and I want to emphasize the wore& "family fammers"at once.

(2) I would pa-ovide by Fame,. action a *illy adequate cost-
of-living cash income for everyum in America to an annual basis,
and I would revise it annually.. 1E the cost of:living went uth, the
annual irucome ofithat person wt:4045..be raisedirb:meet the cost of
living.. I am notlalking aboatct p. welfare state, because am
absolutely oppose:Elm the meavaalest, and I arm,opposed to:these
agencies which have their peqpirei' crawl through-the transoms to
see whether thereir,a man in t andrI arn opposed-to the
situation where elderly people f.urRlorida have to live in common-
law marriages in order to geh,eatugh social security to get.along
on. It is all Link in a society or-abundance. It has no place.

(3) Provide national insurance through the Federal Govern-
ment for all of the people in the United States, not just the senior
citizens, and include everything -in it.

(4) We are badly understaffed as to_ medicine. We are badly
understaffed at the institutions, and more than anything else we
are badly understaffed in the mc.ans of using efficiently the sup-
plies of medical care and the attention we have been giving, be-
ginning with the ordinary licensed practitioners clear on up to
the complexly educated physicists. That includes college and at
the graduate level. I would pay people full wages and living
expenses to go to college. Provide full opportunity to the limit
of each person's desire and capability.

(5) Adopt a real, a genuine right to a job. I think every person
in America, willing, able, and seeking work should have a legal
right to a job. Unfortunately, the late Senator Taft made us
weaken the Employment Act of 1946 by using that old corny
language that every American should have an opportunity to a
job. I don't know exactly what an opportunity is, if you have
someone facing you with a blacksnake whip for keeping you in a
corner or keeping the thing selective so you can't get to a job,
or 'if you don't have money enough for a job, or there isn't a job
around. _This law should be fully implemented at all levels of
government:

(6) Congress should adopt a direct-policy of encouragement of
family farming in America. Qualified family farmers should be
licensed to a farm. Farmers are the only skilled professional or
businessmen who are not licensed in some fashion to practice their
skill. If the average farmer were to move to his small town and
put up a shingle saying, "John Jones, Attorney at Law," the
lawyers would have him m the penitentiary for life. If he put up
a shingle to practice medicine, the doctors would put him in the
State insane asylum, or whatever they call the institution for
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the mentally deranged. Anyone who goes out and practices farm-
ing should have a license. We have made a god out of efficiency.
We have made a god out of capital, and made the concept of the
family meaningless in hundreds,of thousands and millions of cases.

(7) Witness the exodus from the rural areas to the cities. The
Federal, State, local government should take evtery step to stop
exporting people from the rural areas te the cities. Eradicate
poverty where it is now, in rtural America, in arban America,
among the lonely, the sick and tthe handicapped, and the aged..

(8) Build 350, new three-leveR cities of 150,000tpopu1ation fiat
out in the middle of rural America, connect all the population
with high-speed, 340-mile-per-hour underground tube trains.
Eliminate polluted air, and have water for the soil.

(9) Fully implement the programs already on the books. The
Bureau of the Budget should stop its fancy juggling and allow
the expenditures to be made which Congress has. authorized and
appropriated. A new capital budget, a new bookkeeping system
for the Federal Government should be .ardopter:d. If any farmer,
any business, any professional man ran their business or kept
their business on the basis that the Federal government does,
everybody would be in hock and be broke. If we build a great dam
that lasts 150 years we charge everything that we-spend on that
dam up to that year's expenditure. If webuild a Federal housing
program, one that costs $20 million, we (charge it to the 2 years
that we build it. This thing, in all probability, will stand there
until it becomes a rotten, rat-filled, infested slum and will stand
there 50 years. But we charge the whole thing up at the time.

(10) We the people own billions of dollars worth of govern-
ment assets, but nowhere do I find anything on the books that
says in our financial statement that we are a wealthy nation and
that we own hundreds of billions of dollars worth of resources;
that we have built hundreds of billions of dollars worth of build-
ings, and that the most valuable asset we have is, an educated
citizenry, to the extent that they are educated, and a citizenry,
despite redtape, having provided a great abundance, greater than
man has ever known, and capable of producing- even greater
abundance, wiping out poverty in a few short years, and capable
of having obviously important ideas about impottant things :lose
at home.

We go traveling around the world. We go traveling around the
world showing people how to take a package of tomato seeds and
grow tomatoes. We put up radio programsI read in the papers
that the CIA spends a heck of a lot of money sending students all
the way around the world and financing a cloak-and-dagger sort
of business. But we can't see the kids get an education where
they are. I think we ought to be doing some of. these things at
home. I don't happen to be for this cloak and dagger, but I am
for doing other things elsewhere in the world. But we can do it
at home, too.

We do need desperately a capital budget. We can always find
ways of justifying ways for going to the moon. I don't know
what is up there. There may be gold, but it would have to be
wOrth $1,000 to the ounce to get somebody to get it and bring it
back. I know there is gold in every community where there is
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poverty; because if you (create a new personal environmend, create
a new apportunitw, make that raersom a productive person, a whole
person,, a persomwho has a vabue, reperson who feels he itrwanted
and iwded and worthwhilethat. is the gold. And you dom't have
to go to the moon and find it, la ies and gentlemen. It is right
here. t is everywhere around us.:We have to create, it seems to
me, the kind of (concepts. We mist build a, quality America for
all Americans. It-isn't enough to build the glittering streets adong
all ofour cities, where the honky-tonks are, where the neon lights
flash giga and off, and all that sort sir business, to build cars bigger
and bigger with more abining chranne and all of this sort a Stuff.
The.qmality of America will conovwith the quality of the people,
and Ale people hs,ve qti1ity. AU that is needed. is the polishing
effect We have diamonds scattered all over America, diamonds
that tare in the rough, diamondafflhat are covered with dirt,...ityou
pleave, with dust from lack of use, from lack of attentiox, from
lack, of belonging, from lack of Tbeng wanted.

Let us polish .up those diamonds. Let us take the pemPle of
America and build the greatest assets that any nation cam have,
and' the only real assets. The only worthirhile assets that are
lasting are the people themselves, and their growth, their capacity
to govern themselves, their capacity to be more creative, their
capacity to be whole human beings, and their capacity to live
with each other in their home communities and at peace with
each other, to understand the Golden Rule and to live the
Golden Rule. But they can't understand the Golden Rule and
live the Golden Rule ifthey have to live with the law of the
jungle, the claw and the tooth, to go out and rob and steal in
order to get enough ; if they have to drop out of school because
they haven't had enough opportunity, because they hadn't the
opportunity or the feeling that they can gro*; if they have to
go begging around and acting like a second-class citizen, which
they have been made to feel in your applied-means state. Then
you are not creating a quality America.

(11) I submit we do Dot accept the need to massage our ego
in the need to go to the moon immediately. But we are long since
past the day when we should have eliminated poverty in America.
Our primary goal should be to reach a full parity of living for
all Americans before we reach the moon.

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN: That was a very excellent testimony. Would

you have time to submit to a few questions?
Mr. WOODENLEGS: Talking about going to the moon, in the past

here, about the people coming here, you go to the moon, I will
send a message with you. If you find Indians on the moon, give
them the message not to make a treaty with you. (Laughter.)
Having grown up in the West, I understand what you mean. I
grew up in the West.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, John.
Mr. JOHNSON: Mr. Patton, we have discussed a lot and heard

a lot of testimony about so much unemployment, farm labor un-
employment due to mechanization, price wars, automation, or
whatever you want to call it, that Well, for example, in Arkansas
we harvest soybeans, rice, and cotton on 90 percent by machinery
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atone. Now you accumulate a tremendous excess of farm labor,
people if they had been working in industry there would be
tremendous cry, "Industry shutdown now. We roust relocate these
people; we must retrain them." We have bad that cry for these
rural people but that is about alL,that is being done.

Now would you recommend, then, that we gro back where we
were in the early thirties, that the government buy land and
resettle these people, those they are able to find, let them grow
food, okra, cucumbers, or tomatoes, or those things? At least put
them out there in a home that they can have a little decency and
a litttle pride? Would you recommend that the Government go into
the wholesale buying?

Mr. PATTON : If I may address you as Lewis. Lewis, I feel verr
strongly that thequestion of land policy is a sodial issue and not
an economic issue. I am afraid that we have strayed far afield by
putting all of our emphasis on labor economics. We go around
braggingand I do sometimes, myselfI find myself guilty of %
that we are increasing agricultural productivity-per man at the
rate of 7 percent per year. What we don't tell is what the human
cost is. Nor do we tell what increasing quantities of capital are
needed. I think we ought to adopt a land policy in America that
would give any one an opportunity to live on the land if they
want to live on the land. I am not worried about us ever being
unable to produce the foodstuffs and our share of the foodstuffs
for overseas. I am deeply concerned that America will soon be-
come an area of the world in which 85 and 1,90 percent of the
people are piled up in concrete blockhouses around the perimeter
of America on the seacoasts and lake shores, living a miserable
life, while the greater part of America, the rural part of America,
will be vacated. I never thought that Goldsmith's "Deserted Vil-
lage" might apply to America, but it is becoming rapidly appli-
cable. Nor did I think that Herbert HooverI never thought much
of him, but that is a peraonal opinion onlywould be right. Nor
did I think that his prediction that grass will grow in the streets
might be a reality. It is becoming a reality.

I would keep the people out on the land. Let us stop this crazy
business of dividing people into classes. et us assume there are
going to be tremendous labor-efficiency farms and that we need
them. I am.not against them. Let us have a policy where we have
land transfer laws that will make it possible for the young farmer
or the older farmer to stay out there and farm. Let us move the
industry out, so he can work on the farm if he wants to part of
the time,and hold a cash job part of the time also. That is why I
recommend the 350 rural cities right out in rural America. There
isn't any reason we can't do it the way they do in Japan; live on
the land and if he wants to work in the cities part of the time,
fine. If he wants to work in industry part of the time, all right.
But live out there on the land because there is something more to
it than just producing food. There is the lesson e self-sufficiency,
self-help, orseeing things grow, the lesson of nature, the ability
to have room enough to turn around. You can't pile people up 16
to 20 in one room without a bath, infested with rats, without
having trouble. It is a wonder to me there hasn't been more
trouble instead of as little trouble as there has been.



I would say, give them room. Let us have a land policy in
America..let us license farmers to farm. Let us stop this business
of aniiing-np for production. Let some of the rest of the world
worry about production. We can produce, and family farmers
can effficient. Lam not against efficiency, but I want to enlarge
-the definition of tefficiency to include people, which is the most
'irm &ant single element of the whole definition of efficiency.
Whatetficiency do you have, if you can produce all of the gadgets
in tie world and at the same time destroy people? I would cite
just' ome thing. One of the things that our great vaunted efficiency
is doing is that we are probably going to run out of air before

Imn out of food, because we are polluting the air so rapidly
with four gadgetry that you had better head for the woods, boys,
in order to live a decent life.

The CHAMMAN: That was very, very good. Thank you.
Dr. ',Davis, I believe you asked to be recognized.
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS: Mr. Patton, if I can give a concise

comment here, you made some very definite recommendations.
Mr. PATTON: Yes.
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS: It seems to me they struck on some

rather fundamental aspects of our society. Do you think that these
things that you recommenda sort of planned society and subsi-
dized society it seems to medo you think that the initiative
should come from Federal Government sources, or do you think
it should be a sort of partnership with the various elements of our
society involved? I got the impression that. you recommend that
the Federal Government take the initiative and give financal
support to this sort of society that would be created.

Mr. PATTON: I am sorry that I gave you that impression, Dr.
Davis, because I tried to illustrate in the beginning by pointing
out what my good friend Mirhdall said, who wrote the American
Memorandum----that the Federal Government do a few good, im-
portant things and you let the people concentrate themselves,
including all levels of government, as community planning, such
things as cooperative development, and the small business man,
and all of that. That is what I was trying to say.

First and fundamentally, there are about three basic things.
One is that we ought to have full employment, Dr. Davis, jobs
for everybody. And, two, we ought to have an adequate distribu-
tion of income. Even one of Mr. Goldwater's consultants, Dr.
Friedman, who is a very excellent economist at the University of
Chicago, has talked about a guaranteed annual income. He calls
it a reverse income tax. An adequate distribution of income. We
have had a slanted distribution of income for two basic reasons.
One is that the power structure of the administered prices has
shunted off too much income, probably, compared to what others
are given. And of course, in my generation, we have had two
World Wars and two major wars which have taken a considerable
amount of income.

What I am really talking about is giving as much authority to
the people as possible, and I think your pluralism, to use another
term, is growing in-America rather than lessening. I doubt very
much, for example, that you could get as much out of the Federal
Government as the local school boards have voted upon themselves
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for education, if you really sliced it down. If the people under-
stand what the issues are, they will come to it, in my opinion.
We have all of these in-betweens. We ought to concentrate a few
big things. We start out on the Employment Act of 1946. We call
it the Full Employment Act. I was one of the first there.- I was a
chairman of the committee. It was a major concept. It was the
first time we were going to pull up the poor.

As poor as it has been, the law has still served a real purpose.
We started on this whole poverty thing. Still it is a fumbling
alone, but we were in action. We are in motion, and the more
people we have involved and the more we see that is needed In
rural America, of course, the basic thing is that the power struc-
ture is terribly weak. In urban America, you have all kinds of
institutions and people, though, that have a vested interest in
poverty, beginning with the welfare boards, the social workers.
I am not going to pick on the social workers, but you have all
kinds of voluntary agencies. In rural America, it is usually the
county commissioners; and the county commissioners are elected
by the power structure of the well-off, the local bank, the big
farmer, and they run the county commissioners. And the county
commissIoners have the idea that yot are poor because you don't
have any better sense, that there i, something wrong with you
or you wouldn't be poor. You have no voice. This is especially true
of your people, the American Indians, who have very few voices
speaking up for them.

The Indians and the Spanish Americans have another problem.
That-is, they have a cultural problem. They have a language and
a cultural problem. I am not so sure that their culture is not in
many ways better than ours.

Mrs. JACKSON : I will just pick up on a statement you made,
which is that you are poor because you had no better sense. I am
thinking along the lines that you are poor because you have no
better education. I would like to build a structun for education
to change all-- What do you propose for the educational system
to eliminate poverty?

74r. PATTON : I thought that I covered it very well when I said
make formal and informal education free to all from birth, and
to provide full opportunities to the limit of each person's desire
and capability. I would pay people to go to school. I would furnish
schoolbooks and I would do all of these things. I was including
that in a general statement, and I don't think there should be any
discrimination of any kind about going to school.

Mrs. JACKSON : I was more concerned about the building of
people, the quality of it, the conteht of it. You are thinking along
those lines, your content of education, and the support of it?

Mr. PATTON : Yes, I think we have had far too much interest
upon the material. As a matter of fact, we talk about socialistic
states and their materialistic objectives. I would submit that
unfortunately America too often considers materialistic objectives
an end in and of themselves, and that achieving that end is the
justification for the use of any means, which I do not accept.

I think there ought to be such things in education as sociology
and understanding the political strutture and understandiskg how
you play politics, how you get thirigv tone, what the power forces
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are in your community and the nation, and who runs what. I
would put Congress on TV. I don't know how many would watch
it very long, the performance they would put on. I am sure the
attendance on the floor of the Senate and the House would go
up very substantially.

Again, pluralism, attacking it from every front, informal edu-
cation. Instead of the CIA putting men into the National student
Society, we ought to have it publicly done to help finance farmers'
organizations, cooperatives, people's organizations in making
so that they have the money to do it. Lee Metcalf of Montana
published a book recently showing certain industries spent sub-
eantial amounts of money playing politics, influencing elections.
I think the people ought to learn how to Influence elections, be-
cause they have the vote. It is just learning how to use it. This
is part of education.

The CHAIRMAN: You have beerya delightful witness. We would
like to keep you here all morning. In deference to our schedule,
we must move on. You have made some real contributions this
morning. Some of the best contributions have been made orally.

Mr. PATTON: I want to express my appreciation as an American
citizen to each of you for taking the time to serve on this Com-
mission, because you are engaged in a most important and very
significant effort. Don't be afraid somebody is going to be sorry
about what you say. Write a tough statement and say it out cold.
You are not working for the Government. The Government is
working for you.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much.
I have had a request for a 5-minute standup, and then we will

have our next witness.
(A brief recess was taken.)
The CHAIRMAN: May we be seated, please? Our next witness

is the Honorable Sargent Shriver.
STATEMENT OF SARGENT SHRIVER

Mr. SHRIVER: Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission, I
am happy to have this chance to appear here today and-participate
in this important study which you are conducting on behalf of the
Pres:dent and the country. I am particularly pleased because of
our interest at the Office of Economic Opportunity in improving
the lot of those people living in rural America.

I have a prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, which I will be
happy to submit for the record, but rather than go through it
word for word, it occurred to me that it would be more helpful
to youat least, I am hopeful it would be more helpful to you
if we engaged more in questions and answers rather than my
repeating to you facts which I think you already know and
probably know much more about than I do.

Therefore, I will not recount the problem of the rural poor
person as we see it because I think you have already gotten that
factual information from others. Instead of that, I think you
might turn immediately to a summary and chart which I have
on my right which indicates quickly, I hope, what 0E0 (the
Office of Economic Opportunity) has been able to do in rural
America.
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If you will look at that chart (indicating), you will seeas to
the Job Corps, which consists of 113 centers located all across the
country, residential centers with people 16 to 20 years of age,
out of school, out of workthat the Job Corps has 40 percent of
the enrollees in it from rural America.

Now it shouldn't be construed that this 40 percent is just
34,000 people permanently in any sense. For exampk, the Job
Corps has 36,000 beds or slots as you call it. Through that whole
process there will be close to 70,000. We hope to be able to
process as many as 100,000 through the capacity that the Job
Corps has. The 42,000, the 40 percent enrollees now are in rural
America. We think it is important for us to get more and more
enrollees from rural America.

As most of you know, it is not so easy in the early stages of new
programs to get the word out, the information out to rural com-
munities about the availability of a program such as the Job
Corps. We think that the 40 percent of the enrollees at this
stage being rural people, that it is a pretty substantial accom-
plishment.

Secondly, as to the Youth Corps, which is another program in
the Office of Economic Opportunity under the Department of
Labor (indicating), 32 of these are in the rural area. In the work
experience programthat is a program of employment for the
unemployed fathers of the families where the children are on
ADC, you will see that 40 percent of the enrollees there are rural
people.

In the community action program, which includes the programs
for Indians and migrants, we have only 28 percent 'of the total
sum allocated or used so far ifiruial America. I won't go into
the explanation of why that is so. I think you can probably guess
why it is so as easily as I can tell you. We can come back to that.

The adult education program, we have 35 centers in -rural '
America. The rural loan program, as its name implies, it is all
rural. So that program is exclusively reaching rural people. At
least, I hope it is exclusively reaching rural America. The average
there at the bottomas you can-see 34 percent of the total ;:um
of money allocated to us has ,been utilized or made availablP in
this sense to rural America. (Indicating.)

I would like to point out a fact about the Job Corps. Although
I see 40 percent of the enrollees as being rural, you don't have
any figure there which shows the impact on a rural community
of a Job Corps center being physkally located in that rural com-
munity. I would like to just give you an idea of what that looks
like. Statistically, financially, the construction work of Job Corps
centers has cost $80 million. Practically all of that has been spent
in rural America.

If you take Camp Breckinridge in Kentucky or Camp Atter-
bury outside of Indianapolia or the conservation centers, prac-
tically all of them are in rural America. The Wing centers are
not in rural America. In those cases we have not spent much
construction money. I think we have in Albuquerque. So the
largest part of the construction money has been spent in rural
America.
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Where a conservation center is being opened up in a small
town, say Anaconda, Mont., with the salaries and the expenditures
by the boys, by the staff, and so on, in that community it amounts
to about $1 million a year specifically in that rural location. When
we open up a larger center such as the one in Wisconsin, we
estimate that that will produce about $5 million of expenditures
in that local community.By-the economists' formulaand I have my favorite economist
with me whom I might take this opportunity to introduce, Bob
-Levine, who is head of our research and planning program at
0E0by our usual formula, the total economic impact would be
to consider all of this $200 million per annum. That is all spent,
so to speak, or takes place in rural America.

Would you give me the next chart, please? In a sense one
could conclude therefore that that is what we have done statisti-
cally. You all are extremely familiar with the two basic ap-
proaches to rural poverty- One is the-physical resource develop-
-ment- and the-other iS the -human resource development type of
approach. I think mostly in the history of our country we have
been devoted more to the physical resource development than to
the human resource development.So when we started our program, we tried to focus on the
other side of that problem, the human:resource development. So
those items indicate there in general the two approaches.

The next chart. Now in the course of our operations for 2
years we have developed some programs which we have considered
to be at least tentative models of what might be done, focusing
first on the human development angle and then moving from
that to the economic development or a physical resource develop-
ment. .

Under the area here (indicating), the rural assistance model,
you will see two of them. One is Elk River, and the other is
UPCAP. Elk River is down in Tennessee, and it consists -a nine
counties, all rural, all quite poor. It serves an area of approxi-
,mately 225,000 people, and of" that group 47 percent are below
the poverty line. They are in that sense our clientele. They are
down beneath the $3,000 income level per annum. Sixty percent
of the adults have less than a ninth grade education in those nine
counties. Of the 30 towns and cities in:those nine counties, 22 have
less than 2;500 people living in them land only 2 have mnre than
10,000 people. I think by any definition that this Commission
is usingat least I believe it to be sothis is rural America.
It is a poor part of rural America.

In that_area, a community action agency was created. It had as
its objective not merely to utilize our programs but to utilize
coordinate, if you willbring together all available progranis
Ahat could be helpful to the people in that area, the Federal
programs, the State programs, local programs, and private pro-
grams, if any, thai could be attracted to the area.

How do you do this? They first of all get together representa-
tives from the entire nine-county afea, both public officials and
private people, poor people, moderate incomeobviously in that
area there are moderate income peopleminority group people,



school leadership, religious people, et cetera, into one organization
known as the Elk River community project.

In order to reach the people in Elk River, we created four
neighborhood centers, large-scale neighborhood centers, plus 28
subcenters. This has been the method for getting the word out and
the information up and down the countryside to the poor people
themselves'. It is part of the "out-reach" setup. These centers
serve as a focal point thror.Lh which the low income people in
these nine counties can obtain services in the areajob place-
ment, resume education, homemaker services, family counseling,
and other types of neighborhood programs. From our agency,
this Elk River community action agency has been able to introduce
the Neighborhood Youth Corps, Headstart, a- program we call
Upward Bound, which I will describe in a minute, remedial read-
ing programs, adult basic education; and a local program which
they call Homestart, which is a method of reaching out to the
families of Headstart children to work with the families them-
selves.

Upward Bound, for those of you who -have probably never heard
of it, is a program for high school youngsters, again at the 10th
or 11th grade, primarily 10th, 11th, or 12th, or 10th and 11th
grades who are not doing as well as people think they should be
doing. In order to get into Upward Bound, you have to have a
"C" average or wOrse in school. If you are flunking a couple of
courses, that helps. What you have in addition to the "C" averageor worse and the 'flunks is you have to have somebodylet us
say your teacher, the school, the ministersay that boy or that
girl could really be doing "B" or "A" if they had incentive to do
it, if -they had zhe motivation. That_ is what would result, what
the consequence's would be, if they were inspired to do "A" or
"B" average work. This is -a big parenthesis I am afraid, but I
thought it would be interesting to yoU.

We had 25,000 youngsters in that progiam last summer. Theyare taken to colleges where they Work with the college faculty
and the high school faculty of the school to which they are
going. Then they ara consolidated during the academic year as
well as during the. summertime. So we made a study of the first800 youngsters to go through that program the summer before,Extraordinarily enough, 78 percent of the boys and girls who
were at the senior level went to college, and they are staying in
college much better :than the average youngster who goes to
college regardless of income.

In other words, it is apparently true that we have been losinga huge amount of human resources, human intelligence, simply
because we had no device for reaching and inspiring them and
counseling them and their famiiles about the benefit to them of
collegiate education. I think that the educators at least in ouroffice would conservatively say that there are literally hundreds
of thousands of boys and girls now in the 9th and 10th grades
who could be brought into college if we had more devices likeUpward, Bound or a bigger Upward Bound program. -This pro-gram operates across the country. It operated last summer in
220 universities and colleges. We hope to get that closer to 300
and 400 "if Congress gives us the money.
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A large proportion of those are rural youngsters. In Elk River
they had that. They had -0E0 programs. In addition to that, they
had something called "Complete" which was a program funded
by OMAT (Office of Manpower Automation and Training) . It
enrolled 123 persons in this nine-county area, and it recently
shows that 91 of them are now employed and in training; 76 r.re
working for wages and earning an average weekly wake of $52.50.
Their combined weekly wages total-about $4,000. I am not saying
these are big figures. But if you weren't getting anything before,
these are big figures. They have an income improvement.

They have increased the farm income of the poor farmers about
$1 million in the last 2 years throu!gh the training about the use
.-3f fertilizers and in other ways. The TVA for example has
helped, and others have helped, and so on. They are planning to
have a small business development center in this area. They are
planning on an areawide water system. They are developing a
measles immunization program. We are interested in that because
as I suppose you all know, the measles have a very harmful
effect on the mental development of children if contracted at a
stage of their mother's pregnancy and -sb on. This Is one of the
public health services.

They are in a program of identification of the mineral resourcesin that area. They have applications in HUD to restore stone
bridges which they think will help them. They, are on a campaignto get a rural job source whkh will help them. They are also
trying to get a local junior college. We think that this kind of
combined effort from these counties together _in a community
action format has been extremely helpful to them and is one
prototype which we are trying to accomplish.

The other there is called TJPCAP. That the .name given to
the other program which covers the upper peninsula ,of Michigan.
That, too, is a large area. It has 15 counties, 16,000 gqUare miles,
350,000 people. It is structured absolutely differently. UPCAP
has what we call an umbrella agencTr and a community action
agency which covers all of the counties. Within the counties,
they have subsidiary action agencies, some of which cover Only
one county. The others cover a number of counties. The umbrella
agency is able because We finance finance the umbrella
agency and the community action agencies--7-they ake able to
attract up to the UPCAP area and -also to pay the people there
who are all requested to do business with the State of Michigan
:and the Unite'd States government. They know how to make up
the necessary program applications. They know how to make the
studies essential to acquire money either from the State or fromus. They have the expertise to help the residenta of that area
plan what is useful for the area.

In a sense what we are doing is financing through UPCAP the
introduction in that area of sufficient technological assistance so
that they can compete equally; for example, with those who are in
the major urban areas. This has been extremely successful. At
least we think it has been. -
-- A r large amount of money, more money than ever before, has
moved into that area, and _we think in large R-2..rt because this
instrumentality was there to make the applications and then to
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make certain the money was intelligently utilized at the local level.
The third kind of model would be well-known to all of you. It

was encapsulated in the bill which was in Congress the last time,
the rural community development agency idea. I have tried to
give you a slight, at least superficial, development concept.

The next chart. This is a program which we think warrants
some consideration on your part. It applies to everybody, whether
we like it or not, the fact that people do leave rural America and
go to the cities. It has been going on inttreasingly for 15 years.
When I was in Chicago, we used to have under the county in
Chicago some centerswe called them immigration centers.=-=
where we attempted to provide some services for people coming
into Chicago from rural America who knew nothing about urban
life. That really is dealing with the end product. Much better, we
think, would be a system, an intelligent system, for dealing with
the product at the source as well as at the arrival point, whether
it is Chicago, St. Louis, or wherever it might be.

This is a very simple suggestion, obviously, as to how counseling
and how guidance and job training and so on at the source, so
that people could be reached for their arrival in the urban setting.
This is not in some instances very _popular because it makes no
effort to try to keep people in rural America. You almost say that

inevitable that a large number will leave rural America. HOW
ck..cn we make their transition in urban life more effective to them
and more satisfactory to our nation's economy? In addition to what
we have done through these community action agencies and
through other programs which I have just been describing, I
would like to mention that there are some isolated things which
we think are significant that 0E0 has done.

For instance, we finance the Appalachian hospitals. There are
12 in Appalachia, which I am sure you know of. They were all
about to close up. We came up with the money to keep them
open in counties where in fact there were no doctors. We came
up with the money to keep them open, not to keep them open by
picking up their debts and leaving them in the same _ financial
situation as before, but under a system whereby they became
affiliated with,---Governor Breathitt would -Ic.zow about this. The
State agreed through the medical schools to make these rural
hospitals .a permanent part of the permanent health resources of
the entire area. Former Governor Holmes of Kentucky has now
become the chairman of these associated hospitals.

Secondly,f also in the area, we are opening up, we hope, in a
few -moirthS a rural health center in the county in Mississippi
whichlias one of, the worst infant mortality rates of any county in
the nation and also has a very poor health- service for the poor
people at this time. This has been done with two hospitals down
there : Sarah Brown ; the other hospital I have forgotten at the
moment. These are local hospitals which without our assistance
would have to close up.In addition to the health programs I have just described, and
we want to do ,more of those, we have a program of training
people to work in rural America. We have a training programwith_ the University of Wisconsin with the cooperation of the
Farmers Union whereby people were selected by them and sent



to the university and trained for an extended period with the
objective in mind that they would go back into rural America
and work in community actioh agencies in making them more
effective. We have something in the rural area of Columbia where
people have to be brought to that area with the same idea in
mind, to go back to work more effectively in the rural community.

I think that I might just close, Bob, by mentioning the one
thing I have omitted. I might just close by saying that an Elk
River program, for example, or the UPCAP program does attempt
and has successfully engaged the various services of the United
States Department of Agriculture, the Department of Labor
services, the extension services as well as 0E0 services, and they
have introduced VISTA volunteers and relied on them heavily,
not just person:7_, to do good deeds as we see it but as technical
assistants working with the local people for their own community
action more effectively within Elk River, UPCAP, or the other
programs.

Thank you. I hope you will give me an indication where you
think the solution lies.

The CHAIRMAN: That has been p_ very excellent treatment with
regard to rural America. Would you be kind enotir '1 to stay and
have the members ask y611 some questions?

Mr. SHRIVER: I will be glad to stay. I hope I will have some
answers. f,Mr. ROESSEL : Mr. Shriver, in-thellearingSilhat- the Commission
has been holding in different parts Of the country, probably the
agency or organization that has been the most complimented has
been yours. I think whether they be migrant, whether they be
Indian, whether they be Negro, I think that Ithere have been a
great many very laudatory comments about your agency, and in
particular the community action programs.

At the same time, there has been a great fear expressed over
possible cutbacks, what some people }rave referred to perhaps as
selling out in terms cir the thrust that has been developed. Could
you give us some facts with regard to what is being requested by
the President, and how this relates to the past requests? And,
in your estimate, is this request adequate and will this allow for
the proper expansion of the program, or will 'this only allow for
the continuation of existing programs?

Mr. SHRIVER: First of all, I am very happy to hear that there
have been some laudatory comments made in the areas in which
we have been attempting to work. Thank you.

Secondly, there has been no 'Cessation of interest or cuttingback of interest on the part of the President or the executive
branch on community action. The first year, we had approximately
$350 million, if I remember the figure precisely. I could get it
for you.'

Mr. ROESSEL: Total operation?
-Mr. SHRIVER : Total operation. The second year, we did suffer

a setback. It wasn't at the hand of the President or the executive
branch. What happened was simple to describe. We had a ratherlarge sum of money that was unearmarked money, unrestricted

--money, available to local community action agencies to spend in
accordance with the community guidelines.
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Congress, first of all, added programs that we didn't think of,
and which the local communities thought of, which they would
like tcp have. Next they took part of that money and earmarked
it for those programs, taking it effectively out of the local com-
munity situation.Secondly, they did like some programs, which we started, very
much, like Headstart, and they took more money out of this
flexible amount and put it into Headstart, or they took more
money out and put it into the Neighborhood Youth centers, be-
cause they liked these programs.

Third, they reduced the total amount for the total operation.
The combined effect was to cut the flexible amount down by some
200 or so million dollars. That -was a severe reduction for the
money available, for example, for migrants, for Indians.

The President's budget which he set up requests enough money
,cyut of Congress to get back where we were at the beginning, which
would, in our judgment at least, give us a-thrust that characterized
the first year. The question, however, still remains. The question
is whether Congress will authorize and appropriate that money
for these purposes. We want it very much, not for ourselves, but
we want it really for Elk River, or UPCAP, where it is in the
hands of the .local people.

Mr. LAUREL : I believe at the time that I introduced myself to
you I told you I was from Laredo, Tex. Let me redeem you on
0E0 as to some of the comments, _ which are most unfortunate,
particularly in a recent article in the Reader's Digest, you know,
giving a black eye to Laredo and to the lack of money that had
been available by OE0 with reference to the poor people, that

-it had not been effective.I want to refute it for the record. I am a citizen, and I am a
district attorney in Laredo. I want to report to you that the
p3ople are anxious there for the continuation of your program,
and to tell you 1,-.)w much has reached the 'poor people and how
effective it has been. Laredo has a chronically unemployed popu-
lation, a majority of which, of course, are migrant people that go
into the streams of migrant labor in this country. I want to say,
also, that some of the programs that have been initiated by 0E0
have been most effective to stem that kind of -a problem in the
community, and, of course, I would like to tell you that the recent
developments there of the type that the poor people are more per-
sonally involved in the program and that they have 100 percent
representation on the board, and things are developing well.

.We would like to, of course, tell you that we are anxious to
continue your program. I think it has meant a lot to Laredo. We
want to commend you for the work Y-oü have been doing.

Mr. SHRINTER: Thank you, Mr. Laurel.
Mr. FORD: I want to follow up a point here and raise a question

with regard to this new budget. Certainly in Kentuckk we have
been very pleased with the programs that were initiated. But there
has been considerable concern about cutbacks in the work ex-
perience and training programs which have been apparently quite
successful. There has been, also, concern with the budget for the
community action programs in that it has been pointed out that
this first year was largely for planning purposes and they don't



need to go back and plan-again, that they need to move ahead, that
this will cost more money than the first allocations that they had
in many of these communities.

Now apparently the funds that are being proposed by the Presi-
dent really are not sufficient to implement the programs that many
of these communities have proposed. Is that correct?

Mr. SHRINER : I think it is fair to say that the Federal Govern-
ment, I believe, never has eno4gh money,_probably never will have
enough money to implement all of the plans that ail of the people
will have at the local level and which are desirable to carry outat the local level. In that sense, we are not going to have
enough money to get all of the needs that everybody sees as being
desirable for us to finance. To me, that isn't at this stage of the
game a fatal flaw. I think that if you -continue to have more
money each year than we had before for these good purposes which
the local people have developed, then we are moving in the right
direction.

What bothers me is where we are going backwards, so to speak.
Now the President's budget would, if passed by Congress, permit
us to move ahead, not as fast as the poor would like, not as fast
as humanity as a whole would think desirable, but with some de-
gree of deliberation and success, I think.

Mr. FORD : Apparently, in the work experience and training
program, that does represent a cutback, does it not?

Mr. SHRINER: In work experience, yes. Would you like to talk
about that?
, Mr. -FORD : Yes.

Mr. SHRINER : The reduction will be in part compensated 1-y
the cox'responding increase iRt the communitY ttrainers' work in
Health, Education, and Welfare. Even more important, the train.
ing program, as such, is taking a very substantial jump in this
budget, so that it is a jump of $240 million, I think. Or a jump of
$160 million, a total in our budget of $250 million; As a result of
this, we are not cutting back in the training programn. Some of
the people may have'shifted into another kind of structure. It
does not mark a cutback.

Mr. FORD It marks an administrative change?
Mr. SHRIVER : You are correct, though, that in the budget the

President has sent up, Title V, the work experience title, was
reduced. That is correct.

Mr. FORD : I have one other question that I would like to raise.
Along with the laudatory comments we have receiv6d, there have
been chronic criticisms that the programs of 0E0 comniunity
action are not coordinated at the local and district level with other
state and federal programs, and I would ask what is being done
through your office to remedy this, if yz-..0 view it as requiring.
remedying.

Mr. SHRIVER : First of all, I am sure it is true.
Second, I don't know any system yet devised where that isn't true.
Third, our office is trying to provide more money to local com-

munity action agencies so they can hire qualified people to do the
planning and coordination, which up until now they have not had
in enough numbers, at any rate, except in the kind of cases Ithave
described. That is, UPCAP, Elk River, and let's say, 20 or 30 more.

e,
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To answer your question, we agree with that criticism. We would
like to have enough money from Congress to strengthen the local
community agencies to do exactly what you think is needed. It
would better for the nation, better for planning. I have come
to the conclusion, for the record, that though it is difficult, it is
not as difficult to get coordination in Elk River, Tenn.or it is
easier to get it there than it is here.

Mr. BONNEN : I am very interested in your presentation of
these different approaches to reachir,q- out into rural life that
you have discussed in general terms. Several questions arise in my
mind that I wonder if you could perhaps elaborate on, or respond to.

Are there, in your experience, any differences between your
approach in capital 'grants between rural and urban environment
that are significant, that might be pointed out for our deliberations
here? How do you organize when you go into a rural area that is
different from an urban? It seems to me that there are a lot of
us who have spent considerable amounts of time thinking about
this problem of how are you affected at this extensive margin when
your problem of orientation seems to be very intense. I don't think
there is a clear roadmap in anyone's mind to success here. I wonder
what your experience tells you about this?Then, looking at these alternatives, can you at this point say
anything about there are differences in rural life, a lot of
dtfferent kinds of situations I see you do identify an item, that
there is a different emphasis, or mix between the human and
physical resources between the environments that you have in-
spected, the Elk River versus the UPCAP development type of
approach.Are .there other differences in the environment that suggest that
you use an UPCAP approach, for example, or an Elk River ap-
proach? I realize that early in these things you haven't any strong
notions. If you do, I would be inte.7ested in hearing them. Within
this context, what 0E0 programs io.ve you found most successful
and which least successful in extending into rural life? That is a
big ball of wax, but you stimulate these kinds of questions.

Mr. SHRIVER : In response to the first half of the first question,
that Item Number V there in general terms illustrates what we
think of a being the best place for the Elk River- versus the
UPCAP- type thing. In a nutshell, what it means is really that if
you are working in an area like UPCAP, where there are ti reason-
able number or a substantial number of pretty well educated
people, and where there is a chance for physical economic devel-
opment which would be a permanent thing there, well, we think
UPCAP is better. If you are working in an area where apparentlythis may be wrongbut where it appears now that there isn't
really much chance for long-term economic development in that
area, physidal development, and so on, no matter how much money
you have spent on physical or resource development, then the Elk
River apprciach is better ; because it focuses a great deal more on
the human as compared to the economic development of the area.

Mr. BONNEN : Is there a difference in organization or a mix of
programs to be used?

Mr. SHRIVER : Both a difference in organization of these two
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cases, as well as a difference in the mix of the two programs. I
realize that saying that, I am not saying very much specifically in
answer to your question. I am not saying very much, because I
don't think we know very much about that. What we have done
is do it pragmatically. We have done it in cooperation with the
local people, using their judgment as well as ours as to which kind
would work better for them.

I have found out another thing down here. There is no one in
Washington who knows the answers to all of this. It is a lot
smarter, I think, to let that be decided in large part out there,
rather than by some demagog down here. The differences are so
subtle, the country so huge, if you get two or three different models,
then let the people select what seems to be best to them, with some
technical assistance. Then I think you probably get the best results.

Did you mention technical assistance? I think that is the biggest
need. More trained people or manpower, either to go out and
help at the extension end as you have defined it in the development
of the Elk River situation or UPCAP, or by making money avail-
able to the local community action to enable them to employ people
who will go out and stay there.

One of the criticisms in the community action is that we pay
too high salaries. Some places have asked us to please pay people
working in community action in that area much more than the
other people get in that area. The",r6.6:sOn is, they say if we can't
get the wage scale up here-to attract people to stay here, how are
we ever going to get them? They want to attract people to live
there anti do this kind of work.

The next was which would be successful and which would not?
Mr. BONNET. Yes. Does experience tell you anything about

the kind of pre:,,14zuns you are going to extend?
, Mr., SHRM _:rom the point of view of getting community
action into operation, it seems that Headstart had the greatest
catalytic effect. It actually energizes people more to do things for
themselves than ar.t.y other single program. It gives them for the
first time the feeling that they can really do something for them-
selves. It involves the totality of the community ; not just the little
children, but their parents, the community leaders, the doctors,
and so on.

From the we have in many cases been able to develop
this whole concept of self-help from which the people will do these
things for themselves, and that is the real nugget. If you finally
get that thought through, that there is some money from Wash-
ington, that there is some guidance, and that the people can best
handle their own problems right there, then you are going a long
way to getting better human development.

Bob, would you like to add anything?
Mr. LEVINE : I am glad you emphasized Headstart. I think

with all of our troubles in Mississippi that is a good illustration
of the catalytic effect of Headstart. The only other thing I would
want to add is, I want to answer the part of Mr. Bonnen's ques-
tion which asks which part is bad. .

Mr. SHRIYER : Excuse me. I have a mental block on that.
Mr. LEVINE : I think we could do some things in rural areas,

you know, helping women to sew, and things like this, which
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personally feel would be dubious in an attack on poverty. I think
we could do something a lot more fundamental, such as UPCAP
or Elk River, using the most of our agency's and other agencies'
mobility. They look, from Washington, to be kind of trivial. These
programs come up from the areas in the cases we are talking about ;
the people don't think they are trivial, and there may be good
reason for them.

There are various cattle-breeding programs, which, as a non-
farmer, I don't understand.

Mr. SHRIVER : I should have cut him off there.
The CHAIRMAN : John Woodenlegs has asked' to be recognized.
Mr. WOODENLEGS : Mr. Shriver, I want to say in 1913 the

Northern Cheyenne was one of the tribes that came to Washing-
ton. The other tribes came. Woodenlegs was a delegate, and they
took the delegates to New York to the Statue of Liberty. You
know, the man signed the document welcoming all people from
Europe. Now we are here today to say that he didn't know so many
people would come. He didn't know that.

I am on the committee here that is trying to help the people
that are here now. Now I want to thank you and 0E0 officials for
this program, the community actio,n program, for the Indian
people, and the War on Poverty, because the Indian people are
included in it this time. It seems like we want to build up like the
white people did. We should have built up with you when you
first came here. Then we wouldn't have this P;hite problem, or you
call it the Indian problem.

We are working along with you on Headstart. That is a good
program for the Indian people. I remember about 25 years back
that one Indian boy wouldn't go to school. So the Indian police
went to the parents and told them, "Your boy has to go to school."
The father and mother said, "We have to wean him.' He was still
nursing. You see, we are slow. We are awfully slow. But the
Headstart program is real good. I have a commendation for you
in working on the Northern Cheyenne. But this is good for all
of the people, and the program is receiving the Indian people and
making them do the work, and I think this is good.

In the Northern Cheyenne, we have 140,000 acres. We are
using it, we are not leasing it down. I want to say on these pro-
grams they are all good for the Indian people. And the Sioux in
Tucson, Ariz., they spoke good of the progrEan, and it is helping.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you, John.
Mr. SHRWER : Could I put a tootnote on that? I would like to

say in addition to the Headstart program, for example, on the
reservationperhaps I shouldn't mention the Sioux, if you will
remember for a minute

Mr. WOODENLEGS (interrupting)) On the Little Big Horn we
worked together. (Laughter.)

Mr. SHRIVER : I want the record to show that I am a member
of the Hu.-ikpapa Sioux. Do you know that? haven't made it
with the Ci:eyqnne yet. As long as we can work together, though.
There is a hbUsing..program there which has actually trained a
large numl:yer of Indians, who were previously unemployed, as
apprentices and as jouumeymen in carpentry and in other con-
struction jobs.
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Then, too, the services of 0E0 are a large-scale operation now
on the Navajo Reservation. I think we have 18 full-time workers
for individual Navajos, not for the Tribal _Council, but for the
individual human beings on the reservation. That has never beendone before. We have been led to believe that that is a very
satisfactory and helpful program.

Mr. SAMORA : I would ask this. In CAP progranis, what do
you do with the power structure in the particular communities?
The idea occurs to me if you cooperate with them, you are not
doing much except to pe_rpetuate the system. If you fight them,
I suppose it is another problem. If you ignore them, there re
still other p;:oblems.

Do -you have any concrete solution to the problem?
Mr. SHRIVER: Well, community action is a little bit like an art

rather than a science. I can't sit here and tell you that in a particu-
lar place you do this with the establishment, or that with the
establishment, or with the poor. It has to be done, really, on a
case-by-case basis in a way- which conforms with the real-life
human economic, poliCcal situation in that place.

So that what we accepted, for example, in the very early days
in terms of minority representation on a community action board
in a State where they never had any integrated community action
group, any integrated group, pe7.iod, well, what we accepted in that
place in the first day is not what we accept today, nor is it what
we accepted in another place on that subject.

In some places when we started, the establishment, as you
phrase it, wouldn't have anything to do with it at all. They just
stayed away from it. Then when we financed another group and
money actually began to come, and jobs, and Headstart, and Neigh-
borhood Youth programs began to arrive ; then sometimes the
leaders of the establishment had second thoughth, and seeing thatthese things worked, wanted to join up with it. We have ob-
viously permitted them, because basically what we have been
told by Coagress is this. We have been told .to mobilize all of the
resources of a community, in the community action effort for that
community, as well as mobilize all of the resources of the country
in a total effort. Therefore, we don't think it is fair to exclude
people from the community action effort as long as they are bona
tide people of the community, and who have an honest and sincere
desire to participate.

Mr. SAMORA : Even so, 6omebody isn't in it from the beginning?
Mr. SaRIVER : We keep the door open so they can join it later

on. The development of the community action idea is a livingthing. It is not stagnant. We say that it should ideally include
the elected officials from the community, the business, religious,
philanthropic private welfare people from the community. It
should invcilve the poor. As the law specifically states, at least
33 percent of the people should be residents of the areas where
we are attempting to carry on the work.

If you have that mix, theoretically you have an ideal commu-
nity action setup. In other words, the establishment, the poor, the
business, the labor leadership, the farm leadership in this case all
sit down around a table just like this.
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Mr. SAMORA : Isn't it theoretically, then, stacked against the
poor?

Mr. SHRIVER : Unless you assume that all of the people who
come there will do nothing but try to protect their own vested
interest. If you make that assumption, then it is always stacked
against the poor. Unfortunately, it depends upon how you look
at it, because since we have fewer poor people than well-off people,
it is always stacked against the poor. Everything is going to be
stacked against the poor, period. There is nothing you can do
about it.

If you can attract into the process, for sometimes selfish reasons,
sometimes idealistic reasons, other people, then it does not have
to end up as being stacked againsrthe poor. And, thank God, we
have hundreds and hundreds of cases now where what I have
tried to describe as being ideal is actually taking place. To give
you an illustration, in Kentucky, I think it was just a few days
ago, there was a meeting in the Cumberland area, of 1,500 people
who came to the community action meeting in Cumberland, Ky.
That is an awful lot of people to come to a meeting in Cumber-
land, Ky. It is not an awful lot of people who are there. Thisshows, I believe, that there is great local interest in what is
goirtg on.

Just last week, on the South Side of Chicago, in one of those
neighborhood meetings, 1,500 people came to one meeting, where-
as last year nobody came. I don't think there is too much danger
of people being excluded as long as everybody tries to grapple
with the problem of poverty rather than their own selfish interest
exclusively.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : Really, It is unfair, because Mr. Shriver
has dealt very candidly with the question I have, since it wasasked by Mr. Samora, but let me say that I am not sure that you
are reading the seriousness of this problem in various areag of
the country. I conclude this, because of my familiarity with thehearings. There are some areas in which the poorer people feelthat there is a power structure stacked against their effective
participation and against the effective implementation of the
poverty program in its various T-amifica ti ons .

Now, there are also going aloug with these "felings certain col-lateral activities which suggest that the poorer people think theyneed to takeI won't say violentbut perhaps violent pressure
tactics in order to alleviate their conditions. That is the impression
I get. I would not want to feel that nothing can be done about itin areas where they feel they do not have a chance to participatefully to .alleviate their condition.

I think the thing is much more serious than maybe we are read-ing it to be. Because of these collateral activities and doctrines
that are being injected into their thinking, this can become a veryserious national problem. And also, Mr. Shriver, due to the factthat within certain areas of our country, within the delta area,Mississippi, Arkansas, Tennessee, they are talking about 100,000
people being displaced because of the minimum wage, and so on.I think this is a very serious problem which we are going to haveto rethink a little bit on, instead of concluding that nothing canbe done about it.



I say that maybe something has to be done about it. I say this
in all deference to you.

Mr. SMtIVER: Let me clarify my own position, that I agree with
you. I didn't mean- to imply by anything I have said that -there
were not extremely serious problems in many cases and many
places. Nor did I mean to imply that we do not finance community
action agencies which, in a sense, could be described as being
against the establishment. We have financed many community
action agencies where there was no establishment participation,
in all of the States that you mentioned.

All I was trying to say was ultimately our objective was not tohaveyou said violence our objective is --to see whether we
could get through that problem without violence. But we don'tjust do nothing in the face of the problem such as you have
described.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Johnson, do you have anything?
-Mr. JOHNSON : First, I want to commend you for doing a tre-

mendous job under difficult conditions. Of course; there will never
be a perfect sta-te that you will work these prog'rams In. You
have done a tremendous job. Touching a- little further on what
he has stated, which we all know is a fact, how mueh more money
are you going to give us in'rural areas next year? Because this
rural problem, has increased4,-Thi,s,t,14,:-..4.-Jseripus,question, because
it is absolutely true. This rural problein'has inci-eased and we must
have more. money in our rural areas.

Mr. SHRIVER : We agree with you. I want7:-to make one thing
clear here. I don't give out the money. I don't decide- how much
money there is available for us to distribute. That is made by
another group of people.

Mr. JOHNSON : Who decides how much the rural folks get,
Mr. Shriver? _ -

Mr. SHRIVER : Let me tell you how that comes down. First of
all;- there is a group here who has the power of what they call
the purse. It is not OEO. They can either open the purse or close
the purse. They can decide if they want to put any sum of money
they want into rural community action. We have made some sug-
gestions. I will be very humble about the suggestions.

We have made suggestions which would, in fact, put some-
iwhere around -$80 million more nto the rural areco_mmunity

action operation this coming fiscal year than has been in it in the
last fiscal year. You might say that is not enough.

Mr. JOHNSON : That is what I would say, yes.
Mr. SHRIVER : There are people who can take care of you. I

don't happen -to be the person.
Mr. JOHNSON : I still want to commend you: for doing a tre-

mendous job.
Mr. SHRIVER : Every one of you come from States whe-re thereare people, who are capable of it.
The CHAIRMAN- : We want to apologize to you for trespassing

on your time, and to commend you for 'being a particularly inter-
esting witness.

Mr. SHRIVER : I would like to avoid a terrible catastrophe by
calling attention first of -all to our- Green Thumb program.

Mr. JOHNSON : Tbank you, Mr. Shri-V-er--,---



Mr. SHRIVER : WhiCh, has been an unqualified success, I think
in the four States where we have attempted at the beginning,
and we would like to carry that further in the future, and as a
matter of fact, bring the benefits of Green Thumb to many other
places.

Secondly, migrant program hasn't gotten much attention while
I haVe been liere, from this Commission. We feel that the efforts
we have made from the viewpoint of-migrants, in housing and sani-
tatlon and so on, have at least opened up the way to ameliorating
the situation, in fact, giving them many opportunities to get out
of poverty. All of these programs, in fact, talking about Headstart,
Youth Corps, and so forth, are available to them. But until 0E0
came along, I don't think there- were any programs of a sub-
staatial nature for migrants at all. I don't want them to be over-looked, because they are a large part of the rural poverty problem.

The CHAIRMAN : In our Tucson hearings, in our Memphishearings, in c3ome of these areas this was testified to very elo-
07- ntly, andwe-have it in the record. And I assume you wouldto go on record here mentioning

Mr. LAUREL (interrupting) : I mentioned in my statement- of
Laredo, I think, it is in that area where I think that greater work
has been done, not only in Laredo but in the south Texas agricul-
tural area. And those are the areas where I feel they are very .anxious about an:- cut in the funding of the programs that 0E0

-has started. They-would like to _continue. They are just beginningto really realize their potential in getting out from the poverty.
Again, my comMendation to you.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much.
Members of the Commission, and ladies and gentlemen, we willcontinue our testimony. We are going to continue right throughthe noon hour, as we have done in previous hearings.
The next witness scheduled is Rev. Walter Fauntroy, who is

testifying in place of A. Philip Randolph, who is ill.
Are you the Reverend ?
Mr. FAUNTROY : Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you, sir. You may go ahead.

STATEMENT OF WALTER FAUNTROY
ON BEHALF OF A. PHILIP RANDOLPH

Mr. FAUNTROY : Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the
Commission,:

I am .a member of the National Advisory Committee on FarmLaboi-, and director of the Washington Bureau of the .SouthernLeadership Conference, and vice chairman of the White HouseConference To Fulfill These Rights, on which Dr. Randolph isthe honorary chairman. Dr. Randolph, of .the Nation-Ar Shaxe-.croppers Fund, yesterday_ hoped to be here to submit his owntestimony, but due to the untimely illness could nOt be here andasked me to present his statement
He asked,-also, that I be permittdd to have at my side Mrs. FayBennett, who is the national director of the National Sharecroppers

Fund, for her help on the -many phases that relate to technicalmatters.- --The CHAIRMAN : We are glad to have her with you.



Mr. PAUNTRO-Y :-/Thank you. Dr. 'Randolph woul;:3 have me saythat he appreciates the invitation to appear on this National
Commission on Rural,Poverty. He aliVays_ welcomes the oppor-tunity to testify against the 'shameful injustice of endemic poverty
in the richest society the world has ever known. He professes hisdiscouragement in appearing -again before gtill one more com-
mission when the facts are obVious and the need is for action.Everyone knows the.- unrivaled productive capacity and the
magnificent natural resource's of the United States. And -nearly
everyone knows now, if they did not a few years ago, that, while30 percent of our. people live in the rural areas, 43 percent ofour poverty is there; and while 25 percent of our people live inthe Southeastern States, about half the poverty is there. The
President has deplored it. The Secretary of Agriculture has docu-
mented it. Only 2 weeks ago, in this very city, outstanding citizensassembled from all parts of this nation under the auspices of the
National Association for Community Development and gave-3 daysto discussion of rural poverty. We are relying on the NationalSharecroppers Fund- for many of the facts and figures I. willpresent in the statement here today. .Gentlemen, we ,have had enough committees, enough commis-
sions, and enough conferences. We need action. In the generationfrom 1940 to 1965, some 25 million people (in terms 6f: change
of residence and net -migration) left agriculture. Is this not oneof the great migrations in all the world's history? Yet in all thatquarter, of a century we have seen no coherent plan or program
or Social purpose either to help those millions remain on-the land
or to Prepare them for the changed environment of the cities into
which) they thronged.

Now there is concern and testimony and legislation to deal with
the great crises of American cities. How could there not be a crisisin our cities? But-it starts in the countryside imhere,s ei-en today,neW thousands are being r::!,spossessed and starting the long in-voluntaTty trek aWay from their homes. -In the great depression of the thirties, when poverty blighted
the land, evictions and forced sale of farmlands were stopped bydesperate farmers with guns on their shoulders. Auctions found
no buyers.- Government listened, at least for a feW 'years, whenthe Farm Security _Administration experimented with programsto- ,keep ;and in the hands of small farmers. But the programs
died under pressures. on Washington, and the Department of Agri-culture went: back to its usual services to commercial agriculture,

_ helping the big grow bigger as the little were forced to the wall.
A major speaker at the Community Development conference I have
mentioned, Epeaking.. of the current neglect of the rural areas,suggested

-Perhaps if theie had been a few demonstrations/ out in th ..?. country, the0E0 might have responded with more demonstration projecto rin not sug-
geSting that sharecroppers rampage- along the cotton rows or start burningcornfiekis, but it does appear that the action is where the action is.

The `ftent cities",. of 'Alabama and Mississippi, houSing the- dis-
possesed who-..have nowhere to go and nothing to do, are vividtestimonV to the pressures behind the great Migration to the cities._Last-year, the cutback in cotton acreage was the rationale for the



dispossessions; before that, it was mechanization and efficiency.
There were evictions in Alabama because tenant farmers would
not sign over their ASCS checks to the plantation owners. InHinds CountMiss., evictions are directly related to the tenant
farmers' attempt to share in Federal programs ; to their asking
for receipts in business dealings ; to the election of Negro members
to ASCS committees. Some evictions can be attributed to voter
registration drives, and the fear of the growing Negro vote in the
black belt counties is certainly a factor in the desire of the white
power structure to see Negroes leave the area.

And- now there are reports from Mississippi that the minimum
wage for farmworkers is a new reason given for evictions. Two
explanations are made : First, the minimum wage applies only if
there are seven or more employee:, ; this stipulation is an incentive
to avoid coverage by gett5ng rid of many who have been working
as day laborers and who have continued to live in the plantation
shacks. Sef:ond, some plantation owners are shifting from cottonto cattle; they want to clear the land now occupied by tenant
housing aficf truck- crop patches, and turn it into pasture. The
latest word 5s that the GOvernol. of North Carolina has declared
sharecroppens t'independent contractors" in order to prevent them
from qualifyinT, for the Federal minimum wage.

Just last -cesr4),--.:r, there is new evidence and this appears in the
New York hope you will note it in the appendixes we
have included here-L-of a Departme t. of_ Agriculture investigation
of a wealthy planter in Sumter, Aia., ;3ecause the tenants would
protest to the signing of their allotment payments to/him to offset
debts. The tenants leased 4,000 acres. From now on, it will grow
pine trees, not cotton. ApprOximately 25 persons will be allowed
to remain, if they pay $25 a month rent; but there Will be no work
for them. "I just like work farming," said one tenant. "I have beendoing it all my life." But there is nothing to help him stay in
farming. The county has no general welfare program, nor any
poverty program. The displaced tenants mak be eligible for Fed-
eral retraining, but most of them are illiterate and growing old.

In Mississippi, an estimated 1,000 workers are being displaced
by chemical weed killers, and even more will be to avoid minimum
wage. This year, then,-the minimum wage is speeding the displace-
me t_liast year it was the cotton cutback from 25 to 20 percent.'

We strongly .rge that the Federal GovernMent respond to this
emergency with programs to rescue these impoverished people who
have been kept in a state of dependency and who are now once
again being made the victims of the very legislation that should
be helping them.

I want to mention, briefly, discrimination in agriculture. The
large local landowners are still the dominant voice in the eontrol
of Federal programs that ought to be helping small farmers, black

, and white alike, to remain on the land. The U.S.t Civil Rights
C9mmission has- documented this, and I need not bring that
further to your atterition. The point is that all of these factor-s
arc moving the people away to the cities, keeping the crisis in the
ruritT regions, deepening the crisis in our cities, and forcing us
to at best treat symptoms in the cities for which cures ,could beeffected in the rural areas.
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It is thus understandable that the continuing exodus from the
rural areas includes white and nonwhite farmers alike=tenants,
part owners, and ownersand that the small incl4vidual farmers
are hardest hit.

Nearly 20 percent of the farrhs disappeared in the 5-year period
1959-64 in nine Southern States : Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina,
and Tennessee. I need not .document this any further, fnr I am
sure you are all aware of it.

In Alabama, the National Sharecroppers Fund has be: _

with other concerned groups and individuals to try, to secure a
surplus food prograin for reedy people. Out of 67 Alabama coun-
ties, the 30 richest counties have food programs and the 37 poorest
do not. When the attempt was made to organize food distribution
as a single-purpose project under the connaunity action-program,
white citizens previously opposed to a food program announced
they would cooperate, but suggested setting up an integrated CAP.
The result was that the single-purpose project did not go through,
and there is still no food distribution in the poorest counties.

The food stamp program was e.xpected to provide both more
food and more choice for poor people than-surplus commodity dis-
tribution, but in practice it means that those Who are too poor
to make the cash payment required to buy stamps are cut off frorn
food altogether, as the statistics we have here indicate.

For some mor4ths last fall, the National Sharecroppers Fund
and _oth&.r organizations worked with Southwest Iklabama farmers
on plans for a Farmers Cooperative Association (SWAFCA).
It was found that extension personnel were advising the Negro
farmers to plant soybeans for the local market, to secure the credit
they needed from local buyers, and to hire harvesting machines
from the same people. Yet the farmers were trying to organize,
and had come_for advice, primarily to escape this local monopoly
control which had always kept_ incomes low. When preesed, the
county agent mentioned_ other crops, but always directed them
to the same local market. 1i

A day-long conference was held in Selma, Ala., in January 1967,
attended by local farmers, members of co-ops, an fi-. local and na-
tional representatives of OEO and the Department of Agriculture.
After the Government representatives had consulted together,
their spokes-Man called the efforts of the group "premature" and
suggested that they go back and organize themselves more effec-
tively, and perhaps next year they could have a vegetable market-
ing operation.

May I also stress for Mr. Randolph that the South needs more
money in iterms of dealing with its rural problems, and ,g.ets less.

The Southdefined as, the States of Alabama, Arkansas, Flor-
ida, Georgia, Kentucky, _Louisiana, MiSsissippi, North Carc:ina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginiahad 25.9 per-
cent of the nation's population in f" 1960 census, arid 17-4----cr;.y. half
of-its pover ty.. But its share 'in tht_ ,)grams that n4,71-, -; relieve
that poverty is, at best, only nekLr the population Drol-e=e:.:_,e,i, and
far from .the extent of need. For instance, on;!,, 21.8 percent of
public assistance payments in- the United States in iiseal 1985 were
made in the South. Public assistance payments there are below



the national average in total funds, coverage, and average pay-
ments.

The proportion of substandard and deteriorating housing is
twice as high in rural as in urban areas. -Yet, s3nce 1! 950, the
Federal Government has built more than-36 homes in ci ties and
their suburbs for each one built with the assistance of rHA in
rural communities.

The question we ask is, Why is not the governrrient mov.ing toaid the thousands being dispossessed in Mississippi today, for
instance, and giving ithem work at the same time, by helping 4them
to bui3d new homes-for themselves ?

Even under the antipoverty program itself, the rural areas get
less than they should.

The Department of Labor programsonly 20 percent Of Ma n-
power Development and Training Act funds went for proj'o.cts
rural areas, where ag-ain the need is enormous.

The lack of assistance i. nowhere exposed more starkly th.an in
the support for the land grant colleges in the South. The total bu\dget
for the 16 Negro agricultural colleges was $32 million in
while that for the four white land grant colleges in the same avea,
with somewhat fewer students, was $72 million: What we aTe
stressing is the need .for creative and Federal involvement on _tEle
basis that something can be done through the Government ar:
its programs to deal with the rural problems of which many of our\
urban problems k.re symptoms.

The fact is that something can be done about rural poverty..Small farmers whc- -,want to remain on the land can be helped'.to do so.- The great exodus can be stemmedalthough there will
always be some who want to migrate and who should be given help
to ease the transition. But the rural areas can be rebuilt.- ,

The proof of this HO in many pjlot projectsa kind of tokenism
that has repeatedly demonstrated success and hope, and then been__
forgotten. But the_demonstrations have been made and the need
now is not, for "pilot" but for massive economic programs which
only, the Federal Government with its resources can accomplish.I would like to cite just a few examples of these kinds of
programs. The_ Tennessee Division of Vocational. Education, work-
ing with county-school boards, developed a program under MDTAto try to raise the income of farme participants from 20 to 40
percent in the first year, and by-60 percent over a 3-year period.
Subjects taught in this training course were specifically geared
the farming operations of each individual trainee. Most attention
was given to soils, crop producti 13n, livestock production, and farm
plans. The coin-se started with a visit ta each farm to develop arealistic plan for it. Other subjects farmers need to know about,
such as,-..-keeping records, taxation, electricity,fwere included. In-
formation 'was given about Government programs and services ;and in this; case the local agencies cooperated enthusiastically.

The first pilot program, the Ycrkville management class, began
on July 15, 1963. Attendance averaged 97.4 percent. Average net
incorhe for the trainees, both white and rionWhite, in 1962 had
been $343; but by 1964 it was $1,285. Of the 19 men in the class
who completed the courSe, 14 increased their incomes by more than100 percent, and alFlaiow that their returns will continue to grow.



When Emp7loyment Service repreSentativ es asked the trainees if
they woult-lA now take a job in town, each program graduate an-
swered, 'No."The ex.periernce of the southern rural training project (SRTP)
of- the N ational Sharecroppers Fund proved the possibilities once
Pdgain. Local leadership in ,gouthern coml-faunities was helped to
secure -funding for 12 programs providing education and training
for mcre than 2,100 low income adults. Sixteen additional projects,to sef.ve more_than 3,000 trainees, were ready for 1967 funding
whey, the project ended. For SRTP was a demonstration program,
and -when the demonstration of success had been made, the project
was, over and, ironically, could not be refinanced, according to
Labor Department officials.

'Titkt III-B of the Economic Opportunity Act was found to be
aisain the most fruitful for developing projects in rural areas. In
d.evel oping these projects, SRTP field staff encouraged indigenous
-peopile to takc: an active part in the planning and processing.

F, rani these and other examples, obviously, a great deal more
of '0E0 funds should be_channeled through Title III-B programs,
wbicli have the flexibility to _meet directly the needs 6f the rural
Praor. They can provide basic education, pre.:ational -training,
miledical and counseling services, and assistance in job placement
or in obtaining advanced training.

All over the South, poor rural farr,virslike those in Alabama
----are trying to help themselves by developing cooperatives that
yvill stretch their incomes further and add to their net -returns.
One example cif this is the Mid-South Oil Cooperative organized
in Fayette and Haywood Counties, -in Tennessee, with the -help
of an 0E0 loan for $49;000. Another, is in Kershaw County,_S.-C.- --

I want to focus on the one in Panola County, Miss. This is a
county which lost one in four of its residents in the decade between
1950 and 1960. In 1964, a group of struggling small farmers were
desperate about the price they were getting for their okra-7-only
4 cents a pound. A single local broker had monopoly control of the
market and wouldn't even discuss the price with the farmers,
NSF's Mississippi field representatives advisd them about form=
ing a cooperative. They learned to,buy_seed wilolesa le and_pass the
saving along to memberi:TffeYle-ertred'fii soWaird 'grade-the okra,and how prices varied on the Memphis market. At first the
county FHA agent was discOuraging, but after they surveyed the
county themselves and found out how many farmers would joiri,-
he changed his mind. The co-op obtained a $113,000 0E0 loan
which covered not only the okra operation but two cottonpickers
this meant that their children were freed to go to school instead
of having to help with the harvest. The co--op also bought bean
clianbines and a bulldozer. Now they are planning expansion to buy
fortilizer, insecticide, and farm equipment for the members, and
tall:ing about a cotton gin. These farmers are staying in Panola
and they are meeting with farmers in neighboring counties to help
them get started the same way.

Yet farmers in Alabama are still told to come back next year.
Why_should the rural poor have to fight so many obstacles to get
help to which they are entitled?



The way up Zrom poverty should be easier in the rural areas,
and far less costly. The maximum loan to a farmer under OEO---
which" reaches those too poor to be helped by FHAis $2,500.
One of the trainees ;11 the. Tennessee program bought a second-
hand walk-in cooler and constructed a slaughterhouse with a loan
for that amount.

Measure against this the cost of maintaining a family on welfare
in the cif-va cost which does nothing to help the family become
self-suffizient, and which mounts up year after year, and perpetu-
ates the cycle of poverty. The basic monthly welfare allowance for
a family of five in New York City was given as $289.85- in the
New York Times for December 19, 19.66. That is $3,478.20 for a
year without includi-ng overhead and personnel expenses. The city
distributes $42 a month to welfare clients, more than half
a billion dollars _a year.J. P. Lyyord, author of a well-known study or urban slums,
has asked:

Why, for instance, must huge concentrations of unemployed and untrained
human beinrs continue to pile up in financially unstable cities that no longer
have the jobs, the housing, the educational opportunities, or, any of the otherprerequisites for a healthy, and productive life? Why do we treat the conse-
quences and ignore the causes of massive and purposeless migration to the
city? Why are we not developing new uses for those rural areas that are
rapidly becoming depopulated? Why do we still instinctively clef" with urban
and rural America as if they were separate, conflicting interests when in fact
neither can be served independently of the other?

A craslz program for the rural areas is overdue and must be
given priority. Just as an example, why should it not be stipulated,
when government contracts are awarded, that preference-Shall be
given to subcontractors in underdeveloped areas with surplus
manpower? This would begin to move jobs and industries into the
rural areas without'extra expenditures. WhY not a massive hous-
ing program, with new, inexpensive building materials and tech-
niques, using the labor of the dispoSsessed under the dir,z3ction of
skilled craftsmen, first to build the homes they need themselves ;
then, with acquired skills, to repair or to build for the thousands
nearby who are miserably sheltered_ now? Why not say "Yes" to
the groups of farmers struggling to build co-ops, and share with
them the knowledge of crops, techniques, and markets that has
been developed by our agricultural specialists? Federal initiative
should reach out in every county..Why. not make adult literacy and
skill- training as univerdill ,as the public school system?

'Granted, public investment is needed : 'roads, schools, hospitals,water systemseverything is lacking in the rural areas. But it
is equally true ,that every dandi----s-ppnt will come back multiplied.
Rising incomes mean both reduced welfare costs and a grov;ing
tax ba.se. Money _spent -locally means the revitalization of small
towns, small businesses, and community services, gre- 'ling trade,
each an expanded tax base. All this will encourage industry to
move in ; and-tlielocal market created, for trtIck crops will stimu-
late the small farms. The cycle of poverty can be reversed into
a cycle of prosperity. --------

A great deal has been said, and studied, and resolved, in 'thecourse of the War on Poverty, on the question of adequatelymotivating the poorthe underachievers, the hoPeless.
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It is time that fluestiou was turned back on the developers and
administrators of Federal poverty polk.,y. Too many of them are
without hopethey take the view that nothinR can be done for
the marginal farmers and the rural poor, despite the evidence of
demonstration projects that prove the opposite.

It is the government bureaucrats who are the underachievers.
Having the authority and the resources, tb lave been unable, and
srmnetimes unwilling, to bring these to in a creative and
massive program of rural redevelopment could end rural
pa verty.Government officials need to Fe motivated. We can end rttral
poverty. Let's tell our public servants to stop shortchanging the
rural areas and to get on with tliz. job.Thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony on
behalf of Dr. Randolph.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you, Reverend Fauntroy.
Number one, could the members of the Commission have a copy

of that very detailed statement that you have here?
Mr. FAUNTROY : Yes. You may have these, copies of several

a7p-pe.liclixes which I think make it very clear just what we are
saying.The CHAIRMAN :" We don't need it at this minute, but that is a
very detailed testimony and most of us can't abSorb that much too
fast, and we would like to read it over again.(The full statement and appendixes were submitted at this
point.)

The CHAIRnAN : Do we have any questionz from our Com-
issi on ? ,Mr. HUTCHINS : As I understand it, a zood many of these pro-

grams are more or less well designed, but their success is blocked
at -the local level.

Mr. FAUNTROY : There is no quastion that that is the case with
respect to many agricultural programs that relate to the problems,
of poor farmers. But in the case of Negroes, it:has been our ex-
perience they have been -systematically excluded from the benefits.

Mr. LAUREL : You represent the- Sharecroppers Fund, Incor-
porated is- that correct?

Mr. P4AUNTROY : No, I am a member of the National Advisory
Committee on Farm Labor. Dr, Randolph is a member of_ both
boards and asked me to appear in that capacity. I have with me
the executive director of that futid Upon whom Dr. Randolph hasrelied heavily for his documentation. I might say also in the
fuvri.ction of my role as a vice chairman oa: the White House Con-
f,......ence To Fulfill These Rights that we were yery disappointed
that we did not have sufficient staff to- develop the in-depth kind of
analysis.of the problems of the rural poor ror that conference that
we would like to have developed.''Dr. Randolph 'sees this Commission as an opportunity to lay
before. you the considered judgment of many people who would
like to have had this kind of detail included in our recomtnenda-
tions-to the President on these Matters. =Mr. LAUREL : We have received some literature from theSharecroppers Fuhd, and I was r sally a tnazed at the kind of
work that can be doii-6, you knOW; -,vhen people undertake jointly



to really bettztr the conditions of. people living in rural America.
I believe you ritight to be com.mended.

Mrs. DI:3qm= : If I may be allowed to comment, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. A. Philip Randolph is vice chairman of our group. He was
invited, however, as an individual, as I understand it. And he
asked me to come to sit by Mr. Fauntroy in case you asked some
technical questions that he wasn't prepared to answer, since we
have the facts and figures. Mr. Fauntroy, to save time, went
through that testimony pretty rapidly. Xf you will read it, you. will
find a great deal more that we felt he should not at this time take
your time in goina- through.

All of the documents that he mentioned are included in the ap-
pendixes. For example, in the Mississippi situation that he men-
tioned, we have proof that in 11 counties wLcre a few years ago
50,000 people approximately were gettilig surplus commodities,
that when they changed over to the food stamp program on
25,000 people were takinU- advantage of it. The rest did not Lave
the cash to buy the stamps. So they are completely without fciod.
There is no-necessity for that.

I would like to point especially to this training project. The
Department of Agriculture has been getting, a lot of lumps, I
understand. I would like to Fhow one thing in our testimony. In
the rapidity in which it was typed, we talk about OE0 loans to
the farmers in coopertttives. These are done in e-ooperation with the
Farmers Home Administration, ,vhich does administer those
loans I An1 sure you know that. And FHA was left out. So it is
done by FHA through the Fedex al title that 0E0 makes possible..

One further thing while we are passing around lumps, as it
were. The Labor Department did provide us with a very small
giant, $150,000 a year to hire a 6-man professional staff to set
up training programs to x ettch out to resAlly poor, illiterate people
who were way back in tie boondocks where there is really no
employment office. We have proved through our r2sources that the
nonprofit agency is a bridge alorick., if you will, and I think the
-United States, one of the great things of our countryI think
President Johnson said this, that we not only have government,-
but we have private grouPs who-care along with the citizens. And
our funcaon with no vested interest is to act: as a bridge and to
help bring the government resources to the people who simply
don't know they exist. Because the government can't have .a.ilocal
man in every little backwoods area where they don't _even have
a road going, we are able to t up training programs tailor made
co meet the needs of peopl who couldn't even read and write.
And we have brought them ,teracy at home and counseling and
help, and we have begun on the roak at least.

I wish this Commission would ask ,he Labor Department why
they cut that off just as we were really doing some good, where
6,000 people in 2 years were reached, not only tapping the Labor
Depprtrnent and MDTA, but also 0E0 funds, upgrading teachers
who were cut out of jobs for integrated schools. In other words,
we were doing a lot of things that the government bureaucrats
were too busy to do, or there were too many other things to do.

I do believe, myself, that the Labor Department and the big
agencies in 'Washington with all of the best intentions get so
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tied up with where the Wheels squeak the loudest, the hot cities,
that they don't pay enough attention to what can be done in the
rural areas. With a very small amount of investment, you can
save peeple and 'stop this trek and start a whole new process,
which I think can bring a new renaissance to rural. America.

Thank you.The CHAIRMAN : We sort of take turns going to lunch. Other-
wise, when we had this space for lunch, it was a little hard to
get everybody back in.Our next witnesses are John C. Lynn and Matt Triggs of the
American Farm Bureau Federation.

If you gentlemen will continue. ThanIc you very much for your
kindness.

STATEMENTS OF JOHN C. LYNN AND MATT TRIGGS
Mr. LYN:t.4 : My name is John C. Lynn, and this is Mr. Matt

Triggs. We would like to read the statement in outline: form and
have the full statement inserted in the record. We will present it
jointly, and hope that we can answer any questions that you might

_ _have jMr. TRIGGS : Well, a copy of our statement, as I understand,
has been placed before you. At the start of the bottom of the first
page we talkthe first page, the tone of the first page discusses
our opinions of what poverty is and the policy of the American
Farm Bureau Federation. And then we get into the nature of
the trouble.Mr. TRIGGS :-In the past 10 years the average reduction in farm
employment (fernñ operators, family workers, and hired workers)
has been about 250,000 per year. The reduction in farm employ-.
ment also reduces substantially the number of rural persons who
can be employed in providing goods and services to farm people.

There are many undesirable effects of this trend. But we had
better accept as an economic-fact of life that this trend- will persist
in the next few years, _if we ,are to deal realistically with the
trouble.Between 1955 and 1965 average productivity per farmworker
increased 91 percent. We believe this trend will continue in the
discernible future.

Thus it would be idle to suppose that agriculture '2an possibly
employ as many, people in the future as are being employed in
agriculture today. Programs which encourage people to enter or
continue a subsistene-type agriculture lead to a dead end street
particularly for young people.

In some fortunate situations, industrial and commercial busi-
nesses will develop in rural areas to provide employment for those
moving out of agriculture. This -is a very desirable development
where feasible. But it would be unrealistic to assume this is feasi-
ble or is likely to happen in most farming communities. Effortsto develop industry in areas that do not have an adequate eco-
nomic base are likely to prove both expensive and frustrating.The problem therefore necessarily is one of trying to open the
door of opportunity for rural migrants for employment elsewherehopefully and preferably in nearby towns and cities, or, where
this is not feasible,, in more diStant locations.



If there is any way to help this process, except to provide ruralresidents with education, retraining, and counseling, we don't
know what it is. Education and training, in-school and post-school,
are the most effective means of improving individual capability to
fit into a modern economy. The problem involves more than pro-
viding educational opportunity, since individuals must have suf-ficient initiative and motivation to take advantage of such
opportunity.It is, of course, recognized that education is a relatively slow
process and offers the greatest promise for young people. How-
ever, adults who have limiter.' -4f uture expectations under condi-
tions in which they find themsei,, ohould be encouraged to qualify
for gainful employment in occupations for which employment is
available.It is important to avoid the movement of people from rural
areas into the major "core city" areas to which so many rural
migrants have moved in past years. Every effort should be made
by counseling and other means to encourage people to move where
the job opportunities are_ The fact that employers in many .areas
have had difficulty in filling jobs and have undertaken extensive
recruitment and training programs lias hee 11 publicized.

We believe that government programs- to help the poor shOuld
be caYried out primarily through experienced State and local
agencies. Crash programs which involve the establishment of Iciew
agencies achninistered from Washington inevitably result in waste
and inefficiency. It is also a disservice to poor people tc arouse
expectations that their problems are going to be solved overnight,
when the fact is that these problems can only be solved through
a relatively, slow process of education and economic development.

The problem of rural poverty is basically a problem of people
-67hose income is low because their productivity is low. The
mechanization and modern technology which have-greatly in-creased the productivity of the more progressive farmers have"
intensified the disadvantages of those who lack either the ability
or the resOurces to keep pace with changing conditione. In addi-
tion, there are many poverty-stricken rural people who are not,
really farmers although they produCe small quantities of farm
products on places tnat are essentially residential properties. The
poverty problem should not be confused with the problem of pro-
ductive commercial farmers who may hav:. low incomes due to
low prices, high ccists, poor management, or adverge,--weather.Price supports do very little for the low-production farmer
who has little or nothing to sell ; however, average income statistics
heavily weighted by the low-productivity group have long been
used as justi-nen-firn for programs to fix farm prices or make
direct price -eu t payments to farmers. Such programs have
done a great deai of harm to commercial farmers. This is nowhere
more clear than .in the case of cotton, where unsound programs
have helped destroy a once-great agricultural industry.In' the search for measures to alleviate rural poverty, it is

,-,rtant to avoid the simple and easy answers which, upon
more r=vreful examination, turn out to be not answers at all. An
eyr..aire of thP--3 was the incorporation in the 1966 amendments tothe Fair Labor Standards Act, of a requirement that share-



croppers and members of their families must be guaranteed a
minimum wage for each hour worked. The purpose was to improve---
the earnings of sharecroppers. The effect is, however, to disemploy
sharecroppers. This will not be a gradual change. It will be a very
rapid changenearly completed in a 3-year period. Some of the
sharecroppers will become farmworkers. Some will become share
tenants. But most of them will-be- forced out of agriculture. What
will happen th these people is not clear. Some of them may obtain
other local employment. Unfortunately, it appears that n Lany of
them will become welfare clients, either in the area in which they
are, presently residing, or in the- city area to which they migrate
in search of employment.The extension of minimum wage legislation to farmworkers
will have similar adverse effects in a number of areasan
acceleration of mechanization, a combination- Of farms .into larger
sized units, a substantial reduction in farm labor employment.

The fact that employment in agriculture :varies materiallyWith
the level of wages, and the fact that productivity of those en-.
gaged in hand cultivation, harvest, and other activity is very low, .
should serve as a signal that simple an'swers which overlook these
economic factors are likely to have unforeseen and undesirable
consequences_on those intended to tie benefited by the act. _

Mr. LYNN : Concern with poverty is not a new development in
this country. In fact, it is an old American tradition. The American
economic system has been more effective than any other system
the world -has known in providing opportunities for individuals
to escape from- poverty. It could, with justification, be called the

opportunity system.Over the years countless actions have been taken, both by
government and by private groups, to improve opportunities for
individuals. An early example Of government action in this field .

is the ordinance of 1785--which-Provided for the disposal of public
lands and- which reserved section 16 in every township for the
maintenance of local public schools. This eariy emphasis on edu-
cation for rural people was subsequently expanded and reinforced
by laws providing Federal aid for the establishment of State

_ agricultural cblleges,. State experiment stations, cooperative ex-
tension services, and vocational-training .in high ischools.

Homestead laws were passed to help poor people become Ian-d-
owners. Land grants were made to railroads to open up public_
lands for settlement by_providing needed transportation.. Reclama-
tion projects were authorized to expand the area suitable for set-
tlement. Farm-to-market roads were built to improve access- to
product markets. A--- cooperative farm credit sYstem was estab-
lished to provide farmers better access to the Money markets. A
system of direct government lending was developed to provide
financing for farmers-who cannot qualify for credit from private
or -ctJoperative institutions.Numerous- other examples could be cited, as much of the legis-
lation administered by the Department of Agriculture was enacted
to combat poverty by improVing oppoztunities for rural people.

I _would like to 'digress from the text just a moment to indicate
to you that we have farm bureaus in 2,760 counties in the United
States. Most of the rural counties have a county farm bureau.



Some are not as active as we would like, but we work very closely
with the county officials, State, Federal and local, in- trying to
deal with this problem.

I was surprised to find this in six counties that we just took at
random : In one county in Kentuckyand I would be happy to
make-this available for the record, if yiiu would likethere are
40 of these full-time agricultural workers in the county ; in 'another
county in Kentucky, there are 21 ; here is one- iv Pennsylvania
where there are 23 ; and another one in PennsylvImia, 21 ; in a
county here in the State of Virginia, 35- full-time workers.

What I am simply trying to say is the fact that I think we ha-,..re
enough people out here. It may be what our job is is to try
direct some of these efforts in order _to deal with this problem in
the manner we have attempted to describe here.

The most effective antipoverty la.ws have been the ones thathave helped people help thenitelves by expanding educational
opportunities and by improving the functioning of the" market
system. The least effective haVe been minimum wage laws that
have reduced employment opportunities, and farm program lawsthat have attempted to create prosperity by fixing prices and
allocating the right to produce farm products.

Just to simply add to what Mr. Triggs has alrdady read, I think
the programs,_the farm programs as operated in the last 20 years,
have done a disservice to the kind of people we are talking aboutand have tended to line the pockets, if you please, in a lot of
places, of the large commercial farmer.

We are told, as you perhaps well know, many of the programs
are currenaLy_ being administered by the-Department of 'Agri-
culture with regatd to prices. As is- true with respect to almost
all problems, maximum success in reducing rural poverty de-
pends -on maintaining a high level of economic growth without
inflation.

On the whole, to summarize, remarkable progress has been
made in'improving the econbmic and social status of rural people.In seeking to make further progress, we should (1) encouragecomprehensive research into the basic causes- of rural poverty,(2) build on successful experiences, and (3) stress measures'which- will improve opportunity and encourage individual initia-tive.

Mr. LIBBY (presiding) : Would you like, as our previous wit-
..nesses haVe done, to subject yourselves to questions?

Mr: TRIGGS : Yes.
Mr. BONNEN I am not-sure if it is a question or not. You pointin -your testimony to the whole series of institutional arrange

_ ments -in rural-life.that we are responsible for, primarily becauseof the great interest in productivity in rural ,life, which was,beginning in the early stages, of course; predominantly agriculture.It. is, evident both from-the hearings and also from -my ownexperience as a 'ineinber of one of these institutions, the experi-ment station's and- colleges of agriculture, that these institutionsbegan working with a grOup of people who could be described as
working class in values and rural in culture. Today, this has beensucceeded in being traithformed in that great revolution from thisgroup to a very middle class, relatively,- affluent class--4hat is,



your successful commercial farmer is not in the poverty group
by any stretch of the imagination, the ones who are rekaly turning
out the oUtput. This has occurred. I ,won-der, do you-really believe
that the colleges of agriculture,- the-local county structure of the
USDA, the farm organizations generally that have developed-intheir relationships over timewhiCh we think all started with
the working class, very low income groupand now today find
themselves associated almost exclusively, .although not quitethere are variationsbut now associated with a very middle
class, relatively affluent group. =

I observe great difficulty in these institutions working with
low income people in 'particular.

Mr. LYNN : I came up through the route of the vocational
agricultural teacher and a county agent in perhaps one of the
really undeveloped_ parts of South Carolina, and spent 15 years
in the agriculture extens.ion service in the mountains of North
Carolina. I think the agricultural extension service, for example,
has fallen into the rut as you have decribed.

It is much easier to stop by the guy's house with the Hereford
cattle with the white fence to sip coffee than it is to go on to the
head of the creek where the -problem exists. At our meetir:gs, atthe Federal, State, and local level, we have over the years at-
tempted to impress this fact, that the agricultural extension
service is the educational arm of the Department of Agriculture
arid should address itself more to _this problem than it has now.

.For example, I believe that there is a need for better cOordina-
tion of these 20 or 30-Workers who are out there to direct them-
selves to this problem. We are attempti7;a:tto do this in_the best
way we know ho*, but _ha-ye not had -tts great success as we
would like to have. .

Mr. BONNEN : YOU are saying, with the extension service Your
,organizatiOn would _encourage this organization, to work with
these 'Other clientele." They are eseentially very different fromthe--

Mr. LYNN (interrupting) : The feed company and the fertilizer
dealer and the galesman, and so on, are going to pretty well give
the advice that the larger commercial farmer is looking for. I
don't know the pedigree of you gentlemen.-I-asSiffrie some of you
are farmers. This other group that we believe needs help, I wish
I had time,and excuse these personal referencesto- relate to
you some of the experienees in 1932 and 1933, which were not
very good years, that I remember as a county agent in western
North Carolina: But this can be done.

Mr. BONNEN : You were discussing earlier the fact that you-
really can't da' a great deal in a direct way for the hard-core poor
with price support -programs, designed for commercial agricul-
ture, for a series of reasons. But what do -we do? Here we are
talking about someone--7someone has used family faimers who
clearly are going to be there- 10 years or 20 years down the line.
They are\the ones turning_out the output., \-

On the other hand, we have these people who are the hard-core
poor in your rural life, --many of whom are traPped..- You can't
reach them with productivity-type programs. In any case, there
is in addition in agriculture another approximately 2 million



people, depending on how you count/them, farmers whose future
is a great big question mark: Some people; say, "Well, there just
isn't any future there fok them in agriculture." Others say, "Youcan provide them with enough edneation, managerial services,
capital, and so forth, an d put them in places as part of the com-mercial establishment." But they are the gray area. They are notthe hard-core poor. They are in agriculture. They consider-them-selves farmers. They gire very small They have all sorts of
problems.

Mr. LYNN : I wish w e had tiine M. Chairman, but we don't,to indicate two ways we are dealing with this now, the tomato
producers, for example. We are aUempting to help this tomato
producer, for example, who has very little influence in regard to
the prices as concerns the canner of the tomatoes..

We are tryirig-to.help him in the marketing similar to the other
farm industries.

Mr. TRadcs: There les one aspect to your firat question whichbears a little bit on the second question; too, There is anotheragency that has a major role to play, and that is the Federal-
State employment service. They have begun truly in ei-,-gmall way,but I think they are expanding their endeavor to search out those
people who are in a spot where they are, eLnd who have a verylimited future, who have a possibility of 'improving their liveli-hood some place else, and who can be benefited by a trainingprogram under-the Manpower Developmeirt and Training Act.They are beginning to do this mostly, it is true, in the cityareas. I think-they ought to be doing this- more in the rural areas
where the need is just as great.

SONNEN: I didn't mean to ask the question, What is theFarm Bureau doing? What would your organization suggest toanyone or to policymakers for the Sort of programs or ideas that
ought to be pushed to do something for this middle range? _-Mr; LYNN : I think we need better coordination at the countylevel Of the_ agenciei that are out there- already to get aimed atthe problem we are,talking about. We-feetza-very-keen responsi-bility in this field.-

The CHAIRMAN : Gentienian, we have listened to a lot of testi-mony in the, last-several weaks. -I don't want to take issue withyou, but One of the threadfs that has ,been woven through thetestimonyperhaps in youv organization, maybe- in- b., COMparableorganizationthat we need to do some educating. The real criti-cism of ineffectiveness ha .? come from people doing it on the locallevel. Everybody advocates, which you gentlemen did, advocatesthat the local leadership is not doing the thing it should do.The criticism, the handing out of the surplus food cards toneople who voteI don't want to go into, all of thatbut thereis a tremendous lot of documented testimony indicting our localpeople that perhaps we all need to do some educating. I sho-uldn'tbe Preaching here on this. It is stated that sperhaps we should alldo some educating.
--Since your organization advocated that sort of thing and youare in a strong position, that local leadership ntxeds to keep its .house clean as well as the people up in the Federal echelons ofthe Federal GovernMent.



_ I really didn't intend to make a speech. I thought perhaps some-
body ought to bring it out. We have had so much of that kind
of testimony over the kist few years, ineffective local leadership.
Maybe-it has been overwritten or overcharged.

Mr. TRIGGS': I am sure some of the recommendations coming
out of this Commission are in terms of reorienting the views of
some State people and sorne local peoplo who, after all, haven't
been told to do anything different in malay cases with respect to
taking a look at the problems of this p oorest part of the COM-
mtinity as related to the problem .c.; of tlite middle-class sector.

Mr. ROESSEL : I had a note to make the same comment that you
made, because I did feel that the testimony we had heard in the
past-certainly conflicts with the stateme nt that you have given
us, particularly as when ,you have stated on page 1, your policy
statement, -you said that --the programs t; of help for the poor
should\ be .r.arried out by these local agencies. And you have
mentioned the existing agencies. Thie has been just the point
that -many of the people who have appeared before this Corn-
mission have made in a negative way; that this is not the route
which they -feel in the past has been very successful in terms of-
meeting their needs. -

Secondlyand I am-sure I must be w rong, but-I would like
to relate to you at least my impression as I-.read your document,
and a:6 I look at it-for the first timeort page 4 you say that
concern with p_qity is not a new development and it is as old
as American traditin, and that w4. 'lave all of the opportunities
and all of this. You call it the op- -tunity system. I can't help
but wonder when we. hear the peo who have appeared before
the Commission and the people I sure,', you have seen and I
have seen, who certaliity are not us, ,3ressed -well and with

-plenty of food, the pepple in rea- need, and ... wonder if :really
they would agree with the kind o comments :you are making.

I feel that you must also:--and am sure it has been my mis-
reading, my lack of-wrideratanding---but it would seem to me that
you are not talking about the people we are talking about in
terms of those in very great need, and the ones I don't think
anyone can deny their need.

Mr. LYNN : W6- are concerned with these people, as you are;
but there Will always be the poor with us. And the point we are
trying to make hereMr. ROESSEL: (interrupting) : Why do you say that?

Mr. LYNN : I think there always has been, since the beginning
of time. There -hay been poor people. I think there -are fewer
poor people in America than any place in, the world. We like tobrag about this systeM that we have, 'and call it the land of
opportunity. -I think Sargent Shriver made it very clear that we
had to deal with this at the local level. The only point we are

i imakng s, you-can't superimpose some grandiose program from
Washington down to _!`X" community in Ke'ritucky and take for
granted that it will succeed, unless You can get these people in
the 'local area motivated to do the things for themselves.

-That is our whole tooint. we apologize not at all for bragging
about the system.



Mr. ROESSEL: I don't think we are here, to wave flags. I think
we are all v-ery riroud of being Americans. I think if you took
your argument in saying that man-never flew and therefore manwill never fly; and we have the poor

Mr. TRIGGS (interrupting) : That is not a very good parallel.
Mr. ROESSEL: I think the purpose of this Commission is to see

how we can reduce the number in rural poverty.
Mr. LYNN: This is our purpose.
Mr. TRIGGS: I think the burden of our statement is, we haven't

had a system that has been successful in moving people out of
poverty. This is still part of the problem.

Mr. ROESSEL: Your figures themselves are indicating that the
figures are increating. Your figures are the ones we are quoting"
right now that the number of people, the off6s in this category,
are increasing.

Mr. TRIGGS : It continues to be a ciii-estion.
Mr. LYNN: Our concern is illustrated by our being here willingto put forth a point of view and offer our system.
The CHAIRMAN: We are happy to have your point of view.

It takes these diverse points of view to._ perhaps thresh out our
recommendation.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS: I wonder if you have thought in termsin viewing this whole problemin a diff6-fent sort of social and
economic context. People don't any longer believe they have tobe poor. That is the reaction we get. People now are prone ordisposed toward using a little different tactics or, approach in
doing something about their problem. We could be in a position
where.people are willing to even resort to violent activities against
our system that has been- so successful:4.This is the thing that bothers us. We are wondering, based
upon the testimony and- the information we have, looking at the

,whole social context, if people will not finally attack our sYstem,which has been successful, to the point of maybe some destruc-tion?- Maybe we are too concerned about this. I don't think wecan solve the problem by the idea they have been withfis and
they are going to be with us. I don't believe that now we can riskthat. That is the problem we are faced with.I am ilot trying to refute your statement, but wanting to give
you the benefit of the kinds of experiences we are having here aswe hear testimony all over this country. I am afraid there aremany people who don't realize how intensive this thing is and
how explosive.

Mr. LYNN: I think we will get further in America bY playing
up the system further than we have and trying to take advantage
of the opportunities, rather than playiym-down the system.

M'e. LAWRENCE DAWS: I am One for the system: I want to pre-serv e the system. At- the same time, people question the validity
of the system where people must remain in poverty.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you. We appreciate the testimony.I believe our next scheduled witness is Mr. John Short. Is hein the audience?
Mr. Short.



STATEMENt OF JOHN SHORT
Mr. SHURT : My name is John Short, and I live now in Annan-

dale, Va. However, I was born and ieared in Wise County, Va.
I am a married man, and I have a family of-Alve children. Excuse
me, I have to get my glasses. If I sound nervous now, you can
say the situation is normal.

The CHAIRMAN : Please be at ease.
Mr. Sliowr : Our greatest concern is poverty, for the simple_

reason that I was born and raised in it. Coming :from a familY
with 14 children, and my fathei being out of work most of the
time, I had little, if any, chances -for an education. I wrote a
script before this and made such a mess Of it that I went over
to get a little girl to straighten it up some. I mis3pelled words
and used the wrong words' lots of times.

The major causes -of poverty, as I see it, by talking with many,
many people throughout the Appalachian area and the Washing-
-ton metropolitan area areI haV--e talked to many people through-
out the whole land, for that- matter, but especially in the Wash-
ington metropolitan area the 4 years I have been here, and I find
that the lack of motivation and education and, sometimes, or lots
of times, transportation is a cause of these problems.

Th.ere are many forms of poverty, and I -find lack of industry-
in some areas,- such as the Appalachian area. I find partiality in
favor of those with more education and higher paying positions,
and against the poor person. This includes :

Unfair practices oL public and business officials in line of
such as- law enf&rcement officers. I will give you some of these
illustrations later- on. A shrewd 'businessman taking advanfa7ge
of the poor people through the credit system. And also unneces-
sary-,trips to1 doctorg by poor people and useless prescriptions
given them bY doctors who aren't sure what ails the patient.

That has happened to me in particulaY:74 have been in situations
where I could hardly feed my family, much less pay a doctor bill.

had a growth on the back of My neck. You know what a throat
specialist ---,harges. He will take a paddle, push your tongue down
and you say "Ah," and then he will charge you $10. That is the
way he did me. For. 3 years, this went on. After he looked down
my throat, I guess- he would figure it was nervousness, and he
wimild tell me this anyway. But he would send me to the drugstore__,
to spend $5 or $6 more for something that wasn't worth anything .

at all. I would take it-for a while and see if it was doing any good
at all. After they got my last dollar, the last one I could borrow,
what happened? I have to go to the welfare department, and I am
ashamed to. But still I must do it. I can't hold a job. Every time I
stick my hedd down, I gag, and there is something in my throat.
. I told him, I said, "Listen, doctor, I am going to tell you this
to s.cart with. I don't have any money to spare. I have had to
borrow money enough to come to you, because I was choking to
death. When I turn on my right side, I can't breathe. I have to
wheel and roll over quick to .my--other side before I 'can breathe.
They tell me it is nervousness, and I know a damned sight better.
It isn't." I said, "I don't have any money to give you. There is-
something that has to be done."-- I said, 'If you do this, if you



can find this reason; well, I have $10 that I borrowed, and I will
give it to you; but otherwise I can't pay you."

So he sat downs aftraddle of my-knees, and he got the instru-
ment and shoyed it Clown my' throat and looked behind it. It was
a growth, he said. He pulled the instrument out. He couldn't talk
good English. He cOuldn't talk hardly where I could understand
him, but he drew me a picture. He told me, he said, "You have a
large growth in your throat that will have to come out surgically."

-I had been to the doctor for 3 years, and me not able to feed
my family, having to spend money for these--doctors. Whereas,
if we had had a Medicare that would have been cutting through
our payroll, that wouldn't have been such a burden on me. And
these doctors couldn't have charged me any priee they wanted to.
They would have had to take whatever is allowed to do this, and
it would have been a lot- quicker, I guarantee. They don't care
that they find the thing or not.' What they are interested_ in is
the money. They don't care if I get along. They don't care if my
family gets an education. They don't care if my family starves.
I hope that the whole public will understand these things.

I have strayed from my speech a little here.
Now here is partiality in favor of those with more education

and higher paying positions against the persons who are poor.
That includes the business officials in the line of duty. That is one
of the things, in line of the duty of the doctor here.

Then there is businessmen taking advantage of the poor people
through the credit system. I am not ,for, the doctors using it--
that is what I was just elaborating. .

But the next is the inability to buy a home due to salaries being
too low to guarantee-payment, although they have been paying
more for rent than they would have to pay on their own home.
I have experienced this, too. I went to iry to buy a home because
I was paying $100 anthmore a month for rent. At that time mysalary was $3,000, or something, me with seven dependents,
counting myself and my wife. Not only that, I had a home back
in town when I was back there, and I went busted and-came here
to try-to work out of debt. All of my neighbors, friends, tried to
get me to take bankruptcy. They tried to get me to take bank-
ruptcy. I told them, "No,-*I intend to pay every penny I owed,
because I owed it rightly." I did. I came here after I got disabled.
I just almost killed myself to make it, working in two mines once.- After I had gotten where I couldn't make money, I was still
trying. Finally m3r health failed. The doctor told me I would haveto quit working altogether. I told him I had a yourig,family, andI couldn't. He said, "Yes, you can quit; everybody quits. ' He
said, "You will quit one way or the other." But-I didn't buy this.
I thought I was able to do work, and I proved I was abJe to do
work, because I left the coal mines and I come to Fairfax County
to work for the school board, and I worked there until I did get
disabled finally, to do even this.

When I got disabled to work for the school board is when Ihad the growth in my throat. I had it there for 3 years. andI suppose that was part of the reason that caused my disability.I have never been strong since that. I am not strong today where
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I can do the work, and here are some of the examples of what

have talked about.
Sometimes two people, one an honest poor man who unknow-

ingly violates a traffic-- law, and a man with a higher paying
position who violates .a much more dangerous traffic law, the
poor man gets a ticket while the other goes free. That one act
widened the gap between the financial state of these two people.
Acts of this kind have moral and psychological effects also. Now
considering this type of treatment, could you ever expect these
men's children-to have equal opportunity in acquiring an educa-
tion, though the children on both sides are innocent? The children
of the poor man, however intelligent they may be, are victims of
circumstances caused by an unfair, if not illegal, act of an officer
in the performance of his duty. But "you will see this practice
right along, by the' officer of the law. But because a man is in a
high social standing, in a high paying position, he looks up to him,
and he ignores the violation and lets him by, and the man who
oesn't mean anything to him, a poor man, a nobody, he will give_

him a ticket and he has to go into court and pay the price.
Well, he can'tfmaybe the violations would be- $50. They may

be inwlved in the same thing, both of them violating the law
and ddserving a ticket. This poor man has to go into court and
pay the fine and the other man doesn't. He knows it is ari injustice,
but he can't afiord to .pass money to a lawyer to make' the other
man pay, too. So he just takes over, and goes down. If he is an
honest man, he goes and pays his five and- goes- ahead and says
nothing. That widens the gap between two people's financial
sianding. That allows the man who was already in better position
more money to feed and clothe and -schOol his children, while it is
crowding the other man right into poverty.

Now I have known this to happen with people that I have
talked to, and nut just one- case,- but case after case, and I have
had. many, many people tell me the same story, where it his
happened. So, I contend that things like this are ,what are the
biggest causes of poverty throughout -the nation today. I would
say that the term partiality is a forerunner of poverty. And the
children of the poor man, however intelligent they may be, are
victims of circumstances caused by unfair acts of the officers.

Another example I know of is that of two lads who were both
very, poor and their, parents could not afford sufficient clothes
for them to wear to school. -You know, we all show some .-par-
tiality, if we aren't careful, in many ways. One of these guys
appealed more to the /public than the other one did. So one of
their neighbors needed someone to do his chores, and naturally
he picked the one that appealed to him most, though the other
guy may have been just as good a worker or even better,'for, that
matter. So what happens? One lad gets to work a few hours after
school and he earns enough money to buy clothes and continue in
school, while the unfortunate lad has to drop out.

Now the fortunate lad had a hard time getting an education ;
but the point is he did get it, while the unfortunate ,one did not.
It was no fault -of his ; he was just a victim of circumstances.
Now let's look at the psychological effects on the two. 'Later,
the fortunate lad has completed his education and is now well on



his way to fortune and fame, while the unfortunate lad is just
barely getting along on the meager wages he can get for common
labor, such as he is capable of doing. So the more fortunate lad
-begins to get cdnceited. He feels that since he, through his great
ambition, was on the road to success,-that if the other lad had had
his ambition, he would have been in equal position. Therefore,
he begins to look down his nose_at the more unfortunate one in
contempt and scorn.

He begins to look down his nose at the other man, who -did
not get the education, and who is working for common labor at
whatever he can get. He begins to look down his nose at that
man and think and say, pat himself on the back and say, "If he
had been as ambitious as I, he would be on the same level with
me." He overlooks the fact that there was only one job and it was
not his great doing that got him where he was. It was the other
man selecting ,him instead of the other man. Maybe this other
man was as good a worker and as intelligent and as ambitious
hs he was. But the unfortunate man who didn't get the job was
thrown into poverty, depressed, _and by the other man, because it
has made a demagog out of him. If he would-have taken -both guys
and split this-with them, then hopefully they could have both
stayed in school. They would have been on equal grounds still
and both men above poverty.

But that is the type 'of thing that goes on throughout the
nation. Maybe there is a control for it and maybe there isn't,
but I think there is.

The fortunate lad completed his education and is now
way to fortune and fame while- the other is merely getting along.
So the more fortunate lad begins to get conceited while the un-
fortunate lad becomes more inferior and disgusted in life, day
by day because he can see why and-how his fellow man got ahead of
him and there Was nothing he could do about it. This unfortunate
lad loses confidence in himself by the help of his fellow man.
Now he is in poverty through no fault of his own. The public
doesn't usually go along with this fact.

Although these are not actifal cases, they are pictures imprinted
on my mind by talking with the people, many people thebughout
the land of how certain systems in our society ,are -unfair to
poor people: r

I have some ideas of bow we\ can got rid of poverty. I 'cannot
see where we need public welfare in any form as it now ipxists.
We would need a fund tb give poverty-stricken-people a boost to
put them on a self-sustaining basis through the process of loans
without inteeest. -

I would say that we need a bond where we can lend people
money to put them on a. Self-sustaining basis. When I say lend I
don't nean give. I mean that you can take this back out of the
salary later. I don'ethink they should be charged interest on this
money. -I believe that that wotild create some initiatiVe- in people that
are at this time dejected and don't show any initiative and don't
try to do anything for themselves.

There is one other thing I want to get into a little bit. Thatisand I have been asked this question time and again--how
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can you help a man that won't try to do a thing in tile world for
himself. Maybe his wife is supporting him. This man sets back
and he doesn't try to do anything because he- has no motivation.

I am going to tell you how I answered this question. I studied
over this a long time before I attempted an-answer because I didn't
know the answer myself for a long time. After I thought it over
a long time I figured the answer out.

I can see the people. I told them that-the only way, you can ever
get a man who .y_von't do anything for himself to do something is
through ethicatiOn," the process of education. You have to teach
this man.The first thing you have to do is win this man's confidence.
You have to do him some good turns, get him to thinking a lot
of you. After you have done this, get him elected into some kind
of office like the president of a civic league or something of this
type. Load him with responsibility, make him feel important
because, by gum, he has never felt important. He has neVer felt
that he had a purpose in the world.

After he begins to feeling that he has got a place in the world,
he will begin to do things on- his own and he1begins to assume
responsibilities and it makes a man out of him.

The other way you can_ create people or recreate people that
have been pushed back by some means to where they have lost
all of their initiativethe only way that I see of getting people
that are in this state to start doing anything on their own is to
teach them that they have a place in the world and that they have
a responsibility. -

But you first have to 'get close tt, the people before you can
teach them anything. You have to do some good turns for them
in order- td get close to them. I know this, gentlemen.

I am going to close my_--statement right here and I am open for
questions and in my feeble-way I will do my very best to answer
any kind of question that you have. I think that as long as it'
pertains to poverty, that I will be qualified to answer this question.

Mr. KING (presiding) : You have been a very good witness. We
certainly appreciate the effort which you put forth to come here.
I realize getting this into written forrri and presenting it to us
took some motivation, shall I say, on your part.

I certainly would like to open the Commission for a few ques-.
tions-if they would like.

Mr. BoNNEk How many children do you have? You said you
were ,married and had responsibilities to the family. I was curious
about your background.

SHOliT : Will you speak loud? I am a little bit hard of
hearing.

Mr. BONNEN You mentioned that you had family responsi-
bilities. I wondered how many children You had.

Mr. SHORT I have five children at home.
Mr. BONNEN : How old are they?
Mr. SHORT : 12 to 3.
Mr. BONNEN Are they all in school that are of school age now?
M:r. SHORT : Yes, sir.



Mr. BONNEN: I was wondering about this. You feel verystrongly about education. What are your -aspirations and hopefor your own children?
Mr. SHORT: I have been hanging onb-Sra---thread, to tell youthe truth. I have been low paid ever since I enlisted in the corps.I have my home mortgage that I have been paying on ever sinceI have been up here. I went one year that I couldn't pay. How-ever, the bank didn't foreclose. They were very nice to me in thisway. They didn't say anything. They didn't harass me or anythingelse:
I managed to pay them off one at a time until I got all exceptthe bank which I owe $4,500. I am still paying on that plus $100a month for rent. And it costs me close to $100 a month for heatin the winter time because it takes a lot of oil to heat a big house.My wages are very small. At this time I think my wages areabout $4,750. I believe that is what my income is.Mr. KING: Do you have any other questions?Thank you very kindly. Would you leave that copy or a dupli-cate copy of your testimony with our Commission so it couldgo into our permanent files and to our study? Is this the onlycopy you have?
Mr. SHORT: No, sir, I have two, copies.Mr. KING: They can easily run off, a copY from your original.Mr. SHORT: I think I left one-out here at the desk.Mr. KING: Fine.
Mr. SHORT: I have this here that you may have if you wouldlike. This is my original idea before it was smoothed up. I mis-spelled some words, and so forth.
Mr. KING: We appreci: to your effort, _sincerely we do.Mr. SHORT: I appreciate the privilege of being here very much.I wish I could talk for a long time on poverty, but I don't want torob the other, people of- time who are more apt.Mr, KING: We understand. Again, we appreciate it. Thank youvery much.
I believe our next witness is Idr. James Felton:He has a dele-gation ,with him, the People's Program on Poverty. Are they inthe audience?
With die Commission's permission, I will ask my good friend,Mr. Oscar Laurel, to take my place for a few minutes while I goand have a cup of coffee.., -Mr. LAUREL,. (presiding) Will you please identify yourself forthe record, sir ? You might want to identify the people who areaccompanying you this afternoon for the record, also. We will behappy to hear from you-, particularly if you have a summarystatement to make anzi any recommendations that we will be ableto receive from you at this time. --

STATEMENT .OF JAMES A. FELTON
Mr. FELTON: Thank you, Mr. Laurel, the National AdvisoryCommission on Rural Poverty, ladies and gentlemen. Here seatedare representatives of the People's Program on Poverty, the areain eastern North Carolina.

. It might be wise for me to relate to you perhaps somethingabout ,how this organization has come into being. These folks
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are represdhting the people of the four counties of the Choanoke
area--Bertie,-Hertford, Northampton, and Halifax Counties. Theyheard once about the -poverty program in the national War onPoverty.

Of course, they became highly interested because over the years
they had worked very closely with the people. In fact, they often-
times were the people. They were in poverty themselves, I would
say. I am relating how this organization has come into being.

We had looked very faithfully to having something done in 4-he
Choanoke area about the poverty-stricken people there. For 3 to 4
years we received no tenable results. We had observed the povertyprograms in other areas. I could list any number of programs
which have been very effective. I have a bulletin here I will gladlyshow you some.

But sadly to say, in our area we did not. We shad part of the
Headstart program for a while which did not continue. There wasone county in our area in which the money was appropriated andthey turned it back. I could relate various situations of that.
Therefore, these people felt that if they were going to get any-thing out of the program on poverty, the War on-- Poverty pro-gram, then they therriselves would have to organize, step out to
see what could be done. -So therefore, I guess that is why this organization is here
today. It would not have been had it not been for this situation.
Therefore, I would like to say a word about the Choanoke area.If,is a vast division of land bordered on and between Chowanand Roanoke Rivers ot eastern North Carolina. It includes Bertie,
Halifax, Hertford, and_Northampton Counties. Though unde-veloped, the Choanoke area has vast resources of land, people,forest, plenty of water with areas well suited for "industrial sitesI mentioned that because we felt industry in the ChoanoLo-
area would be a great faCtor in helping to get the- Choanoke areaout of poverty.

Like other areas of eastern North Carolina, Chodnoke ispoverty stricken. Statistically, it is among the poorest countiesin the State with an average family annual income of $2,473.
The median nonwhite annual family income is only $1,470, andon3 such county as low as $1,291, which is Bertie, while another
is at only $1,330 per year.

The population of this area is about 60 percent nonwhite whichconsists mostly of farm and nonfarm folk. That is why we arepartidularly interested, not only because the majority are of thenonwhite group, but the fact is 'that this organization felt that ifnothing had been done for you, if no one had given you'a pieceof bread, lieru would have to go get it yourself.I would like to mention why we feel that Choanoke is so povertystricken today. Farm mechanization has caused this greatly.Machines _have taken over where farm laborers once did the job.Farm mechanization and the lack of industrialization of Choa-n oke have rendered these counties more than their share ofpoverty. -
We have visited homes and we shall show you a short film.We have visited-areas-and-homes where the people have 10 or 12children and who once worked on the farm. But today this family



is in an old shack.- These families are in an old rundown shack.
The kids are looking forward to the possibility of working on a
farm.The father is operating the machines. Where it used to taketwo or three families to till many, many acres, hundreds, per-
haps, now one or two men can do this job. He will run the tractor.
He will run the combine. Therefore, these people are -still-some-
time in one- and two-room house'S waiting and hoping there will
be something for them to do to help them live.Therefore you can see the foundation of this situation. Job
opportunities for these people are very, very scarce and in r many
instances nonexisting. Inadequate housing, better job opportuni-
ties, recreation and recreational facilities, nursing homes for the
ailing and aged, job training head the priority list of these dis-
advantaged folks' concerns and needs.-- -

Housing in this area measures on an average of 60 percent
substandard -because of deterioration, no plumbing, and other
factors. Inadequate housing runs as high as 70 percent in some
instances. These houses are occupied/ mostly by Negroes or non-
whites. Their chances of obtaining FHA loans to better their lot
is too often a zero possibility either because of lack of communi-
cation or too difficult to meet FHA qualifications.

Choanoke's people of poverty are plagued by the age-old cycle
of- slummy areas, poor houses, dirt streets, poor lighting, low
income, juvenile delinquency coupled with illegitimacy and crime
because they all go hand in hand: To stop one, the area must be
ccirrected. Poor housing and slums will breed anything. We have
seen it. We have traveled through areas and observed it. It will
breed anything but good living.High school data for 1960 shows ths.t 1,600 youth 16
to 17 years of age are out of scht_ :r counties. These
youth left at times to roam the st-i.L.,et.s in search of jobs or to
migrate to northern cities, ,big cities in which they only end up
in spreading their own problem- elsewhere.

Like the out-of-school youth corps that we mentioned ; it could
do a great deal in this particult=!r area. We_have not yet been able
to get the out-of-school youth corps in the Choanoke area. Likethe out-of-school youth corps, scores of other programs under
the poverty war; Choanoke has not yet-been fortunate enough toshare. These, the Choanoke people have not had because they
have been skillfully We hate to say this but after you observe
something for 45 years and everybody else_has this aiid you don't
get any, I, don't know any other word to put except they have
been skillfully avoided for reasons undetormined. Choanoke, for
that reason, has not received many of these programs:

Today there exist scores of CAP proposals carefully drawn up
by communities of folk in Choanoke, but have never been- funded
or even considered. .The latest among these is People's Program
on Poverty's proposal to organize the poor to help themselves.

Unless such_jgrassroots organizations as PPOP and other such
grassroots _organizations over_ this country are funded, the poor
and deprived and poverty-stricken-areas like Choanoke may never
be reached on a la-rge scale.
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We have listed four recommendations and there may be others.
One, that out-of-school youth corps be funded in such areas as
Choanoke. Two, that children of- unived parents be provided sub-
sistence and the necessary aid -to grow up in a normal society
even if-oftentimes their fathers are unknown. That such mothers
where necessary be given such family training,s9- that she may
pursue a normal family life. '

Three, that grassroots organizations be funded by OE0 to
provide a direct route to the poor and disadvantaged. This should
be without power-structure controL I might elaborate on thatbecause it is a strong ftgeling that if you were trying to get aperson out of a rented house and this rented house is owned by
the person who is makirw his living off it and if he is the manwho is gcling to take care of the aid _toward programs of that
type, what would be the_aanswer ?

Nattirally, as a rule 9 times out of 10 he is going to be helpedand the man will still- hie there. This is what we find. I say thiswithout reservation, -that if power structure is not controlled,
then the man that you, _are trying to help will never get outFour, that the Fed@ral Government take a second look at thehousing conditions of the poor and disadvantaged, some of whomare veterand of wars ,and their families,to provide the housing
needed to make their lives worth living in Americas As one
writer said, "One picti.41- is worth a thousand words."

We have several other people here. The president, RevertmdCreecy, and also we have Revocend Scott. Then we have several _others which we will not call. Well, maybe we will call thern aswe go along.
We have Miss Newsome who is very closely Of course all ofthem have spent year after year just moving, helping peoplebefore there was a poverty progir,(M. There .is---Reverend LeonVone. This is Reverend Coggins, Bertie Kenney. I think maybethey would have somethng themselves 'they would like to say.I think it would be more proper than to call all the -names.We do have a very short filth: that you might like to see. It isnot going to be the best. I am not a photographer, but I had inmy mind that, rather than come here and talk, maybe a wise thingto do would be to let you see for yourselves.
Mr. LAUREL : What is your capaeity in ihe organization?
Mr. FZILTON : I am the representative speaker at this moment,as one had to be named. It wasn't because I was the only one itcould be. I am also chairman of the housing program for Choanokearea. At this time in our houaing program we are asking for $10million to:get the poor out of these bad and rough-looking homes.At this time we are hoping to get a possible survey through theNorth Carolina fund. I might let you see what the paper said.'I-think this paper is documentary. It says, "Two Poverty PlansAwaiting Action." -I might mention that this organization has had a proposal tomove out and help organize the poor going on 6_ months and noaction has been -taken. Thiz-kinil- of makes us wonder.Mr. LAUREL : Is that your"testimony, Mr. Felton, that the com-munity action board has not taken any adtion?
Mr. FELTON : That is right, yes.
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Mr. LAUREL : That is what we wanted for the record.Who is going to show us the movic?(Mr. Felton's film begins here.)Mr. FELTON : This shows that the Choanoke area has some nicemotels where people could come if. necessary. We have some niceroads, but we have many pockets of poverty as you can see.. Mostof these people didn't want us to take their picture. In most cases,our folk were in the dirt streets. This is something that plagues us.How is it that the city fathers are able to plan a city and planthat one group of people will walk on the dirt? This in somethingthat plagues us.
This gentleman in this house here didn't even want me to takehis picture. He said, "This house isn't mine."' This gentleman heresaid he wished he could get a house, an old man who has workedhis years out. They all move away. They don't want you. to seethem. Then sometimes boys and kids will run and chase with you.The_se are the sittfations. This gentleman right here stressedthe fact that one day he would like a home. Then we find areaslike these where the houses are right close together. Some of thosehave two and three families in them.There again we see that Choanoke 5sn't all asleep.-_There aresome hard-working people both black and white in Choanoke.I think that if the Federal Government or some of the industrialpeople would turn some interest to Choanoke,- that would meanfrioie than anything else. 1 might mention that I was reading anarticle about the possibility of the Federal Government putting anavy yard out there.

I think it is time that the people turn to the middle east. I don'tmean middle east in the other area. I am talking about the middleeast of the United States on the coast. I think it is time thatpeople do something -for these people who have no jobs, whocan't get any jobs..They need training. They have a great resourcehere, untapped, of people who -are ready to do anything.Maybe their brothers are fighting in Vietnam. One lady whosaid her husband was a veteran of World War II,-was sitting thereon the porch completely broken down and they are paying highrent.
That is about the end of this poor photography. I trust that youwill get some idea of what the situation is like.Mr. LAUREL : If it will make you feel better, I think you are abetter photographer than I.Are there any questions?
Mr. LIBBY : I am very much impressed by your testimony. Ithink the story you tell is an excellent one that makes me justrather ashamed of some of the things that are going on. Yet, Ido represent one of the land grant colleges.- I am really curious as to what attempts have been made inNorth Carolina to work with the cooperative extension serviceto get them to help you with your problem. Has this been triedand if so has it been an effective effort on your part?Mr. FELTON : Mr. Libby, the extension agents in our area haveworked very close. Incidentally, I will tell you the reason whybecause I served this country. I am a veteran and I-trained perhapssome of those Marines' fathers who fight in Vietnam.



I went in e Marine Corps when the Negro was not permitted
to go. I don mind speaking because I think that these fellows
who are fighting and those who have fought already need to have
a chance to live and not just exist.

So I say that personally I think the extension agents are working
very close. I think sometimes they are doing all they can do. I
mentioned Mr. Wright who has mOved to every possible length.
I-might say, too, that I think there is still some limitations, you
know.

Mg: CREECY : I would like to say that during the last few years
we have done away with the segregated extension service and all
of it is into one. Since it has been combined into one, there has
not been a single Negro nominated agent in the State of North
Carolina.Every agent is white. The Negro agent has to take orders all
the way around from the other agent, in so much that some oc.
them would take over the whole program and would just leave
1...11e Negro agent with a naager Job to say he is an- agent.

Mr. LIBBY : In your fourth paragraph, Mr. Felton, you com-
mented on the fact that there were 1,600 youth of the 16- to 17-
year-old group that were school dropouts. What percent does
this represent of that age group in that area? Do you have any
rough idea?

Mr. FELTON : I wouldn't attempt to answer that. I am certainly
not sure. I am sure that that is too many youth. I linow that.

Mrs. BALANCE : I think this may give you a rough idea. You
take an entering freshman class of 165. At the end ef high school
the most you can look for would be 96; and that is a boom year.
I think this year we have 39 seniors out of 169.. Out of this
number you had about 16 or 17 transferring to -1-;redominaxstly
all-white schools, but the dropp, im thin trauiph. ve-A:, 1.101 midi
a rough estimate would be ai4ant4 70 vier:dent.

Because you can see from the pictures that were just shown of
the insides of those houses there are not even beds to be slept an.
One family was in the cottonfields in Decomber with rags tiled
around their feet for shoes trying to get- enough money to buy
shoes to go back to school.

One of these school neighboroods had 200 children not able to,
be fed because there were not enough funds available. The greatest
amount of the money is going to personnel and to your middlle-
class Negro and your top level whites and the grassroots iare mot
met. When they need to cut anything out, they cut the food out
of the mouths of those children you just saw.

Mr. LAUREL : Could you give us an estimate of the number of
people in the Choanoke area?

Mr. FELTON : I believe the 1960-census says 130,000 or 140,000.
Mr. LAUREL : That is for a four-county area. You say about

60 percent are nonwhite.
Mr. FELTON : Yes.
Mr. LAUREL : Are the majority of nonwhites Negroes?
Mr. FELTON : Yes, sir, they-are Negroes.
Mr. LAUREL : No Indians? =
Mr. FELTON : Very, very few, if any.



Mrs. CALDWELL : In thinking about a housing development,which is one of your good recommendations, I gather that mostof these houses that need replacing are rented establishments.
Mr. FELTON : Yes.
Mrs. CALDWELL : So you are thinking in terms of housing de-

velopments such as the cities:have, or wei-e you thinking of indi-vidual dwellings? I am interested in how you see this.
Mr. FELTON : We don't say much about direct planning becausewith this kind of thing we feel that you have to have scientific

surveys. We are and we have asked furnd assistance in this areaso we could crystallize our direct thinking abliut what it would be.But we certainly foresee that some of the larger populatedtowns, rural town areas, would call for developments, housingdevelopments, Federal housing developments_ All of Choanoke isrural. So, with the people who are out in the various areas, wemight have to take that on the individual house type.Also included in this should be recreational centers, nursinghomes. We are expecting through this to get a recreational centerat least for each county and perhaps a nursing home, likewise.Mr. LAUREL : Is there any other person from the Commissionwho has a question?
Mr. ROESSEL : You mentioned you have a proposal that is nowsubmitted to the Office of Economic Opportunity and there hasbeen no action on that proposal.
Mr. FELITON : That is the North Carolina Fund, I just want toget the words straight because the pret.,,s ,411 yot- to death,
Mr, _13.O.F>9SE'l Explaint thhs to
MY. FL Taw: In North Carolina, povexty programs comethrough two channels. It will either come through the ,Rocail nativeCAP agency approved by 0E0 which then goes -to the NorthCarolina Fund and probably okayed there.Then, of course, the North Carolina Fund has blIft power tofund the program. So we have been following the etiluels. Of

course you can follow a channel. We have been Wiloilaring thechannel for 6 or 7 months.
The last statement I gotand I have a copy of the sttatementin my pocketsays that the North Carolina FundzwYoich sup-posedIr met January, pushed their meeting-uaitil Murrclik, So thisis what we saw 3 or 4 years ago while we waithd. ThE7-,iis why this

organization is organized.
Mr. MOESSEL : In other words, you have submitted itke proposalin. the -way you are supposed to, through an orgaramition thathas been set up, and it is this organizatilon that hays Tor somereason-or,another, not seen fit to fund you.Mr. FELTON : That is right, exactl3r-
1tr. ROESSEL : Could we have the letter introduced. men-timed you have a letter saying there has been anm-ther delay.Could we !nave a copy of that letter?

r. IPELIT-ON : Yes, just a minute.
Mr. LAUREL : Is that the letter or the clipping?
dietr. FELTON : The clipping-
Mr. LAUREL : I think you read it to us.
Mr. FELTON : The clipping.' says that the North Caurolina Fundis to meet in March.
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You see, there is an established CAP agency in the Choanoke
area. When we sought to organize or bring to bear the meeting
of the people with the CAP agency who had never met the CAP
agency in over 2 years, there is an amount of friction.

This, I think, is the basic i_ssue, what will be the relationship
between the 0E0 and CAP agency and the People's Program on
Poverty because the People's Program on Poverty has made a
survey of the needs of the people and they are interested in
meeting those needs, whereas the CAP agency is hamstrung by
the other agency.Basically, what they have to show for their program is ma-
hogany desks and men smoking cigars sitting behind those desks.

Mr. ROESSEL : Did they concede to grant this CAP agency-in
your community?Mr. Scow : Yes, they have. But as of July we had not been
funded. We felt that if in over 2 years other CAP agencies had
been funded, why couldn't we. So we came together with the
wrath-and the fury of the city fathers and put everything on the
line.I am a minister. I would put my church on the line if need lbe,

to bring to bear a meeting as to why we don't have the money. ,
When we dia that, guess what? The money came the Thursday
before we met that Saturday, about half a million dollars.

Mrs. JACKSON : -What is being done with the money now?
Mr. SCOTT: They do not_have any program grants. Unfortu-

nately, I think this is throughout North Carolina. Even the CAP
agencies themselves are not taking full advantage of the proper
program. They are getting the kind of program that will meet
the satisfaction of the ruling hand of power at the present time.

Mr. LAUREL : Are you a delegate agency under the CAP or, are
you a separate CAP, community action program board? Have you
set up your own organization or are you a delegate agencY under
the CAP?Mr. FELTON : We have set up an -independent agency chartered
through the State of North Carolina.

Mr. LAUREL : Mr. Felton, did you get ahold of your documentary
proof ?

Mr. FELTON : I do not have it but it is here.
Mr. LAUREL : I am sure we don't have any saboteurs here.
Do we have any othek questions of these gentlemen, members

of the Commission?' If not, Mr. Felton and you gentlemen and
ladies who have traveled from North Carolirr.., we certainly
appreciate your testimony, the information you have given us.
When you get ahold of the clipping, will you please turn it over
to the reporter so we can have it incorporated into the record?

Mr. FELTON : r shall. II might say this. We plan to get, a survey
check on this housing situation in Choanoke. We mean to go
anywhere it takes to get it. I think we have to think of this thing
as scientific and work it out in a scientific manner. We want a
survey check on the housing and we expect better housing to come
to Choanoke.Mr. LAUREL: I appreciate your candor and your .appearance.

Mrs. BALANCE: I just want you to know that I- am one of the
old folk grassioot sisters. I want to tell you why we need houses
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so bad. I used to live an a farm with five tenants. All of us. Now
what has happened is, one man comes and takez over the whole
farm. Yoti work by -the day ra. you move.

When you work by the day, the childzen can only work in the
summertime and your husband gets on the tractor and worksfrom now on. But if you can't work by the day you just move.
Where are you going to move to? Tile poor folks around there
can't borrow any money from the bank. You can't get it from
anywhere else.

If they say, yes, they Will lend you something, you hock every-thing you got, your bed, stove, refrigerator, _for a fifth of a
dollar. That is all you get and you pay back $10 a month and pay
it back for 24 months. We can't borrow no money because we
ain't got nothing, no house.

That's what happens in Bertie County to poor people.
Mr. LAUREL : That is most revealing and shocking information.

We are glad to receive it in the record. We appreciate your
attendance and candor. We thank all of you for what you have
put forward this afternoon. Thank you very much.

The Commission will recognize Edna Tolson from Brandywine,
Md. I will call for order at this time so we can hear our witness.
Is that Mrs. Edna Tolson?

Mrs. ToLsorz : Yes.
Mr. LAUREL : Will you please, for the record, give us your name,

address, and whom you represent, if anyone?
STATEMENT OF EDNA TOLSON

Mrp. TOLSON : Edna Tolson. I live at Box 269, Route B, Brandy-
wine, Md. I am not sure who I represent. I started -out working
for CAP in the rural area and then I got hired by the CAC com-mittee in Prince Georges. Since we work so closely together, I
can probably speak for both of them.

Mr. LAUREL : Can you give us a summary of the testimony you
would like to give us? Have you provided a copy of your report?

Mrs. TOLSON I have not. I will leave this one. Do you wantmy summary first?
Mr. LAUREL : I would ap'preciate it if you would. There may be

some questions in connection with some of the proposals or sug-gestions you may be backing.
Mrs. TOLSON The problems of rural poverty are deep rooted

in the thoughts, lives, and customs of the community. Often thegeneral public has opinions which are unfounded. The popularopinion is that the poor are shiftless, lazy, and not desirous of abetter way pf life pr simply that this is good enough for them.'Thi% is very wrong thinking. The poor need and desire thesame things the affluent need to make them happy. A personworking in a better environment cannot help but desire a betterway of life when a comparison is made to their own. However,
the handicap is poor education, lack of transportation and em-ployment, and neglect by our government--local, State, and

Even the poor people in a poor community are exploited bythose who do get ahead. I am thinking if the poor person couldget information of all kinds, understand their relationship to
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people and programs, be encouragx:d to vote and participate in
community and government affairs, grasp at the new opportuni-
ties being offered, this would help a lot in alleviating rural poverty.

I feel the government must demand that the poor be involved
as much as possible regardless of public opinion. -

Mr. LAUREL : Mrs. ToUon, will you open now foir questions -at
this time? I believe you are a neighborhood worker, is that right?

Mrs. TOLSON : Yes, I am.
Mr. LAUREL : Do you work here in the Washington, D.C., area?
Mrs. TOLSON : No, I work in rural areas.
Mr. LAUREL: In rural areas?
Mrs. TOLSON: Yes, Brandywine, Westwood, Cedarville, and

Aquasco. If you are familiar, with Washington, it is out Route 5,
going south, the southern end of Prince Georges County.

Mr. LAUREL:, 'In the State of Maryland?
Mrs. TOLSON : Yes.
Mr. LAUREL Are there any questions on the part of the Com-

mission?
Dr. Davis?
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : Your last statementI think you said

that you-feel that the rural poor, should be involveds much as
possible regardless of public opinion. Could you elaborate on that
a little bit? Would you repeat that statement, first?

Mrs. TOLSON : I feel the government must demand that the poor
be involved as much possible regardless of public opinion.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS Regardless of public opinion. Do you
sort of have the feeling that public opinion is opposed to the in-
volvement of the poor? That is what I was trying to get at.

Mrs. ToLsoN : Personally, I think so. Do you want me to tell
you wily?

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : Yes. We are getting two sides of this
thing at times, but I think the predominance of testimony is to
the effect that the poor should be involved more and really at the
planning level, and 30 on. You seem to corroborate that view, but
occasionally we hear somebody say something different.

Mrs. ToLsoN : Probably if I told you whyI summed it up this
way.. If you heard the testimony first I could answer the- 'question
later.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : Go ahead.
Mrs. TOLSON : The reason I feel that the poor should be in-

volved regardless of what public opinion is, is that this is a brand
new concept. People have already decided people are poor because
they wanted to be this way. Very often people feel that because
I have made my way and gone this far that the next Man can do
it too. Yet they haven't taken into consideration that maybe the
next man hasn't had the opportunities because he cou'd have had
illness, large family, all of these things.

All these things may have put him at a disadvantage. Where
they have come out of school with a good education, the white
has had all of these things. He has never had to get them. The
poor in the rural area has not had these.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : You think that involvement of the poor
would help analyze the problem and the why of poverty and
probably bring about more effective solutions and better under-
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standing on the part of the poor as well Eis those who are more
affluent?

Mrs. TOLSON : I think the poor need to know that this probably
will help them. I get involved in it. I learn from it. Each time you
learn something it helps. The person who is affluent probably
doesn't understand what poverty is all about. He has never been
in it. The poor can tell you about the poor better than the rich can.

Mr. FORD: From some of the testimony the general view is
that yes, the poor -obviously understand their situation much
better, but the kinds of solutions that they are able to offer are
frequently not very good ones..

In your working with these people you found that they do have
good ideas as to ways in which their problems can be solved other
than general ideas of more government aid or something of that
nature.

Mrs. TOLSON : I don't know how to answer that because they
probably can't adequately express themselves. What they think
is that they need a house here and now. Maybe this isn't feasible
right now. But I think they need to be assured that if housing is
what, they 12d that there are programs that they can follow
through or that the government or some poWer structure is in-
terested in developing this housing.

If you can make thein believe this is coming. They mey not be
practical in their thoughts because they have never been trained,
but a man knows if he needs a house and if he needs a job.

Mr. HUTCHINS : I would like, to ask Mrs. Tolson what kind of
a rural area are :you Th? Is this a farming area or urban workers?

Mrs. TOLSON : Thks is a farm area. The whole business is
farming. People 1[ally work in the courthouse in. Upper Marl-
boro or in other industry here in WashingtojL

Mrs: JACKSON : Have you worked as a neighborhood worker in
the ghettos? I want to ask you the differences in the hopes and
aspirations of the people who live in this farm area and work,as you say, in the city sometimes. They do both. What about the
thinking of the people in the ghettos in the city and the ones onthe fringe of the city. How do they compare or contrast?.

Mrs. TOLSON : I haven't worked in any of the ghettos in the
city, but.I have been in the CAP area, Prince Georges, and talked
with the director there arid have heard them at the difference
conferences. The p.iroblem seems to be about the same, poor ,hous-
ing, lack of sanitation.

Only government agencies can really do these things becauSe
they have money. I think poverty in the rural area is a little more
extreme simply because there is no transportation and everything
is so far. apart. I know because myself coming out of a countyhigh school when I did, I couldn't get a job there. I came to the
city and all I had to recomitiend me was a home economics teacher
from high school. Domestic work was all I could do.

Mr. LAtTREL: Are there_any other questions? If not, Mrs. Tolson,
we appreciate your appearance. Can you leave your copy behindso it can go into our record? We would appreciate it.

The Commission now will recognize Miss Barbara Moffett. Can
you identify yourself and us your address, whom you repre-sent, and the people who are accompanying you this afternoon ?





STATEMENT OF BARBARA MOFFETT
Miss MOFFETT : My name is Barbara Moffett, secretary of the

Community Relations Division of the American Friends Service
Committee. I am accompanied by other members of the staff of
the Service Committee : Pamelia Coe, who is the national repre-
sentative of our American Indian program; William Channel,
director of our east coast migrant leadership education program;
and sitting in is Scott Nielson who is the director of a community
relations program we are running in rural southern Pennsylvania.

We appreciate very much being asked to testify here and we
have submitted our testimony to your staff. It is rather long and
detailed. What we would like to do here is to, put some highlights
befor you.. I have a brief summary.

Mr. LAUREL : Would you be nice enough to give us a summary?
Miss MOFFETT : I am pardcularly anxious to do that.
The Service Committee, as you-know, has worked on the prob-

lems of poverty around the world and many parts of this country.-
Right now, through the division we represent, we have three
groups of Staff-members who had experience that supplied us with
our recommendations, support of our recommendations.

One- group works with farmworkers, settled or migratory, in
California, Florida, Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey.
Another group of staff works with Indian problems in the areas
of California, Washington State, Montana, and Arizona. We 'have
another group of staff who works in the Deep South on a wide
range of problems which revealed to us very much the related
evils of poverty and discrimination and the need to tackle both
of those together.I will speak quickly, reviewing our main points and then hope
the questions will call for our experience.

We have seven sections of recommendations.
The first one urges the Federal Government to commit itself

to an attack on poverty which recognizes the need for massive
government resources of funds and of technical assistance directed
to the rural poor ; which recognizes the need- for broad planning
and policies that go with that assistanCe so that those benefits get
to those who need them ; and, finally, which recognizes the need
for maximum development of loca1V leadership and organization
through encouragement of independent, locally initiated and ad-
ministered programs.

We listened to some of the recent testimony with real interest.
I think it is in support of the final point of this first recommenda-
tion: The first two points are importantmassive resources ; need
for planning and policies so that the aid reaches those it is in-
tended for.But in our testimony, we would like to emphasize the final one,
the need for developing maximum local leadership, the need to
encourage independent, locally initiated and administered pro-
grams. We have seen the trend and the pressures, which were
acknowledged by Mr. Shriver earlier today, fo back away from

_ programs which stress the organization of the poor, putting
power into the hands Of the poor.

Our experience tells Us this is a bad- sign and the present pack-1
aged programs that eliminated development of lOcal leadershiii



and the involvement of them -will, in our judgement, spell defeat
for any attack on poverty.

We have seen local leadership thoroughly involved and devel-
oped and therefore able to carry on programs locally. We have
seen the opposite side of this coin, too. We have seen "top down"
implementation of programs without full participation of those
whose needs programs are designed to meet. And we see it is not
successful.We see the channeling of programs through previously un-
inclusive and undemocratic bodies which also often defeated their
purposes.We have a very short piece of experience to share here. It is
an adult education program on the San Carlos Apache Reserva-
tion. VISTA volunteers were working under the direction of
Indian committees and it was,successful. When the program was
taken over by local school districts, Indian participation quickly
disappeared. --

We listened with interest to the discussion during Mr. Shriver's
testimony and some of this testimony from eagtern North Carolina
to the question of inclusiveness of a group attacking poverty to
the requirement that they be broadly representative.

Our experience suggests that any rigid requirement of broadly
representative groups will stymie local initiative and involvement
of the poor in many situations. We are not only thinking of the
Deep South. We see it in other parts Of rural America.

We were glad to hear Mr. Shriver defend more flexible interpre-
tation of that rule, and it certainly needs to be.

The second recommendaton has to do wth the need for a steady
income and the need to participate in decisions affecting the avail-
ability and the nature of such intome. We are talking about access
to the means of prodUction and-equal_access to jobs. We are talk-
ing about land for farming and supplementary income, fair adju-
dication and protection of water rights, capital, and direct loans
at little or no interest.

We are talking about small, locally relevant, nondiscriminatory
industries. In the Indian field we are asking that a careful look
be taken about Indian hunting and fishing rights.

The third recommendation, which can be supported with very
eloquent testimony by my colleagues, has to do with housing which
we know several of the more recent people who appeared before
you today mentioned. .

It is composed of such factors as lack of access to land and
unavailability of loans. We would like to emphasize another aspect
of that problem, that is, the prevalence of employer-owned hous-
ing which puts severe restrictions on the freedom of farmworkers.

As far as we can observe for farmers, employer-owned or con-
trolled housing creates a condition of 20th century serfdom. Free-
dom to seek change in working conditions, to participate in com-
munity activities, to receive community services, to rt.tgister to
vote, to enroll children in the school of your choice, to change your
joball of these things become myths when the threat of eviction
and the loss of job prevails as it does in the case of employer-owned
housing.



We note it is an issue not recognized in many places. We are
aware that already in the 90th Congress a bill to provide "rapid
tax amortization for farmer-own-ed housing for farmworkers" is
introduced by a good friend of farm labor. We have several spe-
cific recommendations in this field.

The first obviously follows from the statement. That is the
elimination of government support for employer-controlled hous-
ing. Another recommendation flowing from this is Federal action
that would make available adequate housing. A third recommenda-
tion has to do with funding an expansion of- the rent supplement
program to meet the needs of rural areas.

Our fourth area of recommendation has to do with rural educa-
tion. It is very obvious that rural education needs to be upgraded
if the rural poor are to be given ,one vital tool to break out of
poverty.

Rural schools offer fewer courses, less adequate equipment, and
often limited and secondhand books which are outdated. Our work
in the South reveals to us that needs and inequalities found gen-
erally in rural systems are compounded particularly in the South
where the dual school system is still the predominant pattern in
spite of the Supreme Court's school desegregation decisions.

It is our clear recommendation that the dual school system be
abolished absolutely by creating equality in the educational system.Our fifth recommendation has to do with services. It is veryobvioug that the_ rural poor need accessible servicesaggressive
employment services; welfare offices; medical, cultural, and recre-ational opportunities ; credit ; and legal aid. We are calling in ourreport to you for a dispersal of servicesfor example, an employ-
ment service that goes to the people, especially to those who need
encouragement through years of experiencing failure or rebuff.We are asking for area review or appeal boards that include
the poor in their membership so the poor will have some recourse
or means of appeal. Many local offices providing services are underthe control of those in the status quo and therefore do not repre-sent a real service to the poor.

Our sixth area of recommendation calls for expanded, nationally
uniform, and equal coverage under social welfare laws. This hasto do with the extension of social security, coverage of farm-workers under unemployment insurance, the inclusion of farm-workers under the National Labor Relations Act.

We are recommending that the whole area of public assistancebe reviewed and that Federal contributions be increased pendingthe enactment of some form of income guarantee.
Our seveiith recommendation and our final one has to do withIndian experience. We are calling your attention to the fact thatexperience of Indian tribes on reservations has both negative and

positive lessons to teach concerning rural poverty. We are urgingyou to heed such experience as tribes themselves have shared
with you.

We are very aware from our study of Indian problems and fromour work with Indian people that the problems of Indians arecomplex, that they have been prone to have oversimplified solu-
tions applied to them, none of which have worked over a periodof history.
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We hope you will avoid the pitfall of easy answers. We are
aware that the programs of the OEO have been highly successful
on most Indian reservations. We want also, on closing, to com-
mend the Bureau of Indian Affairs for its newly developing na-
tional -policy which emphasizes community development and Ebdu-
cation. We hope Congress will appropriate enough money for
t ria.

-74:Ery brief conclusion, we want to say that no single tanco-
oradinateapop shots at the problernof rural poverty will solwe the
probletuaLIThey will probably just salve our consciences- We want
toturiderline something that was brazught out in the last testimony ;
that- isAn attacking poverty, we stUl too often rely on the under-
lying.bvellief that people are poor because of their own inadequacies.

Arhur.elaperience-indicates that if we are to have a great or:wood
societyrswe must so restructure our- society and its institutioms
to meet the needs and aspirations of people rather than continue
to try and change people to fit the needs and capabilities of the
institutions we have created.

Mr. LAUREL : That is nice testimony, Miss Moffett. The thing
that really amazes me the most is actually that your recommenda-
tions are pretty well in keeping with what we have learned as
members of the Commission in the testimony.

For example, on the problems of the American Indian when we
were in Tucson, the problems in the Delta area when we were in
Memphis, and of course, now.You have presented an amazing report. We will appreciate a
copy of it to be submitted here with the Commission.

We are open now for questions from the members of the
Commission.

Mr. Woodenlegs?
.Mr.c" WOODENLEGS : I don't have any questions, but I want to

thank the American Friends Service Committee for the help they
have given to the Indian people especially in Montana.

About 5 years ago, I took it upon myself to have 20 high school
students come to the reservation, 10 boys and 10 girls. My people
baCked off. If people come to their home, they shut their door. But
they broke a lot of barriers between the white and the Indian.

We danced the Indian war dance and they danced the white
dance. I think they were making up the twist. I just wanted to
thank them for the help they, have given the Indian pedple. They
helped lift the load. They don't tell the people, "You should do
this," but whatever the people are doing, they help. This is good.

Mr. LAUREL : How much harder it is to break barriers than to
break necks. I am very much aware of the work that your organi-
zation has done among the poor, among the Mexican Americans,
and also the tremendous cooperation that your organization has
given to some of the ethnic groups. We are very much concerned
with the same problems you are.

Mr. HUTCHINS : I have one simple question. I had. the impression
that employer-owned housing was on the decrease. For example,
in mining camps in eastern Kentucky there are two or three that
I know of which have been sold out to individuals rather than to
the company. Is this untrue elsewhere ?



Mr. CHANNEL : I think tiat`;s ft-Ands to be untrue as far as migra-
tory labor, particularly. it ifs tnate in Morida wiliere your migratorplabor remains for 8 momirths one .4spot. Therefore they-rea
couldn't classify as permanaentesidentzs.

Then there is another 2,..wpftt:of eirgloyer-owned housing whicat
coanes into this. I could atifte:-acs. an ia/gimple the various housingauthorities in Florida ave comthrolled by the city much as
Pompano Beach, Bell, Pahcokte4 Land Ss:math Bay. These were- origi-nally built as Farm Secuzittylinistration camps back in-about1940, put up as temporaryuii gs.

Shortly afterwards, there preamiure put on Farm Security
to give these up and turn--Mierrn cover tolocal ownership. They were
taken over ; and like all Imusiiiirm- autlizerities, are made up solely,
I would say, of those wilt, omated laxzge: farms in the :area ; theyare on the board of directora.

These local housing autllatties doznot even make _an annualreport to the city commissiinntthat appoints them, in many cases.It is impossible' for anyor else to get in annual reports. They
have deteriorated over the:years. They are in a miserable condi-
tion. Sanitary facilities are practically nonzmistent and in verybad repair so that this is another type of controlled housing which
falls under the name of local housing authority.

Mr. LAUREL : Are there any other questions?
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : I wanted to ask Miss Moffett a question

so I can be sure I am clear on one statement. I believe you spokestrongly in favor of involvement of the poor in solutions of theirproblems. I believe, though, you warned against a rigid structur-ing. Am I correct? Did I infer correctly that this should not beso rigid and should be more flexible?
Miss MOFFETT : I think that is an interpretation that is perfectlyaccurate. The thing most on my mind was the rigid requirementof broad recommendation excluding the power structure type be-fore something can happen. I am thinking of our experience inAlabama where there aren't enough poverty programs going.
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : We have had this expressed in different

ways. The other thing was the guaranteed income. You feel thatshould be a federally subsidized program.
Miss MOFFETT : I don't know whether we have thought all theway through on that. We are sure you need something.
Mrs. JACKSON : Miss Moffett, your very, last statement has al-ways challenged me. I think, summing it up, it means you meetthe poor on their terms somewhat. How do you get a person withmiddle-class values meeting the poor on their terms? How do youachieve that?
Miss MOFFETT : First I am going to ask anY of my colleagues.
Miss COE : May I speak to that? I know we felt that we gameda gr:sat deal more from the North Cheyenne Tribe than we gave.One of the ways was the education of middle-class people who-went and made the efforttailar_ytto break the barriers. We learneda great deal more in thattliciam thanowe could-possibly have given..1VIr. NIELSON : I aria diireretar of the farm labor program theet.When I started 21/2 yearrs;,amak, I didn't know everything aboutfarm people or farm laittior Turogranns. I moved into a migrantcamp for a month in Pe ylvannia mud worked as a potato picke,



Before .moving in there I felt quite conk., al:vat in myself, being
able to do a complicated job like teaching college, and so on. After
being there for a month and seeing migrants SJeat me at checkers
and generally make a fool of myself, I can sewethat if you are ask-
ing someone to play a game where you set the_mules ahead of time,
you can win at this game. But if you have to pday the game where
someone else sets the rules, the other person Es likely to win.

I didn't do very well in that migrant camp.
Mr. LAUREL Miss Moffett, would you like to give it a try?
Miss Mater-Blur : I think my friends have spoken eloquently.
Mr. LAUREL : I think it is a good question, Dr.-Jackson. I think

you sometimes wonder from the standpoint of involvement that
is so essential. I believe we have learned from_ our previous testi-
mony, for example, that the requirement_is that at least one-third
of the poor participateisn't that correct?on the structures of
the CAP- boards, and so on, but that couldret preclude a given
community giving a- little more or a better, chance or opportunity
to the poor to get more involved, to get them to thinking out their
own needs, and so on.

I was also very glad to hear the particular discussion you had
to make with reference to that. I think that is probably what Dr.
Davis had reference to.

It has been most illuminating and we appreciate your testimony
and the remarks you had to make.

Before you leave I would like to ask the young lady who worked
with the-Indians a question. Did you work in the southwestern
part of the 'United States?

Miss COE : I worked at the San Carlos Apache Reservation in
Arizona.

Mr. LAUREL : What part?
Miss COE : Middle Arizona, due east of Phoenix.
Mr. LIBBY : Apparently you have worked with the Penobscot

Indians.
Miss .COE : We have a staff member who is actuall3e delegated

to the Indian Commission of the State of Maine to try to help the
State develop a low cost housing program for the Maine Indians.
Before 'that, as on many reservations, we have a history of rela-
tionship through work camps going back some 10 years.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : I imagine we might take note of the fact
that a compliment was made about a new approach by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. They have not always been so complimented.

Mr. LAUREL: I was just about to mention that. We recognize
that they have probably, been working under most difficult circum-
stances. I think the most difficult is the lack of funds, among other
things.I know our Commissioner Gay here, our good friend Connie B.
Gay, was very shocked as to the condition that the American In-
dians have to live in whether on the reservation or off the reserva-
tion and still have the Bureau of Indian Affairs allowing some
activities to take place that certainly any person would frown
upon, to put it mildly.

Do you have any statement to make in connection with that?
Miss MOFFETT : I would have to admit that I couldn't have made

such a glowing statement about the Bureau of Indian Affairs a



year ago. We haven't seen the results yet As far as the handicapsunder which the Bureau of Indian Affairs has worked, I think
there have been two very important handicaps.

The first one is national policy itself that is set by Congress, notthe Bureau of Indian Affairs. Practically all of the history of theBureau of Indian Affairs, the policy, whether implied or stated,has been to somehow force American Indiams to lose their culture,stop talking their languages, and assimilate into the non-Indiansociety, preferably to move offl the reservation.
This policy has not workecLand I see no signs that it ever would.It is a good way to make a lot of Indians very miserable. Certainly

they have been handicapped all along by lack of funds.Mr. LAUREL : Thank you again.
Mr. KING : Is Dr. Bateman in the audience?
You may proceed when you are ready. Would you state yourname and background briefly before you start in? If you havea written testimony, I trust you will have a copy for the Com-mission?

STATEMENT OF M. MITCHELL-BATEMAN, M.D.
Dr. BATEMAN : I am Dr. M. Mitchell-Bateman, director of theWest Virginia Department of Mental Health. We are indeedpleased to have an opportunity to add our words and thoughts ,to the testimony being offered to the Commission on rural poverty.We are vitally concerned, of course, with the mental healthleagues we feel are to be found in many other States.I come from West Virginia. Our State is predominantly rural,and a large number of men, women, and children still live in pov-erty, despite the recent improvements of the econbmy of the state.I want to make clear at the outset that I consider the ruralareas of our State great potential assets. In a world of expandingpopulations and choking urban growth, it is good to live wherethere are some open spaces. It is good to have one's children growup close to nature.
We are greatly concerned that so many of our rural residentsare not self-supporting, and that they do not have access to es-sential services, but we must not try to force them into cities whichare already overcrowded, and in which many of the sources oftheir strength woultd,,be lost.
A large number of men and women from West Virginia, includ-ing an increasingly large number of our younger, productive citi-zens, move to the urban centers of the East and Middle West.Some of these migrants are precisely those best able to assumeleadership in their home communities. These are lost.Others, less well-prepared for city life and who are best suitedto community life, are unable to find places for themselves as self-supporting, self-respecting citizens. They become public chargessnd, often, return to our State broken in spirit.In spite of improving economic conditions and generally moreoptimistic prospects, problems remain, and from the point of viewof the mental health of rural West Virginians, these problems, wefeel, are particularly serious.



Although the exact relationship between 1CYW income ,zano"..tmenrtal
illness has not yet- been established, we (do know that. the ;Wit5or are
especially subject to a variety of mental disabilities.

These disabilities are accentuated when the problem fis not
recognized, or when treatment is delayed or simply mot t,-3-$74etilable.

For example, during the summer of 1966, the West lairginia
Department of Mental Health made a special study ffor Geli72.1Emlett
Smith on the operation of Project Headstart. In ;visit% to ymore
than 100 classrooms_ around the State, our staff membems 'werre
approached by a large number of teachers with appeals fflOr kelp.
Many 5-- and 6-year-old children from economically deprived aam-
Hies already presented a variety of emotional problems, Atentne of
such seriousness that their teachers felt unable to deal wait ?them
and wanted outside professional consultation. One teacher (coma-
mented, "This child is sicknervous and excitable and *Irangfe,
just like his brothers and sisters. I couldnt't get any help fovt*hern,
and I suppose I won't be able to get any help for this one,tilitlier:1"

I wish I could say we did help this child and all the otheais lile
him who need help, but your Commission was establishedi-lo face
facts, and I am here to give you some facts. In our State-we have
55 county school boards ; only two or three have staffs which are
able to diagnose even the most prevalent emotional proWlems of
childhood and adolescence. There are long waiting lists, and after
diagnosis, little likelihood of treatment being made available in
time. A certain leveling takes place here : The economically de-
prived are not getting treatment, but even those from Xamilies
with higher incomes may -never see aAprofessional mentaV4hea1th
worker, either.

In one of our State mental hospitals; we have a special unit for
severe)y disturbed children. This sinzle unitsubsidized, inci-
dentally, completely bY Federal fundscan- treat only 40 children
at a time. Any child who is so severely ill as to require hospitaliza-
tion will be a patient for many, many months. You have no rapid
turnover among these patients, and 40 beds will meet the needs
of very few youngsters. Outside this special unit, other children
are on regular wards and cannot get the kind of intensive attention
we want desperately to provide. Often, it is only the lucky ones
who get to the hospital or to an outpatient psychiatric clinic. Weknow there are sick childrenvery sick childrenin our rural
areas who are receiving no professional help, largely because their
needs are not recognized.

Another group of special concern to us is the aged, pamticularly
those with low incomes who are living in the more isolated rural
sectIons of our State. The number..and percentage of elderly in
the State's population has been increasing. In addition to the
problems of housing and nutrition, we find, of course, among the
elderly a disproportionate number with little education, few mar-
ketable skills to improve their limited financial resources.' Years
of living in substandard housing, on inadequate diets, a lifetime
of medical neglectall have taken .their toll. Because of the out-
migration of the young, a great number of elderly in Appalachia
are without normal family ties, thus hastening the prtocess and
discomforts of aging, and forcing them to depend car the com-
munity for even minimal needs.



We shouldn't let a person die by himself, whether it be in a
shack in the woods, or in a lonely room in a ghetto tenement. Too
many of our elderly people are sentout of kindness, you niust
believe meto a State mental hospital, for there are few other
places in the State to care for an elderly, indigent, probably
crotchety individual whose family is no better off than he is. I
often wonder why we can't help him spend his last years in dignity,
among friends, in more familiar surroundings. Some have spoken
of foster home care programs for the elderly.

Now let us take a brief look at a mental health problem which
seems to be accentuated by a condition of poverty in rural areas.
I speak about mental retardation. There are no adequate studies
of the actual incidence of mental retardation in an area like ours,
but experience has shown that there are relatively more mentally
retarded persons in deprived, isolated rural areas than are found
in urban areas. In searching for reasons, we find ourselves in the
middle of a vicious circle : Poverty contributes to mental retarda-
tion, mental retardation contributes to poverty. Rural areas with
a high percentage of families living in poverty usually lack ap-
propriate medical facilities for the full and healthy development
of the -individual. The mother may be suffering from malnutrition
and the usual difficulties that occur during her most susceptible
periods of pregnancy. She may be weak from a succession of ill-
nesses which have not been treated, and from a series of preg-
nancies for which she received inadequate prenatal services, if
any, at all. In this kind of situation, it is more likely that she will
have a retarded child than if she had had the advantages of urban,
middle-class medical care.,

We are also extremely concerned about the kind of retardation
which can be traced to cultural deprivation, but which is almost
indistinguishable from retardation stemming from other causes
when a child is not helped early in life.

In this connection, let me say that some of our needy rural coun-
ties have very high rates of persons admitted ,to State -mental
hospitals, including mentally retarded and mentally ill, but we
need further research to determine whether these rates reflect
a population more truly disturbed than national averages, or
whether the high rates merely indicate that the community offered
no alternatives to hospitalization in a State institution.

With this brief outline of only a few of our concerns in terms
of the high ratio between poverty and mental health, we would

- like to tell this Commission briefly how we would hope to serve
the people of West Virginia, and the needs that are paramount in
terms of attempting to meet these problems in all areas. .

We, of course, like many other States, are planning the develop-
ment of comprehensive community mental health services. Of
course, we plan these centers to be in urban areasor what we
call Urban areas in our rural State, for we have only eight cities
with more than 20,000 residents. To reach people in the more re-
mote rural areas, we plan to hays traveling psychiatric teams con-
sisting of d psychiatrist, psychologist, psychiatric social worker,
and registered nurse who will be available at limited times, per-
haps once or twice a month as a minimum. We would hope in many
Instances as often as once a week.
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At the same time, we are planning services for the retarded
throughout the State. It is clear that the provision of more insti-
tutional beds will not provide an answer to this problem. We want
to develop a network of community facilities which will enable us,first, to identify the retarded population, to provide consultation
to families locally, and to provide training, sheltered workshops,
and other programs which will enable large numbers in this group
to become at least partially independent and self-supporting. We
are concerned in terms of perpetuating this situation and thus
getting at its causes. Such an approach, of course, will require
not only an increase in services designed specifically for the re-
tarded, but increased programs in maternal and child health and
job services, education, welfare, and other services.

It is the goal of the Department of Mental Health to make
mental health professionals available to every county school sys-
tem to help teachers to identify and to work with disturbed chil-
dren. For more intensive psychiatric intervention, patients would
be referred to the nearest mental health center.

If you ask me when these programs and services will become areality, I can tell you only that our plans are made and that we
are moving as quickly as funds and manpower permit. Two cen-ters are already well into development. Support for the programshas been most vocal from the Governor of West Virginia, from
State and county officials, the medical profession, school and wel-
fare personnel, and the public.. I would emphasize local. Gettingthe support translated into funds is a different matter. But theshortage of manpower, as to specialists in particular, of course
is another factor that_has todbe_overcome in the rural areas. Com-munities in our state with an average family income of less than
$3,000 a year have discovered with, great surprise that even theoffer in the realms of $25,000 a year will not produce a psychia-trist, nor persuade a doctor's wife to move into an area where
schools are poor, the nearest theater is 20 miles over rough moun-tain roads, the nearest specialty dress shop twice as far as that.What can we do, then, with this problem of getting the manpowerto come into rural areas, and for adequate funding of suchprograms?

Most rural communities do not need to be told that mental healthservices would help their people. They want to have them. Theyneed professionals to counsel a disturbed child, to help ease a
young mother's severe depression, to be concerned with a 40-year-old man who attempted suicide after being laid off by the minein which he had-worked since he was 14 years old. It is difficultto explain to a community which wants and needs help why wenot able to deliver.

We are attempting, therefore, two programs. Both of these arenow funded under present poverty sources of funding. We also
asked for a program by the Office of Economic Opportunity whichwould help provide technical assistance to communities whichrecognize this need for the mental health services, but which arenot able and have not the resources to develop their own programs.We find,-' for example, that there are many communities thathave community action groups going onthey want to write intotheir community action programs a health component, and they
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are particularly interested in the mental health component. But
there is a scarcity of manpower to provide them with technical
assistance to actually get these components written in, to get them
to the point where they can be funded and then try to deliver some
services.Our program for technical assistance was approved by our
regional Office of Economic Opportunity, but it has not been
funded. By the time it was to be approved, it had already com-
mitted its funds elsewhere, So this proposal is still on paper, and
our staffwhen I say "our staff", the staff for the Department
of Mental Health which is attempting to stretch itself to cover
the areais frankly not meeting the need and providing this
technical assistance to the communities.

Even with travelirig psychiatric teams, we were unable to de-
velop these as we had proposed. There must be the local merital'
health workers or such a team is not effective. So we hope to be
able to train our rural p-eople, especially those with high school
educations, to be on-the-spot generalists who know what to do
until the doctor comes.Indeed, if necessity is the mother of invention, the one en-
couraging note in the manpower picture is the liossibility of
recruiting local people who will obtain training and become mental
health workers in their own communities. Many of these mehtal
health workers will come from the ranks of the -rural poor,
themselves.There are two special programs now underway in mental health
which offer promise of better services for some of the economically
deprived in our State. We see these as essential forerunners of
more permanent programs. Both are funded in greatest part by
the Office of Economic Opportunity.

The first is VISTA, Volunteers in Service to America, in which
105 volunteers from all over the country are working in our State
hospitals for the mentally ill and mentally retarded, and in com-
munity mentalihealth programs. Some of these volunteers are
learning first hand, and for the first time, the problems of rural
poverty, for they daily share the lives of families in the most
underprivileged areas. One VISTA volunteer called on a young
mother recently returned from a mental hospital and found her
extremely agitated. She was not well enough to can the fruits and
vegetables in her small garden, but knew the family would go
hungry if the work did not get done. The volunteer, who had
grown up on a midwest farm, spent the day putting up the fruits
and vegetables while the whole family joined in. This simple act
of loving intervention by the volunteer calmed the mother, and
enabled her to receive further treatment at home instead of
returning to the hospital.We hope the VISTA program will expand still further. We
want and we need these volunteers in the mental health program
in West Virginia. It is proving to be a program from which we
can learn a great deal.

The second special program now underway is the foster grand-
parent program, in which men and women 60 years of age and
over work with emotionally disturbed and mentally retarded
children in two State hospitals and in a day care center, for



mentally retarded children. Ninety-eight "grandparents" are now
on duty. The benefit to the children in having these older men
and women personally assigned to them was immediate and
dramatic, but just as important was the effect on the men and
women themselves. Many are from rural areas, and, before the
program, in the words of one, "I just couldn't believe there was
nothing else for me to do in -this world." With the foster grand-
parent prizigram, there is a great deal for them still to do in thisworld. If you doubt the value of the program, I invite you to
drop by our hospitals and observe the grandparents as they workwith the children, as they greet and are greeted by the hospitalstaff, and as they make plans for the next day's and the next
week's programs. One man 84 years oid walks several miles eachday from his rural home to reach a busline, and then works andplays vigorously with the child assigned to him. During bad
weather he didn't miss a day. "His" child needed him too much.

I have outlined some of our problems, and some of the steps
we are taking to meet them. Our needs are many. We have
started with strong measures. It is important that we look for-
ward to carrying on these and to extending them. These resourcesat the present time, as you know, do not match our needs. I amsure it is true all over the.country.

Our State Jegislature, now in session in Charleston, has beenextremely sympathetic to the entire mental health program ofthe State. There is a keen awareness of responsibility for thepoor. However, the demands on the State's budget are very great.Welfare, education, roadsall are claiming larger shares of thelimited number of State dollars. As one of the poorer States, we
have had to take innovative steps, just to claim our total rightfulshare of Federal grant programs. We find very often that theFederal grants, of course, in their attempting to be spread outover the country, we feel, do not give sufficient weight to the
needs of an area where the population is dispersed rather thanconcentrated.

We must look to the Federal Government for continued par-ticipation in programs which mean life and health for the poor.It is not possible for a State such as West Virginia to developand maintain these essential programs without Federal support
and participation. We must have the cooperation of Federal, State,and local governments, and of the public, for adequate mentalhealth services.

West Virginians are compassionate, proud, hardworking people.They have come to realize along with many others throughout thecountry, and as we have heard earlier today, that in order forany program to be fully responsive for the needs of the people,it must be planned and developed and nurtured through theinvolvement of all persons concerned. That is, the elected leader-ship at all levels, the professionals who must deliver services,and the recipients who, after all, know best what is hurting and,most of the time, why. You can count on West Virginians to wantto cooperate in the area of any basic programs that are developedand are being developed for the betterment of their health andwelfare- services.
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It is because of our special concern for the rural population
that we are pleased with the hearings your Commission on Rural
Poverty have been holding. We realize there is, sometimes, a
tendency .in many places to forget the particular problems which
arise when people are dispersed, when needs are great but sei-vices
are far away. We- feel that urban and rural areas are interde-
pendent, and should be involVed in an integrated planning attivity.

My final plea or my total plea, I suppose; therefore, in view of
the background material, is that this Commission strongly recom-
mend that the experi6nce gained now or the experiences that- are
now being gained through the many poverty programs be inte-
grated and translated into a course of procedures, guidelines of
ongoing Federal, State, and local agencies.

My further plea is that we not fumble the ball here by doing
too little too slowly for the areas that still contain a significant
reservoir of human resources.

We thank you very much for this time.
The CHAIRMAN : We thank you, Dr. Bateman. You are doing a

tremendous work in the field which certainly has long been
neglected.Strange as it may seem, I live in" western Illinois, and in my
hurried time at home, I tore out a page on the foster grandparents
program arthe Dixon, Ill,. State Hospital, where 1,000 boys and
girls between . the ages of 12 and 20, are benefiting so wonder-
fully by the loVe and through their progress in having been taiight
with foster grandparents. I did want to have the opportunity to
display this information, and you gave it to me out of my file.

Mr. ROESSEL : Dr. Bateman, I would like to ask a question for
clarification.- In the latter riart of your testimony, you mentioned
the fact that your final plea, I believe you said, would be for
existing State and local agencies to be the vehicle in which the
poverty program is contained. Those weren't your words, -but I
wanted to make sure that is *hat you meant.

Are- you saying that it would be wise to divide up the Office of
Economic Opportunity to existing Federal and State agencies?
Is that what you are suggesting? ,

Dr. BATEMAN : No, this isn't what I am saying. I am saying
that I (would hope that some mechanism is built into our Federal
program and structure to filter down to all areas for translating
what is being learned in connection with the way of getting
services developed and delivered through our poverty program
mechanisms. I think this is what we have heard people talk about
this afternoon, that it is one thing to develop-a_program and say
we have it planned out on paper and another thing to say we
have actually got it delivered and to have people able to utilize
these programs. .

I feel that a great deal is being learned about how programs
really get delivered to the point of perfection through the various
procedures of these poverty programs. I hope that this experience
can be translated to existing -agencies, those that will have the
continuing, ongoing responsibilities.

Mr. FORD: Dr. Bateman, you have brought up a point that has
"disturbed me with regard to some of, or a great deal of, the
testimony that we have been having. And I am sure the situation



varies from one rural area to another. But we have heard a
number of witnesses say that we don't want the rural people
moving into urban centers because their problems can be handled
adequately where they are. And yet you present a picture of a
very grave inadequacy of services for mental health. I listened
very closely when you were discussing the difficulties of getting,
say, a psychiatrist to these areas, and I am not sure you came out
with the solution to the problem. Maybe it slipped by me.

I know, of course, being from your sister.. State of Kentucky,
that we have serious problems in providing not only psychiatrists
and specialists, but- even general practitioners to our mountain
counties. You are certainly correct in saying that it isn't simply
the poor, but also many of the middle class who are unable to
obtain services. Nobody is of the position to force physicians to
stay in these urban places, but we haven't been very successful
in moving them out to where the people are.

Is there any reason to believe that we can surmount this
problem?

Dr. BATEMAN : I think this is certainly something that has no
ready answer in this regard.-Our point here is that there are
other kinds of people, many people, other kinds of people and
other kinds of workers, mental health workers, who can be de-
veloped to fill in the gap in relationship to where people are and
provide services to them at this point in life, sending them out
from wherever your centers of service are developed.

FORD: Doesn't that still give you second-class services ? Can
you extend the same thing to school teachers as well, and some
of these other service workers, where we have had these very
serious deficiencies in our communities with dispersed population.
I am wondering what kind of solutions are available if we are
going to keep the people in these areas as we are being urged
by many witnesses.

How are we going to solve the problem of giving them first-
class citizenship services when the solution you seem to be posing
is one which tightens up or closes up some of the gap but there
is still a tremendous gap ? -

Dr. BATEMAN : That is right. I don't have the full answer to
this. We do feel, or I certainly feel, that this is anothei one 6f'
the reasons why we need to look at our funding mechanisms.You know, there are a number of health areas or developed
standards that say that we should have so many physicians for
s6-many thousand people. We think another dimension has to
be added to this even in planning for a public health program,
and so on. You also have to add a distance factor and an accessi-
bility factor, and we can't necessarily go on these standards right
across, taking into consideration popu3ation only.-

I think this is going to be true in all of the attempts to reach
solutions in this regard. Now on the other hand, if I might be abit of a heretic, I am riot at all convincedand I am a physician
and I am a psychiatristbut I am not at all convinced that having
a psychiatriSt on the spot is necessary for first-class mental health
services, particularly if we are talking about some areas of pre-
vention, early detection, and that kind of thing.
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Mr. FORD : Let me ask another question not directly related to
this. I know that we heard in somenot this Commission
but from some group, those dealing with the Eastern Kentuckians,
there appeared to be associated with the work experience and
training program a lowering of mental health problems to those
who were employed. Have you observed that in West Virginia?

Dr. BATEMAN : I wouldn't say that I have first-hand experience
with this. I. am not sure what the reported results would be.
We certainly know that in relationship to those persons where
we are able to proiiide smile area of training, providing some
feeling of success in being able to succeed at something, it is a
very vital part of the person's actual health who have gotten to
the hospital. This is one of the things where it begins to make
the difference as to whether-this person Stays in the community
or comes back, of the many people that we see.

This is why, really, in ierms of our own State budget, we have
a very difficult time being in competition with employment
security or with welfare, or even with school budgets. But we
know that any other agency that can properly carry out its job
makes an easier job for us.

Mrs. CALDWELL : Coming from a very rural State myself, and
having been involved in mental health planning program, we
came to the conclusion that in the rural areas you had really
more serious probJems of acute neglect. It was very shocking in
one instahce to find that one of the most rural areas had the

-highest rate of drug addiction.I wonder if you have run ir.to anything like that in your
mental health planning? Really, you think of poverty, but you
don't think of the serious social problems quite often as existing
in the rural areas. Yet they are there.

Dr. BATEMAN : We have not run into drug addiction, as such.
But there is a higher rate of alcoholism, we feel, in these areas.

As I mentioned earlier, we just don't know what the extent
is in terms of the cultural retardation aspects. One of our workers
projected that if we could really fasten in at this level in terms
of the very young children in all areas,-that we would see certainly
a marked change in relationship to dropout, divorce, and so on.
This is maybe farfetched for some people, but the problems are
acute. They are not invisible. There is a tendency, as mentioned
earlier, to excuse this on some degree of apathy or something,
not realizing the very deep pain or depression.

We have a very high rate of depression of people who actually
get to the hospital.

Mrs. JACKSON : I was just taking the long-range view and tykag
in an idea which is entirely fresh to me. I somewhere felt that any
mental health work had to be done by an expert. When you
mentioned the high school volunteer workers in mental health, I
was thinking of the aid that is available for training people to
meet the manpower shortage for health workers, and the like.
I could just see those two things working together, that these
people are showing this inclination, and they could be from the
poor, too, because- as we say, there is as much potential there-as
from the other groups. They may move on through this and
become psychiatrists, like yourself.
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Mr. FORD: If they come back. Our experience certainly is thatthey don't come back. They go out, and the problems remain there.
I think this is one of the really acute problems of our rural areas,not simply in the area of mental health or total health, but thevarious services of an institutional type that are required.

Mrs. JACKSON : I would propose that we put in the counselingand the guidance section, in the selection of the vocation, thatthis be done, that they are coming back. It is a job for theeducators.
Dr. BATEMAN : I would say under the Appalachian Commission

approach, hopefully, your communities are being approached froma total sense. You are not just trying to develop your manpowerisolated from the total development, economic development of theentire region. This must go on as well, if there is to be anything
attracted there to hold people in the area.

The CHAIRMAN : Dr. Bateman, thank-you for your very generousand kind presentation. Thank you for answering the questions.You are a very,'Very wonderful witness.
Is Mr. Mathiason in the room? If not, is Mr. Esser ?
Mr. ESSER: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: Would you give us your name, which I justdid? Give us your name, your proper title, and -if you have astatement that you would file with the Commission.Mr. ESSER: I am George H. Esser, Jr., executive director, theNorth Carolina Fund, Durham, N. C.I would like to make a few remarks initially to summarize my

,._recommendations and leave any documentation with you later.-The CHAIRMAN : We would appreciate it if you would do thatand perhaps in your allotted time you can give us time for somequestions.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. ESSER, JR.

Mr. ESSER: There is a place in eastern North Carolina calledForks in the Road. It is a rural community. The average residentof Forks in the Road has less education, a more dilapidated house,
poorer health, less chance of becoming trained or employed, lesschance of seeing his children finish high school ; he is moreisolated and has fewer assets than his urban counterpart.Further, there is a good chance that he lives on a dirt roadand has no water or sewage facilities other than a well and anoutdoor privy. We have some who don't have even that. Chancesare he doesn't know of all of the benefits available to him fromsocial security, the county extension services, the health and wel-fare department, or the antipoverty program.

If he has heard of these, he is inclined to think they are forsomebody else. Yet he wants education and training and is moti-vated toward improvement. It may be hard to activate thismotivation, due to previous disappointments, but it is there. Hewants for himself and his family the same_things that you andI do, a decent staridard of living, education, and a better life.He does_not expect that he will get these things, but he expectsthat his children will, for he believes in the American dream. Thepoor in rural America are getting neither a proper nor a propor-tionate share of our natural resources or concern. Yet, one-half



of our poor live in rural America where we continue to stockpile
poverty in the midst of plenty.

The primary reason that we do so is that this nation has no
policy or strategy for rural areas. Our attention has been focused
on crops, not on people. During the last 4 years, I have been
engaged in a program that is concerned about rural America, as
well as urban and Piedmont. I hope some of our experiences will
be of use to you.

The North Carolina FuntilL is a 5-year- demonstration project,
initiated by then Gov. TerzgnSanford anai. other leaders in 196E,
and we were funded by ,TNEfirdonal an& State foundations. Our
experience includes suppeignt cif 11 community action programs
in both rural and urban are/az:ha both the eittastal and Appalachian
area.

It includes -----.experimentaillavail demonstatation projects in both
the east coast:and the Agirsaallachian areas,,Un -manpower develop-
ment and moffailiity, low incaudie_housing, -theEsponsorship of dem-
onstration projects and ineittrtstatewidb -corporation concerned
with low income housing crEgvelopment, a !massive socioeconomic
survey of poor families lin Natirth Carolina xeaching some 13,001D
low income families, and imulwenalysis in depth in connection with
community action programIB lin our State, a number of experi-
mental and training programs.

There has been a continuing study of 'the socioeconomic and
legal systems which can perpetuate poverty. In our judgment,
rural America must have direct and immediate attention and a
much greater share of our resources if we are to fulfill the goals
of a great society. In urban areas we were everywhere confronted
with the visibility of the problems of the poor. The urban poor
are letting us know that they do not accept a second-class citizen-
ship as their birthright.

Do not let us be deceived. The urban poor were once the rural
poor. The conditions which produced a Watts are present in an
even greater degree in many of our rural areas.- Isolation, poor
communication, and poor transportation thus far have discour-
aged a dramatic response. But unless we meet the needs of the
rural poor where they are, we are helping build new generations
of faceless Americans to be sucked into urban slums that breed
despair more than hope.

An essential step in a realistic approach to solving rural prob-
lems is to stop thinking entirely in terms of moving people. We
will continue to have substantial migration, but while many rural
people will move on to new jobs, new areas, this will never be
true for all. 1-

It is our belief that the attention must be given equally to
those who wish to move and to those who choose to remain in
rural areas. In other words, there must be a viable alternative
to irLigiation toward urban centers. We have attacked urban
problems and neglected rural problems as if we thought rural
areas were to be entirely deserted tomorrow.

If such an idea has been a mental block, preventing us from
using our best energies and full resources to solve urgent rural
problems, let us discard the idea. It doesn't hold water. The
number of people -who live in rural United States is holding



steady, though the percentage is declining. We must help them,
where they are and now.

I am going to outline recommendations made within the frame-
work of the two major assumptions. Then if you would like to
comment, I can amplify on some of the others. Fiirst, we must
have a vastly increased investment of national restources in our
rural areas, both in terms of meeting the -needs of the poor and
of economic development.

Therefore, I suggest, first, acturally two Aloints -inu dealing -witk
the problem of services, which has already been discussed here
this afternoon. We so often forget the great problems of7distance,
the impact of distances on this whole problem of_ reaching the
rural poor. Therefore, we suggest a system of subsidized rural
transportation to bring the rural poor within easy availability
of the services they need.

We also suggest a planned and orderly development of rural
servicesinformation, health, and education centersthat...pro-
vide a real outreach to the poor where thesisr--afe..Ahar texperlence
with fieidworkers, both in the mountains aTTA ,an thte- coastal plains,
of reaching out to people, finding out their2.1problems, and linking
them with services, has been very successful. But we don't begin
to have the resources available to these counties that will make
these programs meaningful over a long period of time.

My next point is-that we must do something_quickly to meet
the great needs of the rural poor for decent housing. We would
suggest, further, immediate and further investigation of low cost,
subsidized, individual-unit housing, which is both readily expand-
able and movable.

I would have said several months ago that this was perhaps a
dream. Even during the last few days I have found that tech-
nology is making it more and more possible and is doing so quickly.

I would also urge that we continue to encourage programs
such as we have of a very successful self-help housing program
in one of our mountain communities that is showing how better
Use can be made of existing resources. Next, we are dealing with
the rural poor, with people who have less education and fewer
skills, and have little chance to move from an agricultural economy
to an urban economy to compete for jobs. It is important that the
natural emphasis on the main four training needs be stepped up
in the rural areas where it is not and shoulci be reaching, pro-
viding prevocational training, education and skill training, using
all of the latest techniques.

This effort must, of course, be tied in with job development and
on-the-job training, and we would recommend new techniques or
new approaches to help find the rural poor who *ant training
and who can be trained to use all of the best new technology on
how to raise the literacy' level and the skilled training level quickly.

I am aware of the problem that is always alkaded to, that you
can'tthat economic development is going to the urban centers
and what are you going to do with jobs. I know that it will take
additional investment. Perhaps it will take even subsidies to
attract many types of industry to many types of rural areas.

I think we must continue and expand both our current effort
to encourage new economic development in our rural areas, and,
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further, that :the Federal Government should use :the relative
lack(of wealth 2of a State or a region as a major factor in comsid--
ering the locurtion of Government facilities.We have saen exairiples in our Staths where im comparable
counties,2 the (mcistence of_ the Government facilities En one county
has an impact on the total community that reache:out to areas
such as educntion, economic independence. at meanm the rebirth
in many ways of the whole community, and partiticularly the.
Negro community in the viOinity of these installaVAns.1 have ha rseveral talks over the Iamt -few ytaors with John
Baker in tlaiDepartment ,of Agriculture about tiftw-f_small farmer
wilrak is 45 37.5ftrars old and can.!t easily be-reillabilitatea_an our thipa-
ing about-eels problem, and we have many tens,roff=thousands-:of
these peoplit seems to 1'w-that somelfoxm of guamemteed annual
income or tg-tandby public employment should -13rovided for
those who are being automated off the, larm and-c-vitho are unem-
ployable due-to the illiteracy or lack_kof sidlls or:1553r whom it is
not_a good investment to try to retraiin for an urban area.

I don't think I could talk about the needs of they_ rural people
without emphasizing that we have to continue tof,itio all we can
to increase the funds available to raise the standards and per-
formance in rural schools and rural systems, particularly if We
are concerned with seeing that rural children get -the education
they need to compete if and when they move to an urban center
as they are doing.Finally, in my concern for resources to meet the needs of the
poor and of economic development, I want to refer to a problem
to which I have no answer, but to suggest that a special study
should be made and quickly in an area where we have problems
and there has been little significant change in our society for
many, many years.I refer to the problems of the small farmer ; the legal status of
the tenant or sharecropper, and the means for insuring Under
our crop support system that not only can the small farmer
secure an adequate income but also that he has the ability to pay
a minimum wage to those whom he employs.

My second major assumption concerns our attitudes toward
the rural poor. We are producing second and third generations ofcitizens, both white and Negroand it is of varying intensity in
different parts of the Southof both races who have- been robbed
of every vestige of human dignity and self-respect 7.3y 'our all-
pervading conviction that our values are better than theirs, andthat in order to improve their lot they must live betteras wedoand that we are going to show them how.Nothing shows this more clearly than- the stubborn resistance
of our agencies and institutions to involve and listen to the poor
as we try to meet their needs, particularly when the methods and
techniques of reaching the poor have demonstrably failed in
many areas. It seems to me that the greatest single contribution
of the Economic Opportunity Act has been the dramatic revela-
tion of this failure on our part.I have three recommendations. The first is that we must put
a much greater emphasis on development of leadership and par-
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ticipation from among the rural poorim such community wLragrams
and neighborhood organizations, community corporal:4nm.

We must use in this system some process of inceratirants,and we must utilizeeven if it requires retraining, as E-Fselieve
it doesthe county agents and /extension services in 'heapithg -to
provide the services and in developing the neighborhood7(orggani-
zations amd :corporations. They havelpeen very successful' Sn ex-
tending this technique to the middle_class. They are there.J.They-
know.the:Tpeople and the problems.

If they can be retrained to understomd that the piomr:hanve the
same interest, the same concerns, . Aamd the same potter:di:0, we
may have a use, an extended use for-Ahe extension seraNficies that
is .noti-possible today. But if that source does not do th-e-1191* then
I think we must develop the resources to encourage titliE312)rt of
involvement. by the rural poor in :defining their own Tprlems
and in finding their own solutions.

We have had experimental projects In North Carolima.
it is too early to tell the long-range impact, we have some very
interesting short-range results.

The second thing, it seems to me we must make an effort both
from the point of view of the public PI large and of all of the
agencies dealing with the poor to have a better understanding of
the causes of poverty and how to communicate with and reach
the poor. It is a problem of our understanding the poor betterand our giving the poor a chance to take a positive role in
defining their own futures.Finally, the South: looking at the problems of the South, the
rirral South with which I am familiar, I think that it is true that
we can't deal with the prcblems of the poor Negro in a realistic
way unless we move much more quickly, much more successfully,
to insure that there are equal opportunities for -an rural citizens,
and that the last vestiges of discrimination are eliminated from
all public programs, and in particular federally supported pro-
grams.

I don't propose to have any overall answers. All I know is that
we have dealt, Mr. Chairman, with some of the baffling, frustrat-
ing, but often rewarding problems of trying to meet the needs
of people in the rural areas, and we have faith in the potential
of those people if we meet them as individuals.

The CHAIRMAN : We certainly understand that you or none of
us have the overall answers. We are trying day by day, piece by
piece, to try to put together something that might be an overall
answer. Your consideration will certainly be a part of it. I wouldlike to submit you to some questions from members of our
Commission.

Mr. ROEssEL: Earlier-this, iatternOoi-Mr. Esser, we heard .a,
group of people from the People's Poverty, I believe it is, from
your State mention their frustrations and their problems with
regard .to trying to get some assistance for some of the very
reasons yoU mentioned so very eloquently in your paper in terms
of these boards that :don't represent the poor, don't have an
interest in the problems of the poorn

They-were-also expressing concern over the factI guess they
have appealed to your group for assistance and I wonder if
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1.70n have any words for encouraging them or can you tell us
cwhat is -eke status of their request.

,Mr. `FlAsER: Officially, their request has reached us, and it will
go befoire the next meeting of our board of directors in March.
Whether-it will go in the form in which it is submitted, I couldn't
assure ;them. It will go before the next meeting of the board.
This is;tone of the two.

We have an urban counterpart, a community corporation, which
is alsoseeking support. This is an extensionat least I am recom-=ending this to our board that we experiment with local groups
to determine what they can do successfully for themselves.

Mr. ROESSEL : In other words, this request would have your
recommendation to the Board ?

Mr. ESSER : I have been very favorable to the general request.
1 can't comment on the specific details. There are some details
that would have to be discussed. The committee from the People's
Program on Poverty has an appointment with me sometime next
week to discuss these matters.

Mr. LAwRENCE DAws : On that point, I might -not have made
note of the chronology of all of this. I got the impression thatthere was a delay in some 2 or 3 years in the total effort to
develop these programs. We don't know if that is an accuratepicture, but it is the impression I draw. If so, is there a time
schedule arrangement by which these have to be processed?

I think not in North Carolina. Other places, they are concernedabout the delays in getting results.
Mr. ESSER: In the area in which this organization has been

formed, there it took a period of 2 or more-years to get the com-
munity action organization formed to meet the requirements of
the Federal Government, to employ a staff which stayed with it,
to draft an acceptable plan, and to get funding from the Federal
Government.

I am as well aware as anybody of the needs for quality in ourprograms. I think that in some cases the reasons for failure ofthat organization in the Southwe had many areas where therewas delay because of the reluctance, initial reluctance at any rate,to meet the requirements of the Civil Rights Act, for example,the requirements of the participation of the poor.In that area, the community action program, since last fall,has been funded, and it has been funded at a level which looks
very impressive. My own feeling is that even with good direction
and where you have a good staff, that they are going to havemany heartaches simply because they are trying to cover such atremendous area.

I think that throughout, the antipoverty program has sufferedfrom promising too much too quickly and not being able todeliver either in 'Washington or at the local level. We are payingthe price of these frustrated expectations today, and if the re-sources made -aVailable to community action programs are notsignificantly increased, we haven't begun to reap the price ofthose frustrations.
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : Are there Negroes on CAP in yourMr. ESSER (interrupting) : Oh, yes, in some areas of the 11

we support, we have one or two where Negroes are in the ma-



jority. In this same program, in this People's Program for
Poverty area, the staff recently recruited about half white and
half Negro, mostly at the subprofessional level. But this is the
only area in the South outside of the public schools where the
employment of Negroes has achieved acceptance, and it has only
been in the last few months that this has occurred.

The CHAIRMAN : Do you have any other questions?
Mr. FoRD: Mr. Esser, I want to pursuo a line of reasoning to

be sure I understand you and to raise some questions, a counter-
line of reasoning that I have heard argued.In some of our counties of eastern Kentuckyand I am sure
thia is true of most Appalachian areaswe have places that our
economists have told us have no agricultural potential, that there
is very little likelihood of industry being able to operate there
on a competitive basis because of transportation handicaps, lack
of industrial sites, and so on, and that these areas really shouldn't
be brought into economic productivity because this is a hazing
battle unless they are continuously subsidized.You seem to be telling us that we have to fight this situation
where it is, that we should 'lave the Government locate facilities
in these very areas which have the greatest economic problems,
and that we should seek tc, develop these because not all of the
people are going to leave anyway.Obviously, they are contradictory, but I wonder what your
answer is to the argumentct that are continuously put to me here
by the economists.

Mr. ESSER : I would say, first, Director Ford, since I come from
southwest Virginia, lived in North Carolina, and traveled through
eastern Kentucky, that there are places in eastern Kentucky andother places that I could see where this would be said just
because of the despoilation of the communities there and the great
isolation. Let us take firstI think you have to look at differentareas. In the first place, I would say that in the Southeastern
United States you don't have an area of low agricultural potential.
You have an area where many tens of thousands of people have
been automated off the farm, and there is simply no place for
them on the farm. It is a rich area, and it will continue to be
produetive.But many, so many of these people, I think that it is better
to meet their needs where they are, and eventually I agree with
you that the migration process will take the best away. In the
meantime, their parents are there, and they are there as children,
and if we as a nation are going to investigate this human resource,
I would say that we must make natural resources available to
meet the needs of people where they are.

I think we can build in the process of helping the children find
where to go to become economically productive and better satis-
fied. In the mountains I have great confidence thatI think first
of all that our mountain people in North Carolina are different
than those in eastern Kentucky.

Mr. Form: You better watch what you say.
Mr. ESSER : I know. I halm an economic reason. I equate the

economy situation in a coad-vainp to the situation 'a tenant farmerfaces when he is no longer needed. The coal miner, and my



father was in the coal business, doesn't have a piece of land. In
our mountains in North Carolina, we have people with pieces ofland. They aren't pieces big enough to produce, you know, a
$3,000 net income, but there is the piece of land, and this is true
in other parts of Appalachia.

I think the measures we take, for example, with either tenant
farmers or dispossessed coal miners must relate to their situation
and that that program would be different from a program to help
keep a small farmer in th e. mountains in North Carolina on his
land but not pushing him toward the city.

I also feel that while there are I think there is something to
the theory of the Appalachian Act in terms of developing growth
centers. If we find it difficult to reach him in these isolated com-
munities with services, we have to use our imagination and our
technology to develop more mobile conveyors of services.

We do it with library books. We do it with dentist chairs. I
think we can do it with some other things. I would be the last tochallenge the conviction of the economists that certain places

-simply don't make sense for investment. I say that against that
investment we must balance the social costs, the men, women, and
children who are now there, and meet their needs where they are,
even if that includes helping them to migrate.

When I say "we must help them where they are," in many cases
it means that unless we help them now we have lost them for a
generation.

Mr. HUTCHINS : I would like to ask if you have had any ex-
perience with promoted migration?

Mr. ESSER : Yes, sir, we administer, we are in the second phase
of the mobility program financed by the Department of Labor in

iwhich we are undertaking The problem s not to find peopleto move nor to find areas that need labor. The problem is toexplore all of the problems that are involved in the moving
process. Everybody doesn't want to move but many people will
move.

We have found that we can successfully help them move to anurban community if we usewell, it is an equivalent of a halfwayhouse, a receiving center where they are given counseling andsupport during the first weeks they are on the job and where weare sureit takes about 3 weeks to get them accustomed to the
community. And after that, we help them with small grants tomove into homes in the urban community.

There are many, many problems involved here. I would only
say that what we have done in this case is to reverse the migrationstream of most of these people from a north-south migration toan east-west migration, to smaller cities. But we see manyproblems in the process.

The CHAIRMAN : I would like to recognize for the pe.ople in
the audience and our Commissioners, one of our very loved Com-missioners who has joined us recently, Mr. Miles Stanley, and
you now have the floor.

Mr. STANLEY : Mr. Esser, I am interested in two observationsthat you have. I wonder if you would respond by elaborating ontechniques and methodology, one in regard to transportation, inwhich I have %,..a,d a particular interest for some time, and secondly,
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you mentioned perhaps the need for a guaranteed national income.
Mr. ESSER: On the transportation, you will find in my testi-

mony I did add one item. I did add a map which shows, one, the
counties in which we worked. It shows the distance of a com-
munity of rural poor from the basic services available in that
community.In that communityI will give you a little story. We placed
one of those men on the job in the county seat, on-the-job training,
and he had a ride. One morning, the ride didn't show up and the
employer called our experimental project ,office and said, "Well,
I told you, that so-and-so didn't show up."And at 1 o'clock he called back. He said, "I beg your pardon,
he is here ; and he has walked 25 miles to make sure he didn't
lose his job." The problem of transportation both in the mountainsand on the coastal plains is that so many of the families are
isolated, long distances from the services we provide today, and
the services that we provide do not have sufficient manpower
resources or an outreach system to go out and find them.

Mr. STANLEY : I fully agree with the problem. I wonder about
how to solve it. >

Mr. ESSER: Well, we have played around with the idea of
developing within a community such as this, of developing alittle bus system that they would run themselves. That is, to
work it in with a training course in automobile mechanics, and
perhaps move from that to helping those who have secured jobs
to buy, maybe in the mechanic schools, to buy second-hand cars,
to rehabilitate them and sell them to the people.We just have not had enough money or time. I mean, this
takes a lot of time and effort. We would like to try that.

Mr. STANLEY : Would these be franchised, regulated services
that you are talking about?Mr. ESSER: This is, of course, the problem of doing it on a--bus sydtem. I think that there are small bus systems of this
kind that operate in some of our rural areas on a very ad hoe basis.

Mr. STANLEY: I am ssrious because I think this has a potential
here for a sort of minious kind of thing.

Mr. ESSER : I agree.
Mr. STANLEY If it could be outside of the regulations. There

are a lot of problems inherent to it.
Mr. EssER : That is right.
Mr. STANLEY: I think this is something that has to be whipped.
Mr. ESSER: That is right. I like that minibus idea. That is a

very good one.
Mr. STANLEY : How about the second, the guaranteed income?
Mr. ESSER: On the money end of itI heard one of your wit-

nesses coming on to explain in great detail the problems of the
guaranteed annual income. I think that I understand what those
problems are. I think that I don't know which form of guaranteed
annual income makes sense. I think that / am particularly con-
cerned that we provide standby, at least standby public employ-
ment, in particular, for those who simply can't be encouraged to
move to an urban center with any hope of securing employment.

Now, as I am not an authority, on the guaranteed annual in-
come, and you w,ill hear one or several I am sure, until all of
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those problems are worked out, I would like to se.e some experi-mentation with standby public employment that is easiftr to
administer than Title V of the work experience program, perhapssomething that adapts to the older person, something like the
Neighborhood Youth Corps today.

I think there are public purposes for which this employment
could be found.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you, Mr. Esser. You have been a very,
very fine witness.

I will go back to Genzva Mathieson from New York. Has she
arrived? Then we will move on to Mr. William Taylor.

Mr. Taylor, I, of course, stated your name. Would you give us
a little background on your situation? Do you have a preparedstatement thOt you could file with our Commission?

Mr. TAYLOR : Yes, I. have left one with your staff. I asstithe
that you can make it available. _

The CHAIRMAN : All right, if you can keep your remarks withinthe time so that we have time to question, we will appreciate itvery much.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM TAYLOR

Mr. TAYLOR : I- will be glad to try to do that.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission. I am WilliamTaylor, staff director of the United States Commission on CivilRights. I appreciate the opportunity that you have afforded usto appear before your Commission today to speak about some ofthe aspects of the problems of rural poverty that the Commissionof Civil Rights has explored.
Since the creation of our Commission 10 years ago, the majorpart of our work has _been to study and aptiraise developmentsrelated to the-denial Of people the equal protection of the laws.In carrying out our work, we have looked in such areas as voting,

employment, the administration of justice; housing, and educa..tion. We have learned very early, however, that denials of civilrights in any of these areas could not be fully understood apart-- from their social and economic context.
The common thread running through denials of civil rights ispoverty. We found this to be true of our work in rural as well asurban areas. For example, in the context of rural America, theslow progress we have made in securing the right to voe can betraced to a system of economic dependence on the part of thosewho have been disfranchised as well as the discriminatory prac-tice of registrars and other State and local officials.
By.the same token, the problems of poverty can't be effectivelyattacked without dealing with denials of civil rights. People whohave been denied a job because of their race or denied the basicright to vote on racial grounds cannot enter the mainstream ofAmerican life.
A generation ago when Franklin Roosevelt characterized one-third of the nation as ill-clothed, ill-fed and ill-housed, werealized that we - had a national crisis that required a massiveresponse. Today, while most of the nation lives in relative affiu-ence, a substantial part of the country's rural dwellers live inpoverty.



In fact, fully one-third of all farm residents are poor. Yet,
there has been little sense of crisis or urgency, and the effort
thus far to meet the problem has been tentative and inadequate.

You already have heard considerable testimony on the overall
dimensions of rural poverty. I think it is important to stress that
poverty does not afflict all rural residents with equal severity.
As in our urban areas, minority groups suffer disproportionately
in almost all the aspecbs of rural poverty.

For example, median family income for white farm owners in
1962 was a little more than $3,100. For nonwhite families, median
income was less than half$1,500. Nearly 90 percent of all non-
white families living on farms and two-thirds of those in nonfarm
rural areas had incomes of less than $3,000 in 1960.

Comparable figures for white families were 47 percent and 19
percent, respectively. Median income for all rural, Negroes in
1959 was less than $1,000. Negroes are not the only minority,
group that suffer a disproportionate share of the problems of
rural poverty. Nearly 80 percent of all Mexican-American farm-
workers earned less than $2,000 a year in 1960. Median income
for rural American Indians was less-than $1,100 a year in 1959.

The average income for migratory farmworkers in 1964, re-
gardless of race, was $935.

In education, too, minority group members get short shrift.
The median number of school years completed in 1960 for rural
white males .was between 9 and 10 ; for American Indians, less
than 8, for Mexican Americans and Negroes, less than 7. More
than 40 percent of migratOry household heads have less than a
fifth grade education. By 1962, about 1 white farmworker in 4
had compieted high school, but less than 1 nonwhite farmworker in
20 had done so.

In the matter of health, there is a sharp disparity between
whites and nonwhites in rural areas. Infant mortality rates among
nonwhites was more than twice as high as for whites in 1964.
Almost 20 percent of all nonwhite babies born in nonurban areas
during that year were delivered by midwives, while for whites
this-was true of less than half. of 1 percent.

For American Indians, diseases that generally are thought
to be under control are still a major threat. Mortality from tuber-
culosis for American Indians was five times the rate for the rest
of the country in 1964. During the same year, dysentery among
reservation Indians was of epidemic proportions.

Perhaps the widest disparities exist in relation to housing..
Housing in rural areas generally is worse than in urban areas.
For nonwhites decent housing is the exception rather than the
rule. In 1960, a little more than one-fourth of the housing occu-
.pied by rural whites was substandard. For nonwhites, more than
80 percent was in that category.

Almost one-third of the housing units occupied by nonwhites
in rural areas had deteriorated to a point where they were con-
sidered' unsafe -to liVe in. This was true of only 5 percent of thc
units occupied by whites.

Perhaps the' most significant aspect of this disheartening pic-
ture is that the disparities are widening. In income, in education,
in housing, the differences between whites and nonwhites in rural



areas increased in the decade of the 1950's. The situation is
growing worse, not better.

A variety of factors account for the fact that the plight of
Negro and other nonwhite citizens in rural areas is even worse
than that of their white counterparts. One is the fact that Federal
programs designed to improve the economic situation of all people
in rural areas have failed to provide assistance on an equal basis.

In the rural South, where the Civil Rights Commission has
done a good deal of work, Federal programs have been adminis-
tered on a racially discriminatory basis. Negroes have not par-
ticipated in the decision-making nrocess in. programs operated
at the local level. And programs have been administered in a
manner which, far from promoting economic self-sufficiency for
Negroes, has sometimes served to perpetuate economic dependence.

Two years ago the Civil Rights Commission did a study of
Federal farm programs in the Deep South to determine -what
impact they were '17,aving on equalizing opportunities for Negroes.
A principal finding in that study was that in the administration
of these Federal programs, there was an acceptance of discrimina-
tion and of the inferior status of Negroesin short, an acceptance
of the pervasive assumption that there are two distinct Southern
agricultural economies, one white and the other Negro.

We examined four programs of the Department of Agriculture
in some detail : The Cooperative Extension Service, the Farmers
Home Administration, the Soil Conservation Service, and the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service. With respect
to each of these programs the Commission found that Negroes
were denied the opportunity to participate on an equal basis and
were denied anzitlaing resembling a fair share of the benefits.

For example, in the Cooperative Extension Service, which has
the responsibility to impart, to -rural residents knowledge and
services designed to improve_ their livelihood, the State structure
wai established along lines of rigid segregation, with separate
dtaffs for Negroes and for whites. The Commission found that
the Negro staff were located largely in physical isolation and
excluded from much of the flow of information they needed if
they were to carry out their responsibilities properly.

Negro staff were excluded from planning the extension pro-
grams for their communities. It also was found that Negro resi-
dents were served almost exclusively by Negro agents. The system
was not only separate, it also was clearly and tangibly unequal.
In those counties where Negro .staff were assigned, their poten-
tial caseload was at least twice that of the white staff. Of the 125
counties the Commission studied, 42 were without Negro 8,gri-
cultural agents. In these counties, service to "Neg:coes was minimal.

Inherent in this system has been the tacit and sometimes
express acceptance of the lower status of Negroes. Low expec-
tations of Negro achievement were reflected or implied in state-
ments made by both white and Negro State extension service
officials. Commission staff was told, for example, that "corn is
just not a Negro crop" and that "Negroes don't have any interest
in sheep." An official of the Federal Extension. Service expressed
this perVasive attitude best when he stated that Negroes "have
gone about as far as they can go.''



Followup work on the Cooperative Extension Service since the
Commission's report in 1965 suggests that the situation has im-
proved to some extent. There has been some integration of State
extension offices and an increase in training opportunities for
Negro agents. Services to rural residents, however, -are still
carried on largely on a segregated basis.

As recently as May 1966, the .Commission found that in
GeOrgia only 7 of 130 professional employees on the State staff
were Negroes. No Negro in that State holds the title of county
agent or county extension home economist. An analysis of salaries
revealed an average differential of $455 in favor of white assistant
county agents and an average of more than $1,100 in favor of
white associate county agents. To this day, no Negro holds a
supervisory position at the county level.

In FarmerS Home Administration programs, too, the same
pattern was found. In its National and State offices and its 1,500
county offices, FHA had 57 Negroes employed as professionals
in 19i34, none in a supervisory capacity.:--As of October 1964, only
9 Negroes had been appointed as State committee members in
the 16 Southern States.

Ninety-seven Of the 110 Negroes appointed to county commit-
tees were serving as alternates. Negroes seemed to be receiving
an equal share of loans from FHA. but when the Commission
analyzed these loans by economic class, we found that loans to
whites in each economic clk-ss were substantially higher than to
Negroes.

Further, while most loans to Negroes were for current c-c-
penses, loans to whites were mo-Stly for capital investment such
as equipment purchases and real estate improvement. In short,
the loans made to Negroes could not serve tei enable them to
become self-sufficient.

According to information received from the Department of
Agriculture, the situation at the Farmers Home Administration
has improved in the last 2 years. The number of Negro em-
ployees in FHA county offices has nearly 'tripled and the number
of Negro county and area committecnnen has nearly quadrupled.

Three Negroes now serve in supi.visory positions. Regarding
FHA loans, however, the gap between whites and Negroes has
not been closed. For example, although the number of farm own-
ership loans to Negroes in Southern States nearly doubled between
1964 and 1966, loans to whites still averaged $5,600 more than
loans to Negroes.

Common to all of the agricultural programs examined by the
Commission is racial inequity. In none of the programs are
Negroes occupying key decision-making positions. A -nart Of the
problem involves the administrative structure of many Federal
programs providing assistance to rural areas. While the Federal
Government provides the funds, the key decisions on how these
funds are to be used are made locally, often by private groups
whose only connection with the Federal Government is financial
support.

A. prime example ,of this is the Agricultural Stabilization and
Coriiervation Service (ASCS) , which administers the crop allot-
ment and price support programs. Although the program is



administered in Washington and in State and area offices by
Federal employees, at the county level locally elected committees
are interposed.

These committees make the decisions on the size of a farmer'sallotment, on adjustments of program benefits between landlordsand tenants, and on the appeals of farmers objecting to cuts inallotments. The county committees, whose members are usuallyelected by the vote of community committeemen, hold the real
power in the ASCS program.

As of the time of the Commission's report 2 years ago, not asingle Negro had been elected to a county committee in theSouth. Of the 37,000 community committeemen and alternatesr'epresenting 7,400 community committees in the Deep South,only about 75 were Negroes. By the end of 1966, a lithe progresshad = been made. There were 543 Negro community committeemen
113 in regular positions and 430 -in alternate positions with novote.
Of the more than 5,000 county committeemen, however, therestill were nor Negroes in regular positions. There are 319 countiesin the South where Negro farm operators outnumber the whites.Yet Negroes are virtually unrepresented in cision-;-making posi-tions in the ASCS.
Decentralization and local determination of how local problemsshould be met theoretically are desirable. In the kind of societywe all would like to have, this system could operate effectivelyand compassionately for the benefit of all citizens. In -the kind ofsociety that exists in some parts of the Nation, however, andparticularly in the rural South, this system results in a perpetua-tion of discrimination and inequity.

, For the Federal Government, under the guise of local autonomy,to permit the kinds of discriminatory practices that the Commis-sion found to exist in its study is an abdication of responsibilityand aequiescence in inecatiality..
In part because of discriminatory administration, Federal pro-grams have not provided the assistance they should in enablingNegroes to become economically self-sufficient. Continued eco-Lomic,dependence in turn has deterred Negroes from exercisingimportant rights.
In 1961, the Commission examined this problem in the contextof the predominantly Negro black belt counties. A factor thatcontributed heavily to the second-class citizenship of Negroeswas their eeciriomic subservience. In many cases, Negro tenantfarmers and sharecroppers remained constantly in debt to thewhite landowner and never received cash for their labor. In allblack belt counties, even in those where Negroes did vote in sub-stantial numbers, economic dependence was a critical factor indeterring Negroes from exercising other rights.In studies conducted since 1961, we continue to find that fearof economic reprisal is the most widely reported deterrent to theexercise of fundamental rights.
Some threats of economic loss are obvious. Worker§ ,fear jobloss; tenants fear dispossession. In ,field investigations- conducted'during the past few motithg rural counties of Georgia and SouthCarolina', parents of Negro children attending previously all white
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schools reported to Commission staff that they had sueered these
kinds of economic reprisals.These reports only suggest the extent of the problem. Many
Negroes are unwilling even to discuss the matter for fear of
economic reprisal. Over and over again, Commission staff have
reported that the only Negro rural residents who are willing to
discuss the problems we are studying, and the only parents who
are sending their children to integrated schools, are those who
are living either on social security or disabled veteran's pensions,
are self-employed, or are employed by large corporate employers
or by the Federal Government. In short, those who have-achieved
some degree of economic self-sufficiency

As the Commission found in its 1965 hearings in Jackson, Miss.,
fears of economic reprisal are rooted in the economic dependence
of Negroes on whites in Mississippi. Most Negroes look to whites
for employment; for loans ; -for credit to purchase food, seed, and
fertilizer ; for use of farm equipment; or for a monthly welfare
check.In rural counties we have studied, between 60 and 85 percent
of the Negroes who were employed worked in agriculture, pri-
marily as tenants or laborers on land owned by whites. In 1964,
Negro agricultural laborers in the Mississippi Delta counties were
paid between $3 and $4 a day for work which lasted only during
the cultivating and picking seasons. A 1959 census reported
median income for Negro men in the State as $984 per year,
one-third that for whites.Beyond outright job loss, eviction, and termination of credit,
economic dependency for many Southern rural Negroes has an
added facet. Most poor Negro rural families have -established ties
with white patrons upon whom they depend for loans and for
such services as help in obtaining medical treatment. Such
dependence discourages any . act of political or social initiative
which might be interpreted as ingratitude and which could result
in the withdrawal of assistance.Economic dependence has meant, in some counties visited by
Commission staff, for example, that Negro farmers will not run
for ASCS committees without organized encouragement and that
Negro parents will be reluctant to organize or attend PTA's. it
has meant that despite what the courts have held, and despite
the laws Congress has passed to protect their right to vote and
to guarantee that Negro citizens be admitted to schools, public
accommodations, and public facilities, none of these rights are,
in fact, secured to the rural Negro poor.Economic dependence stems from many causes. But one im-
portant factor is the manner in which Federal programs often
operate in the rural South. The necessities of life which should
be available to people as a matter of right, instead often are
treated as largesse which may be doled out by local authorities
only to the "deserving poor."Examine, for example, the way in which we distribute food
to people in nee.d. The Federal Government sponsors a surplus
food distribution program, but basic decisions about need are
left to local authorities. Time and time again these authorities
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have used their power as a lever to deter Negro citizens from
asserting their rights or to punish them for having done so.

Each time the problem has come to national attentionin
Haywood and Fayette Counties, Tenn., in Leflore County, Miss.,
and in other placesthe Federal Government acted after the fact
to see that hungry people were fed. But we still have not estab-
lished a system. of administration which prevents such abuses
from arising.

As we move now from surplus foad distribution to the food
stamp program as a means of meeting the needs of the poor, care
must be exercised to assure that this program is administered
lac ways which do not defeat its purpose. In many communities,
we are advised that the numbers of people receiving the food
stamps are significantly lower than the numbers who previously
received surplus food.

In part, this is the result of the fact that some income is required
to receive benefits under the prograni. Food stamps axe not free
and often their cost is prohibitive for families living in poverty.
For example, a family of four earning $85 a month must pay
$36More than.40 percent of its incometo obtain $68 worth of

Jood stamps. 'The food stamp program has several advantages
'over surplus food distribution, but it must be recognized that for
the rural poor, many with irregular income or no income at all,
food ,stainps as presently operated are of little help.

Welfare programs have been operated at the local level as a
means of keeping Negroes "in their place." For example, one Negro
welfare recipient in -Mississippi who had permitted a civil rights
volunteer to stay at her house was cut off from welfare.

Other complaints from Mississippi indicate that the threat of
cutting off welfare payments has .been used to coerce Negro re-
_cipients into accepting menial, low paying jobs. It has been re-
ported that local public welfare agencies in Mississippi -and else-
where have used the program in this VWY as a means of creating
a supply of low paid Negro female labor foi- fieldwork and as
domestics.

What can be done to-eliminate widening disparities in the con ,
ditions of life of whites -and nonwhitei in rural areas and to create
canditions of real opportunity for all? I know that you will be
addres8ing yourselv_614- to the most difficult problems : How in the
short run to find jobs and provide decent housing for the thousands
who are being displaced each month from their homes and land,
how in the long run to provide systems of education and training
which will enable the V rural poor to become full participants in
our society.

I would like to put- forward a few principles and suggeSt a few
1-'6.medies which, while not sufficient in themselves, should be a
part of any overall program that is devised.

First, the necessities of lifefood,- clothing, and sheltershould
be made available:: to people not as a matter-of privilege but as a
rigbt have already cited a number of instances in which Federal
programs are deficient in this respect and subject to abuse.

There is perhaps no better example than public assistance pro-
grams designed to assist the aged, the disabled, and die children
of the poOr. Iv no State hi.the nation is the standard of-assistance
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sufficient to meet the needs of these groups. In the rural South.
which has a disproportionate share of the nation's poor, the situa-
tion is the worst. Of the 11 States of the Deep South none has astandard of payments for aid to dependent children that equalsthe average for the nation.

Recently, the Commission recommended in connection with astudy of welfare programs in Ohio that the Federal Government
establish a national minimum standard for public assistance pay-ments and provide financial assistance to help the States reach
and maintain this standard. If thz need for such a mandatorystandard is evident in the nation's cities, it is even more apparentin rural areas. And it is particularly important for those whowill not be leaving the land so readily, the aged and many of thevery young.

Second, we must assure that programs of assistance are ad-ministered in a nondiscriminatory manner and not used as a
means of maintaining second-class citizenship for Negroes and
members of other minority groups. In this connection the Com-mission has suggested that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, dealing with equal employment opportunity, be broadened
to include State and local employees within its coverage.It is anomalous, to say the least, that while Federal statuteprohibits discrimination by private employers, Negroes, MexicanAmericans, and others do not have an effective remedy against
discrimination by public employers. The opening of new opportu-nities for public service to members of minority groups wouldmake a contribution toward assuring more sympathetic ad-ministration of programs of assistance to the disadvantaged.It would also help to meet the critical need for jobs in what inperhaps the fastest growing area of employment and one inwhich Negroes and Mexican Americans are significantly under-represented.,

Third, we must do everything we can to assure that threatsof physical and economic reprisals cannot be used as a means ofpreventing the exercise of basic constitutional rights. To thisend legislation is needed along the lines of Title V of last year'scivil righth bill which was aimed at protecting the physicalsecurity of people who attempt to exercise their constitutionalrights. We believe this legislation should be broadened to includeprotection against economic reprisals as well.Finally, in devising and.. administering programs of assist-ance--to improve the quality of education for rural children, toeliminate deplorable housing conditions, to provide adequate healthservices, to attract new 5ndustry and new jobs, and to providetraining necessary to enable people to qualify for these jobswemust recognize that the Federal Government cannot afford toplay a passive role.
We cannot expect that sophisticated proposals from areas mostin need of assistance will invariably be forthcoming and that theFederal Government need only remain in its regional and nationaloffices evaluating and approving them. In many of these im-poverished communities, the technical expertise and communityorganization are simply lacking. The Federal Government's rolemust be an active one, stimulating community organization where
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it does not exist and training the people to develop the skills
necessary to provide solutions to their own problems.

Above all, new structures and methods of administration must
be devised to assure that these programs aid the poor for whom
they are intended, and that they are carried out on a nondis-
criminatory basis. Until equality of opportunity can be established
as a fact of life in rural as well as in urban America, the problem
of poverty will continue to plague the Nation.

The CHAIRMAN : That has been a very good testimony. Would
you like to submit to questions of the Commission if they have any?

Mr. TAYLOR : I would be glad to.
Mr. ROESSEL : Mr. Taylor, what is the role of your Commission

in the area of voting?Mr. TAYLOR: I perhaps should explain at the outset that our
Commission is a factfinding and an investigative body, and we
do not have enforcing powers. Our responsibility is to investigate
allegations of denials of the riglit to vote, to issue reports, to make
recommendations for corrective action.

Mr. ROESSEL : With respect to that function, did your Commis-
sion investigate the situation in Arizona that was reflected in the
Apache-Navajo community with reference to the Navajo Tribe
wherein there were a substantial number of Indians who, because
of the literacy requirements in Arizona, were not able to vote?In other words, the requirement that stood, the literacy re-
quirement, was declared to be nondiscriminatory. I wonder what
your finding was in that investigation or did you investigate it?

Mr. TAYLOR : I we ald have to say I am not aware of ail investi-
gaCon in that area. I_ am aware of the fact that the Voting Rights
A,r-t of 1965 does not cover this particular area or at least Federalhave not been designated, and if there is a problemc.uing today, I think we should take a look at it.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : I want to ask if one of your positions
or premises is similar to the guaranteed income concept in which
you FAy the necessities of life should be provided or guaranteed
as a matter of right and not as a matter of privilege. You mean
from some source, Federal and local together, the man should be
guaranteed a place to live, adequate food or income to maintain
his 7-amily, whatever the reasons for his inadequacy in that cap-
a.c=

1Vir. TAYLOR : I have said a couple of things here which suppose
may approach the concept of a guaranteed national income, but
I don't know that any of them really amounts to that.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : I should have asked you to interpret
that for me.

Mr. TAYLOR : What I am saying is that the public assistancewhich goes primarily to the aged and to the poor and to the
children of the poor and to the disabled, to people who are not in
a position to work, many of them are not in a position to work,
should be put on a stable basis and on a basis where we have anational standard that reflects need rather than what we have
right now.That I think is very, very important. But it probably does not
get to the question of income to be provided to people regardlessof their employability. I am not sure I am conversant enough
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with that kind of issue to be able to answer your questions. In
addition, we have said in this statement that the basic necessities,
as I pointed out, food, and so forth, and we do have a concept in
this country of providing for the housing needs of the poor.

But public housing programs haven't been very successful, I
take it, in meeting the needs of the rural poor. In fact, it hasn't
been terribly successful in some respects in meeting the exigent
needs of the urban poor. If that gets to the extent of national
income, perhaps-so.

The CHAIRMAN : Do we have any other questions? We would
like to thank you, Mr. Taylor. You haVe been very fine. We ap-
preciate your time and your consideration and your effort and
your study for your recommendations.

Mr. TAYLOR : Thank you. I think your Commission's work is
very, very important.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you.
Is Mr. Stephen Shulman here?
Mr. SHULMAN yes.
The CHAIRMAN Did I pronounce your name correctly?
Mr. SHULMA.N Yes,
The CHAIRMAN I have stated your name. Would you tell us

your capacity? You may proceed.
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN SHULMAN

Mr. SHumdAN Mr. Chairman -and Members of the Commis-
sion, my name is Stephen Shulman.. I am Chairman of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission. I Would like to state my
concern with the changing manpower requirements in _the rural
economy and their relation to equal employment opportunity.

The transformation of agricultural manpower requirements
associated with the- mechanization of agriculture has had wide-
spread impact upon farm and nonfarm areas. The marked in-
crease in agricultural produCtivity has resulted in shrinking em-
ployment opportunities in farming.

The rural population is now largely nonfarm. In 1965, the 10.5
million poor persons residing in these areas accounted for almost
one-third of all the poor in the United States.

The lack of opportunity to improve one's economic position
undermines the status of three groups covered under Title VII,
By most available measures of socioeconomic status, the gap
between whites and rural southern Nklgroes, between Spanish-
speaking Americans in the rural Southwest and other whites, and
between all citizens and American Indians has widened in recent
years. This is true in income, education, employment, and housing.
Efforts to reduce rural poverty must include expansion of job
opportunities to all regardless of race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin.

One-fourth of the L6. million rural persons in poor families are
nonwhites, mo5A of w.,m are rural, nonfarm southern Negroes.
Negroes are rapidly disappearing from farming. In 1965, there
were ahouit 200,000 Negro farmers (including sharecroppers and
tenants), mostly residinv in the South. The mechanization of
cotton 'and diversffication in other crops have forced many Negro
farmers to becornte hired farmworkers or migratory workers.
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Low incomes prevail among this group because of the nature of

the work and the lack of opportunities to supplement their farm

income.
The decline in agriculture has involved large-scale out-migration

from rural to urban areas. Many who have been displaced by ad-

vancing technology in the agricultural sector have relocated in

the central cities of metropolitan areas. When pere,ons of limited

education, training, and experience leave southern agriculture for

urban life, the risks of unemployment and disruption ef family

life are great.
Betwpen 1960 and 1965, the nonwhite farm population decreased

by 41 percent. During this period, the net migration of nonwhites

out of the South averaged about 100,000 annually. By April 1965,

54 percent of all nonwhites tived in the central cities of metropoli-

tan areas, 39 percent lived in nonfarm areas (both metropolitan

and rionmetropolitan), and 7 percent in farm areas.

Scme of the decline in agriculture has resulted from reclassifica-

tif;n of areas to nonfarm when farming operations cease. Those

who remain in the rural nonfarm communities experience many

disadvantages in the local labor markets. Statistics on the utiliza-

tion of manpower in these areas show that Negro farmers forced

out of agriculture have not had alternatives for nonagricultural

employment in the rural South.
White nonfarm rural males are employed predominantly in

blue-collar jobs and compared with -ionwhite males who are still

concentrated in agriculture. Among nonfarm -rural males; non-

whites are in the labor force to a lesser extent than whites. The

lower labor force participation rates of nonwhite males in the

urban work force have been a matter of concern for some time.

It now 'appears that similar circumstances may encourage with-

drawal from the labor force in rural areas.
Despite the massive out-migration from the South and the anti-

cipated accelerated departure of Negroea from farming, rural Ne-

groes are expected to remain a significant element in the southern

population. More Negroes must find employment in nonfarm work.

The enlargement of nonfarm employment opportunities_in rural

areas will require ( 1) job training in order to develop a more

qualified labor force, and (2) location of new enterprises. As the

southern economy becomes more industrialized, a variety of jobs

will become available to its labor force. If barriers to employment

are not removed, patterns of disorganization and tension may be

intensified.
In several respects the digadvantages which afflict the Spanish-

speaking people of the five States of the Southwest are similar to

the problems of other rural poor. In terms of history, culture, and

interests, however, these residents of California, Texas, Arizona,

New Mexico, and Colorado represent a distinctive group.

They have recently shifted from primarily rural to urban areas.

The migration of native-born farm population to urban centers

has left the less educated and less trained foreign-born on the

farms. Thirty-five percent of all Spanish-surname families fell

below the poverty threshold in 1960. Of the 242,000 Spanish-

surname families in the poverty group, 28 percent lived in the

rural sector.
1084:_
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Over half of the Spanish-surname families residing in farm
and nonfarm communities received incomes well below the earn-
ings of the general population. The median income for rural
Spanish-surname males was under $2,000 in all five States of the
Southwest. The relative frequency of poverty was almost twice
the rate of the rest of the white population. The average education
among the rtiral Spanish-speaking population is less than that of
the rural Negro of the South.The recent migration of the rural Spanish-speaking people to
cities has been attended by many of the same problems faced by
other rural migrants. They have moved to urban areas not only
without education and skills, but without facility in English lan-
guage. Urbanization may have widened the differentials in the
incidence of poverty for some. According to a special census in
east Los Angeles in 1965, nearly 24 percent of the Spanish-sur-
name persons were below the poverty level as compared with 22
percent in 1960.American Indians are geographically and culturally isolated in
250 reservations, mostly west of the Mississippi. The reservation
population is almost entirely rural ; nearly 70 percent live in pov-
erty. Well over two-thirds of the Indians reside on land with
marginal or no economic potential or in areas where employment
opportunities are restricted to occasional seasonal work.

Thus, the Indian poor are outside of the productive life of the
economy. Unemployment on the reservation in 1962 ran between
40 and 50 percent, and the income of the Indian reservation family
averaged between $1,500 and $1,700lower than the income of
rural farm families in the same States. Average schooling for
young Indian adults is only 8 years.Indian culture is not job oriented. A development program to
improve economic conditions on the reservation seems to have
had limited success in attracting industrial concerns to locate on
or near reservation sites. Under Title VII, preferential treatment
may be given to Indians living on or near reservations when they
are employed by business located in these areas (sec. 703 (1) ).

Increasing out-migration from reservations to large cities has
occurred since 1960. Los Angeles now has an estimated Indian
population of 25,000, the second largest concentration of Indians.
The Navajos in Arizona number 90,000. Lack of job opportunities
and high rates of unemployment on the reservation provide in-
centive to leave.In 1965, about 1 percent of all reservation Indians were reset-
tled away from the regervation. The Federal relocation programs
to assist Indians Who-Wishr-to settle in urban areas include finan-
cial aid and social and- other supportive services in the new loca-
tions. Urban adaptation may be difficult, and many Indians arereturnees to the reservation. For the Indians, more so than for
the Spanish-speaking Americans, escape from rural poverty cre-
ates conflict about cultural identity.in spite of recent improvements in farm wage rates, farm-
workers rank lowest in annual income. Hired farrn workers con-
stitute one Of the most disadvantaged groups in the work force.
Large-scale farm operations need an abundant supply of farm-
workers to harvest crops.
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Individuals engaged in agriculture who reach the required juris-
dictional number are classified as employers in an industry affect-
ing commerce. Regular hired farmworkers fall within the scopeof Title VII if their employers have had the required number of
employees on the payroll for 20 weeks in either the preceding or
the current calendar year.

Rural poverty may contribute heavily to massive urban prob-
lems including unemployment, inadequate housing, and disrup-
tion of family life. The movement of minority groups out of rural
poverty into urban areas does not guarantee improvement of their
economic status.

Many rural migrants are poorly equipped to deal with the com-plexities of urban life and are not readily absorbed into the labor
market. Industrial employment in these areas may require moreeducation, skills, and training,than they possess.

The influx of Negroes into the central cities of metropolitan
areas has created urban ghettos. Dr. Kenneth Clark of the City
University of New York has written that "The objective dimen-sions of the American urban Rhettos are overcrowded-and deterior-ated housing, high infant rnortalit rime, and disease. The sub-jective dimensions are resentment, hostility, despair, apathY, and
self-depreciation." Ghettos, whether Negro, Spanish-American, orIndian, tend to alienate the members from the opportunity struc-ture of the Mainstream. The assimilation of rural migrants intothe industrial work force is a difficult matter. -- --Labor markets in urban areas may still be structure-4 on, thebasis of ethnic identity with differential patterns of employment,occupation, and income of whites and nonwhites, and Spanish-speaking. Americans and others.

The Equal Employment Opportunity; Commission Is continuingtO develop techniques for identifying economic, social, psycholog-, ical, and other causes underlying job discrimination to the endof promating employment opportunities for these groups. Forexample, testing of minority group applicants for employment
invoLves_several significant questions related to full and effectiveutilization of Manpower.

On the average, individuals from socially and culturally dis-advantaged backgrounds perform less well on general intelligenceand other paper and" pencil tests than do applicants from middle-class environments and consequently may be screened out oftraining programs and/or excluded from jobs. -Since many Negroes, Spanish-speaking Americans, AmericanIndians, and poor whites have not shared the middle-class educa-tional culture, they may perform in an inferior manner on thesetests but not necessarily on the job. Failure to hire people on thebasis of low test scores alone, when they could learn the job -ade-quately, is a -tremendous waste of the nation's human resourcesand talent.
In the Commission's "Guidelines on Employment Testing_Pro-cedures'? employers are urged to treat tests as only one componentin the total personnel assessinent system. The keystone is to in-sure that tests and all screening methods relate to the ultimate

standard of job performance. ,/



The adjustment of rural migrants to _a complex urban environ-
ment is not easy. Even in prosperous periods such as the present,
the structure of opportunity for minorities is limited. High un-
employment rates for minorities, particularly among inner city
residents, seem almost impervious to the growth of output around
these areas.

Many ghetto residents may lack transportation to suburban
points where employMent might be found. More and more in-
dustrial plants are being constructed outside of the- central cities.
Residents of the inner city, are underrepresented in the work
places that are distant from these centers.

Although the migration of minority group workers from rural
to urban areas has been accompanied by some favorable shifts
in their occupational status, their 'representation in the -most de-
sirable occupations is still small. Changes in the occupational
patterns of minority group workers must be considered in the
context of changes 'in _the occupational pattern of the country
under the impact of increasing technological development.

Technological changes influence the volume, type, and distribu-
tion of employment opportunities. The basic impact of autoination
on the labor market iS to decreaE-a the demand for workers with
little education and training. The slower pace of upgrading of
skills and the concentration of the minority group labor force in
the unFkilled and semiskilled categories places-them at a disad-
vantage in competing -for jobs in the more coMplex markets of
today.

job _training, basic education, and programs to eliminate dis-t criminatory barriers to employment must be designed to give all
Americansnot just those that are well edueated or highly skilled
a meaningful opportunity,.

I apprecite;'t1jOppoitünityI to testify before the Commission
this afternoon. I hope that these remarks will be helpful-to your
proceedings.

The CHAIRMAN : Do you have a copy of that testimony -to leave-with our Commission?
Mr. SHULMAN : Yes, I do. I left it with the staff.
The CHAIRMAN : Would you like to answer some questions if

some of the members of the Commission have some?
Mr. SHULMAN : I will be delighted to attempt to do so.
Mr. WOODENLEGS : You say that the Intlian people relocate. With

the Northeim Cheyenne there is a failure on this relocation. They
had been relocated after-the Custer -Battle to Oklahoma, but my

_ people came back 1,500 miles and walked at night. I think if they
figure on the moon if they take a Cheyennehe will find his way
back to Montana.

I think as to relocation, we have some in Chicago, Denver, and
California now. If they want to go themselves, we let them go.
So they are working out there doing all right.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you, John. a---

FoRD: I want to add, to ask a question which I know is im-
possible for you to answer. I think your answer might be informa-
tive. Let us akssume that we-could somehow eliminate all discrim-
ination on the basis of minority affiliation but still retain those
problems related to the possession of skills and educatiOn. How



much do you think this would really reduce the unemployment or
underemployment problem that we p.:esently find in this country?

Mr. SHULMAN :7- I think that is an excellent question. It points
up, of course, the kind of thing I was getting at in my discussion
of the testing issue. I think that it would have a large impact on
reducing unemfiloyment in this country provided that you review
the educational and skilled standards to insure that they were
standards which were in fact required.

If we eliminated all discrimination on the basis of race or na-
tional origin, and continued to have educational and skill require-
ments stated in the same manner, the impact on unemployment
would be significant but not great immediately because of the
need to uplift the skill level of the unemployed.

If we, at the same time, reviewed the stated skill levels and
educational requirements, the impact would be much greater be-
cause we could restrict the tendency to hire for the level that the
employee might ultimately reach as opposed to the level that the
entry job requires.

If we were to review those levels which we curre.citly state, plus
have a training that is necessary to uplift, plus engage in affirma-
tive recruitment in order to reach out to the people who might
otherwise be passed by, then I think we could indeed have a large
impact on the problem.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Stanley.
Mr. STANLEY : Mf. Shulman, we heard a lot of testimony from

the leaders of the Indian population in Tucson. One of the thirms
that interested rife, and perhaps I should add parenthetically, that
I guess I should be asking a sociologist this questionbut one of
the things that _interested me was that they said they wanted to
be assimilated in terms of equal opportunity, jobs, housing, all
of this, everything that our soctety.has to Offer._

Then, at the same time, I understand qiat they wanted to retain
their cultura: traditions. Do you think that this is possible ? Is
there anything in your practical experience that deems whether
or not this is possible?

Mr. SHULMAN : I- would have to answer your question by ac-
knowledging at the outset that my pradtical experience with re-
gard to this specific problem is limited. But I would say this, that
our country seems to have succeeded very well in making progress
with lots of groups of different people .with different cultural
backgrounds which they have managed to preserve:that the test
is to find. a manner which assimilates 0-Tose who want to assimilate
in the manner which leaves to them the greatest opportunity topractice _the customs or religious traditions that they believe in.

The CHAIRMAN : Do we have any other questions ?
Thank you. You have been a very fine witness. We appreciate

your time, your thinking, and your deliberations.
Do we have a Mr. Frank Fernbach?
Mr. FERNBACH : Yes. -
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Fernbach, I have already-stated your name.

STATEMENT OF FRANK FERNBACH
Mr. FERNBACH : My name is Frank Fernbach, and I am the as-sistant director for the Department of Reserch for the AFL-CIO.
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I am most grateful for the opportunity to discuss with you some
aspects of the problem of rural poverty.

The American labor movement has a long and steadfast recordof support for aid for all rural Americansboth on the farm and
off. This support may be viewed to be self-serving in the sense that
farm laborers,_and wage earners in rural communities are in in--
creasing numbers members of the AFL-CIO. And we hope those
numbers will increase still further.

In addition,-it is sometimes overlooked that many of the rural
poor formerly worked for wages as _miners, railroaders, and at
other nonagricultural pursuits, and once carried union cards. They
have lost tlieir jobs because of raw material exhaustion, plant
closings, and technological change. They can be found throughout
the AppalacUan region and elsewhere, living out bleak, impover-
ished and, too often, hopeless lives.

But our inte rest extends beyond the problems of wage earners
'and ex-wage earners living ih rural America. The AFL-CIC seeks,
as do you, a decent livelihood and way of life for all rural Amer-.
icans. We, too, are appalled .by the magnitude of poverty bred in
our countryside., whether it exists on farms or in small towns or
already has been transplanted to big-city ghettos.

I. know this Commission is probing deeply into all aspects of this
vastly complex and tragic pxoblem, including not only how to
increase opportunities to earn a decent, livelihood for those whochoose to remair in rural areas _but also ways to impr6iie the
quality of rural lifk-

With respect to -the latter, far better educational --.nd training
opportunities, housing, hospitals, and other community facilities,
and social and cultural amenities in rural America also are vitP1
if those who inevitably will continue to migrate to the "cities al
to have a reasonable chance to adjust to the requirements of mod-
ern-day urban life.

In addition, I am sure that you are studying the special problemsof minority groups in rural AmericaNegroes, our Spanish-
speaking fellow- citizens, the American Indian, and other minority
groups. And I hope that you also are giving special attention /to the
family income maintenance problems of low income older' rura:iresidents, the so-called boxed-in people. _

Because of the limitations _of time and because persons mfore ex-pert than I will discuss these problems with you, I 'will speak brief-
ly about some aspects of the key problem of expanding job oppor-tunities at decent pay in rural America ; first, employment in -agri-
culture itself and, then, nonagricultural employment alternatives.

It is the AFL-CIO view that the single most important step in
raising millions in rural America above the level of poverty is to
raise the standards of our 3 million fellow citizens who work in
commercial agriculture for wages.

It is hardly necessary to talk eictensively abollt this issue here
since it was very adequately discussed at your Tucson hearing by
the ,gpokesman for the California AFL-CIO and by others. It was
also discussed from a nationwide point of view by the AFL:CIO at
recent hearings of the-CoMmission on Food and Fiber.-
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We view this testimony to be so relevant to the issue confronting
this Commission, I request that this statement also be entered in
your record.

The CHAIRMAN : We will be glad to have it.
_Mr. FERNBACH : Substandard farm wagesan average of $1.18

nationwide, last Octoberand underemployment are not the only
factors responsible for the depressed status of farm laborers. Non-
wage benefits and working couditions generally are deplorable,
too. And these conditions exist despite the .13..; in agriculture,
prodifctiVity has been rising almost twice as in industry.

It is Sometimes argued that American agricuicare cannot afford
to do better. Higher _standards for its labor force would destroy
the family farm, it is said.

Actually, nothing could be further from the truth. Today -one-
half of our farms hire TM farm lal-,or at all. What is more, a mere 6
percent of our farmsthe largest and most efficient, who reap the
greatest rewards from the near $50 billion received last year fromfarm marketings and Government subsidiesaccount for over
75 percent of total outlays for hired labor.

To now take steps to end th 4. exploitation of the farmworker
involves no threat to the family owned and operated far/h. On the
contrary, the ability of our largest and most efficient farms to
continue to operate, low-wage sweatshops, directly threatens the
well being of the sinaller family farmers who compete against
them.

As representative of the National Farmers Union recently
explained :

This concern has a basis in self-interest as well as- fair play. Farmers
have learned that it is the existence of a ready suPPly of cheap labor which
has contributed so, greatly to the growth and vaunted efficiency of the cor-
poration farm. . . It cheapens the valpe of_ their labor and that of their
families. And when one considers that,manysmall farmers work as farm
labor during certain seasons, the added damage to thnir already insecure
economic position becomes" obvious.

In our judgment there is just no economic or moral reason why
American farmworkers, in this the richest and presumably most
humane nation of the world, should any luager suffer degradation
and impoverishment. The cost of raising their living standards-to
meet an American concept of decency hardly would add to the
ultimate price consumers pay for food and fiber. But even if it did,
it is a cost that Americans of good conscience should willingly
meet.

Some have characterized the farm laborer as a "forgotten-man."
On the contrary, farm labor has not been forgottenit has been
deliberately discriminated against.

For more than a quarter century, and until very recently, the
moSt reactionary employers' lobbies, in agriculture cl out, have
enjoyed continuous success- in keeping the farn.-_orker in what
amounts to near bondage. -7"oth in Washingtoi c in the capitalsof most of the States, ti nave succeedei= .,xcluding farm
laborers from the protection of most-of the and State laws

. that hax e been enacted to advance the: -sr:TSare c,f other workers:



Generally unorganized, and often disenfranchised by lack of
permanent residence, by poverty, by lack of education, and by race,
few voices have been raised in their defense.

As a consequence, farmworkers, the most insecure group in the
American labor force, have been foiCed almost universally to bear
the total brunt of their own joblessness. This is due to the fact
that they are excluded as beneficiaries under all unemployment
compensation laws except in Hawaii and Puerto Rico.Even though farmworkers are employed in one of the most
hazardous of occupations, their employers are still exempted from
any liability_under the workmen's compensation Jaws_of a majority
of the States.Although farmworkers earn the lowest average wages of any
group in the labor force, for 30 long years-they have been singled
out for exclusion from minimum wage protection under the Fed-
eral Fair Labor Standards Act. Only this month has this situation
changed, somewhatAlthough farmworkers are now covered for the first timeand
this is a signifiCant forward stepless than- 30 percent will be
covered, and_ e'kren they will receive only a substandard minimum
wage. What is" more, they are specifically excluded from premium
pay for overtime work.

Even their children are victimized by unjustifiable special ex-
clusions written into Federal and State child labor laws, although,
the exploitation of children has been virtually wiped out in other
industries.As tho..-ish to finally ehsure the bondge of American farm-
workers, even the law of supply and demand in the domestic mar-
ketplace for agricultural labor has been upset. Despite-the fact that
American farmworkers are chronically- underemployed, they alone
have been forced to compete, and still are, despite the end of Public
Law 78, against an army of cheap imported foreign farmworkers
that still pours across our ba-rders.

Finally, ri,d most important, agricultural workers have even
been denied the right to seek to help themselves through self-
organization and collective bargaining. For 30 years they have
.been, and still are, specifically deprived of the protection of the
right to join unions of their own choosing iong afforded other
Americans under the pro\ isions of the National Labor Relations
Act

What is more, even when farmworkers do successfv7ly organize,
their employers are under no compulsion to bargain with their
union in good faith.

Since 1940, the number of man-hours required to produce our
food and fiber, provided by farm operators, family members, and
hired workers, has been cut by more than _half, and we cannot
anticipate how many agricultural laborers will be needed in the
future.

But, whatever the number, the AFL-CIO feels it has- a right to
ask the help of this-Commiss-lon and of all right-thinking Amer-
icans to bring to farmworkers the benefits of the protective and
soCial welfare legislation other American workers enjoy.

Therefore, we respectfully urge that you include in your report
to the President at least thesloweg recommendations :
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(1) That farrnworkers be covered under the National Labor-
Management Relations Act.

(2) That farmworkers be fulry covered under the minimum
wage, -maximum hours, and child labor provisions of the Fair
Labor Standards Act.

(3) That farmworkers be covered under the provisions of all
unemployment compensation laws.

(4) That farMworkers be covered under all_ State-workmen's
compensation laws and other State legislation enacted to raise
the status of those who work for wages.

(5) That farmworkers be protected from the inevitably adverse
effect of labor import programs, by finally terminating them.

(6) That greater efforts be made at all levels of Government
and by private groups to significantly improve housing standards,
educational opportunities, and health protection, particularly in
behalf of migrant workers and their families.

As the earnings .of farmworkers rise, an important byproduct,
as we have seen, will-be higher incomes for small farm operators
who __occasionally hire out as farm laborers. Although we recog-
nize that many of these margioal farm producers are losing the
race against technological progress, ct4ditional efforts to help them
also should be made.

This is particularlx necessary in behalf of older farm operators
for whom retraining for nw:Jv occupations and out-migration- are
hardly feasible alternatives.

For example, it should be probed whether more might be 'done
to help raise the income of this group under Federal commodity
and other established farm programs. Several commodity pro-
gramssuch as those for feed grains, cotton, peanuts, (tobacco,
and sugarnow allow 1iigher crop allotments and support pay-
ments for very small producers, and supply-management object-
ives are not undermined as a consequence.

Since only a few dollars added to the income of marginal farm-
ers often may spell the difference between sufficiency and impov-
erishment, more aid for this group under these programs might
well be undertaken. While this effort may be derided by some as
"N7velfarism," it is well to recall that when substantial Federal
'checks are sent to large and already profitable agricultural pro-
ducers, thisT is welfarism toono matter what they choose to call
it--but for those who need aid far less.

Since marginal farm operators often also seek part-time non-
_farm work, another helpful aid can he recommended. Too often
factory workers -in rural areas are exploited 'because, in rurally
dominated States, minimum wage, workmen's compensation, un-
employthent 'benefit, and other legislation rieeded to protect these
workers is inadequate or nonexistent. 13ecause of this legislative
default, minimum Federal standards are now clearly needed.

Their achievement will help tO raise the incomes of rural in-
dustrial wage earners,_ whether they work full ;time or only
seasonally.

Finally, when elderly farm operators become eligible for social
security benefits and Medicare, further steps might be taken to
help the process of - readjustment. To assist those who seek to,
or -must leave the farm somp )egponsible agency should be eW-f, .



tablished to help them sell their land, tools, an-1 livestock advan-
tageously and resettle them closer to :2,-P..rhy and familiar town.

I now wish to make a few brief obse: -ttions about some of tbe
problems inherent in encouraging the growth of new off-farm jobopportunities in rural areas.

In the first place, although at every rural county seat there is
a natural -longing to attract enough' factories to employ the job-
less and underemployed in the surrounding area, it must be re:cog-nized that America is experiencing a technological revolution in
manufacturing, too.

There just is not, nor will there be, sufficient factory job ex-pansion to resolve the rural or the city job need. Consequently,
rural employment growth must also- depend upon the expansion
of services in commerce, in recreation and tourism, in uublic in-
stitutions, health, educational, penal, and the like, and via othernonindustrial enterprises. ...

What is more, attracting and holding these job-creating enter-
prises "requires a realistic assessment of what each locality anaregion has to offer in natural advantages as well as the creationof an adequate supporting _infrastructure, mostly at public ex-
pense. Thus careful development planning is an essential Pre-
condition to successful employment growth. *--,...".1C

Moreover, job growth should not be encouraged of the ikind thatsimply is achieved by robbing Peter-to pay Paul. The mere luringof a factory from one place to another, often at a high cost to therecipient locality as well as tragic consequences to the workers
and community from which it has been pirated, represents no net-national gain.

To help reduce this wasteful process, we hope your report will
note and condemn the spreading misuse of tax-free public, State,and local bonds for the subsidized building of plants for privateprofit, with all of its evil consequences.

Because time does not permit me to adequately discuss this im-portant issue, I hope you will accept as part of the record, a studyof the problem, entitled "Subsidized Plant Migration," rccentlyundertaken by the AFL-CIO. -

The CHAIRMAN : We will be glad to.
Mr.:EERNBACH When, in the mid-1950's, the- Ainericaii labor

movement united with the Farmers Union, the Grange, and theRural Electrification Administration to-seek Fe-déral legislation tolaunch a meaningful effort to" aid rural and urban distressed areasalike, these three propositions:the need to encourage diverse
job-creating opportunities, ,the need for careful advance planning,and the need to prevent plant-piracywere all clearly recognized.

Passage-of the-pioneer Area Redevelopment Act of 1961 was a
-mile%tone, and subsequent enactment of the Appalachian and Pub-.lie Works and Economic DwelopMent Acts moved us furthertowards our goal. All of these measures recognized sound princi-Ples through which to -achieve area and regional job growth, eventhough none . Provided sufficient appropriations to move fast .enough towards our goal.

We hope the Commrssion will recognize thc importance ofbroader implementation of these measures as well as thoir sup-plementation by others that primnce now indicates are desir-
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able. Among these are the initiation of a .U.uly Federal public
employment service and the establishment of a nationwide system
of relocation loans and grants to help ,,!-.randed farmers and work-
ers and their families who wish to relocate to places where jobs
can be obtained.

Finally, and within the context of expanded employment op-portunities to which this testirr., is addressed, we also hope youwill particularly note what in -view is one of the nwst im-
portant recommendations of the ,..itional Commission on Tech-
nology, Automation, and Economic Progress. I refcr to the con-
cept of a public serv-xe fimployment program.

While the Employment Act of 1946 proclaims maximum em-ployment as the neicnal goal, it is evident that many who areanxious to work now cannot hold a job, even in a booming econ-
omy. These -people are essentially the unskilled with little educa-
tion...and suitable work experience; unprepared for ordinary em-
ployment. They now exist in great numbers both in rural and inurban America. For them, it is propos5d that the nation launch
a direct and especially structured program of job creation.

Such a public service employment program would provide un-skilled but useful jobs in public and private nonprofit institutionseducational, medical, recreational, and the likethat otherwisewould not be performed. It would provide adequate wages without
replacing existing workers and, if supplemented by proper train-ing and counseling, it would seek to prepare the participants forregular employment.

The Automation Commission propo5...2d that $2 billion in Federal
funds be -appropriated in the form of grants-in-aid to State andlocal governments, to initially provide 500,000 jobs of this type.In my jtidgment, this kind of special job-creation program wouldperform an itanumsely useful role in rural America as part of amany-faceted effort to eradicate impoverishment.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you, Mr. Fernbach, for your very fine
testimony; Would yoti. like to answer any questions from membersof the Commission?

Mr. FERNBACH I will hazard it.
Mr. HUTChINS : I would like to ask in that last suggestion whichseems to be very important, you are thinking of two kinds ofpersons, some persons who might not enter regular employmentchannels and also those who would enter regular employmentchannels after wbrk experience and training.
Mr. FERNBACH : That is correct. As optimists, we would hazard-the possibility that with counseling, with supplemental education,perhaps in an effort to eradicate illiteracy, with work experienceof holding a job, which is a unique ohe for many people, that these'

folks might ultimately be capabl...,,- entries in the labor force.
ROESSEL Mr. Fernbachi---in Tucson; a gentleman whosename 1 have fdrgotten, gave a statement with regard to the elec-tronic plant which was located on the Laguna Indian Reservation.He pointed out in- this particular instance it was not the matterof closing down the plant and locating in- another community hutexpansion in which Jobs -were increased, new people were hired.Would your organization -have any objections to this?
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Mr. .?ERNBACII : W I would say we would not if the fact as
stateo were checked out to be correct. We were initiators of the
Area Redevelepment Act, now the Economic Development and
Public Works Act. We -worked with Senator Douglas at the very
beginning to get that legislation. This bill simply posits the prop-
osition that with the investment in this country of over $60 billion
in new plants and equipment annually, a larger allocation of that
total should go to e2rtain Fednral sources to entice them to those
areas of the country where the job need is acute.

This does not mean exclusively rural America. There are areas
of urban Arperica where there is distress. And there -are sections
of metropolitan America where there are inadequate or no jobs,
and the unemployment rate in the eenter f.s 25 percent, as you
know.All we ask in that act, and we have got itit is in Appa-
lachian Act and it is in the Manpower Training Act -is that these
subsidies, tax-exempt subsidies simply not be given ta runaways.
A plant expansion is another factor. An entirely new expansion
is not the same as where you resolve a problem on an Indian res-
ervation by throwing a hvIndred other people out in the streets in
New York or New Jersey.

There is no net gain for the country, and I would hazard that
it is a subst;aitial losb because the kind of employer who will de
this not only walks away -12-1:orn his responsibility in New York but
I don't think he will diliivF._ntly fulfill his responsibility to the em-
ployees on the Indian relervation.

The answer to your qtirstioni.. and I have unduly lengthened 'the
answer, is that we would approve of the circumstance you cite.

Mr. ROESSEL : I think this is significant- because we have hc-!,rd
and those who would be associated with Indians have hear' -nany
times of the Indian's strong desire for reservation dew- (tent
which would include the type of thing under the condition you
mentioned whizh waalt-I be helpful to Indian employment.

Mr. FERNBACH : I want tci_hve it frankly stated that while we
support those kinds of new employment opportunities on reserva-
tions- or elsewhere that are clean, I have personally called on the
Secretary of the Interior because we were deeply opposed to certain
situations of that nature which wk._.fe unclean where, in our judg-
ment, the circumstances are clearly that of a runaway plant or
an industrial runaway seeking to exploit the Indians.

We prevented 1 - our union organization their exploiting the
workers from the c, -nmunity they were in. I say this is a sensitive
subject and it may ./e that we and the administration might clash
in interpretation.

All we can do under the la, , is to seek the fxicts, and I think the
law safeguards workers against the enticement _of_ their plants
away from them

Mr. LIBBY : Mr. Fernbach, I have a feeling that there has been
a-tendency-in the specific area from where I come for cer+-ain in-
dustries to move into the rural areas because they can exploit the
labor, and I am thinking here of shoe manufacturers as a case
in point.

Do you have any evidence that this has taken place to any ex-
teht at all?
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Mr. FERNBACH : The removal of plants to exploit the abundancy
of rural labor ?

Mr LIBBY: Yes.
Mr. FERNBACH: Yes, I think the whole history of the migration

of much of the textile industry in northeastern America involves
certainly an effort to get closer to the source of their raw material
but certainly also to get closer to the source of cheap docile human
labor.

Textile labor in the South is still substantially unorganized be-
cause of hostilities of the community rather than of the workers.

Mr. STANIZY : At the risk of appearing self-serving, I would
like to ask a question or-two if-my colleagues will indulge me_
Surprisingly enough, as we have taken the testimony in Tucson
and also in Memphis, the various association programs that you
have outlined from the very beginning of your statement have
indicated that the farm labor .generally wasn't covered by them.
It has been brought to our attention by a number of these wit-
nesses who were not in the same businas you and I were in, rep-
resentir g workers, and it has been interesting to-me to listen to
various advocates for these programs to be expanded to cover
farm labor.

I view you as somewhat of an expert in this field, and you are
certainly a little older and much wiser than I. I would like to ask
you why or what is the rationale here. Why have they been ex-
cluded all of these years?

Mr. FERNBACH : Well, I think poverty, as far as most folks are
concerned, that is unseen results in inaction. I feel that there is,
at this point in time, a heightened sensitivity on the part of the
public towards the problem of poverty across the board. When I
was a young fellow, as were others here, we had over 15 million
Americans unemployed and poverty was universal.

There was hopelezaness back in the mid-1930's, and this wasn't
very Jong ago, iL you measure history in broad sweeps. We didn't
even cennt the unemployed in the midthirties in this countisy. We
knew how many cattle in Texas had hoof-and-mouth disease be-
cause there was a very powerful farm lobby which saw that an-
swers were provided.

We didn't know how many human beings were ur employed, and
we didn't know very much else about the human state. I would
say that poverty that is unseen by city people generally 'doesn't
disturb them very much until guys like the late Edward B. Murrow
did a magnificent job to move this issue into the homes of the
American people in a progr.e.m called the "Harvest of Shame."

This played a great part as well as other moral commitments of
church workers and association workers in bringing us allies,

_effective allies, without whom we could not have gotten rid of
the braceros program under Public Law 78 and without whom
we could not have gotten less than a third of the farmers finally
covered under the Pair Labor Standards Act.

I think that the _very fact that as a nation we have moved the
majority closer has made those in poverty stand out a little fur-
ther. There are a variety of answers to the question yOu just asked.
I am not sure I came to the ond you hoped I would.
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Mr. STANLEY : Yes, I must take that as a question, really. I am
interested to know, everyone has commented on it and has ex-
pressed regret at the fact that these programs have not, up to now,
reached the farmworkers, the farm people in this country. Why,
at the outset, were they excluded from workmen's compensation
which had been in effect in Wisconsin in 1913, employment
compensation?

Mr. FERNBACH : I researched this out on one occasion, and I
found that the language used by Franklin Roosevelt when he asked
the Congress to enact a fair labor standards act specifically in-
cluded those who woi- in factories and those who work in the
fields. But in 1930, the 2.-.E.Itience of big agricultutre in the Congress
of the United States was consideY:ably greater than it is today.

And today it isn't insignificant. I state in this testimony about
the lobbies of large growzrs, and believe me, they are powerful and
influential still.

The late Jim Mitchell, Secretary of Labor under Eisenhower,
has said that this was the toughest lobby he ever came across in
his life and this was in the midfifties. These forcesi Were far more
powerful in the midthirties thab they are today, and Franklin
Roosevelt, as a consummate politiciAn, I think, in terms of these
Federal laws, decided to take as much of the loaf as he could get.

That is precisely what he did Lind that is what yow and I would
do,

Mr. STANLEY : You are saying that it is political rather than
sociologic? _

Mr. FERNBACH : Sociologic and economic would imply that the
need wasn't there. The need was there but it wasn't met.

Mr. STANLEY : There is no sound economic reason why it was
not included at the outset?

Mr. FERNBACH : Let me say now there Is less of a sound eco.
nomic reason today but there was none then. - --

Mr. NEIL DAVIS : I want to ease my feeling of guilt. leou brought
into focus something here that certainly we, in certain parts of
the South, are going to have to be concerned with. That is the
amount of enticing industry south. In fact, that is the program
of some political leadership, to bring inthistry into the South so
as to give the submarginal people something to dothat is, work
and as an added attraction to trz)ke certain tax adjustments or
so on.

You take a. very ffirth position against that as the approach to
the problem. In fact, if not unsound, of dubious morality.

Mr. FERNBACH : Essentially, it is ,a tremendous subskly for the
incomiryrr employer, undertaken by the community that meets the
pric. e la partly because of the favors it gives the employer,
because of the absence of property taxes and other epecial con-
siderations, and part of the price is underwritten bY all 'of - the
American people because that factory is built at lowcost because
of the impact of tax-free State and local bonds.

Now-tax-free State and local bonds have been long sanctioned
in order to help local government, particularly to provide public
services, not to provide services for private profit. We are not
opposing the concept\ of subsidy to put plants at the right places
where needed because this is -'also done under the, terms of the
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former Area Redevelopment :A.ct, now, called the Public Works
and Economic Development Act.

But before you can get Federal aid; the Federal Government
will insist that you do a lot of other pre-things that are essential.
Number one, set- up a communitywide committee with_ proper
technical assistance to make a thoroughgoing; hardheaded, real-istic investigation of what it is appropriate to bring to your
community.

What are the natural advantages and what are the disailvan-
-tages. Believe me, many a town in Mississippi has stolen a plant-
most brashly and wish they hadn't done ,it because the plant
packed up and left as soon as anybody in_the town levied a penny
of tax on them or as soon as the workers joined a union or per-
haps they packed up and left as soon as they could get cheap
labor in Puerto Rico and after Puerto Rico, they went to Taiwan,the runaWay-

Mr. NEIL DAVIS (interrupting) : Lei me interrupt. I am sure
you are aware that the test of political,leadership is the number
of new jobg created in a certain State.

Mr. FERNBACH : Let me ask this -question. How many of those
jobs are paid substandard wage?

Number two, how many are stolen from other workers in other
parts of -this country who now are jobless? This is precisely the
issue that this public statement raises. I hope you will read it

--closely. We support helping these communities by the Federal
program with proper safeguards. -

Mr. FoRD: We heard testimony from another man, which cer-
tainly is not in opposition to this minimum wage law for farms:
but he pointed ola.t that in an 11-county area in the Mississippi
Delta, some 11,000 workers were going to be displaced from their
jobs, iminediately creating certainry, a severe- crisis for them.
What do you see as the best means for taking care of this type
of situation,--and is thb-- attitude of the AFL-CIO to these
types of people who inevitably are going to be displaced by the
legislation that has been introduced? .

Mr. FERNBACH : I ,won't_deny for a moment that there are some
instances where the marginal employer, where a minimum wage
is installed and goes up, will seek to get along with less workers.
But if we would be too responsive to this problem, we would ,still
be living in the Middle Ages.

When the first law was passed that forced a company to put
in safety_ devicesilet alone insure its workers against accidents,
it was arguedthat this was pure communism and furthermore
it was totally self-defeating, that the increased cost would, if not
force him out of enterprise, would force him to reduce the number
of workers. -

We got the same argument and the problem existed to a slight
degree. But we ot the same argument; if you recall, back in the
1930's, when the first minimum wage was established under
Federal law. What was that minimum wage? It was 25 cents an
hour.

.Now, frankly, I believe that employment that can't pay $1 an
hOur should be dead. The -command o human being's time for
1 hour, no matter how effectively oAIsefully he enriches his em-



ployer, deserves that kind of wage and that is -precieelr as little
as is 'going to be provided by the new Federal minimam standard
for the first 2 or 3 years of operation.

It begins at $1 and ultimately ends at $1.30.
. Mr. FORD:1 think we would all agree with this. It seems to me

that during this period of time in which organized labor has been
Working they would have giveri some further thoughts for pro-
grams to handle theseimmediate crises that are

Mr. FERNBACH (interrupting) : I frankly would take with a
grain O-f salt some of these dire threats. -We have heard them all
before. We have never organized a plant in which we weren't
threatened with closedown of a plant. Occasionally, it has hap-
pened.- Employers somehoW adjust -very often to changes over
time when the--pressure is sufficiently great.

_In my_testimony I have spokeii- ifi-teimigTif-the proposal of the ,
Alatoination Commission to establi§h a public service employment '
program. If these people can't be -employed in cotton Picking at
$1 an hour, the new Federal Minimum wage, if their employer'S

--chbose to discharge-thern 'Arid -the'-worker.S---Ch-oose nbt to migrate;
T would think they ought to be absorbed under the public services
employment program, and we so propose if it could be created
and we hope to create -it.

Mr. STANLEY : Wouldn't it have been true if this thing had
developed. in -the_.right sequence they would have been protected
under the unemployinent compensation during an adjustment
with retraining, picking them up and gbing into other employ-.
ment?

FROM THE FLOOR: Unfortunately, for the same reason they
,aren.'t covered by minimum wage, they have not been -by unem-
ployment compensation. So we have relied traditionally on unem-
ployment compensation to curb the impact. I would agree with
what Mr. Fernbach has said.

Consequently, quite recently, -with the manufactUrers fin the
State where a gross margins tax or a value tax has been considered
as a method of taxation on industry, they take the position that
if-this,.is_ done, it is a tax on labor profits, interest, et cetera, that
bedatise it is a tax on labor that they will automate or mechanize,
and as a result, unemployment will grow. There will be less em-
ployment.

Well, this is not completely true any more than it is true down in
the-Mississippi Delta of what is going to happen there. It is true to
an extent. But these things probably will be dorm.; anyway. They
may be ''clone a _little faster. The farmers down there would have
done this pecause efficiency demands it, productivity demands it.
Mechanization, .automatio0, cybernetization are as inevitable astomorrow's rising sun.

I think specifically on this that because the farmworkers have
been neglected they don't have the cures they can-fall back on.

Mr. FERNBACH may I comment in-support by asking this
question, which is rhetorical? Would the employers of the supposed
11,000 workers in the Delta county of MississiPpiwould these
employers sign a guarantee to give these people a guaranteed
annual wage lor 5 years or 10 years if they were willing to accept,
say, 95 cents an hour ?



Would these employers be wi g to assume any social liability T-
in terms of these people who in eed were their ex-slaVes? They
seek to undertake no liability except for rare exceptions, which
are outstanding, some of whom I know. I happen to also be a mem-
ber of the CorrirniS-Sibri on Food and Fiber.

We have on that Commission a _representative, of Mississippi
from the delta country who ha g. inherited and farmed 2,000 acres
in cotton.

He is terribly morally sensitive to this problem. I want to make
that clear for the record, and there are many others. He, however,
supports and has indicateil to,rtie -that he pexsonally supports and
will vote for this, because we will deal with this question, and also
'because it interlocks with yours, and the Food and Fiber Com-
mission supports these-prograpth for the inclusion of farmworkers
under social and protected legislation.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you,\ Mr. Fernbach; you have been a
very fine witness.

Is Mr. Clifford Ingram here? Is Mr. Richard Wenner, also a
witness?

Gentlemen, would you state the group that you represent and you
may begin your testimony. -

, STATEMENT _OF CLIFFORD INGRAM
Mr. INGRAM : NACD, sir. I am Clifford Ingram of MonterreY,

Tenn., where I serve as executive director ofthe LBJ & C Develop-
ment Corporation. I appear here today as a representative of the
National _Association for Community Development on whose board
of directors I am pleased to serve. _

The CHAIRMAN : By the may, if I may interrupt. That LBJ & C
almoa-broke up the hearing. Maybe you better explain that again
for some df the Commission members. -

Mr. INGRAM : It stands forit happens to be honestly the name
of our Tennessee towns, Livingstonc.Burristown, Jamestown, and A

I am glad you remeinber the narrie of 'the Man who came from
our. section. I am, also here as a /representative of the National
Association for Community Development on whose board I am
pleased to serve. I would like to say this about the area that I come
from.

It is a five-county area in Tennessee, the birthplace of Cordell
Hull, and the birthplace of Sergeant York. These men were born
and reared in this five-county area. But this is a tragic area. There
are too many in such areas born to be unseen and to waste their
sweetness on the desert mountain air, as the poet Once said.

NACD is a private:, nonprofit organization with offices in Wash-
ington, D.C. It was incorporated in March 1965, for the purposeof stimulating and assisting the national effort to nrovide all
citizens with the opportunities and assistance necessary .izr them
to realize their full human and economic potential through educa-
tion,job training, neighborhood organization, agricultural and
buiiness development, and programs of special social services.

NACD also aims to (a) promote professional competence and
growth in the administration of State and local community de-
velopment projects ; (b)- itimulate interest and research in the
development of human resources among charitable and educational



institutions in the community and among the widest possible seg-
ment of the American population ; -(c) enhance the relationships
among National, State, and local agencies whose purpoies are to
promote and assist the development of human resources.

We welcome this opportunity to testify and we are pleased that
there is this national attention being given to the, issue of rural
poverty. -

Although our organization is one devoted to across-the-board
community development, we are an outgrowth of the War on
Poverty. In this context, we would hope that you will not stray
from yoUr fundamental mandate to study rural poverty. There are
altogether too many people who want to sweep the problems of
rural poverty under the carpet by indulging in romantic flights
of fancy about the "goodness of rural life."But Secretary Freeman in a speech at Louisville, Ky., on
January 25, 1967, had this to say about rural America and I am
not going to quote all the statistics he gave us. It is in the record
here and -you can read them. Let me simply say he destroyed this
myth. If you would come and spend one day in MY section, that
would destroy the myth, also. ------

There is- a more powerful band who have the same objective
of hiding or forgetting rural poverty by pushing a 'type of "trickle-
down" theory, -Which talks about rural community development.
This is not our kind-of community development,_but_rather one
that says if you put your money in rural -industrialization, small
businesses, and other business-promoting projects, everything will
be cured and rural America will be saved. In -other words, Your
money, your energy, and your brains.

In response to this theory, -we _would like to quote what Vernori
J. Ruttan, head bf the Department of Agricultural Economics at
the Urtiversity of -Minnesota--; had to say about rural poverty in his
paper entitled "Agricultural Policy in an Affluent Society," a
portion of which was published in the Journal of Farm Economics,
December 1966. I have a whole page here, but I am hot going to
quote it ; I am not sure I could pronounce correctly the words he
uses anyway.

I would like to summarize. Ifle says you can't solve the problems
of the rural poor by beefing up farms and farm programs and
hoping this will trickle into the homes of the rural poor. There
must be a direct confrontation with poverty.

No dreams or panaceas will erase the fact that rural poverty
is a national disgrace, in itself, and that it demands the nation's
closestand most careful attention.

At this point we would like to introduce into the record a Pub-
lication of our association entitled "Dimensions of Rukal Poverty."
As this publication indicates, 29.1 percent of- our nation lives in
rura! America but 43.4 percent of the" poverty is there. But no-where will you find 43.4 percent of the nation's attention being
given to rural poverty.

What is both the cauSe and effect of these statistics about human
beings are the equally depressing statistics about the poverty or
shortage of services and institutions-in rural America. As the book-
let outlines, and Secretary Freeman concurs, rural citizens do not
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enjoy the same education health services, and other benefits that
our urban citizens do. -

We hope that your studies fully examine and publicize the dearth
of services and institutions in rural America.

In- this regard, your studies -will reveal shortages related to all
the rural citizenry, but we strongly insist that you go further and
study 'the great shortages of programs aimed specifically at the
rural poor. _

May I refer to one of the resolutions of our Conference on Rural
Poverty held here in Washington, D.C., on January 29 to February
1, 1967. I would like to introduce all of these resolutions into the
record.

The CHAIRMAN : You may.
Mr. INGRAM : I would like to comment on the one regarding the

U.S. Department of Agriculture. Permit me to quote one paragraph
en the preamble : "Whereas, the De-partment of Agriculture pres-
ently has no significant or sufficient programs in operation to
ameliorate the often desperate situation of the rural poor. . . ." This
resolution-as-,reported-from the Resolutions Committee said that
the USDA has no programs for the rural poor. Well, that is a
rather damaging statement and on the.floor it was amended to read
"no-significant or sufficient programs."

I don't know if any of you have had experience in throwing
rocks at' hornets' nests. There were a lot of ho-inets. There was a
lot of frustration among the directc -s, and I think the reason was,
or one reason, is simply because tI haven't been able to do the
job for which they...Were hired. TY- a was hostility because they
have a feeling whether it is right oi _long that no one really gives
a damn about the rural poor.

Let us go back to the original sta
In reality USDA has no progra_ is for the rural poor or, to put

it another way, the USDA has no rograms whose sole purpose is
to serve theimural poor. USDA 1 ...ts a program for hog cholera,
durum whegYE, naVel oranges, b urley tobacco, and long-staple
cotton, but none just for poor human beings.

Now, You may want to argue that Extension educates poor
peopleoh, yes, but mainly commercial farmers, and the same is
true throughout the other departmental programs.

What the USDA calls the Rural Community Development is not
solely a program foe-poor -people and, as Dr. C. Edwin Gilmour
said in his speech at our -conference, which we would like to insert
in the record; while in fiscal year 1967 the appropriation for the
Rural Community Development Service is $637,000, the budget re-
quest is $450,000 for fiscal year 1968, an obvious retreat before the
war is nicely started.

But let us talk about this for a moment. The Rural Community
Development Service, is, for the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
a rather revolutionary departure 'from its usual concern with to-
bacco and cotton to a como.ern for rural communities.

Let me say quite honestly, in the fall of 1965--the organization
has been in existence since 1964one or two representatives from
RCDS rendered us a lot of technical serVIce. Secretary Freeman
created this service in 1963, and for fiscal year 1967, requested an
appropriation of approximately $3.4 million. Well, the USDA's



_ congressional committees were not quite ready to desert cotton
for communities, so they massacred the request and finally appro-
priated the $637,000. n

In all of this we must remeniber that the USDA is the product
of its -environment and its_clientele group. Its congressional base
is well known both in terms of their liltbs and dislikes. Its academic
base is completely iv the hands of the land grant colleges. The out-
side research for the Department is done by these same institu-
tions. -

A high percentage of the senior staff of the Department is the
class of the 1930's and what were once New Deal radicalS are now
part of the establishment. Finally, one cannot overestimate the
effect that the Department's constitUency, the commercial farmers
of our nation, have had on its policies-and operations.

Again, let us quote Secretary Freeman in his January 25 speech:
It is unrealistic to expectand crUel to hole out hopethat farm com-

modity programs can bring salvation to the farmer whose inadequate size
farm no longer can sustain him. Commodity programs are not designated to
do that. They are not welfare programs. They are designated to make possible
a tolerable balance between supply and demand_ in the market so that the
adequate size commercial family farm can earn a fail!: price for its products
and a decent standard of living for its owner-operator.

You- can be just as critical -of the Office of Economic opportunity
in its stewardship of the war on rural poverty. This agency has
had similar shortcomings. Its theoretical base is in the urban scene,
the Ford Foundation gray areas program and President Kennedy's
juvenile delinquency program.- Its bureaucracy is heavily urban-
orientedborn, bred, educated,- and indigenous to the urban cul-
ture.'USDA has had kew "bright young men" to send 0E0 as rural
specialists. Finally, OEO's primary constituency, at least the ag-
gressive grant-seekers and their vocal allies, have been the big
cities and the big-city leaders. So with 43 Percent of the Nation's
poor living in rural areas,' 0E0 spent something like 8 percent
the first year and 15.5 percent the second year on rural community
action program grants under Sections 204 and 205 of the Economic
Opportunity Act. .

Rural projetts have never had the interest or the helping hand
of the Office of Economic Opportunity. There has been no one at
the Director's level who thought or cared about rural programs.
'Buried down in thebureaucracy is a Rural Programs Division,
which has never had more than a handful of employees and which
has never enjoyed any audience in the agency.

0E0 guidance in rural iirojects has ranged-from totally_ missing
to misdirection. 0E0 has never had enough field analysts to visit
and hic3 rural projects. The few that are available change projects
every month, and with each new- analyst, the rural community
action agency gets a new set of instructions.

0E0 has been ambivalent about its policies and procedures and
alyout which rural programs it -would approve. It has never spent
any tive or money on research or demonstration projeCts to find
some answers. .

What rural community action agencies have needed- more than
anything else is technical assistance and training. But again 0E0
has not deVeloped- a comprehensive training prOgram for rural
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CAA's. Technical assistance has not reached the rural CAA's which
tv.3ed it most, and although last year's Congress authorized addi-
tional technical assistance activities, of inestimable value to rural
CAA's, the new program is not yet off the ground.

I want to make this point specifically. I am not attacking Mr.
Freeman or Mr. Shriver. I have had the opportunity to talk to both
of them. I am impressed with their dedication, energy, and admin-
istrative abilities.

What I am trying to say here---I don't want the nation to be
under any illusions about what is going on in rural poverty .on the
part of the Federal departments and agencies. We might note the
same lack of concern about and expertise in dealing with rural
poverty in other Federal departments and agencies, and in State,
county, and local rural governments. We note these facts as a basis
for determining where we must go.

I breezed down 1-40 from NashVille to Monterrey to catch a-
plane. I listened to Chet Huntley on the national hookup. He was
talking about a problem in Congress at the- present time over the
President's question on the war on crime. In the comments he made
he concluded them with this. He said there is accumulating evi-
dence that America or the great majority of Americans- do not
understand poverty and-do not even know any poor folk.I don't know what your background is. If this be your
situation, my board of directors invites you to come to our area
any time you want to. We met last night. They knew I was coming,
and I would like you to have the same_experience that one of my
workers had last summer.

He stayed in a home. It was -a luxurious home : it had an outdoor
privy. If you don't have an outdoor privy, it is not luxurious. There
were 13. Said any time you went to the outdoor privy, you had to
count to see where they all were. By the time you got through
them, you had to move around and recount to see that any hadn't
left.

If you will come to our area, I will promise 3iou some of the same
experier ces.

Where do we go?
We see every ,indication that the nation is ready to do something

about rural poverty. Your existence and that of the cabinet com-
mittee is one indication. References in the President's state of the
Union and budget message are others. -NACIrs Conference on Rural Poverty is an interesting com-mentary on this point. First, there was remarkable interest shownin attendiag our conference. Rural CAA directors, as well as
extension people and representatives of the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce, asked to be invited. We had a record attendance from 45States and we ha&to turn people away.

The president of our board, Mitchell Sviridoff, administrator
of the Human Resources Administration, New York City, said thatit was the most intense, information-seeking audience he had ever
seen. People stayed to the Very end, seeking as much information
as we could provide. So the thirst for action is here.While there is general agreement that_ our rural local govern-ments and counties are not the -most responsive governmental



structures whe l. it comes to the poor, and while rural America
lacks sophisticated private organizations in the field, new com-
munity action agencies under the Economic Opportunity Act can
fill these voids.A good rural CAA, and there are nearly 700 riiral CA A's
covering approximately 1,500 of the Nation's 2,500 rural counties,
can weld public agencies and programs with private organizations
and initiatives together with citizen participation into a new viable
structure for rural America. ..0181Our associatiOn is deeply committed to strong community level
programs of citizen and community development. Our cities-are
going to get the job done, through strong political le--dadiPship and
many other necessary ingredients. We-insist that the same thing
must happen in ou'r rural counties and the only hope we see for- it
is through the sophistication of strong rural CAA's.

We yield to no one in our commitment to our representati ve
democro-Cy, but we also- are satisfied that participatory democracy
is here to stay as well. The time is fast disappearing when we can
afford either the luxury or the inhumanity of keeping part of our
citizens out of the decision-making process. This is especially true
of allowing those who are affected by programsthey must be a
part of them from the beginning. --

Actually, there is a chapter of history in this regard in rural
America, because the New Deal farm programs were all designed
by Secretary Wallace and his brain trust to be cleVeloped and ad-
ministered by farmer committees affected by them. Therefore, the
requirement tliat one-third of a CAA Board must represent the
members of the groups served by_ the antipovertyl program should
mot come as any great shock to rural America. But it does, and that
is a sad commentary on Our- farm programs and on our middle-
class institutions.While there may have been a time in 0E0 and CAA history
when the new nonprofit corporations, which have almost univer-
sally been used for CAA's in rural America, resisted the involve-
ment of -public officials to form a second one-third of the CAA .

board, this is hopefully a thing of the past. The sound CAA realizes
that, the public bodies and governmental institutions are here to
stay, and the wise course is to join them and to invite them to be-
come a part of helping fight rural poverty.Given the inherent conservatism and the farming bias of these
public officials, this is not always the easiest thing in the world to
accomplish and the marriage is not always happy.With the remaining one-third of the CAA board representing
pixiVäte agencies and institutions, you should succeed in reaching
al)1 segments of the community. Within this general representation--formula some new leaders of the rural community ought to be
included. Again; hopefully, these will be courageous individuals z

' who will want to drag rural America -screaming into the 20th
century.

The CAA not only brings this policy legislation decision-making
board to rural America ; it brings new professional resources. The
CAA staff contains a new typethe "people-oriented" generalist.This new resource is of the greatest importance, because in most
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instances the human development, social planning professional
will be the first of his kind in most rural-communities.

For the first time someone from a rural community will have
the know-how to locate and go after the multitude of Federal pro-
grams available to our citizens and communities. The big-city
mayors have developed a system for getting Federal grants ; rufal
CAA staffs should develop the same eitpertise.

We challenge you to lOok positively on the CAA. Certainly, it is
not perfected. The oldest rural CAA's have operated for 2 years,
but many have been in ekistence much less time.

Let us examine what a CAA is and does. It is a. lcital institution,
endeavoring to group together natural communities. It does not do
away with existing local and county government.---It-wekli together
these public bodies with private institutions. It alloWs for par-
ticipatory democracy with everyone, inchiding those served by the
programs involved. it brings new professional resources to rural
America." It provides a vehicle for- bringing all relevant programs
to rural citizens and communities, -It coordinates different pro-
grams and projects at the local level.

While there are other proposals for some type of local rural
district, their outlines are vague. To date, the CAA with all of its
blemishes holds out the most hope for our rural communities. One
topic-which must be studied soon is how to bring some rationale to
this whole problem of local districting And how to developlmeans
of coordinating the local districts with regard to different Federalprograms. . ,Finally, a word abiiiit programs. As an Organization dedicated
to human and- community development, we believe most strongly
in programs which zero in on the problems 'of people. We do not
believe that agricultural comModity programs are doing this, andwe insist that pure economic deve3opment programs have only
tangential effects in this regard. We urgently request that in your
study you be thorough and honest in evaluating the effect that pro-grams have on the needs of the rural poor.

Positively, we must develop major new Program-stO-- reach therural poor. While not enough research and demonstration has
gone into this effort, permit us to check off, a few obvious ideas.We believe that :

(1) The nation must undertake a massive program of adultliteracy. It is a blot on our history that' as of the 1960 censi& there
were 8.4 percent or about---15,000,000 of our citizens 25 years and
older with less than 5 years of school. All of them are not in ruralAmerica, but more than half are. Please remember that these are'citizens who are legally entitled to vote.

(2) The food stamp programs should be: made universal, but
with the provision that persons with hacomes of less than a reason-able level need not make personal contribution.

(3) The nation should adopt a housing program for the rural
poor, using a combination of public housing, nonprofit housing,
rent supplement, flexible interest rates, and other techniques toguarantee adequate shelter for all.

(4) A combination of social security for all at lower age levels,standby public employment, welfare Payments on _national stand,ards, and unemployment conipensation related to all private ane
.13.0.
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public employment should be used to guarantee an adequate in-
,come for all rural citizens.

(5) Manpower training programs related to the national job
market should be available to all rural people. These programs
should include related service programs to the entire family. If
movement to a job location is nec2ssary, there should be continual
work with the family before and after the relocation. _

(6) There should be a national program of proper incentives to
ihelp ndustry which wishes to move to rural areas on a sound

economic basis.(7) There shoutil be programs to help rural America strengthen
its service industries and commercial establishments so that rtial
communities enjoy services similar-to those available in urban cen-

(8) There should be programs to brir.g all social institutilynsters.
such as the schools, the health department, and the libraries tb a
modern level of services.

We trust that once more you will focus on.programs just for Le
poor. This gets a little touchy in rural areas since having a good
educational program just ,for the "have-nots" is a little embar-
rassing to the 'haves" but it is a good lesson, and very quickly
local school authorities will get with it, and _there will be a satis-
factory educational program for all. Perhaps that is as good a
definition of community development as any.

Conimunity% development to us means human development. The
nation can no longer turn its back on the human development of
our rtiral citizens. The eyes of the nation are on this Commission. -

Its recommendations. to41,.the cabinet level Committee, on Rural_
Poverty and to the President are a great opportunity for- rural
America. The rural poor\will be watching to see whether cotton is
still more-important than citizens and communities.

The CHAIRMAN Would you submit to some questions by the
members? will try. I would like to introduce Mr. Richard
Wenner who is the executive secretark;

The CHAIRMAN We are yery glad that he is at the table with
you.

Mr. INGRAM : He is backing me up.
Mr. ROESSEL : Mr. Ingram, you presented_ some figures which

seem to be different from figures that we received this morning
with regard to a-portion of the 0E0 budget- that is devoted to
rural areas of this country. I wonder if you might enlighten us
in terms of your breakdown on the figures that Mr'. Shriver gave
us this morning. I E.ssume it is for the past fiscal year, this 34 per-
cent.,He broke it down listing the Job Corps, CAP, and so on, and
he comes up with a total of 34 percent for the 0E0 programs for
the rural areas. I notice that you come up with 15 percent for the
same period of time.

Mr. INGRA,M : Yes; sir.,,This-is.-for. the community aaion.-,pro-r.-.,
grams. \Mr. ROESSEL Thank you. In fact, you are a little more generous
than he is then.

The CHAIRMAN: Does that answer your. question, Dr. Roessel?





Mr. ROESSEL : Yes.
Mr. FoRD: Mr. Ingram, I would like for you to elaborate just a

little bit on your statement of the programs just for the poor. We
have received sbme testimony reacting against this very thing,
that it tended to place a label on these people who are poor. For
example, the school lunch programs, where the poor were pre-
sented with a different colored ticket, and they were immediately.
identified. So they went without lunch rather than participate in
a program that was just for the poor, and these peopleand they,
I might add, were legitimate representatives of the poordid not
particxtlarly appreciate being singled out in this manner by having
special programs which immediately stamped on them the label of
poor folks. _

Mr. INGRAM : Yes, I understand that, and I appreciate that. We
use the term in our practice most of the timeinstead off saying
"poor folk," we say "low income." I was reacting to this trickle-
down theory that you do something and hope it will trickle down.
In other words, if you beef up a certain program, then you hope
maybe some way it will get out into a home. What I am concerned
with is raising the question : If this is directed, will it confront the
problems of the rural poor? I don't want to put them on the spot
and say, label all poor or welfare, et cetera, but I am concerned
that the Commission ask itsèlf,isthis direeted so that it will con-
front the rural poor or are we helping the big commercial farmer
and hoping some Way that it will trickle down.

Mr. Form: Yes, II understand your distinction. I misinterpreted
your insistence on a program just for Ithe poor.

Mr. INGRAM : No, I am sorry.
Mr. BoNNEM: YoU said early that these old institutions in rural

life, everything, in the USDA organizational program, siy the
extension service, are devoted to commercial-agriculture. It wasn't
clear to me whether you then concluded that they Were not going
to be capable of working with a low income clientele. This appar-
ently was either because of their wn Selection in that they didn't
want to, or couldn't bring themselves to do this or perhaps it was
that commercial agriculture wouldn't_ let, them do it.

This morning, or a little earlier today, I was following the
same line of thought with the-representatives of the American
Farm Bureau Federation, and I got them to say very directly that
they would be very pleased to have the extension service, say,
devote most of its resources not to commercial agriculture but to
the low income problem. What' is your_reaction to this? Do youthink this can be done even if commercial agriculture is repre-
sented by an organization such as the Farm Bureau?

Mr. INGRAM : Let me say this about the Department of Agri-
culture. I think they have done a tremendous job. I am not an
expert. I know many boys who work in the Department of Agri-culture who are friends of mine. But as I understand their
mandate, it has been to make our farming into a big commercial
enterprise. I th:ink they have done a tremendous job. You have
the biggest farming system in the world so far as I -know. I. want
to make that clear.

Now as'to their being able to conduct, say, programs for the
poor, this is a value judgment. I don't know, but I have the feeling
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that you have a problem of attitude. We discussed-it -With Secre-
tary Freeman. I -think a lot of your Department of Agriculture
people have a typical middle-class attitude, and that is, well, if
the poor had anything to contribute, they -wouldn't be poor. Or,
if they really wanted to work, they could find a job. I think if
you can overcome that attitude, and I think it is fairly extensive
and as I say, we discussed this -With Secretary Freeman himself
here, sirif you can overcome that attitude, then I don't see why
not.

Mr. BONNEN: In other words, these values that are held are the
primary obstacle and not the organizational commitment to cer-
tain ;3lientele or _something like that? The question I was asking
in part was what are the obstacles that we are working against.

Mr. INGRAM : Attitude is one of the biggest. I have had a
groupI have some tremendous boys in my area in the Depa rt-
ment of Agriculture. But I remember I got together with them
about 2 years ago. There were about 40. There were a lot of
them who said we have tried to work with these people and
there is nothing we can do for them. There is nothing to be done.
We are -wasting our time. Not every one of them said_this, but
this is the typical- thiddle-class answer. This is your biggest
problem, I think.

The CHAIRMAN : Do you have any other questions, gentlemen?
Thank ycia very much. You have been very fine witnesses--.-We

elate your time and testimony. I believe our last witness for
1.y is Mr. Harry. L. Graham. Is Mr. Graham still with us?

GRAHAM : Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: The next writiZs is Harry L. Graham of the

National Grange.
---STATEMENT OF HARRY L. GRAHAM

Mr. GRAHAM : I am Harry L. Graham of the -National- Grange.
I won't carry this out too far.

The CHAIRMAN: Sir, we are going as late as 10 o'clock tonight,
if necessary. So we are still with you.

Mr. GicAHAM: I ban not going to keep you that late, I assure
you. You gentlemen are at the end of a long and tedious series of
hearings, and I am not going to repeat much of the testimony
which I am sure you have heard.

.do want to say that those of us who are interested in rural
America are appreciative of the time and energy that you havealready given to this problem, and we are appreciative of the
fact that the problem for you is just beginning when the hearings
are over. We have great confidence in your knowledge and your
integrity and in your devotion to finding the answers to the
problem, which is the most complicated and hard-to-solve prob-
lem that there is in all of our social structure in America.

We in the National Grange have been in the business of rural
America for 100 years lacking only a few months. We have seenhard timeA and we have seen good times. We came out of a
terrible depression at the end of the Civil -War.

I am one of these middle-class Americans who knows a littlebit about poverty becauise I- graduated from high school in 1930.



My father was a farmer in Illinois, and he had 150 acres paidfor. He mortgaged the 150 acres to buy another acreage at the --last part of the World War, and he lost the whole thing.I worked one winter on one end of a crosscut saw for 8 cents
an hour. I got 50 cents a day for 8 hours' work, which is 8 cents
an hour approximately. I worked for 2 weeks and got-$5 and wasable to buy a pair of Freethan shoes with it. -I-- went to college,too, and I had to work. It took me 14 years to get through that
way, hit and miss, but I finally, made it.

All who lived at that time, Mr. Chairman, know a little bitabout poverty, because as the old saying goes, the difference
between the landlord and the tenant was two bits and the tenanthad the two bits. So this is nothing new for us.

I would also say that we know something about this whole fieldof community development and community activity._ Einring thelast 20 years we have been associated with the Sears RoebuckFoundation in a community development contest each year with a$10,000 prize at the end of the line, with a total of $100,000 prizemoney put up. We have spent $2 million of that money in ruralcommunity development. By the Sears figures, we have generated10 times as much as they have put into it.
So for the last 20 years, we have had a bit of experience in thiswhole area, probably more experience than all of 'the -rest in ruralAmerica put together. We are not claiming any fantastic success,but we have learned a few things. One of them is that the answersaren't easy, and they are not going to be solved by the buildingof another organization or an organization of organizations, andthey are not going to be solved tomorrow because they didn'tarise yesterday. They are going to be just about as difficult tosolve in terms of time as they have been in terms of the timeinvolved in the development of the problems, and all of us areaware of it.
We have all been trying to do something about this. I am a bitsurprised to hear somebody from Tennessee say that nothing hasbeen done for the rural poor. I went to school in that area. I sawelectric lights in a one-room log house a long time. before I sawelectric lights on the farms of Illinois. REA came in after that.We have had surplus distribution systems. The food stamp isrelatively-new. The Farniers Home -Administration certainly hashad a major ,effect _in lifting up a number of peoplenot enough,we are all aware of thatbut out of the area of farm tenancyto the area of farm ownership for many.I_ have finished selling a farm I had up in -New York. It was-not a very good farm or so I think. This is probably why I amdown here. I am selling it to a young man whom I helped get anFHA. farm loan to buy the first farm he ever, had. My farm wasthe one next to it. He needed the first part of the investment. Twoyears ago, he hadi no investment. Today he is operating 1,500acres for a farm and milking approximately 80 cows. So some-thing is done part of the time. The record is there. It is a veryclear record. I think it is unfair of the number of people whohave indicated that the USDA is not concerned with the rural poor.I think that the fact that they have had peoPle who have hadtheir problems with the extension acts, in that they have been



carried away with the social status systems of the areas in which
they have been serving so that the home economics departments
have largely served the kind of *omen who could properly pour
tea and so on, that doesn't mean that is all they served.

Certainly, some of our 4-H Clubs have served in this capacity.
I think they have done the poorest job among the Negro people
in the South. 1 do think their own self-criticism is adequate at
this time. I am not inclined to criticize people who have done a
pretty good job of criticizing themselves.

I think the Department has done this especially in the last few
years. Let me just summarize this thing quickly for you, and then
the testimony that has been given the girl at the door, I am sure,
will become part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN : Yes.
Mr. GRAHAM : The root cause of poverty in rural areas has

been a long-time, centuries old, dual economic system that has
been more intensified in recent years than in the past and whereby
we have protected and improved the income of industry and labor
and capital by the facilities of government and the instrumentali-
ties of government without adequately and, shnultaneously, taking
the same action for agriculture.

One of the reasons is obviously that labor-knew what it wanted
and went after it with the united business community. The busi-
ness community goes at it the same way. Agriculture has been
pulled to and fro part of the time by a lot of propaganda, and
we have been the recipients of a Jot of gratuitous advice of
people who were a great deal more interested in our having
programs to help them than in programs to help us.

So we have been prettY slow on the draw on this, and we are
just now beginning to make some headway in catching ,1P. We
are catching up in some areas. There ard on1N, " when
farm prices are in a parity, and each time it period
of war. This is a pretty sad commentary on these long-term
financial problems that have faced rural America and for a long
time faced everyone-alike.There were some who came out of the morass of financial
bankruptcy and some_ who didn't. Some who didn't were not able
to do it. Some were unfortunate. Some who were able to do it
were lucky. It seems to be coming about that the only way you
can get a good farm 'is to inherit it or marry it. The -cost of
capitalization is almost that high in areas. The fact is, any kind
of measurement of farni income you may want to take in dividing
the poverty area from the nonpoverty area, from that which is
not poverty area---the whole set of figures becomes Meaningless
if there was not a substantial increase in the price structure of
American agricultural commodities. It is just as obvious that if
prices came up 25 percent that there would be a heck of a lot
more people who would be making $10,000 than are making
$10,000 at the present time. That is one of the mechanisms. You
can say all you want about community development programs.
With improved prices you have less of the number of people in
the poverty category. There is no argument around that fact.

There are some of these people who are too small to get the
improvement, and there ought to be a way, and we think that
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is desirablebut for anybody to say that we can solve the prob-lems of rural America and not pay any attention to the pricing
structure is simply unrealistic because what_we do ie perpetuate
and intensify the problems of rural America when we do that kindof thing. We cause a number of people who are not now in thepoverty area to sink into the poverty area because of inadequateprice structure. This is what _is happening, I think, in a greatpart of the milk industry today.

We have made good progress in cereals. Wheat is in pretty
good shape. Beef and pork are not in good shape. They are betteroff than they have been a goody many times in my lifetime. I thinkthis is temporary.

There are a lot of people who :should he in the profitabilityareas by the definitions we 4We applying to poverty and working
substantial-sire farms but who are simply not getting out of the
poverty classification becaime the cost of production has gone
up faster than the income. :received from the production. It is alittle like the old Dutch statement, the faster I run the behinderI get. We have some of that here. So we are bringing new people
into the poverty classification" while we are solving some of theproblems existing.

I think you have had abundant testimony that in the quantityand quality of services ruiral America falls far short of the
American national average4, 'The three common problems broughtout in the volumes I have swt, ttefore youcomparably low income,
community deficiencies, arriel The costs of solving problems wherethere is a sparse population. REA was devised in order to solve
a problem of sparse population in the rural areas. Obviously, weare going to need some positive answers,- frankly.

-Although I see some economists sitting around me and one ofmy gooa friends is behind me in this, I think we have beenanalyzed and scrutinized and dissected Tor quite a long while.I think we know a great deal more about the position we are in
than how-to get out of it. If I Itave a complaint against my friendsin Agriculture on economics, it is that they haven't spent asmuch time telling us answers as they have trends, ard we havebeen pretty well aware of the trends anyway.The time has come when we need to have positive answers
that have some relationship to the society in which we live. Wecannot continuously isolate rural America and agriculture asthe kind of ez.tonomy that just surrounds us. We have tried to dothis part of the time. We have assumed that agriculture is somequeer kind of duck that sits on the far side of the pond and thatdoesn't get wet with the same water that the ducks get wet withthat swim on the other side of the pond. It just isn't so.For instance, we are told there is a trend for fewer-and fewerfarmers. We are already aware of this. We do believe we mustbegin to find answers at this point in terms of farm income insome of the same terms that labor has found and capital has found.There are a lot of people who believe that although it is per-fectly correct for General Motors to shut down 5 days becausethey don't have the prerequisitt?, nuinber of sales for their auto-mobiles, and for American Motors to do soeven Volkswagen



shut down 5 days according to today's newpapersthat there
is something immoral about limiting agricultural production to
bring it within some relationship to demand.

The Wall Street Journal just recently, said mow is the time to
go back to a -free market A free market would bankrupt not
only -the American farmers, especially those who produce food
for export, but it would bankrupt every farmer in the world. One
of the bulwarks we have_used against communism engulfing half
the world is the helping of other countries to develop their
agriculture and industries, and we have advertised a prosperous
agriculture. This- is the kind of world we live in, and- we are
getting the same kind of baloney _when we try to do something
about rural areas.

The Area Redevelopment Administration. Frank Fernbach sat
on it, and I sat on it,-and a number of you appeared before it or
have sat on thcse boards, and you know what you can get into
when you try to get something going. You run into articles such
as the one in the Reader's Digest, which-were pure libel and where
they make a major issue when an REA cGnperative has loaned
enough money to a ski resort to help them build the kind of
equipment enabling them .to --rtin a niodern and highly profitable
establishment and, at the- same time,- making REA's more self-
sustaining and creating job opportunities in areas where there is
little opportunity for additional employment, in areas where there
were no job opportunities. The power companies cried foul and
so we got rules that you cOuld hardly' do that.

Last year when we tried to get the community development
through, who caine in andiought us right down the line? Basically,
the members of the chambers of commerce. The representative of
the Chamber of Commerce of Jackson, Miss. came in and opposed
the community development program. What he objected to was a
greater tax base and an improvement in the wage situation in
Jackson. What we were interested in was exactly the oriposite
thing.. We weren't able to pass it. This is our problem. The press
hasn't done a very good job for us. The charities have been largely
impotent. The churches themselves are simply too -few to get
these jobs done. So some of the basic legislation that we need we
cannot get on the books. Planning in the rural area iS immoral
but planning is a basic part of our urban development. We have
to have it. We have known about it for a lonk time.

I had a letter the other day from the man who was chairman
of the committee and who won the last $10,000 prize for the
National Grange in Spencer, N. Y. He is now the chairman. He
wrote me a dozen questions. Where do we find the answers to
these problems? What do I tell these people whdn they ask me
these problems about how can we get the "kind of planning we
-need? If we cannot get it, there is no way we can tell him we- can
get it under our present setup, nor can we get it until we get some
kind of half-decent rural program.The Department of Agriculture tried. They simply shifted
some things over and made them available and they got trouble
all the way down the line for something that Congress was un-

- willing to put down. I think we have some basic questions. I am
not going to get into these on education. You know what the



problem is on education. have heard it over and over again.
I would point out that according to the survey that was made in
Los Angeles in connection with the Watts riot by the Department
of Commercethis is part of the testimonythat the functional
illiteracy isp. a great deal higher than the illiteracy Measured iby
grades completed in school. I was amazed to read of the number
of people, the percentage 'of people, who were unemployed in that
area and. who were high school graduates. The statistics are Tin
the testimony. Education at the high school level is not of amid
by itself an answer to the problem unless they are educated to
live in the world into which they are going, and many of these
people are educated to live in the world where they are now andthere is no opportunity for them now. Our wkole concept of
education, not only in terms of the level we want them to attain
but in berms of the kind of education we must have, has to have
some Changes in it according to the research we are doing at the
present time.

I think we have to face some basic problems .as a people. The
problem of monopoly within agriculture. When the Grange cameinto the picture, it was to fight the monopoly outside of agricul-ture. Now the_ monopolies are within our structure. They are
not outiSide any More.

The. Ifislocation of our people. This is a problem of monopoly
and is one of the greatest potential threats.

The need of a national land policy instead of a laissez faireapproach to land allocation, and instead of a policy which seems
to allow Air vast holding of land while at the same time We areinstructing our AID people and all of our enlbassies overseas toinsist on land reform as the basis for the granting of aid: At the
same time we are pursuing precisely the policinf% as to 1,0camulti-
tion and concentration that we are telling itiatti itt-1,w4exactly
wrong in those overseas areas we are trying 'to -help. We ought
to let our right hand know, what -our left hand is doing-once in awhile.

In the final analysis, the greatest problem is how are we goingto reverse the outflow, of limited capital that goes out of agri-culture in terms of prices, -in..terms of ,educatiov, in terms of in-vestment, people, and human resources that go out and never
come back, an investment that moves from _what little has beengarnered in agricultural centers into the nonagricultural centers.We can do this partly by reinvestment in plant facilities in theareas where there are no job opportunities.

In the final analysis, I am a disciple of Professor Rossiter ofHarvard, that it can be done only by the influx of capital thathas only one source. That is the government. This is the one Ithink to which we have to direct ourselves. We are not going tocome up to any real quick answers, and they are not going to beeasy to pass if we do get them ready for legislation. We'are infor a long hard pull, but as President Kennedy. said, "Let us beginwith it." Let us get started doing this Job.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Graham, even though this has been a fullday and you are the last gentleman to testify, it is delightful tohave such constructive and refreshing testimony here.



Before I open up for questions, I am going to trespass on my
friends here at the table and ask what part of Illinois are_ you
from?

Mr. GRAHAM : Montgomery County down around Hillsboro.,
Fillmore. Anybody who doesn't think that- was a _ poverty area
better think again.

The CHAIRMAN Do you have any questions?
Mr. BONNEN : I. am puzzled about your dual economy notion.

I recognize now that in this public decision-making process that
rural life, and agriculture in particular, probably doesn't wield
the ldnd of leverage which would allow it to offset business and
labor, which you have described as constituting the effectively
organized and wielding considerable organized political power.
You seem to take this back in time. I have always been under the
impression that there was a day back there when rural legislators
and agricultural interests pretty well dominated our decision-mak-
ing process and not too long ago at that. In the thirties.

Mr. GRAHAM : I am sure this- is true as far as dominating it.
I don't think the fact that they dominated it meant that they
answered very much. Farm programs were unthought of. So were
labok unions in the terms we have today. So we spent most of our
time in trying toi (control big business. This was the major thrust
for many years ofhistory.

Mr. BONNEN : This was the Populist reaction?
Mr. GRAHAM : Yed, and I think of the general population of

America, which was primarily rural, But vvr boe--11, pr-otectixig
industry. The first, act of the yer-y first ozaw: where ivou had

,Trifitton T EOM= debate, and namilton won, ard industry
followed Hamilton. But agriculture, although Hamilton INt'ain that
debate, emotionally followed Jefferson. When we came. iirotcr the
11)30's, especially in the 1930's, we began to protect labtn,
mum wagefirst of all, minimum hours and wages, areit tkiese
increased, and ,of course I have no objection. I think this-Was our
salvation. Then we protected their surplus. Then frnveft, tUeir
surplus, unemployment insurance. We protected our indaistrly by
various tariffs, 180 percent tariff on chemical goods at thq_present
time. This is part of the picture.

All of our legislation improved inconie for labor and pa'oteted
it .once it was improved. There has been afio regression.E.aatt the
legislation we passed for agriculture improved -it only:stightly
and left it-open to much regression and recession, and titamonse-
quence has been that there has been a pretty steady prc,4, ss in
lab6r income and in profits of industry that has gone right Along,
but thn curve on agricultural income just doesn't follow', the rest
'of the ,curve at all. Except in time of war, they have stA sub-
stantiailly below the rest of these curves all the time untilically
you halve two, levels of the economy. One is urban and hisusstrial.
'The otkier fis rural.

-Mr. MON:NEN: What you are saying is that rural politins had
the power ,and they didn't exercise it in, their own interet?

_Mr. (GRAMAM : Right.
,MrONNEN : ,The other thing I would like to askiyou say

that we solve the poverty problems on farms by raftsingetices?
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Mr. GRAHAM : Not all of it.
Mr. BONNEN : Some of it anyway. There is an area here where

it is very difficult. They aren't welfare problems. These people
aren't indigent units but they are not effective.

Mr. GRAHAM : This is the so-called underemployed group which
means they are either -now existing by living on the farm, putting
in part-time farming, part-time industrial work. I have a neigh-
bor who used to be there. He was a successful farmer as long as
his wife could make $9,000 a year teaching school. This is the
kind of thing I am talking about. These people's problems cannot
be solved by welfare problems, by farm programs. Their problems
can only be solved by alternate supplemental farming available
within a reasonable area.

Mr. BONNEN : Are you-suggesting that we raise prices to all
farmers or just to this group?

Mr. GRAHAM : To all farmers.
Mr. BONNEN : To all farmers. What do. you mean about this

production process that responds to price? You are going to have
this creation of excess capacity-. You know this problem of pricing
ourselves into a hole. How would you take care of this probletd?
How would you limit production? As a part of that, would you
join Jim Patton on licensing, a feature of controlling output here
-as in industry?

.1V1r. GRAHAM : We have had this resolution to license farmers
befcre the National Grange for the last 3 years. We haven't
turned it down really, but we haven't been looking at it either.
We are not ready to commit. ourselVes on it. I think this comes
into this- area of the large corporate structare coming in and
dislocating whole areas. This has application here. There are
other ways of limiting production among the people you already
have. I think the wheat progiam is an_especially good example,
where NW :.a de it profitable to produce the wheat that is needed
and unprofitable for the wheat that isn't needed. We made checks.
We made the two-price system. This made some sense. Who wculd
have believed 3 years ago when we were talking about this for
the first time that the wheat situation wwild exist that we see
today? Who would have thought it would have been possible? I
think it is possible to do it in areas other than this one. It is
going to take a mountain of discipline that many of our farmers
are just not willing to submit themselves to at this point. The
wheat farmers weren't either. I would bet that the wheat refer-
endum that we have todayit would pass by 85 percent because
of the experience in times gone by. But they are scared to death
of government controls..

The CHAIRMAN : Do we have any other questions?
Mr. FORD: I would just like to ask one question, and I don't

want to prolong the-discussion-unnecessarily. You are the first
witness who has biought up this question of the development of
monopolies in agriculture. Would you care to tell us what jou are
referring to in this?Yes. I think the whole field of vertical integra-
tion is a threat to the owner-operator or family type of farming,
even of reasonable-sized farms. The people are put at the mercy
of the judgment of one person. We have in the testimony that was
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before the Senate committee last year on 109 a gentleman whocame up from Arkansas, who had built a broiler biness, built
the facilities for 50,000 broilers, which is not immaterial. Youdon't call this a marginal operation, 50,000 at ciiie time. Becausehe had helped or tried to help to organize the bargaining associa-tion, he had been _blacklisted for 3 years, and he sat there withtears in his eyes and told how he and his taiily had gone outon the road to collect the returnable bottles to sell to the stores
to buy the groceries and he had a 50,000 broiler operation sittingthere that he couldn't use. This is a way to put people in povertypretty fast, you see. I remember up in upstate New York in thisintegration process where one of the cooperatives got into it andthey decided all at once that they wouldn't stay in it. In themeantime a man who had a 10,000 broiler operation had been
encouraged to go to 50,000, and then the cooperative pulled out
and this bankrupted 79 farmers in 1 week. Whole life savingsof rather elderly people automatically were wiped out.This is the kind of thing we have been careful about. I thinkthe whole concept of packer feeding which, if a packer hasenough, and it doesn't take very many animals to be put into themarket at a particular time when the market starts to firm up,and he can buy them back at hi prices. This is one of the waysof depressing agriculture even when you have a reasonably goodsystem. It is the denial of the same competitive market that thesepeople scream about wanting to protect. That is, when we talkabout government controls.

This destroys competitive markets, they say. But they are theones who destroy it. I think the situation in southern California
where the Southern Pacific Railroad still owns 220,000 acres thatthey got from the Federal Government, the old patent grants--this is the kind of situation where when you look out across thatareaand I flew, down across _that area as a gueston the wholewest side-of that valley the only place you see a farm house isat a central' location and you will see 25 little houses for theworkers and then miles where you see no buildings at all. Thenif you go on the east side of the valley, you have the family farmtype structures and a pretty profitable one, and you see citiesand smaller towns and orchards and whatever is going on.I think just yesterdayI believe- it was CFK, whatever thatmeant, in Kansas City, a business that was stopping their opera-tion and trying to buy 80,000 acres of grain land to operate aspart of a big syndicate. Now, this is the situation, this is thedestruction of the kind of agriculture that has been the securityof America.

Why it is that we want to destroy that which has made usgreat and strong is something that is difficult for me to under-stand. I remember the words from the Deserted Village that youmay recall : "But-a bold peasantry, their country's pride, whenonce destroyed, can never be supplied."
I think we are in danger of being destroyed. I prefer to answermany of these problems in the country. If you can think of whenthe cotton was mechanized, we missed a program- to immediately

move into Mississippi to absorb the laborers that were dispos-sessed not only of jobs but of tie Aoppr place they had lived all
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their lives. We absorbed a lot of those people, who shouldn't have
been lost, in Detroit or Harlem and some of these children in
this fair city of ours. But we sent them out completely Unpre-
pared to live in a completely complicated life that they find in a
city such as Washington. The high school education that they
receive is relatively meaningless in situations like this.

I am reminded of another story, and with this I will quit.
This is about the fellow who told how they decided in this par-
ticular -asylum for the insane to let the man go up for the board
of review. They put him in the kitchen to mop up the floor and
they turned a hose on. If he just kept mopping and left the hose
on, they figured he was still insane. Otherwise, he was all right.
We are doing a little of this. We are simply transferring them
into Watts.I remember some of the testimony in -the poverty hearing. I
remember some of them saying it wasn't anybody's business, and
it wasn't the government's business. I remember Representative
Bell saying, "Well, when 10,000 people move into my district
every year and they can't sign their name to an application for
a job, that becomes some of my business."

We went down here to the Museum of Science and ,Technology
a couple of months ago and took some friends there, and there
were two big Negro boys walking along in front of us, young men.
They came along beside these exhibits of primitive American
structures in this great museum, and it was stated on a card what
the exhibit was. One fellow turned to the c,ther. He said, "Readme"it kind of shook me--"read me what it say there." This
boy was old enough to read. We don't blame him, but we blame
the society that is concerned.

Gentlemen, you have been very patient. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: All right. We will adjourn until tomorrow.



February 16, 1967
MORNING SSION

The CHAIRMAN : Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. My
name is Miles Stanley. I will be presiding at today's session.

I am happy to welcome an old friend of 'mine from the early days
of the Area Redevelopment Administration, a man who helped get
that agency off the ground and has contributed much in terms of
total economic development of depressed areas in this country, and
I know of no man who is better qualified to speak on our programs
than Mr. Sar A. Levitan, now with Upjohn Institute.

STATEMlasTT O SAR A. LEVITAN
Mr. IiEviTAN : Thank you.Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement which I gave to

Dr. Bishop before the session opened. In the interest of conserving
time, it might be best to summarize the prepared statement which
comments briefly on existing federally supported programs in aid
of the rural poor and suggests feasible priority programs for the
immediate future.It is essential to bear in mind that too frequently programs thatare designed with the most noble ends in mind fail to meet in-
tended goals. The diverse agricultural programs, which are most
relevant for the purposes of this Commission, are an excellent
case in point. Whatever justifications there may be for these multi-
billion dollar agricultural programs, they certainly are not effective
in fighting poverty. Frequently, I would suggest, the opposite is
the case. .

It is also regrettable that the more recent alAipoverty Programs
have also largely failed to reach the rural poor.. Unlike the agricul-
tural programs, the intent of these programs is to aid the poor andthe 0E0 is trying its best to .aid the rural poor, but there are
certain inherent difficulties that present obstacles t6 an effective
implementation of rural antipoverty programs.

Most rural communities are not equipped to receive their fair
share of the total antipoverty, dollar. The problem is not only lack
of rural sophistication in the art of grantsmanship, but it is also
inherent in the lack of facilities and unavailability of "delegateagencies" which would undertake the administration of anti-
poverty programs.

It is little wonder, therefore, that the antipoverty programs have
created disillusionment, The advocates of the "War on Poverty"
have anticipated quicker results and, while the achievements of the
new programs, at least as far as rural areas are concerned, have
been minimal, the anticipations generated by 0E0 publicity and
promises have been -much more successful. The programs inaugu-
rated under the Economic Opportunity Act and related measures
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stress rehabilitation of the poor and even under the most favorable
circumstances the measurable impact is going to be slow. The dis-
illusionment in existing programs has created a clamor for income
support schemes which will help immediately to alleviate poverty,
if not raise the poor out of poverty. Within the time allotted, I
cannot develop the inherent difficulties that underlie the pertinent
widely publicized proposals of negative income tax, family allow-
ances, or- related proposals, but I would urge that we take a hard
critical look at the likely consequences of these programs before
we support these schemes as a cure for fighting poverty.

During the past 20 years, to take just the post-World War II
period, there has been a Continuing decline in agricultural employ-
ment. The average agricultural labor force in 1966 was 4.2 million,
a decline of more than 50 percent in-two decades. While authorities
might disagree as to what the needed size of the farm labor force
should be, and the Advisory -Commission has outstanding author-
ities on the subject, experts generally agree that the current farm
labor force is still too large to support the remaining agricultural
labor force. It is estimated that an efficient operation of our agri-
-cultural industries could do with about 1 million people. Let's
double the -fiure and say that we need 2 million people in agri-
culture, and that is certainly a generous estimate.

This meana that we still have, despite the rapid decline in agri-
cultural labor_ force, a large _surplus of labor and that we Will
have to rely upon migration in order to provide those who remain
on the farm the opportunity for a dec-ent livelihood.

When times are good, migration from rural areas -accelerates.
For instance, last year when jobs were plentiful- in many urban
areas, farm labor deelified by about 400,000.

In addition, there is also a vast surplus of labor supply in rural
areas, not occupied in agriculture. In_ short, the major economic
problem in rural areas is the lack of job opportunities.

An attempt to provide a decent income support program, or a
guaranteed income, would discourage migration from rural areas,
and in the absence of employment opportunities in rural America,
the result is bound to be that large groupsand I hate to use the
word--would be living on the dole.

It would be unrealistic, indeed irrational, to expect an unskilled
farm laborer or underemployed rural-worker to seek his_economic
fortune elsewhere if he were guaranteed an income. There are
other inherent pitfalls in the promises of a guaranteed income, but_
there is not enough time to elaborate on these problems. Assuming
even that the guaranteed income plans will work, few expect that
these proposals will be adopted in the near future. For the shorter
run we need to concentrate on more realistic plans.

We are therefore faced with the inescapable conclusion that we
have to rely in the immediate years ahead upon migration in
order to reduce rural population to a manageable proportion and
that those who remain on the farm will be able to expect a decent
living from agriculture.

To reduce pressures of migration upon metropolitan areas and
to ease rural mobility, economic planners have favored decentral-
ization of economic growth and expansion, bringing jobs closer
to the rural unemployed and underemployed. This is basically the



economic rationale of the Economic Development Act and itspredecessor the Area Redevelopment Act, the Appalachian Com-mission and the other commissions which are now being developed.
Conceptually, as Mr. Stanley has suggested, the plan is sound andit can be justified on social and economic grounds.But I doubt that these programs can ever work on a broadbasis. In the long run, as economists are prone to say, this maybe an adequate solution, but I am talking about the immediateprobkms of the rural poor. Their problems are urgent and it isunrealistic to hope that the present programs will help supportsufficient growth areas and bring a sufficient number of jobswithin commuting distance of most of the rural poor.I submit that it is more realistic to rely upon migration of therural poor to places where jobs are available, provided, of course,that the Government is going to carry out- its commitment,namely, that there would be ample jobs for the poor outside ofrural America.

In other words, the first and prime Federal responsibility tothe rural poor, as well as to the poor elsewhere except those who
are too ill, too old, or unable to work, is to assure a sustained"fuller employment" economy, to use the unfortunate phrasecoined recently by the Council of Economic Advisers. And forthose who cannot seciire_a job in the free market, the governmentshould stand ready to piovide jobs for them or to subsidize theiremployment. There are amPle jobs to be done in every community,and where there is surplus labor, the Government should assumethe responsibilty of providing these people with jobs, but I amafraid that for the time being this would be again wishful think-ing. For the short rim, the President has already spelled out hisbudget and it is hardly likely that the 90th Congress is going toprovide more welfare legislation or greater Government ex-penditures for the poor than the President has asked.

Our anticipations for the immediate future must therefore bemuch more modest. Given the budgetary constraints, it wouldappear that the most effective help that the Government canprovide is to channel migration out of rural areas.First, the Government can help to rationalize migration, tohelp those who are willing to move from impoverished ruralareas to places where jobs are available. It is a well-known factthat present migration is not based on sound information andthe migrants do not know about the best alternatives open tothem. The vast network of Governinent employment offices andagricultural extension services could, be used, if they would co-operate . in the dissemination of information advising potentialmigrants about labor shortage areas where they are most likelyto secure jobs, suitable for their limited skills.
Once migration takes place, I think the Government can do agreat deal in helping the migrants in the areas to which theymove. At present, many migrants, possibly the majoety, end upin- slums in the larger cities. The Government could provide somekind of temporary housing until the migrants acclimate to theirnew surroundings. As an integral part of Government-supported

hostelries, social services should be provided for the migrants tohelp them not only with the obvious need of getting jobs and



placing children in schools and getting generally acquainted with
the-community, but also help the families with problems that are
1:;.cilliar to urban living with which many of the rural poor are
not acquainted.

This would not be too costly a program. And 1 think that it
could be accomplished under current budgetary constraints and
that it would be a most effective program. There is nothing new
about this suggestion. The Government has provided these ser-
vices. for Hungarian refugees more than a decade ago and more
recently for Cuban migrants.

I would also suggest that the.. Government could do much more
in rural areas, as well as in the rest of the country, by providing
more energetic assistance in family planning, which would reduce
the number of unwanted children in poor families, the future
candidates of poverty. At present, while the Government is spend-
ing hundreds of millions on various antipoverty programs of
doubtful merit, only- $4 million is being spent this year by the
Office of Economic Opportunity for family planning.

I am afraid to finish, because I know I have said things that
might not be popular with some members of this distinguished
Commission. The wisest thing, therefore, would be to filibuster
until the time alloted to me has expired. But instead of taking
this wiser course, I will stop with these very modest suggestions
of things that can be accomplished during the balance of fiscal
1967 and during the coming year.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much. I was interested in the

merits at the outset, because this has been an area that several
witnesses during the course of the Commission's hearings have
touched on, the lack of leadership in rural areas.

I believe that it was strongly implied or stated in your opening
remarks that this was one of the problems. What Government
vehicles are available currently, and what should be made avail-
able, maybe to help this particular situation ?

Mr. LEvITAN : I believe that the community action approach is
appropriate. It is based on a sound concept. If the poor are to be
helped, they should be given an opportunity to participate in
developing programs on their behalf. It is a basic democratic
principle.

But I doubt whether the Federal Government is in a position
to support programs which will depend upon the development of
indigenous leadership. It is a political problem. In some areas
this may mean a greater measure of civil rights and exercise of
leadership by Negroes which would be opposed by potent political
forces. But racial problems is only one of many obstacles to
Federal support of community action programs. It is not at all
dear, and the experience during the past 2 years would provide
ample .room for questioning whether the Federal Government is
in a position to finance organizations or programs which would
oppose the established order in States or localities.

In a few communities local action agencies have gotten away
with it. But in most cases they have.not been successful and only
too frequently. Federal funds dry up when local community
agencies buck the established order.



It would therefore seem to me, Mr. Stanley, that the develop-
ment and support of local leadership must come from private
organizations such as yours and, in- rural areas, hopefully, from
farm organizations. But I would not rely too much upon Govern-
ment programs supporting the development of leadership whose
goal is to change the institutions which will be opposed by vested
groups iirD tbEge'n- communities.

The CC1==-.1.A.rEaw..AN: I want to pursue this one moment more. Are
you aw-ia. unagifer Title I of the Higher- ducation Act there are
funds awalilabale- to, primarily, land-grantlinstitutions to aid in the
development svf community leadership?

It seems !La me that this could well be used, these funds, moreof the Title tds
Mr: : I agree with you, Mr. Stanley, in principle, but,

again,. I doubt whether it would be realistic to hope that the .

development of necessary community leadership to develop and'
administer programs to fight poverty would come from land-grant
colleges,- which are basically conservative organizations. And I
doubt very much that they would all of a sudden be interested in
running programs in aid of the poor or developing indigenous
leadership.

It isn't that I think Government money is tainted ; I am more
inclined to think that lain't enough, but I just don't think that
land grant colleges and the extension service would become in-
terested in or actively work in favor of programs of organizing
the poor.

I. suspect that it isn't a queStion of money, the funds are there.
But the chances are that it would be used to organize another
seminar or some kind of conference, but not for the purposes
that you seem to favor.

The CHAIRMAN: Do any Commission members on my right wishto inquire?
Mr. RUDDER: Yes. I would like to pursue this land grant policya little further.

happen to be president of one, and we are working with
pockets of poverty in various areas, and it strikes me that your
philosophy here that it will be used for another seminar or some-thing of this sort Could be very easily controlled in the project
itself, when you apply for these monies, as to what might be done.

I have a. good philosophy of believing that the total resources
of the- University should be made available to the people, and Ido not know that I agree completely with what you said.

I. know there is a reluctance on their part to get out and gettheir hands dirty in poverty, shall we say, but there is no reasonthat they can't be involved in it, and through your extensionservices in particular there is no reason why the total facilities
of the university couldn't be made available.

Mr. LEVITAN : I am sure that you know more about the subject
than I do, and I would defer to your expert knowledge. However,I wonder 'how many extension services offer courses in basicliteracy or in helping to train the rural poor to get jobs.

Mr. RUDDER : I, am sure it's very 'limited at the moment, but I
still say there is no reason it couldn't be.



Mr. LEVITAN : There As 41.w reason at all why they couldn't do it,
but I simply don't e30-gefet dirat they would.. I would like to make
it clear that I am tanking ablaut nsivx best friends and next mointh
I, myself, am going tEER be proftssor. I just don't ex:pect ttlitat
college professors will afnanwe theirlavell-established past-practimes
and I expect that they -Alizillssmmtinufge. to be more interested in ifineir
specialities than in eximenalligg theiir-energies on aiding -;the poor.

Mr. STANI.,EY: Mr. lane)._
Mr. KING : You toualnedsam a virrzr-practical subject there. You

said, I. think, and I w.D.1 moirte-in layman terms, that there
is going to be a migrationi "Auto are:cities and we are not going
to change it, so let's cuide it irc -tile direction of where there
are jobs.

Perhaps ml the smattlair- cidties larger towns is where it
should go, instead of- 'scuousay--going- into the bigger cities.ft Mil

and piling Aip, as we himweilmd so nauch testimony about.
Is that what you intenrded to saki
Mr. LEVITAN : Yes, sic. The history of United States migration,

whether people crossed:the ocean or whether they mOved from
one area to the other Within the United States, has been in waves,
usually following family or neighbors who have migrated to cer-
tain areas. However, there are many smaller, communities where
employers go begging for workers, particularly in the present
economy with many tight labor markets. Under the circumstances.
the -Government can be most effective in channeling migration of
potential workers to tight labor market areas and many of these
can be smaller communities where the employers would be willing
to train the workers.

Mr. KING : In other words, get it in the testimony as a recom-
mendation that guided migration is in order rather than promis-
cuous migration.

Mr. LEVITAN : I might add, Mr. King, that what I am suggest-
ing is not really new. As I already mentioned, we have done much
in the case of the Hungarian refugees, about 50,000 of them, I
think, who came in about a decade ago, and we have done the
same more recently for the Cuban migrants.

During the past few years, the Government has also subsidized
some domestic migration, but this has been done on an experi-
mental basis. I am suggesting that we apply the lessons we learned
in connection with channeling the Hungarian, Cuban, and the ex-
perimental domestié migration on a broader scale to help the rural
unemployed or underemployed poor.

Migration from rural America to towns and larger urban areas
will continue. And most-of the people who migrate will not need
any help, but I believe that a great many of the rural migrants
with less than a high school education face very real social and
economic problems in acclimating to their new environment and
that the new migrants create very serious problems at great
social and economic cost to the urban areas. However, if the
migration 1ihad beent(e eledvand the necessary social services
were provided for tihemilgrants, I think that a great many ,of the
problems could havire beam alleviated.

The CHAIRMAN : Hard?
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Mr. FoRD: Mr. Levitan, I am familiar wr -your evaluation ofthe ARA program, which I think is very somnd, a very soundstudy. You have talked here about some of tlu-a short-range solu-tions that might be offered. I. would like to look at the long-rangeones for a little bit.
What do you see as present deficiencies in the programs thatthe Government is developing, and what proposals might youhave for putting these programs on a sounder !basis or remedyingdeficiencies which you see in the current programs?
Mr. LEVITAN : That's quite an order, Dr. Ford.Mr. FORD : I realize that.
Mr. LEVITAN : Let me emphasize, again, Dr. Ford, that I amtalking about short-run remedies. Taking a longer view, I wouldfirst place greater emphasis upon education. "There is nothingnovel about it, but a sound program does not have to be-novel inorder to be right. I think that once we get rid of Vietnam, andwe-all hope that this will be soon, the Federal Government wouldinvest a portion of the current vast burdens that Vietnamcreates in developing a better education for rural poor as well asin other areas:.
Talking about the longer run, there is no reasou why theFederal Government cannot invest several billion dollars annuallyto build necessary school facilities and to increase salaries ofteachers in slum areas as well as in rural areas. I believe that thebest way the Federal Government can do that is by makinggrants-in-aid to States, insisting that the funds be allocated bythe states to the neediest areas and that national goals of fightingnwerty and providing a better education in impoverished areasbe accomplished. At present, as you know, under Title I of theElementary and Secondary Education Act, the Federal Govern-ment spends three times as much per poor child in Westchester,N. Y., or nearby Montgomery. County than in the neediest ruralareas.

Secondly, as I believe I already suggested, the Government couldassume greater responsibility than it does now "as an employerof last resort." Under some of the antipoverty programs theGovernment is already 'doing this, but it can do more. And. thepresent unemployed and underemployed workers can provide muchneeded improvements in social services. Every community hasmany jobs to be done. It does not have to be leaf-raking type ofwork, as the experience during the depression has shown. I recalla cartoon from those days. Two dowagers looking at a magni-ficent bridge, as one lady said to the other, "You mean, Mabel,they built it all -leaning on their shovels?" A great deal of usefulpublic work was done under WPA, PWA, and other depressionprograms and it can be done today, again, when times are general-ly prosperous.
Thirdly, as -Mr. Stanley has suggested before, I would expendgreater resources in bringing jobs to communities instead offorcing unemployed rural people to migrate to urban areas. Ithink that we can do a great deal more than we do now in Ap-palachia and other depressed areas, provided, however, that wehave, and this is a sine qua non, sustained high employment.
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Fourthly, I would improve the present income support pro-

grams, raising Minimum social secttrity benefits ,and public as-

sistance payments. In -WO many States the payments are too low

and the way the public assistance program is now administered,

it may help alleviate poverty but -certainly not to reduce the

number of poor. It does not provide.any incentives to recipients

to escape poverty. Under present prarctice, any earnings 9f people

on public assistance is reduced from Tayments made to them, and

this arnoulits to a 100 percent "tax" on their earniings. And if a

recipient of public assistance is lucky enough to get a job, she

(as you know, most of the public assistance recipients are women)

loses any entitlement to welfare payments. But if she loses her

job, it may, normally take months until -she can be reinstated on

public. assistance. Under the system it is perfectly rational for

recipients not to attempt to secure any work.

President Johnson has recently :suggested that a family on

public assistance be allowed to make as much as '$150 a month

before the earnings are deducted -from their relief payments.

He also proposed that States provide the total basic needs of

public assistance recipients. Unfortunately, there is little liken-

hbod--that Congress will approve the President's recommendations.

I thiiik that the level of public assistance benefits in most States

should be improved as suggested by President Johnson and the

-adMinistration should be overhauled somewhat along the lines

also suggested by the President.
Finally, looking at the more distant future, and my crystal

ball gets somewhat clouded, I would hope that someday we will

achieve a guaranteed income for all. But this, I am afraid, will

have to take a little longer.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much. We will take two quick

questions from this side.
Mr. BONNEN : Sir, the weight of the testimony so far suggests

that we not control migration, but that we slow it down. What is

your opinion on this, on social policy reasons ---
Mr. LEVITAN (interrupting) : Let's not say controlled. Let's,tsay

channeled migration.
Mr. BONNEN : All right.
Mr. LEVITAN : Given the existing progrpms, I do not believe that

we can slow down migration. If we have a "fuller employment"

economy, which is the latest phrase, and if jobs are available in

some areas, the rural poor will migrate. If the choice is between

living on subsistence and the opportunity, for a job, the unemploy-

ed and underemployed rural poor will take the latter.
I am told that there is some virtue in living on a farm or in

the clean pure rural air, but I fail to see the superiority of this

kind of life if there is no minimum income associated with it.

Mr. BONNEN : The proposals that -were suggested in most cases

involved shifting your policies so that you created more job op-

portunities in rural areas consciously relative to urban than what

is happening naturally, in,pther words.
Mr. LEVITAN: As I believel suggested earlier and I know that

I said it in my prepared statement, this concept is sound, but it

is difficult to implement it, as the history of ARA, EDA, and the

Appalachian Act indicate. In the early days of ARA, when
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average national unemployment exceeded,6 percent, it was kitacult
to justify the creation of jobs in depressed areas when walla:kers,
many of them skilled, were going begging for jobs in other ureas.

Skipping to the more recent experience, since the accelvatiom
of the war in Vietnam and the reduction of unemployment below
the 4-percent level, the demand for labor in many awes" mulch
of it created by military needs, is immediate and preasing; Many
employers have to fill orders, some of which depend upon milCitary
needs in Vietnam. Under the circumstances, an employer its not
ready to start a new plant which will take a year or more befbre
he can fill his orders.

Of course, the Government can help channel jobs to rurahlalioor
surplus areas by compulsion. For example, under the
law, an employer has to obtain a permit to build a plant, amd,
frequently the Government refuses the permit if he wan* to
build the new facility in a congested area. So far we have regrAdted.
this approach.

I believe, however, that an effective Government program of
channeling industry to depressed areas can work only daring a
period of sustained "fuller employment." Under those circum-
stances, employers needing new facilities and additionaL labor
will themselves seek out labor surplus areas, and Government sub-
sidies would ,help accelerate the process. This basically has been
the experience of Germany during the past decade. But mi our
present -climate, when a great deal of the labor shortage is tbased
on a war economy and crisis, I don't think that it is realisdic to
expect that the Government would be abbe to channel industry to
depressed rural areas or that industry_ would expand sufficrently
when the demand is temporary and may disappear on short 'order.

311r. BONNEN : Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Gallegos?
Mr. GALLEGOS : Your comments dealing with channeled migra-

tion and reference to the migrants, that is, the Hungarians, what
has --been done, some of the successes there, they don't in some
ways have the same complexities of the rural poor.

Hungarians can learn to speak English, and they are not faced
with the obstacles of color and other things which make it more
difficult to get into the labor market.

My other question is, in the light of experience we have hadwith youth working on the programs- in urban areas, are there
any chances for developing comparable programs in rurall areas,
not only to provide skills, but in terms-of providing leadership?

Mr. LEVITAN : Taking the latter question first, you are raising,sir, a very difficult problem. In too many cases in rural areasthere just aren't the facilities for training youth. But then a
subsidiary problem arises. If training facilities are available, for
what are they to be_ -trained, if jobs are not available? The most
promising possibility is to train for migration.

As far as the first part of your comment is concerned, I thinkI am a little more optimistic than your vbservation seems to
suggest. I believe that the best cure for color discrimination, at
least as far as employment is concerned, is a high emlifibyment
,economy. Given a sustained high level of demand, say 3.51ipercent
unemployment, I believe that employers will be only tow happy
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to forego discrimination if labor shortages exist. Discrimination
is a luxury which they can practice in a looser labor market and
as long as they have a choice between a white and a Negro or a
Mexican, color preference might predominate.

As long as the employer needs only part of the available
workers, then he finds reasons why he shouldn't hire a Negro or
a Mexican or a Hungarian, or whichever is his pet discrimination.
But a great deal of such discrimination tends to evaporate in a
tight labor market.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much, Mr. Levitan. We ap-
preciate very much your being here and presenting your state-
ment. Did you leave a copy of your statement?

Mr. LEVITAN : Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN : We are going to miss you at Upjohn. Where

are you going?
Mr. LEVITAN The George Washington University.
The CHAIRMAN : Good morning, Dr. Chinitz, it's good to see you

again. _

Mr. Chinitz is a former Deputy Assistant to the Secretary of
Commerce for Economic Development, and I have had the op-
portunity of working with him over a nuniber of years. I am
glad to welcome you. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF BEN CHINITZ
Mr. CHINrrz : Thank you very /much.
In the interests of conserving tiime, I would like to read my

statement, because I can assure you that a summary would take
longer. (Laughter.)

Rural poverty and urban poverty differ in at least one crucial
aspect. In the case of urban poverty, the association of individual
poverty and area poverty is very weak.

In the case of rural poverty, the association
poverty and area poverty is very strong. True, the neighbor-
hoods in which poor urbanites live are often also very poor, but
the level of income in the larger community is typically high, ard
often very high.

As evidence of this, I cite the fact that very few cities are
currently eligible for assistance under the Public Works and
Economic Development Act. When they do qualify, it is typically
on grounds of high unemployment rather than on low income.

The bulk of the counties which qualify on-the basis of low in-
come are rural. This suggests that rural poverty has a strong
regional or locational dimension.

The attack on urban poverty may require that we take measures
through public action to strengthen the economic base of the
central cities of our larger metropolitan areas, and more speci-
fically the ghetto areas.

My former associate and boss in the Economic Development
Administration, Eugene Foley, waQk convinced that this had to
be done, and urge.' on Congress the passage of an amendment
which would have qualified ghetto urban areas for assistance
under the Economic Development Act.

Although I am Sympathetic to this view, I am more convinced
that in the attack on rural poverty the role of regional programs
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is paramount. Here we must deal with the economy, and not justthe people.
Many, if not most, of my colleagues in-the economics professiondo not agree with this position. They are convinced that the mostefficient solution to rural poverty is migration to urban areas,a process which has been underway without interruption for atleast 200 years, and indeed no one can doubt that urbanizationhas been a powerful force in raising living standards in ourcountry.
But the question we now face is whether migration is apractical and preferred solution to the residual poverty whichpersists in rural areas. We have not -fut obstacles in the path ofmigration, and yet it has failed to do the whole job.We could promote migration through Government programs,and we are doing a bit of this, but it isn't at all obvious thatthis is a more effective way to deal with the problem.We have a number, of reservations. We are increasingly skep-tical of the presumed identity between the private and socialcosts and benefits of migration from rural to urban areas. Ourlarge cities are in trouble, and the cost imposed by the in-migra-tion of rural population is no small part of their problem, andwe wonder whether the cost of adapting the rural grant to theurban setting in our large cities is in fact less than the cost ofincreasing the productivity in the economy where he originates.So far in our national policy we have failed to perceive in thearea development program, whether under ARA or EDA, analternative to the more rapid growth of our large urban areas.This perspective has been present in area development programsin Western Europe and th& United Kingdom.The Congress bent over lbackwards to avoid this conception.Thus, both ARA and EDA Yo not and did not have the authorityto extend financial assistance if the effect would be to relocateindustry from one area to another.
What i!.4 important is that neither program was funded at alevel which would make it possible to make a real impact in morethan a few areas.
I do not mean to suggest that it is possible to solve the problemof rural poverty through the stimulation of the local economyalone. Even if the genesis of rural poverty is locational, theeffect of poverty is still the same in terms of the underdevelop-ment of human resources. Area programs must be complementedby people programs.
Furthermore, the stimulation of economic development mustbe accompanied by urbanization on at least a modest scale. Astrictly rural pattern in areas where natural resources providefew employment opportunities is inconsistent with the require-s_ grits of a modern economy in which service industries dominate.In this regard, I find the concept of development districts inboth thy' Public Works and Economic Development Act and theAppalachian Regional Development Act a very promising innova-tion. The district is an area which encompasses within its bord-ers both depressed and prosperous communities in both urbanand rural patterns of settlement.
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The intent of legislation is to encourage the kind of planning
which takes into account the interdependence of neighboring
jurisdictions and attempts to exploit opportunities for invest-
ment in one area which will have salutary effects on the whole
district.The underlying logic of this strategy is to strike balance
between complete reliance on natural forces to bring about the
necessary adjustments and the other extreme, whieh i. is to at-
tempt to stimulate local development in every location where it
Occurs.

The district idea reflects the recognition that scale is a power-
ful force in modern economic development. Both consumers
and producers have very much to gain from locating theroselves
in close proximity to one another.

Services at a low cost are possible only when there is a sub-stantial market within a reasonable radius. This is as much
true for consumer services such as health and education as it is
for producer services such as transportation and Warehousing.

We can't be sure how technological progress has, oo. balance,
affected the relationship between scale and cost, blit Nve can be
sure that the radius of the market for any given specialized activ-
ity has been extended by cheap, fast, flexible automobile and
air transportation.

The implication of this is quite clear. Greater contentration
of points of production but greater dispersion of consigners in
reference to such points. Thus our great metropolitan complexes
are growing on the one hand because of advantages of scale, but
on the other hand their, average density is dirninishing, as con-
sumers find it possible to enjoy the benefits of proxintity at
greater distances.The district is an attempt to maximize the -exploitation of
scale economies in an area, thereby enhancing opportunities for
con6umers to achieve a higher standard of living anti productiv-
ity. Only in this way can the areas compete with the pull of
large, established urban centers.

I would recommend greater support for the district develoP-
ment programs as a powerful tool on rural povertY.

One critical problem is the lack of competent personnel,the
staff, the district planning organizations. Congfess attempted to
meet this need by authorizing matching planning grants which
would help the lecal organization to recruit staff. The grants are
modest. Furthermore, there is a national shortage of trained
people when you relate the supply to the overall deinaUd.

We should give serious thought to the expansion Of educational
opportunities in this field in order to increase the total supply of
trained personnel. Otherwise, the various district organizations
will dissipate their resources in bidding against each other for
the same people.

Then, too, the funds available for specific ptojects ate alto-
gether too meager. Many existing programs provide funds which
can be used profitably with good planning to enhance the level
of economic opportunity in the district, but even with the optimal
planning coordination, a much greater financial effolt will be



required to create the magnitude of scale, which is essential tosuccess.
Vietnam aside, we have been reluctant to make a large com-mitment to depressed area programs because of a haunting sus-picion that we are working against natural forces, and that ourefforts could really be to no avail. I think this risk is greater,the smaller the effort.Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN Thank you very much, Mr. Chinitz. Once again,I think there-are some patterns emerging, thoughts emerging inour testimony that fit into a pattern.This last problem we afe keenly aware of coming about ineconomic development and human resources development. Edu-cational opportunities in this particular area are important. Canyou be a little more specific and definitive on that?Mr. CHINITZ: Yes. I think what we are going to need now ifwe are going to pursue these kinds of programs is a concertedeffort to increase the supply of such people. Now, this has norelationship to where this education goes on. I'm speaking of aneffort to add to the stoek of such people.For example, in a related field, that is, the field of inter-national economic development, we have such instrumentalitiesas an Economic Institute of the World Bank. This is a permanent,on-going, educational process, which annually puts I don't knowhow many people through a program of education which is in-tended to make them better administrators of economic develop-ment.

Now, under the terms of the Public Works and Economic De-velopment Act, the Economic Development Administration doeshave the authority to advance the state of the art and to engagein educational activities, and _I think it would be wholly approp-riate for EDA, perhapsin cooperation with the Appalachian Com-mission and related agencies, to make some fairly significe.nt in-vestments in educational programs, and these would have to beof a wide variety.On one extreme, it would be a program comparable in scopeto masters programs that are now offered in public administra-tion and fields of that kind, where you take a college graduateand put him through a year's work in this field.On the other hand, along the spectrum you would have shortercourses for people who have some experience in the field, butwho need better grounding in certain disciplines and certaintechniques, so there might be 3-month or 6-month courses for suchpeople.
All- this activity would have to be managed from a centralpoint, and I think the creation of that type of organization, eitherwithin EDA or outside of EDA, to manage the whole spectrumof training activity would be well worth the investment.The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much.In other words, we are doing it in the international field, butnot in the domestic field.Mr. Gibson?





Mr. GIBSON : It is your understanding that the legislation we
have is sufficient, since we are advancing the state of the art for
what we need, so we don't need new legislation?

Mr. CHINITZ : We need a sympathetic Appropriations Com-
mittee.

Mr. GIBSON : Just a couple of other questions.
Do you think that there should be separate rural development

districts that would be distinct from the development districts
which come under the EDA?

Mr. CHINITZ : I guess the real question is whether the program
should be sustained so far as EDA is concerned. Under EDA,
you can only have a development district in a formal sense if
you have two so-called depressed areas within the district. In the
Appalachian districtOn the regional program under Title V as it
extends to other parts of the country, the groundwork is now in
place for New England, for the Upper Great Lakes, for the
Ozarks, for the Poconos, and the Atlantic Coastal region.Having a legitimate case for a district in a section of the
country without a legal requirement is going to become less and
less of a problem, because in all of these areas you will have de-
velopment districts because you meet either the EDA require-
ments or the much more flexible requirements of these regional
commissions.

So I do agree in principle that the district program should not
be confined in the way it is now.

Mr. GIBsoN : I am concerned also with what might be parallel
rural community development districts, because there is some
thinking that there can be and should be rural development pro-
grams, which I am sure we would all agree with, and I am con-
cerned about, or would like your reaction to, what the implications
of such a parallel set of programs would be.

Mr. CHINITZ : As I tried to indicate, I think the key concept in
the district which probably would be violated if you pursue that
is the tying together of urban and rural communities.To refer back to Mr. Levitan's testimony, it's an effort to
channel migration, but in a different dimension altogether, organ-
ize it within an area that's close to the source of migration, but
does take advantage of the scale that urbanization confers where
it now exists.

Mr. GIBSON: One last question, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN : All right, Mr. Gibson.
Mr. GIBSON: It is related. I am interested in your reactions to

the extent to, or possible need for, further legislation which
would enhance the coordination of the use and the resources of
the Economic Development Administration, the United StatesDepartment of Labor. I know-that there are certain already-
existing formal relationships with the Department of Labor
concerning manpower trainingthe 0E0.

We have in many instances separate, parallel citizens' advisory
boards. The staffs are separate, and the experience of going into
an area with needs being separately addressed by both of these
areas, without contact between the agencies.

Would you discuss what might be obstacles that we could
address ourselves to regarding better coordination?



Mr. CHINITZ : Well, I have always had a sort of schizophrenic
posture with respect to coordination. I think that there are times
that we are overly concerned about the lack ofd. coordination. I
think it's quite legitimate to think of Government, in part, the
way we think about private enterprise, and that is that in the
absence of an established best approach to a given problem
and this is true, I think it is fair to say, of almost all the problems
that we are now trying to solve, that we don't know the best way
to solve themthat we have got to in a sense field a variety of
attempts to solve them and rely on some kind of market process
which is certainly not the kind of process which prevails in the
private sector, but a shadow of it, to sort out the better programs
from the poorer ones and let the more successful programs prevail.

I am, on the other handi concerned at the other end of the
relationship with the terribly limited resources in the local com-
munities to relate itself to a whole variety of Federalin other
words, I think the fact that we have a lot of pitchers is okay, but
we don't have enough catchers at the other end,-because there
aren't that many people who have the time or the capability to
deal separately, to be separately involved in the economic develop-
ment committees and so on, and I just don't know quite how to
come to grips with that question.

Again, the educational function could help.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you, Mr. Gibson.
Dr. Bonnen ?
Mr. BONNEN : It is a pleasure to see my good friend Ben Chinitz

again.
Just two questions. If you don't have any strong reactions,

pass them by. But do you have any strong feelings about the
possibility ofthis kind of question has been asked before, but
we will take preventive medicine in some of these cases, and we
can see down the road that we are creating depressed areas. They
are not intense now, but the ground has gone from underneath
them in some areas.

Is there any type of legislation that would be needed to allow
EDA to be active in a preventive as well as a curative way ? Do
they have this freedom now in any degree ?

Mr. CHINITZ : EDA has freedom in planning, which I think
is rather fortunate. In other words, EDA in planning assistance
is not legally confined to areas that meet certain statistics of
unemployment and low, income.

EDA can use its technical assistance in the most prosperous
areasin fact, it is through the use of this loophole that EDA
has been able to make some contribution to the problem of ghettos
in cities.

Following that, it becomes possible for EDA, at least in terms
of planning; to look at an area and identify .some prospective
developments that might create problems in the future.

Well, this exercise itself could be done, and then to take steps
involving planning, where the legislation cuts off your capability,
that is where you want to start spending some real money on
projects.

Then you do have these rigid requirements of eligibility. But
realistically speaking, at the moment those are not the constrain-
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ing factors. EDA right now has a total budget of public works
of about $170 million annually, and there is a backlog of legitimate
projectswell, the estimates vary, but a billion dollars is certainly
well within the ball park.

So there is a severe need, and at this point it would be foolish
for anyone to even ask for greater authority, because it would
only complicate the rationing problem.

On the other hand, if there were more substantial funds, then
it would make sense to give the administrator that additional
bit of flexibility. And there is thIS provision about sudden unem-
ployment. If you expect a sudden emergence of unemployment
by the shutting down of a facility, you can act.

Mr. BONNEN: You have been closely associated with research
in this area. Could you, either after you leave, or immediately
from your memory, point us to any useful point of research on
the question you were addressing yourself to earlier, this problem
in the migration stream on the difference between the private
and social CoSts-? This is a very difficult area.

Mr. CHINITZ : I wish I could point to results, but it is too soon.
I did, however, allocate some of the research budget from EDA
to precisely this effort, which is now going on

Mr. BONNEN (interrupting) : Within EDA?
Mr. CHINrrz : No, no, at a university.
Mr. BONNEN: I see.
Mr. CHINITZ : To look precisely at this question, what does the

social balance sheet look like as opposed to the private balance
sheet on migration.

I can supply that, but I suppose EDA ought to be asked to do
this.

The CHAIRMAN : I'm sure we can get this.
Mr. CHINITZ : It has a paper on every project in fiscal 1966.
The CHAIRMAN : Do any of you on my right have any questions.
Mr. Samora?
Mr. SAMORA : One of the geographical areas that has been

selected in the last day or so is the U.S.-Mexican border area. I
am sure you are acquainted with the rural poverty in that area.
Do you have any specific suggestions on that you might make to
us, on what might be done?

Mr. CHINITZ: I am afraid not. Having just a passing involve-
ment inand this goes back to your question of coordination
EDA and 0E0 did go down to Laredo and try to work something
out together, and I was not personally involved and I have nothing
to offer, I'm afraid.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much.
Mr. GIBSON : May I ask one last question?
The CHAIRMAN: Yes. -

Mr. GIBSON : So we will have the opportunity to ask these
kinds of questions of someone who has been operating in a number
of these things.

Just on the coordination bit, I am not striking at the tradi-
tional coordination people to get together. I am more interested
in what might facilitate the more comprehensive approach, what
it might represent if jointly applied, and I know this will not
happen in every instance, but -what do you think of the feasibility,
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and I think this ties in both to your education remarks as well
as to the business of gettingif within a given district which
might include rural and urban conurninities in selected parts of
the country which represent types of development or needs we
could have something like comprehensive development projects
in which the various agencies, 0E0, Department of Agriculture,
ARA, could jointly work out a plan with the Commission, if there
is a regional commission in that area, and see if we could develop
a program, laboratories, training for persons from throughout
the area to come and learn programs, and then go back to their
communities.

I think that this sort of thing could-provide both a laboratory
program and training which is tied to those particular develop-
mental needs in that area.How feasible is that sort of approach, say four or five major
laboratories around the country, something like the North
Carolina Fund--Mr. CHINTZ% (interrupting) : I think this is a feasible thing
to do, and I would like to see it done.When I was in EDA, I would like to think that the district
organization that EDA was trying to develop would in fact act
in such a capacity, that its mission would not be the narrow one
of trying to identify an EDA project, but much more comprehen-
sively, to identify good projects for the area, whether they were to
be financed by Labor, 0E0, the State government, or whoever.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much again. We would like
a copy of your statement.

Mr. Boutin, will you come forward, please?A little speech I wanted to make, as the one who is respon-
sible for trying to keep this train on F;chedule today, is that the
Commission has a rather important engagement that will neces-
sitate the Commission hearings closing promptly at 5 minutes to
12, and we would like to get as much of the testimony out of the
way as possible, because the witnesses have appeared here and
expect to testify.

Good morning, Mr. Boutin.
Mr. BOUTIN:- Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am happy to have

this opportunity to testify.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Boutin is the Administrator of the Small

Business Administration and a former Director of OEO, and we
are delighted that you can come here.

Mr. BOUTIN : Thank you very much. With leave of the Chairman
and the members of the ,Commission, X think our statement says
much more precisely than I could say it any other way what we
want to present. I. would like to read that statement in the record,
and would be prepared to answer any questions that any of you
has. May I?

The CHAIRMAN : Certainly. -
STATEMENT OF BERNARD L. BOUTIN

Mr. BOUTIN : It has been said that the task of achieving a lifeof quality and dignity in rural as well as in 'urban America is
one that will engage our minds and hearts and our energies tor
many years to come.
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Not long affo we took an historic step in pursuit of that goal.
Through the conomic Opportunity Act of 1964, we recognized--
and accepted----a 4pecia1 responsibility to our fellow Americans.

It was a responsibility "To eliminate the .paradox of poverty
in the midst of plenty of this nation by opening to everyone the
opportunity for education and training, the opportunity to work,
and the opportunity to live in decency and dignity."

It is in line with this responsibility that I submit this account
of the course the Small Busines i&dministratiim .has taken .as
part of the oiterahl effort.

The Small $usiness Administr -adieu was a the Govern-,44,31
ment agencies given ;a mandate byI Chingress to),dim a specific job
under the Iwo,-

Title IV of the Act outlined ousr---tanetion : "- .. to assist fin
the establisholent, preservation, ane.gd-rengtheniiiig-,..wif small bnsfi-
ness conceru0 and improve the --t agerial skilla 'employed :in
such enterprises; ana:to mobilizefitge -these objectives private _as
well as publiA naanawrital skills agnirlresources."'

In short, vt% wereeatarged with_eireating buginess opportuni-
ties for the Ileedy and for those waho. never hadr)been given .a
chance to use their skills and theit'r tlents in the mainstream of
our economy.

This we set out to do. The recorcli, over the past 2 years, shows
that we have tnacie substantial progress. Much of this has been
in the small towns and the rural areas where SBA has been
responsive to the need for small business assistance since the
agency was eotablished.

,\ Roughly, half 'cif the nearly 5 million small businesses in the
country are located in communities of 25,000 or. less.

Our regular business loan program has contributed to the alle-
viation of rural poverty by helping small businessmen in manyof these cornirkunities grow and prosper and provide jobs forothers.

Through 5eDternber 1966, SBA had made 68,441 loans and
more than half of these were to businesses in -rural areas. That
dates back, Mr. Qhairman, to the foundation of the agency in
1953.

Our activitY in rural communities has increased substantially
in recent yeay's, Nearly half of all our loans to businesses in rural
areas were m0de during the past 3 yearsa period of historically
high activity for the agency.

The percentage of SBA loans going to rural communities has
been increasiOR, too- In each year from the agency's inception in1953 through 1963, the majority of our loans went to urbanbusinesses. Io 1964, for the very first time, more than half of
our loans were made in rural areas. The trend continued in 1965,
and during We first 9 months of 1966 approximately 55 percentof all SBA loalls vcrre made in rural areas.This increased roite of activity in rural areas is due in largemeasure to our circuit-riding system which enables us to servethe people whete they live and work as well as in the large cities
where most Sf3-& offices are located.



Since coming into the agency I have placed great emphasis
on both circuit riding and outreach to smaller communities. We
have just concluded an agreernkent with the Department of Arccri-
culture under which the Fairmers "Home Ad/ministration
assist us in bringing word or,our programsespecially the eico-
nomic opporturiity loan programinto rural ceimmunities,

Therefore, I am confident that we will continute to increase our
assistance to business in rural *Yeas.

While the ,majority of theserural areas are primarily agricul-
tural communities, industry and businems enterprises :provide jObs
for many workers who own or live 4:3n small farms and are
dependent on outside employment for most a their cash incomes.

In one small Texas community, the financial assistance of SBA
helped industry and business create 1,300 jobs..

Much of this was accomplished with the participation of banks.
Still another means of alleviatiMg poverty in rural areas has been
our local development company program, estaffilished...
This program is based on the concept lihat vigorous,-national
economy depends on the abiility of ea&h. ceomanunity to develop
its own economy.SBA's local development company program provides a way
to assist small firms in rural communities. Through this program,
business, industry, and local, State, and !Federal Governments have
an opportunity jointly to develop the economic.potential of small
communities that need their help. We are concentrating our efforts
in communities of under 25,000 population.

Under this program, the community forms a "local development
r company" which SBA will assist through loans for use in financ-
ing small businesses. SBA will consider lending the company
most of the needed money. For each $2 the company raises to
finance a small business, SBA may lend it $8 on a long-term
loan, up to 25 years, low interest basis. Communities with only
a few hundred people have organized development companies,
obtained capital through popular subscription, then borrowed
from SBA.

SBA will lend a local development company as much as $359,000
for each small business it assists. If a local bank partikpates
with SBA in a loanand bankers, as leaders in the community's
business affairs, generally do join in--the bank's share does not
count against the $350,000 loan limit.

Practically any type of existing or new imall
service, manufacturing, or othermay be financed through SBA's
local development loan program.

SBA through its local development company program helped
to create 24,796 jobs during fisdal years 1959 through 1966, in
rural communities having a poimlation of 5,000 or less.

Following are the number of jobs created and the number
of loans approved in the communities having a population of
not over 5,0,00 :

In 1959, 7 loans, 358 new-. jobs ; in 1960,, 18 loans, 1,325 jobs ;
1961, 39 loans, 1,911 new jobs; 1962, 36 loans, 1,884 new jobs;
1963, 66 loans, 5,520 new yobs ; 1964, 91 loans, 2,925 new jobs ;



1965, 137 looms, 4,771 mew gobs; and 1966, 187 leans and 6,1102
new jobs.

Behind these statistims are the stories of the townspeople, -the
"rurali folk," who fouglut to save their commumities, their homes,
and often their very livihood.

A typical example ii Lincolnton, where, in the whater
of 1962 many farmerag 'went on relief," and -the unemploymt
rate climbed to 12.8 per-cent.

Amidst growing national prosperity, the peopile of Lincaliton
were at _ a loss to expilaiin their own poverty. Some said it-Ixtras
due to cutbacks in arow allotments.. Others blamed 'autotaitaon.
No one hacti_froressene disaster.

Community leailem turned to industry. They :asked i*Alp
in creating attractiveibusiness climate. The businessmen fawned

local.(developmentT tmompany, pooling their resources to ,Aesotab-
lish a-MnanciaI 'base for-their activities.

They soultht out businessmen looking for am 'opportunity to
expand. A local furniture manufacturer found ale idea appedang.
The Small I BusineSs Administration, through tits local develop-
ment program, lent the development company *300,000 toi?coiver
the expansion costs.

That was the way it began, but SBA's assistance did not stop
there. Joint efforts of the community, the State, and SBA led
to other projects. Within 2 years, SBA and the local development
company had financed other enterprisesthree furniture plants,
a box factory, four textile mills, a lumber mill,and a glass fiber
plant. _

At the same time SEA helped upgrade other commercial opera-
tions, financing a five-unit shopping center and a professional
building.

Within 2 years, SBA had approved 17 loans totaling $3,180,000.
In addition, two new manufacturing plants moved to Lincolnton
and financed their own construction. Retail sales and bank deposits
jumped 30 percent in 1 year. The unemployment rate dropped
to 1.7 percent.

It is interesting, too, to note the population in Lincolnton. In
1950, it was 5,423 ; in 1960, 5,699; presently, the best information

_we have, it exceeds 6;,500.
--Equally dramatic-,Stories can be told about other rural com-

munities with similar problems where sons and daughters leave
home because there is "nothing to do" in town. They are taking
their youth and ambition and vitality elsewhere, depriving the
rural areas of the very strength and fiber of their continued
existence.

Through its local development company program, the Small
Business Administration hopes to keep rural America a "young
America!!

Our greatest hope of aiding the economy of impoverished rural
areas, however, is our economic opportunity loan program, under
which we implement Title IV of-the Economic Opportunity Act.

I believe it is the duty and the responsibility, of SBA to search
the entire nation to find these low income people with the top
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potential to successfully, operate a busines, and then to help therri.
SBA must also help those peopre above-ithe marginal insconorlevel
who for too long have been in a sort o'S- financial no nriarfailitand.

Under the -economic onwortunity loamL program we make ,. iiImns
up to $25;000 for new and .existing bvisimesses to individiaaW-vvith
very low incomes and others who have suffered from TackE of
opportunity to compete in business on equial terms.

Through tOctober 1966, the program was operating on- alit-milted
basis and loans were available in fewer than 50 commumaidies,
mostly low income neighborhoods of large cities. By Octoliverc:31,
1966, we had made 2,476 loans totaling425,296,230.

In the spring of 1966, I initiated 'a:I-review of the -Nratigzam.
This review, combined with the 1966 =:amendments toiI et,
kd to a number of revisions which will increase the projormam's
effectiveness, at least in my opinion, in rural areas.

First, the -program was <expanded to make loans avutalEnble
nationwide. At the same time, we placed equal emphasis Tony, the
poor and others who lacked opportunity Wherever they'are, rather
than giving priority to assiSting those in a few urban areas.

Additional funds were allotted to the program. The $50 million
available for these loans in fiscal 1967 is more than double the
previous year's expenditure.

Finally, the staffs of our 73 regional and branch offices are
playing a more aggressive role in identifying potential loan
recipients. They have been instructed to go into the low income
communities, rural and urban alike, to seek out those who can
expand viable businesses, exploit new __ideas, e3tablish small
manufacturing plants, and assist other businesses which will have
a healthy effect on the community's economy.

In their fieldwork, our staffs are working closeiy with com-
munity action agencies and other public and private organizations
concerned with the problems of poverty. They also are calling on
established business, financial and community leadel7s to induce
successful business and professional men to serve as management
counselors for loan recipients. This is a program that benefits
the entire community, and its success in rural areas will depend
to a large degree on the-willingness of local organizations and
individuals to_ contribute their time and know-how to help their
neighbors help themselves.

Who are some of the people being helped by this program?
Robert G., who lives in an impoverished rural region, the south-
eastern corner Of Oklahoma, is one of them.

This machine shop Ofierator leased his equipment and building
from an estate and employed one mechanic and one helper. Last
September the estate advisea him it was selling- the equipment
to the highest bidder. Unable to obtain a bank loan, Mr. G.-went
to SBA. We helped him with a $15,000 loan, $9,000-for the,--equip-
ment and $6,000 to purchase some land and construct a new

Today, believe it or not, he employs 14 people and has expanded
from a repair shop to a subcontractor for NASA, the Air FGrce,



and -some large and small private companies. He estimates he
will have 30 people on his payroll by October 1967. Without the
SBA iloan, he says, he would have been forced out of business.

Perhaps the most dramatic evidence of how economic oppor-
tunity loans can assist a depressed rural area can be found in
McCurrtain County, Okla., where there is very little industry.

The county's population dwindled from 41,000 in 1940 to 25,000
in 1960 as young breadwinners moved their families to the cities.

Two out of three households in McCurtain County earn less
than *2,500 a year and more than 85 percent of the households
earn less than- $4,000. Eighteen percent of the adult population
receives old age assistance.

In the summer of 1965 a committee of volunteers working with
McCurtain County's community action agency began working
with the Small Business Administration in the implementation of
the economic opportunity loan program. In addition to identifying
and assisting loan applicants, the committee provided management
counseling to loan recipients.

McCurtain County was ripe for this type of effort. It coincided
with a $42 million reservoir construction project by the Corps of
Engineers. There would be many business opportunities if fi-
nancing could be secured. _

In the past 15 months we have made 72 economic opportunity
loans totaling $711,000 in McCurtain County. These loans created
172 new jobs and another 82 jobs are anticipated during the next
12 months. About 40 percent of the loans went to new businesses.

Virtually none of the businesses financed by SBA qualified
for private financing a year ago but today seVeral have estab-
lished short-term credit lines with local banks.

Here are some of the ways these rural businesses have been
helped :

A World War II veteran who attended a welding school received
a $15,000 economic Opportunity loan to open a machine shop.
Today he employs 11 people, who support a total of 57 dependents.
Two of the employees returned from factory jobs in Oklahoma
City to work in the machine shop in their hometown.

A small concrete block manufacturing company financed by an
economic opportunity loan is selling its product in a three-State
area.

Two garages specializing in diesel engines and heavy equipment
are attracting business today from a Federal highway which cuts
through the county.

More than 80 established local businessmen, bankers, and
professional men are providing management counseling to re-cipients of economic opportunity loans. The counselors receive
no pay and meet expenses out of their own pockets.

Southeeastern State College has come into the country to offerfree management training seminars.
The McCurtain County story shows what can be done with asound loan program and some-local leadership.



We have taken steps to make certain that no community in
this country will be deprived of these loans because it is unaware
of their existence or doesn't know where to find us. This, I am
sure you will agree, is often a problem in rural areas.

The staffs of our field offices now are in the process of bringing
word of the economic opportunity loan program to virtually
every rural county in the nation. Our field personnel are either
visiting these counties or meeting with their community action
leaders at regional and statewide meetings.

We are bringing this program to the people, wherever they
need it and want it.

No one has been more cognizant of the plight of the rural
poor than President Johnson. He has said, "The task of achieving
a life of quality and dignity in rural as well as in urban America
is one that will engage our minds and hearts and our energies
for a lifetime."

This, then, is the keynote, the call we must answer. The prom-
ise of America must be open to all of its citizens or it will have
meazing for nor.e. The challenge s enormous, but we recognize
at SBA that we can do no less thayi succeed.

Thank you very much, .Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN : Lam sure the Commission is pleased to note

that SBA is progressively making a greater contribution in
helping rural America.

As I understand the thrust of your testimony, you believe
more could be done by SBA in this area.

Mr. BOUTIN Absolutely.
Mr. BROOKS : For information, you have two types of loans,

a small business loan and apparently an economic opportunity
loan. What are your requirements on the small business loan?
Does the local group have to put up 20 percent?

Mr. BOUTIN : No. Under Title IV loans, these could be softer
loans than ordinarily we would make. They are loans for up to
$25,000 for a maximum term of 15 years. They carry an in-terest rate of 51/2 percent except in EDA-designated areas,
where the interest rate is 4-5/8, I believe, at the present time. It
is determined by the Treasury.

There is no collateral requirement. We depend heavily upon
the ability, the motivation, the initiative of the individual. We
have no precise rules of how much ccllateral they must have, or
how much money they must have.We do try to make a sound feasibility study of what they
want to do, and if the individual in our opinion has it, then wetry to provide him with the wherewithal either to start a
business or expand a business.

The 20 percent program is the local community development
program, where local citizens gather togethernot local govern-
ment, but solid citizensneighbors put in $1, $2, $10, $1,000,
whatever they- can afford, to provide the 20 percent.

We will match that with up to 80 percent, so they in turn can
re-lend the money to small busiiless.

I can cite a community um th New Hampshire, uny home
State, WhitefieId. Their plant blamed in 1954. There wasn't a
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single industrial-type job in that town. These people went out
and raised the money, neighbor to neighbor.

The clergymen were out knocking on doors, the selectmen,
and everybody. Today, they have a fine plant making high
quality furniture for college laboratories. People are employed.
That town is thriving, and it was just about as dead a place
as you could find until this program was initiated.

Mr. BitooKs : I know something about that program. I am nottoo familiar with this private program where you lend up to$25,000. You say whether you determine, whether the personhas it or not, and I'm wondering how you determine that.
Do you have any local committees, local groups, or anybody

to check with you in determining these loans?
Mr. BouTIN : We do it by several vehicles, actually. We use the

community-action agencies, where they exist. We get their ad-
vice and counsel, where they know the individuals involved.

We go to local banks, local people in the community. We use
our SCORE programservice corps of retired executives who
are in the area and might know something about the individual.

Every State has at least one SBA advisory council, all volunteer
people, most of them business people. _They furnish us with awealth of information.

Actually, we zap every source that's known to us, and we do
a great deal of personal interviewing, which I think is the secret.

Mr. BROOKS : You see, the question I am raising, of course, isthe possibility of success of the project, number one. Number
two, the opportunity. For example, if you already have that
particular type of operation in a small town, there might not
be room for two of those, and even though the man might be
all right the opportunity is just not there. There is not enough
of that particular operation to succeed, and of course you haveto have a reasonable volume of any operation in order to sur-vive economically, so that was the only question I was trying
to determine, the method you were using there to determine the
competence of the person and the chances of success and, number
two is the competitive situation in the particular project that
he might be going into.

Mr. BouTIN : We look at both very, very hard. I think this
is particularly true in ghetto areas, where there are certain
types of businesses, particularly, that minorities have gone into.This has been the tradition, and you simply establish another
one and accomplish nothing at all. You don't add to the economy,
you don't add to the right of entry.

We make very sure by doing feasibility studies that the type
of business is a needed businessit isn't an obsolete type of
business, it isn't one that will automatically put someone else out
of business, or lower the market potential.

This has I been very controversial, and the New York Times
I was surprised at the Times, that they didn't have the breadth
of experience that we were trying to doI think they wanted
us to establish beauty shops on every corner, because this was
a traditional type of business.

The CHAIRMAN : One more question.



Mr. RUDDER: You stated a minute ago that in your home State
they began to build this furniture. They probably had the skills
there. How did you go about the marketing of this product there?
How did that phase work out?

Mr. BOUTIN : This particular case happened to be a manufac-
turer in Connecticut who wanted to expand. So we didn't have to
do a market survey. It had already been made. They were able to
demonstrate that they could sell everything they would manufac-
ture.

What we did have to do was to work- with the Department of
Labor to establish a manpower training program.

Mr. RUDDER: Suppose you wanted to start something like this
and didn't have the market confidence?

Mr. BOUTIN : We would have to initiate a market survey.
The CHAIRMAN : Dr. Ford wants to make a factual inquiry here.
Mr. FORD: Yes. I want to ask whether the Small Business

Administration needs more funds than are currently appropriated,
and to what extent your current appropriations are actually being
disbursed in the form of loans.

Mr. BOUTIN : That's a good question. Congress provided two
new vehicles last spring, a year ago, that have changed the whole
complexion of funding in SBA.

One is a separation of the disaster loan fund out of the business
loan fund. SBA had had moratoriums five or six times in its rather
brief history, because it ran out of money. One of the cases was
Hurricane Betsy down in the southern part of the country. A
tremendous demand, $130 million that had to be used for disaster
victims, and for about 6 or 7 months there was no business loan
program, except on a guarantee basis, which is very limited, so
we were in trouble, and this had been the tradition.

I think that the small business community always was in doubt
"Is SBA in today, or out today ?" This has now been dispelled,
particulaily with tYe additional vehicle of selling our own paper
on the market, the participation certificate program, so we,.keep
turning over our loan money on a continuing basis, so we are well
funded.

Our program plan, exclusive of disaster loans, for fiscal 1967,
all programs, is $403 million. We are going to obligate at least
85 to 90 percent, including all programs, of that amount of money.

Now, that includes the small business investment company pro-
gram that has been moving at a slower pace. As an example, Mr.
Philgren's program, the Title IV program -we have been dis-
cussing, we have set aside $50 million, and I think we will use
practically all of that.

In our regular loan program, I think that we are going to be
very close in the total amount available. We are running right
now on the regular business loan program, $22 million a month.

Mr. FORD: Thank you.
"Mr: GALLEGOS : May I ask the doctor a question?
Is information available regarding the ethnic background of

recipients, and by region? I think 'it's important, because particu-
larly in the Southwest, American Indians, Mexican Americans,
and other, poor groups m that area have expressed some sense of
futility about availing themselves of these services, and I wonder





if you have information on what has been done in those areas, for
example, the delta, where poor Negroes feel they have been left
out?

Mr. BOUTIN : I am sure you know we are prohibited, as have been
other Government agencies, prohibited from keeping our records
on this basis. So we don't have the information.

To better define how well we are doing on the economic oppor-
tunity loan program, to this fiscal year to date we have been doingan unofficial type of count. We are running 30 percent Negro,
we are running an additional BO percent minority groups, be they
Mexican American, Indian, Oriental, and so forth.

In New Mexico, as an example, our regional director down thereis Dick ValdezI don't know if you know Dick or notbut- he is
of Spanish-American ancestry, speaks Spanish fluently, and has
an excellent liaison with the community.

I think clearly that we need increasingly -to do more and morein this area:We are taking a hard look right now at the possibilitywhat I think can be a very exciting projectof taking an Indiancommunity, a reservation, just start from the bottom up, use itas a -prototype, get businesses established, work with the local
leadership. _

As an example, the State advisory council. We have beenlooking for this type of representation. We have a very prominentIndian who I am appointing as a key member ofi our Oklahoma
council, simply because we need to establish better communication,
a better dialog, with these_communities.

We are well aware, for instance; of the situation in eastern New
Mexico where an immense amOunt of work needs to be done.I know that when I wai in 0E0 some ofthe statistics areshocking, to think _that that kind of, poverty could be existing any-where.T It does. We got feedback from some of the VISTA volun-teers in that area.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you. You have been a very fine witness.
Will you leave a copy of your statement with the clerk, if youhaven't already? Some of the Commission members have asked
for it.

Mr. BOUTIN : Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you for coming.
Dr. Ernest_Nesius, please come forward.
This is a fellow West Virginian, so I want to ask fellow C;:-m-

mission member-S to be especially kind to him.
Good morning. We are happy to see you. We have interest in the

programs you are working on, studies at West Virginia Univer-
sity, Morgantown. You have a relatively new concept, and youhave beep a prime mover in it at the-University.

We are pleased that you have come to talk to us about yourwork this morning and about what you think can be done aboutrural poverty.
Mr. NESIUS : Thank you, Mr. Stanley.

STATEMENT OF E. J. NESIUS
Mr. NESIUS : As I tried to put together a statement for this

Commission, I__,tried to do something that not everybody, else_
would be doing, so I have tried to second guess.



I have a statement that takes about 30 minutes if I read all of
it, but I am going to read portions of it.

All of my professional life I have been closely associated jin one
way or another with university efforts, farmers, farm groups,
professional agriculturists, and government programs.

The most significant of the advances credited to agriculture has
taken place during my li-'etime. Thousands .of other agricultural
professionals, like myself, have been the role players on the stage
of this great agricultural revolution.

The dominant theme that has continued through all my years of
association with agricultural instruction, extension, organizations,
and government ha been higher farm production at the lowest
cost. This, the efficiency model, which we all espoused, has resulted
in the survival of the fittest.
- In my earlier professional days, as- I worked directly with farm-
ers on their business enterprise through the keeping of farm ac-
counts, and with county eXtension agents in their efforts to estab-
lish demonstrations of all kinds, a common subject- of discussion
among us centered about the reasons why one farmer so readily
adopts new farm practices whereas his neighbor continues in his
trudging way with the same old methods. I am not sure the ques-
tion has been answered even today. Those farmers who did accept
the modern-technology are the ones today with the viable economic_
units.. Those who did not either no longer earn their livelihood
from the farm or are found in the low income groups, if they have
not retired or passed on.

I also recall in the prewar period when my department of farm
economics nd rural sociology conducted a seminar series dealing
with the small farmer. Two conclusions came out of this seminar
series : (1) That every, farmer had equal accessibility to the infor-
mation" of the college, and (2) that the profitable practices always
spread from the first to adopt to tho last. Today this is called
"trickling down." Within the framework of these two conclusions,
the college of agriculture decided not to develop a special program
expressly for srniAl farmers.

Another ar,sumption implied by the programs of the agricultural
establishment, and when I use the term "agricultural establish-
ment" I include all the government agricultural groups, colleges
of agriculture and all that, State and Federal, because they really
have the same philosophy. But another assumption implied by the
programs of the agricultural establishment was found in insuffi-
cient concern for the community, the countryside, and the general
welfare of all fa"-m families.

Whether studentS of history will say this was the responsibility
of the agricultural establishment is to be determined yet; but this
failure accounts for what today is called the "rural lag." The
matter of responsibility is still unresolved today.

Another point related to income level : We seldom said to a
farmer, "What level of income do you need to properly rear your
family and provide family comforts?" We assumed a family must
live within its available means. There is-a-significant difference in
the methods for these two approaches. About a decade ago, how-
ever, we became serious about income level with farm and home
development and .1..-ural development programs.
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To the discussion so far I would reemphasize these points : (a)The problem of the small low income farmer was clearly recog-nized before World War II, but because the environment foranalysis was the efficiency model, the psychology of the momentwas against devoting the needed time and energy to his preblems;(b) there was not enough information to provide the needed in-sights into the unique problems of the small income farmer ; (c)responsibility for the welfare, education, and community matterswas not- assumed or given to any organization or group ; an (d)within the efficiency model, the primary factors of concern areeither inputs or outputs to the production process. These includedfarm labor, consumer marketing programs, roads, and to a signi-ficant extent, education of the young.I do not wish to leave the impression that we disregarded therural family. Homemaker and -youth programs have records ofoutstanding success. But even they fitted into the efficiency model.I wish to continue with the ideologies that prevailed in therural communities, and also to a large extent among professional
agriculturists, because they_are significant to the problem of ruralpoverty as we see it today.

(I) Farming was considered basic to the welfare of our totalsociety. The vices associated with the city were not consideredas temptations found in the rural community. While there wasmuch dirt on the farm it was cleaner than the dirt of the city.In the open country, a man had a compelling and close relationshipto nature and to God. Therefore, the farm was the ideal placeto raise a family of children inbred with integrity and high morals.(2) Farm labor was considered as a factor of production inthe efficiency Model and thus the hiring of a man, or having atenant or cropper at low cost to the farm operator, was a positivefactor in the efficiency model.
(3) Neighborlinese was important, not only from a socializingpoint of view but from the standpoint of efficiency of operation.Trading of work and exchanging of machines was important.(4) , Agricultural economists in their outlook meetings con-sistently have held up the specter of another depression. This,I believe, scared away the less brave and perhaps advanced thecause of the more aggressive.
As You can see, the efficiency model stands out ; it has been theprevailing philosophy of the agricultural establishment for thepast century. For the most part, it is the prevailing philosophythat governs the agricultural establishment yet today.It is not my intention to be critical of the efficiency model, but toa point it is out as a fact of life. As I reflect over my years of deepconcern for agricultural development, I don't soe how we couldhave had a different philosophy than we did. It would be difficultfor me to criticize the past because it has produced the present.It is fortunate today and indeed a result of our own economicgrowth that we do have a conscience which recognized the needfor consideration of the welfare problems that beset many of therural areas today.
I do not believe that the agricultural establishment could haveconvinced the farm families that their sons would be betterfarmers and thus better citizens if they were provided with educa-
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tion beyond high school. As professionals, we were faced con-
tinually with the farmer reaction that a good education was not
the prime ingredient for a man to be a successful farmer. Also,
the concept of a fair and equitable income was different in former
years than now.

These are important moments of the past to reflect upon. They
demonstrate that the agricultural establishment does have a wide
range of experiences over a long period of time which could be a
sound foundation to any kind of a program that pretends to solve
the question of rural poverty.

I have a section in here on classifying the poor. I assume the
Commission has heard more about the nature of the problem than
it has the solutions. Solutions are difficult to uncover, and_ re-
search-derived information is needed.

I think that the rural poor should be divided into two_ cate-
gories: -(1) Those with marginal incomes, but holding goals
paralleling those- of the larger American society, and also a set
of aspirations that .zoincide or are easily adjustable to our middle-
class structure of values, and (2) those with marginal incomes
who possess a feeling of hopelessness and lack of aspiration based
on the improbability of achieving success because of the coyi-
trelliwr values and goals of their social environment.

ir---.j-4families in the seccnd category have a desirrn for living
mi,de up of traits which characterize a culture separate frpm the

ay of life of the larger American society. ILI is called the culture
of poverty.

In the first group, the rural family will be found to be a par-
ticipant in the local church and in ther various organizations and
social arrangements of the community, whereas those of the
second group will be excluded, or as some would say, they exclude
themselves.

Recognition of these two classes of poverty in rural areas seems
to me to be the first step in approaching the problem of poverty.
Each poses an entirely different solution. To the first, solution is
relatively short-run and may be solved simply by contriving ways
to raise income and provide employment opportunities; but for
the second, the solution must be of longer run_ and involve a more
complicated package of politics, power dynamics, education, and
cultural value orientation. Obviously, solution-6 --16- the first are
much simpler than to the second.

As a total society, we tend to have hope for the first group but
we treat the second group as outcasts. Also, we know very little
about,the methodology of bringing improvement to their lot.

To overcome the difficulty of identification programs, they
should be developed to ameliorate discrete problem sftuationsinother words, let's pick out situations rather than peoplefor
example, absence of manual or technical skills, lack of social
skills, absence of alternative employment opportunities, et cetera.

Not considered would be those situations which cannot be cor-
rected ; e.g., color of skin, age, et cetera. Attention to identifying
such problem situations would produce 10 to 25 discrete, but im-
portant, areas for program development.

Now, let me talk about situations, and I have five or six here
identified ilLa-+ I would like to dwell on. First is the situation that



might be related to the job ladder.
We need to give much attention to the occupational ladder up

which a person in the rural areas might climb. Any occupational
ladder should be without a terminal point in either its vertical or
horizontal direction. Means should be possible to move from one
rung to the next. At the moment, the general presdription for
moving on the occupation ladder is education and experience.
There should be others. Perhaps you will agree that the rural poor
have great difficulty in finding an occupational ladder.

The problem today is the lack of room at the bottom. Our mental
image is of the job pyramid. Today the job pyramid appears to be
inverted. Increasingly, there is less room at the bottom. The tra-
ditional idea of entry at the bottom and work up to the top is no
longer the description of the occupational ladder. For example,
to be a school dropout is to have no likely place of entry.

Even the armed forces screen out the young men needing some
place to start. It is essential that we have a point of entry for those
with the lesser job skill equipmént. When the job ladder becomes
a reality, then there will be aspiration and expectation, Which all
the writers seem to agree is essential. The answer 1; -3, therefore,
in making jobs available at the bottom with a job ladder in
prospect.

The second situation I would like to discuss- deals with educa-
tional opportunity.

Our educational system does not provide an education for the
young people needing it the most. The system is not receptive to
the poor. It tolerates them, but lacks the curriculums and the
counseling service and the patience to meet the problems of the
rural poor:-The rural poor, in general, go to schools of iow student
population with curriculums geared to college entry.

Another slant on the subject of educational attainment is that
the laws and regulations of orx society should insist that no young
person, particularly men, be permitted to leave a school or training
situation withouepossessing a working knowledge of either man-, ual skills, technical skills, managerial skills, or mental skills. Given
those, entry into the job market will be possible and important.

At this moment, our country_is without a comprehensive pro-
'gram which would guarantee our society that the high school drop-
out will not be a drag on our society all of his life. Efforts have
been minimal as measured against the nature of the problem to
provide comprehensive curriculums in the high school, to provide
vocational training schools, to have technical schools attached to
junior -colleges or to universities. As long as we continue to deal
with the problem in minimal terms, we are continuing to accelerate
the nature of the problem in later years. We are creating our own
future poverty problem by permitting dropouts and young people
to be released to society without job skills.

I am in favor of more stringent rules.
We should not overlook the problems of speech and social skills.

A young man coining from the hollows, or the backwoods com-
munities, or from the families of the culturally- poor, will have a
style of speaking and possess social skills that are almost insur-
mountable handicaps to moving into the middle-class social en-
vironment or up the job ladder. Methods of assistance are avail-



able and proven. A good example is the effort at Howard Uni-
versity to remove the dialect from the speech of Negroes. These
methods belong in the school or training system.

I would like to talk about alternative opportunities for em-
ployment.

A dominant characteristic of the rural community and open
countrysides is the absence of alternative employment opportuni-
ties. A coal community will- serve as the example where- there is
only one major employer. Another situation is where there are
many employers but for 'only one type of work, for example, to-
bacco production. In either instance-F.-the worker, whether he works
for wages only or whether he is a small farm operator, has limited
alternative employment opportunities.

In effect, he is locked in, both incomewise and occcpationally ;
he has neither bargaining power .nor an occupational ladder.
Therefore, he is automatically in the low income group.

It is obvious that in the communities where there is only one
employer, methods need to be devised whereby a person desiring a
different job has other opportunities in the community if it is
intended that he remain in the community.

Now, I would like to talk about the institutional structure, and
by that I mean various arrangements that man creates for himself
to get his various collective jcibs done.

The institutional structure within which the poor live perpet-
,uates exploitation, excessively low wages, high interest rates on
borrowed money, the trader and gambler to prey on the weak,
and unreasonable rental agreements. All of these and- many others
which permit exploitation need to be studied and revised.

There are prograths of the Government which perpetuate low
income ; for example, small direct income payments may be suf-
ficiently large to hold people in their particular economic position
but not large .enough to meet income standards. For example,
tobacco control programs and, in too many instances, unemploy-
ment compensation.

I have another section on responsibility for the rural poor.
Which department of Government, Federal or State, should be
responsible for the rural poor ? The answer probably lies in a
combination of the departments, because situations and the re-sulting problems as found do not necessarily correspond to de-
partmental organization.

A key question concerns the degree of responsibility for the
rural poor by the traditional efficiency-oriented . departments at
Federal, State, and college levels.

Probably we cannot take any combination of existing programs
and construct a satisfactory -solution. Neither. can we just appro-priate a greater amount of money to existing programs and ex-
pect significant results to the problems of the rural poor.

One of the weaknesses of our Government and of our appropri-ating system is that we pour more money into the existing pro-
grams which profess tO be serving the poor but which, in reality,
have failed in the past and continue to fail to provide effective
solutionsl

Rather, each agency with certain competencies through execu-tive direction or through appropriating bodies, should be required
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to allocate more resources and competencies to effectively assist
the rural poor. And, it cannot be "just more of the same."

Furthermore, some means of central coordination needs to be
developed whereby the various programs are integrated and set
into purposeful action. Logically, the coordination, function should
be in the agricultural establishment.

More responsibility needs to be placed at the State and local
level using the State as a fulcrum for making the Federal systems
more effective. I feel strongly on this point. Federal domination
and control must be lessened. An extension of the Federal Govern-
ment programs is increasingly making the States ineffective and
at the same time making them more liable for criticism. It will be

-a sad day if society should conclude that the State and local gov-
ernments are ineffective and therefore should be alxilished.

We should not overlook the churches. Church leaders are strug-
gling to find new approaches. They are concerned. They need to
be encouraged. -

I haVe a section here on time dimensions. We must assume more
than the period between elections to realize significant results.
Characteristic of our American impatience _is the prevailing phi-
losophy that we must demonstrate success within the -.first years,
and if not, then we should ditch the whole matter.

If- we are to develop permanent and comprehensive programs,
these factors surface as important : (1) Program development
should be a thorough process resting almost altogether on proven
.research, (2) programs should be detached from the active politi-
cal process, and (3) the program should be compv vhensive, with
adequate funds to accomplish the objectives. k

Realizing that rfinancing comprehensiveness is probaUy not feas-
ible, we should take the key programs and finance them com-
pletely. For example, we could concentrate in our educational ef-
forts on the younger age groups and then follow each age group
through the years.

For example, start with the preschoolers on an-entirely ne,..'e
system and carry them through each school year. 133i this plae,
the nexL year we would concentrate on all the preschoolers. In
the following year we would include a new program for the second
grade, and so on for 17 years. In 17 years, we would have elim-
inated the culturally poor. Young people coming-into society would
hold a set of values commensurate with the larger society.

Now, a section here on knowledge about the rural-poor. It is a
very short.one.

This discourse may illustrate all too well whaVliiile-knOW-ledge
we have about the rural poor. We are relatively uninformed about
the various traits and characteristics which represent the culture
of poverty as it is found in rural areas. We may believe we-under-
stand, in broad terms, the culture ; but in terms of specific traits,
the time required to adjust them, the desirability of changing, and
the -nature of the aspirations held by the rural poor are only a
few of the many problems that need to be researched. ,Therefore,
any effort to evolve solutions for the rural poor Would be in error
if it lacked a research component. ..

In summary, as- I have attempted to review the problem con-
cerning the rural poor, I have been aware that many people have



appeared before you and presented different ideas and perhaps
stated better many of the points I have made.

I have endeavored to outline a general framework within which
program-making could take place. To summarize it : First, de-
scribe the broad situations which need to be corrected ; second,
within each situation identify the groups- of people with certain
similarities ; and third, within each group divide them unofficially
into the poor because of current circumstances and the poor whose
heritage is culturally deprived.

Finally, it seems to me three additional points should be made
to the earnest efforto, of this Commission : (1) That it needs to hit
hard at the existing structure of poverty in order to effect change
within it, (2) any campaign against the misery of the rural poor
should be comprehensive, and (3) because you are dealing with
delicate human problems, efforts to standardize, computerize, and
impose systems on those potentially worthwhile human beings
should be done with the most careful judgment.

Thank you for this opportunity to present these ideas to you.
You have my good wishes for a successful report.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much, Mr. Nesius, for a very
fine statement, and we do appreciate your coming on a little earlier
than you were supposed to. Being a versatile man, we had no fear
that you would use an extra 10 minutes.

Any. questions?
Mr. BROOKS : I would like to ask one question. My background

originally was out of a tiniver-gifY,Thild I left because of low in-
come of farmers in- the area. It was in Georgia. It was down to
72 for a year's work in 1932, and that is about as low as you ca-n

get and still stay alive.
We immediately ran into this problem you were talking about

of stimulation of people, in order to create this increased desire
for high productivityi-if that is onecertainly, one of-the criteria
that we have had in agriculture for a long time, to stimulate a
desire to move out of this bottom class that you are talking about.

One of the things that We did, for example, was to get our
growers to paint their homes. We took paint and did jobs at cheap
prices.

Now, I have been in homes wherewe had no painted homes,
hardly, in that area, but old ladies, who were 70 years old, had
never lived in a painted home. I have seen tears stream down their
cheeks.

But you immediately created a desire, they wanted to make this
next step and move up into.this_xtext group you are talking about,
and we have seen thousands of them move up through the years
to where, today, they have got, not elaborate homes, but good
homes. They have electric lights, water works, they have television,
they have all the modern conveniences, and they have moved up into
the mainstream.

Now, I don't feel quite as hopeless about this as you do. I have
seen too many that we have taken from the bottom here and moved
up, and so I think it can be done.

Mr. NRkus : My general reaction is that there are many smaller
things you can do with people of lower income classes, because
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you always find some of them that are more ready to cooperate
than others ; but if you are going to have a broad uplift, everyone
has to feel that perhaps it is necessary to be President of the
United States, so that they can keep going up, so to me this is the
most fundamental of all ingredients that we can give people.

Mr. BROOKS : I think you have to give hope, and a belief that
they Can do it.Mr. NEsnis : They can do it, but that ladder has to be there.
Without it, the son sees his father doesn't have a chance, and he
gets the same impression, and he drops out.

Mr. BROOKS : We have a philosophy that you can't wish or hope
or dream on the government to give you a high scale of living. You
have to produce it, but there was a way for you to produce it, to
increase your productivity, and we wanted to give you the weapons
to do it with, and consequently we have seen that wo-rk.

We have eliminated all the income groupwe haven't eliminated
all the low income group and all the poverty, but we have elimi-
nated most of it. We have come a long way.

Mr. NEsnis: Good for you.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Rudder ?
Mr-.RUDDER : How would you go about doing this job, breaking

these people out of the social structure they are locked into?
Mr. NES1US : I think there are many groups that would have to

be concerned with it Youth groups, for example, Boy Scouts, 4-H
Clubs, have to help ; and the church groups have to help. But the
real effort must be in the schr;ols.

As I said in the paper, it is such a tremendous job that you can't
take the whc3e vertical structure at the same time, and maybe if
you will )-,Alre he first graders and bring cultural orientation into
the schc,,*=.r, lley will have new social skills, they will have speech,
and a way they can move into society.

Mr. RUDDER : Somebody wrote about the lost generation.
Mr. NEsmc:4 : Yes. No more lost than they were in the past. The

poor existed long time ago. We weren't as concerned about them.
The CHAIRMAN ; Are there any more questions Irom the Com-

missioners on my right ? (No response.)
The CHAT3ZMAN : On my left?
Mr. Lirz : Dr. Nesius, we have heard from witnesses who have

said that w orking with the rural poor we would need a constant
service.

Personally, as far as I am concerned, this is a splendid idea,
but from experience, when you try to work at a local level in coun-
seling the poor, you have a lot of failures.

I was wondering if you had done anything, in the West Virginia
area in the way of counseling that would heir. us ?

Mr. NEsrus : We had a 5-year project thr:t has resulted in turn-
ing the community upside down. We had three communities which
were very carefully selected, out of about 30. One is 39, one 45,
and the other 65-families. We set up a program,for them, and this
.prOcess inVolved- the mothers, and with the mothers we got the
teenagers and finally got the fathers, and they did all the work
themselves, the reconstruction of their schoolwe didn't have any
money to do it.



It led from that to a respect for their community. It completely
re--did their whole community. One thing we haven't solved is this
employment question, which is tremendously important.

But if we project that method on a national basis or even on a
basis for West Virginia, we have something like 1.2 million people,
and say 600,000 are in a low income situation. We have 200,000
families.

You divide that up by four, the families, and you can say we
need 500 workers in order to do it, and this would asirne that all
of them are consolidated into communities, which they are not.

We haven't done any direct counseling such as a welfare person
would do. It has been mostly to try to motivate collective and
individual efforts. It is an expensive operation, but in terms of
what it costs for juvenile delinquencyfor example, look at your
national training school at Morgantown. The building itself is go-
ing to cost about $10 million, and we will have about 250 boys, all
between the ages of 16 and 19.

Sixty-five percent of them are there because of thievery, car
thievery for the most part ; 90 percent of these boys will be school
dropouts, without opportunity. If we put that cost against what
it would cost to do something else on the constructive side, we
might find this side is cheaper than the other.

Mr. LIBBY : Have you used 4-H Clubs at all?
Mr. NESIUS : Yes. About 45 percent of the 4-H Club members

are in families of low income.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Roessel ?
Mr. ROESSEL : I would like to ask a question of clarification. You

seemed to indicate that with regard to education if we could get
these kids in school for 17 years, 1 believe you said, that we could
then eliminate this cultural poverty, or whatever you want to
call it.

T. Wondered what your comment might be for those individuals
or those groups in our nation who are not trying to lose that which
they are. I am speaking of the Indian, the American Indian. If you
were to present this alternative to him, I think he would turn edu-
cation down. I think he looks upon education as a means to- both
keep that which he has and add that in our society that he likes.

I wonder if you would comment on this. Is it possible to do this?
Do' you think it might be desirable for. those who want it?

Mr. NESIUS : I thiiik you raise the question of whether you can
have the better part of two worlds. You want to retain the tribal
culture and move into American culture. They are incompatible.

Mr. ROESSEL : When you say they are incnmpatible, isn't this the
basis for our country, the respect for differenees7

Mr. NESIUS : No, not necessarily. In order to have a democratic
nation we wanta person has to be able to move from one to the
-other. The poor have a ceiling over them and they can't move.

Mr. ROESSEL ; I think you need to make a distinction between the
poor culture and the--

Mr. NESIUS (interrupting) : Yes. I hadn't considered the In-
dians. But again, it is a decision to be made by the Indians. They
can't have the best of two worlds.

The CHAIRMAN : Dr..Johntson ?



Mr. JOHNSON : We hear people talk about more organization and
more technical staff and more motivation for these low income
people.

Don't we have enough government agencies out there now, and
enough technical staff, if we just motivated them to work with our
low income people ? It would be a tremendous help, would it not ?(Laughter.)

Mr. NESIUS : The point I made in my paper is that_ yve will not
solve the problem by just more of the same. And it is my sug-gestion that no one agency rtan be the total solution in the first
Instance, and either through executive direction, meaning thePresident of the United States, or the Congress of the United
States ought to designate the units that do have something to setup a -special unit only for that purpose. It ought to be separate
from the rest of it.

If the overall philosophy of an organization runs to, say, the
efficiency model, it's pretty hard to deal with the inefficient. Therewould be, if there is a separate line in it.

Mr. JOHNSON : I don't wP..nt to pursue it beyond- a point, but youhave the educational agency out there, that does the education
among the people, all the people. There is nothing in their regula-
tions to say they work with the rich only. You have the Soil Con-servation, the welfare, and on and on. It seems to me that whatwe are going to do is to kill these poor people or let them aboutstarve to death, while we are talking about somebody to help them,
and we have got all these people out there.

I don't know what they are doing, actually.
Mr. NEsIus : I can't say, either, because I am not acquainted withall the States.
But rather than try to create a whole new superstructure, whichis what you are saying, the resources ought to be pinpointed to thisproblem. I mean, rather than talking in generalities, let's get totalking in specifics, with people, money, and programs devotedexplicitly for that purpose.
Mr, JOHNSON : Well, of course, I want to make my feelings plain.I think what we ought, to do is- dissolve all these other agenciesand set up a new one and go from there.
Mr. NESIUS : I wouldn't agree with that.
Mr. JOHNSON I think we have come to a point where we havepiled more agencies onto more agencies so there areMr. NESIUS (interruptin0 : Dr. Johnson, you have perhapsseen the projection of the way the employment is going to go forthe next 10 or 15 years, and the largest increase in employment is

going to be in governMent service.
The CHAIRMAN : What Mr. Johnson is saying is the lady whoreached the age of spinsterhood who decided she had rather gothrough life wanting something she didn't have than having some-thing she didn't want. (Laughter.)
Mr. JOHNSON : Thank you, doctor.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Bonnen?
Mr. BONNEN : I thought I heard you say something, Dr. Nesius,that I would like to have you expand. I thought you said the pro-
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gram should be detached from the political processes and at the
same time adequately funded.

That seems to me inconsistent. If you adequately fund these
programs, they have a major political interest and can make an
impact on structures. What do you mean here, really?

Mr. NESIUs : When this program was set up, it was set within
the political framework, and as a result had to be accomplished
within this framework.

First of all, you have- to get it out of that framework, and
secondly, all the money that travels from one politician to another
before it gets to where it is going to get to work.

Appropriations to land-grant colleges, and some of the depart-
ments of government are outside of the politicai process.

Mr. BONNEN: Outside the direct political process; you mean.
Mr. NESIUS : Yes. If it goes from the President to the Governor,

and from him to the local county
Mr. BONNEN : I understand what you mean.
One further point. You touched on it, but I wonder how opti-

mistic you are. You pointed out some of the problems -about the
institutions in the agricultural establishment.

How optimistic are you of their successfully dealing with this
latter category that hasn't been too successful so far? What are
the prospects? Can the extension service change its stripes?

Mr. NEstus: My paper, instead of listening to what they saythey_ are doing, turns around and tells them what they have
Mr. BONNEN : Who is "they"?
Mr. NESIUS : All the agencies that we call the agricultural es-

tablishment. I'm in agricultural extension. You ask me what I amdoing, and I can tell you, and we are doing some good work.
If you ask other agencies, they will tell you what they are doing.

They will all say they are good, and they will prove they are doing
beneficial work.

What I am trying to say here is that there has to be a directassignment to do this, rather than asking what has been done,
but stay within the existing structure.

Mr. BONNEN : Who's going to ,ive that instruction ?
Mr. NESIUS : Either the President or Congress.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Rudder?
Mr. RUMER : Mr. Levitan said this morning that he didn't

think the land grant colleges could do this. Do you feel that theland grant college is the vehicle, or at least a major portion of the
vehicle to do this job?

Mr. NESIUS : No, I don't. I think that it is a combination.
Mr. RUDDER A combination of what?
Mr. NESIUS : The colleges, State governments, Federal Govern-

ment, and local government.
Mr. RUDDER : Saying you would have work being done by yourextension department, and then there would be agencies at theState level, and then there would be some other agenciesare yousaying have three working on the same problem ?
Mr. NESIUS : No, I don't. In Kentucky, when I was working on

rural development, we were working in a common community. We
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sat down with the other agencies and said what is the general
problem. The Soil Conservation Service said, "I can do this," the
vocational agriculture people said, "We do this,". and extension
said, "We can do this."

They were fitted together automatically. Each one was working
independently, but--

Mr. RUDDER (interrupting) : Who was the overall coordinator,
or the directing force? -

Mr. NESIUS : The only people who can coordinate agencies are
local people. No one Agency can coordinate another agency.

Mr. RUDDER: Someone said a little while ago that there are so
many of u-s that if we don't want to cooperate, they simply walk
away from you.

Mr. NESIUS : If we find we have a community group that is
really interested in the problem, they will coordinate the agencies,
because the agencies have to serve them to exist

Mr. BONNER : On- the other side of the coin, if the agencies go
out with the notion they are the sole actor on the policy, . they
destroy any- success in obtaining program objectives. I think that
is in` the back Of your mind, -loci.

Mr. NEISILIS : Very true.
Mr. BONNER: Thea baby gets thrown out with the bath water

when you challenge the roles of the agencies.
Mr. NESIUS : The colleges 'have a very unique and very clearcut

role, and they can't be processed.
Mr. RUDDER : Who should take the lead?
Mr. NESIUS : I would say the President of the United States and

Congress.
Mr. RUDDER : I mean in the .local community. What ag,..ncy?
Mr. NESIUS : I am not so sure. I don't know just how I would

answer that- I jUst hadn't thought about that well enough to re-
spond. Probably it would take a local group.

Mr. RUDDER : What is wrong- with:the extension service taking
this lead?

Mr. NESIUS: Well, the extension service could get them together
- the first tirne, but I am not sure the extension service ought to do

all the leading.
Once the agencies get togeth1Jand14ne3r,,,ibegin ,to put their

competences together, leadership-ThôTt rof';-°e-volVeg'itgelf. In---one
community you will see one agency the leader.

The CHAIRMAN : I see them passing notes, so I think we are
going to, in order to be fair to the next witness, we are going to
have to end this discussion at this point, Dr. Nesius. We do appre-
ciate very much your corning here.

Mr, NESIus : Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN : Dr. Whisman, wd are glad tO see you. We are

sorry that your ex-boss, .. Governor of your State and Chairman of
this Commission, cannot-be- here to greet you, ,but I will give Tom
Ford and Dr. Hutchins equal time to,_put in , a plug for the State
of Kentucky. I just made my plug-for-West Virginia '-

You have b-den '. working in this area for a number of 'years, par-
ticularly in your home State of Rentucky, and we look forward to
what you have to Say to the Cominission.



STATEMENT OF JOHN D. WHISMAN
Mr. WHISMAN : Gentlemen, fellow Kentuckians, fellow Appala-

chians, and fellow Americans, let me say that first of al/ I willhave a prepared statement for you later in the day. The only excuseI will offer is that this has been one of those hectic weeks, which
I expect from the nature of the composition of this Commission
you would understand.

I think I could say essentially what I have already put on paperhere this morning. I think perhaps the first thing I ought to dois to identify the manner in" which I speak.
The statement that I will give you here is not a statement ofthe Appalachian Regional Commission. If you know how thatCommission is made up, you know that is rather difficult. I repre-sent 12 Governors on the Appalachian Commission and I wouldn't

propose to make a statement that would be the statement of th.)se
12 Governors.

However, Y.: have held this job for a while and have not beend, so I will suggest to you that I can make.a statement that will
be inconsistent with:the views of those 12 Governors, and Ithink this nfay be the significant thing about my appearzNnce here.

If you- will ponder the conservative and liberal Demcfic,-ats and
conservative and liberal Republicans who were able to come to-gether on one of the most complicated programs we are trying toadminister in th program today and reach not only agreement,but consistency and action, I think mayLe I could quit there andsay if you krfew how this was done and you could use this in thenational attack on poverty, you would have something, and if Tcould say no more I would settle for that.

But I speak as a person who has been for many years what Inever calledbut you might calla poverty warrior, and I speak
as a person who has identified himself as a developer, and I-think
that's also significant and in spite of the- great experience that Icould call upon, in personal associations with individual people inpoverty, -.vith an analysis of what the problem of poverty is, andwith all of that, knowing the witnesses you have here and the- re-sources you have-to draw on to get that kind of information, Iam going to skip that.

I am going to deal on one C'entral focus--again my personal viewwhich is a- factor that will affect the strategy in the attack onpoverty, and most especially worldL poverty.I started in this business as a poverty warrior as a volunteercitizen. I would like to recount that fact. I didn't start in govern-mentI heard someone ask if we don't have too much govern-ment. I think Maybe we do, but I think we still lack some of theaction that we- ought to have out of our democratic government.I started-in this business as a Jaycee', a community development
worker. I became president of the 'State Jaycees, and became:theoriginal national chairman for cortimunity development of theJaycees, and the national prograni changed itS Iprojects, *with- a_movement down in Kentucky to_do something about the problemsof our poor, if you will, except down in Kentucky you find when youput it that way, we sometimes say, "We're poor, but -we ain't cheap."Frankly, we never thought about this 'poverty." We had gome



problems we wanted to whip. We had pr4ople who needed jobs arid,
by the way, we knew from the outset it wasn't just as simple as
jobs, and I sometimes hear that politically it is just a problem of
jobs. It-is nowher.-- near that simple.

But we knew we had a group of problems, and we attacked them
on the basis of we had-to create a better community, create oppor-
tunities in our community, as one half of this picture.

The other half of the picture, we had to help people get the
opportunities. This is essentially the type of strategy I would like
to discuss with you.

The CHAIRMAN : May I interrupt y ou just_for a moment?
Dr. Whisman, the Commission will have to adjourn at 5 minutes

to 12, because we have an appointment at the White House, and
I just wanted to make sure you-understood the time limitation.

Mr. WHISMAN : I have a very brief statement, really, and I
hope to yield to questions if the statement generates any.

I am going to discuss one idea. The point I want to make is that
this pricigiam was not born here in this town. It was l*rn in Ken-
tucky. It was born of people. It was not born of Government. It
was born of Kiwanis, Rotary, ladies' clubs, and peopie who got
togetherDr. Nesius, by the way, was part of this activityand
you have seen similar things in all your States.

We went a little further, and we began to concoct what is today
the Appalachian program.

I left priv ate industry, where I was working, and I became
director of the East Kentucky D,evelopment Commission, later
became director to Governor Coombs, and it was the leadership of
Governor Coombs and Governor Breathitt that has brought this
concept into full force.

It is in full force in KentuCky tocifw, and it is making progress
on the problem. .L worked with Governoi- Coombs and Governor
Breathitt, and I want to note_that the progress moves upward.

We organizee the community groups, and area groups, and then
the conference of Appalachian Governors. We came as a confer-
ence of Appalachian Governors to President John F. Kennedy, and
in 1963 we created the President's Appalachian Reoional Com-
mission, which was essentially identical to what you gentlemen

_are, and I relate this experience; because along the path we became
in precisely the same position as you.

The question before us was we didn't call it poverty then, if you
will remember. We called it underdevelopment of human oppor-
tunity, of' communities, and so forth. We saw this as a strategic
problem.

Yes, we related it to a:particular piece of geography, but I
suggest-to you that the lessons we feel we are learning, and we
are still learning them, are transferable-to the national so-called
poverty- program, and the thing I want to suggest to you is that
I do not think they are presently incorporated in the national
attack on poverty.

Id6,n-ot-believe- the national attack on poverty does have a
strategy, and certainly it does not have proper strategy. This
is not a critical comment on thbse who created the program_ be-
'cause I participated in that task force that helped to drafi the
Economic Opportunity bill.



My point is, though, that the key problem is that we have dealt
with details, we have dealt with questions as to whether Head-
start is strategically more useful than a class for dropouts. We
have dealt with these kinds of problems without ever assembling
the strategic capability to attack this problem.

As I move through the question of where I think we are today,
lek me make these points. I think the most significant factor to
the fact tiTat poor people exist and that we want to help them is
twofold.

One is today, or at least some time in the lives of all of us sitting
in this room, we and humanity generally, and in the United States
in particular, have acquired the capacity to organize and use our
resources and our technologies in such a way that we can provide
comfortable minir_Aum standards of living for everybody.

We learned this a. little while before we decided to do anything
about it, but aggin, in very recent years we have, through the
democratic process of our governmentthis is the second point,
,we have declared as a national policy thatwe-will1begin specifically
-to organize our actions to achieve this goal, specifically to elimin-
ate poverty.

Now, that's two things, then, that have happened. We recog-
YfIze that we can do the job, and we have'decided to do the job.

The third question that you address yourselves to, how do we
do, the job? -

if I could draw for 7011 a chart quickly, I would like to begin_to suggest some of T think is the strategic problem of the
"how. We in hUmanity for a long time, and governmu
government, whether it is democratic or not, by the way----has a
certain number of things to do. You have to deal_with problems
of health, transportation, -such as highways, railroads, how you
get from here to there, problems of education, problems of muni-
cipal government, political sciencecertain things that you could
draw as a-ligt (indicating). _ _

Ana for about as long as I can ibmember in the past, and my
knowledge of what has gone before me, we addressed ourselves
to these functional categories.iWe had people who were expert in
what to do about health, what to do about transportation, et cet-

,era.
More recently, and not within just the past couple of years, but

rec mtly, we have begun to establish, through government, goals
which are quite different. Among these goals are full employment,
the elimination of poverty, solving the problems of cities, solving
the problems of rural areasthese kinds of goals, which are not
functionally divisible in terms of health . or education or trans-portation, and if you were going to draw a chart, you couldn't
list elimination,of poverty as just one more goal.

You would have to list elimination of poverty up here ahead
of the whole chart, and you would say here in the health program
there is something extra to be done about this goal to eliminate
poverty..

In the transportation_program, there is something extra to bedone. Now, one of the reasons that we decidedfirst, we recog-nize that we know we can eliminate povertyis that we know
about the technical resources we have to do the job.
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But as we then went to the second point and decided to use
government, to use our institutions to do it, the thing I would sug-
gest to you is that we didn't properly organizewe tried, we got
pretty close--but we didn't organize the relationship.

The word "exclusive" becomeS---ä problem here. I often hear
poverty workers use "an exclusive" program in the War on Pov-
erty. We have bureaucratically said one-third of a committee must
be poor.

As one who has spent a lifetime in this profession, 4 4" A a
profession, and I think in thi-3 age it will become one- ;

know that I will ever be called professional, but I think th sez. 1_,re-
fession will be recognizedI think that we can no longer treat
this as an exclusive goal, but a goal to be properly related to the
other things that we do.

National defense, to me, is an equivalent go& to the elimination
of poverty. We secure national defense by so managing all our
categorical programs that we see to it that within each-program
the proper thing is done to meet tliig goal. This is what we need,
what we have to do, with poverty.

We must include in the poor, and we don't include them in by
using the word "exclusive.'

I would like to refer to-this very quickly, and then I am going to
close, Miles, to a poverty warrior who was reported to live sameyears ago. His name :was Robin Hood. He had a merry band,
similar to the merry band that roves our country today. He liad a
poverty slogan. He n!Md, "We shall rob from the rich and give to
the poor," aud I- would like to suggest to you that because of the
things I pointed out earlier, which are not news to you, that the
slogan, while it was most appropriate then, because in those days to
help the poor yoU had to fight the establishment, you had to fight the
power structure, and I am using the dirty words here, and I insist
that today the :-establishment, the power structare, is on our side,
and if I call make no other point I think that this is- the most
significant point to be made.Miles, the reason it is especially, significant in the rural areas
is this : If we simply deal with the poor person, the more we im-
prove the poor person and fail to improve that rural environment,
fail tc bring an urbanizationand in the discussions 4bout cul-
ture a while ago I don't think this necessarily means a change in
culture. F think you can maintain cultures in an urban environ-
ment easier than in a rural environment.

But if we don't involve the regular agencies, the power struc-
ture, if we don't make this our goal, if we don't abandon this idea
of purposely going out to undo the power structure, in my opinion
we are wasting the prime resource_that we cannot fail to use if we
are to win the War on-Poverty.

The basis of the War on Poverty, I remind you again;- was our
own recognition that we have the resources and- the technica-1
capacity to win the war. The technical' capacity resides, if I Tr7
be broad in using the term, among the Tt resides among-
whoqie the talent, have the-leade.--ship, A Ave the resourck
the j6b.



I think it is a blatant myth that these people cannot be enlisted
in the War on Poverty, but I think one mistake we have made sofar is to use strategic approach that sets them away and says
that what they have done is to make people poor.

The people who are poor are not those who were made poor, theyare those who remained poor. In our age, more and more people
are leaving those ranks daily.

In closing, and I have not dealt with detail:----I would cite the
Appalachian program where we used the nation's resources in apartnership basis -with the rich, if you will, of the Federal Gov-ernment, the leadership of this to wn. But we press as much as
we can that leadership back down, and on the way back -down we
insist that those who can solve educational problems are educators,and we do not say that the reason that education has all the prob-
lems it has is that educators are bad.

We recognize that the reason is that educators have had tooslender resources, and they have not had the previous benefit of apolicy, for instance, to ,aliminate poverty.
Now, with the resources, with the decision to do the job, I main-

tain we must reverse this process of alienating the rich in leader-
ship, the rich in resourees,-and- concentrate on all the resourceswe have. I think that we-are going to win the War on Poverty,but the kinds of things Ernie Nesius was talking about, this is
important at the community leVel, these groups, and I will answer
the question you asked him. He was getting to it.

: We have not provided in local government or any place else theanswer to that question, what kind of agencies deal with this
problem, becauso it is a comprehensive problem.

Now, it has to be a comprehensive agency, but it has to movethrough the Constitutional processes. This means that in State
government you are going to bave -to derive the power of the com-prehensive group from the local iGove-rnor. Whoever the chief
executive is, demperatically- elected, has got to be involved. Then
you add the comprehensive gro/up; and the comprehensive pro-
gram, and you x-!(1...! the elimination of poverty as a total goal, and I
think we will win.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you for a very fine statement.
Mr. Gibson ?
Mr. GIBSON: I want to ask aboTAt something we heard was going

on in Kentucky, but before we gEt to that, I would like to get your
reaction concerning the dirty words that you used, power struc-ture amt the establishment; and your stipulation that they '_re onthe side of the poor.

To_me, it is not as clear r's it seems to be to you. A. very largecontingent of thoe'e who are in poverty that we hrIve confrontedin our hearings and that I know about from experience, are thoseagricultural workers that have no protection on the National
Labor Relations standards, who do not earn a minimum wage, orwho, when they complete the Title V progranis that are providingtraining for them, and I think if you get them off welfare some-times earn less than a dollar an hour, and in manyother ways I. see
reflections that the "haves" do not easily give to the "have/ nots."

I think that the poverty program that we not have, deficient as it
may be,- may not have been pci-Ssible had there not been the very



tremendous upsurge of civil rights activity of a few years back
beginning a few years back. I think our concern with the deprived
and the poor and the initiative which they took, and we appended
ourselves to the bandwagon that some of us have gotten onto some-
what inadequately thus far.I find, therefore, that my own experience doesn't bear out yet
that the initiative for the elimination of poverty has been suffi-
ciently grasped by the "haves" so that we can say the recent ag-
gressiveness and energies recently exhibiteEl . by the "have nots"
is an impediment.

Thus far it is the base of it.
I would like you to comment on that a little further, but in Ken-

tucky, a very significant thing seems to be occurring relating to
incentives which State programs provide to employers, industrial
groups, who, when they come into the State, are encouilaged to
locate in small towns, in rural areas, in order to provide economic
bases which are needed by those particula7r areas.

Mr WHISMAN : You asked a very complicated question, but first
of all, let me try to answer it incisively. -

There are-a varioty of movements that nwve in the course of
human affairs, and you can't deal with all of them in the sense
of ,changing all of them.

I think that bigotry, racial bigotry, is alsothe elimination of
racial bigotry is obviously another national goal that has been
endorsed by the basic power structure of the country.

No movement ever takes place that doesn't have its adherents
and dissidents. If we were to go to Kentucky, I am sure you would
know that in-the early days the Governor moved with an Executive
order even before there was ability to move through legislation
_for this,We have dedicated our program in Kentucky, and by the way,
this ig the strategy. You speak, for instance, of a department that
is related to industrial development, and that department, to be
successful, must involve industrial power structure. When you
are gping -to get a man to locate the plant and his profits are in-
volved, it is pretty hard to say, "We want you to locate here be-
cause there are some poor people."Unless he is interested in cheap labov, and I am speaking
frankly here, he is not going to be attracted by that. We are trying
to maximlze the site that happens to be incidental to the problem,
.where our people live.

This, to me, is moving in_ the- economic development factor,
which has a strong bearing on civil rights,_and / think the best
way to give a man rights is to make him responsible, make him
capable, but I don't discount at all that this doesn't deal with
bigotry. It doesn't deal with the fact that you have "haves" in
local communities who try to hold. to the status quo- of the power

structure.
My point is that given the influence of the, rights movement

you talked about, and other movements, such as the organized
labor mswement, the interest of 'churches, the growing awareness
of all humanity that we can do these things, the strategic thrust
of our movement is such now that I am saying we need to recog-
nize that the protest factor is not the strategic factor for civil



rights, ri my opinion, sir, but it goeswe have reached the point
where we can afford to be constructive, -we have reached the point
where we would be successful involving the power structur-

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Gay has a question.
Mr. GAY : ir0 Whisinan, isn't it true that a lot of what you are

saying goes with the word "involvement"?
Mr. WHISMAN Yes.
Mr. GAY : I have found during my lifetime that you can take

b-areaucracy, the "haves," the power -__structure, or as we
used to call them down home, the "got rocks," and if you can get
them involved in this poverty problem you have got the game
pretty well underway.

If we think we can lick poverty in this nation without getting
the "got-rocIr and thehaves" and the power structure involved,
we are barking up the wrong tree. We've got to have them. It is
a questitm, is it not, of gettingthem involved?

Mr. WHISMAN: Yes.
The CHAIRMAN : Are there any further questions by Commis-

sion members? We have 2 minutes.
Mr. BROOKS : I would like to say that I am in full agreement,

that we can't separate people out and get the job done, either
on the bom or the top level. We are going to have to involve the
whole area, and you are going to have to use the people with the
most ability and who have the most know-how this problem.

By the same token, I don't think, we should take the lower
group and separate them out. I think that is the worst thing that
can happen, because they think they; can't pass into the next stage.

Mr. GIBSON : Mr. Chairman, -I don't want Mr. Briiiik-S--or the
Chairman or the esteemed witness to think that the structure is
not_involved. _-

The ihrust of your statement was ivith the initiative, where the
initiative lay. I have not observed that the talented and the capable
have yet begun to, show the initiative we have spoken about.The initiative has come from the "have nots" -in pressing for
what they need. I agree we need to involve these people. I. would
be interested in the "hows" of getting the talented involved. I
don'e,believe they are yet coming in to the degree we agree is
needed.

Mr. WHISMAN : I would simply say the best example I could give
you as -to "how"--and with a lot of qualificationsis exemplified
in the Appalachian program; and recognizing they are not in-
volved, and that many peoPle have --!not yet subscribed to this
national goal, we are on the way to iii-volvement. And my testi-
mony is that- success requires the involvement of the poor, and we
have accomplished that, but it is right now a little overemphasized.
Overemphasizing it may alienate what we have to have, and I
assure you there has been human progres based on desire toserveThe CHAIRMAN (interrupting) : Mr: WoodLnlegs ?

Mr. WOODENIXGS I just want the Indian people to 1:4 included
in this program, and you call yourself a wai-rior. (Laughter.)

The CHAIRMAN : At 1 :30, we will meet back here, and Mr.
Simon's-testimony will be given at about 2 o'clock this afternoon.

1:87
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I am told you do not need your hats and coats, and you may
leave your pap=?rs, et cetera, right_ here.

(Whereupon, at 11:67 a.m., a recess was taken for lunch.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(Mr. Bonnen assumes the chair.)
Mr. BONNEN : Will the Commission come to order.
I shall be substituting for Miles St- as Chairman for a

while.
Our first guest this afternoon, to whorl, apologize for havingelayed, is the president of Campbell Soup, Mr. William B.

Murphy. We are happy to have you here, and we will jusf., pro-
ceed.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B. MURPHY
Mr. MURPHY : I understand you gentlemen baye- not had lunch.

I want to assure you I have had the same expaTeniig7 (Laughter.)
Mr. Chairman, and members of the Commi-4A n;dahappen to be

a member of the Food and Fiber- CommissiX we have a
slight charge on the- score of rural welfare, and I think we wiri be
dealing with it with a broad brush. I understand you are looking
at nis in depth, and I am not going to tell you what we are going
to say, but it won't be anything that's comprehensive to you.

I appreciate your invitation to appear here today: Our companyhas a vital interest in the welfare of rural America. Campbell
Soup Company has operating plants at a score or more locaticins
in the United States, and many of these are in rural areas.

While we have a natural interest in farm" productivity and the
economic health- of-the rural areas in which ive do business; oar
concern transcends these immediate interests. As 17.11 all business,
the long-range welfare of our c-OthPany is tied to that of the
country as a whole. Being in the food business, we have, I suppose,
an above-average interest in farming and rural areas.

A year and a half ago, I discussed this subject in an address
before the Econothic Club of Detroit. Because the situation is much
the same today, I would like to reemphasize some of the comments
made earlier coneerning the location in rural areas of a substantial
percentage of new/ industrial plants.

At the samertime, however, I would, like to discuss a, few of the
problems that w4 have encountered in locating plants in rural
areas.

I am sure that the members of this Commission are aware that
this co; Intry's 164 metropolitan, counties with populations of over
100,000 occupy only 5 percent of the nanon's land area, but that

them is concentrated-48 percent of the country's total em-
ployment in mItnufactiiring establishm,ants.

In examining why this has happened, the question arises, has
industry concentrated in the cities becEr zse the people are there,
or have the people gone to the cities because industrj: is there?
The answer,- of. course, is that both have _thken place.

Eighty-eight percent of the counties in the United States today
have a total population of less than 100,000. They represent 32
percent of total population. Just 35 years ago, these same counties
represented 42 percent of the total population.

P
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What Iri.s taken place in this 35-year interval has been a com-bination uf metropolitakt industrialization and scientific farm
dev elopments producing tremendous increases in farm produc-
tivity. As a result, many millions of people no longer needed on
farms have migrated to localities where job opportunities existed
and especially to the metropolitan areas.

It has been conservatively estimated that over the next 35 yearsour population in this country will double, but that the number
of farms will decrease from today's 3,300,000 to about 1,500,000.
It is also estimated that farm population will drop from today's
12.5 million to about 6 million as further improvements are made
in farm productivity. This 12.5 million people on today's farms
will actually increase to 24 million people under the do-abling of
population in 35 years, but only 6.5 rnilhn of th,-:-.re will be needed
on the farms.

This means a surplus of about 18 million. And there is v.-) esti-
mate for the reduction in numbers of people in rural towns who
make their living_liy serving the farm population. This reductioncan easily match in numbers the surplus from the farms. The
trend to fewer and fewer farms and lower farm and other rural
population has been going on for many years.

Farming is an extiting occupation when the farmer has good
education and training a-ori when the farn-i ha,-; the potential to be
profitable: This requires a *Pizz-:,-ble acreage, modern high-production
farm machinery, funds for .-1.rtilizing and spraying; and ample
water supply.

B-at it's certainly most 6iscouraging to be a break-even or loss
farmer, and so over the la 82. several decades there has been an
evolutionary cha-hge entailing large, year-after-year reductions
in small farms. This will continue, in all probability, until there
remains a hard,core of well-educat;A, high-income farmers.

Speaking as a taxpayer, this will be a good thing in more
than one, but as a person, I must say the change presents a mam-
moth human pro:Ilem.

The 6.5 million people w.ho are needed on, and who remain on,
farms 35 years from now will probably have a far better standard
of living than those living on farms do today. But what about the
18 million surplus people who could be living in rural America
the year 2,000. it is my hope, and I might say belief, that the merit
of industrial dec.entralization will have been recognized to a far
greater exterre by th -4 -time and those no longer needed on the
farms and _who have. he necessary education will find jobs in
plants located near thf r homes.

i believe the key to this potential problem, however, is the same
key to the problem of the unemployed everywhereeducation and
training.If ma-lufacturers are to decide to locate a larger proportthn of
their new plants in rural areas, they cannot be expected to solve
the rural unemployment problenis by hiring those who are under-
educated and untrained. In rural areas as elsewhere, industry, to
be effective, must recruit the-best employees availablethe best
trained and the best motivated; not the least.

The fact that there is considerable unemployment in the p9or
sections of big cities today would seem to argue-for concentrating
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new plants in those areas rather than rural areas. But this seems
to me to be a superficial conclusion. There are plenty o job oppor-tunities in the big cities for trained people.

There is an enormous segment of the business complex thatcan't be disassociated from the great population of the metro-
politan centers. I refer to the services industry, bigger than. themanufacturing, which includes retailing, wholesaling, utilities,
transPortiAion, construction, entertainment, banking, irvgurance,
and all of the other types of services that are necessarily indig-
enous to the population. They must be located where they a I....LI_
needed.

Certainly one must expect that in the future there will be manynew plants built near the cities, especially th,me in the serviceindustries.
But if most of the new manufacturing plants, as distinguished

fro/7i the services, are built in metropolitan areat; this won't solve__
the unemployment problems of the undereducated in the cities.
Howevert.ias in the past, it is likely to cause millions more from
the rural cotmtjes to drift to the big cities to look for jobrs.

I believe it iL in order to suggest, therefore, that in the UnitedStates today manufacturers can do themselves a favor and our
country a service by allocating a fair share of their new plants tothe rural areas:

Of course, industrial decentralization iS taking place in many
areas right now. Although plants are springing up in some rnral
places, many are also being built in --the metropolitan- areas aswell. At the present tiine, the population trend is still toward
greater concentration in the metropolitan areas, and it is diffi-
cult to say what must take place in ordei to reverse this trend.Of the nation's 28,800 manufacturing establishments having
over 100 employees, only 2,062 of that 28,000 are located in rural
counties. This is about one per county. But there are literally thou-
sands of small places hungering for 'manufacturing industries.

Using our company as an example, 21/2 years ago we completed
construction of a million-square-foot plant in Paris, Tex., a com-munity of about 21,000 people. This plant now employs about
1,200 people.

This was a very close decision as we had Many opportunities
to go into small places in Texas where conditions were gcnerally
adequate. Incidentally, the number of applicants for jobs in that
plant was-fantastic.

Last year, we completed and began operating, a new plant at
Sumter, S.C., a town of 23,000. This plant could have gone intoany one of many locations in the southeastern part of the country,all with adequate land, labor, water, utilities, and so forth.

It is estimated that total costs for salaries and wages, benefits,
ingredients, services, and supplies this year. at Sumter will total
over $20 Million. For a town of 23,000 population, that is quite an
economic .Aplift, covsiderable_....part of this- goes to farmers. Thip
will-help_difeihe'e6Onomy in'this section of South Carolina becauspa dollar , of private enterprisemoneytu.rna_simerthreur

I could give examples of other such plants in Ohio, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Indiana, Arkansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, and Cali-
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fornia ; in small towns, wherever one of these plants has gone in,
there has been a general uplift in the economy and a general up-
lift in the employment situation.

These plants are located in towns as small as 2,000 population,
In these places, employees are sometimes drawn from a radius
of 15 to 30 miles, some off the farms, unprofitable farms. In the
past 15 years, oar medium-size company has added roughly 14,000
employees in- smaller communities as our business has expanded.

This has meant that some 50,000 to 60,000 family members
have been held in their hme communities rather than forced to
move into larger places lo-lring for jobs plus at least that number
of people in the services - 'ustries dependent on money circu-
lating from those families.You may be interested in a comparison we have made of the
growth .:4,4ate in disposable income at several of our new plant,locations as contrasted wall the 5-year average before these
plants were built. -

At Paris, Tex., we Constructed the new_ plant there in 1963 and
1964 and" it began operations in November of 1964, Income per
household in Paris the following year, 1965, was growing at a
rate 26.2 percent faster than 5t was the 5-year -period from
1957 through 1962.This growth rate surpasses that of, the county, the State and
the Nation for the same periods. In Washington County, Ark.,Campbell has two manufacturing plantsone that, has beenthere for many years, and a new one constructed in 1963 and
1964. Disposable income per household in Washington County
in 1965 was growing at a rate 35.8 percent faster than it was
in the 5-year period from 1957 through 1962 before the newest
plant there--was built.By contrast, the income growth rate for the,- State as a whole
that year was g9.9 percent ahead of the 5-year average mentioned,
and the Nation's income growth rate was 24.3 percent ahead.

Of course, there are some obstacles to operating manufactur-ing plants in- small cities and townp. The difficulties might be'
considered to be these : Shortages of management and executive
personnel, reluctance of some company executives or their wives
to take assignments iia small communities, lack of trained mechan-
ical workers, inadequate utilities, lack of construction work forces.Of all of these, the most serious ot is the possibility of in-
adequate utilities. It may_bo necessary to put in one's own water
or sewage system. This is an extra cost, of course, but we have
found it to be more than offset by the lower tax rates.The matter of the lack of people who are trained or can be
readily !e has been exaggerated, in my opinions The men
and won from farms and small towns tend to have good
work habits because of their way of life and their early training.
Our organization at Paris, Tex., for example, where we took a
green force from scratch and trained it to handle some of the
fastest metal-working machines, such as can _body--makers and
aluminum ,presses and intricate electrical devices, such as elec-
i-renic sorting machines, automatic controls, and computers, de-
Aoped Vile necessary skills in at least as short a time as is par

for the course in urban centers. We have no concern on this score,
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However, it was necessary to screen -a very large number of-job applicants in order to find a competent wo-rk force; This hasbeen-true in other rural .areas as well as in some cities.Being the-main industry in -az town has many advantages, butalso I suppOse the disadvantage of being constantly in the spot-light. However, an industry _that deals fairly-with its neighborsand employees will make many ' friends. Also, I think there issomething to be said for being wanted.
The_ arguments for locating new-plants in rural areas wouldseem to be so numerous that one-'is inclhied to wonder why new

plant construCtion =is still tending to favor the cities. At firstglance, one might attribute this to the fact that the cities arebetter organized and more vocal in selling the merits of theircommunities. For the past 'two decades however, some ruralcommunities have developed considerable skill in attracting in-dustry. -

Competition has become so keen among States, cothities, andmunicipalities for shares of the industrial pie that the situation _is in danger of fostering 'excesses which may not be in the best-interests of the taxpayer.
The teehni-que of using the credit of a municipality, enhancedby the Federal income tax immunity for municipal bonds, in-dnstrial development bonds, to finance the construction or acqui-sition of industrial plants for lease to private industry was begunjust a quarter:of a century ago.Today, a -totaL of 37 States have authorized some form ofindustrial i development financing, and eventually the remaindermay have' to resort to industrial,aid bonds in competitive self-

defense.
The' InVestment Bankers Association has stated that industrialaid bonds-issued in 1965 amOunted to $213 million compared toonly $47 million in 1960;- and they have estimated that in 1966industrial aid bonds showb-alled to a fotaLof $680 million. In myopinion, the way it is going, every State in the Union will have'to do this to protect itself, and this figure_ will get into thebillions
There are a great many arguments for and against industrialbond financing. It hats been argued that the practice helps bycreating new jobs, stimulating Jocal--business,, developing naturalresources, attracting additioriallindustry,- and creating new taxratabled. There are argliments against the practice, however.In a speech in November and reprinted -in a magazine inDecember, the director of _ the _North Carolina Department ofConservatipn and Development, Dan E. Stew-art,-,-stated4that4ink--,.-his opiiiion industrial aid bonds are not sound fiir the cOVnirYas -a whole for a variety.- of reasons. Amon,g them: (1) .Theyeliminate a source of-tax revenue much needed by the FederalGovernment, by the State government, and by local- goiiernmentstoo, Whenever lov;al ad valorem taxes are waived ; (2) the increps:-ing volume of industrial aid,bonds will increase the competitionfor ot;her types of .municiPal financing needed for utilities,highways, and so forth, and-might 'also force upward the interestrates,non -such local governinent bond issues; (3) and especiallyimportant, as Mr. Stewart-points out, subsidized capital costs



for new industries will have a competitive advantage over, the
previously established plants which used conventional methods
of financing. _ ,

At the same -time, this subsidized financing competes -with ---
those financial institutions 'Which have helped to develop the
country in large part through their conventional loansanotherinstance in which we would have what, amounts to further
government competition with private industry.

May I say this, and this is not Mr. Stewart's" comment: Acommunity that is well developed can better afford to make a
favorable deal to get a new plant than a community that is not
in .good shape. This whole 'thing.: of tax-free industrial develop-
ment bonds is a highly questionable' practice, in my opinion.Mr. Stewart is not alone in this criticism of industrial aid
financing through municipal bond issues. Similar observations
are to be found in another statement published last month by
William G. Column, executive director 'of the Advisory Commis-.
sion on Intergovernmental Affairs ; and still more are listed in
the book "Industrial Aid Financing" published in 1965 by Good-
body- & Company.-- _

The extpnt and sériousnes3 of these objections would appear
'to call for a further stUdy to be made by the Federal Government
,to see if -thebest interests of our country are being served. The ---
point is, someone has to pay the tax bills. We are a company
who have three plants competitive with free plants and no taxes
to pay. We have to meet-that competition. We are not very hapPy
about it. _

Finally, there i one other subject I would like to mention
which has to do with another economic problem with whichrural communities must deal in the futurethe_growing ranks
6Yr-unemployables.Much has already been said about the young unemployables,
those, _undereducated and untrained for jobs in industry.- But of
all types of unemployables, the young have the best chance for
improvement." They are at a flexible, adaptable age, and solutions .

to their problems may be found soon enough to be of beriefit for
a greater_ portion of their lives.

The situation is more diffidult, but correctable, with adequate
training and motivation for the unemployables in their middle
years. The outlook is more difficult for the elderly for -obvious
reasons.The great need, it seems to me, is for the rural conimunities
themselves to use their imagination and resources to developeducation and training facilities -that will give the young and
the middle-aged _unemployables the opportunities they need to
improve-and prepare themselves.

In metropolitan' areas, - those who, want work and who' have
the training and education can usually find a good job if they
persevere. But in the rural areas, where there is less occupational
variety to choose from, this is less true. This, of course, is why
it is so good to have manufacturing plants locate in areas where
there" are and will be good future job applicants.It seems to-me that the rural Unemployment problem centers
on increasing the educational levels and, where necessary estab-
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lishing_training facilities to . the end that there be a higherproportion of rural people who are competent workers.You see, I am a believer in education and training aS- the-primary corrective faCtor for rural poverty. People who" arequalified for jobs attract industry or will go where jobs areavailable since they have the job competence. I personally have
never seen a healthyv-educated pauper.

In Philadelphia, there is an organization Called the Opportu-
nities Industrialization Center (OTC). Possibly you- are alreadyfamiliar with this magnificent venture. I happen to be familiar
with it right from the time it started, and have lAelped a littlebit.
_It was one of the country's first massive -;srelf-help manpower -training progranis of its kind and was_ founded-by one- inspired

individUal in an abandoned building in the, heart of one of the
main poverty sections. While not limited tOlhelping thoge of any,particular age group, the Opportunities Industrialization Center
program is the type needed for.those beyond schobl yfe'ar.It is a good example of "Self-help' in urban- areas whichwarrants the attention ef the -rural areas. It was able to helpmany ii.rho, did not have adequate educatiOn or training. Its
founder, the Reverend Leon Sullivan, said in...A i.ecent article in
the Philadelphia Daily News:

The educated, well-trained'individual_in America has little:problem in pur-suing .a career.- If anything; his principal headache is choosing between anumber of promising _job' opportunities. t But, ,there is----another manpowerresource that presents ai °. entirely different scene. There are thousands ofuntrained, unskilled people in Philadelphia and throughout the nation wholack only the proper preparation; -the encouragement and the opportunityto make a valuable dontribution to-the economY and the nation..
Dr. Sullivan's OIC program has spread from Philadelphia into

65 cities all over the country. Eight of these haNie been founded
by threef-Government departments with grants totaling $5 million.
But for the most part these --6-ganizations have helped themselves
and stimulated a great partnership of business, philanthropy,
and government.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAJT : Thank you Mr. Murphy. We certainly ap-preciate- your taking time out of a busy man's life to give_us -the experience that your company, and particularly you yourself,as ybu have been very active in this area, have had.
I now entertain questions from the Commission. Those on myright? -

Mr. BROOKS : May I ask more specifically about this programiñ Philadelphia? Just what did they do in the way of educationand training?
Mr. MURPHY : Dr. gullivan is a Baptist preacher, and he has-ahigh level 'of intelligence and energy, and he just got tired of

seeing people loafing. He found an abandoned police station, -andhe got permission to take it over.
Ile got machines; sewing machines from the textile trade,

lathe-s, -some kitchen equipment- from several of the restaurantchains, and so forth, and he called up a number-of people and gotsome money, and he corralled some people and said, 'I'm going



to train you tojrun 6. lathe, or wait on a table, and rm- going to
show you-how to dress and how to aCt. \ -He had the kind of personality, and this ml,ishroomed. These
people had a pride of aChievement, they had n.1.1 trouble getting
jobs. They knew how to talk -and act and dress, and they knew
how-to-do some job; and thus just a terrific

Mr.-BROOKs (interrupting) : What is primarily
Mr. MURPHY (interrupting) : -Vocational training and human

behavior.Mr. BRooics-:- He did not go into too much education in books
and things of that kind?

Mr. MURPHY : Vocational training--and behaviOr.
Mr. LAWRENCE ?DAVIg: That_is spreading to some other large

cities with similar problr)ms. The thing I .want to ask you is ex-
perience that the industries have in smaller, rural areas, especially
in ArkansaS. I happen to be from there..We Heard a little-teitimony that more or -.less tended to de-
valueand-to_disagree withthe philosophy of industrial bonds,
aid by- issuing bonds, who held that perhaps the industries going
to the smaller rural-areas might Wave to move out and leave a
work problem. ;-

What has been the experience of industry? Has'inilustry been
satisfied generally with- this sort of plan, and do you think it
has been really effective in rural--areas; in a State such as
Arkansas?_Mr. MuRPHY : You mean a State or county building the plant?

Mr.-!'1_,A.WRENCE DAVIS: Yes, and ,has industry been satisfied
generally with-the results of this program?

Mr.,MURPHY : in generaLindustry likes this at all.
:f, it spreads the way it's spreading_ noW; and every State in the
Union7-does it, arid ifyour competitor does it, what are you going
to do?-He can run -you.-out of business, be-dause he has no over-
head, or no taxes to pay.Industry can be forced into it over a period Of time, and, it's
snowballing so much. A lot of my friends in industry don'_t like
if at all. I don't think the Treasury'Department likes it at all.
I don't think the labor unions like it at'all.You can go into that plant, and you don't own it, and you
can run out of- it, too. You don't have to make it go, do you?

Mr. LAwRENCE DAVIS: What has!ibeen the experience of in-
.dustry-- <

Mr.-MURPHY (interrupting) : I wouldn't know about that.
The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Gibson?

GIbsoN: I was . interested in:the statistics you gave us. It
causes 'me trouble because we are talking about a probable 18
million proji)eted surplus. We are concerned about those people,
who will -be :Added to our, current problem, or will have been
added by the-_time _this generation comes . of age, and we look
at programs like',:the--OIC, and the other kind of; programs which
have 'been moving,-into --job creation_ and training and manpoWer
preparation- thus far.

- We see, in several years, for instance, in Philadelphia, if my ,
memory is corte-Ct; s'OmeWhere around 1;500.or 1,600IpeoPle have
been gotten jobs-through' that program, I believe, -an-d-I -believe



that in all of the years of the Area Redevelopment Adminis-
tration, EDA, we have gotten maybe 120,000 or 150,000 people

I understand that is an inflated figure, but it is one I have
heard-fairly recently, and so we are talking maybe now_about acapacity to make a dent, dramatic but not really significant, in

_i-the face of the millions of presently unemployed persons, both in,rural areas and the urban areas.
-I think Philailelphia must have around 100,000 unemployed

people, so hi the course of 4 years to get 1,500 to 2,000 of themjobs is not really, you knowthe approach used is not reallY
adequate 'to -.the próblem.

This ,disturbs me very much,- that we- are -not-- prepared to
undertake the job -to be -done, and the kind of - techniques that
we haveReverend Sullivan, as you say, is a ,dynamo of energy
and has given a trewendous amount of dev otion and has had a
tremendous amount of cooperation and recognition from the 0E0
and the Labor Department,i'ahd yet- this is the product in the
face of.the needs. It is very inadequate.

We heard in-Memphis from a Dr. Blackburn with the Board
for Fundamental Education, who has been discussing with some
industry persons ways_in.;.which the-private seaor can be involved
in:a massive kind of effort that-we have to undertake along with
the governmental resources, State, local, and Federal.

And I think, if. I arii recalling correctly -some of the other
CoMmissioners, may recall4-he 'said that i industry could de-vote about 2 percent of itt; furidsI gut gross; maybe netcapitalin the gense of training programs d so "forth, that it
itself could.make a very masOve contribut" to the development
of these skills among this population( whic is unskilled:and un-
employable -'ins that sense, and could; becE Ise of -t.he variety ofways- the various industries would be ir olved, provide somemodels and guidelines amid pacesetting _or our governinental
program and add_essentially some.efficiency and effectiveness of
a kind we don't presently see in our efforts.

Would you comment on those things?
Again, I am very much concerned that we have a very massive

problein, and that whereas we have a feW\ dramatic evidences of
devotion and effectiveness, they have nowhere approached thekindthey just aren't adequate to the job.

Mr. MURPHY : Let me say this : Unemployment is at the lowest
level it has been in some time, so the iiituati6r1 is not worse today
than it has been in the past.

Now, that doesn't excuse the present situation. But the question
of -poverty has been with us a long, long time, and every other

---,eountry-in the, world has it to a greater degree then we have.I would disagree with ,your statement that just because Dr.
Leon Sullivan has only trained 1,500 or 1,600 people means thatthis is too Sinall, and that we must have a.. massive approach.
Those two things I just said go together. Good things usually
start out with small beginnings, and you let them- grow like amushroom.

, 41( A massive approach can be so full Of faults that it will fall ofits "own weight, because the public will notit will just be-so
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full of inefficiencies and so full of bad publicity that it will fallof its own weight.
I would rather take something that is proven, like the Leon

Sullivan program, and spread it, than I would to take'k on some
unknown, unproven, massive approach.

i
,Now, as far as ndustry is concerned, let me say this : 80

percent cif the economic enterprise of this country is in private
enterprise, approximately; 20 percent in government.That means 80 percent of the opportunity for solving these
problems rests with private enterplise, and I also sny that most
companieS are hunting furiouslir for employeas--educated, trained
employees.

Now, is it up to private enterprise to supply the kindergartens,
the first, second, thiid, and fourth- grades, up to-the eighth grade?
Generally, anybody who gets through the eighth grade, and passesit in a qualified wakmany places in this country you can getthrough the eighth grade and -you haven't...got a third-grade
education.

We know this. I don't- know how many- thousands of 'people_we went through in Sumter, S.C., to find 1,200 who hadan
equivalent to an eighth-grade educationthat could be in Pennsyl-
vania, or New Xork, or any place.

I think we have got a major upgrading job to do on our basic
child and youth education. We have got a job to do of making

- sure that those kids get a decent education and-Ishave some
motivation. I think if we could correct that, we would have lickeda very high percentage- of our problem, for the same--reason
that'I say to you that I have never seen a healthy, educated pauper.

Mr. HENDERSON I have.
Mr. MURPHY : Today? In the_ depreggion, of course.
Mr. HENDERSON : I have seen some today, the good, educated,

black paupers.
Mr. MURPHY: Send them around, and we'll hire them.
Mr. HENDERSON : Sometimes they are so educated that the jobs

offered them, don't appeal to them, overeducated for the job op--
portunities that come.

Mr. MURPHY: You mean a man who is educated and has a Ph.D.
in philosophy and wouldn't want to take a job as a foreman ina plant?

Mr. HENDERSON : N61that. I will Come back.
Mr. MURPHY:: All right.
Mr. GIBSON : Could I ask just a couple more questions?
Mr. BONNEN : We are running short of tithe. Could we go on?
Mr:GIBSON : He mentioned a major necessity is industrializa-

tion, -and- he gave us -some examples hoW-- his plantlis ,involved
in this thin,i;now. It is easier for me to Understatid \why Camp7_bell's would definitely have the motivation and posture to pro-
ceed with this sort of location_in ;these kinds of towns.

On the-other hand, the vast part of ,eur industrial complex in
this country deems to be-attracted ,to' the urban areas where thereare concentrations of manpower and so forth and so on, and
unless ,.and- until the -areas that we_ are discussing have already`
deVeloped the _pools ,of manpower who are there waiting until
the industries come, the .industries are not going, to come in.



I wonder what your reaction to-some_ sort of a public policy
would be thaL might affect, for instance, the enormous amount
of spendingwe put $50 or $60 billion a year into defense spend-
ing, which goes into American industry.

By far the vast majority of these companies who receive these
funds for -defense spending dre located in these concentrated
urban areas that you referred to in the fii-st part of your testimony.

What would be your reaction to a policy that said this money
whichthis public spending, this defense spending, these billions
of dollars which we spend each year should_go into the develop-
ment of_ the areas which we-have discussed, :the small towns, to
enhance and increase job opportunities much as we now have
contract requirements that there must be equal opportunity?

Mr. MURPHY : I -think it would be excellent, insofar as practi-
cable, and I don't think there has been enoughof this. I think-it is
crazy to put a defense plant in a crowdedurban center. It's crazy.
This is because maybe the manager-of-that plant,-his wife warts
to be in an urban center, you know, a-little- think like thig, but
I think it oughtit should /not be put in crowded _communities.
It is crazy to think you can only get skilled work forces in the
urban places. _

This has been exploded time and time again. I would_say that
the Defense Department ought to spread these into thespread
these and decentralize as much as possible.

BONNEN : We have time for _only two more questions.
Mrs. Caldwell? -

Mrs. CALDWELL : You mentioned soine of the things industry
looks for in a corminunity. What about schools and health facilities?
Ithis iniportant-for an industry in determining a place to locate?

Mr. MURPHY : If, the potential work force is good enough, the
bigger the potential work force, the lower grade the schools can
be, because you can take a smaller percentage, and when we go
into a town, we look into the school facilities.

In Paris, Tex., for example, we were extremely critical of-the
school facilities, but the pool_ of-labor was very great, and we
worked with the townspeople and are still working with them.
That is also true of Sumter and true of every other place we
operate.We are working with the local community to upgrade the
schools, and of couise the additional income that goes into the
town enables the town to pay better teacher salaries, and I think
that industrialization tends to upgrade the educational facilities
and educational staff. -

But this is not a primary factor to us.
Mr. HENDERSON,: Let me ask one quick question.
You- said you could have located in several \communities in

Texas. Why did you select 'Sumter, and why did you select Paris,
if there are any quick points on this?

-Mr.- MURPHY-: We provide our own sewage disposal system.
In Sumter7S.C., we found a sitewe needed about a thousand
acres of land, dncl: 'we take effluent and put it Oh land on deep-
rooted grasses,- and it percolates- through the grasses and purifies
itself, and in the center there is a-fish pond.

Mr. HENDERSON : There was jaothing about



Mr. MURPHY : We found a natural bowl place that (indicating)
was good to put a plant.In Paris, Tex., there- were a few other good sites further
down the Brazos Va-lre-Y, but Paris is better situated

Mr. HENDERSON: When did you locate in SuMter, if I may ask?
Mr: MURPHY: We have been going there about a year.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Bonnen) : Mr. Fischer, for a last question.
Mr. FIS`CHER; _Mr. Murphy,_ would it be -possible for you to

supply us with the sources of your demog'raphic figures ?
Mr. MURPHY: Sure. I will send them in a-set.
Mr. FISCHER: I would like to know where they came fr6iii, and

where theynot_that I doubt them.
Mr. MURPHY: We checked them very closely.
The _CilAIRMAN We thank you, sir, for taking tinvit off your

,busy life to give ,us a hand.-
Our next witness is Mr.= Alan Gartner. Is he in the audience?
Mr. GartrieriS'Viitlr-theSUffolk 'County (N:Y.)- Departiii-e-nt

of Economic Opportunity.
We-welcome you, sir. TT

STATEMENT OF A AN OARTNER--
dARTNEtt: -Thank you. Accompanying me 'are Mr. Myron

Nelson, of Riverhea-d, N.Y., and ,the Reverend Ben Burns, of
Southhold, N.Y.I will make a brief presentation, and then we will be available
for questions. Of course, it is a pleasure to appear before you,
and we beliel-ie --the---existence of this Committee is evidence of -

the President and the country toward meeting the problems of
poverty. ,

One generally does- not thinli of New York State and- Suffolk
County in discussing rural America. However, I .would like to
point out that Suffolk_County is the largest agricultural county
in New York State, and that- its production of potatoes, other
fresh vegetables, and poultry makes it' a major agricultural area
prcducing` over $70 million annually in farm products.

Not only is .Suffolk County-=_which occupies the eastern two-
thirds of Long Island-rthe most productive agricultural county
in New York State, it is also the fatest growing county in the
State. From' a' 1950 population of approximately 300,000, the
1960 census sliowed a population_in _excess of 600,000, and now
in 1967 Present estimates indicate a population of_just short of
1 million.
-Without compreherisive Planning we are faced with our entire

county being overcome with urban sprawl, onr water table
polluted by detergents and householdwastes, and our seacoast
raped of its -.Wetlands by -dredging- and filling.

The county, which.. is over 90 miles rlong and approximately
20 miles -wide, is faced With ,a broad range, of poverty problems.
Unlike the urban ,centers with- their single grinding, largely
minority_group, -poyer.tk., problem or rural Appalachia with its
isolated, ,depressing, many-generation poverty,_ Suffolk County
finds itself faced with 'several different_ types of poverty : The
urbanlike Negro ghettos- in the wese6-i-n part-Of the county ; the
growing Spanish-speaking ,populatiOn in several towns ; the bulk



of the residents of two State Indian -reservations; the several
thousand migrant farmworkers who spend from 4 to 10 months
per year. _in the county ; the seasonally employed farmworkers;
and by far the largest single group of poor in the county, the
widely dispersed white poor.

-Without going into specifics, the problems which our poverty
families face are not significantly different than those faced by
poverty families elsewhere: Little education, bad health, poor
housing, the lack of training opportunities, the inadequacy of
public and privatd seiv-ices for human needs, the interlocldng
web of social problem's which are both-the cause and the further
product of the poor's problems, and the _resulting lack_ of oppor-
tunities in all areas of American life. These problems are made
all the more complicated for the recent in-migrants from therural South who bring with them the heritage of -poverty and
the product of -racial discrimination. '-

We find our community ill equipped to deal in 'a significant
and coMprehensive fashion with these problems. There are buta few programs, and they are largely ill funded, not terribly
well implemented, and largely fragmented.

In broad scope, the problems which we face and the failureof present solutionis a familiar realitrr to those elsewhere in
the country. ,

Concerns about rural po*yerty often founder on whether6 we
ought to plan tO keep the poor "at home" or to assume that they
will migrate from the rural areas Anto the city ; and-the secondoption produces two further program questions, whether we
should plan to prepare the people for the sharp shift to urban
life or to assume that it is someone else's problem. --

We would like to suggest a dual program which seeks . to meet
the two basic areas: first, the needs of those persons who wish
to remain rural residents; and, second, a program to meet the
needs of those who are going to migrate to the city.

In both cases, the program needs to be comprehensive both
in terms of design -and program components, and integrated in
terms of direCtion and funding.

We, believe that it is now time to call for a rural counterpart
of the "demonstration cities" program.\-believe that it fis necessary to bring 'together the full
range of resources including such areas as housing, health, child
care, education, legal serviees, -manpower training, and jobs
into a singIe-comprehensive, unified funded program. -As long as

/there remain only piecemeal programs, patched together in.some
amorphous fashion, we will continue to-ill serve rural Ainerica.The prime focus of such a program, which is designed toserve both those who remain in rural America and those who
will 'move or haye moved to the city, will be in the area of man-
power training, both-- -as a means for :individual C'hange and
community- development. .

We have tob often th-ought of manpower training in too .nar-
,row a focus. Such a training program as ,here proposed would

allow entry fdr Persons with zero skillsand zero education, thus
avoidin`g the shocking exclusion by many present programs of
those most in need of education'and training.



Throughout the period of training and education those with ,family responsibilities would- eeceive stipends no lower than thepresent "poverty line."
As persons move from a need for the most basic-education

into the -more direct job training aspect, efforts should be madeto integrate. Such patterns as the Nelson-Scheuer programs of
the Office of Economic Opportunity-and other programs patterned
on the concept of "new careers for the poor" should be developed.

Thus, we will begin to move to a situation where jobs have
training built into them rather than holding a person from thejob until he is totally trained. Special emphasis will be placed
upon those job areas in the broad human- services_ field, not only
including education, health, and welfare services, but also such
areas as beautification and environmental control.

It is clear that expansion of employment o-oportunities in- the
human services occupations must be a function of governmental
effort, Federal, State, and local. TheRiverwhelming needs in these
areasestimated by Congressman James Scheuer at over 5 mil,lion nonprofessional jobs needed nowdemand governmental
response in the support of programs to provide -1:1sAstically needed
personnel for education, health, child care, c6unseling, family
services, family planning, public safety, recreation, environmental
improvement, et cetera.

Thus, the quality of our life as well as the lives of the newly
trained and employed will be enhanced.

Also, training-'in these areas will give to the individual the
optionand is no.t the opportunity to make meaningful choicesthe very essence of freedom ?of remainingin- the-- rural areaor going to the,urban area assured of a skill which is-transferable.

Intimately connected with this broad:scale manpower programwill be such ancillary services as health, legal services, housing,
child care, et cetera. To be successful, these services must be anintegral part-of the basiC program.

Let me emphasize a frioment twd- special problems which weface : The problems- of low cost housing and the absence ofpublic transportation.
Both these problems "lock in" the rural poorthe lack of

transportation because it denies mobilitY; and housing because,for many .of the rural poor, housing and poorly paid farmwork
are provided by, the employer-landlord and are thus intertwined.

We have, then,- a- Circular absurdity : To improve their hous-
ing, they must find other employment; to find other employmentis to lose their inadequate shelter. Further, our mandate to pro-vide services for the poor runs afoul of the Farmers Home Ad-,
ministration's insistence upon adequate credit to repay a mort-

We urge that- in the transporiation area serious thought begiven t.-3, public assistance for transportation as a basic social
-service. '

In housing, steps mtist 1,e taken to increase the supply of low
cost' housing. Among program possibilities are a sharp . increasein self-help' housing programs and the funds to provide the
necessary technical assistance and supervision ; the introduction





of a stipend system to aid the poor to meet down-payment
requirements; an end . to :the requirement that local public hous-
ing authorities be established only by cities and towns and
permission for the establishment of county housing authorities
and the adoption of policy decisions by the Farmers Home
AdMinistration to serve the truly pbor and congressional funding
to implement such a decision.This new progi am, which for the present need -of a title we
can call "for rural America," will be operated in at least -two
and perhaps three areas.

In rural areas themselves, in such "half-way" places as Suffolk
County (half-way in that it is a stopping place for people from
the deep South moving toward the heart of the city, as well as
half-way in that it itself is in between rural and urban America) ;
and, perhaps, within the city itself.

For the- rural area, this type of- comprehensive program is
necessary if we are to break through :the lethargy and inade-
quacy of present programs, the magnitude of the problems of
rural poverty, most importantly because of the urgency of their
solution.For those persons who now live in rural areas, or who ha.ve
recently lived in such areas, the change to an urban situation is
so great; the break in,the social fabric so disiaptive, and-the,need
for what we may well ,call acculturation so great, that here,- too,
we must have a program of broad dimensions and wide scope.

Obviously, there will be variations necessary in the nature
of the program-for those who remain in the rural area', as opposed
to those who are going to migrate to the city and, equally
obviously, w6 should not and indeed cannot "lock-in" any family
to a given choice. -

However, the 'broad range of the proposal is the same 'for
both groups : A comprehensive, highly integrated- program with
its t heart being an intensive training program beginning with
those totally lacking in training and skills and moving toward
broad training, with special emphasis in the human services

cUpations, during which training period a family maintenance
stipend is provided7the training to emphasize flexibility and thus
opening and inaintaining optjons for the individuals both in
terms of career and geographic location.

We recognize the important area of economic developfnent and
believe that recent technological developfnents in transportationand -power resource4 allow for a new blend of technology, land,
and manpower which can aid presently impoverished rural areas.

Further, we need to use public policy decisionssuch as loca-
tion of government contractors, construc,tion of government
buildings, and so forthto effect change in rural. poverty areas.

Basic to this program is the concept of community participa-
tion. The basic American rural traditions of self-help and neigh-
borliness cah be meaningfully applied to a public program Which
will thus permit individual and community improvement without
dependency.The, present established agencies are not, we suggest, the ap-
propriate place for the implementation of such a- program. In
every case , theY share some of the responsibility for the failure
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of present programs to-serve the needs of the rural poor, indeea
the poor in generaL Further, they are in one way or another too
parochial to undeXtake a program of this broad scope.

Congress in,enacting the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
did here provide an agency with the broadest scope of program
services and- the most catholic of concernsthe P6or and the
entire range of their problems.

It is our-,-suggestion that the Office of Economic Opportunity
provide that-breadth of scope, that freedom, as yet, from hide-
bound bureaucracy, that spark of innovation which is abSolutelyessential as an ingredient to make this program "for rural
America" a reality.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you for a very concise statement.
Would you, for those of the' Commissioners and -others Present

who don't knowfl the geography of New York State, tell us what
the geography of Suffolk County is?

Mr. GARTNER : The Island is about 120 miles long. Moving
from west to east,_ you have Brooklyn, Queens, Nassau County,
and then Suffolk County. The western end covers people who
commute to New York, about an hour and 15 minutes by train.
The eastern end would be familiar to those who are familiar
with the rural South: It is very much identical to parts of the
-urol South.

have a large number of migrants. Both Reverend Burns
r. Nelson are residents of the eastrn part of the county.

All; CHAIRMAN : Would they car,'-to make any comments at all?
Mr. BURNS : :l_would like to unUtlincore a couple' of things.
We have found thAt as you move east, which is farther away

.from New York City, and the Isralid becomes more rural, the
incidence of poverty grows. Whether this is true of the rest of
the United States I cannot sak, but I know it is _true of Suffolk
County.-

Eleven percent in 1960, the 1960 census, 11 percent of the
population in the whole county / earned less than $3,000, but
in the town of Southold, which is the easternmost town on the
north side of the Island, the figure was 21 percent.There are several things which tend to increase this. One
thing is the seasonal aspect of the labor,and the low wages paid
for the amount of work done.Another, aspect of it, which is vitally Important to us, and
Mr. Gartner has concerned himself with in part, is the problem
of housing. There is not much housing, but Where a barn can be
converted or a shack occupied, there it will be, and these are
available in the eastern end of the county, where they are not
so much available in the western areas, so that poverty tends
to increase at least in-incidence, if not in number, compared to
the western part of the county.I am not only a Member of the commission, but I am- a
member of a local community action group which has tried to
work with housing problems. Specifically, we have tried .to deal
with the problem of transient migrants, seasonal labor.We have worked with farmers, and we have tried to work
within the rather narrow confines of FHA funding, both in terms



of grants and loans, and have found it virtually impossible to com-bine the needs of the fa-tmer as he seeks to provide housing forhis labor, and our desire to better the housing of the migrants,
seasonal laborers, and farm eniPloyees.

We worked- out a-plan -With them in one instance, with a -local
c6operative, to completely rebuild their migrant camp, tile largestone in Suffolk County.

They went so far, working with FHA, they went so far as to
develop drawings for rebuilding the camp,sand then in the final
analysis were turned down on two counth. One, they could not get
a grant large -enough, and then they were- not a nonprofit organiza-
tion and could not get a grant, grant money, from FHA.

Housing is_ a tremendous problem in rural poverty. I think--I
want to touch for a bit on training, and the problem of training,
which was referred to in part by the previous speaker, and to
which Mr. Nelson wants to address himself a little bit.

But one of the great tasks is finding people to train others to
do something. In our 'community action program, we have foundthat there is a-need for trained operators for a particular machine.
This lockstitch machine is used extensively in thefl industry, but
in order to find somebody to teach others to use this machine, we
have had to go to New Jersey, which is over 100 miles, and in that
area we have not found somebody- who ca:n train people to do the
work needed, or asked for, by a man who wants to establish a smallfactory in the area.

I am sure that other industries could be encou raged if they
could be_assured. that adequate training could*take I:lace, or would
take place, on-the-job training as well as classroom training, and
money available for that training, but.the procuring of Professional
people, procuring of trained staff, is a very significant problem in
any training program in the rural area.

I will let Myron talk.
Mr. NELSON : I would like to comment on the worker: A man

is hired on a potath farm for $75 a week. This consists of from
6 :00 in the morning until 6:00 at night, and also he has to be back
on Sundays if it is a real hot day, the irrigation pipe Has to be
moved, he has to move the irrigation pipe, and he isn t paid forthat.

Now, the duck farmer. The duck farmer will pay about the
same. The man works from 7 i00 till 5 :00, and on Sundays he has
to go back and feed the ducks. 'If there comes up a storm at night
he has to come back and shut up the ducks and get them inside.
He isn't paid- for that. This is all in the package of $75, or $65
a week.

Also, this causes a hardship, and the laborer is discouraged. He
wants to,_get offi the farm, so he finds out that he can go on ,con-stPikiraii; Woilld mean there would be travel of, say, 60 or
70 miles Tve..sti which would be into the town of Babylon, Freeport,
or like that, and he has no money, and so therefore he is willing
to get into anything that he can get into to have a roof over his
head.

This causes a ghetto. His morale is very low because he just
doesn't have the means to -support his family.

I want to say, too, that through the 0E0 and the Suffolk County.
204.



CoMmission we have noWwe are`now fortunate in the town of
Riverhead and the town -of Sou-1--hampton ,to have a job training
program. Now people are able to visit this center and the council
has been .told what they are qualified for, 'what better jobs they
can get, and things like that, and 'they are doing a tremendous job,
arfd I feel that anything that can be gotten to help these people in
Suffolk-County would be a great benefit to all concerned.

Mr. BOisTNEN1. Thank you very much.
I am going to start on the left-hand side. Do you have questions?
Mr. HENDERSON : I have a question.
If I understand you correctly, your major point is that the exist-

ing_ agencies, that is, the established agencies, have not made a
dent in the problem of poverty in Suffolk County. Is this correct?

Mr. BURNS : Yes.
Mr. HENDERSON : What is it that you view OE0 as doing that

shows more -success in contrast to what has been, done?
Mr. GARTNER : It's less what I view 0E6, and more the con-

gressional mandate to do-==--agencies such as Farmers Home Ad-
ministration deal with such a narrow portion of the problems that
face the rural poor or, on the other hand, the Manpower Training
Act of the Department of Labor, again a narrow portion.

There are what we find enormous gaps in trying to serve the
needs of a *hOle family.

Mr. HENDERSON : Let's take the MDTA, for example. Is there
another frarnework in which training can take place that you
think will be more effective'? Set aside for a moment the question
of ntimbers, which we understand- to be inadequate, but what

-about the concept and the basic programing itself?
Mr: GARTNER : I think the concept has a number of problems

with it. One, the general refusal of the Employment Service to
come into rural areas with significant-trining
the insistence that the training program be .0 em-
ployment needs in the given, community, and therefore no recog-
nition of the migration problem. -

Thirdly, the absence in mot training programs of a means for
the man to support his sfamily adequately, to support his family
at the same time. If we are-going to lure him out, if you will, of
the migrant stream or bring him out of povert3i, we have got to
give him a chance to support his family, at the same time.

Mr. BONNEN : Anybody on my right? (No response.)
I would like to underline something. I am interested on the em-

phasis that you -13lace on housing and transportation, and I might
tell you as a college professor with some research into this area, I
have discovered that no Matter *hat you do with open-country
budgets, doing analyses of the various expenditures, the full range
of open-country budget, when you go to the low income range the
two significant variables that stand out are these two that stand
out in association with the high consumption.

The highest consumption levels are associated with the highest
quality, housing and transportation. These turn up in the welfare
equation.am interested- to hear your comments. My correlations don't
prove anything, but your observations on the causal relationships
are interesting.



Mr. GARTNER: It is a major factor.
Mr. SONNEN: In the rural areas, this is a different kind of rela-

tionship than you find in the urban areas. The transportation and
housing in the urban areas are not as important.Mr. Fischer?

Mr. FISCHER: Can you tell us where education is not avail-able--
Mr. GARTNER (interrupting) : I can look at the result as it

affects us. We are concerned with the poor rather narrowly de-
fined. For the most part, they are not eligible for the FHA loans.
The self-help housing programs that have gone up in many partsof the country, particularly, for example, in California, find thatthe average income of those that receive FHA loans for self-help housing is above the congressionally mandated level.

What we are doing is at best helping the richest of the poor,ind what we are suggesting is wome sort of ra stipend program with
self-help housing to get to the middle group of the poor.

Mr. FISCHER: Why does VilliEA make loans to people who arerelatively well off ?
Mr. GARTNER: I understanta there that it is their interpretation

of their mandate regarding mortgage repayment, the price at whichthey can sell mortgage papektheirs being a banker-type operation,
as opposed to housing being. ,geared to provide housing for poor
people. -

Mr. FISCHER: They are owerating as a banker? Then why do youneed Section 83?
Mr. GARTNER: I can't answer that question, and I wonder some-times.
-Mr. FISCHER: The Farm Security Administration was set up to

reach people who weren't reached by the other credit agencies. Now
it seems to have joined their ranks.

Mr. GARTNER: Our experience and the oxperience that was re-lateda conference on rural poverty indicates that the Farmers
Home Administration nearly totally misses serving the poor.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appre-ciate you taking your time to Make theSe statements.
The next witness is- the Honorable Joseph Y. Resnick, Congress-

man from the 26th District of New York. -
Mr. RESNICK: Mr. Chairman, first I would like to take this oppor-

tunity to thank you and the other, members of the Commission for
having me here to discuss this very important and timely topic.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH Y. RESNICK
Mr. RESNICK: As these hearings have progressed, here and in

other cities, you have heard from many experts about the extent of
rural poverty, its effects, and its problems.

You have heard estimates that almost half of the poverty in
America is in its rural areas. You have heard that rural housing is
the worst in the nation ; that rural education and rural opportunities
are the worst in the country ; that rural intellectual and cultural
opportunities are far worse than those offered in urban areas ; andthat, in general the quality of rural life lags far behind that of
urban life.



Even the lowest levels of urban living are measurably better than
the lowest levels of rural existence.We knew these problems are present and that they have existed
for a long time. But, while we have made efforts t3 develop programs
to help all the poor, only about 15 percent--to cite an exampleof
the funds expended in the 0E0's community action program goes
into rural areas. Too many. Federal programs tend to stop at the
city limits. --

There are reasons for this. The experts needed to qualify for
these programs are generally available only in city governments.
The technical studies can quickly be done by city staffs.

Small communities and rural areas are thus shut out, by virtue of
insufficient manpower and funds, from obtaining a meamingfail
review of their projects by development agencies. Rural pro) ects
are also smaller and thus cannot command the importance of big
urban requests and applications.But the biggest reason seems to be a universal refusal to face up
to the unique problems of the rural areas, and we have ,very clear
evidence of this. Last year the Department cf Agriculture introduced
a bill to provide a modest amount of Planning: funds for the estab-_,lishment of rural community development districts.This was really no more than the rural counterpart of similar
programs that have existed for years for the cities. But when the
time came to stand up and be counted, the bill was defeated, largely
because this was one of the few bills we see in Congress that was
opposed by just about every important groupthe Chamber of
Commerce,-the labor unions, and the Farm Bureau.

Another determined effort in this direction was made with*" the
establishment of the Rural Community Development Service, an
agency within the Department of Agriculture, whose purpose it
was to promote the interests of our rural areas and to coordinate
the efforts of-all Government departments toward this end.

However, the RCDS has been virtually choked out of existence
by lack of fundsone more example of how America's rural areas
are being, shortchanged.However, we are now coming to realize that if we don't act now,
it will be too late. Our cities are dangerously overcrowd4a and
becoming more so every day, and our rural areas are threatened with
virtual abandonment.

I believe these problems have one root causelack of economic
opportunity. The rural areas are not able to hold onto their young,
their most capable, or their most ambitious, and they lose people,
these people, to areas which can provideor at least seem to prom-
iseeconomic opportunitiesthe cities, the urban areas.

Unfortunately, the people who are most likely to migrate to the
cities are precisely those that rural areas urgently need. And when
these people leave the farms, we all suffer.

One way to reverse this trend and to rebuild a vital rural society
in America is to improve economic opportunities in rural areas.
Where there is economic opportunity, there is industry, and avail-
able jobs ; 'and where jobs are available, there are working people,
tax revenues, homes, better schoolL., better community 'Aervices and
better cultural environment.



It is my belief thL- Iltimately the problems of our rural areas
would be on tilt?. way LV ward solution, if not automatically, then at
least graduallyafter a large- wage-earning population has been
developed.

The most acute problem is the lack of available credit and financ-
ing for industries desirous of locating in rural areas. A_ General
Motors or an E. I. duPont would not have much trouble setting up
a ulant in a rural area. But a small or middle-sized business would
he hard put to find necessary credit and financingand an individual
seeking to start a business in a rural area might almost forget the
whole idea!

Rural banks are by nature too conservative--and very Often
simply too smallto finance these businesses and the majority of
Federal programs are geared toward urban enterprise.

What is needed in rural areas is a ma;gsive doze of assistance
financing specifically intended for industries and resorts that wishto locate in rural areas. This is not a need that is unknown or
unrecognized.

In fact, Secretary of Agriculture Freeman made a speech on this
subject only 2 weeks ago. Ha is to be coMmended for his ur der-
4-Landing and sympathy for this problem. But we must give him,

' bind the nation, the tools to do the job. It is not enough to recognize
Che problem. We must provide means for accomplishing the ends
that we want to reach.

Last year, I introduced a bill which I called the Rural Renaissazice
Bill, which would authorize the Secretary of Agriculture, worklmg
through -the Farmers Home Administration, to participate with
State_ and local interests in the financing of business and industrial
and resort concerns, as well as other recommended enterprises in
rural areas. -

This year I am introducing an expancLed Or-IX6 bill, whii
I am calling the Rural Opportunitis am bowing that this
legislation will wake up rural areas and help them obtain a slice
of the pie that all the rest of the country is getting.

Basically, my bill provides for the granting of low inZerest, long-
term loans through the Farmers Home Administration to industrial
establishments and recreational enterprises, resort enterprises, com-
mercial enterprises, who wish to locate in rural areas.

It would establish a revolving fund of $300 million to be loaned
to these facilities as a supplement to any_ other__Federal assistance
available to the applicants ; _fast tax write-offs for such firms is
another feature of the bill.One of the major goals of the Rural Opportunities Bill is the
alleviation of an actual problem of the citiesovercrowding. Our
cities are overcrowded because of the mass influx of people from
rural areas, people who are ill educated, ill trained; and ill suited
to city life and crowded city conditions.And the saddest part of the story is that many of these people-
come to the cities, not because they relish city life, but because them
is nothing else for them at home.

Just this week, the New-York Times featured a front page story
about cutbacks in employment for cotton farmworkers. Increased
mechanization has forded these people out of work, and while the



workers do not want to leave their homes, there is nothing else for
them to do.

Their choice is either to starve or to try their luck elsewhere. And
elsewhere is usually the city-, where, as we know, most are doomed
to poverty and bitter disappointment.

If this program is successful enough, we can not only stem the
flow of people, but we might ever.- ..ctually be able to reverse the
trend. I can quote from my own personal experience.

About, 20 years ago I established a factory just outside a tiny
resort community in upstate New York, about 100 miles north- of
New York City, in my hometown of Ellenville. Providence smiled
on this enterprise and as it grew we found that -not only were we
putting local people to work, but we were attracting people from
New. York City and other cities many miles away. The permanent
population of the rural, area in the vicinity of the plant has grown.

We are not giving enough attention to the training and retraining
of displaced farmworkers. Considering: the rate at which farm-
workers are being forced off the farm into an industrial environ-
ment,,we simply are not doing what has to be done in order to retrain
them for the kind of jobs that are available. Itiis ironic that in many
areavside by side with tlhe vacancies for trained mechanics, machin-
ists, and other skilled and semiskilled trades, exist large pools of
unemployed men andwomen living on welfare, who cannot find jobs
because they lack the necessary skills.

It is about timewe started playing the "ftting game," and match
tup our jobs and our people.

Because of the overriding iniportai..,ce of ei--tar pioble;ms,
rerrmctfally Aiihze, to the SeeVietary- of Agriculture that he estab-
1t4li. an Assistant Secretary who would be solely alnd excluSively
concerned with rural development. In this way we would help ggiwe
this matter the attention it deserves.

'These ideas are not a cure-allbut they will be a beginninklVe
have learned that the "ostrich approach." does not -work. 4.# -swe
ignore our problems, they do not go away. They just get biggr ad
more expensive.

-.There are other, interrelated problems which face our I-tire-Xi-poor.
For example, these people have no political base. They have=to etie
to turn to when they are faced with problems.

As chairman of the rural development subcommittee of thelottsse
Agrbculture Committee; I believe these problems are the primgeon-
cern of this subcommittee. This subcommittee wants 'to do ,mottry-
thing it aan to kelp. It will serve as an open door ttcp officiags (and
organizations who need help and do not knottrin where to turnu

-If We are to best utilize the resources of aur Pcotuntryside, wtemiust
do Aometthing- soon. And our most valuable resource, peopr. ,can
onl* be put to use if we start now to make life in i-ural Aremorica
mesudngful mid rewarding.

I .00nsider that the proposals I have madewiai help revitalizural
America .xmditheweby stem the flow of people and resources to the
cities Otur rural-ai.eas will then return to their traditional rigame as
a prosperous segnient in the American economy, and will tIrt bene-
fit the entire nation.

The CarlAIRMAN (Mr. :Stanley) : Thank you very mucl*,,, Mr.
Itestaiek. We deeply appreciate your taking time out of whiat we
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know is a terribly heavy schedule to come down and talk to the Com-
mission about these important matters.

There seems to be a lot of interesting material in the statement
you have made, and Mr. King wants to inquire, if you don't mind.

Mr. KING : I apologize for coming in late. We were over at the
White House and we had to get our dinner on the run.

I was interested in your statement of establishing an Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture. Had you elaborated on that in the early
part of your remarks before I got to the table here?

M. RESNICK : No. We now have, as you know, as Assistant Secre-
tary for Rural Development and Conservation, George Baker, but
if you look at the table of organization of the Agriculture Depart-
ment, you find that by and large that is a misnomer. There are many,
many functions he has to supervise, the Farmers Home Administra-
tion, Soil Conservation, and all sorts of other things.

My hope would be that we would have an Assistant Secretary
who would have only the job of revitalizing, building up, the rural
areas. I think are all aware that while we have large rural areas,
very few of the people who live in these rural areas_make a living
from the farm any More, and so it is not really a farming problem,
it is not really an agricultural problem.

We need someone who woiild be in a position to ride herd on all
the other agencies. The SBA is tone of them, for example.

Mk. KING: I'm sure you know they have, in a pilot effort now, of
coordinating, under the Secretary himself, all the Federal agencies,
whether it be HUD, and I thitik I should -like- to draw out for the
record, you would like to make a recommendation that an Assistan't
Secretary-of Agriculture would make that his -one job of serving
rural and poor America, and I think it's a very excellent suggestion,
and I would like to have you say that.

Mr. RESNICK : Yes, that is exactly what I am -saying, and the
administrator of that program, Mr. Burkett, would be here, I amsure, to testify. Unfortunately, he was ill, and is just recovering
now from a very serious illness.

But this, basicallyif he could be raised to the Assistant Secre-
, tary level, to give it the importance that it needs, one of the problems

that I tried to bring out in my statement briefly is that I know from
my own eXperience that the small communities that I represmt
simply don't know how to get involved in _the Federal programs,
whether it is HUD, or SBA, or OEO.

We don't have the people, we don't have the know-how,
I do the best I can as Congressman of the District to let them know

what programs are available, hut that can be a full-time job in itself.
Mr. KING : I think that's a very excellent suggestion for our

testimony.
Mr. RESNICK : Thank you. I feel very stronglyas I pointed out,

again, if I may go back briefly ; it's in the statementthat what
happens is that rural America gets shortchanged. There is no ques-
tion 'about it. In legislationwe had the rural community develop-
ment, which would - giVe planning money. It was a voluntary
program. _

It would give planning money so that one or two or three counties
could get together and plan jointly for the facilities that they need.
-Well, it never gOt to the floor of Congress. As I pointed out, I



think it is the -only bill I have ever seen in CongressI haven't been
there that longbut the U.S. Chamber of Commerce ganged up on
it, and the linbor unions, and the Farm Bureau, and I believe that
was the first time tht.t those three organizations were ever all
against one piece of legislation. (Laughter.)

This is the problem that we face.
The CHAIRMAN: Why were they against it?
Mr. RESNICK : Well, the Chamber of Commerce, from what I

gather, simply didn't understand it. -They claimed that it was a
power grab by the Secretary of Agriculture, that the Secretary of
Agriculture, you know, was going to kind of wipe out county lines
and set up urban renewal and development and that sort of thing,
and it was the Federal Government moving in.

The unions were against it because they felt that this would -lead
to piracy, that this would lead to factories being brought out into
rural areas which are basically nonunion.

The Farm Bureau was against it because they are against every-
thing. (Laughtei.)

Mr. KING : That was very eloquently put.
Mr., RUDDER : I wa-s late, too, in getting back, and I apologize. But

apparently you are going to industrialize the countryside, your plan
to solve this problem, and I don't find any fault with this.

But on the other hand, what are you doing for the agrkulturists
themselves? Of course, a lot of people say- you are already subsidiz-
ing these above and beyond, but if you will get out and farm a little
and get the investment that you have today, you have to have some-
where between T100,000 and $200,000 invested.

In my opinion, something- in the farming area itself must -go
along, because if -,,,rou allow your_ small-fatni-e-r-to-dci a-little farming
and give a little economic help to him while he doeS the jobI have
seen this done. '

Mr. RESNICK : Yes, I agree with you. First, I feel that the largefarmer, the -commercial farmer, the man who does have the
$100,000 or $200,000 investment, I do not think he would qualify as
rural poor. He has some problems, as every farmer does, as you all
do, but he does not qualify as the rural poor.

But the problem, is, as farms are mechanized and as the use of
fertilizer and equipment increases, only the best land is utilized, so
that the farmer with 80 acres of hillside land and rocks, he cannot
compete any more. He couldn't,' even if he was willing to work for
nothing.

He still cannot make a living on those 80 acres that he could 10
years ago or 20 years ago, and I might add that I know whereof I
speak, because my father had a farm like that, 80 acres of hills and
rocks, and we could make a living from it 20 years ago. You can't
do that any more. -

And so this farmer has a choice of either leaving the area and
going to the city where he doesn't have the skill or the temperament
or anything else, or staying there and staying on welfare and, you
know, live the life of degradation and no self-respect.

When industry comes into an areaagain it is in my testimonr
we know from experience, personal experience ; in my home town I
started a company. It is called Channel Master Corporation. Wemanufacture TV antennas and so forth. We employ a thousand



people there now. We have many people who maintain small farms
and work for us.

We have many people, because the soir or daughter or the wife is
working at Channel Master, they can maintain their farm, they can
maintain their home in the country, where the father_ is working
his farm.So that this is the binding force to the rural area. I feel very
strongly thatit is the source of income.

One of the other points that I try to make, and I. think it .IA5 a very
important pointI am trying to keep my statement a.% brief as
possiblebut we have also seen the effects of resorts and recrea-
tional facilities in doing this exact same thing, of keeping a com-
munity together, a rural area together.

Fishing preserves, hunting preserves, gFne preserves, ski slopes,
golf clubs, resofts of the type that you requrire today, with_swimming
pools, and *so on. It aFed to be a man could convert a farmhouse and
be in the i-esort business. Well, he cannot do that any more. That__
day is gone, because it is too cheap to fly to Florida.

This is a very important part, because more and more people
living in the cities want to get back to the country. They want to go
to resorts. They want to get out of the cities.

One of the feattires of-my bill, I might add, and I think it is very
important, I propose that the loan limit be $4.5 million, and the
reason that I put such a high limit on it is so we can get meaningful
concerns there so that we won't have to depend only on small and
medium-sized businesses. So someone can go in there and put in a
decent-sized plant which would hire.a couple of hundred people, and
that sort of thing, so that we could really--

Mr. RUDD= (interrupting) What do you propose to do to help
this fellow buy this 60 acres or 10 acres in the country as a home so
he can stay there, because the family grows up, and the 80 acres he
had is dividedMr. RESNICK (interrupting) : There is money available for that
now. The Farmers Home .Administration is doing an admirable job
of helping the farmers ¶. rho want to stay on the land.

Last fall,-I had the honor and privilege of accompanying Secre-
tary Freeman on a tour through the district, and we visited places
where a guy worked from scratch and worked hard, and through
FHA was able to get a herd and a home and got 200 or 300 acres of
pastureland, so he was what you would call a commercial farmer.

So I think that aspect of it is being handled very well. The part
that isn't being handled is the fellow who is off the 80 acres, and for
one reason or another he had not been able to get back into farming.

This is the man that is in trouble, and this is the man who would
come to work in our factories if we could get them out there.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Gibson ?
Mr. GIBSON: Mr. Congressman, I am not by any means in the

Chamber of Commerce or a representative of it, but as you have
talked, I have been curious why this type of nonagricultural devel-
opment that you have envisioned being done within the Department
of Agriculture, rather than an Economic Development Administra-
tion context

Mr. RESNICK (interrupting) : Well, the Economic Development
Association was set up for distressed areas. Which is good. I have



no problem with that, either. The problem is that some counties
virtually slipped into oblivion.

You might say they are-depressed, and they don't know they are
depressed. They are virtually extinct. Nothing happers.

Again I speak from personal experience. The 26th District of
New York comprises five counties, Ulster, Columbia,_ Greene, Scho-
harie, and Dutchess. Dutchess is one of the fastest growing eounties

it is a boom area--because IBM is settled there.
As a matter of fact, my district has more IBM production workers

than any other district in the country. Land values are going up,
unemployment is virtually nonexistent, and so forth.

Ulster County, where my plant is, and where we have resort
industry, is another boom area, and it is growing. Northern Ulster,
where we do not have it, is becoming deserted. Communities that
flourished 20 years ago are boarded up.

We go north from there into Greene County and Schoharie County,
and these two_ countieS are officially classified as depressed counties,
and are available for economic aid. These counties just can't get
going again. They could if money were available to them for the
type of industry drid resort aLti describedski resorts and that sort
of thing.

Again, unartunately, because you might say the ambitious and
the young have* left these places, they find it very difficult to get
started. They find it very difficult to take advantage of the programs
that are there.

They come to me and say, "Wc41, how can we get a factory here?"
I tell them how. They have to buil l one. If you build a factory,
people usually come in and fill it tip 'if the rent is right.

They can't get the money tt get her to build the factory, and they
go slowly downward.

Schoharie County, I might add, had more people living in it -
duriiik the Civil War than it does today, and this is only half an,hour from Albany, N. Y., which is again a growing metropolis.
They have got less people there today, it has the highest unemploy-
ment rate, the highest illiteracy rate, the lowest per capita, per
family income, in New York State, and so on.

So there is why I feel that if we could blanket counties like these
and provide the capital so that we could get industry, so that we
could get resort _entrepreneurs into areas such as that, we could
rebuild these areas and get people to stay.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much, Mr. Congressman. Again,
let me say we appreciate your coming down.

Mr. RESNICK : Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Robert E. Simon, please.

STATEMENT -OF ROBERT E. SIMON
Mr-. SIMON: I am here as president of Reston, Va., Inc., devel-

opers of the new town of Reston, which is located about 18 miles
West of Washington, D.C., in Fairfax _County, Va.

The CHAIRMAN: Before you begin, let me extend our apologies
for keeping you waiting. We are appreciative of your coming. You
were to testify at 12 noon. The White House sort of interfered with
those plans, but we are glad you stayed around. We are interested
in hearing what you say.





Mr. 'Silvio/4:r ft vtrasret so bad. I thought I was rescheduled for
2 :30, so it has been only an hour, and it has been an interesting one
for me.

First, let me define what we at Reston mean by a new town. It is
a planned community with an economic base of its -own, where
people may both live and work, which offers a variety of housing

iited to the needs and incomes of all who work-there, and contains
educational, recreational, and community facilitieS as an integral
part of the community development from the beginning.

The kind of conirtiunity we are building is directly related to
and part f the overall plan for the Washington metropolitan
area. It is quite pcssible, however; that the planning principles
under which Reston is being developed are applicable both to
the creation of wholly new communities not related to a large
metropolitan area and the large older central cities which serve
as the 'urban 6Ore of our metropolitan- areas.

There is a- difference, however, between building a satellite
community in a metropolitan area and building a new city in the
more rural" areas; The first consideration is size.

A large niumber of people are required to support the social,
educational, and cultural institutions necessary for a modern
community.- Most of the new towns under development in this
country today are preparing for populations in the 50,000 to
100,000 range. .

Larger populations for these satellite new towns are not re-
quired only because these towns will be part of highly populated
metropolitan -areas and can ,-thus share many of the expensive_
and uni.que facilities already in these urban areas. These facilities
range, in the case of -Reston, from a mass transit system to the
National Gallery of Art, from an interceptor sewage system to
five universities.New -towns constructed in rural areas would require much
larger ,Dopulations in order 'to support the educational, cultural,
and social institutions modern Americans expect of their com-
munities.

It is difficult to set a pat figure for what the population of a
new toWn in a rural area should be, but I would suggest that-
250,000 people is a minimum.

Assuming that 250,000 people is a feasible number of people
around which to, plan the new community, the second considera-
tion is the economic base for the communitythe provision of
jobs.

Enough employment must be available in the community to
support the entire population. Whereas in the satellite community
enough industry must locate in the town to provide an economic
base for the development, it is unlikely that all the -people who .._
live in the town will work there, or vice versa, though ,we assume
a large percentage of the people will choose to do both. In a rural
area, employment opportunities will have to exist for all those
who wish to live in the new town.Additionally, manpower retraining, the education for new
skills for new jobs, will also be much _

more important in order
to enable the . people coming to the new town to work in the new
industries established there.



While employment in the service industries is rising at a morerapid rate than in manufacturing industries, it seems doubtfulto me, except in very unusual cases, that service industries canprovide the jobs that will be needed for a whole community. Amix of industries at the outset would also ensure that the com-munity did not become a company town.In my definition of a new town, I noted that the communityfacilities must be developed from the outset There are two basicreasons for this.
First, I believe that the facilities in a community are at _leastas important, and perhaps more important, than the housing

and this, incidentally, applies to communities new and old. Sec-ond, the introduction of facilities at an early stage of develop-
ment is a dynamic influence on the community- which permits theresidents themselves to participate in the later planning of addi--tional facilities, and to give shape and definition to the kind ofcommunity they want.

Reston has already shown that, given appropriate facilities,the residents of a community will develop institutions and pro-grams for their use. The inclusion of a multipurpose auditoriumin our pilot project, for example, led to the founding of a dramagroup, a-chorale, a children's choir, and many other institutionswhich have made continual use of the hall.
These institutions may not have developed at all were the audi-torium omitted from the planning, or they may have come intobeing only after many years.
The Riis houses in New York City illustrate the same principleapplied in a culturally deprived area. An amphitheater includedin that low income project receives constant use. Had it not beenincluded in the planning, many of the residents who presentlyenjoy its active use might be spending their leisure time passivelywatching their television sets or otherwise wasting their time.Americans have more time to spend as they like than everbefore. This- increased free time is often called a problem. Some

hoiigewiVes complain of- boredom because they have nothing to dowhen they finish the day's chores.
Sonie husbands spend their evenings in bars because no othersocial institutions serve their neighborhood. Some teenagers getinto trouble because making mischief seems more interesting thandoing nothing. Of course, none of this- would apply to anybodywho is on the farm, but it would start to apply as soon as hemoved to the city.
But free time also represents a great opportunity. For thehousewife, it can mean time to continue her education. For thehusband, it can mean- time to bring out an old trombone and joinan amateur jazz band. For the teenager, it can mean time for

active participation in sports.
The difference between free time as a problem- and free timeas an opportunity depends on the availability of opportunity-

creating facilities. And anticipating what facilities are neededis a matter of social planning.
This does not mean telling people how to spend their time, but



rather providing a multitude of facilities, social institutions and
programs to make possible interesting and worthwhile alterna-
tives for the use of leisure time.What kind of institutions an`d programs? Institutions and
programs which are designed to meet the social and intellectual
needs of modern urban residentseducational, health and wel-fare, and cultural programs which people want in a modern
city.

The use of community facilities illustrates and reinforces the
view that the individual must be the basic planning module of any
community, regardless of whether it is new or old, in or out of
a major metropolitan area. _

It is easier than it may appear to lose sight of the fact that we are
_planning for people, and that the individual human being in his

dignity is the focal point for all 'that is done. It is worth noting
that at the same time we must be careful to avoid confusing the
planning of a community with the planning of people's lives.

When we speak of community planning, we are speaking of
the rational use of the land, of our economic and social resources,
of the intelligent use of our Skills and talents. We are not talkingabout planning anyone's way of living. The objective is a com-
munity where opportunities and options abound and individual
choice is paramount.

Variety and choice have historically been the hallmarks ofthe city, and of democracy. The American new town is- an
attempt to combine- the assets of the city and a democratic society
in an environment specifically planning to Make the most of those_
advantages. 0

The object of the exercise is to foster individuality and provide
a setting where creativity cant flourish, and people can enjoy a
fuller and a richer, life. We have failed to do this very success-
fully in either our small or la:rge towns, and now it seems to me
that we have little time and little CliOice but to go about the job
of doing it.The experience of Reston to date will, I believe, be instructive
in this regard; and I would like to take a moment to recount it.
I wonder if perhaps I shouldn't abbreviate this, because you__ arerqpning late. I am trying to do it now, and I am screwing my-
self up.The CHAIRMAN : Use your own judgment. I'm sure the" Com-
mission will appreciate that. You will have a full statement to
file, will you not?

Mr. SIMON : Yes.
The CHAIRMAN : Whatever you can do that is most convenient.
Mr. SIMON : What I do here, and I can leave it with you, is, I

describe what goes on at Reston, and what goes on today. We
have 1,500 people living there. At the moment we have 700 or 800
people working there, and by June we will have about 1,600 people
working there, so that our employment base is well ahead of our
housing base, which is important to us at Reston, but would be
even 'more important, as I said earlier, in the statement, for a
new town out in a rural area.



We do have quite a good deal of interest in the things of
nature which would undoubtedly be more in a rural new town
than in an urban new town, but we do have garden plots, and
they are rented by people who like to do their gardening.

We have a group that works in the forests on a volunteer basis.
Our idea, long rankle, is that the bulk of the work that is done by
the park department -will be dome on a volunteer-basis by citizens
who wciuld be.,.-Usizzrzated if they didift have a:. chance to do it,
under the direletlion oSea paid staff which will thaen-be' instructors
rather than diben7s, mond incidentally, I suggested this as an idea
for New York-City, as an idea of making the pan-ks of New York
more meaningful to New York City.

It is absolutely :antonishing at Restom to see_ the extent that
people are doing- tit-Wags that they may never thave done before
simply bedause thettopportunity is there. That is why I think
facilities are so very- important.

When we had 400 people there, 100 of them joined a theatrical
group and put on a musical comedy, for instance.

I talk here about the use of cluster housing, and this has to do
with design within a new town. I believe that-the most important
new planning tool, which is really extremely ,. oldit dates back,
for all I know, to ancient times, but certainly in the Middle Ages,
where there was cluster housing in the communities with farms
out in the periphery. And if cluster housing is used instead of the
grid sYstem in new towns, this creates a lot more open space
which can be used for recreation and other purposes.

Then I talk a little bit about the importance of architecture.
I call it the icing on the cake. I don't think architecture comes
first,' but I don't think it should be ignored, and certainly variety
is extremely important. A homogeneous feeling destroys the senseof individuality, and is really against the individual, it runs
counter to the individual.

So, let's see, I will read the end of it here. The social institu-tions that can be developed in a new town can make a more
important contribution to a civilized community in the long run
than the style or kind of architecture. A3 I see it, the basic in-
gredients for a successful new town development are :

(1) A sound comprehensive plan ;
(2) A strong economic base ;
(3) A variety of community facilitiesand particularly in the

case of a rural new town, educational institutions designed to
retrain farmworkers tO work and live in an urban setting;

-(4) Innovations in the creation of new social institutions -
(5) A very large capital investment which must be supporied

by outside agencies such as government, business, and founda-
tions for the community to provide housing facilities and jobs for
all people in all income groups.

For the development of new towns to be an effective part of a
program for improving the condition -of life for people in rural
America, then, active government 'involvement is essential.

We are all, aware that the success of the British new towns
is in part at least the result of the British GoVernment's indus-
trial allocations policies. Obviously I believe that the new town



has something I better to .oggew many Americans than we have
achieved to date.

I also believe that them- -plaurrning wwinciples being utilized ak
Reston are relevant whenver-. we dell with -urban cominumitiesL
It seems to me impossitTtae, lhoweverz to generalize about thm,
applicability of the new tamsavs, t our2pimorer rural regions without
knowing specifically and'"in (06ail t1i facts, commitments, and
public policies which willE govAgern -SuirlTh- developments.

I have left out of my Hatt --thei,a:anostdanportant ingredient_ofof coursethe land.
Urban development genaemation in the United States

has consisted mostly of---,spratwir becanise we have _been gobbling
_up the land and developinv itn littI Pieceshere a subdivision,
there a gas station ; here ai.maavional 2sinopping center -in a sea of
parked cars, there a so-cwtagairdena..apartment.

At the same time, the rgaswernmentgil jurisdictions where these
sprawling growths take. PlOceithave been left to foot the bills for
the schools, the roads, the- sewage systems, and the community
facilities which make them possible. The small entrepreneur has
flourished at the expense of the general taxpayer_and of business,
for while his piece of land increaseS in value as development
spreads, that, increment of value which -he gains, frequently as _

-a result of the governmental act of rezoning, is 'rift-returned to
or shared with the public. He moves on when his subdivision is
completed, leaving the people and the government the expense

Cof making some kind of community out of it. .

.. Rational urban development, and especially in parcels the size
required for whole new communities, requires the acquisition
of large amounts of land. This is expensive, beyond the means
of all but the very largest developers and corporations, and
difficult for them as land continues to be fragmented by small
holdings.It seems to me, therefore, that if we are to engage in a program
of new town building in rural areas the highest priority is- the
selection of appropriate sites and the immediate acquisition of
the land.By acquiring land reserves now it will still be possible to as-
semble cohesive tracts. And the increment of value which accrues
from the dedication to more intensive land use will be returned
to the community for the provision of community facilities. Thereare a number of ways to do thisthe government has done it
with urban renewal, we have had land by Ilk programs, public-
private corporations have been created for Comsat, for transit
programs, for housingbut the way it is done is less important
than the fact that it be done. .

For even the desirable land beyond the suburbs will become
increasingly difficult and increasingly expensive to accumulate in
tracts large enough for a 4new town development. And acquiring
it :Ater in development,Iraerer thara earlier means the loss (cif_ the

7:increment of value so inrmatirtant toothe later_rdevelopment
There is nothing to prevent local, or State bodies from accumu-

lating these land zeseirves---we do-, it for open space, for scenic
easements, for exaxnple---fir mo actimag as planner, and then whole-,
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saling it, so to speak, to developers at the appropri...v.se, time, justas we do with urban renewal.
The increased value of the land between the time it is pur-chased and the time it is turned over for private itevelopmentwill then go to the planning authority or government ratherthan to the developer, who will still make his owm profit, ofcourse. But the authority or government will then have a baseon which to build community facilities.
This time sequence and process will also, in my opirnion, makeit easier to attract the industry without which the project cannotbe accomplished. It seems to me very unlikely that the governmentwill embark on a policy of industrial allocation such a-s- is donein Britain to insure the success of the new town developments.

Industry must, therefore, be induced to come to the area by the
advantages inherent in the plan and the availability of community
facilities.

It is anticipated that by the year 2000 some 280 million Ameri-
cans will be living in urban areas. This is a trend that-is I assumeirreversible. And tales of the giant megalopolises stretching fromBoston to Richmond, from Chicago to Detroit, from SantaBarbara to the Mexican border are familiar to all ofYet, I believe that there are a great many Americans who
prefer to live in smaller cities, indeed in villages within smallercities, and that if we plan properly and build them we may be
surprised at how popular and successful they will be. The choice
should be there for those who want it, and it is less and lessavailable today.

Certainly there is no reason why rural people who do not wishto live in huge urban centers, are not culturally prepared for
what they find there, and do not have the requisite skills to makea decent living there should be forced through lack of alterna-
tives to migrate to the big cities. This is wasteful and tragic,and not necessary.

We can build better communities everywhere in America ifwe really want to, and it is encouraging to me that this Com-mission is taking the first steps to make sure that our ruralareas area not left behind.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much, Mr. Simon, for athought-provoking presentation.
I haSre read, of course, about Reston, for some time, in the

newspaper, and I have wanted to visit. I look forward to doing
it some time in the Allure.

Mr. _SIMON : Let me know when you plan to come.
The CHAIRMAN : I think the concept is certainly there, and

the contribution that it can make, for that type of facility, canmake in rural areas couldn't be measured.
Do- any members of the Commission wish to inquire?
Mr. Gibson?
Mr. GIBSON : Mr. Simon, I wonder whether a think it wouldindeed be so unfeasible to have stipulations that we had earlierwhen we were discussingwith one of the gentlemen : I hadsuggested that with all the money we spend on defense contractsper year, and as we now say you must have equal employment

opplartunit ix programs, you must hire minorites and so forth,. .



coauld we say, if X State or district has gotten land together,
and wants to build a new town, couldn't we have legislation that
says defense contracts will go t6 thiis area, and SOS forth?

Does that seem to be so way out7to you, that we could hookthe giving of a building contract, orithe giving of a $100 millioncontract to this sort of thing?
Mr. SIMON : Well, I will say S in 1961 a Presidemtial directive

was issued, and it said specifically that where a. Government
agency is to be located in the Washingion metropolitan area
and not in the District of Columbia, it will be located as closeas possible to the town center of thes new towns.

Now, this was .a direct attempt of-President Kennedy to try
the implementation of the .Year 2000 plan and to foster the newtowns within that plan.

We found in our relationships in arriving at the Geological
Survey buying a site in Reston that -this particular Presidential
directive had very little bearing, and in the location of other
agencies in the area in the past years it hasn't had any. bearing.I am not suggesting that I am qualified to have an opinion,but what I will say is that I can see a directive, or I can see even
legislation, but the implementation is the real trick-.

Mr. GIBSON : I have one more, if I may, and then I will quit.
The CHAIRMAN : All right.
Mr. GIBSON : You mentioned planning, the very great impor-

tance Of planning, and since we're talking about areas and we'retrying to probe the usefulness, the feasibility of new towns for
areas, many of which are now in existence, is this the thing that
can work around an existing town, or does it have to be com-pletely virgin territory?

Mr. SIMON : Well, in England, almost every new town startswith the nucleus of an existing town, and this has been done
very successfully there, and in some instances not quite so suc-
cessfully, S but I certainly do believe this is a pattern. You don'thave to start with something absolutely virgin.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Brooks?
Mr. BROOKS : Two questions: What kind of employment do

you have? What kind of jobs did you develop from the people,
and then where did you gget the money with which to develop
this?

Mr. SIMON : I didn't mean to say we developed jobs so muchas we found employers who were willing to bring their plants
to Reston. In our case, because of the nature of our location, what
we have been trying to find is quiet industry and smokeless in-
dustry, research-type industry, and this is what we have.

Mr. BROOKS You went out and obtained industry, got them
to come into Reston?

Mr. SINioN : That's right
Mr. BROOKS : Who financed Reston? Where did you get your

resources to put in there?
Mr. SIMON : Well, I started off ,with a corporation that had

some assets and found bank financing, and then Gulf Oil Corpo-
ration come in with an investment of $15 million ;- subsequently,
John Hancock came through with an investment of $20 million.



Mr. BROOKS : It was all private capital, then.
Mr. SIMON : Yes.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Gallegos?
Mr. GALLEGOS : _What percent of the people in Ream axe

former farmworkers and families who have been retminediT
What chance is there to retrain farmers and bring therm n iLis
residentg, rather than see new towns developed, and having-peopRe
who live in the cities decide it is more desirable to live in a new
town area, and in effect we are shifting skilled labor from ,one-
part of the country to the other?

You mentioned something about retraining the farmworkers-
Mr. SIMON : My thoughts on,a rural new town were not based'

on experience. This is a very urban new town. I doubt we have
anybody. in Reston who came directly from a farm. We have
some blue collar workers--; not many.

Mr. GALLEGOS : Is there a place in Reston for the low wage
workers and the unskilled workers, or are they setting up new
towns of their own, 20 miles away?

Mr. SIMON : This is a very important part of our plan, and
at the moment we are getting ready to build a 221 (d) (3). Lt,
goes to the top of the lower third, I guess.

These are garden apartments, and we have received a grant
from HUD and are working with it now to try to develop lowest
cost housing by working with the mobile home industry, for sale
or for rent.

Certadnly we hope to be able to house anybpdy in Reston -who
works there.

The CHAIRMAN : Dr. Ford?
Mr. FORD : M. Simon, I realize you have (cleared yourself in

advance about making undue generalizations, but with that, I
would still like to ask your -opinion in the poverty area with
which I am most familiar, the Appalachian Region.

I know that a number of people have put forth the idea of new
towns as one of the possible solutions to this.

Now, there we have a number of problems that are involved
in the low skills of the people, the difficulty in securing sites. I
mean securing plant sites. We have plenty of land, but there are
=difficulties in securing plant sites, and there is the feeling of some
that these particular difficulties can be overcome ; others point
out that there isn't the kind of economic base available, and which
you have stressed rather strongly, for the development (of
industry.Do you think that this offers a feasible type of solution for
areas such as Appalachia, the Ozarks, and places like that?

Mr. SIMON : I would think that the eniployment base is the
key to it. A new town without an employment base is a dormitory,and I know that there is a theory current that there can be
whole cities with no industry at all. I mentioned that earlier,
just services industry. But I can't conceive of this, so that I
would think.that the nucleus would have to be employment- of one
sort or another, and .4 could be a succession of little nuclei.. at
does not have to be one. The sequence of events, I would thiiiialc,
would be employment first and then housing after the copuniit-



ment to bring employment into the area has been made ; thenbuilding the housing so that the two come in at- the same time.
Mr.= FORD : You suggest some sort of critical population sizethat is necessary to support the institutions that a community

would hawe. This seemed to be rather large for the rural com-munities.
Mr. Srmorr: Well, my thought about that was this : What I

was dealing with was an ideal, and therefore, if there were a plan
to start a new town in a rural area, I think it should be a planfor 250,000. It might take 20 or 30 or 40 yea-rs to get there, butwhen you have reached this numberit's; not a magic number,
but it is a field numberyou can then have the kind of medical
specialties, for instance, that you couldn't have in a community
of 50,000 or 100,000, if you want to cover the medical specialties.That might be the crucial pointeducational facilities. A
50,000 population cannot command the kind of faculty that youwould want in a community. So that I didn't mean to imply thatit had to be 250,000 or nothing, but just that the plan for one
should be.

You might be interested to know that the regional plan in
New York is now proposing million-population cities, 8 or 10of them within the metropolitan region, new, starting fromiscratch. I'm not sure that's the right number, and I don't say
it is the wrong number for the New York region, but if we are
dealing with any place except New York, I don't think there is
a reason to push the plan up that high, but I think there is some-
thing to getting over 100,000.

The CHAIRMAN : Any questions on my left? (No response.)
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you again, Mr. Simon, very much.
The Reverend Larold Schulz is next. We welcome you, andthank you for waiting. We are running overtime today, as wenoted.
Mr. Schulz is from New York City. He represents the Na-

tional Council of Churches of Christ, and we are very pleasedthat you accepted our invitation to be here.
STATEMENT OF LAROLD K. SCHULZ

Mr. SCHULZ : Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appre-ciate this opportunity to speak of our concdrns. Let me say thatthe statement I read is, hopefully, short, concise, and doesn't
begin to go into the issues which we are concerned about, and Iwould hope there would be a period in which we could get at
some of these issues by questioning.

I just raise some of the questions where we have had involve-
ments, so that the Commission would know about this type of
concern.

My name is Larold K. Schulz. I am a minister of the UnitedChurch of Christ and serve as the executive coordinator of the
Anti-Poverty, Task Force of the National Council of Ch"urches.I appear before y ou today in behalf of the National Council
of the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A. The National Council
of Churches consists of 33 Protestant and Orthodox Communions.
These bodies include a total membership exceeding 40 million



persons. We -do not claim to speak for each member communion
individually_ nor for all the members in the communions which
are affiliated with the council.

The viewpoints, statements, and positions expressed in this
statement are based on official policy statements of the National
Council of Churches as adopted by its general board which is
broadly representative of its member church bodies.

The concern of the National Council of Churches both for im-
proving the condition of the poor and for the elimination of in-
voluntary poverty through attack on its basic causes is as old
as the organization itself. Indeed, this concern characterized for
many years the, antecedent organizations which in 1950 com-
bined to form the National Council of Churches.

Among the practical expressions of this concern are major
field programs as well as numerous pronouncements in such fields
as labor-management relations, agricultural migratory workers,
American Indians, the Spanish speaking, new immigrant people,
city slum dwellers, and the rural poor.Our opposition to poverty springs from roots deep in our
Judeo-Christian heritage. Without taking your time for citations
froM the Bible, let me assure you that the Christian faith affirms
that obedience to the will of God demands that-the hungry be
fed, the naked clothed, and justice be established in the land.

From its inception, the National Council of Churches has
snoken out against poverty. On May 16, 1951, the general board
made the following assertion in a. policy statement entitled "The
National Council Views its Task lin Christian Life and Work" :

If our nation were to set aside a substantial Portion of its
material treasure for the alleviation of -poverty and misery of
the underprivileged and dispossessed, redemptive and creative
forces might be released that would ensure for ourselves, as for
others, the peace for which we pray. -

In its meeting, held in September 1951, the general board
focused the' nation's attention upon a very specific group of the
"underprivileged and dispossessed" in a comprehensive policy
statement on 'The Concern of the Churches for Migratory Farm
Workers."

Since that time it has, time and again, spoken out against the
patterns of injustice which create and perpetuate poverty. On
February 27, 1964, the following statement was made in a "Reso-
lution on Elimination of Poverty' :

"Poverty is -ethically intolerable. The persistence of poverty
has become a matter for which _men are morally -responsible."

The National Council's efforts to raise the issues surrounding
the problems of poverty have not been limited to policy statements
ant: resolutions. Although I have iwith me the texts of statements
regarding economic growth, area development, employment and
wages, income maintenance,- fo and clothing, health services,
housing, family life, minority racial problems, farm and agricul-
tural problems, migrant workers, children and youth, -public assis-
tance, and many others, I would prefer not to speak of pronounce-
ments, but rather of action taken and problems faced.
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The National Cotmcil of Churches has engaged itself activelyin assisting the rural poor. For years there has been a strongmovement to assist the migratory farmworker. At the presenttime this effort is increasingly to support the efforts of farm laborto organize for recognition as a bargaining unit. We feel that
one of the most important tasks before those concerned about the
elimination of poverty among this long-exploited group is their
immediate coverage under the National Labor Relations Act andtheir complete inclusion under minimum wage coverage.

The tragic conditions which maintain the cycle of poverty amongfarmworkers will not be solved by a "band-aid" social serviceapproach, but will require the organization of power coalitionswhich can offset the powerful forces representing the growerswhich have for years been able to maintain the status quo ofservility.
The plight of the small farmer and the sharecropper have alsobeen of great concern. Sustained adequate income is essentialboth as a requirement of justice for farmers and of stability for

our total economy. Because of their ineffective and powerless bar-
gaining position, fahners do not participate in the growth of the
economy except in times of extreme demand.

We have encouraged general farm organizations, cooperatives;and the creation of programs designed to assist these persons toearn adequate incomes and achieve satisfactory levels of living.
The problems which face the minority group persons living inrural areas are far more difficult to define and to attack than thoseof the urban resident. Our own observations of rural poverty

across the country have led us to believe that-this group lives under
the worst cbnditions with the least hope of finding solutions totheir problems of any group in this country.

It was in recognition of this fact that the Delta Ministry of theNational Council of Churches was initiated. This attempt to assistthe poorprimarily ruralin Mississippi has had the supportof the World Council of Churches as well as secular agencies.
One of the learnings which we have gained from active involve-

ment in this situation is that there is a culture of poverty which
stifles initiative and creates a hopelessness of despair. Althoughwe are not yet certain that we have any answer for breaking
through this attitude, we believe we have some clues.

It is clear that organization which begins with the poor and which
responds to their concerns is one way of beginning to break through.
We have been involved in a number...of projects and programs in
Mississippi, which we would be happg to describe to the Commission,
which we feel may be patterns for future action.

Recently, the Anti-Poverty Task Force of the National Council of
Churches conducted a series of hearings regarding the plight of the--poor in eastern Kentucky. I am certain that the chairman of this
Commission is deeply concerned about our findings.

We have prepared a report which we believe will be cleared for
public distribution in the near future. The peculiar cultural condi-
tions which exist in this area of the country, call fo'r imaginative
programs, and unless the historjc feudalism which exists in this
area is broken, it is doubtful whether any significant changes canbe made.



One of the areas where the problems which beset the rural poor
become most obvious is in their migration to urban centers across
the country. It is a well known fact that much of the Negro concen=
tration in urban ghettos across the country is rural in origin.

Their reason for coming to the city was prompted by the condi-
tions of poverty and discrimination which they faced in the rural
area where they were born. However, upon arriving in the city
their situations are not greatly. bettered. In fact, it may be more
difficult to sustain life.

However, once they have arrived, few return. Many rural whites
have also migrated. They have been in most cases more easily, assimi-
lated. However, the Appalachian poor, _primarily because of their
cultural orientation and value system, have not adjusted in most
areas to the patterns of urban life ; and we find ourselves attemptirig
to minister to withdrawn persons with methods which do not meet
their_ needs and with programs which fall fax short of solving their
problems. -----

The National Council of Churches is related through its member
denominations to many programs in urban centers which attempt to
assist these types of people. In my experience I have found that
many of these persons would have preferred to stay in the rural area
or small town from which they came ; however, they now do not
consider returning.

One of the patterns of our time is urban in-migration. Unless we
take strong steps to deal with the problems of rural poverty and
deprivation, the; crisis of our cities will increase and the unrest and
unhappineS-s of a large proportion of the population will explode
in violent protest.This short statement is an introduction to the wide range of con-
cerns which we hold regarding rural poverty. We are deeply con-
cerned that there be no cutbacks in Federal programs designed to
assist the poor. We hope that there will be more Federal involvement
in these programs, not only because the Federal Government enjoys
revenue sources which are more socially equitable and financially
adequate than those of most States and counties, but also because
most State agencies are, unfortunately, relatively inflexible in their
approaches to rural poverty.

Imaginative and creative answers to the problem of ruiarpoverty
will not emerge from any one agency alone, of course, whether it be
at the State or the National level: -A- continuing search, a constant

- openness will be necessary. The National Council of Churches
pledges its support of 6uch .efforts both as an ally and as a loyal
critic.

Some solutions must be national in impact ; others must be local.
It is essential that full support be given to local efforts, and par-
ticularly to "the maximum feasible participation of the poor."
National agencies must not equivocate in their commitment to
meaningful participation by the poor at every, level in antipoverty
efforts, even when such participation leads to friction in the com-
munities involved.

The Anti-Poverty Task Force of the National Council of Churches,
on its part, recognizes its responsibility, to make every effort to
convince local church members of their responsibility to participate
wholeheartedly in the search for solutions to rural poverty.
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Above all, we reject any analysis of poverty in our nation whichidentifies the poor as being the source of their condition. We insistthat the existence of poverty is not, in the great majority of cases,a judgment on the poor, but rather a judgment on the moral failureof society as a whole.
The tenant farmer in the Mississippi Delta, the unemployed minerin Appalachia, the seasonal farmworker in Starr County, Tex., isnot poor because he is sinful or lazy. He is poor because we have notbeen willing to pay the cost of social justice. We resent the use ofcliches from the religious vocabulary which place- the blame forpoverty either on divine intent or on the poor themselves.Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to express theconcern of the National Council of Churches about rural poverty.
The CHAiRMAN : Mr. Davis?
Mr. NEIL DAVIS : Mr. Schulz, you referred to what the National-

Council has done ix, Mississippi. This is a tremendous thing. We arethrilled with what they have done there. It is obvious from whatone reads and from what you said that the National Council ofChurches_of Christ, at its level, is putting its heart and its mind andits resources and-its talents behind the efforts to push the churchinto _these concerns.
But let me ask you this question : Does the National Council see

any indications that the church at the lower-level shares these sameconcerns about economic and social problems ?
Mr. SCHULZ : That's an unfair question. The church at the locallevel, by and large, reflects-precisely the structures of the communitywhich maintain poverty.
The,--;problems of poverty at the local level are really the problemsof the powerful over against the powerless. In most cases the power-ful are in our churches. Basically, it is "good church people' whichallow poverty, to exist. And they are not going to give up thisposition.
Therefore, the church is split, being very candid about it, it is,and especially,. split in places where we have been engaged, such asin California, With the organization of the National Farm Workers'Association, and in Mississippi, and in a great number of placesacross this country.
We cannot call on the man ,in the pew and ask him to be countedin the efforts- which we are trying to put forth at the national level.
Mr. NEIL DAVIS : I didn't mean to ask 7:ot,i _an unfair question. I

was hoping you would say you could cite some instances of a grow-ing awareness -and concern.
Mr. SCHULZ : I think the only way_the people will ever be made tosee what the problems are is that they are brought to a point wherethey have to deal with these issues.
Now, even if they aFe antagonistic, at least they would move fromwhere they were at one time.
I think that, for instance, Churchwomen United has moved a longway, and is in -fact fax out in front of the church as a whole in theSouth in dealing with problems in that area.Now, that's part of the church. They are the wives of the menwho make the _decisions in these communities. I wish they couldconvince their husbands that, you know, about some of the thingsthat they believe:



The CHAIRMAN: They will. I have worked with the National
Council of Churches, Mr. Schulz, serving on one of the commissions.
I thilak they have done a terrific service. The National Council, the
position it has taken. I think it applies also to the State Council of
Churches in many instances, and I can say, trying to be as objective
as possible from where I sit, that I can see substantial changes
being made at the low level, and attitudes of people, and that's pre-
cisely what we are trying to change.

I attribute that a great deal to the Natio-nal Council's leadership.
Mr. NEIL DAVIS : You still said, though, that when a representa-

tive of the National Cduncil such as Mr. Schulz here makes a state-
ment, he ha& to begin by making it clear that he is speaking just for
those people, in the National Council who are formulating policy
and not for churches on down the line- at-lo'w-e-figv els. This is what
I was speaking of. -

The CHAIRMAN : I expect that may be true of most organizations
that are pluralistic in nature and made up of a number of single
entities of One type or another.

But anyWay, I think the educational aspects and informational
aspects of the National Council's program is having some impact,
and that's What Dr. Davis is interested in.

Mr. Laurel ?
Mr. LAUREL : You made reference to some of the fine Work the

National Council is doing in all of these problem areas, particularly
in the areas of poverty.

How is it translated into action, for exaniple, among the workers
in Starr. County, or what action, if any,, has been taken on the local
level, or what is being done, in other words, to either encourage, or
to actively participate, or to help?

Can you answer the question ?
Mr. SCHULZ : Monday, a full-time staff worker paid by the

churches will begin work in Starr County, Tex., to serve as a sup-
porting agent to the farmworkers -as they attempt to organize. We
are at the present time trying to pull together enough material to
take to the Departmerit of Justice to show- that Public Lawwhat
is it, 78 ?=--is being violated.

We are at the present time attempting to establish a "strike fund"
which will support these workers as they attempt to raise this issue.

As you perhaps knaiv, we have supported through the church a
staff of about 10 persons in California to assist the farmworkers in
their organizational efforts.

We are at the present time preparing to move some of this staff.
They will be participating in what we call a selective patronage
campaign, if this is possible, in Starr County.

At the present time, we have put on our staff a man who will work
to head up a coalition, with his sole aim to be to gain collective bar-

- gaining under the NLRA legislation for farmworkers.
Mr. LAUREL : Now, is a concerted effort, or any liaison existing

presently between CatholicMr. SCHULZ (interrupting) : Yes, this coalition is made upI
-am sorry to make it sound like we are doing this alone. It's certainly
a coalition effortMr., LAUREL (interrupting) : The coalition is made up of what
groups?



Mr. ScHtlEZ : Well, it is labor, the church, and other agencies
concerned about this. The AFL-CIO is in this, the Citizens Crusade
against poverty, the national--let's see. I'm trying to think.

Mr. LAUREL : That's good enough.
Mr. SCHULZ : It's a broad coalition.
The CHAIRMAN : It is all of the religious faiths.
Mr. LAUREL : That's what I wanted to get. In other words, all the

religious denominations are participating.
Mr. SCHULZ : That's right. I was thinking primarily of the work

we were doing when I said we establishedwell, we have provided
the funds, for instance, for the particular relationship to NFWA,
although we know the Roman Catholic Church did the same thing.
The coalition itself

Mr. GALLEGOS (interrupting) : One of your recommendations
was that there be no Federal programs cut back that would help
the poor. Would you like to specify any programs that particularly
help the poor, and could you suggest any, new programs other than
the legislative approaches you mentioned, that would be helpful in
stemming the flow of migrants to the cities and stabilizing the farm
economy ?

Mr. SCHULZ : The programs that have been developed by the
Office of Economic Opportunity have both their good and bad char-
acteristics, but the -good so far outweighs the bad that we are at this
point _saying that we want them all maintained.

Now, it depends on the part of the country you are in. I could sit
here and tell a real tale about how the worker education program
has been misused in eastern Kentucky, but I would have to turn right
around and say that the minute you cut off funds from those pro-
grams, like has been don-e, 1,600 persons cut off that program in the
last 2 months, then we are in real trouble. We can't cut off those
funds, even if they- have not been utilized as some of us middle-class
people would like to see them used.

I would say that VISTA, which is under attack in certain parts
of the country, has been very effective in certain 'parts of Appa-
lachia, so that to make a judgment on certain aspects of the program
over- against others would be very, very difficult.

The Job Corps, I think, for instance, is its own worst enemy in
many respects. It does not have a good public relations department.
It has not done this job adequately, and some of the statistics that
-have come out of there have been utilized by antagonists to show
how ineffective this is, but on the other hand one of the pertinent
statistics is that 70 percent of the persons who have at= any. time
been enrolled in the Job Corps situation are now in some type of
employment, either military or some job situation.

And I, think in the light of the percentage of those who were not
so when they came into the Job Corps, this is sort of a positive figure.

Well, I think there are many things that have to be done, but
mainly the thing I am most concerned about is the maintenance of
money in CAP programs. -

I think the heart of the poverty programs Are the CAP programs,
where local people can develop projects on their own.

As I said before, this is a power struggle, and unless there is some
way made available to these powerless people td-develop power, we
are not going to eradicate poverty.
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The CHAIRMAN : Are there any questions?
(No response.)
If not, thank you, Mr. Schulz.
Mr. SCHULZ : I just brought and put one of'the publications of

the council, which includes the latest poverty statementI did not
include that' in my testimony, but it might be of interest to the mem-
bers of the Commission.

The CHAIRMAN : Are there enough copies there for all of us?
Mr. SCHULZ : Yes.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you.
Claude Brown.
How are you, Mr. Brown ? Before you begin, . .I would like to tell

you that copies of your book have been made available to all of the
members of the Commission. I'm not going to embariass them by
asking how many of them have read it, but it was made available
to us, and we are looking forward with a great deal of anticipation
to your testimony before, this Commission.

We express our appreciation for your coming.
STATEMENT OF CLAUDE BROWN

Mr. BROWN : I would like to thank you for the invitation, and
I'm very happy to be here, and I hope that whatever I have to say
might be of use to someone, and of some value to the Commission.

I know very little about rural poverty as such. I suppose all
poverty is very similar, but I do know something about transplanted
rural poverty, ; that -is, rural poverty that is taken to urban areas.

You take poor people that migrate from rural parts of the country
to the urban communities. They are just as poor, and many of them
poorer in a sense, because they are more unprepared to cope with
this new urban situation than they were in the rural communities.

This lack of educational preparation can be summed up in terms
of education and lack of skills, not enough room for the familyif
everybody lives in a shack on a farm, even if it is a tenant farmer's
shack, it is not as annoying to the neighbors, because the neighbors'
shack is going to be down the road somewhere.

It is a little different where you get into an urban community
where people are crowded together in tenement houses. If you get
10 people in an apartment that was built for 4 or 5, they're going to
get on each other's nerves, and when they start fighting and banging
orf-th--67Walls-and doing whatever else their frustrations would pro-
voke them to do, it is going to bother the neighbors, whereas in the
country it didn't.

Perhaps one of the most tragic things about it is that the neigh-
bors themselves are in pretty much the same position, and they
can'tthey .,cark't react in a way that's going-to bring about some
sort of change, that's going to bring about the action that they
want.

Now, it seems that in the urban communitieswhen people be-
gin to migrate from the South or from the West, or any rural sec-
tions of the country, they go to certain specific areas. Like yoli
don't find many of them coming to New York any more. There used
to be a great influx of poor people migrating to New York from
parts of the South.

They still come to New York, but when I say New York, I sup-



pose I am referring primarily to Manhattan, the Harlem com-munity. It is no longer the community which receives the vastthe bulk of the migrating farmers and sharecroppers and this sortof thing.
Today, I think the vast majority of people who come to NewYork, go to Brooklyn, and they settle in the Bedford-Stuyvesant

section, which is like a Harlem, a Harlem across the river_ Any-body who has some familiarity with New York City over ,the pasttwo decades will be struck with the sight of--that is, traavceriing in
the Bedford-Stuyvesant areawill be strutik,--with the Rirralarityof the Bedford-Stuyvesant area of BrooklynxintimiLthe Har Lr4sior com-munity- of 20 or 15 years ago,. There are SailihmTiloft of secioma-hand
goods stores, where you will find second-ha huu.. rniture, appliances,°heverything.

They have buildings, dilapidated tenercogittAl in Brooravn. It
seems as though nobodyperitiaps, they arsa. i*LAst in too mulch ofa hurrybut it seems nobodynwdll take t1tiüb1e to ramie:them.
They build around them.

They look nice to the people,-5w-ho built therrv.-mnd that's whFr.they
built them. Anybody who has been in urbarirc-renewal, he sees ahousing project, and this is progress. Ye#, lit*r go into the-:backalleys to see that there is block, actually w- aware block of tene-
ménts, dilapidated, rat-infested tenements, irn the center of thisdevelopment that they just hid, because they built the development
higher elan the tenements. And it is just a matter of time beforethe rats and the vermin move from this tendinent, because theywill find that the pickings are better here, to the new development.Anyway, these people can accept this, you know, as a brandnew thing. It is new. It's not a shack. They have electricity and
all the modern conveniences of urban living today, and- becausethey don't havethey don't have enough basic, necessary skills,basic economics, they go into a store and ask for a pork chop, and
somebody says it costs $10 a pound. If they have got $10, they payit, because they don't know. If they've got $5, they will say it'scheap.

The man says, "Look at the scale." If they can't read the scale
maybe the scale says half a pound.

You have this community of people, it's still built up_ It buildsfrom time to time. What happens is, it's like everybody who comeseverybody who migrates from a rural area and gets into an urban
community, he is going to become sophisticated in small ways, eventhough he hasn't been to school. He will hear from comrades, or
from people with whom he works, about lower rent housing in New
York, and that's Manhattan, Queens, and the Bronx.

They come out of the Brooklyn ghetto, which- is, say, Harlem 15years ago, and then they go into Manhattan.
They know now that they shouldn't pay more than $90 a month for

a tenement with four'or five rooms in it, and they can get this, but
still you l,ave the othersthe influx is continual. They keep coming
from the South, and this community keeps thriving, in a place likeBrooklyn, the Bedfoid-Stuyvesant section, because you have theJews still in the process of their exodus, and they are still sellingthis furniture that they have had for the last 15 or 20 years, if not
more, to the second-hand furniture dealers, and he is waiting for
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the new crop of migrants to come from the South, and he passes
it on to them, and some of them will leave and there will be at least
10 to replace them.

It seems to me this problem could be somewhat alleviated if there
were something comparable to an agent to finform the migrants who
are going north or going-to any, urban areas of the ,counitry, to
inform them just what's there for them.

The only people who are prepared to reoeive themlmigramts are
the exploiters, and apparently nobody else wares, so they have noth-
ing to look forward to when they-arrive int these urban centers but
exploitation, and usually this is all they get.

Now, you take th .?. antipoverty money that is always being
poured into places like Harlem and the Bedford-Stuyvesant sec-
tion. They aren't even interested in these newcomers.

You find Negroes, even though they are not considered the low-
class Negroes, they have been living in the community for a long
time, they have a certain "in" in the community, thgr know-what's
going on, they can go to the politicians and threafin them. Tlhey
can say, "Look, if you people don't give,ius money lico'r ,our-church,
or the civic action group, what we're going to do ismo tto the

i
-mews-

papers and tell them that the whole thing s a fraud. You are_ giv-
ing the money to the people who have a bachelor's degree, and your
friends, but not to the people who need it."

And they get some. They are about 10 years ahead of the new
migrants. They are not concerned about the new migrants. Nobody
is concerned about them. The only ones concerned about them are
the ones waiting there to take them.

You will also find that in this same community there are people
who are doing good, they are making $60 a week--even though
they may have a family of eight, nine, and they consider it doing
good, like on the farm they made something like $15 a week, or
that much, or wherever they came from, or $25 a week.

Now, if we had some sort of agency that could inform them
about basic things like the minimum wage law, like, okay, the law
says a guy has to be paid $1.50 an hour in New York State. If
he has only been making something like 50 cents an hour in the
South and you pay him a dollar an hour, or you pay him 75 cents
an hour, he's going to be pleased, because this is progress.

Okay. If they were to inform these people about just what their
rights are, and not simply inform them, because it seerns as though
poor people are naturally rpassive for some strange reason. There
would have to be an agency to enforce their rights, or to see to it
that the rights are exerted.

It's like--it isn't _simply enough to tell these people that the
rights are there. With them, you have to show them how they can
go about getting the rights that are rightfully theirs or exercising
rights that they have.

New, another thing that such an agency can doperhaps I'm
running ahead of myself herethere are a lot of things I wanted
to saybut I think it's most important, if you don't get to all the
complaints or afflictions of the migrants, I think it is more im-
portant to get said what can be done about it.

Many of the industries in New. York City that use unskilled labor
are moving out of New York ,City. It's like if youeverybody
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knows New York Cilty .used =to be, and many people think it still is,
the textile iiudustry iin the ooturricry. Well, it's remnant of-the tex-
tile. industry -now, because of t he congestion there, nnainly. Like,tmElay, it would take a truck

_Let's say a dress rnanufactumer has a couplie of factories in New
'WA* City im the mid-30's off Manhattan, .W`hich is the-garment
district, and:he has to get thiii.truck over. to .a pleating or aem-
bstoidery factory over in Broolfdyn some place. He can take any of
the bridges, the Brooklyn Briidge, the Manhattan Bridge, ow the
Williamsburg Bridge, and duzing_the day it is going teo Itake you
2ihours to get over there, andl-wou have got two men on-the truck.

If you (dont need two Allem-to load it and drive it, yam meed two
men to watch It white one ,gocesain some place.

Anyway, you have to partthese two men 2 hours, andqt takes 2
lmours to get .:across one oE ithese bridges. It's wasting la lot cf
t oney.

You can go to southern cities now, such as Birmitagiliam and
Atlanta. A lot of industries a..re locating there now. They have been
since the end of World War II.

If someone were to tell these people. instead of goimg to New
York, if you want to make it, you can go to some place like Bir-
mingham or Atlanta, because there is a bigger demand for yourskills, or your,-labor, I'm certain that many of them, if they could
be convincedyou know, all they have heard so far, that there is
milk and honey in New York City, and like New York City is the
place to go, that's where all the money is.

You have relatives who write back and say, "I'm getting rich
in New York, I'm making a couple of hundredidollars a week.'In some instances, it might be true, but they're not doing it
legally, and most of these people don't want to go to jail. All they
want to do is earn a decent living.

One could tell them, you can go to Birmingham or Atlanta and
make a decent living, you can make $75 a week without any special
skill, and instead of going to New York and having to live in some
dilapidated, rat-infested tenement, or some -two-family brownstone
in Brooklyn, and hand-rne-down furniture and fake fur, they would
go to Atlanta or Birmingham and make $75 a week and live in a
decent home.

The government seemsI don't know what they have done in
the way of dealing with rural poverty. I have heard a little bit
about giving money to ,people in Appalachia and, you know, they
send the VISTA workers in there, and I don't think VIS-TA work-
ers could really take most people who they might come in contact
withwho migrate from southern areas.

I like to ..give these illustrations; especially when colored people
are around, and it says, "You're talking about us, and trying to
show the white folks we don't live that way."

Anyhow, there is a, corner, I suppose everyone has heard of
125th Street and Seventh Avenue in Harlem, and Nostrand and
Fulton Avenues in Brooklyn. Now, on Nostrand and Fulton Ave-
nues at any time of the day or night, you will see at least eight
big, burly white cops, like two on each corner, and you'll see patrol
cars coming -around frequently, and I suppose to someone from
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the outside this looks like a concentration camp, and-2 I suppose to
sonleone from the inside it feels like a concentration =amp.

Butt it's really a necessity. you know. It's likeza lot of social
psychology comes into play here. Yotu can find -that most colored
cops, if they are 10-foot giants, they get hurt on fihnt corner in a
very short period of -time, and this is because people. coming from
the South, it seems-that they can'tthey don't have aziot of respect
for Negro authority, because they haven't seen too march (of it, and
for the same reasonnow, are we on radio or .anrything here?
(Laughter.)

You get VISTA workers, like nice yo-ung kids from aniddle-class
backgrounds, and you send them in to work with these jpeople, to
whom they mean nothing. They come here and talk about helping
the people, and all they want is some rnoney--ther&s. a good chance
thatomebody is going to frighten them to death before they even
get their feet wet in this community.

There's an interesting case where a girl cornes from awell,
she's a welfare worker. She goes into a guy's house, and he's mak-
ing liquor, and she says, "I'm your investigator." He's getting a
check.

She's a cute little blond, all of five feet-something; here's this big,
burly ebony giant, and she says, "I've come to investigate you,"
and the guy looks at her and dies laughing, and she asks him to
turn on the light, and this laughter gets louder, and she runs out
into the street screaming.

Well, this sort of thing, that's a mild case.
You knock on the door and, "Mr. So and So, this is Miss So and

So. I'm from VISTA, and I would like to talk to you about your
son"and this sort of girl.- The very rough voice from behind the
door, "You better git away from the door before I beat your ass!"
They're not going to be very effective in this community.

So you've got to get the people who can handle the situation, and
the people who can handle it best are the people who have some
familiarity with it. It seems today for the first time that it sud-
denly dawned on the policy managers of this country that it's just
possible that people who live with poverty may know something
about it, and I think this is a very great revelation.

Especially in New York City, where they even list the aid for
the indigent people like all kinds of socialall sorts of things, nice
thingssocial facilitators, welfare aids, and many of them haven't
finished high school, but many of them, they know the community.
They don't frighten people by saying, "I'm an investigator."

-This program can be expanded to a great extent, and in practic-
ally all the urban communities. It seems- that there is a group in
this country that is very seldom considered, and I think it's time
that the government begins to give it some consid%ixation. And
that is the Puerto Rican. The Puerto Rican also has -a language
barrier, that gets him into a lot of difficulty.

Everybody knows about the riot in Chica.go this nast summer.
Well, for the,past 5 years, Puerto Ricans in: Chicago had been ask-
ing' for Puerto Rican policemen on the beat, you know, and it was
a legitimate request, because a Puerto Rican mother, her child
falls out the window, the child becomes asphyxiated, there is a fire
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arssonaetbing.in the house, and she wantsshe runs out, she wants
to telliThe police, of anything happening.

Shedoesn't speak good English. She runs up to him and starts
=luting in Spanish, and he can't understand, and he says, "Go on,

Set the people from the Puerto Rican community, the result is
f..Lv,,there are deaths where there shouldn't be deaths, or similar

Irafgedies.
TEhe people in the Puerto Rican community complained to the

icrefef of police in Chicago. They would say something like, "It is
=-IneeeRsity we get Puerto Rican policemen. ' The chief would say,
"We can't find any 5-foot-10 Puerto Ricans, you know, and we
Itawe to find 5-foot-10 Puerto Ricans to pass the police examina-tion."

So, okay, this goes on for 5 years. Suddenly there is a riot, in the
summer of 1966, in Chicago. Suddenly, subsequent to the riot, there
are 250 5-foot-10 Puerto Rican policemen on the Chicago police
force.

It turns out that their, most effective course of action was to riot.
Now, this shouldn't be the case. It shouldn't be necessary. Okay,
that's fine, this problem is solved, but now let's move it to the gar-
ment district in New York City.

Both New York City and New York State have a minimum wage
law of $1.50. You have these guys who are alwaysyou have fore-
men who willthey aren't the most scrupulous people around in the
garment center. You have employers, first of all, who are going to
pay them $1 an hour, instead of $1.25 or $1.50 an hour. Then you
have the foremen that tell them because they came in late, even
though this isn't a policy of the employer, he!s going to get docked.

Eventually, a guy, he's only making-_$40 a week, or $50 a week,
and he can't articulate disappointments very well to his foreman
or employer, and he says, "Look, I want more money," and thd guy
says, "Look, you didn't earn more money," and he hits him, and it's
justified. Still, he goes to jail for something like that.

Consequently, you have a lot of migrant Puerto Ricans, the same
with the integrating Puerto Ricans, and the same with the Negroes
from the South landing up in jails, and they don't do anything for
them in jail. They will keep them there and feed them, but once
they get out, many of these people have problems.

You hear about how much money they made while they were out
on the streets, in various criminal activities, so we have this other
problem. Nothing is being done to stop the encounters ,they are
going to have with the law, simply because, you know, because they
can't communicate very well and express their grievances ; as a
result of this you have this other problem of having to take care of
them in jail.

It would seem to me that we need an agericy whereby we should
stop the first problem. Like the riots, the going to jails, there ought
to be some sort of system whereby the people ought to know how the
people come to New York. People ought to know how to come to the
community where the jobs are. There is a government information
agency. WhY don't they give out information to these people who
need it, like these people?
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The CHAIRMAN : Could we stop for a moment while the reporter
changes his paper?

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : What is the age group that migrates?

Can you comment on that at some time in your talk?
The CHAIRMAN : You may pi-oceed.
Mr. BROWN : In encountering the law by mistake, many of these

people become the victims of an unjust system of justice.
It's like in Attica State Prison in New York State, which is the

top security prison in the State, there is a felloW there known affec-
tionately by many of the inmates as Cudait's a nickname, of course
and Cuda is about 35 years old. Thirteen years ago, he got up on a
train in North Carolina, to come to New York, and he missed New
York City and went to upstate New York. He got off the train. He
met a hobo who took him to a hobo, camp and gave him some wine--
not a vintage wine.

Anyway, they drank the wine, and they ate some soup, the main
dish at hobo camps, and they went to sleep, and the next day he got
up and the guy missed his wine, the hobo whom he had met, and he
happened to be white, and Cuda happens to be a Negro.

Anyway, they grat into a fight, and after a while got to scuffling
for a while.. The white hobo runs to town and gets the sheriff, and

the comes back with- the sheriff, and Cuda, not knowing what to do,
or where to go, he tells him this guy took his wine, and they got into
this fight, and he said he had 35 cents, which he claims was stolen,
too, and, it's like in these little hick towns, the sheriff is a little
hillbilly, sort of like Keystone Cops. It's a laughing matter unless
you are a victim.

Somehow, the sheriff saw this situation, or Cuda's act, as consti-
tuting armed robbery, and. assault with a deadly weapon, and a
conglomeration of charges, serious charges, so he went to one of
these out-of-the-way courts, and they gave him 30 years, and he is
still n Attica now, and the -pathetic thing about this is that there
are many lawyers who tried to get this guy out. He was a-migrant
farmer prior to going to jail, and today he doesn't-want to come out.

He refuses to leave Attica, which is not a nice prison. He went
to other places and went-and got in a fight and ended up in Attica.
Here, the man found a home. He's good at fixing things, he's some-
thing of an electrician and everybody likes him. He never had any
education, no formal education whatever, not even first grade, and
the truth of the matter is that he is treated better, in Attica than
he was ever treated outside, and there he doesn't have to worry
about----he thinks he's lucky, because being from the South, he
thought that he might have been hung when this guy- came back
with the sherift` and I suppose there was a possibility, even in the
North.

I'm certain that there are many, people in jails throughout the
country like this. Migrant farmers, hobos, just guys who got up
and left. --

Now; in large cities, they have some form of legal services for
indigent people, you know, like the lawyers who are serving the
poor, and it's going to. be called by something like that, but what
happens jto ithe migr-ant farmers, who irLo into some small town,
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somebody doesn't like them, maybe they come up on the lawn infront of city hall, and they throw them in jail.
I think something ought to be established to represent peoplelike this.
And if we don't establish some sort of system whereby we caninform the people as to just what's awaiting them in the North,

what's not awaiting them in the North, or where the re r..,! oppor-
tunities lie; and some form of protection for them once they have
ventured forth from the shacks, be it sharecroppers' shacks or a
shack in shantytown some plasm, this situation is going to perpetu-ate itself.

So I hope that something will come out of these hearings that willstifle it.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much, Mr. Brown, and we are

very grateful to you for this presentation, and I think the Com-
mission members who have read your book know that you have
lived close to these problems in the city, and a large amount of the
testimony which the Commission has taken in the last few weeks
has dealt with the problems of migrants and rural poverty, migrant
poverty in the cities, transferred from one to the other.

We are grateful for your suggestions that you have left with us,which will receive every consideration.
Do- you members of the Commission wish to inquire?
Mr. Gay?
Mr. GAY : Not so much inquiry, Mr. Brown, as a statement. In

the years that I have been working and concerned with this same
problem that you spoke of, the problem comes to me, and I don't
know if you have an answer, or if anyone does.

How can you make- the people in the South, the section that I
come from, how can you communicate with them? You can talk till
you are every color in the rainbow, and you say, "Well, down here
you've got the Ku Klux Klan and you've got 50 cents an hour, and
you've got the boll weevil and cornpone. But up there you are going
to get a dollar an hour, and the whores and the pimps and the rats
and the ghettos, the violence, and the bigotry.

They just don't believe it. It's all in that promised land that youare so familiar with.
I have never seen anybody yet, whether he be a lawyer, social

worker, whc-ther he be Negro, whether he be white, if he's down
home, he can't get the message across. He just can't do it. I don't
know what the answer is.

Mr. BROWN : Mr. Gay, I think the problem just might be that they
know what they are suffering in the South, and they don't know
anything about the pimp, the pimps, the whores, the rats, the
vermin, and the police abusing them, and it's not reality.

This 50 cents an hour and the Ku Klux Klan is a reality, and if
anything, it's like anything they can get is a chmige.

Mr. GAY : I might say in North Carolina we have the same prob-
lems with the "poor white- trash" and the Indians. We haVe a large
Indian population in and around Lumberton, N. C. I was reading a
story just the other dny where thousands and tens of thousands in
that Bright Leaf Tobacco Belt, they have gone off here to Baltimore
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and they have got a slum that would out-slum Bedford-Stuyvesant
thousands of Indians.

So it isn't only a Negro problem at home. I know my own kinfolks,
and I come from way down in that section down there where they
migrate and think it's a great thrillthey still leave and you can't
get to them to save your life.

Mr. BROWN : We need. an Indian voting population followed by
some big Indian writers.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Laurel ?
Mr. LAUREL : Mr. Brown, I'm very much interested in what you

related here, about this fellow in the prison. Is that what you
related ?

It's conceivable, of course, and I know it is very apt to have hap-
pened 10 or 15 years ago. In view of the recent decisions of the
Supreme Court, unie:as I haven't read them clearly, the Escovado
case, the record of a person being taken to a magistrate being told
what he was accused of, he is provided with counsel, and if not,
one will be provided for him.

Of course, we hope this kind of a situation, at least, will find its
way to where people are not just being given any idea of a star
chamber proceeding, as might have been possible some years back.
Do you find this to still be prevalent nowadays?

Mr. BROWN : Yes, it is still quite prevalent. It's a little more,
even where they don't have the star chamber proceedings, like
in New York City, they have this sort of quota system with the
D.A. and when the D.A. needs another conviction, heX. gets some
guy around who might be dealing in drugs, or something. He might
be doing anything, and he gets a few of the stoolies to say, "Look,"
and, you know, they. intimidate ...people.

He says, "I saw you doing something, or we saw you selling
stolen goods. If you don't act as a witness for me, you're going to
get 5 years."

This other guy, they want to get this guy on a conviction like
selling narcotics. Ha gets 20 years.

A poor migrant coming up from the South, they know what's
happening, but there I is nothing you can do about it. They go into
the courtroom, and say, "He threatened me with 20 years, and I
got 5 years."

If you are arrested in New. York City, and you say, "Call my
lawyer,? okay, it's like really they're going to call your lawyer. But
you say, "Call my mother or my wife. ' Nobody pays any attention
to it, or you'll never get a phone call.

If anybody speaks to whoever the arresting officer was, or who-
ever it was, he says, "Oh, yes, we called, and there was nobody
home."

The guy who has the lawyer, there is a good chance that he's
somebody and they are going to get some fuss out of it if he doesn't
get his rights.

But the average guy, they make up the bulk, the bulk of the cases
_that make up the arrests. They don't get any consideration, even
though they know what's happened to them.

A guy like Cuda, perhaps he is better off. The man is deathly
afraid of the outside world. The most that is going to happen to
him in jail, he will get into a fight, or maybe somebody will kill him,
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but it's like he's not going to have to face all the frustrations aridthe disappointments that he's going to have to fa ce out here. He'snot going to have to cope with challenges that he can't possibly meetThe CHAIRMAN : Dr. Bonnen ?
DR. BONNEN : Do you think he'll live long enough?--Mr. BROWN : He may.
Dr. BONNEN : In your book, "Manchild in the Promised Land,"

you described family problems in the ghetto, or the Harlem Negro,and it was a major element, as I interpreted it, driving the younginto the streets.
But as I read this, I kept, it kept coming back to me. If you haveread it, I wonder if you would want to comment on Patrick Mony-han's thesis about the Negro family in the ghetto, this disin-tegration.
Mr. .BROWN : Some of Mr. Monyhan's statements have somevalidity, and the thesis is definitely worth considering, and heIcriticized it extensively some time ago in writing, on the basiS thathe was starting with the wrong principle, that the Negro familyis not really in the process of deteriorating any More so than before.

- Actually, the Negro family is in the process-of still being established.You find that this generation, perhaps in my generation, ,perhapsyou will find many people my age who will be getting married, and
starting families, whereas this is the first generation that therehas been a marriage and a: family, and this sort of thing.But there is definitely this conflict which, unfortunately, withthe exception of you and others with your interest, Social sciencestudies, there are very few who have paid enough attention to thisconflict which I .tried to describe in the book, between the genera-tions, my generation and my parents' generation, and I'm certainit is still being experienced.

It's like I resented my father because he couldn't Provide fOr mewhat other kids in the community had. Maybe they were, you know,two-generation New Yorkers, or something like that.I couldn't listen -to my father be-Cause, you know, like he; justwasn't a person of authority in the social structure, and _I wasaware of this, so who was he to tell me what to do?
Pm certain that many of these- problems still exist between thegeneration of the migrants from rural areas and their children,wad there is a good chance that that's going tO go on for some time.JuSt what the Government can do about it, short of about $100million, I can't imagine, and it's always been, for some -Uwenowat least, it has been my conception that the Government wantsto do something about all the -problems, at least cost.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Woodenlegs ?
Mr. WOODENLEGS : Under the 0E0 program, we have legal aid.The Indian people have this 0E0 program, and under that, theyask for legal aid to the poor.
Now, under this program we can get legal aid, where they can't

have a lawyer
Mr. BROWN : They have got something like this going in most

of thd Major cities throughout the country today, especially in NewHaven, Conn., where all this business of the War on Poverty started.It seems to me what they need, as- I mentioned before, is someform of legal services, and almost all large cities have this. It seemS



to me that What they need is that with every agency created as a
ramification of the War on Poverty, to alleviate some specific ill
in the community, be- it social, economic, political, et cetera.

It's like what's needed is a sort of watchdog, or prewatchdogelement of constant evaluation, to see, "What are we missing
always ?"Take the legal services for the indigent people. They are not
very effective. It's like some people who make too much monek and
they can't get legal aid ; and they can't get legal serviceS for the
indigent, because instead of earning something like $3,300 a year,
they earned $3,500 a year, which is a little silly.Then there is also the problem of these people, the lawyers,
that you have representing the indigent people not really being
dedicated enough to go up against the .power structure, the local
power structure. They are not going to take on the chamber ofcomtherce, better business bureau, or anybody like this. It
wouldn't be good business.

Mr. WOODENI;EGS : The Indian people, they have lo,w and order,
--and they have good law and order: They have the Fox Warriors

and the Dog Soldiers and the Chiefs. There are four. If a person
commits- a crime, he is kicked out of the tribe for 4_yeara. If he
survives out there, he can come _back later.For a misdemeanor, these warriorS pony whipped him, and
he didn't commit any more misdemeanors. .

Mr. BROWN: They have some laws here in various governments-
--that-are similar-to thi6. They don't,just kick you out of the tribe.

They_kick you out of society and put you in confinement, in a
jail, for- a lonpr trine, and this way it just might be somewhat
more effective, because___this_ way 'you don't have an opportunity
to go and commit crimes against somebody outside the tribe,
unless it is some more criminals in jail, and then that is okay.
(Laughter.) _-

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Gibson?
Mr. GIBSON : Mr. Brown, we have heard a number of peopleas we have talked about rural poverty say that the solution,

basically, is -miffration from the rural area to the urban area.
At the same time, we hear from the urban area thatin New

York recently the.3r released figures that as many as 50 percent
about 50 percent of the products of the public schools in NewYorkin the school systemare a year, 2 years, 3 years behind.

I think a full 20 percent of the New York school system pupil
population is 2 years or more behind. It so ha.ppens that this 20
percent is heavily centered in that group in Bedford-Stuyvesant
and Harlem, which comprise the children of those who have
migrated from the rural areas.I find it interesting that some of the people in Harlem and
Bedford-Stuyvesant and some- of the other slums, like the one
I came from, have indeed been able to use, you know, educationyou yourself are now in law school. Some of your friendsI
am sure you could point tO several who are doing things here
and there.

But in genera!, what wouldr-you say is the part that education
can play as a single factor in the lives jof the population, the



young kids in those slums, especially with reference to their
ability to utilize it.

Mr. BROWN : I think education can play the part thatthat
it has been blueprinted to play, to prepare the people to become
constructive and productive citizens in society, and at the same
time to understand the society. This is what they will have to do
before they can become productive.

The question now seems to be, well, how ? It's been doing this
for a long time. -

I think oi-ve of the greatest tragedies in ghetto communities
throughout the country is that you don't have really dedicated
people in the system. It's like, .1 suppose you've heard about

201 in New York City. Everybody says, "Why, this is crazy,
why do they want a Negro principal here?"

My parents weren't aware of :it, say, 20 years_ ago. But now
you have Negro parents across the country who have become
aware that you have white teachers, white principals, who don't
really believe that their children are capable of learning, you
know; and they have this preconceived notion about what Negroes
are supPosed to do, and they-really couldn't conceive of preparing
this child here in my class from iLenox Avenue, South Street,
and Fulton, or 7th and T in Washington, to go to MIT.

It's just like, `.!Let's keep him quiet, keep him at the desk with
his hands folded until we get him appointed to a job."

So you have peol7Ae who have become aware of this attitude
in teaching the Negroes-and the Puerto Ricans, who are squawk-
ing, saying, "Let's get Nee-ro teachers or Puerto Rican teachers
who can see our chi3dren as people."

Some people say, "These people are qualified, they passed the
State Teachers' Board," and, you know, "The -teachers say---."

That's fine. 'Send Mr. Greenberg out to Flatbush to teach some
of those kids, because I don't want my kids coming home every
day with no hornework, not' knowing any' more than they knew
last week. -

This is something that should have come about a long time ago,
at least two decades ago, but the parents weren't that aware. And
now that they are, everybody is saying, "They're crazy, they're
crazy.

For the first time, they are farther from being crazy than they
have ever been.

The -CHAIRMAN : In fairness to the other witnesses who -have to
testify, we're going to have to expedite just a little at this point.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : Some reference was made to the Negro
family and the lack of cohesion and the lack of tradition and so
on. I don't think -',We go far enough behind this, and I think it'svery relevant at this point, and that's the base of our society..

For 200 years the Negro was dehumanized by slavery. In the
tribal society, there was tight family life, and the Negro male
was the one that was sold and swapped from place to place. He
was embarrassed, and he. was taken down, and the Negro feinale
became the head of the Negro family.

Now, for over 200 years,.you see, all of the forces in fact have
tended to 4d-6-generate 01 -disintegrate the Negro, family, and_



what Mr. Brown said is relevant, except we need to go back and
understand this, that the Negro family is now in the process
of being restructured and rebuilt. For 200 years, and 80 years
after that, the Negro male was the one who was lynched and
coerced.That's what a man marching in Mississippi a few months ago
said, that he's trying to- prove the Negro male.,It is something that 1 think a great deal of attention needs
to be given to when we begin to analyze and even criticize the
Negro family and when we try to help the Negro family becomereestablished. This isn't something that just happened. It is
something that resulted from 200 years and more of dehumaniza-
tion and desocialization on the Negro male.

Mr. GALLEGOS : I think the continuing poverty situation con-
tinues to,contribute to - this -situa.,tion, and it is showing up in
studies done on Mexican Ameria-ans, __who have been _looked upon -
as solid, cohesive families:The Ford Founcintion research data now reveals that divorces
for native-I-torn Mexican Americans is approximately that of
the Anglo white population, and furthermore, nonlegal separa-
tions are higher than for-nonwhites and Anglo whites.

The continuation of poverty creates that kind of situation.
BROWN : I'm certain there are many in the South who

we4o..-;ial view this as progress, because, if no less, they are assimilat-
g the marital habits of the great white man. (Laughter.)
Mr.. RUDDER: You said a while ago, Mr. Brown, that you didn't

think anything would cure this but a lot of money. What is
being done-in the various communities, Negro or otherwise, for
thepcople themselves to set up seminars or meetings or whatever
you want to call it, to educate these people to their rights? And
wherethey don't get trapped as the man you spoke of a while ago?

Mr. BROWN : There is a lot being done. It's like you'll find there
--are many multitudes of groups coming out in all the so-called
deprived communities across the country, but it is always looked
upon as a threat to the established political force. Any time you
do>anything in a poor Communityyou start a el;_vic action group,
and you educate people and you start telling them how to exercise
their rights.As long as you don't get any antagonimn to the existing
political structurethis is something I knOw. You start voting.
We-still-have-on_the..Lower_East Side of New York City, we
still have a well-entrenched democratio -political machine. It con-
sists mainly of Jews and Italians. For the past 15 years, this
community has been predominantly Negroes and Puerto Ricans.

Now, as long as the Negro kids and the Puerto Rican kids
were running around shooting each other in gang fights, that's
okay.A few years ago, Mobilization for Youth went down there,
and they did some workJesse Gray, Arthur Miller, the play-
write, who is a very courageous and dynamic person, and they
started talking to kids about putting on plays and writing and
doing things constructive in the community, showing their parents
how to vote.



And you know what happened to it? All the papers came out,the Daily News, all the tabloids, and the New York Times,came out and painted them red, and they were out of actioninside of 2 months.
HENDERSON: I would like to make a quick comment, Mr.Brown. First of all, I think the question of Monyhan's thesis, Iwonder if you would state --.vhat you understand what thatthesis is?

Mr. BROWN I think his thesis was that the Negro family isin a desperate situation right now fol.- survival, and if we areQ-oing to do anything to contribute to the survival of the Negrofamily, and the construction of the Negro family, it's like thegovernment has to take an all-out, overall-onslaught on the Negrofamily, giving them money and jobs and so forth.
Mr. HENDERSON: There is nothing that can be done to correctthe evil situation in the Neo-ro community except to restructurethe Negro family.
Mr. BROWN : Yes, that's it.
Mr. HENDERSON : I want to get it into the record. There are-19 interpretations of what Monyhan is talking about. He gives18 of them. I want to be sure we are talking abc the same thing.We-ai-e-taIkiii-E 'about this family thing, and the only way, whathe is saying in essence, the only way you can correct the problemsthat prevail in the Negro community, low employment, low in-come;-poor education, poor health, all sorts of problems, is that

you have to restructure the Negro family, and I don't knoW--whoin the hell he thinks' he is that he can go around restructuringfamilies.
We all face the basic problem of what you do about .the solu-tion. One of the points here is that some people ignore someof the basic possibilities. -
For example, we have trends, we have certain historical devel-opments that indicate that in the period between 1940 and 1955,considerable was done-to stabilize the development of Negro fami-lies, simply because there were jobs available, among other things.It was just basic job opportunity.
Another point to be made is that in the push-pull effect ofpeople migrating from rural areas to cities, as someone men-tioned earlier, the gentleman from Campbell Soup, you have theproblem of pulling people into these areas because of actual orimagined job opportunities, and the other point about beingpushed out of the areas in which they presently reside.,The point is, the migration that is taking place, there hasn'tbeen any indication of it going down, and the migration wetalk about 'includes the urban areas of the South as well as other,areas of the country:
One more point, and I have seized upon your speech, yourtestimony, to make a speech of my ownM. BROWN : Have fun. (Laughter.)
Mr. HENDERSON : No one disagrees. Everyone understands weneed more education, more of it ; better training, more of it.Who is going to pay for it?
The,:tpwitm4N : That is the next testimony.



Mr. HENDEff.SON : I4ow are you going to reach the people?
Now, under Present trends of education, it will be the year

2050 before the basic problems of rural poverty are corrected,
if we rely ppon education at the present rate. All I am saying is
that while we receive testimony over and over and over about
education and training as the basic vehicle, I just want to get
into the record-----

Mr. BROWN (interrupting) : We need some testimony as to
where we get the funds from.

Mr. HENDPACSON I've got that. I am going to put that in the
record.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much, Mr. Brown. We hope
your book continues on the bestseller list, not only in order to
make you moneY,-but-also for understanding of thern problem.

Thank you.
Mr. BROWN Thank you.
The CEAntmAN Mr. Williarn F. BrazzieL
Mr. Brazziel is with the Norfolk Diyision, Virginia State Col-lege, Norfolk, Va., and he is- going to talk about training

programs.
STATEMBNT OF WILLIAM F. BRAZZIEL

Mr. BRAzziEt.: Gentlemen, And ladies, it has been made very
clear here todaY that our efforts to improve the quality of rural
life must surely include the effective programs to train and place
workers-pushed off the land bY consolidation and mechanization
of farms. They niust also include programs to assist rural youth
to become well educated and well trained for commercial pursuits.

The quality of life in both our cities c.nd our rural areas would
be vastly different today if such programs ,could have been de-
veloped a decade or so ago. Cottonpickers, chain saws; and otherfarm machinery put the handwriting on the wall years ago ;
that is, farm jobs would be fewer, the unskilled must go.The descriptive litany of this migration is familiar to all.
The harshness of the movement on the ,families involved may
not be fully aPpreciated, however. The unskilled of the rural
area too often, become the chronically unemployed or underem-
ployed in the clty. The close, warm, charitable rural family often
disintegrates tinder thefl impact of the desperate struggle for
survival.

Statistics regarding the decline in the farm population are
numerous and Can dull the senses. But if consideration in human
terms is allowed, the toll in hardship and misery is illuminating
indeed. The 41- percent decline of farmworkers in the 1950-60
decade, for example, means in human terms that in one southern
State alone 158,000 workers could find no place in the farming
community of that State and had to move on. Significantly, this
State has one of the greatest concentrations of undereducated
adults in the Oation and one of the lowest per capita incomes.In one large northern industrial city there are now half as
many in-migrants from this State as there are people living in
the .State.

The largest $ingle movement of a people in the history of the



country is being shouldered by those least equipped to deal with
such a challenge.

Effective programs in rural areas to deal with this situation, it
seems, should stress training for skills, education for migration,
and possibly a small grant of money to assist in the migration
process.

The cities might deveiop programs to meet the in-migrant at
the gater; of the city to offer assistance in finding jobs and 'hous-
ing, to adjust to urban life, and to use the resources of the city
to educate their children.

Many of our present antipoverty efforts deal in .a fashion with
immigrants. They are doing a fine job. Efforts in skills and basic
education training have often been spectacularly successful.
The scope of the efforts must be far greater, however. The focus
must be clearer.

Witness, for example, the highly successful efforts to retrain
Macon County, Ala., workers by Tuskegee Institute. In a demon-
stration project supported by a grant from the Office of Man-

.power, Automation, and Training, Ttigkegee trained, placed, and
completed followup studies on 160 men from this county. All were
heads of households with an average family size of fivepersons.
There were about 600 or 700 people involved.

They were trained as brickmasons, carpenters, farm machinery
repairmen, and meat processors. They also received basic educa-
tion training and the benefits of a strong counseling program.

These men were placed on jobs paying an average of $2.16 an
hour. The cost of their training, $1,500 each, will soon be re-paid
in ta:ices paid and taxes saved. Significant for the in-migrant
cities to which many of these men came for jobs, they came -?.s
skilled craftsmen, earned their way, and maintained the family
stability of their home county.

Our school was involved in a similar project. We had urban
enrollees, many of whom were in-migrants. The results were as
commendable, and I could go on imrith a long list _of things which
have been done.

The successes of these project...3 and others need- tn be replicated
on a vast scale all over this region and in others. Every under-
utilized government installation could be pressed into service.
The entire family could be settled onto a partly used or deserted
army base and given this sort of training.

We are going to have to take some very bold steps, Dr. Hender-son, and try to get this job done. Tent cities might well be
utilized in some of the more remote areas. Many workers are
practicing skins today that they learned under canvas while inthe Army,Sorrie of the most pitiful destitution and suffering and hope-
lessness this country has ever known resulted the last two winters
from dislocations of tenant families in our cotton States, families
which were completely unprepared and unable to migrate.

Lack of money to travel, lack of knowledge of where to go
or how to fend_for themselves when they get there create terrified,
paralyzed individuals wandering about in semishock and con-
fusion, a shame on a great and -powerful nation. These cases



should be a first priority in any new programs initiated to im-
prove the quality of rural life.

Programs to train the unskilled will require a decade at least
to take up the slack. They should be regarded as temporary
measures, however. For the long haul involving children and
youth, the chance to receive a gobsl .education including skilled
and technical training is the main hope of promoting rural de-
velopment and of preparing youth who leave for urban life.

Education in this country is now ot:a- most precious commodity.
To deay it to a child is to condemn him to economic genocide.
As things now stand in America, the chance of a child escapingthis genocide depends too muchfar, far too muchon the
circumStances of his birth. It depends on his race, his State, his
school district and the quality of his teachers and administratOrs

just a matter of luck- where you were conceived and born.
Every effort must be made to make =educational opportuni e

more equal. Sometimes this is difficult. Witness for example The
counties ill our State' Which, upon receiving the first payment

of our recently enacted sales tax designed to improve local schools,
proceeded to lower their own tax rate accordingly. Mediocre
schools still, but now being financed with less local effort

People can be brought to see, however, that education is the
key. We should aim for K-12 systems in rural areas with build-
ings, equipment, and teachers second to none. If teachers-must be
paid more to teach in the more remote areas, We should pay them.
If they need subsidies to keep abreast of their fields, we should
provide therm -

Access to a technical center, ()Pen from 8 o'clock in the morning
to 10 o'clock at night should be the birthright of every boy and
girl and access should be given to adults for this.

I also believe that programs should be developed to slow the
migration to the big cities. Increased efforts to (encourage in-
dustrial development in rural areas and small towns, efforts to
make part-thne farming more attractive, and an increase in the
efforts to make it possible for rural youth to become established
in farm-related industries- will aid the process.

Also, new payrolls in a community stimulate a considerable expan-
sion in construction and service industries. They will also support
new schools, hospitals,, and cultural outlets.

The quality of this "agribusiness" way of life can be made quite
attractive. It may be entirely possible to reverse the migration
process and perhaps stimulate -a considerable resettlement of rural
areas.I am well acquainted with a rural family headed by a very indus-
trious man. He works overtime at the new furniture factory which
came to the county seat, cultivates 10 or 15 acres of corn and soy-
beWns, and raises and markets for breeding purposes purebred
Hampshire hogs. In his spare time he repairs television sets.

This family lives in a remodeled farm dwelling with all the latest
appliances and conveniences. Their family income exceeds the
median income of skilled workers in a large industrial city. A new
hospital provides medical care for the community. The high school
will not prepare anyone for Harvard, but it is adequate.



Television brings in culture of a sort, the State capital is 100 miles
away on the interstate highway. My friend's day might begin with
a 4 a.m. squirrel hunt in the nearby woods and end with his family
grouped in the srnogless twilight to fellowship and end in a relativelystress-free day.

This quality of life is very good, and it goes without saying that
the new plant made the difference. Without it, this man would have
been a marginal farmer, his family beneath the poverty level. Incen-
tives for industry to move into communities in this manner should
be increased. This could be worked into our corporate tax structure.
A tax incentive should also be included for firms which make a spe-
cial effort to hire and train the unskilled and the so-called disad-
vantaged worker.

Efforts to improve the quality of life in rural areas are surely
commendable. America could become a land with even more of its
population crowded, uncomfortable and unhappy, into cities and
urban-sprawl areas while its open spaces and brooks and streams,
except for occasional vacation pilgrimages, become something to
look at on television screens. The situations of rural people, rural
poor people, could become even more severe.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much, Mr. Brazziel, for that
very succinct statement. It coversa lot of territory.

Do you have any comments ?
Mr. HENDERSON: You are a professor of psychology ?
Mr. BRAZZIEL : Director of education and professor of psychol-

ogy.
Mr- HENDERSON: You ;:rave worked with these problems, and you

'had about the first MDTA project in the country.
Mr. : Right, we have a project to see if we couldn't train

the
HDERSON: And many of these people wiYe in the ruralareas outside of Norfolk ?

Mr. BRAZZIEL : Whn* had just come to town.
Mr. HE'a'zIDERSON : I want to bring out one point With this. In your

first encounter with these' hard-core recent migrants to the city, I
wonder if you could describe to the Commission what you found.I think they are apropos training, and if you could give us a very
quick st:-17.ement about the encounters here.

Mr. : We had problems with communications, and
finally found that we had to develop a method of actually getting to
the type of individual we wanted. We didn'i, want the person who
knows about such things, we wanted the reserved, withdrawn indi-
vidual;-- who might not _know.

So we had to get what we called a grassroots communications sys-tem to get to himchurChes, lodges, bars, barber shops, and so on.
Number two, we found considerable disbelief among these indi-

viduals-that this was meant for them, and that there was any hopethat anything of this sort would ever come their way, because once
we convinced them of this, we got many, many more people than
we were able to train, and we referred many to, finally, to the Nor-
folk system for retraining; and they have been doing a fine jobretraining about 500 people a year, which is very good.

I might add that we trained these hundred people for a year, andit is one of the most rewarding experiences that I have ever had, to
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be associated with them. We had them right on our campus, andnot one single incident of any sort of disorder or misbehavior didwe ever have, and I would say that these people would have been
middle classone lives down the street from me now. His yard andhouse look better than mine.

Mr. HENDERSON : How many of them did you place?
Mr. BRAZZIEL : We placed every one.
Mr. HENDERSON : They are still gainfully employed?
Mr. BRAZZIEL : Yes.
Mr. HENDERSON : This story is available in printed form. Itshould be available in the record.-
Dr. FORD: I was going to ask if you have a report on this that youcould let us have.
Mr. BRAZZIEL : Yes, Research Monograph 13, U.S. Office of Edu-

cation. The Manpower Administration has several pamphlets, "Nor-folk Manpower, One Year Later."
A piece of research we did corollarily, "Decisions of Workers toRetrain," and there we get into this communications factor.The CHAIRMAN : Mr. _Brooks?
Mr. BROOKS : I just wanted to comment. This worked out well insome of our areas, this part-time farmer. We have been able to

create employment here, and when you put the two together, youhave a relatively high income.
For instance, in the case of poultry, we have been able to putpoultry on the small farm, but he could work in town here, maybein our own plants- We would have our -own processing plants ofthat kind, and part of the family worked there, and part on thefarm, and between the total package the income went way up, andthey lived on the farm and had the benefit of the space.They weren't crowded into all the difficult situations. So it's apattern that I think we need to look at very closely.
Mr. BRAZZIEL : Thank you. I think we should stress this in futureefforts at the Department of Agriculture. If they put their mind toitthey put their minds to consolidating farms and making bigfarms. I think they could make it attractive.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you, Mr. Brazziel. We are cognizant ofthe 'line work you are doing in Norfolk, and we appreciate yourtime in coming up here.
Mr. BRAzzIEL : Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, again.
Mr. Paul Menk.
May I express the Commission's apologies for the transgression

on your time? You were supposed to be on at 3 :30.
Mr. MENK : It's quite all right, Mr. Stanley. I found the witnesses

most interesting.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Menk is associated with the Association of

State Planning and Development Officials.What is your title?
Mr. MENK : I am the executive vice-president of the Association.
The CHAIRMAN : This is a very interesting area that you aretestifying on, and. We jook forward to hearing it.

.STATEMENT OF PAUL MENK
v

Mr. MENK : Mr. Chairmam, and distingui,thed members of the
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Advisory Commission, I am pleased at the opportunity to give you
the views of the Association of State Planning and Development
Agencies concerning the means of achieving "parity" for our non-
urban citizens, who find themselves in "backwaters" of economic
change.

Essentially these neople are no more responsible for their eco-
nomic misfortune than is the man struck by lightning. He jur_t
happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. So it is with
our nonurban "poor."

One or two examples of economically displaced persons are prob-
ably in order at this time. There are two industries which have
provided regional technological unemplo3iment on a relatively vast
scale. Both are American in heritage, and filled with nostalgia for
literally millions of people.

The first is the railroad industry'and the second is the coal indus-
try. In a sense, for the people involved, both were ways of life and
not merely occupations. Technological change put an end not only
to the occupations but to the way of life, Now a man who has- rail-
roaded man and boy for 30 years is just a bit reluctant to change
both his occupation and his way of life concurrently.

He resists, and the "backwaters" begin to form. Idleness is as
much an acquired habit as smoking. If you keep at it long enough
you find you are addicted to it. What applies to the railroad and coal
industries also applies to timbering and a myriad_of other mining
activities.

Now, Mr. Chairman, these are your rural poor, as well as those
who have been engaged in agricultural activities. Thus my justifi-
cation for using the term "nonurban poor" rather than the rural
poor. Somehow the word "rural" seems to have become associated
with the farm, or agricultural poor. I would therefore make it
quite clear that the rural poor include all those who were engaged
in nonagricultui-al occupations, as well as those who were in
agricultural or agriculture related occupations.

There is no group cf pc!ople more interestjed in solving the prob-
lem of the nonurban poor than the 50 directors of State economic
development agencies w'o comprise the membership, along with
State planning directors, of the National Association of State Plan-
ning and Development Agencies.

It is their primary function to lortate industry in those sections
of their respective States where unemployment and underemploy-
ment flourish.

The staff of your Commission has quite appropriately asked me
to give you reasons why industry cannot locate in depressed areas
in some cases, why industry, has been unsuccessful after actually
locating in such areas, and how in many cases it has been able to
locate, and why such locations have proved successful.

First and foremost of the reasons why _industry cannot locate in
underprivileged areas is the lack of water, sewers, fuel, and fire
protection. If any one of these is missing, location is impossible.
Water is number one among reasons why certain industries cannot
locate in given areas. There are very few.,heavy manufacturers
that can consider locations without relatively unlimited water
available 12 months of the year at low cost.

Those manufacturers that require unlimited water also generally
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require unlimited sewage disposal facilities. So much for the first
two reasons why nonurban plant locations fail_

Number three is powergas, oil, electric, water, coal, or nuclear.
Without unlimited power on a noninterruptible basis, and at low
cost, nonurban locations also fail. Number four is transportation
and/or geographical position. Most of the depressed area of our
nation is relatively inaccessible, making it unacceptable for plants
requiring heavy in and out shipment.

Now let's talk for a minute or two of the myriad of technical
reasons rural or nonurban plant locations fail. Would you believe
that inadequate fire protection ranks first in many cases? Would
you locate a million-dollar plant where there was no fire protection
or where such protection was totally inadequate? If you would,
your insurance company will quietly demur from providing cov-
erage, and your financing would go quickly out the window.

At this point let me say that the Economic Development Adminis-
tration is doing everything within its power to remedy the lack of
adequate sewer and water facilities in all areas eligible for loansor grants.

While it is true that the Economic Development Administration
program has evolved into an almost exclusively public works pro-
gram, this is the one sure road to succe&S. Water, sewer, roads,airports, school and hopital facilities are all prerequisites to
successful plant location.

Now let's talk for a Minute or two about the fallacy that back-
woods people don't care to work. Last year one of the nation's
largest manufacturers of shoes was looking for a location with a
large labor supply. They planned to employ 500 people to start.

A 3-hour labor survey was conducted in an Appalachian town of
3,100 durilig which 2,000 persons registered. It is doubtful that
any urban area of the nation could register. 65-percent of its total
population for employment There were two other factors in this
particular location proximately to a major population center, and
a good community attitude toward the industry. The plant is now
under construction and will open shortly.

Let's move on to another factor often present in a potential plant
location, the availability of a 15,000 to 20,000 square foot building.
In this case an electronics firm wan ,.ed to begin production at once
in a particular geographical location equidistant from two other
production centers with a limited-access turnpike between all three.
Again an Appalachian town made the grade. In this case this com-
pany has already built a new plant and another company has leased
>the available building.

Now to some failuresall in Appalachia. The company involved
is one of the world's largest manufacturers of sugarcane mills. The
location failed because of inadequate utilities, fire protection,
and poor community leadership.

Another failure in a town of -2,000 was occasioned by an inade-
quate supply of lumber from surrounding sawmills for a manu-
facturer of wooden crates, boxes, and pallets.I will cite two more successful locationsagain both in anunderprivileged rural mountainous area :

(1) One installation employs 125 persons, manufactures steel
conduit tubing for electrical wiring and was located in a town of
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6,000. This was purely a transportation location as access to a
navigable river was mandatory for the import of iron ore, and
four rail lines odt were required for the finished product.

(2) And last, but probably most important of all, was the location
of half a dozen plants by the Douglas Aircraft Company. in Tennes-
see, Arkansas, and Georcria. The decisiOn to locate these component
plants in Tennessee,-Arkansas, and Georgia was based upon the
desire of the company to aid the .underdeveloped -areas of those
States by providing employment.

Four plants were located in Tennessee, one in Arkansas, and one
in Georgia. This Ideation of six component plants is one of the most
fateful decisions cf any American corporation. If suCcessful, it may
Provide the key to the solution of the problem of the nonurban poor.

There is one further factor working in favor of the underprivi-
leged nonurban- or rural areas. America is reaching the point where
she can no longer afford to concentrate mbst of her population on
1 -percent of the land mass. Air pollution, water pollution, impacted

-traffic, Schoolg; and parking are all expensive problems to be avoided.
Ninety-nine percent of America7s-land mass is waiting to solve these
problems without the expenditure of huge sums of moneY.

Britain and France have long since come to decentralization of
all new industry. The ccincentration of population is no: longer
necessary, as high-speed, limited-acceis roads move our. people 60
miles- in 55 minutes. -

In preparing, your ,rePort for the Conimitfee, May I suggest that
you include a recommenadtion that before any Federal installation
is- finally located,- or before any Government contract is let, it be
determined whether such installation or contract would contribute
to the further impacting-of-urban areas already in a critical s4:age,
and if such a findink were made, such installation or contra& would
have to be relocated or relet?

Time does not permit,,ine to detail here all of the suggestions I
should like to make for your report; but should you wish, /I should
be pleased to transmit them in writing.
_If I may be of further assistance, please call upon me.

The -CHAIRMAN : Thank you. 17-am. sure the Commigsion would
appreciate having any suggestion you feel should be included in
the report in writing, and I would urge you to direct them to the

-f4Commission office. "

Now, this is an area iii which I have a personal interest, have
had for a number of, years, since I a,m from Appalachia, and I
would like to have your reaction, brief reaction, to some of the
problems that are developing, and some of the action that is being
taken under present programs-to-try to meet them, correct them.
But I have long felt that lack of planning, of course, was 'one of
the reasons that -my own, State . and others in Appalachia, and I
suppose in similar areasi across the country, were in the condition

-'-they were ill.
"Kentuckythere has not been enough plannink.-=-Now, under

the Appalachian-Regional Commission, _there -i-s a requirement that
all States must develoP State plans, and I think verhaps that if
that were all that were required, that act, it would be worth a
substantial amount of mbney that is being appropriated to fund it.



Wotild- you agree that there has been a sad lack of proper
planning? i"

Mr. MENK : Yes, I certainly would. I think you are aware of
the fact that our State planning has evolved into a rather difficult,
in a rather difficult manner. As you- know, our State planning
process began under Franklin D. Roosevelt-in the early 1980's. At
that ,time, there was a program created that produced in effect
50I should say 48State Planning boards.

These boards were partially supported by funds from the Fed-
eral Government. The function of these boards was to attempt to
do some State economic planning.

Now, unfortunately, the only experience we have in the world
to date with so-called State planning has been of the Russian vari-
ety, the maximum attention has been given to the so-called Five
Year-Plan and the second Pive Year Plan and the third Five Year
Plan, and. because of this, these boards Nyere under rather severe
criticism or the theory that really in a -capitalistic system; in a

3tem that we 11,..rzve, the State should not truly enter into economic

Now, I think we all lakow that in our-personal liv_es we plan for
the education of our children, we plan- f ir the purcilase of an
automobile, we plan for the Purchase of a house. Our corporate
plarming -is extensive. Corporations plan-for increased capacity,

-for increased r w materials, sometimes as much, as a hundred
years ahead.

The steel industry, which I was formerly ass-b2iated with, cer-
tainly has done a fabulpus job ojf planning for its iron ore supplies.
It knew- tlia-M-e-sabitRA-AOsa-s-goin-g-t& go out of production in
a given period of time. It did exploration in Canada, and developed
Venezuelan ore.

So that corporate planning is done on a, rather large scale. I
think if, we don't do ---- when- I say planningT there is -a great-deal-77----
of difference betweeri expediting planning and actually doing the
planning. There is a great need for planning in the -United States.
It is being done state planning agencies.

Almost nothing is beilig dofte at the Federal level,,again because

eap. .
of this situation, historical situation, in which planning did ha-cie

handr
I think we have passed that stage now. I think most countries

of the world have been doing- economic planning rather extensively
since-World War II, and I believe that without successful econ'omic
-planning- you caliiiot really guarantee the future of your par-
ticular area.

Most countries in the world 'have come to have rather detailed
economic plans, and in my reference to France and Britain, I
might say that if you plan tO loC-Ate a major installation in
Britain or France, you n-kust get the permission of the government
as to its location.

° Now:the only reason for that is to put the plant where it-won't
cause problems and it Will solve problems. _

It ish't any desire on the part of the national government to
tell -the indu-stry where to locate. It is just an ecgnomic, point from
which an industry can be given the necessary IA-,cts-- to-say, "This
is a good labor supply area, this is__a_baillabor supply area, \this!

de
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is an undesirable location because of the ch...racter of your
industry."

So that I believe if vire are going to solve the problems of rural
poverty, or nonurban poverty, we are going to have to do more
in the area of _economic planning at all levels of government.

The CHAIRMAN : Do any Commission members wish to inquire?
Mr. Gibson?
Mr. GIBSON : Yes. If there were any detailing of your planning

action, it would be most useful information, and if you could giveus that
Mr. MENK (interrupting) : I can give you the necessary cita-

tions in both Britain and France for avoiding that sort of thing.
I must say when you-say anti-impacted, they are not thinking so
much of what I wasToriginally diSclissing, which was the popula-
tion concentration. They were thinking strategically from a stand-
point of national defense, for cne thing.

They were thinking strategically_ from standpoint cf un-
___einployment, but they weren't thinking about the impacf, neceft-
sarily,--of air pollution, water pollution, traffic, schools, and that
sort of thing.

It is a little more basic to their security than anything else.
However, it has _all the elements in it that,you suggest.

Mr. GIBSON : Fine. Thank you. We have had some discussion;today with a couple of people about the necessary agent of
economic bases, new town construction or large __housing de-
velopments.

Some of these things may dovetail in time.
Mr. MENK : I didn't get the opportunity of hearing the testi-

_ mony of the gentleman who organized Reston, Mr. Simon. I would
have liked "yery much to hear him, 'because oAe of the .problems
concerningnew townS, and-Reston falls in this cc tegory,_ is the
fact that there-is a tendency on the part of the developers tO-biiild
them exclusively in metnipolitan areasnot in the city itself,but in-the metropolitan area.

We only have two,,An this coutitry of any size. One is Reston,
angl.,the other is Columbia, and its orieintation is of a metropolitan
character. It wants to take advantage of both the Baltimore and
Washington areas.

-Mr. GIBSON : He did go into that, and 'the reason beliind that.
Mr- NIENK : Yes. -The only difficulty with that-is-that it really

does have a tendency in the long run to further concentrate the
population in the Urban areas.

Mr. GIB-SON : Could you give us some idea of any experiences
which you would consider impressive or significant in terms of
State efforts related to human resources development =to --ticcOm-
pany the industrial development?

Are there any sienificant inioads now undertaken 'on the State-
level that you would cite for our attention?

Mr. MENK : I'm afraid, you!,would have to define fur me
Mr: GIBS6R- (interrupting) : I mean manpower and vocational

training and the preparation of the unskilled population for jobs
that will be coming in.



Mr. MENK : Most of that activity has been a result of Federal
activity, and not too much a result of States' individual activity.

States have engaged in this rather heavily, but largely due to
impetus of Federal funds. In State governments, a- great deal
has been done in training and retraining, particularly in Ap-
palachia.The States themselves have been much interested in this. In
the States of Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and one or two
others, where the problem continues to bel the economic dislocation
of individuals resulting from the economic change, this is where
your training and retraining has really been of some significance.

As I said, it is very difficult for a man who spent 30 years in
the mine, or 20 years in a railroad occupation to be told that, you
know, -he can't do this anLy more, it doesn't exist.

Mr. GipsoN : I take it, then, that planning such as we now see.in an impressive way in some instances is notis about to occur
With respect to human- resources development?

MENK : I think it has, but it isn't very well formed yet.
It's still in a rather nebulous state, and I think this is true, gen-
erally speaking, of-State economicplanning. It's in a rather
nebulous stage yet.

The difficult y. with economic planning is that if youwell. you
can du ',1::41 the planning in the world. I might cite one cas. In the
State f Michigan,. the Upjohn Institute, and I think somebody
was a witness from there. Upjohn Institute did a s`urvey in
Michigan, in which it attempte6I.,to determine the future economic
development of the State of Michigan in those ocCupations
would probaily no longer exist, and they called it an econorhetric
'survey, which is basically a statistic-al survey. -

I read the survey very carefully, and the best that ryou could
come up with, I think, is a certain number of guidelines that yOu
could get -from it.

Like, for instance, it decided that the automobile industry-7.
that there should cbe a maximum effort-to-diversify the -ciconomic
life of the State of Michigan, because of its tremendous depen-
dency upon the automobile industry.

Of_ course, a- survey was made when the automobile industry
was not functioning at the level it is today.

However, I thought that it was an excellent approach to State
economi-; planning, or economic planning, if you will. I don't want
to attach the term "State" to it, because it doesn't Make any
difference who, does it so long as it gets done .

think that type of survey and that type of work where we
begin to, ask ourselves where are we -going, industry by industry,
how many jobs will we require, what will be the character of the
jobs, wliat kind of training will be required to fill the jobsI am
sort of a depression baby myself, and when I listen to some of
the comments that have been made about education, I haw to-say--
to myself in the thirtiesit's trur.3 today that everyone that is
educated, that is ack3vare of things as they are, probably did not
suffer very- much from economic- dislocationbut in the thirties,
everybody suffeied_from economic dislocation, because the economy
was only opeiiiting-at about 35 percent of what it had been oper-
ating at, and it didn't make any differenee hoW vrell educated you



- were, you were still out with the WPA putting one brick on top Iof the other.
Now, hopefully, this would hever happen again, but education "-

in itself is not a solution to an economic problem, because if your
economic _system does not provide the jobs necessary, it doesn't
make any difference how well off you are.

There was a period in the postwar pcIriod where there -were a
lot of Ph.D.'s walking the streets.

Mr. GIBSON : I have ip. mind a short-range probk . sylkon't
disappear in time. We find in much of the South, in , tobacco
areas of North Carolina, where the sharecropping population is
no longer as heavily utilized, and cotton areas, this population has
veTy heavily,migrated to some extent now, but this trend is start-
ing to dry up. The people don't have the opportunities that they
thought they Were_ going to find, and some of that word is getting
back, and we've gotiiow some viTiiking-age people left in these
areas without'-skills.

If we are going to attract industry into-these areas, we- have
_ got to puteither bring in new people to go to work and leave
this unemployed populationwe've got to get them trained and
put in.

It'seems to me that will entail networks of training facilities
that will -take thum from ,literacy into specific vocational things
that will somehow be conjoined to induStrial areas.

Mr. MENK : .An interesting example of -that is Puerto Rico.
There is more Out-migra:tion froni New York to Puerto Rico than
the other way around. That is because there is employment avail-
able in Puerto Rico that, was not available when the people went
to New York.

If groups like this Commissio-a and groups like the Committee
will make the necessary recommendations and effort, this can be
engaged; as Orville Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture; told you,
this isn't a question of sending eirerybody back to the farm, be-
cause there is no place to go, occupationally, back to the farm.

But I doiet know whether we should spend perhaps $100 million
a year to solve probleins of air poiludon, water pollution, traffic
impact, and that sort of thing, for our cities when there is a
better way of handling it, and there is less reason for-tiopulation
concentration today than there ever has been in the history of
the nation.

There -was a time when transportation facilities were not pres-
ent, where it was important. There is literally no reason to go
to the _city any more, because if you live as far as a thousand
miles away from a metropolitan area, in an hour and a half 'by
jet _you can be-in the city, and if you have your own automobile,
Tif a matter of perhaps 16 or 18 hours you can be in a metropolitan
area, so if you want to spend a few days in New York, th::AIng
advantage of what it has to offer, or Chicago, or San Fr-3,--tcisco,
or Atlanta, or anywhere else, yet an do that, ,and yc,4 '1-a-tve all
the cultural advantages of a large y which you t..?1-A have
wfiere you live and at!the same_tirne you ha-ve .:111 the -:.:,dvantages
of a nonurban'-home, or a honurban

I think that-1- was :born_and_raised in the eri -in -whiCh the
sub/iurbs began. They began to eVolve in the 20's. Suburbs began



in post-World War I, and they began for a real simple reason.People were anxiousand by suburbs they were thinking of 5
to 10 miles outpeopl1/41 went out to the suburbs and had a littlegrass, a place to send their children in a semil-ural environment
that's why they went out there.

They didn't go to escape anybody, or leave the sidewalks for
any particular sociological reasons. They went because they
thought there were more advantages fcr children in an environ-
ment where they thought thel7 could play outdoors, do that sort of
thing. So this transition thas/t we see today, goes back into thisperiod, and I think that today there jf a very good reason whywe don't need large population concentrations to the extent that
we seem to be getting. There 'seems no reason for it.

The CHAIRMAN Mr. Menk, -that is about the note we began
on this morning, so I think it is perhaps a _good place to encL7--...-this evening.

Mr. MENK : Thank you for your patience. As I say, I really
believe, and I hope that the work of this particular Commission
has been such that we can make a start on dealing with, I think,

verySlinple proposition, aild that is that we don't have to con-tinue to have our population centers grow to the point where wefurther complicate what we already have.
(Whereupon, at 6/:15 p.m., the hearing was recessed until9 a.m:on Friday, Feb. 17, 1967.)
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February 17, 1967
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Henderson) If the Commissioners will

come to order, I believe that we will start our sessions.
This is the third .;day of the hearings in Washington, and I

know that-the weather out there is bad, and in Washington, D.C.,
when the vveather is bad, rain ,or snow, everything goes out of
kilter, and there is not much reason to wait for an audience when
the Commissioners are here.

We are apt to be waiting for some time, and we do have a
schedule of persons with very tight schedules themselves, and
if we get too far behind we might find ourselvEs shortchanging
the individuals as well as our own interests.

Our first witness this morning, or persnr, to bring us testimony,
is Assistant Secretary ,Harry R. Anderson.

Secretary Anderson is from the Department of the Interior,
and we are very happy to hay t you with us, sir. I think you
know the nature of our Commission and our procedures, and
we will ask you if you will give us a statement and then, after
yout statement, if you would let us raise questions for-clarifica-
tion on some points.

We are happy to have you with us:
- STATEMENT OF HARRY R. ANDERSON

Mr. ANDERSON : Thank you, --Mr. Chairman, and members of
the Commission. I am here in place of Secretary Udall, who had
planned on attending Secretary Udall is very much interested in
this plan. As you know, he has just returned from a 2-week trip
to the Middle-East, and -upon his return he found himself with
a very crowded calendar, and found it impossible to be here.'

We have prepared a report that will be-distributed, and I will
work from this report, reading part of it and ad libbing some,
and I will be happy to answer any questions thatI am able
to at the end of the meeting.

Some may wonder why the Department of the Interior is con-
cerned with the problem of rural poverty. The answer is easy.
The Departlnent of the Interioi's concern-is with _some _3_80,000
Indian people living wHhin reservations in the State of -Alaska.

I mention Alaska especially because very few "reservations"
such as we have in 2.3 other -States have,-ever been established
in Alaska.

_A few-- IndianS.---as tribes or as individualshave received
spectacular income from- gai and oil, or other minerals, or from
commercial leases on their land. But'these are the rare e)icep-

: tions. Most - Indian people are still among the most poverty-
tricken groups in our society.



The mediAn Indian-reservation family income is $2,0CD only
two-thirds of the $3,000 now being used roughly to desig-k:-'-r-a
the poverty line. Not more than 25 percent of reservation Ind
families have an income that exceeds $3,000.

While unemploymenZ in our nation's labor force now standsat about 4 percent, unemployment in the Indian labor foice is
estimated at 40 percent and above-10 times as severe as forour total labor force. Because of limitations of skills and work
expe .ence, much of the employment available to Indians is either
temporary or seasonaL Their remoteness from areas of employ-
ment contributes to that.

Poor economic status, begets poor housing, poor health, and
deficient community life. More than half of the Indian people
live in one- or t-,,-o-room dwellings. The average number of oc-
cupants per dwelling unit is 5.4. More than three-fourths of
the housing is substandard in terms of spac.e, potable water, waste
disposal, stnactu ral condition, and heating.

Seventy percent of the domestic water supply comes from
sources in which contamination exists or is a serious hazard.
Much cif it is hauled or carried from a -distance.

In such housing, you can apptreciate, maintenance of good
health is difficult if not impossible. The infant death rate in
1963 wa 43 per 1,000 live birthsagainst 25 fo the nation asa whole. Infant mortality has declined-remarkably since 1954,
but it is still excessive.

The death rate from communicable disease is falling, but is
still much above-the national 'average. Active tuberculosis cases;
the major cause of death 15 years agonow rank ninth.

The incidence of heart disease, however, is less than half that
for the nation's population as a whole. The comparatively smaller
proportion of elderly people in .the Indian population would, in
part, acitount for this. We have a young- population('on the Indianreservations for the most part.

Indian- people are predominantly rural. But they are not rem-
nants of a "vanishing race," as some persons have been led to
believe. In fact,the Indian population is increasing.

Reservation population is increasing at a rate between 1.7
and 2.0 percent a , year, slightly, higher than that of the United
States as a whole.

During the decade, 1950-60, the number of Indians living in
urban and nonfarm areas increased;-and-the-number dependent
'on farming and ranching declined. But no State showed a de-
crease in Indian population. Out-migration is now tending to
stabilize reservation population in wine areas. But in Arizona
and New Mexico;-reservation population is still increasingthe
average annual increase rate is at least 2.5 percent.

Many older Indians do not speak Engli-gh. It AVIA" estimated in
1959-1 appreciate that is 7 or 8 years ago--7that 12 percent were

Eclucational opportunities are imgeoving steadily, but
they are still virell -below the national average.
. During the 1964-65 school year, 61 percent of the Indian chil-
dren in the 6-,to 18-ye-ar dge bracket attended public schools and 32
percent werei.in Federal schools. But the number completing high



schoolless than 40 percent in 1959is fa.r below the national
average of 60 pi-.:rcent. They do attend the elementary grades,
but there is a dropout, and as a result we do have a lower high

-school graduation percentage.
Now I woulti_ like to discuss what is being done. Thirty years

ago the Department of the Interior did begin to attack the prob-
lem of Indian poverty through the Wheelv-Howard (Indian Re-
organization)Act of 1934. New thought r:ven to educational
programs, to the development of tribal rest. s, to the strength-
ening of tribal organization, and to the estezolishment of trital
cc-anomie enterprises.

That was 30 years ago. That m2ght raise a question of why do
we have this situation today. The best I have been able to deter-
mine is that most of the progre, s has been made in the last decade
with _respect to schools. _

Today, there is a seat for every Indian Child in the school. This
was not true a number of years ago. Howevez, what we need con-
centration on now and what the Bureau is giving immediate at-
tention to is quality education, and assistance is being received
from the Office of Education in this respect.

Thcse are not inert masses of people. Quite the contrary, they
are people who respond quickly, and intelligently to assistance
offered them. The success of particular programs is evident not
only by the numbers who participate, but also by the enthusiasm
and acceptance on the part of Indian people.

I_ would like to retate the Federal expenditures on behalf. of In-
dians. In fiscal year 1966, a total of $352 million, made up of Bureau
of Indian Affairs, $215 million ; Office of Economic -Opportunity,
$42,800,000; Economic Development Administration, $2,100,000 ;
P avision of Indian Health, $75 millionsome years ago the health
services were transferred from the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
the Department of Health, Edu-cation, and Welfare; Department---:
of Labor, $240,000; Housing Assistance Administration (HUD),
$17 million.--

I merOy bririg this out to show that there ,are substantial
sums being spent on the Indian ptogram.

On educaiion : The largest single Federal expenditure is that
-devoted to education.- The -bulk of this outlay goes Zor operation
of schools under the administrative jurisdiction of the- Bu-reau
of Indian Affairs.

In the school year _1965=66, there were Yover 151,000 Indian
elementary' And-high school students enrolled in States where the
Bureau conducts school programs. Of this number, some 54,000
we in Bureau schools and the remainder in public schoolswith
a few in private schools.

In 1966T/there were 254 Bureau-operated sch6ols. Of this total,
81 were boarding sch,)ols where Bureau personneF sunervised
both the classroom and the nonclassroom activities of the young-sters. We do have a number of boarding schools because of the
remote areas where_ many of these Indian children come from.
It's,not, possible to haVe a school in many of the areas where they
can commute dailk ori account of the spreadout remoteness of
their, location.



The Bureau opez-ates a few si-mrner programs for preschool
youngsters. P---rJwever, the bulk of the preschool activity on reser-
% ations is at present funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity
which in fiscal year 1966 spent slightly niore_than $5 million-
for this effort. The OEO does not operate kindergartens, but
inak.,:z, grants to tribal community action programs for this pur-
rose.Nearly 2,000 Indian college students in 1966 benefited from
the Bureau's scho1i-ishi-i5 program. Funds -totaling $1.4 million
were distributed in grants averaging slightly over $700 per in-
dividual.Both the Bureau and the Office of Economic Opportunity help
to provide special training fol.. Indian adults. The Bureau budg-
eted $1,105,000 for this activity in fiscal year 1966 ana till Office
of Economic Opportunity $470,000: This prograM includes
training in reading and writing for illiteratesand near-illiter-
ates, instruction in money management, rehabilitation, arts and
crafts training. These are the adults, people who have left
schools, and they are in- the age bracket where we -feel they need
sornt attention to help' :them iii their future employment.

In 1962, the Bureau ..indertook a national program of "reloca-
tion" assistance to those Inaians 'who wanted to seek employmeat
away from the reservaVnif.

This assistance is provided to ItZ4-r'S of families and their de-
pendents. I includes trazigpatfatiön subsistence grants prior to
the receipt of a first paycheck, alid counseling and guidance in
adjustment to an urban community,

From the .start of this program throlAgh fiscal year 1966, a
total of 25,902 single persons or heads of families were assisted
in going directly into employment.

During this same period, 14,460 single persons or heads of
-families were helped to enter institutional trainingin other
words, giving them the ;Zndoctrination and then moving them into
a training program.Some- relocated Indians give up 'their jobs and return- to unem-
ployment on their reservations. We don't have 100 percent success

-on the out emigration ; but after some of them have returned to
the reservation, they apparently think it ver and come back
again and get into the employment market.

But it is not all lost,- Leer-Ise the ones who do return and stay
become better leaders. The3 re better equipped to work on the
rkzervation and therefore i ake their contribution, so, overall,
we feel that it is a good pr, gram, although 20 percent do return
to the reservation.But for all that has been done, it is not enough. The program
is reaching only about 10 percent of the unemployed each year and
new young adults continue to join the job-searching ranks. There
are torl.ay more than 55,000 Indians out a workwe need to find -
job opportunities for them, improve their skills, so that they can
find their place. .

At the present time, institutional training is pros ided at 353
accredited schools in 867 approved courses throughout 26-States.



On-the-job training is now provided under 32 different contractswith industry on or near Indian reservations in 1.3 states.The Bureau started in the last year several new programs. Forexample, we leased the Madera, Calif. airbase, and in contractwith Ford-Philco, they are engaging in a program of bringingin people from the rural poverty areas ard Just giving them ele-mentary training, education to fit them into job skills. It's a familyapproach. They are bringing in the entire family. It's an expensiveprogram.
On the other hand, when you measure this in terms of whatit means to keep the same family on welfare, wi feel that in thelong run it will pay off.
It is our view that insofar as possible Indians slu.uld have thesame reationship to -public welfare! agencies as non-Indians,and that public welfare agencies should have the s.-.4s-ne respon-sibility for providing services and assistance as they have fornon-Indians in similar circumstances. It is recognized, however,that there are certain services required by 'some Indians whichare not provided 1.)y the State and local welfare agencies, and thetax-e3eempt status cr Indian lands does affect the ability of someStates or local governments to meet the needs of 'Indianspartic-ularly if IndianS constitute a considerable part of their popula-tion. That'..s_why we have the- Federal assistance to the Bureau ofIndian Affairs.
During the fiscal year, the past fiseal year, general assistancewas provided to an average of over 20,000 Indians per morth,with a peak of over 29,000 persons receiving assistance duringFebruary 1966.
The Social Security Act requires, aS a condition of State eligi-bility for Federal grants-in-aid, that public assistance programs(old age assistance, aid to the blind, aid to families with depend-ent children, aid to the permanently and totally disabled, and soforth4 be available yfor all needy State residents on the samebasis. This includeE; Indians on reservations.Statistics regare'ng recipients of the public assistance -pro-grams are not separated by race, but fairly reliable informationsecurt-td informally in June 1965 from State and local welfaredepartments indicates that approximately 68,000 Indians, livingon or immediately adjacent to reservations, received this assist-ance.
Now, something on housing and community facilities : Thehouses of Indians on reservations and in the native villages ofAlaska are generally- the poorest to be found anywhere in thecountry. Of the 76,000 Indian houses in those areas; a 1966 surveyindicates that 57,000, or 76 percent, are substandard and grosslyoverorowded.
Of these, some 41,000 are too dilapidated to be worth repairing,and should be replaced.

-Under the public housing program of the Housing Assistance-Administration, 80 Indian tribes have established housing au-thorities and applied for assistance to build some 5,400 homesabout equally divided between the standard low-rent type -ofproject and the mutual-help type.
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This is a program that I feel will be kept moving and should
4. be expanded. In the mutual-help type, the Indian families con-

tribute their labor and land.
The Housing Assistance Administration has committed itself

to finance 2,200 low=rent units, 757 of which have been completed;
412 units are under constructiov. Average cost has been about
$17,500 per unit. We also have another program we refer to as
a mutual-help program, in which the tribal housing authorities
build these homes where rontributed labor on the part of the
Indians results in. a downpayment in order to assist in acquiring
a home. .

The total cost to the Gov% ---.nent is averaged in tbese houses
at $9,300 per unit, and the participating families have con-
tributed labor and lands at about $1,600 per unit.

Because of the standards af. size and construction details set
by the Administration, the houses have taken longer to_complete
than was originally hoped. Most of the heads of families that have
participated have seasonal or regular jobs s' -hat the tithe they
are able to work is limited, usually in the even s or an weekends.

In the last 4 fiscal years, the Bureau i-la ad a total of about
$3 million which has been used to build p..60 new homes and for
rehabilitation of 161 others for some of the most seriously dis-advantaged families. As a total need, we are really only
scralching the surfac-e. Housing, therefore, is a challenge.

Grar0-,s for community centers: Thraugh the accelerated public
works program, from 1963-65 an estimated $1,80000.3 was pro-
vided by the former Area Redevelopment Administration for the
construction and/or improvement of approximately 70 buildings
and community centers on Indian reservations. A few ,parks arid
playgrounds in Indian communities were alSo developed and_ im-
proved through-this program.

The Department of _Housing and -Urban Development has made
a few grants to assist -in the planning and construction of com-
munity facilities on about a half dozen reservations.

The Division of Indian Health,, Un:ted States Public Health
Service, has the responsibility to provide for the health weeds of
American Indians, including the Alaskan natives>

The Division proVides a full range of curative, preventive, and
rehabilitative health services, induding 1, nspitalization, outpatient
medical care, dental care, nutrition and health education, and
environmental health services, -plus con- truction of water supply
and waste disposal facilities for Indian homes and villages, and
training in their use and maintenance.

Services are provided by public health nurses, nutritionists, .
health ed,! .., social workers, and sanitarians through home
and...commui.,ty visits, and for community education in health and
disease prevention. School health programs and health services
are provided itudents in Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding
schools and day schools.

The Division operates 47 gerieral hospitals with 2,587 beds and
2 tuberculosis hospitals with 410 beds. About-1,000 beds are avail-
4.,:ke through contractual arrangements with.. community general





hospitals and State or local government tuberculosis and mentalhospitals.
'More than- half of the contract beds are in creneral hospitals.The average daily census in'hoppttals is : general, 2,381; tuber-culosis, 536 ; neuropsychiatric, 210. Each Indian hospital pro-vides outpatient service. ,In addition, there are- 46 separate healthcenters or clinics including 16 in the Bureau of Indian Affairsboarding schools.

Indians own a lot of land, either tribal ownership on reserva-tions or allotted lands to individuals. Much of these lands aremarginal, but there is also -very valuable land, agrictiltural landand grazing-land; and in many of the areas flow, population cen-ters are growing for the, reservations, -and these lands are be-coming interesting for subdivision and industrial development.In Scottsdale; Ariz., and in other- places,, these Indians are be-comingthese Indian lands are becoming valuable, and on long-term leasihg programs-much can be accomplished in this area in ,industrial expansion, which should result in more and more Indianjobs.
As 'trustee for Indian-lands, the Department of the Interior_through the Bureau of Indian Affairs- provides a wide variety -ofservices relating to land and other natural resources. _--Individually owned Indian land allotments may_ not be leased,mortgaged, or sold without the consent of th" Secretary of theInterior ; and tribal land, while susceptible to lease with the Secre-tary's, consent, may be, sold or mortgaged only byCongress.
They in turn becoine workers on these farms. However, with-the mechanization of agriCulture;---'yoti can all appreciate thatthe job opTiortunities -becOme less and less in many areas.On Indian reservations, there is also considerable cattle ranch--- ing. Indians as -a group in many areas take to cattle ranchingmore thail they take to diversfied farming operations.Water and irrigation: The Bureau has a responsibility to helpIndia-as 'secure and protect their water rights, as well as tO super-vise, operate, maintain, develop, and improve Indian irrigationprojects and related power systems. There are at present about60 irrigation projects and 3 power systems 6h Indian reservations.Much of the Indians' income from resources -comes from the_development-And sale of minerals. For the fiscal year' 1966, $43.6million was received from mineral leases, royalties, and bonusea.The Bureau- has on -its staff in the central office and- at select ,field locations mineral leasing and evaluation technicians.In addition, technical assistance is furnished by the GeologicalSurvey, which budgets about $531,000 for this purpose. Someservice is also performed by the Bureau of Mines, particularlyin the field of _safety. 'There are incrciased mining operations of coal.: This has, in-turn, given opportunity for employment.On forestry : Roughly one-third-- of all Indian- reserVations areforested.' This is, however; in the Northwest . and in Arizona,California, New Mexico, and Montana, and the timber operationdons afford considerable ernployment to Indians. In fact, ninetribes operate sawmilli on `toeir own.



Indiaii-:lbre-Sts are managed by the Bureau in accordance with
principles of suStained-yield, and allotted timber "upon a con-
sideration of the needs and-the best interests of the-Indian-owner
and his heirs." JuEit under 90 percent of the areaas well as the
volume.--=--is tribally owned.

The harvest from Indian forests in fiscal year 1966 was 848
million board feet' With stumpage receipts bf $14.3 million, the
highest of record.

An additional 111 millioii-board feet were cut under Indian
free-use permits for fuel, house logs, posts and poles ; the present
estimated annual allowable commercial cut is 1 billion board feet.

Indian tribally owned- sawmills are located on the Fort Apache
(Ariiona), Navajo and JiIcarilla(New Mexico), Blackfeet (Mon-
tana), and .,.Red _Lake (Minnesota) Reservations. Independent
Indian loggers operate on the Colville, Flathead, and Cherokee
Reservations, 'and' on reseryations located in the Lake States.

The Warm Spring-S' Indians in Oregon _ are presently con-
sidering egtablishing a .fully integrated timber-processing com-
plex to process their tiinber.

Timber, harvests and forestry programs are an important source
of employment on many reservations. Every million board feet
of timber sold creates from 5 to 10 man-years of employment
directly in logging and primary manufacture.- '-

Using an, average figure of seven men per million board feet,
the 1966 harvest involved_ about 6,000 jobs, most of which are
on or near -the reservations; Indians are increasingly taking ad-
vantage of these jobs: A survey in. 1964 showeri 2,300 Indians
with permanent ,jobs and more than 1,00Q, Indians workiiig on
seasonal or short-term jobs. In addition,....,over one,third of the
permanent forestry program staff and over 90 Percent of the
seasOnal .staff are -Indians.

Another area is commerce and industrial development: This is
an area that I _feel has great potential and is going to continue
to grOw. The program has not been in operation too long, but
we do have industrial activity, from factories to assembling tran-
sistors:Some ,of the wildest and most beautiful country in the United
States lies within the boundaries of Indian reservations. However,
Indians are only beginning to realize that scenic beauty and wildife
are resources of considerable value.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, the National Park aervice, the
Bureau of Outdoor- Recreation, and.-the Fish and Wildlife-Service
extend to Indian triber, some of the technical services of their
agencies ; and certain of the conservation activities- of the Job
Corps sand the.Neighborhood Youth Corps are helping to provide
much-needed tourist facilities in-reservation areas. However, this

-.is an area of potential income development which.is only beginning
to be exploited. _

The Bureau of Indian Affairs miaintains
an industrial develop7

ment program, to assist tribes n obtaining new opportunities
lor employment:. and income by development of nonagricultural
activity, such asAight manufacturing, processing, assembly, and
service and eommer-cial ventures, including tourism.



The Bureau's Branch of Industrial Development was estaWishedin -1957 when it became increasingly apparent that:Indian reservation populati6if was increasing; steadily -Far more Indians were living on the reservations than the landcould suppprt;
A high percentage of the Indian work force lacked occupationalskills ;
Widespread poverty persisted on many reservations.In Many Indian areas that have .the capabilitk- of supportingviable nonagricultural-enterprises, the people frequently lack theknowledge of how to describe their resources in a manner thatwill attract investors.
In some cases,---they laCk'the understanding. of how they canestablish enterprises of their own. To overcome these handicaps,the Bureau' provides the -following Services and assf.stanceEstablishing effective tribal economic development committees ;Designing plans and programs for orderly' -development, andintegrating tribal -effort with that of neighboring non-Indiancommunities ; -`
Establishing local-development corporations to facilitate partici-pating in State and Federal funding programs ;Advising on zoning and selection Of suitable sites for coin-mercial-and'Andustrial development ;Compiling data on human and natural _resources and theirfeasible utilization

;Determining availability of public services, -such as water,sewers, electricity, gas, transportatioii ; and piesenting these data.in an- attractive manner ;
Programing and utilization of loan funds, judgment-awards,and othc.r tribal monies, dedicated to economic development pur-poses ;
Soliciting, contacting, and negotiating with- prbspective inves-.tors-in-enterprises-that will provide employment opportunities tothe reservation-community.

--Industriara.Ctivities---:ranging from snelling fishhook§ to assem-bling transistors=a7re- providing a wide variety of work experi-ences for Indians and_ diversification bf . the economy of Indiancommunities. Indian tribes, investing more than $12 million oftheir own funds,-have'-succeeded in attracting,another $60 millionfrom private investors for the development of industry.The 82companies -in operation and 11 with facilities underconstruction on or near reservations, as of June 30, 1966, providea potential annual payroll Of more than $17 million for nearly7,000 workers. The largest plant, Fairchild Semi-conductor, locatedat Shiprock, N. Meic., employs 450 Navajo Indians. The averageplant employs 59.
Thirty-two formal tribal development programs have beenformulated, 46 tribal development committees have been -or-- -ganized, and 66 local development corporations or foundations-Ahave been formed, mo-St having both Indian and non-Indian 'sponsors.

..Various tribes have established enterprises such as the tourismcomplex at Warm SPrings, Oreg., the modern timber processing



facilitiesi at Navajo and Fort Apache; Ariz., fisheries and stores
in Alaska, and various ciaft guilds.

AlthoUgh the potential requirements for employment and the
'opportunities-:-are----not-fully, known, current Bureau_programing
envisions the need for 4,100 new jobs annuaily, with 70 percent
in industry and the balance in commercial operations. This is
projected to acconimodate about 25_ percent of the new work
force and to provide 2,000 jobs for the presently unemployed.

Another.- program that the Bureau has started is to try to do
somethihg with the large familieS. Now, the large families at
times are the poorest.- They- liave their problems. You giat a family
of seven -or eight children, and even if the family wants to move
off the reserxation, if the head of the house or the work force
is unskilled, the ,salary or paycheck that' they can take home is
not enough to pay the rent_and the grocery bill.

Therefore; we have started a program, for subsidizing- them
for a number of months until they can improve their wage scale.
This is a pilot program, and we don't know how it is going to
work out, but it appears-To-have potential. _

A large family off the reservition, they are probably on relief.
We try to_get them into the labor Market. If you have to subsidize
them a few months, Lit, will be beneficial.

We have also _opene'd 'up two new Indian employmeni centers
in Oklalibma; We try to brink the Indians in and then- make-con-
tact -with -industry and- give them some indoctrination and re-
habilitationH-not necessarily rehabilitation, but to acquaint them
with What is required-on -the job and sort- of make the transition
that much easier".

The same thing is taking place at Seattle. We bring people in
from Alaskain this case, just making them aware of what it
is to live in a metropolitan area, a citysuch things as the uSe
of a telephone, riding a bus, and just getting around in a metro-
politan area. This Is a transition that is very important. It makes
a great deal of difference as to-a person staying on a job, if he's
given some indoctrination, just making hini--acquainted with the
new way of life.

As most of you know, we have a, new -Indian CoMmissioner
that was appointed_ less than a year ago. He is Robert Bennett.
He is himself an Indian, and_he was sworn in by President John-
son. He was given a mandate, and I, womld like to read what
Presiden't Johnson said:-

. . the time Ii-as come to put 'the first Americans first on-our agenda . . .

I want you to . begin work today on the most comprehensive program for
the advancemolmt of the Indians that theGpvernment of the United States
has ever consMered. I want it to be sound, realistic, progressive, venture-i
some, and farsIghted.

Secretary Udall met with the tribal leaders in Santa Fe in the
same month and pledged his support to quicken the_ pace of
Indian progress and 'called for revitalization and reinvigoration
of the Bureau of' Indian Affairs.

In the months since these statements were made, the Bureau
has undergone a major reorganization; aimed at increased efficienc._
and a new approach to Indian problems.

The day of wardship status 'for-AMerican Indians is past. Both



the Secretary's office and the Bureau emphasize increased in-
: volvement by the tribes in the management of their own affairs,

and not to consider them wards to be led around, but to get them
to participate actively in the operation of their- own resources,

I as far as management of their timber, their farming, or what
have you.

We have had a series of conferences with the Indian representa-
"tives throughout the country. In fact, they are having a meeting
in Kansas City today with the Federal Department of Labors and
the Indian leaders are there to try fo work with_the Departmentof Labor and see how much help the Department of Labor can
be in training programs and to assist the _Indians.

Within the Bureau, we have a new team of Assistant Cominis-,sioners. We went out and we recruited a new education man,
-Dr. Marberger, from the Detroit schools, and he has taken hisjob very seriously.

He is'approaching the job in an aggre-ssive fashion. I think we
are going to have a new look in education, especially to concentrate
on 'quality education to bridge the gap for these Indian youths
who actually start schocl disadvantaged.

We also have an Associate Commissioner, Mr. Carmack, in thearea of economic developmdnt and opportunity, community re-
lations. -Mr. Cdrmack has had considerable experience in thisarea and we are pleased with hi's-aggressive approach to his job.

We also stepped up our Bureau liais i with other Federalagencies that are in the general progran that can be of great
help to the Indian people. \We have assoc- ?_d ourselves in meet-
ings,with the Labor people.for exaMple, entioned the meetingin Kansas City, and with MEW and the partMent of Agricul-ture; we are trying to contact and work with the other Federal
departments in the overall general welfare in support of programs.We are attempting to focu-s our attei ,on on every front wecan to try to break this cycle and to fit tl Indian more and moreinto the program of the American- mainstream- of life, to 'gethim ola the payroll, to find him jobs, and get him into the fullemployment market. ---That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN': Thank you very much, Mr. Anderson. We ap-preciate very much this statement.
He has brought along a number of copies which will be available..Just for the record, you are the Assistant Secretary; are youparticularly related to the Bureau of Indian Affairs?
Mr. ANDERSON : Yes. The Bureau of Indian Affairs reportsto me.
The CHAIRMAN : So you in essence have supervision over theirwork.
Mr. ANDERSON : Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN : I noticed Dr. Roessel's hand.
Mr. ROESSEL : Mr. Anderson, I would like to ask several ques-tions. ( First of all, perhaps I misunderstood you. I believe you

made-the statement that there: is a seat for every Indian child
I remember, reading in the Window Rock- office the 'statistics

put out by the Bu,reau of Indian Affairs which indicated that



there were some, close to 5,000, children 6 to 18 that are not- in
school.

So I wondered if I misunderstood you, because that was the
most recent figures BIA has put out.

Mr. ANDERSON : There is a seat for every child of school age.
Mr. ROESSEL Then why are there 5,000 out of school?
Mr. ANDERSON : Wan this a recent report?
Mr. ROESSEL : Yes..

. Mr. ANDERSON : From 6 -to 18 might reflect the dropouts.
Mr. ROESSEL : I am not quite sure that everyone would agree

that there is a seat for every child of sc.hool age. If these 5,000
were to show upmaybe they won'tbut there will not be a
seat for all.I would like to make a statement that I think relates to what
you are saying, and which I think everyone is supportive of.

You point out to bring the Indian into closer -operation of his
own affairs, and in this light, I wonder if you would care to
comment on what action the Department would take : Presently,
as you know, there is the Omnibus Bill that is being discussed
across Indian, country. The_Bureau and Department of the In-,
terior is gOing around the country to talk about this piece of
legislation, Which might 'also offer a great deal of hope for the
Indian people. ,

If the Indian people were to rejeCt this, 'and if you listen to
late reports within the last few hOurs from Kansas City I am sure
you will agree that there seems to be a great deal of criticism
on certain parts of the Omnibus Bill, but just for the sake of
argument, if the Indians were-to reject the Omnibus Bill, would
the Department of the Interior guPport tha decision taken by the
Indian people? --
c Mr. ANDERSON : This is a position we haven't assessed yet. We
did meet at the Bureau 2 weeks ago in Washington. There were
a number of tribal leaders in. They are also discussing the same
subject at Kansas City, and as I understand, they were going
into a meeting last night and today, and I don't know what the
outcome will be.

This is a program which has been discussed for a number, of
months, and it's true that there has been some question raised.

I think most of it reflects something like this, though, that the
Indian people want to takethey want to evaluate it longer. They
are not ready to buy it right now. I don't feel they have rejected it.

Mr. RoEssEL : I'm -not saying they lizIve, either. I'm saying if
they do, a hypothetical question, 'if the Indian people: do, would
the Department respect the statement you have just reflected in
terms of allowing the Indians to make their own decisions, if-they were to?

Perhaps they never would.
Mr.- ANDERSON : Well, as far as allowing them to make their

own decisions, this is sordething they do today. We are not forcing
things on them. You have to work with the people.

Mr. ROESSEL : No. What I am trying to get at is, if the Indians
were to say no, whether it is the Omnibus Bill or something else,
would you then say, "All right, the Indian people say no, so in
keeping with our philosophy that Indians must be involved-in-the-



decision-making process, and the fact that the Indians have re-jected this, we will try to work out something-else?"
This is what I am getting at.
Mr. .ANDERSON : Yes, I think we would have to consider all

alternatives. I don't think we can force things on them againsttheir will. =

Mr. ROESSEL : One final question: You mentioned that thelevel of Indian health evidently improved in the last 10 years,and_I point out there, was a transfer of Indian health-to HEW
at about that time, and you- point out figures to show this im-
proved health picture of the Indian,

What would be your position with -regard to the possible trans-fer of the Bureau to HEW?
I heard one Indian make this comment, that they would like- to

be in an organization where the Indians as people were the iriamthrust, and not inanimate objects. -Of course, you and I would disagree with that rather super-ficial analysis, but what would be your reaction to it? Evidently
you- feel there-lias- been an improvement in Indian health by a
transfer. What would be your position on this argument?

Mr. ANDERSON: What I meant to say was that the Indian health
people .1n the Department of Health harVe done a good job and
have upgraded-the overall health of the Indian. They do have aIgizable program, a number of hospitals, and Indian health today
is better than it was a nurriber of years ago.

Getting back to your question about the transfer of the Indian
Bureau to HEW, I__would-prefer not to comment at this time.This is something that is being discussed, you appreciate, and itis common knowledge. -The CHAIRMAN: Is there anyone else on my left who would careto comment?-

Mr: Brooks?
Mr. BROOKS : It seems to me that one of the significant thingsyou said was that you had been able to find emPloyment outside,

and to those of us who are not too krmwledeeable in this field,
but only go to-some of these reservations, it seems that it wouldbe highly desirable to get some dispersernent of the group out
into the mainstream Of our society, Which is highly desirable, andeven though you have had a 20 percent failure, it seems to me
that 80 percent is terrific, considering everything involved.

Now, the other questionthat was comment. The question I
wanted to ask is how successful have the businesses been when
they put plants in the reservations? Haw successfully are theyworking- out?

Mr. ANDERSON: To the best-of my knowledge, they have been
successful. Of course, there i-haVre been some failures of smallplants,- but the Fairchild Semi-conductor people, I understand,
are very well satisfied with the Indian workers.

The Indians are good at doing things with their hands, and
the-BVD people ran a -number of tests, testing their efficiency
on sewing-machines, and after these tests they decided to move toWinslow and employ the Indians.

Mr. BROOKS : The reason I am familiar with tliat project is that
we do a good deal of business with the BVD people. (Laughter.)



We sell them cotton. So .ve were doing some work and survey out
there for them. We have some operations in Arizona, and we
were looking at it and helping them work some on it.

ButThGne of the things that disturbed me 2 or 3 years ago,
a group came to us in Arizona and- wanted us to take over a
sawmill operation there that had gone into receivership. We felt
that it was dut of our field. We are quite diversified in the agri-
cultural field, but we felt we were out of it; but our check indicated

,_. that either it was poorly organized, or poorly managedwe didn't
know whichand we were wondering whether, the fact of the
Indian labor had anything to do with the fact that-The plant did
go broke, whether it was purely management, or whether it was
slime productivity per worker, and that is the reason that I raise
the question of what the productivity per worker had been where
plants had gone on the Indian reservations.

Mr. ANDERSON : I'm not familiar with the details of the partic-
ular plant you mention, but I feel that the Indian operations
are no different :than our operations, or -my operation. We get
back to supervision and management. Now. in this particular case,
I don't know if it was due to management =or if it was due to
inefficiency, or the skills,of the workers. But I would like to say
this, that the Indian people, given an opportunity and training,
lend themselves to many, many types of work th-ere, and they
are no different than the cross section of our population in that
respect. They adapt themselves to many, many types of work.

Mr. BROOKS : There is no indication that there is any real
problem in productivity in the individual 'Worker?

I think maybe our friend from Arizona can probably help
answer that -question.

Mr. ROESSEL : I know that recently a group of people visited on
the Navajo reservation and visited the sawmill there, and the
manager of the sawmill there was once manager of the largest
sawmill on the west coast, and he is now retired.

He said that the productivity of the Navajo was 20 percent
higher than the plant on the west coast that he used to manage.

Mr. BROOKS : I think that answers the question that I really
was trying to dig into, so that there is really no problein here as
far as the Indian worker is concerned. The problem-is to get the
plant in there and get something for them to do, or move them
out into opportunities outside, and that was the point I was trying
to get raised here.

Mr. GIBSON : I want to apologize to you for being late. I have
the disadvantage of being the one Commissioner from Washing-
ton at the table here. I couldn't get a taxi. I had to dig out.

I had three things I wanted-to cover briefly, and if my questions-
have been covered in your testimony, please refer me to it and
I can read it to get the answers.I was interested that in the testimony we had from a number
of Indian witnesses in our earlier hearings there was considerable
dissatisfaction expressed concerning the trading -post system as
it' affects a number of the reservations in that there were non-
Indians operating these outfits, and there were some questions
about the consumer pi-actices in terms of costs, in: terms of
some of the credit practices, and so forth.



wanted to find out from you whether or not these are trading
operations that have to be licensed or endorsed by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and have any standards which the Bureau controls
on the one hand, and, two, whether there were any progrhms of
business entrepreneurship on r the reservations to get the Indians
themselves on the reservations operating-these particular things.Apparently there is a pretty good profit in them from what
we could get from otir testimony, and I was wondering whether
there are any -programs -sporigored by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, sponsored by them, which are now getting Indians them-selves into these particular operations.

The other is consumer controls,- on the consumer practicecontrols.
Mr. ANDERSON I am glad you brought that up, Mr. Gibson,

because through the revolving-fund, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
does make loans to individual Indians -as well as tribes in starting
operations, and there are a number of, there have been many of,these operations started, and they have been successful.As far as these traders that you mentioned, there have beensome complaints apparently. I ,think they have fallen into twocategories. If a trader or an operator may be adjacent to anIndian re'servation, but on free-owned land, then he is out thereas a completely independent operator.

However, if he is on tribal land, then they can do somethingabout controlling, as far as the 'lease and so forth.. . -

But if he is off the reservation, he is an independent operator.
Mr. GIBSON : Yes. In conjunction with the loan program, whichI am happy to hear exists, are there any programs to developentrepreneurship ? As y6u knoW, this is a very important pro-gram among Negroes and other minorities who do noehave the

tradition of business entrepreneurship, and it has to be artificially
injected into these communities, and hopefully in the future itwill be an automatic kind of thing.

Are there programs you are attempting to develop, attempting
to' train Indians so that rigire of them can use the loans in morediversified ways? =

Mr. ANDERSON : That is the goal of thdc,prr) gai to make theloans to the Indian so he can be the operator.
Mr. GIBSON : Are there staffs encouraging thei to use theseloans?
Mr. ANDERSON :-Yes. The people in the Bureau of Indian Affairsregional offices work with them to give them whatever help theycan to help them along, and of course there are educational op-portunities for these people to go away to learn skills and toattend special schooling.
Mr. GIBSON : Just a couple more, Mr. Chairman:
There is, of course, controversy about the dispersal of the_population from the reservations and so forth.There are varying degrees of opinion among the Indians them-selves on that, and I an-i sure within the Bureau. There are someefforts that you described earlier, that are underway to assistvoca4onally and otherwise into urban populations.We had some testimony, probably some _of the most poignant

and tii-uching and tragic testimony from 'Indians, cOncerning off-;



reservation Indianewho had not come through the program yououtlined.
This particular witness that I have in mind here was, in Tucson,and apparently there are places like Tucson where there are sub-

stantial off-reservation Indians who might migrate to these cities,
and who have apparently no transitional assistance from the Bureau
cof Indian Affairs, as far as we could determine, thus far.

My question is whether, in conjunction with the kinds of pro-
grams that begin on the reservation and assist in the total migra-
tion pattern, are there legislativeis there enabling legislation or
funds which would permit in those 10 or 12 cities where Indians
seem to concentrate, which would assist the Indians, who have been
under a protective situation and have not had the urban exposure,
in terms of -getting them aware of what the urban services are,
where thU ttaining programs are in a town, and assisting thein to
make the transition into nonreservation life.-

Mr. ANDERSON : I covered that. We do have a program to give
them an indoctrination or a transitional training. Now-----

Mr. GmsoN (interrupting) : I am speaking of those who didn'tgo through that program.
Mr. ANDERsON : In other words, what you are talking about, as

I irsideisfand, Mr. Oibson, would be a welfare worker, if this would
be_a general term, to follow up to give assistance to the ones who
voluntarily left on their own ?

We have some particular problems at the present time. This is
an area that I feel needa. further consideration, and I don't believe
there is too much being done. I will have to admit that I am not to()
familiar with what-is being done in this area.

Of course, the Indians are citizens, and they are entitled to', and
shouldf receive, the same care and benefits-as our population as a
whole. They are American citizens.

Mr. GIBSON: It is a very ticklish: point. We don't want to segregate
the Indians once they go into a particular communitY, and I am not
encouraging the Bureau to begin such a process. I would be the first
to oppose

On the other hand, we do have an operation that is connected with
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico which attempts for the Puerto
Rican immigrants to set up a referral and educational service which
assists those nawly. entered people to make use of the benefits which
are available to all citizens.

Chiefly, -there is supposed to be the language difference in many
instances, and the totally different ceiltural and societal framework
from which they come.

We have, of course, ainple illustration in the southern migrants
who have gone to the northeen areas, whose isolatien is severe
enough to prevent them from making use of services which are all
over town, simply because they are all ov-er toWn and these peopie
don't know how to riegotiate the transportatian and so forth.

So it is this particular thing that I am interested in.
The CHAIRMAN : You will have to make it a little bit shorter.
Mr. GIBSON : Okay. I'm sure you must have touched on housing.
_Mr. ANDERSON : Yes.- .

Mr. GIBSON : I am particularly concerned that on the Indian
reservations, where we apparently do not have the difficulty in terms





of utilizing self-help housing programs that we have off the reserva-
tion, because of land cost, it seems to me there could be a substantial-
reduction in the basic unit cost of self-help housing, -Which would
facilitate itoff the reservation.

Mr. ANDERSON : I went into that. The land is not the problem in
most areas. .

Mr. GIBSON : Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Stanley is next, and then Mr. Fischer.
Mr. STANLEY : Mr. Anderson, I will preface my question by saying

I speak out of an abundance of ignorance. Is it thought to be a policy
to move all ;the Indians off the reservation into assimilation ?,Would
that be degirable ?

Mr. ANDERSON : I don't think that would be desirable, no. Many
of them don't want to leave. They have an attachment to the land.
There are others, especially after they are exposed to schooling,
education, and see the bright lights; shall we say, who find it attrae-
tiVe to seek their lot off the reservation, and there are many who
don't want to leave.

I think it would be a mistake to consider a program to force the
I.pdians off the reservation_

Mr. STANLEY don't mean force them. I mean make them want
to leave.

Mr. ANDERSON : Make them want to ? I think they will leave
voluntarily depending on their personal_ desires and the attractions
that are available to them. Naturally, when the word gets back to the
reservation that one of their friends is successfully employed and he
is enjoying his life off the reservation and contacts his friends on
the reservation, he will probably move.

It is a chain reaction. _

Mr. STANLEY : Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Fischer ?
Mr. FISCHER; You spoke, Mr. Anderson, abdat the special prob-

lems of large families.,We heard earlier testimony that the net rate
of population increase was about twice as high among Indians as
the rest of the population.Are you doing anything on family planning, to make birth
contibl information available to them?

Mr. ANDERSON : The information is being made available.
Mr.' FISCHER: Is this a _vigorous program?
Mr. ,ANDERsoN : This is a touchy__ area, and I have said this. We

don't go out on a hard sell. In other words, make the information
available so that they are in the same position that you and I are.
If they want to take advantage of these opportithities, or use these
devices, they can ; but make the information available so that it
becomes a choice on their part.The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Anderson, very,quickly, I appreciate your
review of what has- happened and what you project as some very
optimistic outlook in terms of the process of bringing about a
reduction of poverty, but I didn't quite find- in your paper the kind
of programatic" presentation on "Where do we go,,from here?"

We haVe got 380,000 'Indians on reservations in- bad shape, as
you have pointed out. What kind of specific program is there in-the
way to get at this relatively small number of people, and to really
do something about the poverty?



Let's take housing. We mentioned here some possibilities. WhatI am Concerned about here is that we have a relatively small number.Why is it we can't make greater progress in reduction of povertyamong these people ?
Mr. ANDERSON : Mr. Henderson, I think one of the factors we faceis that there are many of the Indian reservations or areas which areisolated, and in many cases the land is not as productive as we wouldlike it to be. Many of the areas don't lend themselves to a real, viableagricultural operation.
However, with the expanding population, the growth of communi-ties, and the spreading out of industry, for example, into the South-west, like the Fairchild Semi-conductor, and other operations ofnational organizations; they spread their operations onto thesereservations.
If we can interest-them in that, I feel we can end up with a largerlabor force on the reservation, and this with an increase in the out-migration which would be a natural happening, as job opportunities

arise and Indian 15-e-ople achieve skills. It isc, the combination which Ithink offers the hope and the possibilities.
Tho CHAIRMAN : Are you aware of the fact that at least in termsof the larger public, some of them, the view is that basically theIndian problem exists, as it does exist, and it is so slow being cor-

rected, because of neglect and that it is sheer discrimination ?
"r)cp feel that is any part--

is/DERSON (interrupting) : As to discrimination ?
HAIRMAN : Yes, and neglect.

.A.NDERSON : Well, with resp-Jet to.. discrimination, I don'tuk I could deny that there probably is a feeling, in some areas,that there has been discrimination and they haven't been givenmaybe some of the opportunitieS, but I feel we are undergoing aperiod of time nci-W wheie this is becoming less and less, and it'sbeing- minimized.
I am not acquainted enough with the centers of population or thetowns to know to what extent 'there is discrimination or if there isany at all, but I feel that if this is something that has existed, it is

being_ minimized.-
The -CHAIRMAN : Thank you, Mr. Anderson. We appreciate your

testimony, and we have this in the record.
The next_person to come-before us is the Honorable Millard Cass,who is the Deputy Under Secretary of Labor.
Mr. Cass, as Deputy Under Secretary of Labor, I think you haveprobably been-briefed on our mission and what we are concernedabout.
We are happy to have you with us, sir. We would like you to sum-marize your presentation, or however you see fit, and leave time forquestions:

STATEMENT OF MILLARD CASS
Mr. CASS : Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the= COmmission, I shall sum-marize my statement quickly and then be glad to respond to anyquestions you have.
For the benefit of the Commission, I have been accompanied toilay

by Mr. Albert L. Shostack, who is special assistant director, Office
of Manpower Policy, Evaluation, and Research ; and Mr. Jack S.



Donnachie, deputy director, Office of Farm Labor Service; Bureau
of Employment -Security, U.S. Department of Labor. In case the
Commission has very detailed specific questions of a technical nature,
they may be able to answer ones I cannot.

I felt it was better that the Commission have all the information
it wished than that I try to handle matters that I wasn't quite as
expert with respect to-as I would like to be.

First of all, I should express to the Commission the appreciation
and pleasure I have in appearing here and the regret that Secretary
Wirtz has that he was unable to be with you today. The Commission
is undo7thtedly aware of his great interest in, and his effective
activity directed to, eliminating poverty and bringing real equality
to all Americans.

There is a special reason why he was anxious to be here if he
could, but you can appreciate the demands on his time and his
inability to be everywhere he would like to be.

Secretary Wirtz has emphasized that what we need is not -merely
a war against the extreme of unemployment, ignorance, and poverty,
but a full-scale human resources development program.

Our approach to the problem of poverty starts with the funda-
mental tenet that in a democracy, no people can be forgotten. In a
nation established upon the principle that "all men are created
equal," there must be equal opportunity for all.

I assume the Commission has a great deal of knowledge relating
to the background of poverty, and therefore I shall not detail it for
you, although I can-respond to questions in this area.

One thing we should note is that the plight of the rural resident
is not greatly different from that of his city cousin. Moreover, the
,problem of rural poverty has, in recent decades, become also an
urban problem, and I think it is important, some of them have the
same source. There are the poor from the rural areas who have
moved to the cities and have found there not only continuing pov-
erty, but some other problems which they did not have in the rural
areas.

There are a few aspects of rural poverty that we would like to
dwell upon first. I don't intend to give any statistical description,
although we can provide that if you wish ; any specific detailed
figures we will be glad to aapPly you.

I would like to draw-your attention to three major aspects-of rural
poverty and rural manpower which we believe, furnish directions
that Government programs must take into account in this area.

The first is the fact that rural poverty is not a general condition,
but is concentrated in ceitain areas of the country among certain
people. These points need detailed action programs tailored to the
particular needs and particular problems of the rural poor rather
than scattering_ program resources through the rural enocomy as a
whole, and this, of course, first of all, is the necessityrto -identify
geographic regions requiring particular attention.

We also believe it requires the identification of particular rural
poverty groups, which, even though they are concentrated in large
geographic areas, may have different problems from soMe others
in that area.

In other words, overgeneralization may make us ineffective in



dealing with the problem. We are going to have to pinpoint it and
zero in on it.

We call particular attention to groups of workers tiependent upon
higher farm employment and, as you know, they have special prob-
lems. Even within the hired farm labor force, however, we must
differentiate and be specific.

Most hired farmworkers do not rely on farm jobs for their liveli-
hood, and the portion who do has been decreasing. Many workers
supplement their farm jobs with nonfarm activities. Other seasonal
farmworkers are not rural residents at all, but live in a city, and
must therefore be served by manpower and poverty programs geared
to urban conditions.

More than half of the seasonal farrnworkers are housewives or
youths who are out of the labor force most of the year. On the other
hand, there are 300,000 full-time farm wage workers, and another
similar number who put in between 150 and 250 days a year on
the job.

These are professionals in the hired farm work force. They can
account for most of the man-days of farm wage work, they are
relatively skilled,_and are a stable component of the labor force. They
are generally employed on large; efficient farms, and the- pioblems
they face are- different from the problems of other groups which
do not have substantial or con tinfidus farm employment.

Another special problem group with which we wish to deal and to
which we wish to direct your attention is the more than 400,000
migratory farm laborers who leave their homes each year and try
to piece together an existence of a nomadic type going from one
farm job to another, and from one area to another.

They are particularly, disadvantaged, because they face a number
of problems which are not faced.by persons who live in a single geo-
graphic area during the entire year.

For example, they are nOt entitled, as a Tn.' 4 ' in most
places to certain social and welfare benefits, -.11 t ,_A-A,ed per-
haps more than the persons to whom entitlement does go, but be-
cause of the residence-requirements, they are not eligible for these.

They also have a low educational attainment, lack of occupational
skills, health problems. Sometimes- they find it difficult to adapt to
urban or industrial environments. Many of them have cultural or

,-language barriers.
In pinpointing services to these groups, with the most severe eco-

nomic problems, we urge you to pay special attention to the racial
and ethnic minorities in rural areas. Many of them have language
and cultural barriers to overcome. There are patterns of discrimina-
tion which have caused many of their problems, and they have
special characteristics which require special attention.

This is true, of course, as we all know, of the southern rural
Negroes. It is true of the Spanish Americans concentrated primarily
in five Southwestern States. It is true of the Puerto Ricans and
American Indians and other types of rural minorities who have
special characteristics and special problems.

The second aspect of rural poverty and manpower which will
, help us develop ameliorative programs is the fact that rural
people themselves have reacted to restricted _economic opportuni-
ties by a dramatic, massive migration- to urban areas.



The greatest change occurred in the farm population, which
dropped from 31 million to 12.4 million between 1920 and 1965.

At the time when the rural nonfarm population doubled to 40
million this migration took place, so the overall statistics, you
see, don't really tell us much. We have to analyze those statistics
to deal specifically with what were the interchanges which took
place. -

The problems of migration, then, you can see, fell most heavily
on people with farm backgrounds, the ones most likely to lack
the skills needed in industry, and the ones most likely to have
the greatest difficulty in adjusting to urban life.

Another distinction vigte should keep in mind is that the rural
migrants have been overwhelmingly in the 18- to 29-year age
brackets. Among the Tpeofole left at home, the very young and old
represent a dispropoortionate percentage of the population.

Again, minority groups need especial attention. As late as
1940, nonwhites were predominately rural. Today, only one-fourth
of the nonwhite groyah laves in rural areas. Our programs cannot
stop the out-migratitito of people. They may, however, rationalize
the migration and asdiist the people who are going to migrate.

This _will reduce the tension and welfare burdens resulting from
haphazard, unassiste"d migration. At the same time, we wish to
emphasize that every effort should be made to stimulate-rural
economies so that thay can provide decent and productive liveli-
hoods for people so that they do not have to migrate from the
fresh air of the courATyside to the smog and filth of the city.

A thirdltrend which -we think is important is a growing similar-
ity between rural and urban workers. Differences in conditions
are narrowing.. high proportion of farm wage workers engaged in nonfarm
work during the year, and also what many people do not recognize
is that a substantial proportion_ of larmworkers live in cities,
and a substantial proportion of larm residents commute to city
jobs. So that there is a great deal of daily commuting.

Moreover;--f arm enjployers are becoming more like city em-
ployers. Two-thirds of all hired farmworkers in America are on
2 percent of all the nation's farms, which indicates that you are
dealing with a type of farm employment that isn't nearly as
different from industrial employment, and you are dealing with
a type of farm employer virho isn't nearly as/ different from in-
dustrial employers as they formerly"were.

They are all accustomed to the same kinds 'of problems which
go with a large cominercial operation. This is true of both the
workers and the employers.

Another fact we should call to your attention is the virtual
disappearance of the use of farmworkers who are nonresidents
of the United States and who come here temporarily to do farm-
work.

As you know, as late as 1959 there were almost half a million
foreign workers employed on American farms. In 19Z4, it was
down to 200,000 in one year ;_in 1965 it dropped from 200,000 to
36,000. In 1966, it dr-olVed to 23,500, and for this I must give
major credit to the Secrctary of Labor, Secretary Wirtz, who de-
termined that this could be done, this should be done, and that



with high unemployment in the United States, farm jobs in-
America should be available for Americans.

Now I want to deal with a few recommendations as quickly
as possible. First, let me say our recommendations are not dra-
matic and new. We are not trying to remake the world. A great
deal of progress has been made lately, however.

We would like to urge that this Commission look-at this prog-
ress and make 'recommendations for building upon it, because
we think it provides a sound basis for further progress.

The- first is job opportunities in rural areas. This_is absolutelyfirst priority. There are also a large number of Government
efforts in this area, and we would just urge that the Government
efforts be expanded and that they be appraised and that the ex-
perience that we had with respect to therribe looked at with a
view to seeing if we can't have some further progress in this
regard.

There are subsidized job opportunities in public works and
services. We urge that this kind of program also be looked at,
because these programs enable_local governments and community
organizationS to employ persons'i on rural conservation and beau-
tification projects, providing essential health, education, and
welfare service, and in related fields.

This paid work experience may be supplemented with occu-
_ pational training, remedial legislation, and other services. Work

experience programs of this type can serve several important
functions in relieving-rural poverty. They can provide income
opportunities for seasonal workers during slack periods of the
year, thus helping to bring the annual earnings of workers up to
adequate leVels.

They_provide work experience on on-the-job training, and
make it possible for these people_to move to other jobs as needed.

- Also, our experience has been this : Despite everything we are
told, industry does go most often where a work force is available,
and-a trained rfiral work force will attract industry.We also note that conditions are ripe for a long-delayed
expansion of economic security and -labor standards legislation
for agricultural workers. There has been recent progress in this
field. Most notable in these areas was the inclusion of almost
400,000 farmworkers under the minimum wage provisions oi the
Fair Labor Standards Act last year.

We -have saline- specific recommendations which we think are
worthy of consideration by the Commission in th2s field of labor
standards and economic security. We suggest you give considera-
tion to further extending minimum wage protection to farm-
workers.

A good beginning has been made, but as we indicated to you,
two-thirds of all hired farmworkers in America are employed on
only 2 percent of the farms. These are obviously huge com-
mercialized operations, and paying the minimum wage is not
really the burden for them that people have thought it would be.

Most of them already meet decent wage standards, and of course
we are only talking about wages, and we are not talking about
hours legislation,'" which would be the greatest difficulty for farm
operations.
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Secondly, you might wish r) take a look at the child laborprovisions of the FairLabo_ 3tandards Act as they apply toagriculture. This thing, I may say, can cut both ways. There areundoubtedly some areas in which there is not sufficient protectionof children in this area. There are other areas you may wish to,look ,at to see whether there are any restrictions that are notneeded, although we are not suggesting that there are.Inclusion of farmworkers on large commercial farms in un-employment insurance programs is another area that might befruitful for inquiry by this Commission. Currently, coverageis available in only a few jurisdict5ons, and there are severerestrictions on the nature of the coverage. You may also wishto take a look at the experience of our_neighbor to the north, be-
cause Canada extended unemployment insurance to farmworkerseffective April 1 of this year.

Next, yon may wish to look at methods of encouraging Stateextension of workmen's compensation to farrnworkers. Cturrently;-half the States have such coverage. The fact, however, that a greatmany States do have it speaks for itself in terms of feasibilityand propriety. -
You mgry also wish to review the experience in covering farm-workez.s Wader the old age survivors and .disability insuranceprovisions, ,and of course this is not our business, and represen-tatives of th'e Dep"artment of Health, Education, and Welfaremight be able to discuss this area- with you.
You_may... -Wish to consider, as some have suggested, ways inwhich national programs to stabilize prices and production of

agricultural commodities could be used to improve wages, work-ing conditions, economic security, and labor standards.As you know, meeting minimum conditions has been made aprerequisite of payment of program benefits to Per- -44vs, 17, Vroveft-n-ment contract or related programs, and theke Aire wage afeter--r minations---wage determinations =re a large-scale part of thegovernment programing operation.It has also been a part of the Government's sugar stabilization
program for a. long time.

You may, in addition, wish to look at-public assistance pro-grams adapted to special needs of farmworkers, and see thatrelief recipients are not deterred from receiving farm jobs bythe difficulty of qualifying far assistance at the end of the sea-son; that supportive services, such as training, health, and coun-seling activities, continue during periods- of -short-term employ-ment; and that residence r.equirements which curtail assistancefor migratory farmworkers are removed.
We have noted that maiV-1)614-S-ons who would be willing totake a job for 2 weeks or 4 weeks in order to harvest a crop areafraid, and in some instances experience has indicated they havegood reason to be afraid. They cannot requalify for assistanceat the end of that period. -It would seem that some method ought to be available wherebya, person who is receiving public assistance should not find itimpossible to take shcrt-term employinent because he knows thatif he did he will lose his qualifications for .the public assistanceprogram.



The fact that he has 4 weeks' work, say, does not mean
that he is no longer in dire straits, and Nve should be able to
recognize that and develop some meOlocl c,f meeting this kind of
situation.On the other hand, he should not need- public assistance during
the pgriod he is actually a wage earner.

If it is unprofitable for someone to leave Dablic assistance and
take employment, there is something -vvreoli.g with the way we
are doing things. We don't propose tliAt We know ail the answers
to this, but we do think there must Pe alx 0-11swer to this.

I will touch briefly on educational ard vocational training.
They are the strongest long-range Potetiti4.1 for the alleviation
of rural poverty, or easing the adverse ealnings differentiation
betweent urban and rural workers. We urte that your Commission
urge State educational institutions to strenktlien educational pro-
grams, and to gear them realistical1Y to Olekinds of vocational
opportunities that will be available to ruiral Youth.

You can overemphasize training, OA rata know, in areas where
agricultural opportunities are diminislailig. On the other hand,
we must redognize that there are changes in the nature of the
agricultural employment opportunitie, And that you can provide
vocational education geared to these_ specinc opportunities which
do require a great deal more educatlon, a treat deal more trail..1
ing, a great-deal more skill than the farm aPportunities of decades
ago..

You may also wish to consider, -sthe jJepartment of Realth,
Education, and Welfare is the expext A vlffe-tr
the VocationIRT .11t41 Act trOSIII1V co0-% Are et uda a 50-54)
Fefalwaa-gtate in-aL.i.tfaig- basis. We 031 to Your attention the fart
that the current Federal share under the Yianpower Develtopmelat
andi T:raining Act is 90-10. Perhar0 you ,eould do a little =bre
in this area of assisting in vocationAl dL1Qation.

If you were able to require less of a .inatching from areas
are rsametimes not in a position to rtieet these financial requilitr>
merits it might be helpful.

I iwUI,slip over some of the thing0 that "we are doing underrth&
Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Mail-Povver 1Development Traitiing.
Act in providing opportunities in tills Area.

I think you would want to know ODecifically, however, that-'4his-
calendar year _1966 about 45,000 enrollees undler the IVIanpower
Training Act Hived in rural areas. Ilkley are about one-fiftht of
our total. Only ,1,300 of this group \Vete being- trained for WTI-
cailtural ocuplations, reflecting a realtiOtic adjustment to
demands offl. the jdb market. - -

Even annong-the farmworkers enrolled, only- one-fourth off the
trainees were iin-agricultural courses,

Now, may we- speak just one mirillte 0.botat the rationaliz
of the mural-uriban migration? I toile-lied upon this earlier.
it to 'your /attention because, as I indicated, in the past, deci&ons
to relmcate have usually been made bY eacii individual inv -nEtwedl

wit-I/mot gtaidance, based on rumors, actaps of information. 77They
have receiwed a minimum of goverrillneir a5sistance and semvice.

As a resTaltt anyone could guess virtlat Would happen. They lihave
reached the cities, unable to adapt to tli Ptoblerns for -sivhich!ili.ey
were 'unprepared arid this has /Aced special dis3adva ge



upon them in terms of employment in the urban centers and in
terms of adapting to the urban environment.

As a result, there have been welfare problems placed upon thecities, there have been tensions in the big-city slums, and it
seenis to us that this can be helped. The Manpower Training Act
has a provision for a small-scale pilot labor mobility demon-
stration program. We are doing our best under this. We think
this should be extended, expanded.

Perhaps there- are other ways- you would find in which a long
range of supporting services could be made available to rural
residents who do want to migrate--not to urge them to migrate
but if they do want to migrate, to make it possible for them to
rationalize their migration and be prepared for the needs they
will find when they reach the urban centers.

We can help in this process. Other agencies. of government can
help in this process, and it may be that there are types of pro-
grams that are not even now in exiatence which you would think
are necessary to make this possible.

I think lastly there are two other areas I will mention in con-
clusion. One is research. We would hope that you would ten
the kinds of research which you think are'.necessary to provide fLoe
facts required for a meaningful program in this area.

We hav.e done a good deal of work in the Manpower Admini-
stration under the MDTA, and we have a number of potentially
fruitful research projects underway. Perhaps you could tell us
the gaps your hearings have indicated need to be filled by re-
search. programs.

Lastly, the restructuring of the job market for seasonal farm-
workers. There is an urgent need there. We do a good deal of this.
We help approximately 145,000 migrant workers through our
agency worker plan, 'under which we are providing a regularized
sequential job program for them, where they move from one area
to another area, and they have minimum dislocations, loss_ of time
between areas,, et cetera, and we think there should be a great
deal more.

There might be such /things as this that have been mentioned :
Incentives for farm employers to work toget4er in providing year-
round employment bY the systematic transfer of employees among
seasonal-farm jobs ; increased government assistance in recruiting
and scheduling temporary farmworkers ; helping rural com-
munities to develop nonfarm work opportunities to fill the gaps
between' peak agricultural seasons ; and arrangements to com-
bine temporary farm and nonfarm work into a year-round liveli-
hood.

Let me conclude by telling you what we believe is the greatest
challenge. The poor, the underemployed and the unemployed, are
not statistics. They are people. We have to recognize they have thesame hopes, aspirations, and needs as their affluent fellow
Americans.

We emphasize to you, because so many statistics are put out
in this area, and that is why I kept away from them as much as
I could, while the poor are counted by millions and analyzed by
millions; they must be counseled and placed separately and as
individuals.



While the poor can be trained in classes, they must learn in-
dividually. That's really the greatest challenge. What will motivate
and train one group may not motivate or help or train another.
Therefoke, our progr.92ns must be perse,nalized, flexible, and
varied. They must provide the special attention to eah individual
that he needs as. opposed to glib, blanket solutions to the prob-
lems of poverty as a whole. Because they won't do it.

Let me quote just a feW sentences here that Secretary of Labor
Wirtz addressed to the Congress last year, which I think sum-
marize this whole business. He said

The most direct answer to poverty is jobs. . . . The job creation and jobtrairAng programs must be- organized with full recognition that most of
the ultimate answer t o unempj oyment among the poor has to be jobs in
private employment. j. These ob creation and job training programs must
be concentrated in the areas where poverty is concentrated- and must 13-e
devised to meet the clearly identified needs of the people in these areas. . .
Their problemsof becoming useful and self-sustaininghave to be ap-
proached almost on an individual brais.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, I appreciate
your patience in listening to me, and I would be-happy to ansWer
any questions.

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. Cass, for your presentation,
and particulaily ror the very important set of recommendations
as you have given them to us.

Mr. Shostack and Mr. Donnachie, why don't you .join the table
here?

We will start over with Mr. DavisI will tell you what we will
do. We will line up the ducks, anewe will stick with the order:
Mr.'Davis, Mr. Gay, Mr. Foid, Mr. Gibson, and Mr. Brooks. I am
writing them down, and the time allotted here-where I am going
to ring the bell if things- get too long. (Laughter.)

I think we have got a very important document here and there
have been several thingS opened up, and .we want to_utilize the
time as best we can.

Mr. Davis? -,
Mr. NEIL DAVIS : Mr. Cass, when we,were in Memphis a couple

of weeks ago, we were told that in a flVe-county Mississippi Delta
area that one result of the application of the minimum wage laws
to their sitifation was that some 11,000 Negro far/I:workersit
was estimatedwould be drivcm from land-because the large plan-
tation owners would turn to more and more mechanization and less
and less dependence upon these people for labor.

What is the Department doing to assist people in moving from
rural areas to the cities, where there might be a good labor de-
mand?

Mr. CASS : May I answer your question in two parts ?
First; I anticipated this question, because we, too, have had

this called to our attention, sir.
I don't question any statements people wish to make concerning

what the effects will be in their own area at all. I think, however,
since we have suggested the possibility of extending the Fair
Labor Standards Act and providing additional protection, that
this Commission would be interested in knowing what the effect
of extension of coverage and expansion of the level of the mini-
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mum wage, increasing it, has been in the past upon employment in
industries which were chara cterized as low-wage industries..

Mr. NEIL DAVIS : I think we are very well familiar with that,
and this observation was not said critically. The -witness who
made the observation is very much in favor of application of the
minimum wage to the situation there, but the fact remains thatthere are peoplewell, let's forget that situationthere are other
people, all over the rural area, who are not gainfully employed.

Let's not put it on the basis of application of minimum wago..
This has nothing to do with it. What is the Department doing to
assist such people in rural areas to move to the cities where there
might be a good, strong labor union?

Mr. CASS : Well, the Federal-State employment service, aside
from this experimental program I mentioned to you, is constantly
assisting people in finding jobs in urban areas.

In terms of the actual movement, one of the problems has been,of course, that it takes money to move. We have under our Man-
power Deve]opment Training Act been able to train people and get
them a job before they moved, and then they moved direct to the
job.

In many instances we have been able to have employers willing
to advance or sometimes even pay moving costs, depending upon
the nature of their needs and demands of the labor market at that
time.

A great deal has been done, but 1 wouldn't want to leave you
with the impression that enough has been df.me, or that more couldnot be done. _ -When we have had called to our attention specific problemswhere there is a dislocation=let's take a -plant closieg, for...ex-amplewe have had special task forces move in with the State
employment service and Federal personnel going in. They- have
actually set up recruitment offices in the plants, or in the localities.

. They have had counseling. They have tried to catalog what
abilities people had and ;then look for jobs for these people.

-Now, we have had som.t considerable success in this respect,but again I don't want,to let you think it has been as good as it
should have been.

Mr. NEIL DAVIS : I was, wondering about looking in the im-mediate future, with the rapidly decelerating demands for farm
labor, and more and more people becoming surplus in the farmsituation. Has the Depaktment given any thought to helping
these people move into the cities where there might be some typeof emplOyment?

Mr. CASS : Well, yes, sir, but in terms of facilities we have avail-able; we have a very limited amount of resources that we can usefor the actual migration thing. We do use the Federal-State em-
ployment system to help them find jobs, and I think, if I can dealin overall statistics, overall, most of the people who are leavingare getting jobs.

Unemployment is declining, it is declining steadily, and it hasbeen declining for many months now, so most of them are getting
jobs.
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The problem is "most of them" is not enough for us, or for you,
and those who are not really running into problems.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr, Gay?
Mr. GAY : Mr. Secretary, I was reluctant to ask this question,

but you have taken the sting out of it on page 25 when you had
a quotation there,- "When all is said and done, more is said than
done," ao I will proceed to ask my question.

On page 16, you come upand thank you for these recom-
mendationsyou come up with seven suggestions and/or recom-
mendations.As you were giving those, my mind went back about 30 years,
even to some of the people on this panel, such as Jack Fischer
there, editor of Harper's. 41e -was there during those days.

But I remember Jim Ma..ddox, Will Alexander, and so forth, 30
years ago, essentially saying what you have said in some of these
recommendations, each as protec.tion for farmworkers as far as,
let's say, workmen's compensatien, and so forth.

What we are hearing from you, what we have heard from you,
to many of us it's a 30-year repetition.

My question is sort of r-s' paraphrase of ex-Governor Frank
Clement of Tennessee. He said out in Chicago lone time when he
was nominating somebody, he said, "How long, Oh Lord, how .
long?"This is the question I keep thinking, "How long, Oh Lord, how
long." Do you suppose that we in the Federal establishment and
rural areas and so forth are-going to have to waitAbraham
Lincoln set us up in business in the Department of Agriculture
over a hundred years ago. I dcm't know how old your department
is, but how long, Oh Lord, how long?Mr. CASE : Mr. Gay, let me just say to you that I agree with
everything you have said. I may be able to give, you some slight
encouragement in saying that we a-re making progressnot
nearly enoughbut we are actually cracking bastions, long stand-
ing ones. We have people who used to say, "These things are
terrible," who now say, "They are good."

Ho* 'many people 30 years ago said social security was social-
ism, and today fall over themselves demanding its extension? We
have come some distance. We have gotten some minimum wage
protection for some farmworkers. We have workmen's compen-
sation protection for some_farmWorkers.

We do have old age and survivors insurance. We do have a lot
of these. We are moving. Now, I agree with you very much, we
have farther to go, and I think one other thing that I should
point out that may help with this is this factor: When everyone
is distinguished,- no one is distinguished: When everyone is poor,
it is a little harder to concentrate upon the problems of the poor-
est, and some of us remember the days when we worked for 10
cenfs an hour, or less. -

And we did heavy work. We were most grateful for these jobs.
Sometimes, I remember getting a job by sheer pull. I had to have
influence, paid 10 cents an hour, and worked 94, hours a week,
but gee, I was grateful for that-job.

At that time, at a time such_as that, there weren't as many
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people concerned about the people who were even poorer than I
was, because they didn't have -that job.

Today, our affluent society, it seems to me, has r made stand out
in much starker contrast the problems to which we are directing
our concern. It is much harder for people to say they don't see
poverty today.

We have so many millions of people working at good wages and
under good working conditions in our country, that those who are
not working for good wages or under good working_ conditimis
stand out as a special problem.

That is why we believe the time is ripe for us to say, maybe now,
maybe now we can move much further than we moved before.

Maybe the distinguished members of this Commission who arewilling to serve with great sacrificeI know you are all busy
and I know the jobs that you haveyou come from all walks of
life, and you are willing to do this.

This .speaks for itself, too.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much.
Dr. Ford?
Mr. FORD: Mr. Cass, I have been somewhat concerned about

not particularly about the Department of Labor, but many of them
we seem to be engaged more in remedial programs, trying to

salve problems that have already developed, rather than fore-
seeing problems and seeking to prevent them.

I think this is particularly pertinent in the case of jobs, the
labor structure, and I have wondered What your Department is
doing first with trying to project, and anticipate, manpower and
occupational needs in the future -and translating these into
educational and training requirements, of communicating these
requirements to those who can effectively put them into use so
that we don't find ourselves again giving something of the order
that you have already mentioned, of providing vocational training
in agriculture in our schools in areas where there are no oppor-
tunities for them.

Just what is being done, looking at the long-range program ?
Mr. CASS: -Mr. Ford, I think you have put your finger on- a very

serious problem.
I can assure you that a great deal more has been done in terms

of projecting the needs of the future, the manpower needs, both
in the farm and nonfarm sectors, and in training these people
in these sectors, than _perhaps has been made available -to the
public. But I think where we have fallen down, and you have put
your finger on this, tooyou have used the word "community"
I don't think the Government reaches its clientele.

I think the real problem is communication. I assure you with
a great deal of embarrassment_ that we have within the Federal
establisjiment more information that businessmen, working peo-
ple, educators need than you could ever imagine. But getting it
into the hands of the people who need it is the toughest job wehave, and there I don't really think, honestly think, that the
Federal Government has done a good job, and I mean all of us.

We are making a great deal of progress. For example, we are
gearing our training programs, our vocational education pro-



grams, the efforts of private parties in industry and schools, far
more to the needs of the future than we ever did before. We are
not training people on obsolete machinery, so that they know
how to operate a machine which industry long ago discarded and
which the school had only because industry was willing to donate
the obsolete machine to the school.

So we trained the people on that machine, and they were 5 years
too late.

In my college days, I learned to operate a good many machines
my children don't know existed because they are so antiquated.
Everything has moved so far. This is true of all of us.

The problem really is reaching the people. Now, we have tried,
and I don't think we have succeeded yet, but we have atleast
started to try to zero in on what we called an outreach. program.
We are trying to get out and-find the individual worker in the rural
or the urban area who may need our help and doesn't even know'he
needs it, and to bring him into a center where he can receive train-
ing and in most instances can-receive allowances, some subsistence
allowances, while he is training.

Now, we have high hopes for this. We think it is being successful.
It is reaching hundreds of thousands of people, but here again I
would have to say to you very frankly it is also conversely not reach-
ing many more hundreds of thousands who need it, and we are just
not communicating- as effectively as we could.

The CHAIRMAN : We have about 5 minutes -left.
Mr. Gibson?
Mr. GIBSON : As usual, I. have several questions. I am always

under the gun.
I would like to know why there is a separate farm labor place-

ment service maintained, and whether or not- this- works to the
disadvantage of the rural worker when it comes to information
about nonagricultural jobs?

Mr. CASS : Let me-try one thing, and if I am wrong, we have an
expert here. We have a separate farm labor service because the law
requires it, under the Wagner-Pizer Act. We could have integrated
it into the entire thing. We feel it would be lost and less effective.
We don't feel there is any disadvantage to the rural group as a re-
sult of this, because there is a Very close integration of the opera-
tion of the farm and nonfarm employment services.

Do you want to add anything to this ?
Mr. SHOSTACK Yes. You cut me to the quick. I am in the farm

business. Really, you have, as Mr. Cass has said, the farm labor
service at the local level. It very, often is located in the same office
with the employment service. We do have some seasonal offices. Our
labor markets are a little different. I think our areas of supplywe
also recruit farm and food processing and this type of thing.

There is no real cut. Within different States, you have different
type organizations. In some States they have a very strong farm
service organization. Governor Reagan in California is thinking of
separating his from the employment office and making it stronger.

There is no reason, really, why they couldn't all be one.
Mr. GIBSON : I don't mean to say they should be always physically

separate, but as I understand it, in some instances there is a separate
set of interviewers, and sometimes a person who needs a job who



-
comes in the farm labor service, whose card is iri flf 41e, and forwhom there is no job at this time, may not get tMown into thatother set of card files, where there are several jof;I% fpx, $1.50 or$2.50, and this sort of thing is what I mean by the alsactvantage.Mr. CASS : That does happen.

Mr. DONNACHIE: This does happen, and in somo Otttiws of Cali-fornia this came to light. At the present time, we 4)'' extending theCalifornia program. We are trying to extend all %r services torural areas.
In other words, counseling, testing, these are th.0 brograms, but

we are setting up appointments. We have mobile teAttio and arebringing them into the area.
Mr. GIBSON: One more question relating to that 41d I leave outtwo others I was going to ask.
The CHAIRMAN: Put them in writing and subrhit
Mr. GIBSON: We_ had testimony to the effect trAt 1.4 the ruralsituation you have often had persons applying M, 3tIbs with acertain set of skills, and this is all recorded. There A job develop-ment activity and information flowing and concei"0 jobs in an-other set of files.
Now, the manual manipulation of that kind of datg into hun-dreds of thousands of items that must be dealt with in order tomatch the need of the applicant on one hand and IN einPloyer onthe, other.
How close are we to computeriZatiOn on this of data,both-
Mr. DONNACHIE (interrupting) : You happen to 11,4A% asked theright man about this. I am studying it in the Bureau, tixe urkemploy-

ment insurance system is pretty well under autornati Ala process-ing-now, but when you get into matching jobs and P,e0Ple, you getinto a pretty complicated area, the factors to be cordered, but wehave three model States, Florida, Michigan, and 1.1", These threeStates are of different size.
We intend to experiment in those States with preC%ely What youare talking about, have the input from the local office Ao A entralizedcomputer which would indicate the individuals' abollWes. We alsosend the orders in and we have a matching proceg0,to accomplishthe very thing you are getting at to make all the jOffi4 aWilable toall the people.
Mr. GIBSON: So we are starting to move into thot,
Mr. CASS : Matching men and jobs is not a precise k-t- 8yen then,it won't be perfect. They will have available the vvyAole iinlverse ofjob opportunities to the individual.
(Discussion off the record.)
The CHAIRMAN: Go right ahead, Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS : Mr. Cass, you brought out one poplt that greatlyintrigued me, and I wanted to pursue it just a little 9t.It so happens that in our particular operation we hove some 75

or 80 processing plants, and we followed this patreri llow of tryingto keep these plants in the rural area and tak6 p"ie dr of thefarms and maybe have a combination of bringing tl.lese agricul-tural commodities into the processing plant and olltaos,ring someof these people off the farms into this in order to giVe them fullemployment.
Now, we have seVeral thousand people who are i thAt category.



The thing that has worried L s considerably in recent years is that
in most of these plants we have been able to bring them practically
to full einployment. However, in processing agricultural commodi-
ties, there is no way to make it a 12-month job.

We have peaks, and we have been trying to get the people who are
on relief in tha area, whom we know, to come in and take these
jobs. They wiN favvariably say to us that if they go off relief they
vviVI lose taintir reafief, and we can't;guarantee them 12 months. May-
be we hawes:got MO days, 60 Edaysat the peadc, or 90 days, and yet
they are.flo-sing_ this compensation, 'Which mhey -desperately need,
and whidh-worrad be much higher than relief.

And trainin, too. If we could get those people in and train them,
we 'could Tprobalbay move them on in,-to permanent employment, but
this relief pirol#Tnthey are afraid, to turn_ it looseis hindering
us a great dealsome of this program, and I was rather. 3hocked
here when you-said that was a problem and something ought -to be
done about it. We thought the Department of Labor was the one who
was going-to do something about it.

So I want to know who is supposed to 'do something about this.
Mr. CASS : Well, the State's requirements are the ones that make

the qualifications of people for relief. The Department of Labor, of
course, does not administer any public assistance. These are State
requirements, as I understand it, but that is not to put it on any-
body's back.

The CHAIRMAN : It is a State requirement, and the States do
administer the program, and they make the judgment on what the
welfare will be. We will have to cut this down.

Mr. CASS : And who is qualified? But it does seem to us that the
Commission might want to see what remedy could be devised and
suggested to States that might make it possible for a person who
wants to work but can't afford to lose 10 months a year of relief in
order to get 2 months a year of emploYmentand there is available
to him only 2 months of employment, let's sayit just doesn't 'seem
right that this could not be worked out.

-That's what we're calling to your attention now. It is not in the
Department of Labor's jurisdiction at all.

The CHAIRMAN : You have brought to our attention a very im-
portant area that we could address ourselves to for purposes of
recommendation.

Mr. CASS : Yes, this is the purpose of this.
The CHAIRMAN: Mr. Cass, we want to thank you for your appear-

ance, and Mr. Shostack and Mr. Donnachie.
Just for the record, could we know more specifically what your

jurisdiction in the Labor Department is, your specific area ? You
are Deputy Under Secretary. Are you in charge of farm operations?

Mr. CASS : No, I am not, but I have spent a number of years in
which I either was directly in charge of them, or was closely asso-
ciated with them, and I have represented the Department of Labor
in all kinds of areas, ineuding committees, in this area.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much. -

Mr. CASS : Mr. Chairman, I might leave for the Commission, if
you like, these evaluations of the Fair Labor Standards Act that tell
about the effect of the act. I think you also have this.

The CHAIRMAN : At this time, we have Dr. Robert Weaver, who



is the Secretary of Hot_t_ R.nd Urban Development. I want to callit HUD so badly, Dr. Weaweiiiii that I don't stop to figure out whatHUD is.-
Dr. Weaver, we are havzoyitoiiirave yam with ins. It is unneeessaryfor me to review our purry=se fazzl being _there. We apologize for hav-ing you wait.
You may get into your ation .

STATEMENT Tab' JEKIBEUTT C. WEAVER
Secretary WEAVER : Thaink mn.u, Mthairrnan.
The living conditions of ..illnans lEming on farms aind im rurai

areas remain among the itnajo-e cunmeet e.hallenges of the nation. I
might say that probably thea wLrextest S2112rea of difficulty here is thearea of migrant labor, whi.e.Ih is mot inarligenous to the communityof which it is-a part. Suclt. azirftrant-lims very few ties and verylittle leverage to help his situtatitin.

It is by now well docurnetiAbarlgand witifely understood that half ofall the families whose inctemes fall btelow the poverty level areliving in rural areas. Too mainr.:rural families live in homes of such
poor condition that they adaually endanger health and safety. Too
many live-in homes that need: major repair, or are without adequate
sanitary, or heating- faeilities.

Meeting the challehge'to remedy these conditions is more than aquestion of housing7 And it is more than a responsibility that fallsupon anY one Federal department or agency.
Logically and legally, there is required here a cooperative effortthat is parallel to the concentrated and cooperative effort that isbeing amassed to meet the nation's urban challenges.
The probleiris of poverty, both rural and urban, are more visibleand urgent today in a society, of affluence and high productivitythan they have ever been before. Just over a year ago, the Depart-nient of Housing and Urban Development was created primarilyand fundamentally to direct a new response to the need for revitaliz-ing and rebuilding the cities and towns of this nation.As part of this mission, this. Department and its predecessorshave been involved in the problems of towns and smaller populationareas to a greater extent than is generally recognized.
This Administration recognizes that we need thriving, healthyrural areas just as we need thriving, healthy cities. And as greatas the task is in our cities, their problems will never be truly solved

unless we also solve the problems of the towns and smaller areas.President Johnson, in a speech last September, observed that his-tory records a long, hard struggle to establish man's right to gowhere he pleases and to live where he dlooses.
"It took many centuries and many bloody revolutions," the Presi-dent said, "to break the chains that bound him to a particular plotof land or confined him within the walls of a particular community.
"We lose that freedom when our children-are obliged to live some-place else, that is, if they want a job or if they want a decenteducation."
In the United States todaz, we m.ust examine poverty against

bacl.ground that revealsi ...relative affluence for most Americabils;.Within that affluence, honvmgwer,, them are revealed geographic -dif-ferences that relate to provieriw. Fon-example, in 1964, the median
income for suburban faimities-vras $7,770 while in central cities It
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was $6,700, but in areas outside metropolitan centers. .the median
income was $5,210 and, of course, as we all know, tii& averages
are misleading.The significant thing is in the distribution, and the. significant
thing here is the lower ranges of the distribution, where, the ranges
would be geographically even greater-

It is true that the most visible and pressing problems Lof the poor
are in the central city slums and ghettos, but it is also true that
large areas of poverty remain outside of the larger citiesz--and they
are far less visible to the observer, and perhaps therefore less com-
pelling as a national social problem.

The characteristics of poverty in both rural and urban areas tend
to be similar, though not identical. In both, for example, the poor
are often elderly, unemployed, underemployed, poorly educated,
female heads of families, members of minority groups, poor in
health,- or disabled.

One major difference, however, is that the rural poor, imore often
than the urban poor, live in areas whose economic or resource bases
are defective as sources of earned incoine.

This can be seen in such areas as Appalachia, or in some areas
around the Great Lakes, where mines may have been worked out,
or in other areas where timber stands have been exhausted, or in
many -parts of the nationperhaps particularly in the South
where agriculture has become mechanized.

The point to be made in this discussion is that even where the
personal-handicaps of the rural poor can be overcomesay, by job
trainingthe poor themselves may still be left in areas where there
are few opportunities for their new skills.

It has long been public policy that Federal and State assistance
would concentrate a significant portion of its resources to serving
the people where they are. Thus there have long been programs of
aid to supplement diet, improve education and health services, pro-
vide training in homemaking, farming, and nonagricultural skills.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development, and its
predecessors, have concentrated on improving the community facili-
ties, including housing.

Federally aided low rent public housing has been one of the most
substantial efforts. For many years, rural counties and small towns
have made substantial use of this program. At the end of fiscal year
1966, four-fifths of the localities having public housing projects
were, in fact, in the smaller cities and towns.

Of the nearly 2,100 such small localities, there were 968 that
were in places of less than` 2,500 population. Of course, many of
these public housing efforts in small population areas have con-
tained a small number of family units when compared with public
housing in cities. Still, even in terms of units, this smaller city pro-
gram has been substantial.

To show the extent of this effort, a cumulative account of the
decades of public housing showed that at the end of 1966, there
were almost 200,000 units approved or built in smaller cities and
towns.It is worth noting that in low rent public housing for rural com-
munities, the questions of operating expense and management are
often crucial. Projects too small, or dispersed over wide areas, may
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the unable to attract competent management or may show high costskof management per unit.
We have found it necessary, thereffore, to require local authoritiesrequesting very small programs to); demonstrate that they can bemanaged economically. In many cases we encourage cooperativearrangements for centralized admitaistration.A typical characteristic of the older and smaller communities isthe high proportion of elderly, low income persoins and families.Therefore, many of the public housimg projects in rural areas havein fact been projects for the elderly, and this, too, of course, isreflective of problems of rural areas, the lack of economic oppor-tunity and the lack of jobs for persons, particularly the youngpersons who may be trained, or want to be trained.Another elderly program which applies here is the direct loanprogram of 100 percent loans made by HUD to nonprofit sponsorsat a 3 percent maximum interest rate for 50 years. This housing isfor older people with incomes too high for public housing, but toolow for the private housing market.Another private housing program for persons in this incomegroup, and which is applicable to rural areas, is the Section 221 (d)(3) below-the-market interest rate program.The relatively new rent supplement program which provides asubsidy for the low income family's rent, and which encouragesprivate building of low income housing, applies to rural arcas aswell as small cities and towns and, in fact, funds have been allo-cated for rurally located projects.The dimensions of the nation's housing inadequacies were docu-mented in the 1960 census. It showed that one-fourth of all the rural,nonfarm families were living in substandard housing, and in thatsame group, among those with.ificomes less than $4,000 a year, abouthalf wer& in substandard housing.Aside from housing, however, this Department has undertaken avariety of substantial efforts in helping the smaller communitiesfar more effort than is perhaps widely understood.Many of our major programs, such as renewal, have been widelyutilized in smaller communities, and other programs are, in fact,specifically and almost exclusively directed to smaller communities.In urban renewal, for example, more than 70 percent of the citieswith projects have populations under 50,000.Even more directly relevant are these other programs :In the dozen years of our planning assistance program, operatingthrough State agencies, 87 percent of the local communities thatwere aided had fewer than 25,000 persons, and half of them wereunder 5,000 population. About 30 percent were under 2,500.The public facility loan program is directly related to smallertowns-95 percent of those aided were communities of fewer than10,000 persons. And, in fact, three-fourths of the loan approvalswere in communities of under 2,500.

The program of advances for public facilities planning gives firstpreference to communities with fewer than 5,000 persons and in factalmost half of the projects for which advances were made in 1965were in such communities.
Special mention should be made of our relatively new programof grants for water and sewer facilities. As of last October, about
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three-fourths of the projects granted were in the smalrere citiá
and towns.

It should be noted here that we have an agreement with timil
Farmers Home Administration of the Department of Agrficulturce:
that it will serve towns below 5,500 in rurally oriented areas wihn
we serve towns of any size in either urban or urbanizing averts;
our grants have gone, in fact, to many small towns dowr& to 530
population.

It should be clear from these examples that this Department as
making a significant contribution to small as well as large conn-
munities to help them develop comprehensive planning and developl-
ment, public facilities, and housing.

In the search for feasible techniques to raise the productivity (611
people in depressed areas, the Department is cooperating with otl.wr
agencies in several experimental and demonstration projects.

One of these efforts is tO help Indiand. Together with the Burea,L
of Indian Affairs, the Department of Labor, and the Office of Emu-
nomic Opportunity, we have entered into self-help programs tio
provide better housing for Indians through procedures that permit
job training and experience.

We are also participating in the Federal Development Committee
for Appalachia and making our programs available to the fullest
extent possible to assist interagency efforts to improve the economy,
of Appalachia.

In both Florida and New Jersey, we have cooperative demonstrae-
tion programs underway to improve the housing and economic
conditions of farmworkers.

Major responsibility for the substantive programs in improving
education, health, training, and personal betterment lies with other
departments and agencies. But the Department of Housing and
Urban 'Development is adsisting.

The Department is cooperating with the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare on a task force on concerted services.

This task force is encouraging special efforts to make social
services and education and training available to occupants of selected
low rent housing projects who have demonstrated particularly seri-
ous problems.

The concerted services approach is one technique that is con-
sidered useful in raising the capacity of low income persons to
cope with the problems of an urban environment.

Migration from rural to urban areas is one clear area of responsi-
bility for this Department. In this connection, we feel that some of
our newest programs can have substantial Impact.

For example, the model cities program will involve communities
assessing their own problems and working out programs for solu-
tion-which we can assist both by concentrating presently available
urban funds and by drawing upon new funds that we can make
available.These supplemental funds can be used for wholly new projects
that might have been overlooked by the community before, or per-
haps were not possible before. It is entirely conceivable, and even
likely, that one of the problems of a given model city, or semral
model cities, might well be to help Wits newly arrived residentsrvivith
either or both physical and social improvement efforts.
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We will also make certain that among the target neighborhoods
selected for the concerted efforts possible under the model cities
program there will be some of the smaller towns and communities
in various geographic areas of the nation.

Other titlem in the same legislation authorize two other new pro-
grams that thight also have an impact on the problems of nonurban
low income families. These are the legislative sections'dealing with
metropolitan development and new communities.

It is the intent of the metropolitan development section to pro-
vide special incentives in the form of supplemental grants to metro-
politan areas to carry out development activities in relation to com-
prehensive planning. The expectation therefore is that the coher-
ence that can be brought to metropolitan development will enhance
the living conditions of all those living within the area, whether
rural or urban.

Finally, the legislation enables us to help in the private develop-
ment of entirely new communities, as one means of adapting to the
growing population.

These new communities might rise from areas where there has
been no community at all before, or perhaps where there had been
small communities that were not economically viable. In either
event, the prospect is for new communities that could offer new and
signiificant facilities for the persons who had lived there before, or
in the surrounding areas, both for places tto live and places to find
employment.

Each of these new programs offers important opportunities for
localities to analyze their problems and to concentrate their resources
for dealing with them.

We cannot, of course, in candor suggest that either the new or
the continuing programs of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development are now dealing comprehensively with the
problems of the rural poor any more than they are solving all
the problems of the urban poor.

But we do feel that there has been a substantial amount of
important work done and with the new programs being developed
there is the expectation that will now be possible to undertake
a great deal more than was possible before.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much, Dr. Weaver. We ap-
preciate your presentation.

We have some time for questions, and we would like to entertain
a few. I started on my left the last time. Shall I start on my right
this time, just to keep things in balance?

I thought I would get a response from Mr. Gibson.
Mr. GIBSON : Mr. Secretary, the Section 221 (d) (3) program,

which is an exciting instrument for getting to some of the pop-
ulation we are concerned about, has had the limitation of not
being able to reach down to the very bottom, and the public
housing, we have had problems with that in terms of location in
our cities.

As I understand it, th ere has been a decreasing utilization
Secretary WEAVER (interrupting) : That is not true. There has

been an increase. At the present time, we are operating a pro-
gram at the levet of 60,000 new units a year. In 1961, when I
came intO the agency, we were about half of that.
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Mr. GIBSON Yes. What I am interested in regard to Section
221 (d) (3) is there any, in these rural areas, is it necessary
to have a workable program to qualify the area for Section 221
(d) (3) or can an organization simply apply?

Secreiary WEAVER : There has to be a workable program under
the statute.

Mr. BROOKS : I might ask one question. In the case of rural
homesnot in the small town ; out on the farmis Farmers
Home Administration handling that now, or does your Depart-
ment come into that?

Secretary WEAVER : The rural housing which is part of a farm
is not handled by our agency.

I might say there is a very valid reason for that, because that
is quite different from a home in a nonagricultural setting, be-
cause that is a part of the farm, which is a part of the economic
productive activity of the family, whereas very seldom is this
true-in a home which is not in an agricultural setting.

Mr. BROOKS : I thought that was correct, but I wanted to be
certain.

The CHAIRMAN Mr. Davis?
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : In a community where you have not

been able to get the public officials to accept housing and respon-
sibility for housing and you are trying to develop Section 221
(d) (3), is rent subsidy applicable in those areas?

Secretary WEAVER : Yes. Let me say there are two programs
that are designed primarily for the low income families, and I
might say in passing that Section :221 (d) (3) is not a low in-
come program; it is a moderate income program. It is above
the level of public housing.

There is, however, the rent supplement program, which is
simply a program providing for the development under a limited
profit, a nonprofit, or a cooperative type of management of hous-
ing for low income people, people of the same income who would
bc.1 served by public housing.

The only difference is that this is financed by private funds
at the market rate of interest, and then it is rented with the
Federal GoVernment providing a subsidy which makes the differ-
ence between the economic rent and 25 percent of the family's
incame.

So this is a rent supplement program, and this is the comple-
mentary thing to the public housing thing, not Section 221 (d) (3) .

The CHAIRMAN : Dr. Hutchins?
Mr. HUTCHINS : Dr. Weaver, I have one small question of de-

tail. On page 5 you mentioned houging programs available for
older people with incomes too high for public housing.

I Janted to ask what is that 'boo high" limit.
Secretary WEAVER : It varies from locality to locality. The

average income in public housing today is around $2,500, and
for our, senior'citizens it's much lower. I forget. I think it is some-
thing around $1,700 or $1,800, so this is the average cutoff.

Now, in your rural southern communities where incomes are
lowest, the average would be lower and the community average
would be lower. You get into New York City, the average would
be higher, much higher, maybe double.
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The CHAIRMAN : Dr. Ford?
Mr. FORD: Mr. Secretary, I have been a little dismayed by someof the reports that we have received from Government agenciesthat tend to treat us as a Congressional investigating committeeagainst which you are defending your budget.I don't say this is the case, and I think the information suppliedus has been very useful, but in many cases you would not havebeen guided very far into what the program needs are that arenot being met, for which you feel there is a need for furtherlegislative support, present programs which need more amplefunding, and I think this would be particularly helpful to thisCommission if you could point out some of these with specificregard to rural housing.
Secretary WEAVER : Well, I feel, very frankly, that one of thereasons I haven't done this is that I don't feel I am an authorityor can speak authoritatively in this particular area.This is primarily in the province of the Department of Agri-culture, and they are the specialists in this field, and we are not.It happens that- we do have quite a few activities that relateto small towns and to small cities. Some of these are in agri-cultural areas, although they be nonrural in their orientation,but in their location they are there.It is within these that our activities and those of the Depart-ment of Agriculture overlap, and I think they always shall.There will be some instances in which we have, we hope, aspecial expertise which will be helpful to these communities whichmay not be found in the Department of Agriculture, but theprimary respcnsibility for delineating the needs and for the out-lining that which should be done is in the Department.We cooperate with them. And it is perfectly clear that inpractically every area we are operating and in all of the pro-grams which I mentioned, if you look at the demand it is greaterthan the resources that are currently available, and this is a re-flection of the general budgetary situation we face in this country,and it is true not only in the rural, but in all the programs.I do not feel I am competent to "answer your question in detailonly to point out the general situation, which I recognize, andwhich I am sure you recognize.
Mr. FORD: May I ask one other question, and I ask it out ofignorance. Is the Department of Agriculture responsible for ruralnonfarm housing?
Secretary WEAVER : There is a dual jurisdiction. They have pri-mary responsibility in this area. They have a program which is amuch more favorable program from the point of view of theperson who participates in it than ours.It is a lower rate of interest, and it is, T think, an easierprogram upon which to qualify, but the FHA regular mortgageinsurance is extended to these areas, so that we have loans madeby both agencies, but they have primary responsibility in thisfield because from the user's point of view the loans that are onthe most favorable terms seem to be the most popular ones, forobvious reasons.
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Mr. FORD: May I ask innocently why do we have two programsdealing with this?
Secretary WEAVER: Because it is extremely difficult to delineatewhat would be the definition of these areas. The_fact that an areamay be located in a metropolitan area does not necessarily meanthat it is going to be an urban area.There are rural areas, agricultural areas, as far as that isconcerned, sometimes in the metropolitan areas. By the sametoken, a smaller town which is not in a metropolitan area may beprimarily urban in its economy, its outlook, and its problems.It is impossible, unless we were to go down through each com-munity one by one and say, "This is yours and this is mine." Youare bound to have this overlapping.
The purpose for not having these strict definitions is to makewire that no community which has peculiar problems which defyits physical location will be excluded from participation in anyparticular program, but I don't think we will ever be able toget these clean-cut definitions, because this is too much of a chang-ing country.
You couldn't do it every year, and if you did it every 5 yearsyou would have interim situations.
The CHAIRMAN : Isn't it a fact that the definition of rural orfarm is more dependent on residence than the kind of incomeone has? Isn't the basic definition whether you engage in farm-ing activities? We have many rural nonfarm situations whichmake up our suburban areas.
Secretary WEAVER: As far as the rural farm is concerned, thereis no problem-This is an area in which we have no jurisdiction,and no participation. The problem is on the gray edge, where yourland is going from farm to residential use, the residential usehaving nothing to do with the agricultural economy, and here,since there is so much change, and since these are not clearlydefined, we have to have this overlap.
Also, the problem comes into the situation, when you get intoyour small cities and small towns, which may be in a predomi-nantly rural area, but are urban in their manifestations.
The CHAIRMAN : Maybe this is one of the services we can af-ford, by making this more clear-cut.
Secretary WEAVER: I would appreciate that.The CHAIRMAN : We may ask for a position paper on that.Dr. Roessel?
Mr. ROESSEL : You mentioned a program of your development issponsoring a program to help Indians.
I wondered if you looked upon this program as being successful,and if it were meeting the need, or if there was still need for theexpansion of the program, and secondly, whether the programs aredesigned to meet the needs of the poorest of the poor, or do theyhave to be employed to participate?
Secretary WEAVER: If I may answer the last part first, thesewere the poorest of the poor. I have forgotten the income, thoughmany of them had no income except what they received from_public assistance.
Many of them were living in abandoned automobiles for their
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homes. Many of them were living in sheds. I think this is indubita-bly a program for the poorest of the poor.-Also, this was a community in which there seemed to be noviable economic base for permanent activity, and this was why wewere concerned about their building up their equity.We had a very elaborate prog-eam here, prefabrication, of thengetting the prefabricator to come out and explain how this couldbe assembled on the reservation.
We had problems of working with the labor unions and so forthabout assembly, et cetera. Fortunately, we did not-have problemsof codes or zoning, because I don't think there were any codes orzoning on the reservation, but we had practically everything else.YOu asked me if it was a success. I would say it is still in processand we think it is going to work out. We are learning that in theprocess this is an extremely difficult thing to do. My feeling iswhen you start talking about things like sweat equity, which soundbeautiful, but which are not generally applicable to our eConomy,you had better start some demonstrations and find out what thebugs are before you come out with a grandiose program.This comes back to your question, sir. I am sort of attuned tomaking appearances before Congressional committees. (Laughter.)This is a highly subsidized program, and this is why we hadto bring 0E0 in. We could not do this under our ordinary pro-grams because the amount of subsidy would not be sufficient.We have three ingredients in this. We have our own regularhousing program, we have our demonstration program for hous-ing, and then we have the 0E0 as well as HEW and the Bureauof Indian, Affairs.

-So this program could not possibly be repeated without havinga great deal more legislation than we have now.The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Davis?Mr. NEIL DAVIS : Mr. Secretary, in some instances in smalltowns we have cleared away the dilapidated shacks, but we haven'treplaced them with houses. Is there any way these could be tiedtogether ?
Secretary WEAVER : We are developing two things. First, in1961, there was really no tool, with the exception of public housing,which could have been utilized to make it economically feasibleto build for moderate income, arid certainly not for low income,families.
First,. of -course,'-lias=been" Seetion 221 ( (3 ) , which has beenthe moderate approach-. Second is the rent supplement for publichousing.
Now, we are emphasizing urban renewal. I must say this isharassing me, because now I-have people who don't want to teardown anything. One of my friends took me through his city areato be preserved, and showed-me all the woodsheds. (Laughter.)This is a fact, and he was serious. What I am trying to developis a balanced program between rdemolition and rehabilitation, witheffective tools to build for low income families. .Let me say as far as the housing is concerned,, and I think thisis particularly true in the field in which you are concerned, thatthere are two things : First, many of the housing problenis are



not primarily housing problems. They are primarily income prob-
lems. By this I mean a job and a steady job.

It is very difficult to house a family short of an annual guaran-
teed wage unless you have that type of security and that type of
possibility.The second thing-isI feel very strongly, and there are others
that disagree with meyou take the_poorest family and supply
it with decent housing and not supply it with some resources in
order to secure adequate food, adequate medical attention, and
other necessities ; that is simply to do a disservice for the house,
because everybody says, "Look at that fine house."

Of course, they are starving to death, the children don't get to
school because they don't have shoes. Their mortality is very high.

Housing has to be put in as part of a basic facility, and probably
would subsidize other aspects more than housing, but it cannot
be looked at as something in a vacuum, without adequate income
and employment.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Fischer?
Mr. FISCHER : We had a good deal of testimony about people

coming from the rural areas to the cities. Is there opportunity for
employment in the building trades for these people?

Secretary WEAVER : At the present time, no. There is a possi=--
bility, I think, that if you will look ahead, and our statistics indi-
cate that within the next, oh, 5 or 10 years, we will have to supply
about 2,200,000 to 2,500,000 houses a year.

At the peak of our activity in 1965, I think it was, we reached
1,600,000. Last year, for financial reasons, we were way down.That isn't a typical year, but that gives still an amount that is
going to push on us.

So that we are going to have a very record expansion in theamount of housing, which will mean that there will have to be
be a great expansion in the building trades.

The rural worker, unless he has been fortunate enough to have
some basic training, is going to find it difficult to get into the
mechanical trades or the skilled trades. He may become an un-
skilled worker, and here I think there will be some expansion,
but remember, he is going to be competing with the guy who is
already unemployed, or underemployed, in the town, who is a little
more sophisticated about city life, and maynot necessarily, butmayknow better how to get a job than the newcomer.

It is a possibility, but it is only going to happen, in my opinion,
if you have a concerted program.

Mr. FISCHER : In my area, there is a decided shortage now of
plumbers, painters, and so forth, an artificial shortage because the
unions won't let in apprentices.

Is this true in other parts of the country?
Secretary WEAVER : I would say it is true in the cities but less

true in the smaller towns.
The CHAIRMAN Mr. Bonnen?

BONNEN : Do we have time?
The CHAIRMAN : We have time for your question and mine.

(Laughter.)
Mr. EONNEN : I have a -Jim Gibson type of question.
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The CHAIRMAN : Are you going to pass?Mr. BONNEN : If we are pressed for time I will.
The CHAIF.MAN : The real problem, as I understand it, Dr.

Weaver, is W'hen you say housing is really an income problem, wejust don't have a housing program for low income people exceptrent supplements.
Secretary WEAVER: Yes, we do. The public housing programhas provided housing for over 600,000 families in this country.
The CHAIRMAN : In an area, if a person reaches an income of$3,000, he is pushed out of public housing, and he helps createmore slums. There are so many differences in localities, I guessyou can't pin this down.
In other words, low income
Secretary WEAVER (interrupting) : Let me ask you this : I amafraid I am going to ask for a definition. I thought at first you

were talking about the lowest of the low income, and now you aretalking about the upper ranges of low income, or are you talkingabout both?
The CHAIRMAN : Let's take the $3,000 bracket.
Secretary WEAVER: Where? Three thousand dollars is a lowincome in Jack Fischer's hometown, but in rural areas it is notlow income at all.
The CHAIRMAN : Let me ask this : Do we have anything com-parable to the model cities program for the rural areas?
Secretary WEAVER : Again, I have to define the rural area.There is nothing in the law or in our guideline, and it is ourintention to extend the model cities programs to the smaller cities.If this is part of your definition, the answer is yes.
The CHAIRMAN : I just got word from the executive directorthat the Vice President is waiting on us for lunch.
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : Mr. Chairman, one of the impediments topublic housing is the attitude of some interests in public housing,where you can't get public housing. I think that ought to go intothe record.
Secretary WEAVER : Let me add to that: This id'not only trueof public housing. There is no program we have in housing or any-thing else, but let me say, since the'record is going to show this,insofar as public housing is concerned, insofar as Section 221 (d)(3) housing is concerned, insofar as rent supplements are con-cerned, insofar as any housing that goes through and involveseither the participation of a local government or the approval ofa local governmentbecause in rent supplements, while there is aprivate enterprise financing, there has to be a local governmentapprovaland any of these programs, if the local government isnot only sympathetic but also cooperative, the program cannot go.The CHAIRMAN : We would like to express our appreciationagain for your coming here and sharing your views with us.We will reconvene at 1 :30 on the dot.(Whereupon, at 11 ;45 a.m., a lunch recess was taken to 1 :30p.m. of the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Rudder) : If the Commissioners will take
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their positions, I would like to call Mr. Richard W. Boone, execu-
tive director, Citizens' Crusade Against Poverty.

You may proceed when you are ready.
STATEMENT OF RICHARD W. BOONE

Mr. BOONE: I am glad to be able to appear before the National
Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty.

I would like to make clear that while I am the director of the
Citizens' Crusade Against Poverty, the remarks I make before you
are personal remarks and do not necessarily represent the con-
census of the organization.

I would like to begin by suggesting that I believe that there are
three essential preconditions for overcoming poverty in rural areas.

One is a secure and adequate income. The second is a propor-
tionate share of democratic power, or what I will call people power,
and in relation- to that point I would simply like to quote the late
Lloyd Fisher, who reminded us that reform.is more frequently a
problem of power than of knowledge.

The unpleasant and even shocking facts of disease and malnu-
trition, the brutalizing effects of poverty, are well enough known
to lie heavily on the conscience _of large sections of the American
public.

One of the curious characteristics of this problem is that thefacts are rediscovered every few years. It is testimony to the
drama and the eloquence of the facts that we have not become yet
altogether accustomed to them, and they still have power to
awaken conscience and even guilt.

But conscience can only put the issues. It is political power that
resolves them.

I suggest that the third essential precondition for overcoming
poverty is access on the part of the poor in rural areas to the full
range of human services vital to effective participation in a mod-
ern society.

You have before you, I think, a synopsis or summary of the
paper, which has been submitted for the record.

The CHAIRMAN : If we haven't, we will have.
Mr. BOONE: Do you have this before you?
The CHAIRMAN : No the staff will get it out. Go ahead.
Mr. BOONE: I would like to outline quickly a series of six basicproposals which are certainly not all-inclusive, but relate, we

believe, to these three essential preconditions.
First, I would propose that very serious thought. be given to

providing capital loans to workers displaced by the new technol-
ogy. This would permit farinworkers and other displaced workers
to acquire an ownership state in our developing economic system.
It could be financed through a Federal loan guarantee program
similar to those now available for purchasing consumer goods.

Here, the loans would be repaid out of future earnings of the
capital itself, not out' of savings or an other source of income. In
other words, at least in one sense, this could be viewed as a modern
Homestead Act, peculiar th, and peculiarly responsive to, the new
technology.

My second proposal is for community recreation within selected
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model rural areas using three new community servicing com-
ponents : an economic development actioninstitute serving a
cluster of areas carefully chosen; community industrial trusts;
and community human service corporations--these three entities
working within these new model areas.

The institute at first would be the entrepreneurial and mana-
gerial center serving as a bridge to America's new technology, its
-brainpower, and its financial resources._

The trust would provide loans aptit_ own the nizaswAndustries and
turn over ownership to families 1iiithe communifity, from wlhich
these families will derive a secomiiiome.

Comprehensive services woulilliatqrprovided thrmugh grants,
Third I would propose coveragiumider the National Labor ...Re-

lations Act, workmen's cornpent, unemployment insurance,
and a minimum wage of $1.40 ante ather proteaticans; of the Fair
-Labor Standards Act:dor all cumgrrif4y-:tancovererajfarmworkers.

Fourth,. I would 3sugest a stiafi E. group shoxisla __be formed: to
determine_ the feasifiilitty of a---talweredit to defiraynincreased :em-
ployer costs, emplorerg- whose groaw,-earnings in aziy one year- do
not exceed $25,000, for expanding tirtiw coverage of-minimum wage,
workmen's compensation, and unie:I,...loyment compensation.

Fifth, _I would .9uggest a large fovOgn service program should be
developed for low income persons., Itom rural areas to begin pro-
viding agricultural and other kinds of technical assistance services
to the chronically food-deficient countries of the world.

Sixth, I would suggest substantially more money should be
made available [to] the migrant Indian programs through the
Office of Economic Opportunity because of their aggressive leader-
ship iwprograms in support of the rural poor.

With respect to these points, I would simply say that I think
there is a tremendous need for a great deal more capital input into
rural areas. The points I suggest, that is to say, the manner of
capital utilization that I suggest, is as much an attempt to protect
the integrity of capital inflow as anything else.

Although it is true- that in rural areas capital inflow has been
relatively small, it is also true that in many cases the use of that
money has resulted in a prostitution of its initial intent.

In many instances, we find that monies that are going through
public services, in particular to rural areas, are in fact reinforcing
a kind of feudalisin. I giye but one example of that. I suggest that
the money which is going into the educational establishment in
many rural areas, and I take as an example of this eastern Ken-
tucky, is often being used to reinforce political structures in those
counties, structure's which are not basically respon'sive to a 'demo-
cratic process, structures which are. often basic.ally hereditarypolitical structures, and I suggest that this is one of my basic
concerns about any flow of new capital.That 'is to say, will guarantees or safeguards be set up so that
that capital in fact does not reinforce feudalism in rural areas,
but is used for the benefit of poor people- and, I might say, a
benefit that would hopefully make them free?With respect to the point made on possibilities of foreign
service, I would simply like to say that I think in many respects
the name of the game in rural areas is
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Will they leave, or will they stay? And regardless of whether
they leave or stay, how well will they be prepared to exercise
options?

I think that a_great deal of consikleration (could be given to the
possibilities ot an .interconnect in dealing with international
problems of poverty and domestic problems of poverty. That -%
to say, I think thus far too little thimking has gone intto the ques-
tion of how can we more effectiveb deal with iour R3rob1ems x)f
domestic rural poverty by dealir -r. with internationual problems
of poverty.

In terms of the kinds of nrsourc. ,chniques, human and ma-
terial, which are needed to deal with international poverty prob-
lems, particularly the world food supply problem, to what extent
in answering those problems, or responding to those problems, can
we deal simultaneously with probilems in rural areas in this
country?

The 4-H Clubs throughout the United States havz,1 believe,
performed an extremely valuable. service far a sogmertt of the,
population. For another segment of the rur4 population, the 441
system has been relatively absent.

I would suggest the value of a new national youth movement for
rural areas, specifically aimed at the rural poor, youth in rural
poverty areas, and I think that we could prcifit by reviewing the
book "New Careers for the Poor," a book by Pearl N. Reisman,
which.suggests we have unusual opportunities .if we can begin to
think about a new nonprofessional movement in this country in
the human service areas.

I Would suggest that by putting some programs together, like
some of the programs available under the Education Act and the
Neighborhood Youth Corps, and with a sizable new input of
money, it would be possible to develop a massive human resources
aid program involving adolescent youths in rural areas in paid
aid capacities as tutors and health aids.

I feel that these young people so employed, and in many re-
spects I would suppose around the school systems, that with these
youngsters so employed it would be possible to, I think, launch a
number of complementary programs to that kind of program.

I would suggest, for instance, that all youngsters in such pro-
grams on a regional basis be welcomed to special summer camps
in every State of the Union for an enrichment pY.ogram during the
summer. I would suggest these kinds of aid capacities would be
both an education for the youngsters and a source of income for
their families.

I would suggest, furthermore, that many of these youngsters
might graduate into preparation for a foreign aid program. That
is to say, with some type of interconnect or combine between high
schools and land-grant colleges, why couldn't a large number of
this-even larger group be recruited on a voluntary basis to provide
for foreign aid service? -

Certainly the needs of underdeveloped countries for this kind
of technical assistance, and as well for agricultural technical
assistance, is practically unlimited.

I believe that it is feasible tw think in these ways. I think, for
instance, it is feasible to think that the job corps conservation
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centers; could perform a-much =lam valtuable task than taley :are
now, by being blunt into trairifirtg: grotunds for youngsters forforeign service.

One.Anight ask -where would the tmoney come from for such an
investitztent. I would suggest that fin view of all..the criticism of
AID, It might be feasible to think celf a reallocation of some,of that
mone3r;Jor this purpose. At least w-iwould be setting foreign tech-
nical mssistance ambassadors, wouild not necessarily be reaciiing
fronihe top down into foreign. poverty populations, but possiibly-
from ifihe bottom. up.

I would like.in relationrtto the patints that I made to particularly
,corruroand the Office of ainynoraic Ovportunity for its prograrrvwithIdi and migrants.- Alty organdization has recently been icriti-
cizirw the Office ofiEconomie Onwortunity for certain things', 'and
so camsequently I Twelcome this ij ortunity to commend the,,affice
of lillbonomic Opportunity.

I Ithink that, actually,iin 'these two areas, as they in turmirellate
to rural problems, with very limited resources available 4to the
Office of Economic Opportunity, both of these programs have
taken big steps in helping the rural poor.

Where other Federal programs have become rigid and unre-
sponsive to the needs of the Indians-and the migrants, and I refer
specifically to ;the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, the Office of Economic Opportunity prograMs have
brought new hope to substantial parts of Indian and rural migrant
populations despite substantial opposition from institutionalforces opposing change, and particularly to be commended is
OBO's strategy of working directly with local Indian leadership
and leaders in the migrant camps.

Certain substantially more money should be made available to
OBO for continuing and enlarging these programs.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for allowing me to make these re-
marks.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you, Mr. Boone. I am sure that members
of the Commission would like to have dialog with you. We will
start on the left here, if anyone has any questions.

Mr. ROESSEL Mr. Boone, I would rather call you DickDick,
perhaps you could _share with us some thinking.

I would also like to completely agree with your -. statement with
regard to the- 0E0 programs and the benefits that have accrued
to the Indians and migrants as a result. We both agree to this, and
Indian people who have appeared before this Commission have
further substantiated this fact and their gratitude and apprecia-
tion for this kind of a flexible program.

What can we learn from that experience, and what would be
your recommendation to 0E0 and to us as to the lessons that
experience teaches us as to how this might transfer and have
equal impact with other groups of people in other sections of the
co untry ?

Mr. BOONE : Well, the first thing that I would say is that
launching these kinds of programs requires political courage,
political courage applicable to the institutional forces within the
Government, and I mean competitive bureaucracies, and political
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courage as that relates to the larger political _Aquestion in corn-
muniities throughout the country..

I think -that there is,a valuable payoff for thaVcourage, and,thatit
its- first of all a -Seeling of trust between what will call repre-
sentatives of thepoor and that agency which is_identified as beingits representativethat is to say, in this case, the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity. There can be -no substitute lair that feeling of
trust, and I think 0E0 has found that out in otlher :areas, where
in fact the poor have attacked it.

With respect to the question of replication tof7,this experiences
I could ,only say 'that unfortunately the poor are not organized.-
If the poor were:organized, and prepared to move, if not nation-
-ally, then regionally, I think 0E0 could find a :new ,constituency,
and a political-constituency which would have:some value for it-
in its various battles on the Hill and in the executive branch of
the Government.

Such organization does not yet -exist, and..I must say that
thd question of how far the Office of Economic Opportunity can
go in embracing procedures which have been common to its work
with Indians and in many cases to migrantsnot in all cases, of
coursethat that question is basically a political question.

I think that out of fear more than anything else in some parts
of the country, dealing particularly with urban problems and
urban populations, there has been more of a tendency to encour-
age participation of the poor and their representatives in pro-
grams undertaken through 0E0.But that is an unclear process in urban areas, and certainly is
by no means a shining example or a companion example to what
has happened with _the Indian populations.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Gay?
Mr. GAY : Mr. Boone, this morning we had the Under Secretary

Of Labor, Secretary Cass, testifying, and I asked him a question
paraphrasing former Governor of Tennessee Clements in saying,
"How long, Oh Lord, how long" would it be until maybe we could
get some of the things accomplished that he advocated and '1;hat
had been advocated for 30 years.

I want to compliment you on the-second page here, in particular,
recommendation 4. You have used a principle of quid pro quo with
respect to minimum wage, workmen's compensation, and unem-
ployment compensation, and to my knsnyledge this is one of the
rare examples that we have seen in these hearings where the
practical "You scratch my back; I'll scratch your back" applica-
tion has been suggested.

I want to publicly state for the record that I think that you're
on the right track there, and I think that until more people be-
gin to think of this quid pro quo formula with respect to the em-
ployerand I am not sitting here bleeding for the employer ; don't
misunderstand me, but I am trying to be practical in seeing what
has been undone in 30 yearsI strongly feel you are to be com-
mended for sticking your neck out on that.

Mr. BOONE : It's out every day. (Laughter.)
The CHAIRMAN : Are there any more questions from this si'de of

the table?
Mr. King.
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Mr. ICING: I was very interested as a farmer from Illinois in your
mommeras on 4-H Clubs, in which I have a long history of participa-
tion, and 11 agree with your statement that it doesn't reach a certain
group.

Would you like to make a recommendation that might enlightenor guide us in that area?
Mr. BOONE : Well, if you mean a recommendation pertaining to

the future of 4-H Clubs
Mr. KING (interrupting) : No, t11,1 people that the 4-H doesn't

reach, or is that too complex ?
Mr. BOONE : I don't think it is t omplex. I think that ,it's gem

ally agreed that that particular institution, valuable though it ha-g"'
been, is not reaching great numbers of youngsters from poverty
areas, and particularly youngsters from migratory groups.

Now, whether the 4-H system- can be convinced in one way or
another to try to effectively reach that population is a question I
will put on the side for the moment.

But I do believe that youngsters from these areas, poor youngsters,
can be involved in a new kind of national youth undertaking which
would increase their self esteem, which would put money into their
pockets and thus would be very important to the family income, and
which would begin to supplement the kinds of professional resourcesthat are in such short supply in so many rural areasteachers,
health workers, and the like.

Unlike some professionals, I don't believe that you have to have
a master's degree in social work, or have to be a registered nurse,
or have to have a degree in education in order to do any one of
these things.

It is important that they be done, in many instances under the
supervision of professionals, but in some cases I am not even sureof that, and I do believe that they could perform many, many
valuable services.

Furthermore, I think that through such a program it becomes
possible to link that program up with other programs, thus increas-
ing the options available to young people as to what they are going
to do with their lives, particularly from rural areas, and simul-
taneously benefit the life of rural areas.

Now, I don't think that is so difficult to do, except for two things.
One, the money to do it, and in view of some of the recent expendi-
tures of the Government with respect to youth groups, I would
suggest that it might very well be a good idea to utilize some of that
kind of money for these kinds of purposesmot from the same
agency, however. (Laughter.)

I would further say that the only other thing I know of which
would limit the possibilities of this undertaking is will, willpower.
I don't think it's difficult to do if we have some people who are willing
to put their shoulders to the wheel to do it, and there is some moneyto do it with.

Mr. KING : As a practical suggestion, Mr. Gibson had a conversa-
tion with me on the bus about establishing beef heifer clubs in
Alabama. Are you thinking on that level ?

Mr. BOONE : I am thinking on that level, and I am thinking not
only agricultural development, but human services, which are so
much in need in those areas.
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Mr. KING : Thank you,
Mr. Form : Mr. Boone, some of the testimony that we have had

before this Commission has pointed to the problem of the lack of
managerial and entrepreneurial skills in some of the rural areas.

You have suggested here capital loans to workers displaced by
new technology. I wonder if .vou might amplify by specifying some
of the purposes that you wotild seek for some of these capital loans,
and also comment on the ways, if you see the lack of managerial
skills as being a problem, how these might be provieed.

Mr. BOONE : First, I would fully agree that there is a shocking
lack -of managerial and entrepreneurial talent in rural areas, and
as you gentlemen and ladies know better than I, it has been
drained off.

As an aside, again defending the Office of Economic Opportunity,
I would say that part of the criticism of the Office of Economic;
Opportunitythat it has not put enough money into rural areas in
comparison- to urban areasthat is a direct result of the inability
of the Office of Economic Opportu-oity to find enough people in rural
areas capable of planning for the use of that money.

Now. one might not like the standards invoked by the Office of
Econonlic Opportunity in that regard, but having at one time been
with the Office of Economic Opportunity, I can tell you that on
many occasions an attempt to find placement for rural money, or
money earmarked for rural areas, was very difficult with the stand-
ards given.

With respect to the development of entrepreneurial talent, the
protection of it, and that is to say to keep it from -moving out of
rural areas, and then the utilization of it, k would refer primarily
to my Point 2, which would be the possibilities of developing a
three-point institutional program in rural areas.

The idea here is that given a careful selection of rural model
ar,as and the bringing together of economic action institutes, it
sheuld become possible to plan for the development of new kinds
of industrial and related institutions in rural areas.

I wouH say that depending upon the kinds of persons who can
be involved in that kind of institute, and I. am referring now to
persons who would be imported into rural areas, it would be--come
possible to develop an effective community industrial trust in any
one of those areas.

I think it would be possible, depending upon the work of the
economic development institute, to produce plans which could be
defended in terms of economic risk capital. I think that that risk
capital could come into the trust from both public and private
sources.Now, the real question becomes, what then happens to that money
within that system, and I come back to my previous point that too
often the influx of capital goes to reinforce peonage, particularly in
rural areas.

I would strongly suggest that withiai these model areas there be
a new and dramatic experiment, and that is that the residents of the
model areas become stockholders in the new corporation, that each
resident of the area become a stockholder in the new corporation and
that ultimately there becomes a transfM of ownership, in-fact, from



the trust to the stockholders through the retirement of the prin-cipal on the loan.
Now, I would suggest that if this could be tried, and I think thatit is feasible, not only would we begin to stabilize the rural popula-tion, but we would begin to enrich it, and we would begin to offerto it a new kind of economic base.
The CHAIRMAN : Dr. Hutchins?
Mr. HUTCHINS : I would like to ask Mr. Boone to comment on the

overseas activity of your National Youth Corps with the PeaceCorps.
Mr, BOONE : I would say at the moment that the Peace Corpsletme tlarn it around just a mOment.
I taink that a great deal of ihe AID activity brings in hicrhlytrained specialists, professionals, who too often move into othercountries and operate from the top down. Often they never see the"down." The Peace Corps has recruited a tremendous number ofidealistic, highly capable young people, for the most part young

people, who have moved in to work from the "down," from below.I would like to see some consideration given to feeding into both
systems, both AID and the Peace Corps, young people from rural
areas trained in agricultural development, construction, and healthservices, primarily.

AID and the Peace Corps are in competition. I would like to seethe competition escalated, because I think that in the long run if
these people can be moved into both systems they can influence boththe Peace Corps and AID. Of the two, obviously, I would say it ismost urgent to influence AID.

The CHAIRMAN : Anyone else on this side of the table?
Mrs. CALDWELL : Would you elaborate a little bit on what would

go into human service corporations ?
Mr. BOONE : Well, if these same members of these model com-munity areas were, with some assistance from the outside, able tocreate community human service corporations, I would say thatthose corporations would provide legal services, health services, avariety of home management services, in some cases recreational

services, and possibly in iome instances educational services, andthus the residents, through participation in and partial ownership
of the corporation, would be able to purchase those services that
they needed the laost, and reject those services of which they wantedno part.

In a sense this is an extension of the concept of consumer power,and is in part an attempt to begin to deal with the problem of theservice bureaucracies, and the problem of who controls those
bureaucracies.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Gibson?
Mr. GIBSON : You began your statement to us with a reference tosomething which I am very interested in, and this is the poweraspect of these matters.
Mr. BOONE : Yes.
Mr. GIE63N : We have seen recently a very dramatic entry into

some of the circles of power of the people we are talking about, and
in many places this has made the difference between there beingprograms and there not being programs.

Mr. BOONE : Yes.
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Mr_ GIBSON : Because this difference has been made, and it is adifference, there is a much more tender approach to this sort ofactivity, which I think adds to the dimension that private groupsmust play in this particular area, and since much of our deliberation,and some of our recommendations, might be helpful to other thanthe governmental, would you talk with us for a-short time on thekind of resources that can, should, and must go- into developingcitizen participation increasingly among the population we talkedabout?
Mr. BOONE : Well, I would isolate three factors among many.One, private capital ; two, private entrepreneurial ability ; andthree, organizers and advocates.
Let me start with the last first. When you talk about citizenparticipation, I as.z.i.ine you are talking about the ability of thecitizen to make choices, and not have choices made for him.I think in the types of communities to which you are referringyou are naturally led, if you want to protect that system of choice,you are naturally led to the need for dispossess0 people; dispos-sessed in one form or another, to band togethei25 for purposes ofcommon interest. Banding together is a nice term. The real termis organize.
I find that it is very difficult to help poor people to organizeunless there is a program. We are going through that now. We aregoing through the issue of street-corner orators, we are *oingthrough the instance of broken promises, we are going through theinstance of uptown meetings that lead nowhere, because there areno programs onto which these aspirations can hook.So, first of all, I would say there is a need for sophisticated organ-izing. I refer- now only to- rural areas, but many of my remarkswould apply as well to urban areas. I think there is a gross lack ofthis kind of talent applicable to rural areas.I mention advocacy, because I think there are a great numberof resources around which can be brought, or can be used, forprograms related to organizing tasks, resources which are hiddenfrom poor people, or which, if not hidden, are difficult to geteither by way of bureaucratic problems or other kinds of problems.I think, for instance; in-gel-mei of the community action programsin large cities we have seen a skstematic effort to exclude smallgroups in the cities from knoWledge about available resources.So in that respect, the CAP umbrella system becomes part of aconspiracy to keep knowledge of resources under it from thepublic, particularly groups that are out of favor politicallY.think there is a need for a kind of political informationsystem which can grow into an adVocacy system. Once you knowwhat the resources are to which you are supposedly entitled, howdo you go about getting them?

That is the first part. The second .i.)art is new capital. I thinknew public capital is available if you fight for_ it, but I think itis complemented and supplemented by private capital. I am noexpert on how to bring private capital into this fray, but at leastin urban areas there is now a great deal of talk about the utiliza-tion of private capital for rebuilding the cities.Certainly it is an extremely valuable ingredient.Third is the need for new entrepreneurial ability, technical
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assistance. I don't like the word, but it is that. Once you have
advocacy going for you, arid once you have at least a possibility
of new resources through advocacy in the public sector and private
capital,-how do you make it pay off? ,

That is basically a managerial problem, and managerial ability
is in short supply in rural areas. So I would say that these threeingredients are basic to any movement on the part of the
rural poor.

The CH-AIRMAN : Mr. Davis?
Mr. NEIL DAVIS : I would like to aak one question. In a State,

or in an area within a State, where the political officialdom is op-
posed to the whole 0E0 concept and where there is the require-
ment that these programs have to be approved at various levels,
the Governor's office and on down, is there any disposition at the
Washington OEO'level to just go to the heads, or just go around
these people and 'go ahead anyway and establish a program and
permit people who desperately 'need the aisistance to share in
this thing? - .

Mr. BOONE : You, of course, are addressing that question to
someone who is not in the Office of Economic Opportunity.

Mr. NEIL DAVIS : I know that.
Mr. BOONE : But I will'respond nevertheless. (Laughter.)
Is there a disposition to go around these kinds of pblitical block-

ages? Certainly there is the authority to go around those blockages.
The Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity can override
a Governor's veto. It is not an easy thing to do, and it is obviously
very politically risky.

I must say that I have sympathy for Mr. Shriver when people
come to him and say, "Why don't you override this and why don't
you override that?" The reason I have sympathy for Mr. Shriver
is because he has no option but to ,go to the Hill every year. His
money is tied to an annual appropriation. .

All you have to do is look,at the makeup of the committees which
Mr. Shriver goes before to understand his plight, particularly if
he wants to be liberal, experimental, and, in a sense, just to the
interests of poor people.

I think that Mr. Shriver would be much more disposed to move
aggressively in that area if some of us could muster more political
support for him so that he could be protected in some degree in
those movements.

In some cases, Mr. Shriver, or the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity, has been quite aggressive, quite supporting of the "around,
in" movement. I won't go into the history of the Child Develop-
ment -Group of Mississippi here, but I will say that over the ob-
jections of Senator Stennis and Senator Eastland, ,and over what
I had assumed to be the objections_ of relatively large numbers of
highly placed people_ in the exectitive arm of the Government, and
over the objections of at least some groups in this country whom
we would assume to haVe been- supportive of the Child Develop-
ment Group in Mississippi, Mr. Shriver finally, in fact, funded
the Child Development Group of Mississippi once again.

This is what I call a real risk operation for the Office of Eco-
nothic Opportunity.



I think we can say this : No other department in the Federal
Government would have done this. When you ask the question
is there a disposition, I lead you back basically to the political
question, "Can there be a disposition ?"

Mr. NEIL DAVIS : In cases such -as that, where you are goinglose those two votes any-way, it wouldn't be quite as risky.
(Laughter.)

The CHAIRMAN : Are there any irther questions? (No response.)
Mr. Boone, we are appreciative of your coming before this

Commission.
Mr. BOONE: Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN : Next, we have the pleasure of calling the Hon-

orable Ross Davis, of the Department of Commerce.
Mr. Davis. _

STATEMENT OF ROSS DAVIS
Mr. Ross DAVIS : Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and Commis-

sioners. -

I am accompanied on my right by Dr. Robert M. Raune.-, Deputy
Assistarit Secretary, of Commerce for Economic Development Plan-
ning, and on my left by Dr. Martin C. McGuire, Director of the
Office of Program Plans and Analysis.'Mr. Chairmanwith your permission I will summarize from this
statement. The statement acknowledges, obviously, that despite the
thrust of the national growth and prosperity and despite the effect
of many government and private programs as well, a substantial
portion of our rural population has not participated in our general
prosperity.It also acknowle;iges that the costs of this and other poverty
are substantial. The losses from lack of productivity are substantial
and, probably more important when viewing the cost picture, it
recognizes that the costs of intervening to assure reasonable pros-
perity for all our people are much less than the costs of doing noth-

/ aing and paying for the effects of poverty.Rural poverty is distinctimei- perhaps, but it does not stand in
iisolation, nsulated from the problems of the cities.

As we say, and yor discussed it yesterday, I believe, it only takes
a bus trip to change rural poor to urban poor. Thei'-efore, what
happens in a rural area, then, is affected by what happens in the
economic life of the city, the county, the district, and the State, and
of the regiorsIt is our belief that the answer to poverty, rural or urban, in a
major part lies in our business and industrial growth, how it fares
and where it goes.Narrow and parochial views of the causes and effects of poverty
must, I believe, in our business be avoided like the plague. The
proliferation of pro-grams to treat the ever-increasing symptoms
of poverty are at best confusing, and at worst disruptive and
counterproductive.IfãWc believe, the ultimate solution to these problems lies in
increasing the efficiency of our- free enterprise economy and in
achieving a better distribution between people and jobs and a stead-
ily growing ecorfomy, thenLwe urge a most broad view of the prob-



lems of poverty ; and our programs, the attack on poverty, must
be imaginative and comprehensive in the complete sense of the
words, and highly coordinated.

In our judgment, "band-aid" programs will not solve the problem.
So much for the summary of my statement. In casting about for

ideas on how we might help this Commission, we thought it might
be useful to indicate some dimensions of the poverty problems, rural
or otherwise, which are based on our preliminary and tentative EDA
experience, and perhaps this may represent a useful, slightly differ-
ent, point of view for the Commission.

Let me get into it by the risk of oversimplifying, in telling you
about certain aspects of our program and how we have approached
our efforts to come up withI hesitate to say solutionbut a first
answer.First, under our act, we have a somewhat inflexible and statutory
definition of, if not poverty, at least problem areas, and you
remember that ours is the regional economic development approach.

What the act says, again keeping it simple, where unemployment
in a specific area exceeds certain figures, 6 percent, then this by
definition is a problem area, and oneour maps we color in the county,
if it is a county, and our programs, the full range of our programs,
are available to this area. .

Another example of this classification If this particular piece of
real estate is characterized by low median income, -40 percent below
the national level, this thon becomes another definition of a problem
area; and We draw this in on our charts and the full range of our
program is available.

We have at least seven such definitions, certain definitions having
to do with out-migration, which is closely related to ,low income
areas.We have Indians and so forth. But let us stick, if 'You will, with
the concept of unemployment and low median income. Pursuing the
framework of our act, we have said that our mission in very simple
terms is to change these statistics so that the disparity between
national averages and the average prevailing in, ,that particular
county or groupizg- of counties is less than the threshold specified
under our act.This is important to us becuse we feel that we need a discipline,
a measurable objective for the -agency to carry through on. We are
engaged in economic development; and everybody knows that eco-
nomic development is good for you, and therefore under this ap-
proach anything you do that assists economic development-is by
definition good.Well, we don't want to operate that way, simply because we want
to set up standards for deciding what kinds of acti.aities are effective.
Our basic definition of effective is the effect on the statiitics.

One other point, or two points : I -have been chided back at the
office for not talking about people, but talking about statistics. So
let it be clear that when I am talking about statistics, I am talking
about the people who represent statistics. This is important to us,
because if the natne of our game is to change these statistics, then
we are most interested in those .activities which have a direct effect
on the unemployed the people who Make up the statistics. There-



fore, we try to select expenditure activities that are directly coupled
with employment of the unemployed in this particular area.In looking at our problem from a somewhat abstract point of
view, and probing into it, we began to get, not novel, but for me
and perhaps some of our colleagues, new views of the problem andthe solution.

To reduce unemployement statistics in a specific area; you can doit in basically two ways. You can bring jobs into that area and put
the unemployed into them. You can also move the unemployed out.

In either event, under our simplistic approach, the problem is
solved. What this did was get us intensely interested in the flow of
people and the flow of business. Where are people going? Where is
business going? And are these two things, two critical elements,
winding up in the right or wrong places?

What, if anything, can or should be done to get a better and more
efficient distribution of both people (jobseekers, if you will) and
business (jobs, if you will) ?

We did some projections to try and analyze where people are
going, where jobs are going, and what is going to happen to our
so-called problem areas between now and 1975. We thought, and I
hope you ladies and gentlemen will agree, that it might be of inter-
est to this Commission to show you some of Gur tentative conclu-
sior-Ls, :,,4-T! we haVdjsome charts that Mr. McGuire and his -people
ha,Ye oped, which were just completed within the past few
days. .:471-xlch I hope will give you some additional insights into the
scope and range of the problem.

Perhaps you can see a linkage between the problem of rural
poverty in a very narrow sense and what is going on in the economy
in a broader and more generalized sense, and perhaps get-some ideas
about how the efficiency of thig-movement can be improved.

Will you explain what we have here?
Mr. McGumE : Can you see it all right?
To expand on what Mr. Davis said for just a moment, it is im-

portant to point out that we are speaking about projections for the
year 1975. We got our hands on some brand new models and- data
for making eeonomic projections of employment, incony,., and 'wages
by State and by county, and we add to that the resultb of a request
by the Bureau of the Budget to project alternative populations to
the year 1975.

I won't justify the reason for making projections. It is a Govern-
ment requirement. It is pretty self-explanatorY. I imagine that it
would be interesting to any agency like ourselves to know if we are
swimming with the tide of economic growth -and development, or
against it, and how we can make basic economic trends, or swim
with them.

If you- look at the colored areas 'here, the green and the blUe onthis map, those are the areas that were qualified basically on the
grounds of low income, that are presently qualified for our assist-
ance, because of low income.

These areas are by and largethey are exclusively, almostrural
poverty areas. The difference between the green and the blue is that
the blue represents areas which qualify because their income is 40
percent of the national thedian family income or less, and the greenareas are low both inconiewise and populationwise.



During the period 1950 to 1960, they lost 20 percent of their
population.

I will-lay over on top of this our projections for the year 1975. In
this case, the most important assumption to remember is that for
mrtking this projection we assumed 4 percent national unemploy-
ment rate from now to 1975.

This might confirm some intuitive opinions that you have in any
event, but it does elevate, and it is interesting to us because it did
confirm the intuition, that the problem of low income, of low area
by area I mean basically county, of low county income ; in other
words; a poor local, and here rural, economythat that is a long-
term problem.

We cannot, in our studies, find any basic trends in the American
economy which- will wipe out these disparities, the spread and the
distribution of median fainily incomes.

The reason for that is easy to explain, and possibly most easily
explained by comparing the problems of rural low income with the
other problem we face of more or less;urban unemployment.

The Unemployment problem that we face is basically one on the
margin of the economy. It may be 5 percent or 10 percent unem-
ployed at the most in a local economy, and local proprims.

When you are talking about low income in areas, .zie problem is
the whole economy. It is the industrial structure, the industrial mix
of the total economy, and in my opinion is much less tractable than
the pioblem of unemployment.

You have got to worry about the whole economy of the area, and
you- cannot just worry about that margin of 5 percent of the work
force, or" 10 percent. I have one more chart I will show you if
you wish.

Mr. GIBSON : Before you remove that, what we see there, or what
we saw before the overlay was put therewere all of the presently
eligible counties in the United StateS ?

Mr. McGuiRE: All the one-9 that are eligible on the basis of low
income as opposed to unemployment.

The next chart has to do with unerhployment. But the problems
are quite separable conceptually and statistically. There are areas
that have boththere are, rather, few areas that haveby area I
mean countythere are rather few counties that have, in the United
States, both low median family incomes and high unemployment.

Mr. HENDERSON : I didn't liear your testimony, but I would have
to challenge that "very few."

Mr. McGUIRE : Very few?
Mr. HENDERSON : I won't pursue it at the moment.
Mr. , CASS : I think it is a good point.
Mr. `GIBsoN : It .is a very relevant point.
Mr. NEIL DAVIS : It is a relevant point, and I think it is of interest

to the Commission.Mr. RAUNER : I will supply a report by a predecessor agency in
this way, by taking the 1960 census data for the 300, worst counties
in the country ranked in the order of median family income, that is
the lowest median -fainily income at the top of the list and going
down 300 of them ; and taking the 300 worst counties in the country
in terms of-their unemployment rates, that is to say, the highest
unemployment rate at the top and on down the 300our question is,
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how many, counties do you think are common to both those two lists.
Make a guess.

Mr. HENDERSON: I know something about how many it would be,
and when you say very few, I would say, for example, that I could
name a huncired counties with high unemployment rates and having

Mr. RAUNER (interrupting) : There were exactly 30 counties that
were common to both lists.

Mr. HENDERSON: What did you refer to as low income?
Mr. RAUNER: The lowest income the census showed, a figure like

$1,380 per family in a county.
Mr. RUDDER : In other words, you took the 300 counties having the

lowest income ?
Mr. RAUNER : Yes.
Mr. 15ENDERSON: If the lowest income was $1,000, you took thzzt

$1,000 as your index?
Mr. RAUNER : County X, $1,000, and so on through alist of 800

counties.
Mr. HENDERSON: What was the top income in those counties?
Mr. MCGUIRE : About .$2,000.- -

Mr. HENDERSON : Out of the top $2,000, 300 counties, that there
was very little unemployment ; that is your conclusion?

Mr. RAUNER : I am saying that the unemployment rate was not
very high in the low income counties.

Mr. HENDERSON What would you say was "very high"?
Mr. RAUNER : Not substantial--
Mr. HENDERSON (interrupting) : Give me a figure. What statis-

tical theasure you are using, what unemployment rate are you
using when you say it was not high?

Mr. RAUNER : Well, let nie see. I don't have the figure in mind,
but I would say not above 8 or 10 percent.

Mr. HENDERSON : My God, how much more do you want?
Mr. RAUNER : The 300 worst counties with the worst unemploy-

ment rate started at 30 percent. .

Mr. MCGUIRE : We are not judging what is good. This is-meant
to be a factual statement with no value judgment at allA factualstatement that the worst counties by median income and the
worst counties with high unemployment are by and large different
geographical areas.

Mr. HENDERSON : You said there were very few counties with
low income and high unemployment rates at the same time.

Mr. McGuIRE I should have said relatively low. I left a word
out.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : There is no Point in laboring it.
Mr: HENDERSON : The other point I want to make very quickly

isof course, the issue here is whether you used measured un-
employment.

Mr. ROSS DAVIS : We take whatever the Bureau
Mr. HENDERSON (interrupting) : This has to be brought out.
Mr. GALLEGOS : I wonder about such factors as family income

versus an individual breadwinner's income. The factor of rpeas-
ured unemployment, many jobs are not covered under unemploy-
ment insurance laws, and there is a question off the size of the
family.
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According to your map there, along the Southwest, there are
virtually no counties covered, other than a few in the South.

Mr. McGuntE : What you see there right now represents the
counties that are qualified on the basis of law, today. We don't
mean to say that they may not be poor, but we do mean to say
that they are not qualified on a legal basis.

Mr. Ross DAVIS : These are the very poor counties where we
work. -

Mr. GIBSON : It also talks about the p6ople we are talking about,
minorities in a much larger population, which would not statis-
tically bring that county into these categories.

Mr. BONNEN: "Your county statistics blur that.
Mr. McGuIRE : Some cities are in here. There is poverty in them,

but the statistics of the city blur the poverty.
Mr. BROOKS: This should tie in to employment to some extent,

underemployment. You have many people working, but they don't
make very much.

Mr. ROSS DAVIS: There are two separate and distinct problems.
You don't run low income type programs to cure unemployment.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Henderson) : Your data on uneMployment
was taken from the monthly reports, from the Labor Department
reports, or were they taken from the census just like the income
data?

Mr. RAUNER : What I was talking about was from the census.
The, CHAIRMAN : This distorts the whole thing.
Mr. ROSS DAVIS : I represent the Department of Commerce, but

the data we havt-; available---:----
The CHAIRMAN (interrupting) : Mr. Davis, in other words, if

you use 1960 unemployment data provided by the 1960 census, all
of us know that is unemployment at a particular day.

Mr. Ross DAVIS : We_also understand the di5tinction.
The CHAIRMAN : I challenge this statement that there are very

few counties that have low income and high unemployment rates.
Mr. RAUNER : You won't believe it, but it-is true when we make

the same comparison, when we compare unemployment rates
reported through the states

The CHAIRMAN (interrupting) : Which includes only insured
unemployment.

Mr. RAUNER But it has an adjustment to include the uninsured.
Mr. GIBSON : Can I submit that much of the testimony that we

have heard says that many of the areas we are discussing contain
only the very, young and very -old of the population that we are
talking about? The elderly are riot counted in the Labor Depart-
ment's statistics, the family incomes will be shown as low, but
they will not be shown as unemployed, whereas the population
which has migrated from those areas into the urban areas will
be shown as unemployed.

Mr. MCGUIRE : -That is a good point.
Mrs. JACKSON : I am interested in the last one. What is the pink?
Mr. MCGUIRE': First of all, they show our projections of which

areas of the country in the year 1975 will have low incomes by
the same criteria

Mr. RUDDER (interrupting) : In other words, your pink is the
prediction for 1975?
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Mr. Mc GiinzE: Yes. Let me make it clear, that this is relative
income. Between now and 1975, the median famfily income in this
country will rise by about 30 percent. So if we took 1960 income
standards, by 1975 no one will be poor by 1960 standards, or
relatively speaking. Very few people will be poor by today's
standards.

But by 1975 standards, there will be, relatively speaking, more
people, more areas with more people living in them.

Mr. RUDDERT What you are saying is Cokat you are not going tochange the map much by 1975.
Mr. McGuntE: I am not saying we are not.
Mr. RUDDER: We are not, speaking of us as a people.
Mr. McGuiRE: As a national question, in and of itself, we won'tchange the map.
Mr. Ross DAVIS : Unless something is done. It is a statemenr,of the problem, and it, is a statement of the worst part of the

problem. VP
Mr. GmsoN: An increasing disparity.
Mr. RUDDER: Should we lift up this area in here (indicating)

and people begin to make more money and demand more money
and so on, would not the "haves" of today siphon the abilities off
and still leave us in a relative position?

Mr. McGuIRE: That's asking for an opinion, I am afraid. Ican't an3wer that with any hard facts.
Mr. RUDDER: What would be your opinion?
Mr. MCGUIRE: It is something I would be- worried about, also.'BY the way, I think it is a question that can be answered withfactual analysis, and if this were 18 months from now, maybe Iwould have an answer._ -
We are working on`migration, and the terminals of migration.There is a lot of very interesting work just about to come tofruition in this area.
Mr. RUDDER: Does anyone else have anything on the map?
Mr. GALLEOOS: I think you stated this represented the 300 worst

counties.
Mr., McGinRE : No, sir, that was in connection with the state-

ment I made that there are relatively few counties that have both
high unemployment and low median family income, and then
Mr. Rauner, by backing me up, we had taken the worst 300 by
unemployment standards and the worst by income standards, and
Mr. Henderson, he said, "What do you mean by low income?"and the 300 low income counties, the best one off of those 300
was the one where the highest income is about $2,000. -

Mr. RUDDER: Let me ask- you the $64 question : Which is better,to have 30 percent Unemployment with high income, or those
300 counties with a low income and everybody employed?

Mr, McGumE: I am very glad you asked me that.
Mr. Ross DAVIS : We are locked in a struggle on that very issue.
Mr. RAUNER: If we knew the answer, we wouldn't be here.
Mr. RUDDER: We are seeking that answer.
Mr. McGuiRE: Not only this agency, not only EDA, but all

agencies when they spend money and select projects or fund
plans, or if they in any way spend substantial sums of money,
they implicitly make that judgment about which is worse than



the other, because they put so much money in one kind of areaand so much money in the other, so there is an implicit judgmentinvolved.
It is probably worthwhile studying to make it more explicit, Iwould say.
Mr. GIBSON: I see no conflict in that particular question.Mr. HUTCHINS: Of the 300 counties, how many do you havethere?
Mr. McGuntE: There are about 200 there, and there are about250 pink ones.
Dr. HUTCHINS: It gets worse?Mr. McGuntE: Yes.
Mr. RUDDER: May we move on from the map? -Mr. BROOKS: May I make one statement: There lias been anargument that one of the reasons you have unemployment is thatpeople on the- bottom of the skill level price themselves out ofthe market. Whether it is true or not, it is something that rthinkyou have to take a look at to see if there is any basis for that.Mr. RUDDER: That is the reason I asked the question, which wasthe better.

Mr. Ross DAVIS: May I make an unequivocal statement of myown personal opinion, and probably that of the Department ofCommerce?
In relation to my earlier statement about statistics and people,we have in our act a definition of the problem. It says that whenthe median income is 40 percent of the national average, this isa problem area within the definition of the act.This does not say thut we think that there is no poverty in "aplace vi 'here everybody had a higher income like 50 percent of thenational wverage.

Ilf-jirk with whatever we have. The statistiez,:i we have and thelegkt:,,tit.. we have, and our job is to get a better distribution.Maybe we could move to the other one.The CHAIRMAN: Will those charts be made available to thisCommissi-wi?
Mr. Ross DAVIS : 'Yes. We will have to get them reproduced.The- CHAMMAN: I think they will be very revealing.Mr. McGUIRE : This one has to do with unemployment. We canstart ofr with the areas that are qualified now, December of 1966,on the 1:-T 2s of having high unemployment.Let me define high unemployment as legally defined, 6 percentor greater.

The CHAIRMAN: Defined where?Mr. MCGUIRE: In the act that authorized our agency.The CHAIRMAN: In the EDA Act?Mr. McGuntE : Yes. That is what I mean when / refer to thehigh unemployment areas. "I mean 6 percent or greater.;When you think about it, one way of looking at the employmentis that the- miniber of jobs is too small for the number of people,or the number of people is too high for the number of jobs. Thetwo sides .of the same coin, and when you are trying to look-ahead, as we are, then the question arises, where are the new jobsgoing, because we know that millions and millions of new jobs
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will be created in this decade, and where are the people going, andare they going to the same place, or, roughly speaking so?As' I said a minute ago, we have some models, some economicmethods, that I think are reasonably reliable for projecting wherethe jobs are going.
Mr. RuDDER.: That map represents where the unemployment istoday?
Mr. McGuiRE: That is right. This is where you might say thereare too many people compared to the number of jobs, or too fewjobs for the people.
We have some new work that has just come out within the lastyear which we developed for projecting where the jobs are going,and what we did was. we asked the Bureau of the Census to makealternative projection's of where the population is going.We don't have any really good methods as yet for predictingwhere population will move on a county-by-county basis. This isagain something that probably will be available in a year.So, not being able to just precisely match up jobs with people,where the jobs are and where the people are, we asked ourselvesthe following questions : Where are the jobs increasing faster thanthe population of the labor force, and where is the populationincreasing faster than the jobs over the next 8 years to 1975?We came to two conclusions. 'The first that shouldn't reallysurprise anybody is that in the West, the southwestern part ofthe country, jobs are, have beerh and will continue to increasefaster than population. That is why a lot of people move in thatdirection.

The second -conclusion that we came to that is not so obvious,although I think it is intuitively supportable, is that: in the biggestcities ot America, the population of the labor force, is growing,and promises to continue to grow, much faster than employmentopportunities. In other words, population is growing faster thanjobs are in the larger cities.
Mr. Ross DAVIS : The problem in the cities is going to get worseunless something changes.
Mr. McGtnRE: During the decade from 1950 to 1960, largenumbers of people migrated to the central cities.- Biologicalgrowththey have children. They reach the labor force in 1975.To illustrate what we have here, I have been a little intricatehere, because I do not want you to think we are predicting parti-cular unemployment rates. It is labeled that way in a kind ofshorthand, but what this shows is area where population is grow-ing faster than jobs, and by the biggest factor..The worst 250 counties of the country in that sense are these(indicating). Now, do you follow, me? That is where the popula-tion growth is higher than the job growth.I wouldn't want you to pin me down on this for any one parti-cular county, but I think in sets and groups there is much moremeaning to it.

Roughly speaking, this area in here, it looks like the problemof high unemploynlent, or too many people for the number ofjobs, will contimiiie in Appalachia, and it looks down_ Ifi?re in theOzarks and along here, this eastern seaboard.Of course, *we don't have anything out here, because the un-
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employment that exists in California is just because people are
going there too fast for the number of jobs that are being
created.

Mr. Ross DAVW : That is changing under this projection.
Mr. MCGUIRE: Again, this just shows the areas in which the

population is growing much faster than the number of jobs.
Mr. RUDDER : Do you have a graph showing where the jobs are

going to be?
Mr. McGontE: No, I don't. The next one shows the worst 250.

We want to look at the next 250, the jobs are already in here. This
is ratio of population growth to job growth. If that is high, it is
bad for an area.

Mr.. ROSS DAVIS : These are the areas where the imbalance be-
tween jobs and population is worst.

Mr. McGuIRE: These are the peoplewhere the people either
have to move out of,- or many more jobs have to move to. Look at
the green spots, You can see them on both--

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS (interrupting) : Could I ask a question:
Does that mean that where population is increasing fast that the
rate of jobs is not increasing as fast as the rate of jobg-in other
placeS, or i'ust because the population is increasing so much faster?

Mr. McGUIRE; Roughly speaking, the normal population growth
is about -the same in any colleeion of counties. Death rates are
pretty close around the country, and birth rates are pretty close,
so normal ,population, biological population growth isn't very dis-
similar, f....yr i.-hese kinds of rough projections.,

Mr. ROSS DAVIS : This is migration.
Mr. McGUME: I should start on this once again.
Mr. RUDDER : No:
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : My point is this. Maybe jobs are in-

creasing in California and increasing in Michigan, but more
people are going to California---Mr. McGuiRE (interrupting) : So their jobs will have to in-
crease a let fester.

Mr. RUDDER: That brings me to a problem. You have all these
sheets, statistics, and you show where the jobs are going to be.
What are you going to do now' to bring these balances together,
whether it is where they live, or movement, or what ate, you
going to do?

Mr. ROSs DAVIS: Well, it seems to mewhat this says to me
simply is this, that we have to provide alternatives to present
migratory patterns, particularly with people and with industry.

People are moving into cities, and the cities can't absorb their
people jobwise. Therefore, by creating alternatives, either jobs
in the rural areas or jobs in intermediate areas, you get a better
distribution3 and -

Mr. RUDDER (interrupting) : What are your plans? What do
you_plan_to do?

Mr. Ross DAVIS: We have one integral part, grouping of rural
areas in to regions with growth centers, and it is our hope that
this partiCular arrangement and activities that stem from it may
provide the kinds of alternatives we need. People don't have to
travel, to the wrong places to -get whatever it is they want, and
this basically is the theory that is built into our Act. It says that



you have to group places, group the basic unit, area or county,basically, into larger units with more growth potential, groupedaround cities or incipient cities and this is a growth unit, shallwe sey, and you solve the problem of unemployment in this par-ticular unit by providing jobs in the center of the unit, if that iswhere it is.
Mr. RUDDER: Do you have such a plan?
Mr- Ross DAVIS: Yes, sir. We have about 70 of these things inthe works. The Appalachia program, which is somewhat independ-ent of our effort, also has the same concept as part of the plan-ning. We are also concerned with regional groupings, multi-Stategroupings, such as represented by Appalachia', but more on aneconomic basis.
We have five of those pretty well along, and there may be others.Mr. RUDDER: Suppose we go ahead with Mr. Davis and let himfinish his testimony, and we will come back to the questions.
Mr. Ross DAVIS: Well, I think I have finished, Mr. Chairman.I thought perhaps these charts would show you- a different dimen-sion to the problem, and I hope it was helpful.
Mr. RUDDER : Mr. Bonnen had a question.
Mr. BONNEN: I want to compliment you. We had an earlierquestion of whether anybody was trying to look at these problemsin terms of where they were going to be in the future, rather than

waiting till they were _there and going at it in a curative way ratherthan a preventive way.
Let me ask, aPropos the migration problem, we had a lot oftestimony on= details of this, and it is a very complex one aboutwhich we know relatively little, and one of the basic issues in-volved in where you provide the services along those migrationMreams turns on the question of the relative social costs.Do you have'anything tliat would be of value 'to this Commissionin its deliberations in the way of -resulti;:anilyZing the differencebetween private and social costs in the cities and in rural areasfor providing various social services that are necessary to success-ful -migration and employment training?
Mr. ROSS DAVIS : If I understand correctly, at the moment noth-ing, but we do have some researd work going forward whichmay give us some help on that particular point.
Mr. McGuiRE : There is a study recently done by the Instituteof Defense Analyses that might be of interest to the Commissionin that regard. It gives costs of raising income and reducingunemployment by a: variety of means, different Governmentprograms.
You could get that from Dr. William Niskanen.Mr. BONNEN: You can appreciate that when you are trying toformulate recommendations or suggest policies on what do you doabout these kinds of migration flows, which represent certainkinds of social problems, political pressures, and the substantivefacts that you face, these various things are very vital.You need to know.
Mr. ROSS DAvig; Indeed they are. Our agency is fairly heavily,,engaged in terms of resources, in such things as financing publicworks, but I really think that the high payoff activities of our
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agency today are in this kind of analysis, and I hope we can
continue to put emphasis on this activity.

I think.any agency can build sewers and water lines, which is
not to say I want to get out of -that business because it is impor-
tant to what we are doing, but it is my feeling that much of the
expenditures that are going forward under the banner of economic
development and poverty are wasted, not in the seffse that what
you are buying is not respectable, but wasted in the sense that the
return on what you are buying is a fot less, very substantially less,
than what you could buy if you knew a lot more about what you
are doing, and we still don't know very. much.

Mr. RUDT?ER : Mr. Gallegos?
Mr. GALLEGOS : Yes. You indicated a simplistic view .on rural

- problems indicated bringing industry in. Can you comment on
whether or not you see the gkowth factor taking place throughout
the development, of, when we talk about bringing lndustrY in or
expancling the economy, whether you see greater hope of trying

brink -industry into,' regions,-..dr.,trying to develop greater tools
to develop small local ,businesses-from within the region and the
r-Ole --i)f participation -of people so it is not just the established -

political-economic forces of a region that will determine what will
take place? ow

Mr. RossDAvis : Perhaps this is a responsive answer. I hope
it is helpful; There Must be some baSic Jaws, economic laws, that
you can't fight, and some things are not susceptible to economic
growth.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr-. Rudder) : Let's come back to_ your state-
ment.

Mr. ROSS DAVIS : I'siaked tO say that'theSe, at least abstractly,
I can, Visualize a place that is not susceptible t the exPansion ,of
the economy, and-if anything is gofng to be done for the people
in that place,- then it must be done in-relation to _some larger unit
which does have potential for- expansion.

So-I say that=we.must have that potential for sticcess before we'
cornmit ourselves to activities_ and expenditures in a place.-

I aria .not- sure that 'is' a meaningful rule, because it would be
pretty hard to identify a place that you could say categorically
has no growth potential, for with many of, the places with which

. we are-concerned I think it is faifto say that things can be done.
Then, the next question.is,. what will you be able to mobilize to

get whatever -can be .dOne, actually done?
Another way of thinking about this is that you are trying to

change -a place. It is my strong feeling_ that you cannot-Change
places_unless the people, at least a significant portion, of the peo-
ple, want the place to change.

_. Therefore, you must be involved in the process of getting peo-
ple to voice, aspirations for .their place and bring about changes
that will accomplish- the aspirations.--

Mr. GALF.dos : Is this coming about in the regional develoPment
plans?Mr. .itoss DAvIs : ;Yes. One .of the important- aspects of the
regional and district developmentaiplansbut it is true, of any
place-we workis,the the cultivation of, if you.will, the group and



the community that is going to, in effect, demand this change, andwe can't do it from the outside.
We have resources, we have some ideas, maybe, but the placemust have the desire, and that will be the first step.Mr. GALLEGOS : The enabling legislation that sets you up, doesit provide for that?
Mr. Ross DAVIS : In this sense, that filo area is- eligible unlessit files with us an updated-economic plan' periodicallY:Somebodymust get involved toa-c-complish that.-
The question is, what further involvement do we require onthe part of the community before we come in, and I think thatwe have to have increasing disciplines ourselves in this respect.
We must not take the plan which Might be done by a contractorand say, "Okay, you've got that requirement, let's go." It has tocome up there.
The CHAIRMAN :- Mr. Gibson?

-Mr. GiBSON : Mr. Davis, I begin to be _concerned that for ourpurposesthe 'population that we are looking atthere is a very
oasic defi-aeney in the legislation and in the program of EDA which
we should discuss, because there might b.-3 something in our delib-erations that might bc3 helpful.

I think you characterized it when you said you deal in statistics,the phrase yon used. If, for instance, we say that the cutoff pointis 6 percent unemployment, and you go into- an_ area where thereis 12 or 15 percent unemployed,_ and the various resources of_theEDA are brought in, public works, _bukliness loans, andfso.fortlf,.and you get some plants attracted and in operation and you reducethe unemployment; I-think that some of the dangers of area devel+
opment as opposed to People development could, leave -1that verypopulation you went in there to serve untouched.,

I have observed this in some communities myself. The kinds_ ofskills are not ,immediately available. By the time_people starttraining, other people have moved in, taken those jobs. Youget an increase in population, moving in for those jobs, you get astatistical .decrease in unemployment, but the people you wantedto help' are untouched.
So in this operation we are talking about, the unskilled popula-tion is not developed in the concept- of 'economic development thatwe have. This, to me,_ is at the heart of the kind of concern thatwe would like to discuss with 4,-ou;_because apparently we w'antt-ci,ieco-iiiiheiid to soniebody something that gets at this.
Mr. Ross DAVIS : This is why we have established _as one ofour basic criteria that we are interested -in projectg that 'will ,pro-vide direct employment for thR unemployed, as distinguished, now,from projeCts which generally- enhance the strength of theeconomy.
Our p-ribrity goes to_ the:first. You get into a kind of invidiousargument, because-this:means that we give low pridiity to capitalincentive projects, so some of my, sophisticated friends say, "Well,

you know, you are really running a poverty program; you are 'notrunning an economic development program. -Well, in the first place; our aPproaChr is not as monolithic as all,that, but I-think we have very resources, and therefore it



behooves us to use our resources in a way that will -most directly
affect the circumstances of the people that Ibrought us into that
place-in the first place.

So where you have a`-company that,wants to open a new facility
right in the heart of an area that we are concerned with, but that
company is only going to employ a handfulof these people, or hohe
of them ; it is going to bring in trained people from the outside ;
it will help tlie e-conomy, but this is not a high priority project
from our point of-view where we stand today.

I should have a rural example for you, but in Oaklandwhere
we came in -there, we said that our expendiftires were going to
be coupled with agreements having to do with employment plAps,
that the projects we were interested in were,the projects which
would employ the hard -core out of the ghettos_-and involve_ rtlan-
agement that was prepared to agree with" us that they would
undertake specific and costly programs for the training iid
recrilitment and ,all the other things requiree: to get at tr.ese
people.So we are conscious of that problem. There is no question aDout
it.

Mr. HENDERSON : To -what extent do you cooperate with CMO
in their programs, between your program and their programs?

Mr. Ross -DAVIS : We feel that cooperation with all Goverrnyient
agencies, including 0E0

HENDERSO'N (internipting) : You said somebody accosed-
you of rtinning a poverty program. I was wondering if you vv-ere
apologizing or not.

Mr.-lIoss DAVIS : No, I am not apologizing. I don't think they
underAfand the dynamics of the economic dev-elopment. I would
say you_ can't get economic:development until you valve sonte of
the social issues. -

The CHAIRMAN : We havc-- time-for one more question.
Dr. Ford?-
Mr. FORD : Let me ask you a quick one.
Following up directly on this cooperation -with 0E0, since they__

seem to be moving ;to district development plans, too, and I kilow
in.Kentucky we have been on this district kick for some time,-and
we have districts overlapping dlitriets, and there are a number of
them tluzt seem to involve the same people. ,

-To what extent are you cooperating with 0E0 and other agetir_
cies in arriving at some common description of what your dis-
tricts are?

Mr. Ross DAVIS : , We are. ',very,- away e of the iproblem, fiist.
Second, we try hard ritTo imikise An-SF unnecessary and- ailditroUar
rules or criteria, particularly in thp district thing. We hope these
will be reconciled at the State level.

It seems to me that the kind of- cooperative effort ihat is _neces-
sary to- do this job can be done onlY when all the L.,.,encies get-

, together and view the:problem in the same light. This is our idea
--of coordination. _

Mr. FORD : Would you say it will ever be done?
Mr. MCGUIRE: We are movink very rapidly on this now, ai

matter of fact.



Mr. ROSS DAVIS : Let me tell you again, hopefully, we are trying
to organize a government groupit happened to be the Federal
Executive Boardthat will cooperate with all the agencies inthat area in establishing a mutual view of the problems_of

'Oakland.
Then each agency ft:an pick- up its rorticn of the action. 6E0

will say Yes, this part of the problem belongs to us. HUD will say
this part of the problem belongs to us. Our agency will say the
same-thing.

As long as you have the total comprehensive view of the prob-
lem, and if you get anything worthwhile out of my statement, if
there is anything in my statement that is worthwhile, it is the
point that you cannot fiagment these problems. You have to look
at them from the totality . ou have to speak the same la-gnivage,"
regardless of what Federvi agency, what State agency, what local
agency is involved, and if your _plans are -broad enough, then if
e veryone operates within the plan, and I think they will, you get
t13,- kind of coordination that you want.

Mr, FORD: Who is making the plan?
Mr. Rciss DAVIS : Well, An this particular place, we are lending--

our support behind a 701 plan, which happens to be HUD. We
couldn't care less where the plan comes from as long as it is
compr ac4-*.ly-o sive.

I am interested-in plang that talk about ediicatien, pure and
simple,`and-relate that to rif.,dliing else, but if the plan is compre-
hensive we are not goillg to care where it comes from.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary, for yowl'
fine presentation here, along with your colleagues, and I think the.
Commission has shown it is aware of the-fine job you have done.
Thank you very much.

Our next person tO appear before us will be Mr. John E. Hen-
derson, of Washington, D.C.

Mr. Henderson apparently is not h-e-re. Is Miss or Mrp. Eliza
Brewington here? Is it Miss, or Mrs..

Mrs. BREWINGPiozsi : Mrs.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Henderson) : Mrs. Brewington, we are

happy to have you with us, and I wonder if you woul e. take a
moment to tell us about yourself.

STATEMENT OF ELIZA BREWINGTON
Mrs. BREwINGToN : I was born and raised in Broadwayi-N.C. -I am the oldest of four children, and we had it real bad in the

--dountry where I was raised.
I was asked by the Travelers Aid Society to participate-in-this

program, because 'they were the one who-had helped me so much
when I first, came here to Washington. - -

_The CHAIRMAN : We would like for you to know how much we
appreciate your coming and to share with us whatever ir.lights
you have regarding th pkoblem we are concerned with, and if
you want to take Just a-moment to read or make a statement we
will appreciate it, and then if you could and have time, we-would
like to ask -jou a couple of questions.

Mrs. BREWINGTON : All right.
The CHAIRMAN : Proceed as you wish.--



Mrs. BREWINGTON : One reason I left North Carolina was to
,obey God, that his will might be fulfilled in my life. The second
reason I left North Carolina was because of poor school bus ser-
vice to our community. It was difficult to get the bus to pick up
our ro-..ildren,--arid my son was-2 yearS behind-in-his'schooling.

Lne time service was arranged he became ill and I was afraid
to send him out because of the watlyar. We didn't have enough
money to take him to a doctor. The next school te:era r--137. son had
ringworm, and the doctors would not allow him to school
until it had cleared up. By that time, the principa; id not let
me enroll him because he was 30 days late for the school year.

And I "was concerne d about 7,ny children's education, so I
thought it would be nice living here in Washington. My son would
have a better opportunity of going to school.. He could even go to
school in summertime: .

There was a lot of educational activity here that we don't have
in our schools, courses such as -civics or goveinment were not
taught in the school I went to in North Carolina.

In North Carolina, we lived about 15 miles from the nearest
town, and it cost from $3 to $5 to get there. I tried to get my
husband to leave to look for a better life for Us, but since it was
his,home he didn't seem to want -to leave.

So then I started trying to make it on iny own. My husband was
earning froni $3 to $15 a week to support all seven_of us, and con-
ditions where we Jived were very bad.

_Most of the people didn't know how to go about doing anything
to better their conditions. For instance, I didn't know anything
about paying taxes, except the tax we paid on food and clothing.
_I never filed any tax until 1964, when there was a general demand
that We. file.

My husband was charged with owing the Government $2,600
in back taxes, but we didn't understand why and we surely didn't
have enough money to pay. I Still don't know how this whole
situation was straightened out. , -

The only means of help that I knew about was the welfare, but
it took from 2 to -3 months to get help from them. I wanted to
support my-children,. but there ..Nasn't any_ dece:.7;:tt-paying jobs to
be found. Poor People had .to take whatever . they could get' by
sweeping somebody's yard or working someone's farm when work
was available.

Life was bearable in the summertime because at least we had
food enough .to- eat, and we all had gardenaN and fruit trees; but
the winter months was bad.

After a while, I became ill because of not having proper -food
to 'eat. -Some of my relatives came for me and the children, and I
lived with them.,until I was well enough to work again. I worked
odd jobs, for about one year. _ =

One day I decided to go to Fort .Bragg employment office. While
there, I saw a ndivspaper want nd asking for -ine.idp- 5-or- work in
the Baltimore-Washington area. L ate the agency aJtimore
-arid expresed my Interest.- They sent me tic:ket
me a job for $40 a weekln-Washington, pi`v;1 rf)r.m arid board.

When I arrived in Baltimore,_I Was,told that there were no jobs
in this area, but I, could get a,---job if I went to New Jersey. ,And I



had left things in bad condition at home. There was very little
money. I accented a job in New Jersey in order to be able to send
money home fo:' my children. I worked as a maid for 4 months
And sent money home to my husband and children and then sent_
them enough money to have my children and my husband meet
me in Washington, where we decided we wanted to live.

My husband got a job at a local construction company and
went to work as a, stock clerk for the Hecht Company. A short
while later, my husband 'began to act up and lost his job. I be-
came pregnant again and I couldn't work after a while.

We soon became destitute, al:A I began to look for help. The
neighborhood TWO center sent me to the Travelers Aid. That
agency began to help us.

Just about the time niy baby was due, the old house we lived
in collapsed in -the front, and we had to move to the emergency
shelter for 2 weeks. A local church group helped fix the house a
little bit, and we moved back into it I didn't know where bay
husband was any more.

My baby was born soon after, and I went back to work in a
laundr; for $50 a week. I stayed in touch with Travelers Aid 'and
they told me about the Work and Training Opportunity Center
where I could learn a trade and receive some financial help at the
same time.

I applied and was accepted for training. I am,still in training
to be an upholstery seamstress and I. think I am doing fine.

Since I have been in school, I have been helped to get ,into a
government project which irg large enough for my family, _and
best of all, I don't have to worry about rats.

At this time, I feel I am making-progress towaids a good life.
I still must viiork hard, but I do not feel my work is in vain. I am
very thankful to- God and -thc people in Washington who have
shown concern and have helped me to make a future for myself
and my family.

The CHAIRActisT Mrs. Brewington, we certainly appreaate th-at
very fine staternir,- .,Iknd those very interesting insights into your
problems of gettiq-.0. from Broadway, N.C. to Washington, D.C.

I gather from_your statements that Broadway is near Fort
Bragg.

Mrs. BREWINGTON : Yes.
The CHAIRMAN': And you- left chere what year, approximately?
Mrs. BREWINGTON: That was January of 1965.
The CHAIRMAN : So you have been in this section approxit..ately

2 years?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : Yes, 4:most
The -CHAIRMAN: And you left before your husband and you

-preceded him-here, jand he followed you later?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : Yes.
The CHAIRMAN: If you don't mind, we would like to raise a

couple of-questions with you, and I am going to ask the Coin-
mission if it would, at this- time, ,raise whatever questions they
may wish.

:Mr. HUTCHI/4S : I would like to ask Mrs. Brewington how fa/-
you yourself went to school.

f. ,



Mrs. BREWINGTON: I went to the first semester in the ninth
grade.

The CHAIRMAN: Are there any other questions on the left?
Mrs. JACKSON : Do you know where your husband is now?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : I know he is here in Washington.
Mr. BROOKS : Is he employed?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : I Anow where he is employed, but I don't

know where he lives.
Mr. Popp: Could I a& who looks after the children while you

are- going to school?
Mrs. BREWINGTON: I have four children in school and the baby

is almost a year old, and the lady near where I live, Mrs. White,
cares for the baby during the day, and the other children look
after themselves.

Mr. Pow): Do you pay Mrs. White?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : Yes.
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : Do you live in a housing project now,

or in the old house you spokeeof?
Mrs. BAEWINGTON : I live in a housing pkoject.
Mr. NEIL DAVIS : How much rent do they clagrge
Mrs. BREWINGTON : $39 a month.
The CHAIRMAN : How much of a stipend do ytAa get to support

your family while you are going to school?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : $59 a week.
The CHAIRMAN : That's about $200. And out of that you pay$39 rent? ,
Mrs. -BREWINGTON : Yes.
The CHAIRMAN : How long have you been there?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : Since June.
The CHAIRMAN : How long do you lve io go?
Mrs. BREWIN'OTON : I don't know. I am supposed to finish it, for

2 years.
Mr; GALLEGOS: Do you think every city should have a place forvisitors--
Mrs. BREWINGTON (interrupting) : Yes, I do. I talked to the lady

at the Travelers Aid Society, because this had been bearing onme since I was here. During the time p r-oPle came and their
clothes had bern took away from them, and I was able to helpthem. I had an extra room, and I was able to carry them around
to places to get, free clothing, and I began to think about that
I wasby me having five children, I wasn't the only one who was
having such trouble, because_ a lot of people come in towns like
that, and by going to the Travelers Aid Society, I feel a lot of
people who were having to return home, having to make different
arrangements for them, and I began to think that it would be nice
if somebody would get together and have a newcomers' center.

The CHAIRMAN : A newcomers'- center?
Mrs. BREWINGTON-!' Yes, and I talked to the social worker about

this, aad sincei wa's in the business I Was in, that I would like
to help with that. I notice a lot of the problems that people have,
and especially poor people, is cleaning service. It's ridiculous the
price that is charged for cleaning garments, and I was thinkingabdtit the cleaning services and upholstering service. -There are a lot of poor people Whir-throw their furniture mit



the dnors and go and buy just frames. They don't have anything.
They go and give $75 for a couch and it will fall down almost by
the time you get it in the house. Maybe they have done with a
$300 or $400 piece because the upholstery was bad on 4.4., and I
was just a:out to the place to feel like donating everything I
could get in .b.zliping the poor, because really somebody needs to

itake an interest n these people, and the condition of people.
I know there are a lot'of people who don't want to throw away

things that they have to throw away.
People who go and buy clothes, you can goto the Salvation

Army and get a dress for 40 or 50 cents, and it costs you $1.25
to have it cleaned. What's the good of cleaning it? Throw thatone away

The CRAYRIAAN (interrupting) : I think you ought to keep talk-
ing, becau..tie you opened up there.

Mrs. BREWINGTON : I'm really sincere when I see what the con-
ditions arc here in Washington, about how the poor people live.
Anyway,- it's _not altogether the poor person that is doing it, be-
cause sometimes there are people doing things to themselves. The
people have to be reached some way or another, bccauss you can't
gat the people to cooperate.

They live in these slum areas and the rats almost carry you
out of-the house, and- you can say,-"Let's po around and have a
meeting.and see,what we Can get done," and everybody says, "Ugh,
I haxe, been here for 25 years and they didn't do nothing."

It's' not the idea of them doing something. It's the idea of the
person themselves doing that. It was, "You can't get this, you
can't get that." If I had listened to that, I would have been sitting
over there fighting those rats right now. But I began to work on it.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAvIs : Did you have brothers and sisters? Do
you have a family back home? Did you have- any brothers and
sisters, and did they go to school as far as you went, or further?

Mrs.IBREWtharoN : I went further than any of them. I had one
brother and two sisters.

Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : Are they: in North Carolina?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : One sister is in New York, I think, and I

have brothers in North-Cirolina.
Mr. GALLEGOS : You nientioned something about staying, in

emergency housing for a couple of weeks. Is that something else
you think ought to be available to families that-come in?

Mrs. BREWINGTON : Yes.
Mr. GALLEGOS : What kind of house was it? Who paid for it?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : I didn't pay anything for the emergency

shelter. The-housing and food, everything was free.1,'
The CHAIRMAN : What kind of a house was this? (I
Mrs. BREWINGTON : This was a large place that had units in it

for families. It was according to how many members there were
in the family. -

Mr. HUTCHINS : Was this part of the Tra-re,lers Aid work?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : No, I don't tki3nk so.
The CH1AIRMAN How did you happen to find out about this?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : Several of the people from UPO had men-

tioned it: They came 'around_ there, and they noticed the front
of my house was leaning before I noticed it. They began to warn



me that I had better get out, and then the lady on the corner,
they are running some &in of little projects in there, and this
lady came around that night.

So many people had talked to me about it, and then ;_here was
onethere was a con Aritction worker. He was the one who was
supposed to do the work on the house, and he came and looked at
it al d said, "You get out of here. The way it has been snowing,
and the snow on top of that house, the thing is liaN fall on you. '

He schred me to death. Then I went around ta. -irner and I
told her what the man had said, and she said, get on the
phone t,a15. contact emergency shelter and get you a place to stay,"
and she did.

The CHAIRMAN : Were you ever on welfnre while you were in
Washington?

Mrs. BREWINGTON: No.
The CHA/RMAN : Did you ever attempt to get on welfare?
Mrs. BREWINGTON: Ne, the worker at the emergency shelter

thought I knew whe.re my-husband was, and he began to throw
fits about us being there. We .had been there 7 days, and my hus-
band had found out where we -was at, and he come down there,
and the mar, he thought that I knowed where my husband was
livhig. I could see him, but I didn't know where he was living.

-He was going to carry me up to the welfare service and see
that we got on the welfare.

I went up there and talked to the ladythis was in the crisis
part of the welfare. She sa id she could take my children and put
them in Junior Village until I could support them myself, aridthen I would have to gat a job

The CHAIRMAN (interrupting) : In other words, you- are reitar-
ating thi whole story, as bad as you needed-help, you couldn't
qualify Apr welfare; arid if they thought you knew where your
husband was, this disqualified you,even more so.

Mrs. BRENVINGTON : Yes. The man, he iliought that I knew
where my husband was. He wanted me to take out papers 'for him
for nonsupport, to make him support his family.

Well, this man where went to take out ;the papers, he already'
told me they couldn't issue papers without an address. I didn't
have an address, and 1. don't have one yet. I see him,last Sunday.
When I came in this building, I seen the truck that he drives,
but I don't know where he lives.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Gallegos, and then Mrs. Jackson.
Mr. GALLEGOS : One of the reasons you left Broadway' was the

isolation, the schools, and_the low income of your husband.
What abcNnt the families who are still there? What is happening

to them, alld what do you think will happen unless some changes
are made, arid what kind of changes do you think ought to be
made?

Mrs. BREWINGTON: Well, that's' a pretty hard question, hecau7"
I'm not sure. I wrote to them when I first found out that I was
going to be in this meeting, arid I asked them to send me a state-
ment on what/ they thought would-help North Carolina. I didn't
get any answer. Ydu can't hardly get cooperation.

One thing that I know about the people down there, they have
got to the place they just don't feel like ther a's no hope- for them,



and a 'lot of them .e.re turning to drinking. They work just enough
to get them sorneth.f.ng to drink, 1--4ad that's it.

My sist sr, she's doing pretty goad, I think, but the others--
Mr. GIBSON (interrupting) : Waere did u live when you first

came here, the neighborhood?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : 1515 Columbia Street, Northwest.
Ivir. GIBSON: I. was director of the neighborhood center where

the neighborhood worker went up to see her at that thne.
(Laughter.)

Mrs. JACKSGN: Mr. Gallegos asked the question I wanted to
ask.

The CHAIRMAN: Is there anything else?
Mr. FISCHER : Why did you decide to 'come to Washington

instead of Raleigh, N.C., or Durham?
Mrs. BREWINGTON: I lon't exactly know. The reason I decided

I would come to Washington was because the vision I had sePn
of the condition of this place.

Mr. FIscHETR: You thought it was a better place to come to?
-Mrs. 13REWINGTON1 Yes. Even through all the hardships, I feel

I have bettered myself more so than I would in another area.
The CHAIRMAN : You don't think your decision was a wrong

one?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : No, I don't
Mr. GALLEGOS: You lived in New -Tersey. How about it?
Mrs. BREWINGTON: I liked New Jeesey. I liked the family I was

working with, but I didn't want a sieep-in job.
Mr. LAWRENCE DAVIS : What is the agency that is sponsoring

your education now?
The CHAIRMAN : Who is it that's sponsoring your present train-

ing program?
'Mrs. BREWINGTON : It's the Government.
The CHAIRMAN : Thiough what agency did you get into this?
Mrs. BREwINGToN-:-Travelers Aid Society.
Mr. GIBSON : .Was this the headwaarters on Pennsylvania

Avenue?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : Yes.
Mr. GIB.SON: This is an organization that hkls a contract with

_the United Fund project.
Mrs. JACKSON : What do you wish for your children, and what

are you doing t6 move ther in a-dire&tion so rj their lives will
-be better than yours?

Mrs. BREWINGTON : A be* education.
Mr. Fil,chEa : Are they getting a better education here than

they were in North Carolina?
Mrs. BREWINGTOINI : We started out well. My oldest s(-n misses

his father a lot, and it causes him to act up, and I have just about
decided if I.-can-make it through this school term I might let him
go back to his grandfather.

Mr. BONNEN : How old is he?
Mrs. BREWINGTON :- Almost 15.
The CHAIRMAN: One morp: question : Your oilier children, while

you are in school only one child is at home?
Mrs. BIZEWINGTON:



The CHAIRMAN : Do you have any problems at all, other thanwhat I have with my children, other than keeping them in
school? I have a couple of bOys that every now and then I have

-to shake them up a little bit.
Mrs. BREWINGTON: The only problem I have is since the home

has broke up, it's hard to get the boys to school. It seems some-
times they go good a-week or two, and the attendance officer will

and say the children have been out of school.
The CHAIRMAN: After you have completed your training and

you become employed, how do you envision the future with your
boys and your family?

Mrs. BlIEWINGTON: Well, really, I hadn't thotaght too much
about the family.

Mr. FISCHER: May I ask Mr. Gibson a question? Why is it so
hard to locate Mr. Brewington, if the company is known he works
for? Isn't it possible for the welfare agency to run him down in
some way through the payroll?

Mr. GIBSON : You have a very difficult situation heze, Mr.
Fischer. That is, a very good question. Washington is one of the
places where we have what is called "a man in the house" rule.
If the welfare.department becomes involved in trying to determine
eligibility. for Mrs. Brewington, there is ;no telling what might
happen. They have a very repressive policy in the District of Col-
umbia regarding this kind of thing, and 'whereas now she can
enjoy the training program which, I must say, is administered by
the welfare department, whereas if she got that otherthe questionof receiving aidshe might lose out on this program, and also
would be out of public housing.

The CHAIRMAN : Are you aware of that, what he just said?
Mrs. - BREWINGTON : I know I. couldn't get welfare, and I

couldn't get the train-in-2i program, -but I had talked to him about
the program, because at first ._when he first left home he was
he would come home and he would run back and stay home a
night or two and he would run off again.

And I ha 1 talked to the job counselor about that, because he
was coming back home in the beginning, and I- asked the job
counselor about it, and he said if the husband returned to the
home that I wouldn't be eligible for this program, but ;if he won't
make sufficient income to support his children, that he would be
eligible for the program, and he would take my place.

The CHAIRMAN : Both of you_ couldn't go?
Mrs. BREWINGTON : No.
The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very mt.-icks.th, Mrs. Brewington. We

want you to know we really do appreciate- it. The best of luck to
you. . f

The next person is Mr. Alberto Pinon. Mr. Pinon is from San
Jose, Calif. I believ.e, from manpower opportunites projectMOP,I think we learned to call itand, Mr. Pinon, we appreciate
having you before us.

STATEMENT OF ALBERTO PINON
Mr. PINON : Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would like

to say for the record that, number one, I am not accustomed to



making presentations before Commissions of this nature anyway,
and I beg your indulgence.

The CHAIRMAN : We would like to say that you don't have any
problem with us. We are all just plain old human beings up here,
so just feel at home.Mr. PINON My name is Alberto Pinon, and I reside at 3642
Viata Del Valle, San Jose, Calif. As I stated, Mr. Chairman, I am
presently employed as area director for manpower opportunities
project under a grant made by the U.S. Department of Labor,
office of Manpower Planning Evaluation and Research.

Manpower opportunita project was funded because of the
low number of, particip, 412 from the Spanish-speaking com-
munity of California in trnining programsMDTA as well as
others. MOP was created to bridge the gapnot only in training
programs but- also to promote a better working relationship with
all of the other existing agencies. 1 -

I am also the president of> community service organization
(CSO) and with your kind permission I would like to briefly tell
you about it. CSO was organized in the city of-Los Angeles in
1947 by a small group of individuals who saw the need for a com-
munity mutual aid organization, and cre at this point I would
like to inject that Congressman Eddie noybal- was one of them.
This movement then spread throughout the State and now 27
counties in California have a CSO chapter.

In 1953, CSO was incorporated under the laws of the State of
California and its influence has since spread intr.-. Arizona and
Colorado- CSO is neither a political movement nor a welfare
agency. It is a self-help, mutual assistance organization with its
strength in its membership, and as long as there is a need of one
human for another CSO will endure.

CSO is a civic action group. Its goal is the socioeconomiC im-
provernent of the conununity, with particular attention to the
needs of the Americans of Mexican descent I

From its inception, the membership of CSO has come from the
low income families in the community. It was so structured in
order to permit broad community participation. Hovwever, this
has not been the -case. Its constitution., and bylaws contain no
reference to ethnic background or antecedenis.

Today, however, the membership of CSO is firedominantly
Mexican American with a sprinkling c;, Negroes, and some Anglos.
The reason for the. predominance of Mexican Americans is quite
obviousthe need is very great among the 6 million Spanish-
surname people of the 'United States, and especially those Spanish-
surname people in- the five Southwestern States.

CSO --!,en commended by the California State legislature
througi olutions several times. CSO has been commended by
the Bishops' Committee, by the American Friends Service Com-
mittee, by-labor organization, and by prominent national and local
leaders for its good works.

This Commission, I have been told,1 wants to hear from persons
who know about or may feel that they have not had an adequate
pportunity in life. For the most part, you can put the entirt,

Spanish -surname population in-this category.





How is.it possible that one, such as 'myself, could have adequate
opportunities in life? How could it be when I was told from the
day I was born to the day I entered school and. beyond that some-how I was different from the rest- of my peers? That I was dif-ferent because my name was Pinon instead of Rogers; that I
spoke a language foreign to the one universally spoken; 1nd in
addition that my skin is a few shades 'darker, and that I was tobelieve that I am something less than my Anglo peers.

How 'can' I say that I have liad an adequate opportunity in life
when I can remember so vividly a teacher saying to me, "No, -I
would not think "about college; you have a- very good aptitude for
mechanical work ; I would- suggest that you take a shop course
mechanical drawing." .

And when I expressed the dream of perhaps one day becbming
a great attorney, I was shot do*n with, "No, I don't think you'll
make it as a lawyer, you probably won't be accepted?'

There are many other Mexican Ameridans who have experienced
this type of counseling: The big question in my mind today is:
How many Al Pinons or Jose_Rodriguezes or Antonio Hernandezeshave we lost this way? ._

-Another question in my mind is: If tother Mexican Americans
had not experienced the.same treatment,I did, would we not per-
haps today have, 10tf-Prof. George Sanchezes, or 1,000 Dr. JulianSamoras? Who can say what the cost has beennot only to the
Mexican-Anierican cOmmunityr the Spanish-surname communities,but to this, our country?

Now let me talk about the conditions that exist in my Statethe great.State of California; the,richest State in he Union.
For 'many years, the great Central Valley of -California hasbeen the richest farm area4-in ;the wcirld.:,Three -counties inthe

Central Valley haveled- the nation in dollar,value of agricultural
production for the past 10 years. The farms-are large. Some farms,tcre as large as .feudal baronies. Far= exaMple on the western
'perimeter ,of- the valley, the Southern Pacific Railroad Company
owns 120;000- :acres, and another company, Anderson-Clayton,
owns 52,000 acres a 52 000-acre ranch.

By contrast, in, this very same :Central Valley region of Cali-fornia, tens of thousands of ffirmivorkers live in stark poverty.
This fertile valley is pockmarked with isolated slums, withoutwater, without streets, with virtually no public services except
an occasional whisk-through by, an unfriendly deputy sheriff.

As we 'see- it in ',this rich valley, most 'of' the Federal assistance
goes to tile rich at the expense of the poor.

Perinit me to cite one speciBc example, a rural slum called
Three Rocks, located on the west side, of the valley. It was estab-lished, in 1956 of condemned shacks moved off nearby ranches.As Three Rocks grew, the outside world Came to gawk--7--storiesand, pietures from dusty, dc;solate, waterless . Three 1 Rocks ap-
pea.:ed in publications all over the United StateS and 'as far awayas Moscow. 7

In 1962, the, American Friends ServiCe,CoMinittee became con-
cérned. 4 Member, of z,-,the Friends committee,,,began to help thePeople organize 'and prod varioui public and private agencies' con-
sciences. Indifference was the Main fruit of this effort. ,
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In 1964, a full-time: worker of the Friends -committee was
assigned to help the people of Three Rocks get decent housing.
The worker andthepeople were organized and applied for
projects under the various titles of the Economic Opportunity
Actcommonly called the War on Poverty.

For nearly 4 years-inow; the Friends comMittee -worker and
these people of poverty have lived with .-the- hope of moving 'into
homes. This hope seemed so near when a large land ownera.,
farmer who owns 100,000 acres-:--offered to grant 20 acres of laild
for the purpose of building homes for farmworkers. -But, when
the community worker mentioned that he believed farmworkers -

should be- cOvered by a minimum Wage law, the offer was with-
drawn. ,

.

Despite the gteat disappointment, the- organized community
purchased a tract,of land, and now the Three Roeks housing,proj-
ect_is on- the verge of final approval by- Farmers Home Adminis-
tration;. Department of 'Agricultiire--a- realhope. 'HoWever, .we
muit not lose sight of-the fact that after almost,4-years,Of organiz-
ing; petitioning, --applying for grants, and all the other necessary
work-involved in,laYing out what could-be -eonsidered'a- new,tOwn-'
ship,..NOT ONE SHOVELFUL OF DIRT "HAS BEEN TURNED.

'In sharp contragt, let ..uS take a look -at a development 15. or 20,
miles down -the road: Here we see bulldozers working and dirt
flying, beautiful rolling green slopes with manmade lakes and
trucked-in- palm_trees, replacing the. rolling 'sage. .A new country
club has appearedthanks to a recreation subsidY from the
Farniers Home Administration.

HoW- long, diclit take?: Well, early in 1965; 'dome 250 tharter
,meMbers of the Whitebridge Cduntry Club raised $200 . apiece -=

to- establish. it. The 'Farmers- HOme ; Administration almost im-
mediately authorized a $245,000 construction loan which wwild
pay' for an ,18-hole golf course, a swimming pool, and a clubhouse:
The golf 'Course is- scheduled, to be completed' early this suinmet.-
And, to the best of my knowledge; not onevof- the 250 charter---_-
members _comes from the Three Rocks shantytown. .

Members, of the Commission,.-if you lived in a. shack . in Three.
Rocks and had ;to .haul your water 4, miles, how would You -feel
about A- Governnient whose policies make it easy for rich farniers
to build a countrY club, but next to imPossible fat you and your
neighbors-to build a decent horne for your family?

The probleins of- rural poVerty, cannot be understood and -dealt
with, unless this double stamdard ,that..exists.. and the programs ,
resulting therefrom are -cloarly analkzed. In order to put this into
perspective for such an analysis, let,Us 'consider the various farm
and rural prC,?grands as a giant welfare system.

,1With this . paint -of view in mind, there are two rural welfare
programs,.both =with Federal financing: one_ for the rich, and:one
for, the poor.

The . -welfare progra-rns fot the rich .comprise price supports,
soil conservatidn, irrigation subsidies, et cetera, et cetera, and
are administered by- theirich themselves through various local
farmets' cOminittees,and4or public service agencies. They control,
lfor7example, irrigation distriets. _

.0n the' other- hand,..the _welfare programs for the poor are-run...,
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by= unfriendly bureaucrats answerable only to the rich: It must
also be coii-sidered that under the rich folks' welfaibe program, thebiggest welfare payments go to those with the most money or__the largest_ landowners. /

- Permit me to briefly review an example of this rich welfaresystem-=-speaking of it from my California experience. Water
for irrigation purposes is the lifeblood -of California's rich agri-culture.

_. With-out: itp, expensive canals, pumps, dams, et cetera, notmuch more than hay would be grown in the Golden State. The
Federal Government provides various irrigation subc4dies in many'
parts of -California. Federal water aupply to the eastside of ethe
Central Valley is subsidized at $577 laler acrewhich ,means ifyou own 10 racres, your-subsidy is_7$5 770 on 100, acres it is
$57,700 ; and for 1,000_acres it equalS-$577;000.

The Federal GoVerriment, is constructing an irrigation projecton the west side, of the Valley in which the subsidy will be over
$1,000 an ,acre. _

There is in existence a Federal regulation *hich is supposed
to limit the subsidy on irrigation-projects and Iprovide the-mach-
inery whereby the poor can obtain a share-in 'these -subsidies 'andan opportunity to own land. Lan`d ownership, as you all know,
is one -of- the- great-desires of peorile. We know many of -them,
especially -th-e-thciusands of skilled' farmworkers, have the ability
and% the thotivation to conduct agrieultural oPerations, if given achance.

But, alas, our people will neVer yealize this goal under the cur-
rent administration' 'of Federal -irrigation projects in--..California-
because the subsidy limit regulation has- been intertoreted into
meaningless words by bureaucrats_ pressured into submission bylarge landowneii.

I respectfully urge this Conunission to make-a-detailed examina-
tion ofal,l. 'Federal programs directed to rural areas. All of theseprograms' have a direct effect an rural,poverty.

I pledge, for the record, my -full cooperation and the assistance
of my associates in making this study.,,Such a detailed exaMinationwill, I ani sure, indicate that many riiral progranis need drastic
revision if the Government is, to make a realistic effort in allevia-ting rural poverty. 1 -

Why-can we not build healthy rural environments whichin turn,
would stop the depressive.flight to the cities and arrest the further
enrichment and-entrenchment of a monolithic rural feudalisticsociety? ';

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Commission.
I hope that these deliberations wHi lead not only to more effectiveFederal programs in allevia.ting rural poverty but also to a moreeffective use of existing programs.

I thank you..
The CHAT.RigAN : Thank you very much, Mr. Pinon. Do we have .your statement "for our records?

%Mr. PINON : Yes, you-- do:
-The CHAIRMAN : We apprecibte that. It is a very good statement.'We Will start' with' Mr. Fischer. L

Mr. FISCHER : "May I suggest that the Commission send ,copies
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of Mr. Pinon's statement to the Secretary of Agriculture and the
Secretary of the Interior and-the heads of FHA and the Recreation
Bureau, and ask rather urgently for their comment on the points
he made? I think it would be very h1pful

The CHAIRMAN: I don't know. I think this is something the Com-
, mission would_ have to take up. It-is a procedural question, and as

-to whether we do forward it immediately, the statethents and so
fortltio these people, is a question that can be dismissed and taken
up tomorrow morning.

Mr. FISCHER: You would have no objection. Mr. Pinon?
Mr. PINoN : I consider this to be a public document today, sir..
Mr. FISCHER:' It seems to me-he raises fundamental questions

here, and we really can't expect to go very far'until we get some
answera.

Mr. HENDERSON: I might say just on the basis of the country
dlub loans, as we call them in some cases, that.I was in the State of
Mississi-Ppi= in a hearing sothe time ago 'witty-another group, and I
was struckilby the way in-which the country club loans -shaniened
the difference between the conditians of the "haves" and those of
_the "have nots," and raised questions with public officials as to
the why of this, and, in other words,/this is a cOndition that ap-
parently is something that prevails in many places. .

-The hypothtical objective, of_ course, is to-prociide greater- out-
let for, social- life, 'but the records show that a disproportionate

-number 76f these loans are in'the hands of the "haves" and a dis-
iiroportiOnately amaller nuiriber find1 themsélVeS- inthe 'hands ofthe 'have nots." '

'Mr. GALLEGOS: I wonder, not to miss the point, if somebOdy, will
make a') point that this item be_discusséd.

The 'CHAIRMAN : I 'aee a:-._member of the staff. We - will
_____'discuss this matter of transmitting this document torniirrow morn-

ing in our CoMmission meeting. It is a procedural question, 'and
even though it is a public document and no_one can stop You' doing

what you want to with it, .V*-0-e have in our colincil procedural
questions.

Are there any questions?
-Mr. GALLEGOS: -I was, woicilering if you would comment on 'thefact_ tliat in Californki, with the massive water _development

project_ taking place; and thQ Manpower _Opportunity Program
that is designed- to help recruit and train people in training, pro-
grams so that the unskilled farmera can_avail themselves x of new
opportunities, 'what'Success. the minority peotole have had in enter-
ing into new 3obs -that have been created as a result of -massive
waten-development projects?

Do you have any idea with respect to, one, training and recruit-
ment,,,whether -there has been any upgrading at all of untrained
farmworkers?

Mr. PINON :' On jobs, I couldn't give you too good of a picture.
Training, I can, because this is the field we are involved in today
as- MOP Staff people:-

Most of the' training in California, MDTA and others, including
OJT, I would .have to state candidly that most' of the training
programs are not directed tO the people whci need it the most,



because of the-limitations that they are imposing, or restrictions \
on the participants.

Most of them are required to' have a sixth-gra-de- education, or
to be bilingual, at least,-if they are Spariisth speaking. In the largest
percentage of the cases, you don't- have- thise Vou have a multi-
lingual society, and in the case -of the Spanish speaking, you have
a low educational attainment level, and the other case, what we
call the- poor. - .Does that answer your. questioii?

I

Mr. GALLEGOS : What has - been the allocation of monies in
MDTA for _upgrading, the skills under

Mr. PINON: (interrupting) : Practically. nothing. I can't even
quote one _project:-

Mr. GALLEGOS: In the rural farm areas- where MOP is oper-
ating?
--- Mr. PINON: You will,have again to put this in perspective.-I am
not responsible for. t'he Central Valley region a's a MOP staff. per-
son. I-have"gome familiurity with the Central region in my ,other ,

capacity, as pre-sident Of the Community Service, Organization. -

Tothe best of my knowledge, I would have to-put that in that
context.. I don't know of any progra:m in the Central-Valley ,or- the
San Joaquin Valley_-that_hag the kind of basic remedial education
coupled with training programs, as-I see the need; NOt one:

The CHAIRMAN : We have-time for one more question.
Mr. GIBsoR : flow old a project is manriower :opportunities

project ?
Mr. PINON: It implemented on Mayr---1,--1966.
Mr. GIBSON : So is-a very new program.
-Mr. PINON Ver
Mr. 'GIBSON : It demonstration program. -Is it 18 months?
Mr, PINON:, Ye

r.. GIBSON: ,W at do you think- in the 18 months the project
will mean tO the ,)anish-speaking population--in that valley?

Mr. PINON: Will, I would like to reply to that in ,what I feel
would be the greatast contributibn that the project can make con-
sidering its short life. I think that MOP could make a substantial
contribution, again taking in't-o consideration training programs
are out the window because there is no money for them. There
wasn't .in 1966, and it doesn't look as if there is going to be in
'67 ,or '68. ,

I think we could make our biggest mark in going out and doing
an ethniie employment survey of agencies, Federal, State, and into
industry, if we could possibly get there.

Mr. GIBSON : You- mean as to present employment?
Mr. ,PINON: Right.
Mr. GIBSON.: What about, routing minorities into job oppor-

tunities, da' you anticipate being in that, operating with any sue--
cess'in that regard brthe end of the demonstration?

Mr. PINON: Well, we are involved in this, but we try to apply
in a 'secondary level. It puts us in competition with the California
Stat EmPloyment Service, _and rather than have them shooting

Mr. GIBSON (interrupting) : That was exactly it. I was trying
to decide what it was you are demonstrating and whetherI pre-



sume You were asked to demonstrate it because it is a service that
is not now being rendered, and at the end of 18 months-you Can
demonstrate the service can be rendered and it is helpful to the
people. -

Is it going to disappear, or be tiken over by the State Employ-
ment Service, or what will happen?
Mr. PINON : MOP was funded on the premise that there was
going to be: a substantial training program.

Mr. GIBsoN:- And that has broken down. -

Mr. PINON : Yes.- The contract had been signed, and the wheelshad started
Mr. Gmseist (interruptipg) : So you are in limbo.
Mr. PINON_:_ Exactly.
The , CHAIRMAN : 17Ve appreciate your coming from California

and giving us your ins,ight._
Mr. PINON": (Speaking in 'Spanish.) -
The CHAIRMAN : YOU will have to help us out.
Mr. GALIJEGOS : He said, "Thank you very much." ,--
The CHAIRMAN : .We have Miss or Mrs. Stockburger now.

Is it Miss, or Mrs.?
Miss SToCKBURGER: Miss.-- ,

The CHAIRMAN : Miss Stockburger, we are glad to have you
with us. Miss -Stockburger comes- from New York, I believe, and
she is with the National Committee on the ,Education of Migrant
Children.

You may proceed as you:see fit.
STATEMENT OF CASSANDRA STOCKBURGER,_

Mis_STocicrituRGEp,: I -should like to say in the beginning that
I want to confine ink -remarks to' two interrelated problems that we
are dealing with as a cbmthittee, a:nd that is child labor ,and the ,
education of migrant children.

My name is CaSsandra Stobkbtriger, and I -am the director of
the National Committee on the Echiaation of Migrant Children
(NCEMC), the program division of the National Child Labor
CoMMittee dahcerned-twith improving the' educational 'opportuni-
ties of _migrant children.=I appreciate the opportunity to appear at this hearing and to
present to y-ou the grim data on the pOverty of children of migrant,
farrnworkers.It hardly seems 'necessary to detail the obviotts- specter of
migrant, children. They are at, the bottom of the natiOn's catalog
of _the depriired. .

Depite years-of hit-and-Miss private and government-spon-
sored -programs to charige ,his life, to provide essential education,
and''to remove- from our conscience the haunting' faces of these

faile&to substantially-alter the cycle of exploita-
tion,.substandard living,- and fragmented schooling that' have been
bur gift to the childi-erf of migrant agricultural workers.

The plain' truth ,is -that .reliable studies, field surveys, and the
evaluation of the National Committee on,the Education of Migrant
Children., all confirm the, pitiful-, inadequacy of present federally
s-uPported progrants: Neither the Economic OpportunitY Act
(EOA) nor the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)



as.now conceived and administered will make any real impact on
the basic problems. -

Caught between sterile State departments- of_ eduction, mis-
directed and hastily conceived private programs, sometimes "pat
together" to match the pressures- to expend Government funds,
and the apathy of local school districts, the migrant child remains
in an educational and economic limbo. _

Nothing short of a program, specifically designed, and admin-
istered by committed persons of competence, will find solutions to
the complex problems of these families and bring about permanent
rather than short-term or palliative- change. \

Who is the migrant child, and where is he ? He is found in 47
St4es. Precisely how many i impossible to know. 'Yet, last year
there were 466,000 different persons who worked as Migrant farm
laborers. A conservative estimate would place at least 300,000
children in these Workers' families.

And this does not include those countless families who, now living
in rural fringe or urban areas and not migrating on -a regular
basis, bear the maiks of impoverished years spent in agricultural
labor. ---

The migrant child may travel thousands of miles each yeak
because harsh necessity has forced his family to migrate to find
the work he knows how to do best. He learns the "blessingS" of
labor often by-the age of Mx. He knows that for him work takes
precedence over school attendance.

His entire life is surrounded by-abject poverty. Accidents, in-
fection, and contagious diseases take a tragic ;toll among these
children while the day-to-day erosion of health made by inadequate
diet, clothing, and shelter frequently produces permanent im-
pairment -in physical and mental development-and vitality.

The hazards to life and health faced daily by inigrant children
were legislated,, out of existence in other sectors of American
society mahy years ago. But this stigma remains for the migrant

In the face of the agonizing:ee-onomic piessure which constantly
confronts the poverty-stricken migrant family, it is understand-
able that parents should- Wish to put their children into the fields
as éarly..as possible. Child labor, consequently, is a real and poign-
ant factor wherever migrant workers are found. We who have
been responsible for providing community services for migrant
children know well the problems Of poor school attendance be-
cause of work in the fields or caring for younger children.

In most States child labor laws, like so much other protective
legislation, exempt agriculture. The Federal Fair Labor Standards
Act does prohibit employment of children during school Kours
by farmers whose crops or products go into interstate or. foreign
commerce. However, enforcement is inadequate or at times non-
existent: The simple education fact is that compulsory school
attendance laws vary from' Stater to State and in some areas v.re
.interpreted not even to apply to thigrant children. --

How much are we exploiting these children ? In spot checks by
*the U.S. -Labor Department from July 1, 1965, to June 30, 1966,
on 1,725 farms; 5,478 children under 16 were found illegally



employed. Of these, 52 percent were betWeen ages 10 and 13, and
18 r- rscent were under age nine. Of the migrant children in the
total group, 71. percent were enrolled in grades below their age
as compared to 44 percent of the total group. Those aged 14 and
15 were retarded 88 and 89 percent, respectively, as compared
to 59 and 65 percent for the group as a whole.

This bleak picture leads only to-this conclusion. Most of these
children were 20th century peons working out of economic neces-
sity to add-to-the family income.

It is conceivable that unless steps- are taken to control child
labor in agriculture that we may have an increase in the number
of children working in some crops. As wages,for adults increase,
farmers who preViously preferred not to use child labor may find it
more economical to do so rather than to pay a minimum wage to
adults. - -

Our present advanced-state of technology /eaves little room for-
the person of limited education: Yet, 'studies shOw that the ed-
ucation level of the rural person has remained the loWest of any
group in the nation. This is the-stark fact of nontirban life

The migrant farmworker's family is no exceptf,on.- Indeed, his
handicap is._ often greater because his roots are frequently in the
rural Souith \or Southwest, where school districts have not pro-
vided quality education for its total popillation'a-nd much less fOr
minority groups..What, then, is the. Status of education for the child-in these
families?, It is characterized by late entry, irregular attendance,
and early leaving.--Language and cultural differenpes further
handicap the_ child. Consequently he"-falls further and further
behind-his age group and when=he arerps out-permanently between .
the ages of 12 and 16 he is 3 to 5 years retarded.

Not all migrant childrerildt-Op out in the early teen years. Some _
manage against great ,bdds .t6 continue their education-through
high school. A-few-even go ta c.11ege. But most grow up to be-
come another statistic in the already overcrowded, unskilled labor

The 'sheer iMpact, of the -problem is revealed in figures released
by the Texas Good. Neighbor. Commission in their 1965 annual
report. The commission rep-Orted-' that 31,500 'school-age children
residents of Texas accompanied their families _on lengthy migra-
tions in 1965. Another 8,500 missed substantial periods-of-school
because of work in the, fields within commuting distance of their
homes and were therefore not cOunted as migrants in State
recorde.An additional 27,000 infants and small children under school
age were recorded as having migrated wittaheir parents:- As with
the school-age children, large- numbers of preschoolers accom-
panied their parents for work within commuting distande of their

Dr. Roy McCanne, consultant in migrant education to --the
Colorado State Department of Education, in commenting on the
problems of -these children, ha's said,, "I'm sure that some other

es of children' need help too (delinquent, neglected, etc.) but I



suspect that they-are at least attending school fairly regularly;
but migrant children are not even in school for the most part."

In the fall of 1966 Colorado reported their best enrollment
about 50 percent of the children between ages 5 to 17. Almost all
of the 7- to 11::year group were in school, which means that al-
most no children were receiving attention during the critical pre-
school years .and that most 12- to 17-year-olds hA7d already dis-
continued their school attendance. And so the bleak tale continues.

It_would be well to ask, what is being done to improve condi-
tions for migrant children?. For many years efforts were made
to secure Federal legislation for the benefit of farmworker fain-
ilies.-Most failed. But less than 4 years ago the first legislation,
the Migrant Health Act, was_passed. Although it has been handi-
capped by tardy and inadequate appropriations, it has_ been able
to provide a start on sigriificalit services.

As a sort of afterthought, certain migrant bills pending in the
Congress dealing' with adult' and child education, sanitation,
housing,- and day care vvere incorporated into the otherwise urban-
oriented Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.

In 1965 the passage orthe Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act promised the brightest hope yet that migrant children

----could-at last--withinfthe framework of the nation's public t..,chool
system receive thelielp they needed. Mute evidence,that this would
not be true was the passage of an amendment nfl 1966 to Title I
of ESEA, which established a separate program for migrant
children. r

Prior to the passage of this Federal legislation, a few of the
more-contetned State departments of education and churach groups,.
were engaged in scattered and uncoordinated- efforts in behalf of
theige children. -

While it is still too early, to have adequate evaluation of either
the prOgrams carried out -under the Economic'Opportunity_,Act-or
the effectiveness of the ESEA, cerfain observations-as to trends
and potential effectiveness are possible.

An alarming lack of policy or overall planning appears to dom-
inate the' hodgepodge of -largely unrelated and frequently short-
term programs which have ,been funded across the country under
Title III-B of the Economic Optiortunity Act. In 3966 about 100
projects were in operation under these funds.

Of these a number, were for ihe seasonal farmworker and a
number. of _other programs have.reported that they have eventual-
ly had to direct -their programs to the resident seasonal- workerrather than the more mobile migrant farmworker. Almost half
of these programs funded in 1966 have indicated they engaged in
some form_ of- education- for children. -Less than one-fifth of the
grants went to any-kind of= -educational institution, i.e., a State
department of education,- local school district, or institution ofhigher education.

It is currently-reported that 0E0 is phasing out_its --education
prOgram:for'children -and-that' this responsibility will be assumed
under the new program of the ESEA. Just as there *ail opposition
on'the part of some private groups to having public schools,funded
by 0E0 to carry out migrant education programs, opposition has



been reported to having this program turned over to the U.S.
Office of Education.The charges have been in terms of the incompetency and in-
difference of the public schools. In a recent NCEMC questionnaire,
all OEO grantees under Title III-B were asked their opinion of the
capability of the public schools in their area to provide education
for migrant children. In returns tabulated on responses from, 50
percent of the grantees of whom 28 answered this qUestion, the
replies are running 2 te.,_ 1 negative.

However, their explanations hardly justify a blanket indictnient
of, the public schools. By far,. the most serious charge is indif-
ference. Lack of funds and no available summer school Programs
could be remedied under the Elernentary°and Secondary Education
Act.

What of the effectiveness of the ESEA? As presently admin-
istered, lido not see that it will significantly change the_educational --
picture for migrant children.-Reportsrfrom-State departments of education recently compiled
by NCEMC show that few States utilized funds from Title -I for
either suminer schools or regular school programs in 1966. Forty
States replied to our questionnaire. Of 24 States reporting summer
schools for mIgrant children, only 8 reported any use of Title I
funds, as compared to 19 which used OEO funds, and I might add
that in_those cases many of these _were private agencies.

It is interesting to note that only 6 Stifles reported a State--
appropriation for support_of migrant children- in either summer
or" regularterms. In '1963, 11 States reported ,such special appro-
priations.

Under the neW Migrant Amendment to Title I of- ESEA, funds
totaling about $7-, million have been allocated to '47 States on the
basis of an estimated migrant child :population.

We have attempted- to determine to what degree the State de-
partments of -education are- making plans for use of these" funds.
Only nine States have indicated to us that they either have com-
pleted plans :or have their, plans in -process. Four others have said
they will submit a plan. Only one has indicated they will not submit
a plan, claiming there 'is no need, although they have been allo-
cated over $70,000. A number of other' States I,iaVe indicated that
theY are waiting to see the guidelines and know more specifically
what is expected before deciding. Obviously, with All plans yet to -
be approved, little use of the funda will be made in this fiscal year.

In general; let Me say, that the, positive things which have been
accomplished by the migrant programs of -both the EOA and the
ESEA are chiefly-' in the area of an, increased area of concern.
ESEA has required the U.S. Office of Education, the State depart-
ments of education, and local school districts to take a closer look

Migrant childrenare already being identified anore readily in
schoohrecords' for purposes oFqualifying for grants.-

Another long-neglected area, teacher training, -has sliowii a sub-
stantial increase over the paSt 2' years. Fourteen States reported
training- programs in:1966 _of from" 1- day to 3 months' _duration.
SeriHces to children have Increased: Twenty-five, States report
providing transportation ; 12; clothing; 18, medical services; 26,

at-the migrant popUlation:: ,





hot lunCli-; and 26, inilk.,This does not meaff-that all children in allschools receive these services, but as a general practice these arereported as being provided for migrant children. .One of the major weaknesses in all-efforts in migrant fiko-grams- has been the lack of nationwide and interstate planning
and coordination. Within the past year one or two atterni3ts havebeen made on a regional basis or_ through agreements between twoor more States.

But again I, would emphasize that we must look at the problemon, a nationwide basis'. Programs must be eValuated on the basisof long-range _goals. When we look- at the programs in progress
and those that are proposed, I seriously question that we are evenon the right track.

To date, all that has- been done is palliative. We are not reallydoing anything,to attack the cause of poverty in this segment ofour rural population.
Thirteen years ago, Dr. Shirley Greene concluded after a -Com-prehensiVe-study of the education of migrant children that in theface of the evidence collected by his study, "there is no coMpletesolution to the problems of the education for migrant childrenshort of the ultimate elimination of -agricultural migrancy."Dr.- Greene went on to recommend that efforts be made to developour national ecoriOmy in ways that would stabilize _employment

and minimize the,need for employment of migratory fainilies, aridI.think the emphasis-there should be on the word "families."There is no section." of our economy which is characterized bysuch disorganization _and unsyztematic utilization of manpower.The agricultural industry as a whole has demanded independence
and, claimed' immunity from regulatory legislation applicable toother industry. At the same time, they -have-not hesitated to claimthe benefits Of agriculturar %Programs instituted by the FederalGovernment.

.No, louder voice has been heard than that .of organized- agri-culture in opposition to practically every form of -protective or
social legislation _which could ,benefit agricultural labor.

. Our alterriatives;are clear. If we are serious about:eliminating
rural povertY; either.- we require, the;:agribusiness sector of oureconomy, to .provide all their employees_-with wages and working
condifikTins comparable to other industries ..or we add Additionalsubsidies to agribusiness ..through supplementary wages andserviees. to . their emploYees.

Until ,and unless we make this, segment of our working force.-competitive and ecpnomically independent; we will have to go
_on for succeeding generations handing out grants for 'palliativeprograms.

With economic security and independence, many of the migrant
worker probleths Would solve themselves. They will be able topurchase - services and not beg, for, aniopportunity to particiPate
in them. Upward social mObilifyaild at:depth-if-6e will come as theyare _able to.1, improve their education and make a contribution to
the community on, a par _With-'others..

But this 'is the long range:What about the Children , who needhelP now ; who, unaess they receive help now, will .add hundreds of
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thousands of-additional inadequately equipped persons to our_labor
force in the next 5 years.We must concentrate on getting and keeping the migrant child
in school wherever he is, regardless for -the moment of how well
his needs are beirg met.

We- must extend regulations on child, labor to agriculture in
all states.We must take a long look at our educational system and how it
relates to the migrant problem. By and large, public schools have
shown little interest in, or ability to meet, the needs of migrant
children. For the most part school personnel has been unwilling
to think in terms other than how to fit these -children into the
system. Let's face it, we may never fit these children into the con-
ventional school, certainly not into the 9-month school term.

Because of this fact, we are faced with a serious dilemma. How
can we help children whose life patterns are different achieve the
standards required for successful living in our society? How can
this be accomplished when we demand that the -criteria for
achievement be the comfiletion of a certain number of grades or
years of study in certain approved institutions?

In plain words, how can migrant children get the college or
even the high school diploma which is required for guccessful
competition in today's job market: Obviously, we have to either
change the child's life pattern or modify the 'requirements for
entry into,the job-market. Neither change will bring about a total
solution, to be sure. But more must be and can be done than we
have done to date.

Our considered reco.....,:tnendations to the Commission are as
follows :(1) -Priority for allocation of major education resources for
migrant Children should be given to those home-base or other
areas where migrant children can spend--a minimum of 6 months

-, in the .sathe educational' system with assurance being given that
such funds will, in _fact, be used to carry out such programs as
will begt -meet the edUeational needs of these children.

(2) Foster home- programs, camrig, or other child care ingtitu-
tions should be developed-in home-base areas to provide residential

- care for Migrant children during .the -time whenparents migrate
away from home base. In the cage ,of some_, children it may be
desirable to proyide -such care on a Year-around basis. ,

(3) The -child labor provisions of the Fair, Labor Standards
Act should ,be amended so as to-provide the same-protection for
children in,agriculture as in other industry. The necessary enforce-
ment mechanisms to effectively bring about coMpliance must ac-
'company such an, amendment.

(4) , Extensive, opportunities should be, provided either in resi-
dential or day SChools for those, ages 13 to 20, whose education-has
already_been-seriongly interrupted so that these youth may achieve
at'leagt a high school equivalency along with some marketable skill
or trades trainirig.(5) In States using migrant iabor, proof _should be required
that migrant:children are, included in all programs for disad-
vantaged children funded by the Federal GoVernment before any
Federal .grants ',are. aPProved.
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(6) A- nationai'planning board or commission composed ofqualified citizens shoxl4be established to design and guide the
implementation of a Ion ige plan for solving the complex
problems of family migrancy.

The CHAIRMAN (Mr. Henderson) : Thank you very much Miss
Stockburger. We are running short on time, and I wonder if we
have one or-two quick questions we might ask.

Mrs. CALDWELL : I would like to know if you have been able
to get'very much help through your. various State child welfare
programs in trying to halt at least some of the serious and tragic
things that happen, even if they haven't done much on the pre-
ventive?

Miss STOCKBURGER : Well, it has been our experience that in
most cases 'child welfare agencies will act on an emergency basis
on behalf of the needs of children.

I. will-state that they are available on an emergency basis. But
'it is the lack of programing and general planning for long-term
needs that is of concern.

The CHAIRMAN : Any other questions?
Mr. GALLEGOS : You talked under Number 2 about child care

programs.
One-of the things that came out in testimony in the Southwest,

American Indians described_the problems of keeping young chil-
dr9n .in school, that theY Were frequently separated from their-
parents, that they -had to leave the reservation to go to foster
home school, and this created homesickness and the kind of situ.T.,,
ation where the child didn't stay in school.

Miss STOCKBURGER : This is inevitably the problem you find
when you have to make a choice of having the child remain in t-1-,,71
home with the parents or having the child placed in' the best-
cumstances for the child's welfare.,And I think it is inevital-Ae th
this problem -will have :to" be faced.

However, I __think there is a great deal more separation of
riarents and children than we now realize, that there is a practice
on the part of' a great many families to either send the children
back to stay with relatives, or leave the child behind.

Th6 CHAIRMAN , In other words, the seliaration takes place
regardless.

Miss STOCKBURGER : A great deal takes place. And I think we
have to weigh the''living conditions of the'on-the-road migrant.

Mr. GALLEGOS : What about the possibility of family allowances
of sonie%kind where 'instead of being in a boarding home, a con-
crete building kind Of thing which, in some, ways, could offer an
advantage, the idea of an allowance for families?

Miss STOCKBURGER : I think this is a much more preferred
Alternative. 'rwould .much more prefer to see the family not mi-
grate, if they, can 'be able to live without it. ,

'And I think this is one of the toroblems with eliminating child
labor. We find that some of these projects that have been paying
stipends, the older child who can make $25 a week in the field from
working will' wcirk rather than- take' $15 from the school program.'

So if Nie talk in terms of stipend, we have =to talk in terms of
something that enables the family to live.



The CHAIRMAN : We have to bring -this to- a halt. Do we have -

the complete statement?
Miss STOCKBURGER : _Yes, we do.
The CHAIRMAN : We want to thank you for coming down from

New York City and being with us today. Thank you _very much.
Miss Stockburger, could we just ask you one quick question?

I. am sorry. Your headquarters for the National Committee, are
those headquarters in New York?

Miss STocKsuRGER : Yes.
The CHAIRMAN : Is this a privately operated agency?
Miss STOCKBURGER : Yes. It has been in existence since 1904,

and its parent organization is the National Child Labor Com-
mittee, which led the fight for ending child labor. It is financed by
membership, private contributions, foundations.

The CHAIRMAN : Rev. James L. Vizzard: We finally got to you,
and we are running out of time. I am certainly happy that you
are here.

STATEMENT Or JAMES L. VIZZARD
Fr. VIZZARD : The Lord commands us to practice mercy, and I

will practice mercy by skipping most of my statenient, and con-
centrating on only a few sections of it which I think might deserve
your special attention.

Mk. Chairman and members of the Commission, -I speak here
tOday by authorization: of the lishops' Committee for the Spanish
Speaking. 'I -will skip the whole first couple of pages.

On- -Page 3, to clarify our own thinking and more accurately
focus our recommendations, 'we break down the various categories
of rural poor into four groups that may be of some value to you.

The first is the farmer whose capital resources are simply in-
adequate fo- suppoi-t a decent standard of -living.

Second, the.tenant aricr- "Sharecrop c particularly of the Deep
South,' whoSe minimal ai. xistence is further deteri-
orating because of rapid hil,...,,/iti,nization and consolidation of farm
operations. ,t

, Third, hired farmWorkers, principally -those who are migrant
and 'Seasonal.And fourth, the elderly and the -physically or mentally handi-
capped, :whether ow- the farins or in the gniall rural communities.

Now, onssubsequent pages we have comments and recommenda-
tions to make Cin each , one of those categories, ,but I trUst- I can
leave It lup to yciii to read these in your spare time.

I wOuld like now to skip to page 7, where there is one aspect of
comments on migrant labor that seems to deserve particular
attention.

In the middle of page 7, there is one aspect of the Delano strug-
gle which We believe deserves great emphasis. As this Commission
knows well, fok, some, year and a half striking grape pickers there
hdve bden 4tteinPting,to, seOre _bargaining rights and a union con-

, .. . retract with their employers. ,

,P So far th43r have achieved Seme successes, but only at the cost
of extkeine hardShirialand huinan suffering. Moreover, despite the
workers'. renia,kkable .fidelity to their pledge of,/ nonviolence, the
ciommUnity haS`.been'iacked by dissent, bitterness, and conflict.



This, prolonged struggle is a direct result of the legislative
exclusion of farmworkers from the provisions of the National
Labor Relations Act. Without legal provisions and procedures forthel resolution of such a labor-management dispute, every situa-
tion inevitably becomes nothing more than a power struggle. _It
seems likely at this point that the workers _eventually- will succeed
in Delano. It seems almost certain thatrthe farmworker organizingmoveinent_ win then spread to other9arts of California and toevery part of this country which employs a significant number
of migrant and seasonal workers. Indeed, the movement has al-
ready leaped to Texas where, in Rio Grande City, the United Farm
Workers Organizing Connmittee (UFWOC) is locked in conflictwith the groWers and their allies.

In other words, the future holds dozens and even hundreds ofDelano-type confrontations. It seems to us 'to be highly unlikely
that these other Delanos will be- characterized by the highly un-usual nonviolence which has been maintained there.

We do nt expect the workers to instigate physical conflict butrather, as experience has already shown, we expect it to come from
the other Bride, often under the specious color of law.

therefiare, this countrk and, in particular, our rural com-munities mad the agricultural -industry itself are to be sparedprolonged, Idtter, disruptive, and perhaps even violent conflict,
we should move as quickly as possible to provide the well-estab-
lished 'and 'eaccessful provisions of the National Labor RelationsAct to farm tabor.

Now, gentlemen; I would like to go to the last section of my
statement, -which begins on:-page 9. It has a positive proposal whichperhaps has elements of originality. Our ideas on this proposal
are Catalyzed by the legislation passed by the 89th Congress called
the demonstrations or model cities program for which President
Johnson's fiscal 1968 bUdget requests something over $400 'millionfcir a start.

We think this new program is highly imaginative and verypromising. But we rask why nothing comparable has been' sug-gested' for the rural slums. Why would it not be possible to havedemonstration or model rural areas?
Would it be difficult, at least in principle, to design a-programin which the Federal- Government designates particular ruralareas of larger or smaller sizes where, as with -the model cities

program, the full impact of all appropriate Governinent programg
could be brought to_ bear on the multiple needs of these areas andcoininunities?

We do not feel competent to 'spell out all the' details Of such aproposal, but we can envision the "kehabilitation of rural slumsthrough a proper adaptation of the model cities idea. We believe,moreover, that we have identified a particularly advantageous and
ready opportunity to make a beginning along these lines. Thatopportunity,' strangely enough, is found in a situation which tothe U.S. Department of the Interior is a Major problem.

I* Will skip the next few paragraphs' that explain actions underthe Reclaination Act. Now I'm in the middle "of page 10.As a result of pnesent and future operations 'of the Bureau
of Reclamation, hundreds 'of thouSands of acres of fertile excss



land are and will be becoming available in California and other
, Western States. The high capital value erroneouslk and illegally
placed on these lands and other complications are stymying the
Interior Department's effort to assure the disposition of these
lands to other than speculators and abzentee landlords.

Unless an entirely new app4fbach is taken, the end re-sult of the
expenditure of enormous sums of taxpayers' money will be the
very opposite of what is intended and demanded by the Reclama-
tion law. .We suggest that thzs problem be looked upon as a unique op-
portunity. It happens that in the very areas where -these lands
are becoming available, there are tens of thousands of rural poor,
many of them migrant_ and seasonal farmworkers, who up until
now have been excluded from their fair share of the agricultural
wealth they have helped to produce.

Why could not at least a pilot project be undertaken to demon-
strate whether or not, with proper help, units of these excess
lands could -_be transferred to the ownership and operation of
select groups of these farmworkers who for so long have done
everything on these farms- :a.nd ranches except to manage and
profit by theni? ,

To- be very specific, at Delano, the focal point of the current,
labor-management conflict, one partidular ranch, the Sierra Vista
owned by the DiGiorgio Corporation, is under the legal obli-
gation of divestiture. It comprises about 4,000 acres of table
and wine grapes. Despite efforts of- DiGiorgio and of the De-
partment of the Interior over a period of some 2 years, buyers
simply have not been found for most of the 160-acre and smaller
units into which, in accordance with -the law the Sierra Vista
Ranch has been divided.

That situation cries out for a new and imaginative 1 solution
lest it become a permanent embarrassment to the Department
of the Interior and a persistent barrier to the attainment of
public policy.

Our suggestion, we believe, has the beauty of simplicity. We
believe that, the undivested lands of that ranch should be pur-
chased outright by the appropriate Government agency, or agencies
and then either`through sale or lease be turned over to the_ farm-
workers who- have invested so large a part of, their lives and
energies in those veryfields.

Obviously, workers, unschooled in the intricacies of manage-
ment, would have to _have _supervisory and managerial help.
Very likely also the sale or lease price on the land would have
to be subsidized. In addition, as with the model cities program,
a whole bundle of specialized services would certainly, have to be
provided : Credit at favorable terms; technical assistance; devel-
opment, of various cooperative institutions including, particularly,
cooperative purchasing and marketing; as well as the standard
necessities of health, housing, and education which the people
already -e in need of. ,

If such a pilotwiiroject Were successful, and we believe it could
be, it would serve as a model for the use of the hundreds of
thousands of other acres of excess lands which by law are now



availabf .)r will soon become available throughout the-Western
States.

Moreover, if the idea works we oc.:e no reason why, with proper
adaptations, it could not be applied in nonreelamation areas. Why
not something comparable in the rural slkums of Alabama or
Mississippi?

Might not something like this be at least one answer to the
critical problems of the marginal farmers, tenants, and share-
croppers who are so rapidly being displace&and dispossessed by
the wokkings both of the agricultural revolution and of racial
discrithination?Instead of more of them being crowded into the dismal and
dangerous urban slums, could they not be offered a chance at a
decent, dignified, and economically _secure life in a rehabilitated
model rural environment?

We know that our proposal, though simple in concept, would
be complicated and costly in reality; but so, too, will be the model
cities program. We do not believe that our nation- is so lacking in
imagination 'and know-how as tc be unable to solve t136 problems
of the rural as well as the urban slums.

Gentlemen, thank you for ,the opportunity to be heard today.
I will be glad to answer any questions.

The CHAIRMAN: i is a very, very important sug-Father, ths -

gestion -that has been made.. This morning, when I asked the
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development if there was any-
thing in the legislation, or in the thinking; as a matter of fact,
for rural areas comparable to the model cities program, and I
believe that in essence we gotwell, at least the implication I

Was not.We have something now to offer him, and I think this is a
very helpful suggestion.

Fr. VIZZARD: This si4Eggf, btftn making the reovauti-61,fut
the Government agencies .ThrS.t,e last "Tear and a half. I. exposed
the idea to Gene Foley', and I wrote up a lengthy memorandum
on the proposal, and he-circulated it at the Cabinet level.

It has been studied by the Departnaerit of the Interi6K'OEO,
and other agencies. So it is not entirely unknown.

The CHAIRMAN : Could we have a copy of it?
Fr. VIZZARD: It is basically the same thing. _

Th-e CHAIRmAN: Are thore any questions?
(No response:),
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you for coming.
Our last person to Appear today is the Honorable Wilbur Cohen,

who is the Under Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Father, are you* going to maker available for us whatever ellse

has hearing on this, or do you think that would be sufficient'?
Fr. VIzzARD: I think that will probably be sufficient.
The CHAIRMAN: Secretary Cohen, thank you for coming and

sharing your ideas with' us in this meeting..

STATEMENT OF WILBUR J. COHEN
Mr. COHEN: I would like to introduce Lisle Carter, and Donald

Slater, his deputy. " --
I-know it is late, and I have sat on the other side of the tsble



of Commissions like this with you, and my thought is that I
would introduce my whole statement in the record and just com-
ment on four or five points that I think are significant.

I would prefer to, quite frankly, have you .ask me questions
about the programs which I am sure many of you must have_
about helping the nation's welfare. _-

So I. will just go through'my statement briefly to point up a
few points so you can ask me--any questions.

On pages 2 and 3 of my statement, . I present before you the
results of our analysis about the extent of poverty in the United
States. The , Social Security Administration, under ovar juris-
diction, is the agency that has been making the-so-called poverty
estimates, and I have presented here for the first time our esti-
mate for the 1965 data, not on individuals, but on households,
showing that preLiminary Rgures indicate that of the 11.5 million
households in 1965 below the poverty line, about 1 million lived
on farms and 3 million in other places that might be designated
ruraL Thus, 3 E. percent of all the households counted were rural
households. Probably, r -would say the.perftentage is in the nature
of 40 or 43 percent, as shown by the 1964 data.

I recognize, and I don't want to digress on it, but the question
o f poverty, what that threshold line is is a very complex evalua-
tibn, and I would assume -that one of the questions this group,would want to go into is this threshold that we use, and our
analysis; is that correct?

I am not prepared to defend it in detail but it has been a very
important problem ,over the years,

Generally speaking, t1ia fy Itne in the rural areas is
roughly a ut. `t0 pWfttlt ne urbeat line, and I. would say
iserhaps the Commission would want to go into the validity of
that and the statistical basis of determiiniing that, which would,
of course, change the concept.

It is a very basic point as to wiaskt -you do mean riCy rural
poverty, and it comes right up in the 'maw you Anse your .statistics.
I would be glad, for instance,,to subnat tem- the record nnore, de
tailed figures of the povertY lievel,ffaram filand nonfarm, iby male
and female head for different-Ozed familigiS, that is used fin rnak-
ing the poverty threshold.

A lot of people talk about $3,000, lzut, :.-of course, $.s,clool is an
urban level for a family slightly more thiOn four, ant-d it -varies
by differen,t-sized familiveS, and) naturllst the -level that Foul use
has a great deal to do with puiblic piiVoir because when you gvt
to a matter like public, assistance, if wita- are :using a particular
threshold, the place yo set this thrfesEtold determines winat itis going to cost the States and Federal (Government to eradicate
poverty in this country.

- As you know, the,- estimates show iat would cost $11 billion,
which in- my, opinion is not economicaW impossible to do with a
gross national product (GNP) of $750iPlion, roughly only about
1.6 percent of the grosfs national pretauct.. But it could differ,
depending on bow you set the Bevel. Ithinik this is a rather
important-point tö'"your--whole deliberitations and policy.

I- then go on in my paver, after staid:Eng ithip, to tell about the
.Yarious programs that we are undertaking in the Department of
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HEW that deal with both rural and nonmetropolitan poverty,
.......andthose are extensively developed,in tthe first __10. or 12 rages

of- My-paper.Perhaps you will want to ask about some of the points. I
wOuld like to point out to you that of course this year the further
development of the educational legislation for the disadvantaged,
and in the next couple of years, will come up for substantFal
treatment.I must mention the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of 1965, which provided for the funds to deal with disadvan-
taged children, some of which is now going into rural areas and
less populous areas. It is an extremely important program. i hope
it would be continued, I hope it would be extended, and I certainly
would most urgently suggest that you explore quite thoroughly
the area in which- during the next few years the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 could be amplified and expanded.

There is no more important program, in my opinion, for the
long-run eradication of poverty than raising the educational
level and the quality of education in this country for everybody,and I think we have now started in the 1965 act a very, very
important matter of public

We are putting roughly $1 billion to $11,4 bifl 411 ntia that.
If you want to overcome the fiscal inequality that eicists bretween
the States and among the 20,000 school districts of the country,
that act is one of the most pi omising Pieces of legislation for

. the eradication of poverty and the elimination of inequalities,and the raising of the- level and quality of education in this
cbuntry, that we have deVeloped.

I urger your most serious considerations of the implications of
that.In passing, might I add on page 16 of my paper I touch on
the Teacher Corps. The Teacher CorpS program, which I think
is one of the most innovative and promising aspects in relation
to both VISTA and the Peace Corps, we only have 1,200 corpsmen
in this at the present time, and 400 of these are in rural areas.

The act comes up for extension this year; The Teacher Corps
is significant in bringing high quality teaching into the urbanand rural areas to raise the quality of education. I hope your
Commission will examine that.In the past several days I have had three groups come in tosee me, all from rural areas, for grants for rural education,
whic4 we can't_ now make under our education act.

tifi- -the dountY school superintendents coming
to the Federal Government,' and we say, "Why don't you go to
your State's Governor, your legislature, your State superinten-
dent?" He says, "There is no money there.'

And so I have more and more of these people coming in to
see the Commissioner-bf Education and myself, and they think
methods of providing thee redlization to the communities and
what can be done in the educational areas are of number one
national importance.In my paper, on page 21I develop a point which to me,
speaking more in my private capacity and more as an economist
than as an Under Secretary of HEW, --a point that I felt very
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strongly in the past from my oWn studies, is that as long as our
country relies so heavily on the local prGperty tax you are going
to find that local services in rural, nonmetropolitan areas are
going to be seriously limited.

You have got to find some way to minimize, .. reduce, repeal,
modify the property tax- on a local basis if you are going to ex-
tend and-:expand child welfare .'rvices in the local community,
educational sefvices, health ser vices; if localities are going to be
able to match Federal fuilds.

And somehow, I think ;some brilliant, creative idea of figuring
out some way by which Federal funds could be made available
so that property taxes would be decreased or minimized would
be a most effective mechanism of trying to make localities respond
to the expanding social needs and services that e:.dst.

-if you-look-throughout the country, you will find- that local
communities, rural communities, are the ones that do not have
the full, comprehemsive, adequate types of social and economic
and educational and health services that are necessary.

And if you pose the question to yourself, how are you going
to get them in the next 10 or 15 years, if you are going to base
any of that upon local financial contributions, and that comes
from the property taxrural communities .are never going to
expand their services as rapidly as necessary to train the people
and pay the people for the necessary services.

ScrI think that is a very important factor in the whole equation.
I think repeatedly, as we develop the Pederal grants-in-aid policy
that Involves local contributions, and if you even make a 99 per-
cent-Federal grant that requires a $1 local contribution, what
you are doing is making $1 of local money prevent you from
getting.$99 of Federal money, and as long as that is=limited, you
have a very serious financial problem. -I then, in my 'paper, touch upon a number of -proposals that
we are, makingthat the President is recommending this year
particularly the social security proposals, Which would provide
for raising the minimum social security -from $44 a-month to $70
a month, which will certainly have an important impact-in helping
to raise levels for.people who have been ander the social security
program the shortest period of time, of which-farmers and farm-
hands . are of course a leading exaMple, and I am certain that
raising the minimum in soczal security and raising the basic
benefits 15 percent wnl be very helpful, particularly in this area
as it-will be in others'. .

/ The President's proposals in that fieid are rather important.
They will require the States, beginning Jtily 1, 1969, to meet 100
percent of need, beginning in 1969, both for old age assistance
and aid to dependent children, which of course will have a tre-
mendous impact on, Mississippi, I presume, because I presume
in Mississippi they are meeting only 25 or 30 percent of the need
at the present time.

That would mean that ...for children in -those rural areas itwould have the effect of triplingtriplingthe payments if the
Congress passes this legislation. t.

And the President's proposal provides for increasing Federal
funds for child welfare services, and for making other improve-
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ments in the field of child health, which I think are strikingly
important as steps that can be taken this year.I- have outlined those in a little bit more detail, and I should
stress that the President has also included in his recommenda-
tions extending farm coverage to about a half million farmworkers
by changing the contributions and coverage requirement in the
social security program for farrnworkers, which is now $150
per year or ao days of employment, to $50 per year or. 10 days
of employment And if that were to be enacted by Congress, it
would mean that roughly about 500,000 more farmworkers-would
pay contributions under social security and receive credits for it-
and thus enhance their social security protection, although others
would be omitted because of the crew leader provisions in the
legislation. Well, I could make a number of other comments, but
I hope that in what we have said I have been provocative enough
to have you ask me some questions.

The CHAIRMAN : Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. You
have been provocative, and certainly we have a lot here to go on.

Dr. Ford, and then Dr. Hutchinswhat we usually do is begin
on the left.

Mr. FoRD: Mr. Secretary, I am particularly interested in your
comments concerning local taxation because I feel this is an
extremely important matter, and I think you are the only one
I have heard who has intro-duced it before this Commission.

However, I am not sure I am clear as to what your suggestions
are, whether we should search for alternative tax sources or
whether we should eliminate local -requirements for receiving
Federal grants. Would yclz care to expand on that?

-Mr. CO-HEN Yes. I would take iic in steps, because I realize I
am proposing a very- big attack on a big problem.

First, I would, for instance, in public assistance, if I had my
ownif I could make the policy, I would prohibit local contri-
butions and only require State contributions. Congregs does to
some extentI did- recoMmend this a couple of years ago in
connection with, the so-called Medicaid program. Congress didn't
go along completely with it, but they did put a requirement in
that the n3cal contributions had to- be limited, because in these
programs, as I tried- tci indicate, if you do make the local contri-
bution, and you can't get it, you are either going to have to have
a State equalization program, or the program is lowered to that

So I would say in most grant-in-aid programs I would try to
deliinit or not require, ...or prohibit in effect, local contributions.

If that were not possible, I would certainly try to make, if I
could, at least in more general__ programs, like in the edueation
program, wherever possible make the Federal grants 100 percent.

Take, for instance, Title I of the Elementary and-Secondary
Education Act. It is determined at about roughly 50 percent of
what the average per child education cost is in the State, but
once-it- is -given to the local community they don't have to add
any additional money-to it.

So I would try to think up various ways in which the Federal
role would not be conditioned. If anything like the Hener-Peck-
man plan on uniyersal grants is made, in my opinion it should
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be made contingent that what the States get would involve some
reduction, or no increase in the property tax, and a greater use
of the income tax in that ztate so that we get a greater degree
of fiscal progressivity in order to get these services by 1975 to
the rural areas.. And that is the only way that I can see more
Federal funds and more State funds and less local taxation funds
if you are going to have health services, education services, and
welfare services in the local communities.

Mr. FORD: I can understand the 100 percent.. I do not quite
follow why you would prohibitdo you-mean this is a condition?

Suppose a local community wanted to supplement a program
of this sort.
--ME COHEN : I don't mind if they supplement itI and I will give

you an illustration.
I was teaching at the University of Michigan. One year I fa-

vored a bond issue for a local school, and who voted against the
bond issue for the local school? All the older people. All the people
over 55 in their community voted against it, and we lost it; and
we went-- et-iound, and they said to me, "Look, we raized our
children, we paid our taxes, and I'm- on a more or less fixed in-
come ready to retire. Why should I raise the property taxes on
my ,home to phy for that school?"

And we lost the bond issue. -
You,know, you can have a big philosophic discussion with those

people about community interest, but the ()Id lady who is on a
$60 social security benefit says, "I just can't pay any more."

To me, that is one of the big inhibiting factors where local,
rural communitiesit is not because those people are antisocial,
or that they have less social conscience than other -people. It is
just because they are caught in a situation in which they can't
see -themselves raising the income to pay for these.

I must say I am not proposing a constitutional amendment to
piohibit the property tax,-but I am j.ust saying to the extent that
you can explore and find ways to inhibit it, I think the objectives
of eliminating rural poverty would be- enhanced.

Mr. FORD: Where are you .finding objection to this type of
proposal, from what groupg?

Mr. COHEN : Well, I- think the problems come abOut this way.
It is very_ difficult to get 100 percent Federal grants for these
programs, because. 100 percent Federal- grants, alcnough there
are many illustrations of them, do appear to many people, Gover-
nors and other people, to sort of circumvent the local community ;
and many people believe that unless the local community has a
financial interest-it-is not going to' spend the money wisely and
intelligently, and it is a good point.

So that you have a dilemma. You really have a basic conflict .

between achieving national objectives and local interests.
Now; take for instance Title I of the Elementary and Secondary

Education ActI think that: is irery creative, because we did make
the local school:district responsible fOr the program. We got local
intervention and local responsibility.

The CHAIRMAN : They did cut down on the local ekpenditures
after they got that. -
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Mr. COHEN : In some instances. But it is supposed to be pro-
hibited by law. ,

Mr. HUTCHINS : What were you going to do with'the $11 billion
to eliminate poverty. Was that annual?
- Mr. COHEN : The estimate to make up the gap is $11 billion, and
what I. am saying is a matter of statistical information. If you
want to eliminate poverty and pay everybody _that gap, it would
be $11 billion. My own opinion is, should the- Vietnam war end, the
economic problem of solving that is not a- great one. It only rep-
resents, now,,1.6 percent of the GNP, but I don't think it is so
easy to just pay, people an income deficiency program, because
you have to keep that up, and that is wh-Y I said spending money
for education_ to permanently eliminate poverty for the future is
a wise investment.

-Mr. FoRb : , Thank you
The CHAIRMAN : Go ahead, Mr, Gallegos. -

Mr. GALLEGOS : In, your goals, you expressed concern for all
Americans, and I don't question thatbut I think sometimes in mak-
ing an analysis of all sections of the community that this data is
somewhat absent froni the data that you uSe. _

For example, on the heads :3f households,I-think you used white
and nonwhite, which excludes specific regional populations, such- as
in the SoUthwest. _ .

I think one of..the problems in looking at HEW, information is
that it lacks some of,this information about the_ forgotten minbiity.

Are you revising your data so that as you lo k at the impact of the
Elementary and 'Se c on dary School- Act you can ,pinpOint specifically
tO the-regions and populations- a little more accurately ?

Act:'We will have information when that comes out y sc oo is-Mr. COHEN : Yes, of course. Take the Elementary and Secondary

tricts in which we will be-able to anaryze very specifically both ;the
well, I shouldn't say: income, because the income is already deter-
mined. It, has to be now-, Under $2,000,_ and neXt year under $3,000,
but, we ought to- be able' to examine the etlinic as well as the other
factors that relate to those school districts, to appraise what is hap-
pening both with respect .to the kinds of students and the' kinds of
teacher§ _and 'the kinds of parents and the kinds of families and the
quality of education.

I think-that when that information starts to come in the American
public is going to be appalled at what in some parts of this country
is the frightful and scandalous low quality of education for Ameri-
can children. ,

And you are quite correct that at least out of this will come not a
final evaluation, but moie information than ever, before that shows
that the inequality-of expenditures a'S 'now exists between school dis-
tricts on education is one of theI use the word advisedlygcaaidals
in Anierie,teducation.

.I know niOnek is nOt- the whole answer, but it sure is a 'good indi-
_ _ ,

.

cation that.if in, some school districts they are only SPending one-
third- of ivhat Westcheiteir COuntir- spend's, I think I have a, pretty
gOOd basis for saYingthey are riot getting the sam6 eduCation asthey
are, getting in Westchester CoUnty,.and,until thoge inequalities are
Minimized -in the thiited States you are not going to ,haNie .1:Ugh

quality education. .



Mr. GALLEGOS : My final question is also related to the question of
ethnic matters. What is HEW doing to improve its pattern of hiring
Mexican Americans at a policy level of the DepaL trtient, because it
is'my understanding that there are few MexiCan Americans above
GS-11 or 12 in your Department, and I ask this out of personal con-
cern as well as out of questions one of my colleagues has raised, that
the problems of the _region will not be dealt with with sensitivity
unless you have peciple who are familiar with it

Mr. COHEN : Yes. For the last 3 years we have tried very con-
scientiously to recruit, both as far as employment and our advisory
committees and policies, people of Latin-American ancestry, and
Mexican Americang.

I have worked diligently at it myself. I find out our difficulty is
gettingI suppose what you have got to do_and what is difficult, you
have really got to go out and know where the people are, and'Iw.ho
they are, to get them in.

There is no question that we have a need for a lot of competent
people in every field,' and the Secretary and-myself are most willing
to go out of Our way to find the methods to hire these people, but in
some way they have to be brought to the attention of the appointing
officer, or else in the competition for jobs it is likely that they may
not get as good a break otherwise.

SO. I would say part of it-depends on the diligence of people in the
different r fields, whether they are psychologists or child welfare
workers- or health people:. .

In almost every field that we are working in; there is a shortage
of personnel, so there is nowhat shall I say ?adverse -or unwill-
ingness to hire the people. In fact,' we are glad to have competent
fiPople.iSo_wheret_we can see that there are such-irained people, and if you
bring-them to' our attention, or if there is some more concrete way
that you can suggest that we find them,1 we will be most happy
to do .it.

It may be that we don't have the techniques to do it yet, you know,
to-find them ; but,- for instance, 2 or 3 years ago I talked to the
MexiCan-American group in the May-flower Hotel,' and we discussed
the.' Same problem. _

I said, `!If you-will tell me of a worker in child welfare or any of
the 35 shortage fields we have, if you will write me"-,--

The CHAIRMAN (interrupting) Mr. Cohen, you know that is the
oldest argument in the world on ethnic and minority groups, and the
restaongibility for finding people in employment does not,rest with
the group. It rests with HEW.

Mr.: COHEN : I don't accept that completely. But when we have
five people coming to our attention, if the sixth personif we can't
find him, we can't look for hind;

The CHAIRMAN I understand what you are saying, and_I recog-
nize that, but,'-the only thing is, we come back to the same story, if

'find, them and send. them to us we will hire themyou wi
Mr. COHEN : We have a civil service system. -They have to be on a

.civil service register.
The CHAIRMAN : I know it from-A to Z.
Mr. COHEN :-We will try to get him on the civil service register.
The' CHAIRMAN : I just want to get it on the record. The burden



for solving this does not rest with the Spanish-speaking Americans.
The Federal Government has got all the resources at its disposal that
are necessary to search out and find people. We had the same prob-
lem with Negroes. We had the same story, day, morning, and every

- night.
Something hapriened up there, but all of a sudden they started

finding _some instant Negroes.
I am not talking about you, sir. I am just talking about how

things go.
Mr. COHEN: Let me say this. I come from a group that was once

considered a minority, group with a lot of adverse difficulties, and I
just want to say that I do not think any group gets ahead unless they
push their. -potentials to the employing people and show what they,
have got to offer.

The CHAIRMAN: I undertand that.
Mr. GALLEGOS: This is part of our problem with the funding of

Federal programs, as well as the concept that opportunity is-here.
Merely, you know, the organizing and the mandate and Congress -
says, 'Here is a service which now has been funded." It leads to the
erroneous idea that because something is set up people will avail
themselves of it.

Mr. COHEN: Right.
Mr. GALLEGOS: We find throughout these hearings that minority

people are not given the opportunities to serve, and I think unless
Washington does an affirmative job at the top, I don't think people
at the local level are going to do any better.

The CHAIRMAN: Mrs. Caldwell was next.
Mrs. CALDWELL: I think,- without anybody disputing the fact, I

represent the most poverty-stricken State, and I think it is well, Mr.
Secretary, tO say that, by 1969 Congress has said, "This must be
done," but Tet's look at the problem. -

In Mississippi, over 70 percent of the general fund budget goes
into health, educatiori, and welfare programs, and look at the pitiful
inadequacy of those programs:

When, you think of a State that comes up with an appropriation
for public welfare of $30 million, and we think it is wonderful we
got a $2 million increase, and you think of the $30 million comingin for Headitait for 1 year, and $30 million for 2 years for the
whole State welfare 'program, and there is not much to grow on,
how= are we going to resolve this and keep the Federal-State
relationship ?

Mr. COHEN: Are you asking me how Mississippi is going to meet
this 100 percent?Mrs. CALDWELL: We have some neighbors who are not very
much better off.Mr. COHEN: There are two ways that I think will be directed
toward meeting that. First, the raising of the social security bene-
fits should release some State money going up to $70.

Mrs. CALDWELL : We pay so little now. You see, you get that and
you still save so little State -money. =

Mr. COHEN: Yes, but it should have seme effect on that.Secondly, the President's program will provide a fund for 2
years of $60 million -a yar to help States like Mississippi, which
have shown that they have exceeded their efforts as measured in



relation to per capita income to pay the difference between what
they pay and 100 percent of need. I

So to some extent, if Mississippi can show, as I. think it can
show, under that criterion, acne, that it is a low income State and
it has need and, secondly, its effort is more thai the average
efforts that most States make, which I think is true rcor Mississippi,
we would then pay at least part -of that differeTuce to help you
mneet the 100 percent of nleed.

Mrs. CALDWELL : One other question, if I may.
The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Quhen said he would' stay as long as we

-wanted to stay.
Mrs. CALDWELL,: The cconcept of education -for the deprived is

excellent, but on the other hand, here again, the 'decisions as to
whether or not the money,reaches the child is left with our local
school board.The school systems have long tried not to see., tthe very chil-
dren that this money was set up to serve, and they are finding it
quite difficult to see these_children or to recognize their need, and
I am afraid you will find that when you get into looking at-how
the money was spentnot last year, because it could be spent
so much for things; films and books and stuff, but this year it is
not going to really be used..

And what was the thinking of putting so much of what we
commonly think of as the social service program in . something
that a local school board could turn down rather than in your
welfare program where, if it operates at all, it has got to operate
everywhere. -

Mr. COHEN : Well, I think the reasOn had to do with something
that might not appear very obvious, and that.was- the desire of
Congress to include something which could also go to nonpublic
schools.

When you got to the issue of Church-State and had to deal with
the problem of equality of treatment, Congress decided that it may
well be for what they called healthI can't remember the termi-
nologyhealth, something and other remedial elements, the idea
was that you could then provide, let's say, a State program for
private school children; or health services or, school lunch service,
or some type of health service that would not formally fall within
the constitutional prohibition as an education service qua educa-
tion.So I think this derived from a whole series of other political
factors. I am giving you my opinfon. I may be wrong, but I think
that I am probably pretty close to correct, and of course that
does introduce, a situation in which there is some proliferation of
these services.We have a big issue in this country on how to organize health
services.' Should they be through schools, or through health de-
partments? We ,now have them through both, and I recognize
that this is a difficult situation and, here again, probably you can't
have today a real national policy on this because some school
districts go down- one route and some go down another and some
go down both of them, and if you -really want, to develop a plural-
istic administrative program in this country, you have to recogniz
you have a lot of school systems.



1he ,SAN: Mr. Gibson?
3. quisobv.: _Vim. Secretary, we heard testimony of some con-

dition$ whic.h.filkuitrate why disparity between the standards and
etiteria of atliirsibiroity in vizarlous statesfor intstane, in Arizona,

6-rear re-salidenequivennent existed, and we werxe told of in-
stances by sestane pzeoplecv-Prning-Ifrom MissisSippi aind Alabauna,
sorri clatintievoltuere in awder to be certiffied eligitIm they ha& to
have Oignatuorgs iCtiC the liandowners or persons who- -were in -Abe
14ndowning cilass orden7to receive benefits,,_ and other illustra-
tions.io a fact -the4,About21 States have

Mr, CARTEM OThiterrupig) : Unemployed?
Mr, GIBso Iti§ Mere =Ay legislation needed to get-standards of

Qligibility; or- lis_dtkeut ,a =nutter of administrative policy?
Mr, CoHENT:::, I you have two questions there, and
xne see if Ivzsca,sepwixate them outFirst, theL-ral law provides in different categories what
nia)cimum.fsuo-c.: ailed residence and eligibility cans be in length

reOiclence, for aid to families with dependent children. If the
Itiother. has 'Wed in the State for 1 year, of if the child is born

the State, they must be eligible.
So there is no-5-year residence requirement there.There are various different requirements for the programs.
thilik the major difficv.Ity is twofold, that the Federal Govern-

Itient does not mafch at all for what-we call general assistance,
hlst a needy person who is needy if he isn't aged, which comes

Atito one category, or a child meeting certain conditions or blind
0r cliSabled.A person aged 35 Who is just not earning- enough ,and is in
bovertY and has two or three children, there is no Federal cate-
4orSr that _provides assistance to the State for that category.

Atid laot only do some States have long residence requirements,
ii olost cases they don't pay for them at all, no matter what re-
iaence they have. It is just not available. There is no Federal

1110110r for that at all.So, back a few years ago this proposal was recommended:
that 'the Federal Government give money to the States where the
Child Was a member of a family where the ,father was unem-
AloYed, and as I .indicated, only 21 States haVe adopted that, or
/110,319e it is 22 now, and the President is recommending, this year
that the program be'extended,I because it expires this year. But

azti not too optimistic that these other 30-some States will pick
The teason for that is that in those States, both because of fiscal

teason,s and because of reasons related to their feeling that you
Shoulatet`give cash assistance to a man who is unemployed who
is ab employable person, remains an obstacle in,their local attitude
to-warcl it.

But' it would be my hope that the President's recommendation
Would provide for the combination of work ,and training pro-
trawls to Agiver!''Itheset---people 'training in employment; and some
inceotive tney goiAo work ,to keep some of -Ore money might
encottragelmoiree ,of the States, although I would:presume that a
Stato 1jke lffissils. sippil-. still can't even meet its i§tandards in the



existing categories and wc raid be reluctant to go into another
program.

So that is still a problem. 1,-would say until we can get Federal
aid for all needy people, and_i until you can get all States coining
in, you are still going to have large numbers of people who are
needy who will not be getting any Federal aid and, consequently,
no local or State aid.

Now, in answer to your sgiecific question, it is not our regu-
lations which prohibit anybody from getting assistance by reason
of residence requirements.This is either Federal law or State adoption of the program,
or lack of Federal comprehensiveness in law covering that, area.

Mr. GIBSON : We have already heard in another category-from
a number of people in a variety of circumstances, some farm-
workers and some urban, abouf the inability to avail themselves
of seasonal or part-time work if they are recipients of assistance,
without facing the danger of .having to go through a protracted
application period again during whichwhen the seasonal -work
is overduring which they are totally without any income.

We -are constantly hearing about this, and we see this as an
impediment to people working their way off the total dependency
rolls, and we see people having to opt either not to utilize the
welfare and benefits at all,_ or to be totally dependent on them
arid not to utilize any employment opportunities they may have,
even sometimes when they have gone from training programs
which the welfare departments got them into in the first place.

What steps, if any, are now being taken with regard to in-
troducing greater flexibility in the criteria that create this "sort
of situation?

Mr. COHEN : I look upon this as a matter of good administra-
tion, and I think that it is an element that is difficult to get. It re-
quires a very painstaking working with the individual client. It
is true that an individual client, especially one with meager work
skills, a lot of unemployment, maybe a limited education, no matter
what you do, would rather stay on the welfare than go off and
come back, even if the caseworker or somebody told them that
they could, because there is a feeling that, "Well, if I get off, I
won't get back," and 'I think therefore when you say what do
we do, the flexibility is there in the program, a good administra-
tion would try to overcome that.

But I do think that it is not easy to do.
Now, we are trying to introduce one new factor in the programthis year
Mr. GIBSON (interrupting) : Would you say why it is not easy

to do?
Mr. COHEN : I think it is because of the insecurity the client has

about getting off.
The CHAIRMAN : Suppose he didn't have to get off, or suppese

it could be made easier for him to get back on. Wouldn't this
enhance the security of the worker ?

Mr. COLN : Yes, that is what I am going to touch on. That is
my next point.

The way to do that is exempt some of the income that the person
has by working so that they stay on the welfare rolls while they

3,5s,



are workimg and you dion't count every dollar of income agaitrast
them.

This has been perznassive, 'but the President's program thifts
year says the States will be required to do it. Beginning (It
1969, and let'a take _dependent children, that the mother ear
father could earn $50 ar,_ month and still remain on assistance and
keep the full $50.

This wouldn't solve every situation but it would mean that--
and the present law provides that a (child when he earns up Ito
$50; up to a total of $150 per month per faniily, so in this require-
ment, this would not bie optional, this would be a requirement,that the State would have to, if that mother, that father, or
that child went to work, keep, the person on assistance and they
could keep the money.

Mr. GIBSON: in- Pi is to say that if a person's grant were com-
pleted at about $270, and that person made $50, they would keep
the $270?

Mr., COHEN : Yes, sir, iand keep Ihe $50.
The CHAIRMAN : How (did you arrive at $50?
Mr. COHEN : It so happened that $50 was already in the law on

an optional basis for the child, so that what we have done is
incorporate another $50 -for a parent--

The CHAIRMAN (interrupting) : Since it doesn't cost the Govern-
ment anythink for this person to earn the money, it seems to me
it really is absurd to recommend $50. -

Mr. COHEN: Let me explain the point. The difficulty is, if you
are requiring the States to meet 100 percent of need, and then you
are going to pay more except $50, you are paying need plus $50.

The CHAIRMAN : But the need is there.
Mr. COHEN: You are meeting 100 percent of the need.
The CHAIRMAN : No you're not. -
Mr. COHEN : Yes you are; by this requirement.
The CHAIRMAN If a person is on welfare, and you are meeting

100 percent of his need, which is $200, or $150, which is not 100
percent- of their need, why couldn't they make $150 an their own?

Mr. COHEN Then why would they be on. assistance?
Mr. GIBSON: ,Can I phrase it?
The CHAIRMAN : Yes.
Mr. GIBSON': One of these programs, the aid to families with

dependent children, is one which is not writing off the families
as being incapable of performing adequately in society. It is to
sustain them in existing below subsistence. That is the spirit of
the legislation.

It seems to me rehabilitation is inherent in the legislation. In
1962, we got a little closer to being explicit about this as being
intent. -

Now, if we do not put forth the kind of recommendations in
terms ,of the refOrms,,' you know, such as the one you are discus-
sing now which in fact assist rehabilitation, then we are not in
fact pursuing the spirit of this particular program.

Mr. COHEN : The point is well taken, and the two points we-are
proposing, which are namely the mandatory exemption of in-
come when an individUal works, plus that the State must have awork and training program, not optionalrequired--effective
July 1, 1969, so if the person himself 'doesn't have a paid job



they have to at least bexim to train trifat peson cor give them work
opportunities, which helps in -that relhabilkIttion process.

Now, I am perfectly -willing to adtalit tImat maybe $50 isn't the
right figure. I don't know just where thatidg, but i.wanted to say
to you, one of our dilemmas in aid to flrenilies With dependent
children is that once youand I auk ,n.ot; tailldng albout nowbut
if we require the States to pay 100 ivereemtg osf need, and then in
those families, especially the larger fairdlitils,f pay wore than the
family could earn by work in the compettititive labor market, then
I think we are in a very difficult situaltioan unliess we do have
alternative work opportunities for them mnd traiming opportu-
nities to rehabilitate them, as you say, bemmse I don't think the
community, is going to be very enthusiastic: rover the long run if
you pay these people, these families, more-Al/4m what they could
earn.

But, by saying it is an incentive element, am you said, part of a
rehabilitation process, where you are helnikvig them get trainedand educatedI'm

Mr. GIBSON (interrupting) : At no addiittionalf expense to the
government. They, are adding the additional incoxlv-:.

Mr. COHEN : It looks like it is no additional expense, but the
argument of the local taxpayers is, if I am paying them 100 per-
cent of need--

Mr. CARTER (interrupting) : I would like to make an additional
point which doesn't come out at first blus)h--and- this is not to
defend any given figure, but on the probllem of incentive pay-
mentother people become eligible for the program, so it adds
to the cost of the program.By virtue of exceptiion, you increase the number of people
who are eligible for the tprogram, so you cannot say there is Alo
additional cost to the Government.

I am riat saying whether it is desirable.
The CHAIRMAN : There are certain floors and ceilings. You can

control that.
Mr. CARTER : If you are setting a national standard, the stand-

ard is low, unless the whole family gets $150. Theoretically the
family, could almost double the amount of money they get.

The CHAIRMAN : Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. COHEN : I wamt to say this. I am preparing to go before

the congressional committees and say tit costs more money to
do that, and we ought to be willing to put that extra money, up in
order to have that beneficial result, because it is a good investment.

Mr. GIBSON : I think this is the thrust of our statement 3list
two more questions,, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to ask at o,At. t
vocational education--matching formula. It is now 50-Eit), it?

Mr. COHEN : Yes, it is 50-50, yes, generally speaking.
Mr. GIBSON : In terms of the need we are discussing for popu-

lation that we are concerned about, it comes down essentially that
the viable solution is going to have to be education and training.

Mr. COHEN : No question about it.
Mr. GIBSON : And we have got the States going with much-

enlarged aCtivities in this regard, and welhave a matchiug formula
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of 90-10, and a much more liberal formula for everything else, in-
cluding business loans and public works and industrial developmf.mt.

Are we yet moving to get this human resources development, to
give some incentive for additional State activity by getting a much
more favorable formula?

Mr. COHEN : Yes, I think there is a good deal of merit to that.
When the 1963 act was reexamined, I franklythe act, you know,
which had been enacted in 1917 ; it was quite old fashioned and
wasn't being kept up to dateand I really think that we have got
to-reexamine the vocational education program to see how it can do
a more effective job, because we ought to have a program that not
merely takes care of the, you know, the child who wants to go on to
college and_for general education, but for the skilled and the semi-
skilled and the technical worker.

I agree with you. I think you need, as soon as possible we need
more favorable Federal matching funds in that area.

Mr. GIBSON : Through demonstration Labor Department pro-
grams they are doing things. When-the demonstration is over, it
disappears. There can be no continuation of these things. The States
themselves could incorporate the techniques. I think that could be
improved.

Another thing in regard to Vocational education. It is my impres-
sion from the conversations I have had on this that we have a very
large amount of farm-agriculture curriculum content in areas that
are decreasingly agricultural. What permits this to continue?

Mr. COHEN : Two areas. Vocational educationthere may be
other experts here who Alcnow znore,about it than I dobut I know
from my own experience that the two groups who dominated voca-
tional education from 1917 to 1936 were the agricultural area and
home economics.

I am not against the farm and I am not against the home, but the
fact of the matter was that the allocation of Federal funds and the
availability of Federal funds during this period was so highly con-
centrated in these tNiro areas, and they weren't giving attention to
electronics and plastics and computer programs and all the other
'types of new programs that were coining outit was only, I think,
with the beginning of the 1960's that there was a transformation
in that, and there still isn't enough money, or enough zip.

We have gotten into it better. We are trying our very best to
redirect and reorient that program. Both Secretary Freeman and
Secretary Gardner feel that without sacrificing what we do in agri-
culture and home economics, we ought to put more money and
emphasis into these new opportunities.

I-think that is happening, but we are not at the point yet where
we would be happy with it.

The CHAIRMAN : Mr. Gibson has gotten his testimony into the
record.

Now, Mr. Bonnen.-
Mr. BONNEN : Just two quick points and a very short question.
As a fellow Michigander, I wanted to underlirle a couple of things.

You w9re talking about the difficulty of the property tax and the
need for what back in Michigan for 10 years we have been calling
.fiscal reform.

Mr. COHEN : Particularly in a State where we have no income tax.
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Mr. BONNEN : Right, and if you can't get this kind of revitaliza-
tion for your financial base for doing things in a State as wealthy as
Michigan, just think how difficult it is in a State like Mississippi,
and then spread in between.

This is an incredibly difficult problem, politically as well as
economi cal I y.

Second, you were using the States on proportion, poverty expendi-
tures in proportion to GNP. We should recall, coming out of the
depression, we were spending over 4 percent of GNP on poverty-type
related programs.

The question I wanted to ask was just a brief one. You indicated
some uneasiness over the current definitions of poverty. Is the Social
Security Administration doing anything to meet some cf the present
inadequacies of this?

I don't want to go into any details.
Mr. COHEN : You mean the statistical concepts?
Mr. BONNEN : Yes, so that they can be related to programs more

directly.
Mr. COHEN : Yes, we are doing something. It is a large job, and

Miss Orshansky, who is the young woman who is responsible for the
development of all these elements, has got to depend largely in this
area upon the A g-riculture Department, of food requirements

Mr. BONNEN (interrupting) : That is one of the things. If you
don't eatry well, you are poor. But the other things don't have
anything to /do with it.

Mr. COHEN Miss Orahansky has the so-called poverty level, and
the other is called the low income level.

Obviously, if :you lose the low income level, which may be what
the Chairman had in mind when he was talking before, instead of
getting 34 million in poverty, you would get 44--

The CHAIRMAN (interrupting) : Fifty-eight, by my definition.
Mr. COHEN My answer tG all those is, we have got enough prob-

lems trying to solve the 34. I am perfectly willing to keep on tackling
the 34 before I solve the 58, but I think we are at a point now where,
with the further work we can do in this, we ought to be able to per-
fect it a little bit more and have probablyI am not sure whether
they have tviro levels, or maybe even three levels.

They have different conc:epts between what is really a subsistence
level, with what I think the poverty level is, and something which I
think is above it, and something which is maybe even above that.

Mr. BONNEN : I have wrestled with this problem myself, and I
know how difficult it is. This is certainly the most sophisticated
analysis that we have. The thing that bothers me more than the
levels problems is that we are now, with the data we have, locked
into these food budgets, where we need to relate our expenditures
not only to food, but to housing, transportation, that the programs
are built aroundall of the human needs.

Mr. COHEN Yon are correct. It may well be that the relationship
between the food part is a big problem. You mentioned that food was
locked in.

Even if you made the assumption that that was correct, what they
have to do is assume a relationship between the food budget and the
rest of the budget, which is quite a big assumption.
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Maybe that is erroneous, or somebody else might think it is too
low.

Mr. BONNEN : It is bound to be erroneous. It is too big a logical
jump. It would be much better if we could base our estimate on an
expenditure approach to welfare.

The CHAIRMAN: If you can tolerate a couple of more questions?
Mr. Gallegos.

Mr. GALLEGOS : One of the more imaginative ideas that was ex-
tended to us this afternoon was there be a model rural area program
comparable to demonstration cities, and it was indicated that the
idea had been circulated to people on the Cabinet level.

I was wondering if you have any comment on this.
Mr. COHEN : I haven't seen any of the basic materials on it, so out-

side of expressing the point of view that I think anything that shows
some forward momentum in tackling this problem is_good, I am not
aware of a particular project or proposal.

Mr. SLATER: The-Secretary of Agriculture has been trying to get
this before Congress.

The CHAIRMAN: This is what this is, building new communities,
really. That is what it is.

Mr. GALLEGOS : I was speaking of programs for giving community
services.

Mr. SLATER : That was what the Secretary of Agriculture wanted
to do.

Mr. COHEN : We have worked with giving a grant to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota for the development of a model community. I don't
know justI haven't thought of it as being either urban or rural, but
Dr. Everett there, and a number of the people there, are interested in
we have put together quite an amount of money, . HUD arid EDA
and ourselvesI think some of this experimentation in bringing the
total resources all together with some model community with differ-
ent kinds of economics, social and other relationships, ought to be
done, and I think it ought to be done in a number of different places
with different regional activity types of relationships.

The CHAIRMAN : Mrs. Caldwell?
Mrs. CALDWELL : I was wondering how successful the efforts have

been in HEW in family planning. Is this catching on ?
Mr. COHEN : Well, let me say, Mrs. Caldwell, knowing where we

started from a few years ago, I am very, very gratified at the recep-
tion we have gotten tor Secretary Gardner's policy of family
planning.

Not only, as far as I. know, have State health departments re-
ceived it enthusiastically, but my test is the other way around. We
have got very little opposition. We have had no real opposition now.
A few weeks agoI will give you an illustration.

I think you may know of the exchange of letters between the
Secretary. aria Mr. Raynor, the welfare commissioner of Oklahoma.
As far as I know, we didn't get a single letter of opposition to that,
which I. think indicates the extent of change of attitude in just a
few years. _

And Connecticut, the welfare commissioner of Connecticut has
just adopted a plan to give family planning. Connecticut was the
State that had the law that had to go to the Supreme Court.

We finished nine regional conferences. I think that idea has been



well received. Saying that, we have to go on to the next step, to get
the information to the individual. The first step was really informing
the Federal, State, and local agencies that Federal funds could be
used for this purpose, and the States and localities could take the
initiative in utilizing them.

I think, and you would be a better judge than I am, I think the
information isn't around to everybody, but it should be getting
around.

Now, I think in the next year or so what we want is to disseminate
that information to individuals, to the millions of people who use the
health and welfare services.

But at least in what I call Stage 1, Secretary Gardner and I are
very, very enthusiastic about the fact that the policies have reCeived
such wide public-support.

The CHAIRMAN: You had one quick question ?
Mr. GIBSON: You mentioned- the project that the University of

Minnesota is working on. Is the project launched, or is it a study ?
Mr. CARTER : The proposed project we have been considering pro-

viding funds for is a plan for an experimental city, as he calls it,
which would give an opportunity to install a brand new city in a
nonurban area.

Mr. GIBSON: Is this a satellite town ?
Mr. CARTER: No.
Mr. GIBSON : Any projection as to size?
Mr. CARTER: The problem-
The CHAIRMAN (interrupting) : Mr. Cohen, Mr. Carter, Mr.

Slater, we appreciate your coming and particularly staying the
length of time and giving uS a chance to go into exhaustive inquiry.
It will be beneficial to us.

This is the last person to come before the Commission, and as far
as I know, unless the Director or someone has something else to say,
we will convene again tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock in the Execu-
tive Office of the White House. At 9 :30, that is.

(Whereupon, at 6 :45 p.m., the hearings before the National
kdvisory Commission on Rural Poverty were concluded.)





Material Submitted for the Record

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY RICHARD W. BOONE, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, CITIZENS' CRUSADE AGAINST POVERTY

A VIEW OF POVERTY FROM A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT ANGLE
There is no more perplexing problem in this country than the fantastic

gap between America's poor and its vast financial resources, its proliferating._
technology, and its brainpower. The central question is, can this_ gap be

Few poverty problems have received such persistent "attention from the
Federal Government as those of working farmers, farmworkers, and mi-
grants. However, the late Lloyd Fisher, one of the country's outstanding
students of agricultural economics, reminded us:

Reform is more frequently a problem of power than of knowledge.
The unpleasant and even shocking facts of disease and malnutrition,
the brutalizing effects of poverty, are , well enough known to lie
heavily on the conscience of large sections of the American public.'
One of the curious characteristics of this problem is that the facts
are rediscovered everY few years. It is testimony to the drama and
the eloquence of the facts that we have not yet become altogether
accustomed to them and they still have power to awaken conscience
and even-guilt. But conscience can, only put the .issues; it is political
power that resolves them. (Emphasis added.)

But farmworkers have neither effectiVe political nor economic power. And
with the exception of the remarkable Agricultural Farm Workers Organizing
Committee, they are unorganized. And depressingly large numbers of these
farmworkers are poor. This should be alarming to u6 for a variety of reasons.
However, last August, Defense Secretary McNamara gave the nation added
cause for concern when he suggested that the growing incidence of internal
conflict in the world arises not primarily out of Communist aggression and
subversionas real as that isbut out of the bitter frustrations born: of
poverty. He stated that the hidden cancer of poverty within our own denio-
cratic framework, eroding the spirit of one out of every five Americans,
makes our:Ail:Mon less secure. He illustrated his point by recalling that Ion
59 occasions since the end of World War II, the Governors of our States
have used National Guard troops to quell disorders that could not be con-
trolled by local Oi State police. Most of these emergencies,_ he stated, were
poverty related.

What are some of the other costs which poverty has produced? The annual
cost of crime in the United States amounts to over $27 billion.

Public and private spending in the-Welfare area, according to one noted
economist, amounts to over $50 billion annually. ,

Other costs in terms of generations of human degradation, deprivation,
and dependence cannot be tallied.

Obviously, we cannot estimate in money the cost to an affluent society of
its wasted human potential or the weakening of its moral fiber and spiritual
strength when that society disregar s the poor in its midst.

Some have suggested that the sometimes raucous and bitter outcries from
the poor have 'turned-off" many Americans. Others have suggested that
we have an overabnndant supply -of faulty hearing aids. I would suggest

I These remarks represent Mr. Boone's views as an individual citizen and
not as a representative of the Citizens Crusade Against Poverty.



that we turn ourselves "on" again by cutting out empty rhetoric and false
promises from the War on Poverty. Firm commitments, not frustrated hopes,are in great demand.

If we are seriously to address this human misery and protect the integrityof this nation, we must understand more clearly where we are and wherewe want to go.
Sometimes we lose sight of our-ultimate goals: Safeguarding the freedom

and dignity of each individual and promoting an improvement in the quality
-of his life- We try to achieve these ends by developing- conditions which will
strengthen his-family and his community, the basic social unitwwithin whichthe individual is expected to grow to his ultimate -potential. Central torealizing this goal is powerthe power of the individual to have alter-, natives and make choices. Ultimately,-the basic unit of economic and politicalpower in a free society is the individual human being. And that human-being
must be free to join together with others for-common purposes as long as
the basic rights of other individuals are not infringed or_ the laws of society
violated. In rural America are we. worikng -effectively- towards this goal?
Let's look at 'some of the facts.1. There is an ixtraordinary concentration of poverty in rural areas,
especially among farm families.

43.4 percent of farm families lived in poverty in 1963 (family income
under $3,000) , almOst three times the rate for nonfarm families.

2. Farm income is extremely low and is declining.
Per capita income for farm residents from all sources in 1964 was $1,494,compared to $2,595 for nonfarm residents. 11.1 percent of farm families

earned under $1,000 in 1963.
The average migrant in 1963 earned onl3-i- $657 from farmwork. He aver-

aged an additional $211 for 17 days of nonfarm work.
Many- families in southern "black belt" counties earned less than $400annual income.
3.- Farm productivity ,hds increased greatly, while total farm acreage has

shrunk and a noticeable shift is underway ;toward iarge and giant farms.Farm productivity went up 94.5 percent between 1953 and 1964, over
three_times the rate of increase in nonfarm productivity.

90 percent of the food and fiber produced in America is produced on 1.5
million farms representing less than 4 percent of our total population.Farm acreage was reduced byf14 percent from 1953 to 1964.

In 1964, large farms (with sales above $25,000) produced 39.0 percent of
total farm sales (uP from 31.3 percent in 1953 and 26.0 percent in 1947)with only 4.1 percent of the farms.

_4. Although the total number of rural residents has remained relatively
stable since, 1920, since World War II there has been a heavy out-migrationfrom farms to urban' areas, especially among nonwhites and young adults.In the first Federal' Census taken in 1790, 19 of 20 Americans lived in
rural areas. By 1920, the majority of Americans lived in cities. Today lessthan one out of thiee live in rural areas, and of those, 23 percent live onfarms. -

During the height of World War II, net out-migration from farms aver-.

aged 1.6 million annually. From 1950 to 1960, the annual total leaving-farms
-was over 1 million. From 1960 -to 1965, the total dropped to 800,000. (The
average ,rate of decline wad 5.7 percent during 1960-65, a rate almost ashigh as during World War II.)

Nonwhite out,migration from farms increased 240 percent faster than
white: 'Most nonwhites ,departed for urban areas.

The very young and the older population remain behind in rural areas.About 900,000 'rural youths -turn ,16 annually, most of whom seek employ-ment 'in the,cities. , =5. Rural' pover`ty is highly concentrated regionally, particularly in the
South; and among Negroes, MeXican Americans and Indians.

93 percent of-rural Negroes and 98 percent of all Negro farm operators
live% in the South. 'About eight of every nine- nonwhite farm families arepoor, compared to 50 percent Of -white farm families. =The;largest geographical:- and -social concentration of rural poor can be
found,in. a.crescent of-poverty extending 'across the South from Maryland to
Texas. Heavy concentrations of tooverty -can- also be found among Mexican
Americans in the' Southwest and among Indians on reservations.



6. Low farm income combined with agriculture's significant position in
the total economy makes the debt picture in agriculture very disturbing.

Agriculture in the United States is our largest key enterprise and mar-
ket, more than twice as large as automobiles and steel combined.

Capital investment in agriculture is over $235 billion, an amount equiva-lent to 60 percent of total corporate investment in the country.
Of $31.0 billion invested in durable production equipment in 1963, $2.1

billion or 10 percent of the total was spent for farm equipment.
The U.S. debt picture in general is disturbing. In 1950, private debt (in-

cluding corporate debt), was about $200 billion. Today it is about $900 billion.
Of $381.3 billion in private debt (excluding corporate debt), $32.8 billion or
8.6 percent of the total was owed by farmers in 1963. In 1947, farm debt was
only $8.6 billion. This amounts to a 400-percent jump in farm debt from 1947to 1963.

=The tight money market and low bank deposits in rural areas makecredit to farmers for capital expansion ,difficult to obtain.
7. Big-city ghettos have become powder kegs as a result of excessive in-migration of the rural poor.
It was recently reported that as 'many as 1,000 displaced farmworkers

are pouring into Watts monthly.
Senator RibicofF describes urban ghettos as "seething with discontent,

erupting in violence, rotting at the core of cities, bound with the chains of
problems too long unsolved and too massive to be -ignored."

8. Segregation and racial discrimination in the South has caused severe
social, political, and economic injury to millions of rural Negroes.

The U. S. Commission on Civil Rights in its 1965 report "Equal Opportunity
in Farm Programs" concluded that racial discrimination has accelerated-the
displacement and impoverishment of Negro farmers and has increased the
social, educational, and economic gap between white and Negro farmers. It
is interesting, to note that the most rapid increase in the use of mechanical
cottonpickers and improved weedkillers paralleled the effort of the Negro
community to secure political rights. In 1966, in the Delta, over 90 percentof the cotton was machine picked, compared to 69 percent in 1965. Yet
Federal farm-- programs which made these advances possible were deniedNegro farmers as a result of their exclusion from local decision making
affecting the dispensation of benefits. Although racial discrimination in agri-
cultural programs has been significantly reduced since the Commission report
was issued, not a single Negro is included yet among the 5,000 county ASCS
cominitteemen in 11 Southern States. These "democratic" committees make
decittions affecting acreage, allotments and the adjustment of program bene-
fits. Without a massive and concerted effort by the Federal Government, the
voting process by which these men are selected will never operate properly.
It takes more than a mere grant of the -right to vote to develop a democratic
process among rural Negroes, a people damaged for generations by institu-
tionalized "dthite supremacy" and the forced dependency of poverty.

In 1962 and 1963, to expedite "Negro removal," white citizens' councils
went so far as to offer displaced rural Negroes free bus fare to encourage
them to migrate into Northern cities.

9. Continuing discritnination by public officials in Federal welfare and
education programs threatens a termination of benefits for the rural poor,
pressing them further against the wall of deprivation.

Under Title VI-oVthe-Civil:-Rights Act of 1964, termination of funding is
an available weapon` tor end discrimination. Since no Federal "alternative
channels" havej been developed to maintain the fi.ow of Federal funds andservices, which under niait iirograms must go -through public agencies,
segregationists have goaded the Federal Government to use this weapon.They realize that the poor will suffer most.
/a Democracy Working .in Our Poorest Rural Areas?

-Rural America, once the bedrock of our political and economic system, may
now be the source of most 'of-our, social ills: It is weak and growing weaker.
Reapportionment decisions, as crucial, as they are to political democracy,
will further ,weaken rural communities unless these areas can be assisted to
recapture their economic and political health. PaTradoxically, as these areas
become weaker, the phenomenal and yakied abundance produced by the "tech-. 4



nological explosion" in agriculture continues to improve the standard of living
of most Americans.

Planning and the delivery of resources and services to rural areas is basedon the naive assumption that democracy is working in rural America. Unfor-
tunately, in those low income rural areas where Negroes, Mexican Americans,and Indians reside, the poor have traditionaflyT been excluded from localpolitical control and local decision making. Planners must begin to build
"practice in democracy" into all their programs. They must recognize that anextra effort will be required to overcome layers of apathy, distrust, andfrustration.

Where participation by the poor in planning and policy making is required
by law, the proceis should not be mere "window dressing" for Washington.The end result of this process must be tangible, clear, and relevant to thoseinvolved. It must be tied to a strategy of developing "success patterns,"
concrete results which are meaningful to the poor. And, crucial to the success
of this process, is the method by -which spokesmen are selected. They must be
"true leaders" of the low income- community, responsive and responsible totheir constituency.
What Is at the Core of Rui-al Poverty?

As Leon H. Keyserling illustrated so well in "Agriculture and the PublicInterest" (February-1965) , declining farm income is the- "real heart of the'farm problem." Mr. Keyserling estimates that total national productionshould have been $590 billion higher than it was during the period 1953-64.Most of this loss was attributable zto insufficient expansion of consumer de-mand, in turn produced by lack of consumer income. He suggested that, ofthis total loss, .$100 to $150 billion, came from a deficiency in- total farm in-
.Mr. Keyserling states that we are still producing far below our maximumproductive potential in agriculture. With 20 percent of American familiesstill on deficient dietS and more than 'half of the world's population going

hungry, he suggests that we can meet new domestic and export demands by
increasing acreage and keeping farm employment at its present levels.
/a Income Enough?

.Is income enough? Clearly not. Poverty cannot be overcome if an individualwith few marketable skills becomes permanently dependent on either the
Govefiimeit or, whei=e-there is it tight labor market, on his employer. The firstprecondition to nvercoming poverty is therefore:

A secure and adequate income. We must fi-ad new ways to gain for each
person an adecivate and a secure income. Without both, he may lose the battleon the two other major fronts on which poverty must be fought, namely:A proportionate share of democratic power. We must help organize thepoor into organized communities of "people power," power that can be di-rected into producing 'responsible -leaders and meaningful and constructivecommunity action. This -power can also be' focused on making "producers"of human services accountable and responsive to the needs of those affected.Access to the full range of human services vital to effective participation
in modern society. Access to a wide and adequate array of human services
is crucial to developing an effective human being and- a dynamic community.A comprehensive strategy (shaped to eabh community's specific needs) andsufficient funding is therefore needed for effective programs in such areas aseducation, -health, legal services, housing, employment counseling, and . ac-counting and technical- services. With planned infusion of outside resources
(e.g. skilled professionals, advanced technology, and sufficient funds) ,menibers of the local community, including the poor, to take over these pro-grams must-be trained, providing each other the kinds of human services
needed for the common good.
Proposals

1. Capital loans to workers displaced by technology. ,
A study group . should be formed to determine the feasibility of a programwhich would permit farm and other s workers scheduled to be displaced byautomation and other technological advances an opportunity- to share in theownership of the new technology. -Instead of relying on past savings for ac-quiring ownership, loans (which the Government = might make directly orthrough a loan guaranty program) to share in the purchase of this new

_
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capital could be made to displaced workers. Future earnings generated by the
new capital itself would be used to repay the loan. Actually, the capital would
produce a dozen, a hundred, and even a thousand times more in earnings thanits original acquisition cost. These earnings would be a "second" source of
income to these new owners, supplementing any income they receive from a

new job or from other. sources.It is interesting_ to note how easily credit can be obtained to purchase
consumer goods (e.g., cars, homes, furniture) which, unlike credit for capital
items, can only be paid off from another source. of income. Much of the con-sumer credit in (our economy has, in fact, -been 'generated by Government
through such agencies..as the VeterameAdministration, the Federall Housiing
Administration, an& Oite_.Farmers Mune Administrastion. As ,a1-.result, moist
people, including:thwunzuor; are .up.totlikeiVr ears in-easy credit att,-..kiig3-1 interest.

There are many'.gxessziftents7Vihiclinunisicognize the importanceErfof 'pg-operzty
ownership" to the4pcinimmailiand econairitik 'health of the nation. -1Infortunateity,
they:: have been" liniagtaisorgotten since we shifted .ffrom a la%mor-intensivi
agricultural econorrqr-tue, .rone which i ihly industrialized. Fortexample, trzige,.
Homestead Act (prmmraSsivrg,:a stake orlao acres to settlers of the West) wain,.
certakily a significardOesatalysi-for thifitigsitcal development of omr.land. Ag
cultilzral research anuatoil' taming and manalgement assistance under-mgricultudt
extension- progranilAped. rtransformaAtthis7program into the .most productibm
grand:ear capital thitevatlaid.thas ever-Tzninown. Under the Freedman's Act, "40
acres:land a mule'"wm.Lktv :similarly proniiiised to freed7z-slaVes,..butt the pled
wasmiever kept. An elexiireloser analogrw-vvas the Bankhead-Sones Farm Tenrz---
ant Act of 1937 utiiiil-mm-lAviiich the Government generated low -inicome credit;
under supervised .Aaritim -management, to permit farm tenants::tto purchase
land and 'capital reigtuipmpinent. (IJntil .recently, Negro farm tenants were.-
virtually excluded iMlifiebenefits under this ,program. In fact, appropriations
have been so meager tiliat few whites ire-C-eive enough credit to compete ef-fectively with-corporate or large family farms.) If the earnings attributableto the -newly acquired capital were exempted from corporation taxes and,like earnings within tax-exempt cooperatives, were distributed fully to the
new capital owners (except for small amounts retained for replacement andoperating expenses), about 20 percent would be returned annually en invest-ment. This is the average pretax rate of return throughout American indus-
try.The proposed loans would be safer than housing loans. The new capitalnot only would stand as its own security but, -unlike private housing, would
begin to have a new, meaningful, and secure-stake in our -economic system.

2. A plan for community re--creation within selected model rural areas
utilizing three new community servicing components: An Economic Develop-
ment Action Institute, Community. Industrial Trusts, and Community Human
Service Corporations.The process or-developing comprehengive national and regional strategies
for overcoming pitiVerty can be greatly aided by developing successful "show-
cases" or, model .communities strengthened by careful planning and massiveand concentrated infusion of capital investment, technical resources, grantfunds, and other forms of. Federal and/or private assistance. Often, the
waste of funds ,through "trickle programs" have become counterproductive
to community_development. In a sense, what is needed is a rural answer,to themodel cities program.- It too must be based on community life. And it must
serve to strengthen.the family unit. It must also help, people where -1-.hey liveand not force them from familiar and friendlY surroundings. And it too
must develop mechanisms for planning, coordinating, --and----effectively usingz resources aVallable for improving the lives of all residents and for attracting
investment capital which will develop industry and generate income and jobs
within the eoitimunity. -A community plan must fight poverty along three main fronts: (1) devel-oping new sources of a secure and adequate income for all community resi-dents; (2) gaining a proportionate share of democratic power for all, and (3)providing.- adequate human services, -particularly in education., health, jobtraining, housing, and in other- basic -Services considered vital for an in-.
dividual- to _ participate effectively, in his - community. And the overall planmust develop criteria which,: in- guiding 'the selection among thousands ofneedy communities, can distinguish those with a high probability of success.One important criteria is that there be a high level of political unity and
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responsible and democratically accountable leadership within the low in-
come community.

Such a demonstration must faviod "shotgun" programs and some of the
mistakes encountered by the Area Redevelopment Avt l'Under this act, cer-
tain areas were made eligible for econonnic developmenbiloans and technical
assistance based on'the-area'a-,.unemploynnent and undereanployment rates and
other poverty-related factors:. However,,-the poor were -treated more as sta-
tiistical abstractions and syntlbols of eligibility rather than as tragic victims
of poverty-, inferior education, and teclitnological dislilacement. Most of the
poor were poorly trained and vaativelyr unskilled Xarrinworkers. Investment
loans were made mainly to Moutside" entrepreneurs, iniduced to mov- into
redevelopmenl-- arests by the Covernmeint-subsidized cataital loans and; freik-
quently, by a desire to relocate Aormomanionized areas rend low:4ex jurIsdiC-
tions. Many new industries have ,invested inAabor-saving. capital equipmeirt,
creating jobs mainly for outdiders-with:Aconsiderable training. The ARA pro-
grams thus hardly _affected the toUtzinigration rate "of the poor -in the area.
The programs did little to build-solid community" among the poor.

The most unique aspect of the plan proposed herelis that, unlike Most other
designs, it recommends providing all houtseholds of a model rural community
an ownership stake:in the new productivoe enterprises.developed for the com-
munity. Joint ownership of the mew indastries (to.be financed entirely from
loan capital whiCh will be paid,ibackoceritirely outtzof,-future earnings,xof the-
new industries) is intended tinaliproviiite_a secondIL:income, separate andA-apart
from any income received Ahtiough jlobs, welfare -payirrients, or from- other
sources. Based on the ownership,rof productive capital, it will be morevsecure
than most other sources of earnings.

The. above r idea is based (on the assumption that political democracy ulti-
. mately depends on economic democracy, and that economic democracy, in our
economic-political context, is most secure for families who own the capital
that produces our tremendous flow of goods and services. In a sense, this
idea has become manifest by _the increasing deinands of labor for profit-
sharing plansdevices which establish a quaai-ownership nexus over industry
by union members. - -

There are three key components to this plan: an Economic Development
Action Institute, a Community Industrial Trust, and a Community Human
Services Corporation. _

THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTION INSTITUTE
The Economic Development Action Institute would be the entrepreneurial

and planning center for attracting capital and key management personnel for
industries important to the model communities. At the outset, it would have
to rely mainly on grants for its own funds. The Institute could serve a cluster
of these model communities. It could be established as an agency,of Govern-
ment, as a joint public-private organization, as an affiliate of a leading univer-
sity or consortium of universities, as an independent nondefense "think
tank" action center. Each of the model communities In ()ult.> be represented on
its board. Each industrial trust and community htn..an services corporation
would also,be represented.After target communities have been selected, economic feasibility studies
of the geographic areas of the designated communities would be undertaken
by consultants Ifrom many. fields.. This would give a fairly accurate picture
of an area's maiketing possibilities its labor supply, and its industrial

Next, planning and operational designs would be devised for the types and
sizes ,of new industries that could be absorbed-into the area and phased into
operation over a 5-year period. Each of the industries for an area would be
designed to be competitive and well-managed to meet eeonomies of scale, and
to insure the highest level of technological and economic feasibility.

Tentative commitments from commercial banks, GOvernment, foundations,
and industry would- then- be sought for these industries in order to supply
large-scale -loan capitalization. These loans would be repaid through the corn.
munity industrial trusts in each target area.

Topflight management and management training personnel who would be
willing to relocate -Ao' these areas, if funds were acquired, would also be
sought outAfter the previous steps have been completed (a process that might last
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from 12 to 181 months),. the proposals for eachl. of the desiimated areas
(probahily not snorm than 10 in the entire South ifin the first mineral yearn)
would hihe presentecti to the communirty-for thirV acceptance, moillification, ?or
,rejectism. A tylpicali-"community" might include tt complex of !three to five
counties in the Miessissippi Delta where the fercew±of change have produced
a high degree of iisnity. (Because of the inewitable problem /of debilitating
disillusionment and intense hostility connected< with "plasudng without
visible action" anditzwith opening uplinew entrepreneurial channelpremature
disclosure of desigmated "communities" should be tavoided. The-orxpectationsof the poor shouldi mot be raised until fairly firmatentative commitments of
resources and management have been secured.) --. After negotiations with- a community have beentcompleted, ttriet"package"
would.become a plan for economic development vailsose initial skigiipe Would be
determined by thelilevel, of finarr:iat 'and manageriail commitmtstits.Ipreviously
secured. (For exammle, if only- $25 million couldabel secured out-1mA a potential$2 billion plazwiftwould be necessary for the commuunity to forge)ilow-priorityentevpmEses tampriarily i,to concentrate economic mpact by restniirting owner-
ship-to.iresidenta,cof a particular stibseetion of take igeneral community, or totake other stepst_ifor effectively allocating avalsible resoureesa 'within the_?broader progranmdlesign.)

Among the ,services the Institute would provide sire the followiing:
A computexized tdata bank
Humanservice programs designing
Architectural and 'new, towns planning
Legal services
Products evaluation and control
Central purchasing of materials --
Continuing management consultation and evaluation
Technological,and ecological systems designing
Systernatiel testing and evaluation of technological advancesPatent and copyright registration and licensing
Technological extension programsIndustrial planning and development
Marketing research
Fiscal management counseling
Management and vocational training
Management recruitingFund raising
Preparation of grant and loan applications
Other general entrepreneurial services

THE COMMUNITY V INDUSTRIAL TRUSTS
Loan funds secured through the Economic Development Action Institute

would be poured into a -Community IndustriaL TrustV to V develop competitiveand well-managed industries that have been programed for that community.
All families within the model community, not just the few who now haveeasy access to capital, would be eligible (perhaps through an enrollment proc-ess) to become beneficiaries of the trust within their community. (The de-tails of eligibility for new residents would still have to be worked out) Thetrust would temporarily hold legal title and -be responsible for managementof the new industries and" other assets of the trust. (A typical board oftrustees might give 51. percent 'of control to the lenders of credit, with theremainder divided among "grassroots" leaders, other communitx leaders,technical experts, and management.) Legal-title and control of the Industrieswould be gradually passed to families in the,form of shares, issued in the

amount that the loan principal is retired:by payments made from corporate
earnings. As earnings begin to build up above the- lottn amortization amounts,
dividends 'could be distributed and thus begin to increase family income.
Legislation could alio be sought to exempt these new "community industries"from corporate and other taxes, So that earnings could be maximized. Exam-

_pies of "new industries" 'would' include: drug companies to which Govern-
ment-owned patents-7are assigned, electronic component and assembly' plants,
fertilizer' and chemical-production plants, corporate 'farms, food processing
plants,- marketing,outlets, innovative low-cost-,industrial -housing;production
plants devoted to the manufacture of useful products from industrial waste,
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Families within the dennonstrzitiien-communities would iirznellit from tthe new
job opportunities that would naturlly result, as well .las.glain manly other
benefits that would flow irom owneErship of the new imatuattriles tIneir
communities. Besides the new jobs:- families would ha-ve-...rit_laecon& .sourtte of
income, no longer dependent on the whims of the "bannes'rontiErne 'lomat welfare
bureaucrat.

.(COMMUNITY ariTiqr.AN SERTiPICE CORPORA-WOW
The proposed feconomic devekipment program could !rnot.,Istand alone. It

would have to be supplemented bymassive grants to a 9eormmuniity human
service corporation," a quasi-goverirmanental body in each diemsonstrattion area.
This would provide the comprehemasive and coordinate& rurray of human
services and facilities (e.g., edueatiion,; )iegal Services, hcmeireg, jobvtraining,
health, community organizing, ete.7.) Awinich are indispensiablis to helping -fin-
dividuals and families function _anore effectively in-.-:rrankdorrza society. IDven-
tually, as earnings from the newnjobs .and the investment itdividends begin
to mouz.t, these services could be Timid for from the inceonset.,aff each fainfiy.

The quality of human services cam reach no higherrevektthan when each
of the consumers can withdraw Anom the market for-atincarticular service
that no longer meets his needs. Competitive production coriiihuman ,services
could then develop in the same way.as they are now ay-MEd:Hie for those with
higher incomes.

3. Extended Coverage for Migrants and Other Farmwesrbers.
Coverage of the National Labor ;Relations Act, Workmen's Compensation,

Unemployment Insurance, a minimunn wage of $1.40, the Child Labor Law,
and other protection of the Fair Labor Standards Act should be extended
to all farmworkers not now protected by these laws. Discrimination against
farmworkers and their families is morally reprehensible and should no
longer be tolerated.

4. A study to determine the feasibility of a tax credit to defray increased
employer costs for expanding coverage of minimum wage, -workmen's com-
pensation, and unemptoyment compensation.Farmers and farrnworkers -represent a key national resource which has
benefited all Americans. Farrnworkers are clearly entitled to the basic labor
benefits accorded by Federal legislation. It is questionable, in view of the
already grossly inadequate income of most f-24rmers, whether farmers should
absorb these added labor costs. The wisdom of passing these costs on to the
consumer leaves much to be desired, since those who are poor will be hurt
most by rising food prices. It is therefore recommended that consideration
be given to a tax credit which would permit farm employers (whose annual
sales total $25,000 or less) to deduct the difference, or part of the difference,
between the average current wage being paid to farmworkers in that labor
market area and a new increase in minimum wage.

Similar tax credits could be given for new wage costs arising from broad-
ening the coverage of unemployment compensation and workmen's compen-
sation. The revenue loss would amount to about $2 billion.

5. Foreign service for persons front rural areas.
There is a great need for _agricultural technical assistance services to

the chronically food-deAcient countries of the world. We must greatly
expand the job and career opportunities for low income people from rural
areas by viewing the underdeveloped parts of the world as a "service
market" for their talents and expertise. The need for instruction and
services in Sanitation, health care, construction, and agricultural develop-
ment is practically unlimited. Along.with other Americans, we could_ train
young .Americans from low income rural areas as technical assistance
'ambassadors and offer them tours of service abroad. Without great addi-
tional costs, training programs could ,be developed for this purpose. For
instance, why couldn't the Office of Economic Oppoxtunity's Job Corps
conservation centers play a large role in such a program?-Why couldn't
high schools and :State r land 'grant-colleges themselves team up for-- such
preparatory and training programs? Substantial funds for such programs
could come ,from:or be built into AID and Peace Corps appropriations. It
would"be Challenging and rewarding to exPeriment in the use of this kind
of manpower for technical assistance purposes, particularly in view of the
recurring-criticism of AID that so much of our foreign technical assistance
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is "overprofessional" and remains remote from direct contact with thin
people who need it the most.

6. The migrant and Indian division.s of the Office f Economic Oirrportiosity
should be commended for their aggressive leadership in suppinrt of prrogramsfor the rural poor-

With very limited resources available to them, both of these programs-have taken big steps in helping the rural poor. Where tothez Federalprograms had become rigid and unresponsive to the needs of the Indianand migrant, the 0E0 programs have brought new hope to substantialparts of the Indian and rural migrant populations despite substantialopposition from institutional forces opposing change. Particularly Ito becommended is OEO's strategy of working directly with local Indian leader-ship and-leaders in the migrant camps. Substantially more money shouldbe made available to 0E0 for continuing and enlarging these programs.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY MILLARD CASS, DEPUTY UNDER

SECRETARY OF LABOR
INTRODUCTION

It IS a pleasure to appear before this Commission on behalf' 'of tlie U.S.Department of Labor. Secretary Wirtz regrets his inability tact testifytoday, especially because of his great interest in, and effective activity
directed to, eliminating poverty and bringing real equality to all Antericans.Secretary Wirtz has emphasized that what we need is not merely "a waragainst the extremes of unemployment, ignorance, poverty" but "a full-
scale human resources development program.Our approach to the problem of poverty starts with the fundmntental
tenet that-in a democracy, no people can be forgotten. In a Nation estrdblishedupon the principle that "all men are created equal," there must7lbe equalopportunity for all.Yet, by virtue of geography or discrimination, hereditary disadvantage
or injury, some- of our people do not share fully in the American dream.They live in Appalachia and the ghettoss of large cities from New York
to Los Angeles. They are in towns of Kentucky, West Virginia, and Pennsyl-
vania whose coal mines are abandoned, and in the iron range of Michiganand Minnesota. They are Indians on reservations, tenant farmers in Missis-sippi, sharecroppers in Arkansas, and Mexican Americans in Texas andNew Mexico. They live in small, rural communities without resources ortax revenues. They are in the overcrowdec: inner cities of our great metro-politan areas, where_people and rats compete for the crowded space andthe inadequate supply of food.

A Nation, whose gross national product is almost three-quarters of a
trillion dollars and whose average family income is over $7,000 a year, canopen the doors of opportunity to all its people. There is no part of thisgreat r land too remote and no group too disadvantaged to be within reachof the helping hand of public and private effort.

The plight of the rUral resident is not greatly different from that of hiscity cousin. Moreover;the problem of rural poverty has, in recent decades,become also an urban problem, for the disadvantaged of the countrysidemove to the glitter of the city. Only after they get there do they find thestreets are paved not with gold, but with asphalt, and that city slum', are
no better than countrir shacks.We cannot continue to have the poor of our rural areas swarm into the
cities where they continue to be poor and also face other acute problems.

AS Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman has recently said:
An unplanned policy of exporting rural problems to the city hasdrawn urban AmericEk into the rural crisis. For the affluent ofthe city, the unchecked migration means more crowding, highertaxes, more hours consumed, in commuting as urban sprawl con-tinues unabated. For migrants already in the teeming ghettos,further immigration means less opportunity -and rising ,despair.

PURPOSE OF THIS PRESENTATION
The purpose of this presentation is to express the Department of Labor'spoint of view on Government prograins to combat rural poverty.
The- proposals that will be made are not necessarily new ones. Moiit havealready been considered by the Commission in one form or amother. But
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all are more timely than ever before, in the light of the economic conditions
in rural areas, the narrowing of the social and economic gap between rural
and urban people, and the emergence of a whole new set of Government
concepts and approaches to poverty, insecurity, and manpower.
THREE KEY ASPECTS OF RURAL POVERTY

This presentation will not include a statistical description of the character-
istics, status, and trends of rural people. We will be glad to furnish detailed
analyses en these subjects, if required. We would, however, like to draw
attention to three major aspects of rural poverty and-rural manpnwer which
furnish important clues to the directions that Government programs must
take in this area:
Tailoring Programs for Disadvantaged Groups

First is the fact that rural poverty is not a general condition but is
concentrated most heavily in certain areas in the country and among cer-tain categories of people. This points to the need to tailor action programs
to the particular needs and characteristics of the rural poor, rather than
scattering program resources through the rural economy as a whole,

What are the major components of the 15 million rural poor who should
be the primary targets of Government programs? One 'approach to this
question has been to identify particular geographic regions requiring special
action. Thus, attention must be focused on the southeastern part of the
country, which hab an overwhelming majority of the 250 counties with the
lowest rural family incomes. As the Commission is aware, factors con-
tributing to the concentration of poverty in this region include dependence
o.n the operation of marginal farms nr on diminishing opportunities in
hired farmwork;, the lack of alternative nonagricultural employment; and
relatively low levels of educational attainment and occupational skill among
the unemployed and underemployed. Compounding the problem in the South,
of course, is the large number of Negroes living in low income rural areas.
In spite of the heavy out-migration to tiv.1 'citiesboth North and South
there are .still almost 5 million rural Negroes in the Southern States, and
they haVe one of the highest poverty ratios in the nation.

Attention has also been focused on other geographic regions with con-
centrations of rural poverty. Most prominently mentioned is the Appalachian
region, encompassing portions of 12 States. More, than half of the population
of this region is rural, although only 10 percent of the people live on farms.
Other regions with especially serious problems are the Ozark region of
Missouri, Arkansas, and Oklahoma; the Upper Great Lakes region around
Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan; portions of rural New England; and
an area composed of portions of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Colorado.
Generally, these regions are characterized by decreasing agricultural man-
power requirements; a downtrend in industries, such as timber, mining,
and textiles, which were an important source of employment; failure to
develop alternative job opportunities in adequate numbers; isolation from
major urban employment centers; and heavy out-migration of local people.

Some rural poverty groups witli especially severe problems can be
identified and assisted , by specially tailored pr-Ograms leven though they arenot concentrated in particular geographic areas.- One such group consists
of workers dependent on hired fern-4 employment, characterized by substantial
unemployment :and relatively low Earnings. The households of hired farm-workers, especially nonwhites, are among the poorest of all groups. In
1964, 56 percent of such households had total faimily incomes from all
sources of less'than $3,000.Even within the farmworker categorY, however, distinctions must be
made to insure that Action programs are adapted to the specific needs of
problem groups. Most hired farmworkera do not rely on farm jobs for
their total livelihood; the proportion of Workers Whp* do has' been decreasing.
Many- Workers supplement their farm jobs with nonfarm activities. Otherseasonal farmworkers are not rural residents at all:- but live in the city
and are best served by manpower and Antipoverty programs geared to urban
conditions. *Well over half of all beasonal hired farmworkers are house-wives Or youths who are out of the labor force for most of the year.In contrast, there are hiore than 300,000 full:time farm wage workers,plus an' equal number who put in betWeen 150 and 250 days a year on thejob. .These are thial 'professionals of the hintd farmwork force and they
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account for most of the man-days of farm wage work. Because they con-stitute a relatively skilled and stable component of the work force, and
because they tend to be employed on large, efficient farms, the measuresneeded to eliminate povertY among regular farmhands are by no means
identical with those most likely to help the seasonal worker group.

Another special problem group requiring specially tailored assistance iscomposed of the more than 400,000 migratory laborers who leave theirhomes each year to piece together temporary farm jobs. In the course of
this migration, they are exposed to the severe social and economic problems
associated with a nomadic status, while they are ineligible for the assistance
and services normally available to pelo.Aianent residents. Low educationalattainment, lack of occupational skills, health problems, inability to adapt
to the demands of urban or industrial environments, cultural and language
barriersall contribute to migratory status. The drive toward self-improve-ment is evidenced by the significant number of migrants who settle downeach year, but the group is replenished by people from Puerto Rico and-Mexico, displaced Southern farmworkers and tenant farmers, and other
sources.

In pinpointing services to groups with the most severe economic problems,special attention must be paid to racial and ethnic minorities in rural areas.
From the point of view of program development, this means special actionto overcome language and cultural barriers, to provide representation onplanning and advisory bodies, to break up patterns of discrimination inemployment and education, and to develop services that fit the special
characteristics of each group.Southern rural Negroes are especially disadvantaged. In considering
programs of assistance, it shobld be noted that although many workers in
this group are displaced farm operators or hired farrnworkers, most engagein nonfarrnwork and do not live on farms. Solutions custom-built for thisgroup must come primarily from employment in the nonagricultural
sector--=in their rural home areas, in nearby areas within commuting dis-
tance, or away from home. .

Another minority group requiring speCial attention is the Spanish Ameri-
cans, concentrated in five Southwestern States. Many have substandard in-
comes, low educational attainment, and-cultural and language impediments
to employment. Although rural Spanish-American people have Joined the
move to the big city, they still remain an important segment of the migratory
farm labor streams Puerto Ricans and American Indians are other im-
portant rural minorities with special problems and characteristics.
Out-Migration of the Rural Population

A second aspect of rural poverty and manpower that furnishes a keyin the development of ameliorative programs is the fact that rural people,
themselves, have reacted to restricted economic opportunities by a dramatic,massive migration to urban areas. In spite of relatively high birth rates inrural areas, the size of the rural population has shown little change since
1920 while the urban population has tripled. Between 1950 and 1960 alone,
some 4.6 million persons are estimated to have migrated from rural counties.

Here, too, we must take note of important distinctions between different
groups. The greatest change occurred_in the farm population, which dropped
from 31 million to 124 million between 1920 and 1965, while the rural non-
farm population doubled to 40 million. The problems of migration apparentlyfell most heavny on people with farm backgroundsthe ones most likely
to Iack the skills needed in industry and the ones most likely- to encounter
difficulty in adjusting to urban life.

Another distinction relevant for action programs can be observed in the
age of the rural out-migrants. The great majority have been 18 to 19 years
old. Among people left at home, the very young and the old represent a
disproportionately_ high ,percentage of the population.

Again, .mmority groups stand out as an especially difficult problem, with
a high volume of migration from rural areas. As late as 1940, nonwhites
were predoMinantly rural. Today,-, only one-fourth of the nonwhite grouplives in rural 'areas; the mounting tensions of our city slurni reveal the
effects of this large-scale, unguided.movement.

The flow of people from the countryside is a response to urgent economic
and social forces. This movement is in keeping with our tradition of freedom
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of movement for our peoplea tradition underlying the admission of millions
of immigrants, the westward flow of population to the frontier, and the
flexible mobility which met the unprecedented manpower demands of World
Wars - I and II. Rural out-migration has retarded the spread of rural
poverty while contributing to the human resources needed for the great
expansion of our nonagricultural industry. Our programs cannot stop the
out-movement of people. They may, however, rationalize the migrationhold
it to minimum levels, ease the hardships of the migrants, and reduce the
contribution to slum tensions and welfare burdens. At the same time,
every effort should be made to stimulate rural economies capable of provid-
ing a decent and productive livelihood.
Growing Similarity Between Rural and Urban Workers

A third trend that provides a key for approaches to combat rural poverty
is the growing similarity between rural and urban workers. Differences in
the conditions of employment, characteristics of employers, occupational
skills, and vocational aspirations are narrowing. This tendency is a positive
factor which makes it increasingly feasible to provide for rural people the
kinds of labor standards and economic security that others enjoy.

Currently, little more than one-fifth of the rural population lives on farms.
Fewer than 3 out of 10 rural workers engage in farmwork. Most are blue
collar workers; a substantial number are in white collar and service occupa-
tions, with an occupational and industrial mix similar to urban areas.

Even the rural people who work on farms are drawing closer to their
urban counterparts. Four out of ten farm operators have off-farm jobs. On
a majority of smaller farms, most of the family income is derived from
off-farth sources. A high proportion of farm wage workers engage in non-
farmwork during the year. A substantial proportion of farmworkers live
in cities; conversely, a substAntial proportion of farm residents commute
to city jobs. -Moreover, farm employers are becoming more like city employers. The
bulk of the employment is on large-scale farms which are dependent on
hired labor and which must maintain records and follow systematic per-
sonnel and payment practices. On such farms, hired workers are likely to
require a substantial amount of skill and basic education to operate com-
plicated machinery, to follow written instructions, and to utilize the latest
techniques.Still another difference between the agricultural and the nonagricultural
sector is being eliminated with the virtual disappearance of the use of
foreign farmworkers for seasonal joils on American farms. The Departmentof Labor is particularly proud of its role in this area. From more than450,000 foreign workers admitted in 1959 and 200,000 in 1964, the total
dropped to 36,000 in 1965 and 23,500 in 1966. Last year there were 8,600
Mexicans, 11,200 British West Indians and Bahamians, and 3,700 Canadians
admitted for temporary farmwork. These workers were employed under
carefully controlled conditions in a few crops (primarily sugarcane, cannery
tomatoes, apples, and potatoes).

Elimination of differences between farm and nonfarm employment opens
new opportunities for the adaptation of Government programs to rural
conditions. The feasibility of extending social insurance, minimum wage,
collective bargaining and related protections, for example is greatly en-
hanced. Our recommendations take this trend into account.
ascintMENDATIONS

The recommendations that follow are intended to build on the impressive
foundatl<Ysi which has already been laid by existing programs. The variety
and creativity of these programs are notableeven though they have beenestablished for only a very few years. They represent a range of diverse
approaches rnar!...ed by flexibility and experimentation.
Job Opportunities in Rural Areas

First iiriority should be given to strengthening programs for creating
regular -3ob opportunities in industry and government in local areas. Such
programs musV providenew sources of earnings and reduce pressures for
out-migration.Govermrwnt efforta in- this area already include the Area Redevelopment
Act; its successor, the Public Works and Economic Development Act; and
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the Appalachian Redevelopment -Act. We also have the rural area develop-ment program of the Department of Agriculture and, still- more recently,
cominunity action programs in rural areas under the-Economic-OpportunityAct. The Department of Labor's United States Employment Service and its
affiliated State agencies have cooperated in all of these ventures. In addition;the Employment Service has installed a smaller communities program to
extend intensive nianpower services to rural areas.

The conCept of economic- developnient districts-and the regional approach
of the Public Works and Economic Development Act deserve to be watched
with special care as innovations in the job creation field.
Subsidized Job Opportunities in, Public ..Worke and Services

In addition to job creation in the regular economy of rural areas, there
is a need to implement the recently enacted programs of federally subsidized
jobs in public _works and services. These programs include the so-called
Nelson amendment of 1965 and the Nelson-Scheuer amendment of 1966 of

_Title II orthe Economic Opportunity-Act, the work experience projects for
persons eligible for public assistance authorized .by,,Title ,V of the-Economic\
Opportunity- Act, and Neighborhood Youth' Corpe projectS for out-of-school
youths authorized by= ,of the- Economic ,OpPortunity Act. These
programs. provide Federal funds to enable local _government and community
organizations to emplOy persons on rural .conservation- and .beautification
projects, in the provision of essential health, education,- recreation, andwelfare services, and in related fields._ This paid-work experience may be
supplemented with occupational training, remedial education; and other
supportive services.. 4

,Ntrork experience programs of this type can serve several important func-
tions in relieving rural. poverty. They can provide income opportunities for
seasonal workers during slack Periods of the- year, thus helping to ,bring
the annual -earnings of' workers up to adequate levels. They can provide on-
the-job, training to those unable--to -absorb formal- occupational trainingneeded-to., prepare them for available jobs. They, can .provide Work, oppor-
tunities-for .rural people who . are not -in a good position to move to labor
demand areas.,-.Work experience_ programs -in cities will ,also assist unskilled
migrants .from rural' to;urban areas, At- the same time,' the work experience
programs can :serve as:a vehicle for- making available a variety of services
and irnprovements which are needed to enhance rural areas.

The-work 'experience programs under' Title II efr,the Economic .OpportunityAct are being delegated., to the- Department of -Labor . by 0E0. We are
gearing up to administer-them 'through the new 13ureaxr of ,Work Programs.
Every effort will be made' to extend-program activities to: rural. Poverty -'
areas, within the qiinited- -funds -available,...as a small but significant step
toWard the objective of making available jobs for all those, willing and- able
to work in our society.
Edoizomic SecUrity and Labor Standards for AgriculturaZ.Workers

Taking advantage of the growing similarity between .rural and...urban...zemployment, patterns and the current prosperity of Anierican agriculture,
the time is right for a loncr-delayed 'extension of economic security andlabor standards legislation for ,.agricultural worke, There has been recent
progress in t.his fieldnotably the incl,usion of almost 400,000 farmworlmr.t.1
under the minimum -wage provisions of the Fair Labor Standards'
1966. .,The 1966 amendments-covered workers whose employers utkedthan _500 man-days ,of agricultural labor during any quarter of tlfte pre-
ceding- year. It established a minimum wage of $1 effective February 1967,
rising to $1.15- in 1968 and .$1.30 in- 1969: - ;

Wecominendations in' the labor .standards and eaonOmic security fields
include: ,

(1) Consideration to further extending minimum wage'..protection of
farinworkers:
_ (2) 8trengthening of the child labor provisiOns of the Fair Labor
Standards, Act as they .apply to agriculture. .

(3) Inclusion of farmworkers on large commercial farms in unemployment
insurance programs. I Currently, coverage is available only in a few juris-,
dictions; ancLispwith 1 severe restrictions. Unemployment insurance has ,been
eXtended to Tarmworkers by Canada, effective April 1 of this year.
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(4) Encouragement of State extension' of workmen's compensation tofarmworkers. Currently, less than half of the States have such coverage.
(5) Review of experience in covering farmworkers under Old Age Sur-vivorei and Disability Insurance. Representatives of the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare can, of course, discuss this.(6) Consideration of ways iu which national programs to stabilize theprices and production of agricultural commodities can be used to improve
the wages, working conditions, economic security, and labor standards on
subsidiee'-'z farms. Meeting minimum conditions might be made a prerequisite
for the payment of program benefits to farm operators. Extension of thisapproach to agricultural stabilization activities has ample precedent. Labor
standards requirements have long been a part of Government contract and
related programs, and wage determinations have long been part of the
Government's sugar stabilization program.(7) Adaptation of public assistance programs to the special needs offarmworkers. This includes a review of procedures to insure that reliefrecipients are not deterred from accepting seasonal farm jobs by thedifficulty of qualifying for assistance at the end of the season; that sup-
portive services, such as training, health, and counseling activities, continue
during periods of short-term employment; and that residence requirements
which curtail assistance- for migr:.story farmworkers are removed. .

- .

Education and Vocational Training' -<
Education and vocational training have the .strongest long-range potential

for alleviation . of rural-poverty and for erasing the adverse earnings and
skill differentials between rural andl urban workers. It is strongly recom-
mended that your-Commission urge . State and local education agencies to
strengthen local school programs and to gear them realistically . to the
kinds of vocational opportunities that will he available to rural youth. The
overemphasis on. agricultural training in sOme areas must give way to a
stress on skilled 'blue collar and teehnical occupations in which most rural
youths will find the best livelihood. At the same time, vocational training
facilities for adults mustlbe -..exPanded as a mearis of retraining the un-
employed for jobs in growing -induitries and occupations.

- In the last few years, considerable progress has been made in supple-
menting the inadequate eduational resources of low income rural areas.
The Elementary and Secondaev,Education Act will help upgrade fiducational
attainment. The Vocation al ducation Act 'of 1963 is making it possible to
gear rural vocational trrdning to current manpower requirements. This act
has also provided resour:ces for are& vocationartschools, in which the latest
equipment and competent instructors can be assembled-centrally to serve
outlying rural areas. -..

Under the Vocational Educaticra -Act, training costs are met on a 50-50
Federal-State matching basis. The Commission may wish to discuss with
reprezentatives of- the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare theadvisability of modifying the act to raise the Federal contribution in lowincome rural areas to 90 percent of the total (the current Federal share
under the Manpower Development and Training Act).

The Neighborhoo-d Youth Corps, authorized under Title I of the Economic
Opportunity Act and operated by the Department of Labor, has provided
part-time employment opportunities to help Hundreds of thousands of school
youths Complete their educati'-on:The Manpower Development and Training Act has made a start on pro-.viding occupational training to put unemployed and underemployed 'rural
people into PrOductive jobs. The act is administered by the Secretary of
Labor, and the Secretary of .HEW, both of whom have assigned major
responsibilities to their affiliated State employment service and vocationaleducation agencies, respectively. Under the MDTA, unemployed and under-
employed people are eligible for occupational training, and weekly allo,Arances.
The training may be of the institutional or on-the-job type, and may be

_ . . .supplemented by a variety of suPPortiye services. ,

- In calendar. 1966, about 45,000 MDTA enrollees lived in rural areas--
approximately -one-fifth of 'the' 't,otal. Only 19300 of this group were being
trained for agricultural occupetions, reflecting a realistic adjustment to
the demands .of 'the job market. The training occupations represented a
variety "of blue and white collar jobs.



Among farmworkers enrolled in the MDTA program, one finds a higherproportion being trained in agriculture. Even in this group, however, only
one-fourth of the trainees -were in agricultural courses, while the remainder
were assigned primarily to training in skilled or; semiskilled blue collar jobs.

Farm occupations for which training has been authorized reflect basicjob market conditions. Most of the 30,000 workers authorized to ref:eivetraining in farm occupations between 1962 and 1966 were preparecl forskilled farm ,jobs such .as machine operators, dairy hands, and managers.
About--cine-fourth- of the total were low income farm operators training to
improve the prcriuctivity of their own farms. About one-seventh of the totalwere taught agricultural work for a nonfarm setting; e.g., nurseryman andgardenerjobs for which there is an increasing demand.

Because of the special characteristics of the rural poor, MDTA train-ing for farm-people has often been supplemented by a variety of supportive
services and remedial education. Attention has been given to cultural andlanguage barriers, the low educational attainment of many rural people,and the need to adapt services to migratory workers and other problem
groups. One,' of the 1966 amtmdments- to the MDTA will be eapecially help-fulit authorizes special preoccupational programs to improve the em-
ployability and irainability of- disadvantaged workers.

We are constantly searching for ways, to improve MDTA services ,fg,rthe rural poor. Of special impartance is the extensive program of ciz-perimental and demonstration projects undertaken in this area by the
Manpower Administration of the. Department of Labor. These projects are
developing and testing new ,ways of solving especially difficult employment
and training..problems. They have mobilized the resources of a dozen collegesin rural areas and of a variety of community organizations to help in,reaching, counseling, and serving the rural poor..
Raidonalization of the Rural-Urban Migration

Recognizing that the rural-urban migration is expected to continue, urgentconsideration should be given to ways of rationalizing the movement. Inthe past, decisions to relocate have usually been made Iciy each individual
involved, without guidance, based on° the rumors and scraps of infoemationavailable to him. The movers have received a minimum of Government
assistance and services. Under Current conditions, it is less and less advis-
able ,to leave the migration to chance and guesswork. As job opportunities
for laborers and Other unskilled workers decrease in the cities, the migrantsaze encountering greater difficulty in finding steady jobs. Some are con-tributing to the welfare burdens of cities and are fueling tensions in the
big city slums. It appears -essential to take steps to bring order to the mass
movement of poor rural people, to ease the, adjustinents of individuals, and
to cuShion the impact on the cities toward which they return.

The Manpower Development aild Training ,Act makes provision for a
small-scale pilot labor-mobility demonstration program. Under this program,people who must move,: to another area in order to find a job receive
financial assistance with relocation Costar, help in locating employment, andsupportive services. The initial experience gained under this program,
administered _by_ our Manpower- Administration, has thrown light on some
of the problems involved and has suggested some interesting new approaches.
We recommend that this provision of the MDTA (sec. 104) be extended and
that additional resources be provided for, it.-,Blit a pilot program reachima- 1 000 or 2 000 people is no substitute forone capable 'of :handling the many thousands of persons _with especially
severe adjustment problems among the millions-who are expected to moveto the city in coming years. A much larger effort will .undoubtedly beneeded, including establishment of facilities in the areas of heaviest out-migration to evaluate the -skills, aptitudes, and interests of potential out-
migrants who seek assi'Stance; to arrange vocational training, basic education,and other se-iVices needed to prepare for steady employment at the destina-tion; to make advance arrangements for jobs and housing; to prcivideintensive counseling; and to provide financial assistance for relocation
expenses.- In urban centers, this large-scale program would provide assist-
ance in settling :dawn ;- 'counseling services; orientation to city life and jobmarket practices; referral to necessary community services; and assistancein getting and keeping a job. This could involve extensive use of VISTA



volunteers and extension service workers, as well as experimentation with
group migration, various types of loans and-grants, and possibly temporary
reception facilitieS to ease the transition to city life.
Restructurinff the Job Market for Seasonal Hired Farmworkers

There is an urgent need to develop new institutions and practices to
rationalize the job market for seasonal hired farmworkers. A restructuring
of the job market may be able to reduce unemployment and to benefit farm
employers by building a skilled, reliable, and productive work force.

The Department of Labor has provided leadership for the introductionof some new institutions in this area. The Annual Worker Plan helps toschedule migratory farm labor crews to a series of consecutive farm jobs
in a manner calculated-to- reduce intervening periods::-_of unemployment
and to adjust to crop, weather, or other conditions affecting labor supply
and demand. About 145,000 mi-rant workers received such assistance in1966. Day-haul programs operaeted by the Department and its affiliated
State employment service agencies have brought some order tio the employ-
ment of seasonal workers who commute from their homes to farms eachday. We have experimented with procedures for recruiting youth during
school vacations, and other approaches. Much remains to be done, however.We are unable to recommend the complete outlines of a program to
rationalize the seasonal . farm labor market, but we do feel stronglY that
this Commission should look . at the pOssibilities in this area. Among ap-
proaehes that have been mentioned are (a) incentives for farm employers
to work together in' providing year-round employment by the systematic
transfer of employees among seasonal farm jobs; (b) increased Government
assistance in recruiting and scheduling temporary fezmworkers; (c) help---ing rural communities to develop nonfarmwork opportunities timed to
fill the gaps between peal!: agricultural seasons; (43) arrangements to
combine temporarY faimwork and ncrifez4nwork into a year-round livelihood.
Research

Finally,the Department of Labor would welcome the Commission's
recommendations for research into rural manpower and poverty problems.
In the _Manpower Administration's research -program, conducted und8r the
DIDTA, a -number of potentially fruitful research projects have already
been uridertaken in this -field. For example-, stu-dies have, been made of
the adjustment processes of low income Southern in-migrants in a Northern
urban- center; the causes of low labor force participation rates in depressedareas; the transition of Mexican-American migril-tory farmworkers to asedentary life. It is intended to utilize the findings to improve our ap-
proaches to rural poverty, tailored to the needs of particular problem groups.
ConermsIoN ?

The poor, the underemployed, and the unemployed are not statistics.They -are peoplewith the same nceds and hopes as their affluent fellowArnericans. While they are countel and- analyzed by the millions, they
must be counseled and placed separately and as individnals. While they
can be trained in classes, they must learn singly and personally.

These facts constitute our greatest challenge. What will motivate, train,
and prepare one person for employment may be ineffective and useless for
another. Our programs must, therefore, be personalized, flexible, and varied.They must provide personal attention to the special problems of each
individual iather than seeking blanket solutions to the problem of poverty
as 'a whole. ,It has been written that "when all is said ande-done, more is said than
done." Therefore, in` cloging, ,it is appropriate to come back to specific and
practical observations Secretary of Labor Wirtz made to the Congress last

The most direct answer to poverty is jobs. . . . The job creation
and job training programs must be organized with full recognition
that most of the ultimate answer,to unemployment among the poor
has tO be jobs in private employment. . . These' job creation and
job training programs must be concentrated in the areas wherepoverty is concentrated and must be devised to meet the clearly,
identified, needs of, the 'people in these areas: . . . Their problems'
of becoming useful and self=sustaining--have to be approached
almost` on an individual basis



STATAMRNT SUBMITTED BY WILBUR J. COHEN, UNDER SECRETARY
OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

Mr. Chairman and members of the National Advisory Commission on
Rural Poverty, I am pleased to appear before you today on behalf of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Our Department is concerned
with the quality, of life and the social circumstances of all Americans
those in rural and urban areas. We seek, for example, high quality educa-
tion for all young people. We are concerned with the adequacy of health
services and facilities throughout the nation. Our Department is striving
for adequate programs of social services and public assistance in every
State. And, in terms of the Social Security System, we are recommending
increased payments for all of those participating in the program. Indeed,
ws look forward to early action on the President's proposed Social Security
Amendments by the Congress.In attempting to realize these basic goals, we have developed a number
of programs which have become an integral part of the social development
of the nation. Much has been done, itt cooperation with the States and
communities, toward the achievement of our common goal, the improvement
of life for- our people. We all know, however, much remains to be done.
Our Department welcomes, therefore, the creatikon of this Commission and
we look to you for guidance and wisdom from which-we can- develop new
strategies in the attack on an ancient enemy, rural poverty.

Rapid economic growth combined with increasing expenditures-for health,
education, welfare, and related areas have had a significant impact on
poverty. Over the pas(' 'everal years, as the gross national product grew
rapidly, unemployment. 4.ates declined and I public expenditures for health,
education, welfare, and related activities increased, the incidence of poverty
declined: In 1959 some 38.9 million individuals, or 22.1 percent of the
total population, lived in households falling below the poverty levels of
income developed by the Social_ Security Administration (SSA) ; by 1965
the number had declined to 32.7 million individuals, or 17.1 percent of the
population. The sharpest declines have been among families with a male
non-aged head of household, and the declines have been greater for whirr:A
than nonwhites. Increasingly, the poverty roster is becoming the hard-cG,te
groups: aged persons, families headed by a woman, and the disabled. Thus,
we cannot rely on economic growth alone to pull households out of poverty
as heavily in the future as in the past. This is a major reason why we
must continue to, improve our social security and other income maintenance
programs, particularly for those not in the labor,- force.

Rural areas have a disproportionately higher share of total number of
poor people. Analysis of 1964 statistics indicates that out of 34.3 million
persons caught in the grip of poverty, some, 14.9 million, some 43 percent,
resided in rural areas. For 1965, data on rural-urban residence are so
far available only for households rather than persons. Preliminary figures
indicate that of the 11.5 million households with 1965- income below the
poverty line, about 1 million Hired on farms and some 3 million in other
places that- might be designated rural. Thus,' 35 percent of all the house-
holds counted were rural households. Because rural households tend to be
larger than urban, undoubtedly the proportion of the 32.7 million persons
in poverty who:live in rural areas is greater than 35 percent.

The threat of poverty is correspondingly greater to households with
female, nonwhite,' or disabled heid in rural and in 'urban areas. (Poverty
among, older farm residents, though not urban residents, remains about
the saMe as fin- younger farm residents.) In 1964, 24 percent of farm
fainilies with an aged' head and 22 percent of the nonfarm received income
less than the Minimum Social Security Administration measure of poverty.

Aniong Pzedf farm families, about 3 in 5 receiVing OASDI (Old Age
Survivors and 'Disability Insurance) were podr, compared with only 1 in 5
of those collecting benefits. ,But the data for the farm beneficiary families
confirm what (already has been 'determined- for all beneficiary families:
Those' who have little or no resources in additian to ,their benefits will run

high'-risk---Wpoverty._Among -the aged poor on_ farms, social .security benefits accounted for
nearly two-thirds of aggregate cash income in 1964 and public assistance
(or unemployed insurance) about half of the remainder. Among the aged
farm families not in poverty, OASDI benefits accounted for only 30 percent



of aggregate cash income for the year, net income from farm self-employ-
ment for about a fifth, and public assistance and unemployment insurance
combined for only a small fraction.

Among aged families not in farms, families receiving OASDI were not
so much kept out of poverty compared with nonbeneficiaries, but the gap
between what they had and their requirements was less than if they had
no benefits.

Regardless of residence or occupation, the incidence of poverty among
nonwhite families was greater for each group. In 1965, almost three-fourthsof the nonwhite families living on_ a farm were poor compared with 17percent of the white farm families.

Farmworkers as an occupational group fare less Well than farm operators.The families of over two-fifths of all farm laborers as compared to lessthan a fourth of the families of farm operators currently employed in
March 1966 received incomes in 1965 below-the SSA line. Both farm laborersand farmers had higher rates of poverty than other curtently emplgyedmale family heads. The incidence of poverty among farm laborers' and
farmers' families was 42 percent and 23 percent, respectively, compared
to 7 percent for.families with a male head in other occupations.

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare administers a number
of programs which relate rather specifically tce the problem of rural_poverty- -
Among these programs are: ,The migrant health program is a program directly related to rural
poverty through its grant-in-aid assistance to local sponsors of mikranthealth projects. The kinds of health serviees and facilities which can be
assisted -under this program range from the establishment and operation
of facilities to improve the health of migratory farmworkers to assistance
for projects to eliminate environmental hazards to migratory farmworkers.
Funding of this program has increased from $3 million in fiscal year 1906to $8 million in fiscal year 1967 and is budgeted at $9 million in fiscal
year 1968.

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has an identifiedcategory- of funds for special migrant and Indian education programs.
Under, this,provision some $9 million are available to the States during the
current fiscal year for migrant education projects and $5 million for Indian
education firojects. The budget for the migrant program increases to ap-proximately $28 million in fiscal year 1968; while Indian education is
budgeted at $5 million. We hope to support a variety of innovative projectsunder this program and we have already witnessed substantial interest
in it by States having large migratory farmworker population.

The Allied Health Professions Act contains special provisions for loan
forgiveness for doctors, dentists, and optometrists practicing in poor rural
areas. We expect that this new program _will result in an expansion ofmedical services in rural areas needing them the most.Under the Indian health program the Public Health Service provides
direct health services to Indians residing in some of the poorest circumstances
in the nation.- This program serves approximately 380,000 Indians and is
budgeted at over $104 million for fiscal year 1968.

The public assistance program does not relate exclusively to rural areas
but it bears mention here. Public assistance payments, under State-developed
programs, must be made available in all political subdivisione in the State
to those who are eligible, by State determination, for assistance.

People in rural areas, therefore, benefit from basic categories of assistance,
including old age assistance, assistance to families with dependent children,aid to the blind, aid to the permanently and totally disabled, medical
assistance to the aged, and medical assistance.

The OASDI also is not designed specifically as an antipoverty weapon,but only productive work is a more important bulwark against poverty.About 37 ,percent of the aged beneficiaries would be poverty stricken if
they did not receive benefits. Many beneficiaries in rural areas are amongthose affected. Data indicate that as of December 31, 1964, 29 percent of
the total number of benefit payments was being made to persons residing
in "rural" counties.' Furthermore, among the aged poor on farms, social

Counties, parishes, or independent cities with 50- percent or more of
population reaiding in nonurban areas.



security benefits accounted for nearly two-thirds of the aggregate cash
income in 1964..The Title III program of the Hizher Education Act; strengthening
developing institutions, generally supports improvement of smaller collegesin rural areas. In fiscal year 1966, for example, 127 rural institutions .of
higher learning received almost $3 million in assistance under this program
or about 70 percent of all the funds available to Title III.In addition to the programs relating directly to the problems of rural
poverty, our Departrfient administers another group of programs which have
been effective in rural areas. These include:Title V of the Economic Opportunity Act, which we administer, provideswork experience and training to low income persons. Recent figures show that
40 percent of the training openings ore located in rural areas. Title V expend-
itures in the 182 poorest counties, largely rural, are greater than any other
Office of Ecimomic Opportunity program.The library services and construction program, until 1964, was restrictedto public library 'services in rural areas or communities of less than -10,000
population. The program was expanded to an urban-rural services and con-struction program under which State library plans govern -the distribution
of assistance. 'Under the State plan concept, some outstanding efforts in ruralareas have- been initiated such as the New. 'York State Chautauqua-Catta-
raugus- Library System which provides for bookmobile services to 35 to 40
communities too small to support a public library or_tvhich_have_ a population
which seasonally varies.The- Hill-Burton hospital and medical facility construction prograin hasgenerally had a favorable rural balanes of distribution of Federal matching
funds. Seventy-siX percent of the program's over 3,000 hospital proSects have
been developed in communities of less than 50.000 _population. Constructioncosts -for hospitals in these communities represented 64 percent of a total
Federal ex-penditure iitt excess of $1 billion. Another '70 percent of the morethan 600 long-term care projects have been in communities of less than
50,000 and represent more than 30,000 beds in these facilities. This repre-sents more than 60 percent of the Federal expenditure of the excess of
$150 million.Several other HEW programs operate favorably in rural areas. Theseinclude community mental health centers constrin.:aon, and mental retarda-tion facilities contruction. Another set of programs are weighted towardareas of financial need which would generally tend to assist poorer rural
areas. Thes' e include: -general health grants and heart diseaSe control grants.Vocational rehabilitation services are provided through the 91 State reha-
bilitation agencies in each -of- the States and territories. This program has
been expanded sharply since -1966 both in number of staff and offices wilieh
will facilitate vocational rehabilitation services throughout the nation.The Vocational Rehabilitation -Administration program effectively servesthe rural disabled. For the fiscal year ending June 1959, which was the last
year data were secured on rehabilitants by .place of residence, 10,900 out ofthe 80,700 -rehabilitants, or-14 percent, resided on farms. In addition there

'were 15,156 rehabilitants, or 18- percent, wilo resided in rural nonfarm areas;
or a total of 32 percent who were rural reWdents.The Vocational Rehabilitation Administration has, through the means of
its , research and demonstration,. innovation and expansion, and workshopimprovement grants program. supported a number of projects seeking new
ways of providing services more effectively in rural areas. Some of these
sought to determine the feasibility of serving migrants, others were directed
to Mexican Americans and Indians living in areas. In several States
demonstrations were supported to determine how r,habilitation centers and
workshops could provide services to the surrounding rural populations.Traditionally, particularly because of the emphasis on agriculture in the
early, acts, a large portion of the voCational education programs wo.re devel-oped in the ,rural areas. The majority of schools having vocational agri-culture programs also had home economics .programs, with the trade and
industrial programs largely located in urban centers.Funding of -construction of area) vocational schools ,uhder the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 has made possible rhany- such schools which serverural areas with broad vocational offerings. The new act emphasis to serve
persons with academic, socioeconomic, and 'other handicaps has resulted inthe identification of poverty in rural areas and the development of addi-

,
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tional programs to meet the needs. With over 40 percent of the poverty found
in rural areas, training for employment through these vocational educationprograms has an impact on rural poverty.

As previously indicated, the Welfare Administration public assistanceprogram has a direct relationship to rural poverty. In addition, Title V of
the Social Securitrjr Act authorizes grants to State health' agencies for
maternal and child health services and for serviceas for crippled children, and
grants to State public welfare agencies for child welf are services.

The maternal and child health services program and that of services for
crippled children, conducted bY the Welfare Administration, have had arural emphasis, with the authorizing legislation specifying "especially in
rural areas and in, areas suffering from severe economic distress." ThusFederal funds for these programs in the past have been largay directed
toward providing services in rural areas.States use their maternal and child health services funds, together with
State and local funds, to pay the cost of conducting prenatal clinics where
mothers are examined b5r physicians and get medical advice; for visits by
public health -nurses to homes before and after babies are born to helpmothers care for their babies; for well child clinics for examination and
immunizations, where they can get competent advice en how to prevent
illnesses and where their many questions about the care of babies can be
answered. Such- measures have been instrumegital in the reduction of ma-ternal and infant. mortality, especially in rural areas. Funds are used to
make available doctors, dentists, and nurses to the schools for health exam-
inations of schoolchildren. They are also used for immunizations.

From the first, the public child welfare program was concerned with thewelfare of rural children. Early studies of infant and `maternal mortality,
child dependency, and mental retardation pointed to the unevenness and, in
Acome States, the total lack of facilities and social services for rural children.

Child welfare grants-in-aid were established, therefore, to assist State
public welfare agencies tti develop public child welfare servkes in areas
predominantly rural.

The 1962 amendments to the. Social Security ACt require the extension ofchild welfare services to_ all parts of the State by July 1, 1975, and theprovision of these services to the extent feasible by fully trained child
welfare personnel.

Frown 1958 through 1965 the number of rural counties in the United States
having the services of a full-time public child welfare worker increased from
1,160, or only about 47 percent of all rural counties, to 1,409, or 60 percent
of all rural- counties.' During the same period the proportion of all urban
counties having the services of a full-time child welfare worker rose more
slowly, from about_70_ percent to just over 80 percent of all urban counties.

The 1,092 counties without full-time child welfare services in -1965 were
mostly rural counties, 924 compared with 168 urban counties. Many of these
924 rural counties did have public welfare workers who spent part of their
time providing child welfare serVices, a type of program organization more
common in less populous than in urban areas.

There are-five aspects of day care services which have made considerableimpact on rural areas since passage of the 1962 amendments. These are
licensing and consultation of day care centers and family day care homes,
community organization and planning to develop day care services, the estab-
lishment and operation by the rural public welfare department of small day
care centers in rural areas, the development of family day care homes by
county. . public. welfare offices and training of day -care personnel to develop
and operate rural day- care services.

State public welfare agencies- have been expanding homemaker, services
and are beginning to extend thie servic e. geographically to rural areas in
the States. While reports do not identify the number of homemakers avail-able in rural communities throughout the nation, reports show a number
of States have extended programs reaching the poverty groups in rural areas.

Finally,l. would like to put before the Commission those HEW programs
which although not aimed at rural areas may benefit them and, hence, assist
in the alleviation of rural, poverty. This would constitute the bulk-of the
HEW programs. I cannot, -of course, discuss every program of the Depart-
ment, and will only attempt to emphasize the major areas of activity withsome potential in terms of rural iioverty.

Virtually all program elements of the Office of Education have some rela-
,
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tionship to rtrral poverty whether in the matter of higher education facilities
and student loans and other assistance to needy youngsters or in the genera-
lized effort under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act to improve
education for disadvantaged children. In Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, for example, over $46 Million in Federal funds
have been obligated for 181 poor counties' as of February of this year.
Projects under this program tend to stress the improvement of language
arts skills and the development of reading. The Title III program of the
ESEA, assistance for supplementary education centers, provided some $16
million, or over 20 percent of its funds to meet the special needs of rural
areas: Title V of the same act makes assistance available to State education
ageneies in order to stimulate and develop_State educational plans and pro-
grams in terms of the educational needs of the State. This effort attempts,
therefore, to increase the capabilities of the State agencies-to deal with all
the educational problems in their jurisdiction, urban and -rural_ -

Under the National Defense Education Act guidance and counseling insti-
tutes for teachers of disadvantaged youth have-drawn-heavily from rural
areas. In addition, other special and regular teacher training programs have
been developed in relation to the reeds of all teachers but in which rural
teachers participate on apin-oximately an equal basis with their colleagues.
The experienced teacher fellowship program of the Higher Education Act
indicates that of over 50 institutes. funded, 11 will have participants from
primarily rural areas, whi:e another 3 will be about equally divided between
urban and rural representation.The teacher corps program is providing some 1,200 corpsmen to schools
for special work with diSadvantaged children. Over 400 of these specially
trained corpsmen will be working in rural areas this year. And, we would
expect to mintain this ratio.

Finally, the Offiee of Education is sponsoring quite a variety of research
related specifically to the special educational problems of rural areas. We
hope, of course, that -research "will yield greater insights into the problems
in this trea.:, -

Title V. of=the- Social Security Act Amendments of 1965 autlicirizeii special
project grants ..for comprehensive health care for prospective mothers who
may }MA% conditioni which increase the hazards t their health or the health
of their babies- and whO will not receive care because they are from low
income families.Of the 51 maternity and infant care pTojects approved since the initiation
of the progri4m in 1964 through 1966, 10 serve the nation's 10 largest cities,
and 10 serve predominssntly rural ter.tas. The other 31 serve smaller cities
or cOmbinations of urban and rural areas.

The 1966 amendments also authorized a new prograin of comprehensive
health services for children'and youth in low income families. In the geo-
grtGphic area served by a project all of the problems that are presented by
child.ren in the project are to be taken care of by the program, either through
direct services or an appropriate referral to other sources which are prepared
to provide at least equtvalent services. Both medical and dental care must be
included for children tof. ,school age; also children with emotional as well as
physical health problems are to be accepted. The projects therefore will
attempt to meet the medical needs of a given child population in a specified
area. -

In the health field a siMilar broad array of possibilities exists in the provi-
sion of assistance for the construction of facilities, training, provision of
health services, and asiistance for program efforts. Here are some examples
of what has been done with assistance from the Department:

Grants to State agencies to assist in the construction of needed health facil-
ities as, indicated by the approved State plan. -

Grants for training of professional public health workers. .
Project grants for studies, experiments, and demonstrations in new or

improved methods of providing community health services.
Grants to State health agencies to help develop and maintain programs to

prevent or control certain diseases and to prevent or control environmental
health hazards.

*Counties with a per 'eapita income of less than $750 in the Appalachian
Region under the Appalachian Regional Development Act.
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Under programs to help -overcome social and psychological barriers to
the use of health resources, our Department has made available short-term
training grants to public or nonprofit institutions prepared to provide grad-
uate or specialized training for professional health workers to improve their
knowledge and still and thus improve their competence. Such grants have
been used to provide training for professional workers engaged in migrant
health projects in other health activities involving services to --socioeconomic
groups with important differences from the groups usually served, or those
represented by health workers themselves.

Through the Joint Committee on Rural Sanitation, the Department has
studied sanitation problems and developed standards for distribution and
application in ruical areas. HEW has provided or arranged in-service training
programs on health education and communication to improve effectiveness
in reaching and motivating rural people to develop patterns of sound health
action.

Finally, we should point to another unit of our Department concerned with
a specific segment of the nation's population, the A.dministration on Aging.
This new HEW unit, established by the Older Americans Aet in 1965, has
a broad charge of developing a wide variety of programs for the elderly
through the nation.- Title-III of the act provides funds to the States .for the
development of community programs in aging; Title IV funds research and
demonstration projects which employ innovative approaches to solving the
problems of agIng; and Title V. contracts for the training of p&I..sonnel to
work in the' field of aging. Under each of these programs, projects and
activities in rural areas have been developed. In some rural counties, for
example, the Older Americans Act program brings needed health services
within the reach of financially hard-pressed, isolated older persons by pro-
viding an organized transportation service,

The Administration on Aging also administers the foster grendparents
proFram under a contractual agreement with the Office of Economic (3ppor-
tunity. Out of 37 projects now operating under the program 15 are rural
in character in which organized personal care is provideu tos handicapped
children through the employment of qualified older persons., _

Conclusion
Thinly populated areas, especially those of lowest inethm4, do not have the

services necessary to effectively, coml;at poverty. It is more - difficult and more
costly to mount comprehensive sind high quality programs in areas of popu-
lation dispersal. The unit costs for adequate services rendered accelerate-, At
the same time, typically, the local tax base is weak and the property tax
acts as a barrier to local program development. Matching money for State
and Federal programs is more difficult to find. And, it is all too true, that
poverty- in isolation is often poverty unknown, unidentified, anti untreated.
The president recognizes these facts and he has recommended to this Con-
gress a number, of measUres which will substantially affect the lives of
people oppressed by the heavy hand of po7erty.

Three million persons in the farm population were in poverty in 1965
among the 32.7 million estimated to be poor in the total population. As a
result of the intensive discutssion of the extent of poverty and the inaugura-
tion of new programs to combat it, a number of proposals for guaranteeing
minimum incomes are now under wide public exploration. They range from
a "negative income taiz" to a complete restructuring of public asaistance to
a program of residual public employment and training for_ all who lack
private jobs or who laek the training to be immediately employed.' They
may involve combinatioms 'of such proposals with adaptations for different
groups.The President has stated that we must e-!Eimine any plan, however uncon-
ventional, which could promise a. major advance. For this reason he intends
to establish a commission of leading Americans to examine the many pro-
posills Which hive been put forward, reviewing their merits and disadvan-
tageS,_and._reporting in 2 years to him and the American people.

The President's message to Congress on children and youth and older
Americans 'recommends a number of measures which will benefit the rural
/1001%Many families and individuals, dependent on public assistance, live-below
the poverty level. In computing public assistance payments, each. State
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defines minimum need and, unfortunately, 33 States do not even meet theirown minimum standards.
The President has proposed legislation to, therefore, require States tomeet their own standards of need for public assistance recipients and tobring their standards up to date by July 1, 1969. These changes mouldsubstantially aid the rural poor since heavily rural States predominateamong those which currently meet only -a percentage of their own minimumstandards.
We will also support legislation to provide temporary assistance formigratory workers. This legislation will authorize the Secretary to makegrants to any State or lczal public welfare ar,-ency for each temporary assist-ance to such worker or pert.ons who have 1:ecently entered the State to seekemployment. Similar legislation will be requested under the vocational reha-bilitation program.
Child -welfare services have been limited outside of population centers.The 1965 public welfare amendments, as noted earlier, required that childwelfare services be made available etatewide by 1975. This ye-ar, the Presidenthas facilitated the efforts of States to achieve thatigoal through his proposalto raise Federal matching and to pay the States (75 percent of the cost ofemploying and training additional child Welfare-personnel, the same Rercent-age now paid for public assistance services in public welfare agencles.There are currently 1,000 counties, predominantly rural, with no childwelfare services available; other counties have too few. workers. The addi-tional Federal aid would enable States and communities to provide morehelp to more children _who need better care and protection.A number of proposals have been made concerning child health which areintended to improve the quality and availability of health services forchildren.
The President has Joroposed legislation to promote early case finding andtreatment for crippled children. Nearly 500,000 children now receive treat-ment under the crippled children's program. --We are also rtaluesting increased funds for the "Medicaid" program,XIX of the Social Security Act, as it raffects needy children. Extensionof these services will benefit rural children in need, since currently ruralareas tend to have poor and inadequate resources for health care for poorchildren. After July 1, 1969, if proposed legislation is enacted, Medicaid -willrequire States to provide early case finding and treatment for poor chfldren.The President has also proposed pilot programs in' both maternal andchildren's services and in dental care. Location of these pilot projects willbe determined by tlie need of an area priority given to those areas, ruralor urban, where the resources are poorest and the needs the greatest. It isclearly expected that some of these projects will be located in :rural areasof acute _poverty.

In addition, the President has proposed additional programa for olderAmericans ,involving health facilities and bettereshealth care institutions forthe aged. He is also seeking an end to -employment discrimination for olderworkers as well as extension and. expansion of programs- under the OlderAmericans Act which have been 'beneficial to the rural elderly.
The President has proposed a number of signifint improvements in thesocial securtiy program. They are designed to raise benefits from their

present inadequate levels, but there aro other objectives as well: to permitgreater work force participation of beneficiaries who are able to work, toprovide health insurance benefits to disabled beneficiaries, to seek bettercoverage of farniwortzers who are presently severely disadvantaged because
of tho transitory, nature of their employment, to provide benefits for disabled
widows and to guarantee at least a $100-per-month benefit for anyone whohas worked substantially in covered employment for 25 years. These revisionswill increase OASDI, outlays by about 20 percentby $4.1 billionin thefirst year after they take effect on July 1, 1967.

Therproposed increase in benefits of at least $5 percent with a minimum of$70 a month will be especially helpful to persons in rural poverty. So alsowill be the increase in the 'payment for uninsured persons age 72 and overfrom $85 a month to $50 for an individual and from $52.50 to $75 for L. couple,New provisions extending coverage to arr additional 500,000 farmworkerswould increase protection for a group among which the incidence of povertyis high. This would be accomplished by requiring contributions and coveragefor farmworkers to be based upon $50 per year (or 10 days of employment)
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per employer instead of $150 a year (or 20 days of employment) under the
present law.

The combined changes in social security suggasted by the President would
reduce by more than 1.5 million the number in poverty. Proposals that would
provide only an 8-percent benefit increase would reduce the numbers of
persons in poverty by only one-half million.

The proposals also include liberalization of the retirement test. Bene-
ficiaries who are in a position to earn will be permitted somewhat more earn-
ings than at present and_ still receive their full benefits.

While great strides have been made in recent years in both health and
education, there are still many unfilled needs and our task is not yet complete.
Thus, the President has proposed major improvements in education and
health programs. These include:

Additional funds for the Elementary and Secondary Education Act so that
we may reach an additional 1 million culturally deprived children.

An increase in the amount of aid provided or guaranteed to college students
of $200 million, allowing an increase of over 300,000 in the number of stu-
dents aided or a total exceeding 2 million.Additional funds to increase the number of community mental health cen-
ters, the number of medical schools, and the number of students enrolled in
the health and allied health professional fields.

We recognize that, even with the adoption of these proposals and the prose-
cution and 'continuation of our other programs, rural poverty will remain a
difficult problem for us all. We look to you for fresh insights as we continue
the effort in this field.
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TABLE 2.-Number of poor persons
Characteristics of head

of householdl

ar-cl incidenc -o Poverty; 195_9
Persons in poor

households
1959 1- 1965

Incid
pove

and 1965
nce ofrtys

Total
Aged (65 years and over)4

White
Male
Female

Nonwhite
Male
Female

All other
Farm

White
Male
Female

Nonwhite
Male
Female

Nonfarm
White

Male
Female

Nonwhite
MaleFemarez._

Miflion
38.9

Million
32.7

5.3
4.8
2.7
2.1

.5

.3

. 2
337
6.4
4.3
4.1
.2

2.2
2.0

.2
27.3
19.2
14.3

5.0
3.0
5.2
2.8

5.0
4.4
2.1
2.3

.6

.3

.3

3.0
1.8
1.7
.1

1.1
1.0

24.8
16.4
11.8
4.6
8-4
5.1
3.3

1959 1965
Percent

22.1
Percent

17.1
42.9 32.9
41.1. 31.0
33.6 -21.6
57.8 50.8
70.6 60.1
65.2 50.9
79.9 '73.9
20.6 15.7
43.1 27.0
34-3 19.3
33.8 18.8
49.2 31.5
87-5 80.1
88.4 81.1
79.9 (6)
18.3 15.0
14.5 11.3
11.8
40.9

8.9
34.2

49.6 42.5
41.9 34.5
71..4 66.4

Household defined here as eitNer a family 13r an unrelated individual. "2 Persons In households -with family income or income of unrelated individual in 1965 belowthe Social Security Administration 'poverty index, taking into account family size, compositioa; and
farm-nonfarm residence.

*Poor persons,as percent o-f all persons in the category.
Includes only 1- and'2-person lhouseholds with head aged 65 years and over.5 Includes all households headed by persons r<nder age _35 and families of three or more headed

by aged person: .
6 Percent not shown becati"se of small numher of persons. -

Source:. Derived by SSA from special' Census . Bureau tabulations of March
1960 and MarCh 1966 .Current Populaiion Surveys.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY ROSS D.-DAVIS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
. _

OF COMMERCE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND RURAL POVERTY_

President _Johnson's -action in .establishing the National Advisory 'Commis-
. sion on Rural Poverty focuses attention on a (long-neglected problem. In this
urbanized age, it is a little surprising to find that nearly 3 out of 10 Ameri-
cans still live in rural areas, and somewhat-disconcerting to learn that this
group_ accounts for 43 percent-of -the poor. ,Underlying all the statistics and
reports is a rather simple idea-that many People in rural areas are suffer-
ing economic deprivation through no fault of their own. They are willing
to work, but cannot find jobs. They arc eager to learn, but their schools are_
inadequate. They need.,- medical care, but doctors and hospitals are _fewand far between. They need decent housing, but new-homes are not
being built. .

The irony in all this, from the viewpoint of the rural citizen, is that the
Federal Government Provides assistance in all these fields. Somehow, without
anybody-planning it that way, and in spite of a Sustained program of Federalassistance "to agriculture, the rural population has_ not parecipated fully
in our rapid economic growtli.

As Assistant Secretary in- charge of the Economic Development Adminisz -
tration, I have acquired a tendency to --see povei-ty not so much as a package
of ser:arate problems-poor health, inadequate education, _ unn-nployment,run-dOwn housing-but as a group of related symptoms that signify

.

. . .
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economid stagnation or decline. For this :reason, I aninot going to talk about
the rural poor as though they constittited a separate problem which will
require designing a new Pederal program. A lasting solution to rural
poverty will reguire much more than a new Federal program or a reallocation
of existing assistance programs. We must rethink the problem in the broadest
terms before "we can determine the best strategy fer_solving it.

_ .What happens in the rural area is afFected by what happens in the eco-
nomic life of the county, district, State, and region. If we are to achieve long-
range results, we must take account of the framework within which each
area economy exists and functions.It may be pertinent here to note the fact that, over a per'iod of years, the
Federal Government has been given responsibility for the.-general economic
.health_Ofe-The- nation. If prices go up, or employment goes down, or interest
rates riseif anything goes wrongit is the administration in power that
gets the blame. We no longer, look on our economy as a natural phenomenon
that cannot be significantly affected by human actions. Gradually, the Federal
Government has been given the role of stimulator, regulator, stabilizer
softening the boom-and-bust tendencies of free enterprise, while insuring the
freedom essential for its dynamic growth.

Experience teaches us that the reward for solving one problem is to be free
to tackle a new one. So it is -with Federal economic policy. Now -that-we
have achieved some s-:.,:ccess in _maintaining healthy ,economic growth at the
national level,t we -can begin to deal with the problems that are often con-
cealed in the national averages and median.t...;-the who and where- of -economic
distress. ,

A median -family income of ne;-,irly $6,000 is really an amazing achieve-
ment, but far too many American families must eke out a living on less
than $3,000 .a year. A national unemployment rate of 4 percent is not bad,
but too many areas -of the country have more ,than 10 percent of their -work -

force without jobs. And what- makes the- situatzion of the poor even more
serious., is that these statistics dedciribe roughly the same group of people
year after yearthe persistently poor, the chronically unemployed.

Our experience with national economic growth measure: has proven what
. many suspected-7-that the costs of intervening to assure growth are much
lower than the costs of doing nothing. Men and women out of work mean a
loss of gross -national product that is just as real:as the material losses of

-war. They represent:goods and services that were never produced; that can
never be made up.

-What we might call the 'negative costs of unemployment and underemploy-
ment are even .more compelling. The welfare expenditures of -Federal, State,
and local governments, which cannot do more' than help- individuals and
families survive, are groWing larger all the time. Not-Only are these costs
burdensome, but they also fail to-aii anything about the central problems ,
which cause poverty. They are palliative and., in a few instances, curative.
But they-do little /or nothing-to prevent the situations they are treating.

In addition to-these direct welfare costs; the nation must colie with the
conditions that poverty breedscrime, broken homes, Mental disorders, and
all the other stresses that threaten to destroy the fabric of community life.

--The:same principles apply at the local level. Unemployed or underemployed
workers in rural areas, depressed areas, urban ghettos not only lose the
opportunity ,to earn their own share of America's wealth, but they also
reduce the amount 'of goods and services available to the rest of the nation
by the .amoUnt 'of their; unrealized potential labor. It is clearly in the best
interests of' L.,11, of us, Materially as:=-well-a's morallY, to minimize unemploy-
ment and._underemployment ,and the poverty they,bring.
7. If Tie had to giye a capsule deScriPtion of our current employment situa-
tion, we might say that_the national picture is generally satisfactory, but
we have serious unemployment and underemployment problems in two major
areas----4he ghettos . in -the largest cities and the-sparsely populated rural
countie-s. While the reasonct for each tyPe of poverty may be .different, the
two grouPs are not as separv7,e and distinct as we might think: It takes only
a bus trip to :change a. -rural poor person' into an urban unemployment
statistic. A disPlaced .farmhand from Georgia may quickly become an urban

-welfare cape in Philadelphia.' On, the other hand; a job opening in St. Louis
may mean: a'new life for a Young man-from a Kentucky coal town.

We recognize that-- a certain amount of geographic -mobility is not only
p



necessary to national economic growth but also essential to the_fulfillment of
the American dream. The rapid growth xtf our industries was made possible
by the willingness of our people to sacrifice old ties and familiar 'surroundings
for I new -opportunities in strange places. By the same .tokeri, the rise of
many. great Americans from humble beginhings was made possible by Ole
opportunities- industrial growth provided.

Obviously, none of us is against Mobility as a continuing characteristic of
our society. What we are concerned about is human mirery and hardship,
which may or may not be involved in geographic moves.

Another-difficult fact that we must face is that the rural :poor include
people of all ages, -and a solution for one 'is not a solution- for all. We must
think about the young rural high school graduate seeking his first job as
well as the family head who has just been laid off, after 20 years in the only
kind of job he knows. As the individual situations and 'needs differ, the
kind' of assistance required "will- differ.

When we carry these thoughts ahead through timecontinuing migration;
bipths, deaths, and aging; and dynamic industrial growthwe realize how
frwttless it -would be to approach rural poverty as an isolated phenomenon.

8cm" observers' believe that technological changes-- are making a growing
part of the labbr force permanently obsolete, and that we should face -the
fset that we will never have enough jobs for everybody,. The proposals for
a guaranteed income or a negative income tax_ reflect .this view. Another
school of thought argues that- some kind of public -servi.e.e corps is required
to employ those unemployable in the--private sector in activities that 'cannot

--- -be carried on at a profit .

I believe it is a little 'early to turn to such measures. First, we should
try to learn how to stimulate and expand private employment, and .to do it
in such a way .as to;'absorb those who are now chronically unemployed. ,We _
must not only train and retrain people up to their highest potentials, but
we must also learn how to create new industries and jcbs for them. At this
point in -time, the dynamics of economic development within the United States

* are just beginning to be understood, and we have no way-of knowing how
much be done to eliminate poverty within the context ef our basic eco-
mainic and pOlitical institutions. ThIS approach; which rnightf-be called directed
economic 'development, is most, consistent with_Jf. -.3farican values, and it de-
serves a 100-percent effort before we consider the more_drastic alternatives
now being discussed. .

Let us turn noW to our iminediate problein: What can we 7 'the Federal
Government do -to alleviate and eliminate 'rural poverty?

We might start, by recognizing what we- cannot .do. We cannot stimulate
economic (1-0.-:Velo-Fanent where the people do riot want it We cannot sit in
Washington and_formulate effective developmeni plans for loeal areas. We
cannot apply our limited-financial assistavice on''' a project-by-project basis
and expect to solve, chronic unemployment and underemployment-We cannot
administer each Federal prograM- as' if -it 'served a separate nation, and

-expect' the results .to make much sense. .

Over a period of many years, the Congress has enacted legislation directed
to solving particularly urgent-S-o-Cial and ez.onomic problems. In z.he nature of
the case, these programs have been administered on behalf of ie particular
client group. As these programs have proliferated, we have come to the
belated realization -that a variety of separate aid programs, each logical and
well-advised in its oWn terms, do not' necessarilk add up to an intelligent,
effective, and economical way of improving our society. In fact, there are
occasions where-tivo programs, administered jwithout regard to each other,
can actually_ defeat each other's purpeses- Some* programs may attempt to
keep farmers on the farm, others to train them for nonexistent farm-Ljobs,
while still others train them for industrial jobs which nobody in particular
is trying to create. ,

If we reverse the logic of these negatives, we get some idea of t' things
we can. do: , k.4, _

We can' stimulate and dfipport local effo.:--ts toward economic dev(lopment
:n all the needy counties, districts, and regions of the nation: _We- can
encourage and 'assist local and , district development groups in the formula-
tion of comprehensiire and realistic plans and programs for their economic
growth. 'We can help local groups 'make full use of all resourcesFederal,
State, and private=on the basis of planned priorities Which maximize their

= impact on the economic growth of each area. We can, in short;:try to:induce



in the economically distressed parts of our country the kind o healthy
growth which has occurred in the reet of the nation from causes -rhich, we
must candidly admit, we do not fully Arnderstand as yet.

The immediate concern of /this Commission is,f.of-Wirege;-tfre-r-ural poor,
while we in EDA -are oriented-toward the pieces of geography, rural and
urban, in which unemployment and underemployment are concentrated.

In working toward our mutual goals, we-must frankly recognize that,
at this state, we are much better at understandingeour problems than we
are at solving them. Nevertheless.; I think that some of the lessons of our
brief experience in orierating the EDA program are worth noting here.

First, we have ler.rned to keep our sights on our long-term objectives. We
have learned, through the experiet our own and some other programs,
t'eat it is very easy for a new ,orograrn to slip into an individual
project approach which tends to b s'!s: an aid program which favors those
most skilled in preParing project p.opesals. V What we are working toward
is a comprehensive data and planning system which will allow us to provide
assistance in direct proportion to the degree of economic distress in eci
area.. In other words, our program to assist distressed areas is being geared
to do exactly that, and to measure the extent to which it is succeeding in
meeting these objectie-es.Second, we have tried to make tho uncertainties manageable by making
the -most sophisticated kinds of mathematical guesses about the" future. The
projections we make, like '1111y-other statistical forecaSts, are, of course, not
guaranteed, but they are as reasesnable as we can make them, and they
provide the essential "ball-park" estimates we need for program planning.

The planning, ps.ograming, budgeting syetem (PPBS) methods installed
by President Johnson have been very useful tools in this new program. Our
best ceIrrent estimates indicate; among, other,,thifiks, that the economic
distress of the rural areas -is going to continue. 'Our projections indicate a
similar- aggravation _of the Urban po'v-erty problem, with larger _and more
explosive-ghettos to'-demand our attention. Theee evaluations of future pros- ,
pects are not only helpful in working out.program plans for the immediate'
future, but they also guard against theitindeof _unforeseen developments that
can wreck any government Program that 'gets too set in its ways.

Third, we have -had to recognize the fact that, although EDA (anc; ARA
before it) is-the -Federal agency primarily cOrtcerned with stimulating area
economic development, a great many other organizations and'groeps-contrib-
ute to the process of economic growthlocal development groups, private
companies, State aniii'local governments, banks-and many others. _Economic
development is a process so pervasive and all-encompassing that it is beyond
the capacities .not merely of EDA but of all government agencies to accom-
plish alone. Recognizing this, we in EDA have cast ourselves in the role of
catalyst, helping others to plan, stimulating them- to act, guiding them
toward effective methods, providing them with material and teche;cal assist-

. ance ,e-here it can increase the_economic growth potential of the rea.
What i have, described culd be called coordination" were it not for the

fact that this ward is so often used to mean a passive kind of noblesse oblige
among a_group of organizatiorLs who tacitly agree not to let outsiders know
th-.1- extent to which their functions overlap and their objectives are at cross-
purposes. I would emphasize, instead, the active kind of coordination end
cooper stion that clearly assigns functions Valid insiite upon well-defiiked
objectives.Finally, I would like to mention our experiences with the problem of size
and control: How small can an economic unit be before it is too small to
tackle its own problems? How large can it be and- still be manageable?

At this point,- we really don't know for sure, but a few genera! ideas are
becoming apparent. For one thing;-we find that in many cases 'a single

icounty s too small a, unit for effective economic development planning and
programing. I don't mean to :3 a y that tlie county, organization and effort are
unnecessary; indeed, the local organiza t7. n _is perhaps the most essential
part 'of an effective economic "derelopme-et Program. But the county unit
cannot fun etion effectively ialon-s. 7,Pae-c...ltr.:,',e its economic activities are tied to
thoee -of ot r". e a sespecially tk Aineent countiesits economic future
will be derAe .aes1,13Y- how well e7t 4-Y these areas suceeedf in stimulating
iarciWth.. 'Mira plannine; ar coce--L.,,..v.A:..e.t action can e.e.comphsh for several
counties what leo one uf -1.6.1--in can Leio tor itself., .

At'tille State level, slinhar considerations-- -apply:-While the States, like
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the counties, do not automatically r-constitute economic units, they represent
political decision-making powers that must be involved in effective economic
growth programs. In some problein areas, such asair and water pollution,
it is obvious that the individual State has limited possibilities for solving its
own problems alone.These realities are taken into account exiilicitly in the EDA
which provides special incentives and assistance to "econoinic development
districts," which are locally determined groupings of counties that contain
at least two EDA-designated counties and at least one growth centeran
urbanized area whose growth potential can be exploited to the benefit of the
entire district. The States must approve the designation of appropriate
economic development districts wholly or partly within their border and
recommend an economic development center for each district. At a higher
level of aggregation, the law provides for regional commissions modeled after
the Appalachian regi,gnal commission, which provide broad-gage planning
and coordination for-7 economic development of regions including parts of
several States.Let me quickly restate these four ideas gleaned from my own ezperience
in directing the EDA program.

(1) Meyer lose sight of the objectives. A program to help -the people in
distressed areas or the rural poor in general must be rated by how many of
these people it Ultimately helps.(2) Look ahead. Statistics and computers offer the opportunity to make
educated guesses about the future. While never forgetting thitt even the
best projections are 'only guesses, we must insure that we are making use of
all the facts that can illuminate our problems.

(3) Clearly define your. role. Successful econoniic development' depends on
a wide range- of organizations and skills. No one agency can accomplish it
alone. Getting all gr?ups agreed upon objectives and striving for the same
ends is much 'more Important than the amount of Federal funds injected
into any one program.(4) Try to locate the decision making where it can be.done most effectively.
Some things are done best in the county, some at the' district level, and so
on up to the Federal Government. We must learn what belongs where.

Before closing, Iwould like to take a few minutes to mention a great policy
;:ssue which will be decided eventually by the American people rather than a
iew government officials concerned with their particular programs. This
question deserves as much illuminatinas it can get since the quality of life
in the America of the future will depend to a* "great extent( on how it is
resolve& -

To put the question in a few words, What 'kinds of communities do we
want? What we-seem to be gettingwithout any conscious trying, are more
supermetropolises with explosive cores and sprawling suburbs, along with
to.rrysrly dying small towns and rural areas. irp to now, we have rot thought

much about this trend, probably- because we considered it outside our
to control. And the truth is that there are obviously sound economic

reasons for the kinds of growth we have experienced. But like the boom-
and-bust cycles of the past, the economics of location can be altered if we
so desire. The problem is really to decide what we want.

Our progranind some other Federal programs, tooseems to be moving
toward a middle ;;osition on the city versus rural area problems. By taking
an approach which seeks to stimulate growth hi viable cities of moderate
size within development districts, we acknowledge on, the one hand -that we
cannot create job opportunities in every distresr_.1 county,-but we can offer
alternatives to the long, desperate -trek to- the crowded metropolis.

I am sure the choices eventually arrived at will be along the lines sug-
gested by President J.ohnson in his message to the Congress on area and
regional economic development:

. . . As our people more-iully realize their human potential, we
must be sure that the economic potential in all areas and regions
is -1also realized. Indeed, in -order to be fully effectiv, education
programs, health programs, the programs of the War on Poverty,
and many-o'6her activities require complementary efforts to promote
sound economic eonditions and the proper physic_!'il environment.

Opportunity shduld not be closed to any person because of the cir-
cumstances of the area in which he lives. _



STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY GEORGE H. ESSER, JR-, EXEC.0 unfit
DIRECTOR, THE NORTH CAROLINA FUND

There is a place in eastern North Carolina called Forks in the Road. It
is a rural community. The poor resident of Forks in the Road has less edu-cation, a more dilapidated house, poorer health, less chance of becoming
trained or employed, less chance of seeing his children finish- high school, ismore isolated, and has fewer assets than his urban counterpart. Further,
there is a good chance that he lives on-a dirt road and has no water or sewageother than a well and an outdoor prixy. Chances are he doesn't know of all
of th-3 benefits availz3,ble to him froth social security, the county extensionservice, the health and welfare departments, or the antipoverty program.
If he has heard of these, he is inclined to think they are for somebody else.
Yet he wants education and training and is motivated toward improvement.
It may be. hard to activate this motivation, due to previous disappointments,but it Ic there. He wants for himself and his family the same things thatyou arid I doa decent standard of living, education, and a better life. He
does not expect that he -will get these things, but he expects that his children
will, for he believes in the Americazi dream.

The poor in rtiral America are getting neither a proper nor a priiportion4te
sh'are of our national resources or concern. Yet one-half our poor live in rural
America where we continue to stockiiiie poverty in the midst of plenty. Theprimary reason that we do so is that this nation has no policy or strategyfor rural itreas. Our attention has been focused on crops, not people.

The North Carolina Fund 28 concerned about rural America. 'We hope our
expf...rience can contribute-to the Commission's search for policies and pro-
grams to help people who live in these areas.

The North Carolina F-a-i.hd ts a 5-year demonstration project, initiated by--then Governor TerrY Sarlfrd and- other leaders in 1963 and funded byNational and- State fountlons. Our- experience includes support of corn-__ _ munzty action programs in both rural and urban areas across NorthCaroliiia, experimental and demonstration projects in manpower develop-
ment and mobility, low income housing, a (massive) socioeconomic survey,
aft analysis in arAzith of the community action process, experimental training
programs, program planning, and analyses of the social, economic, and legal
systems which-tend- to perpetuate poverty.

Rural America must have our direct and immediate attention, and a muchgreater slui:re of our resources,, if we are to fulfill the goals of a greatsociety. In 'urban areas we are everywhere confronted with the visibilityof the problems of the poor. The urban poor are letting us know that they
do not accept a second-class citizenship as their birthright.
. Do not let us- be deceived. The urban poor were once the rural poor. The
conditions which produced a Watts- are present in an even greater degree
in many of our rural areas. ISolation, poor communication, and poor trans-portation thus far have discourazed a dramatic response. But unless- we
meet the needs of the rural poor wl".ere they are, we are helping build new
generations of faceless Americans to be sucked into urban slums that- breeddespair more than hope.

An essential step TIri a realistic- approach to solving rural problems is to
stop thinking_ entirely in 4-erms of moving people. IThe -exp erience of the North Carolina Fund (for example, through itsMobility programs) shows that although -some rural people will move tofind new jobs and better life, this never will be true for all. Our feeling is
that attention must 'be given equally to those who wish to move azid thosewho choose to remain in rural areas. In other words there must be a viablealternative to migration' toward "'urban centers. We haVe attacked urban--problems and neglected rural problems as if we thought rural areas were --to be entirely deserted tomorrow.

If such an ,idea has been a mental block preventing us from loosing our bestenergies and full resources to solve °urgent rural problems, let us discardthe idea. It doesn't hold water. The number of people who live in rural
United States is holding steady, though the percentage isi declining. We must
help_them, where they., are, and now.

I assume that the Commission has available relevant statistics on ruralpoverty. I shall net attempt to restate them,, although 1 will cite relevant';North Carolina statistics as I proceed. My concern today is .with certain
specific problems and recommendations to meet those pioblems.. Even so, I



shall not cover everythi-ag. The needs of rural America are too great to hope
V) refer to them all in half an hour.

My recommendations are made within the framework of two majof-assump-
tions. First, we must have a vastly increased investment :If national resources
in our rural areas, both in terms of meeting. 44- needs of the poor and of
economic development. -

Therefore I suggest:1. A system of subsidized rural transportatis=n.
2. A planned and orderly development of rural service, information, health

and education centers.3. Low cost, subsidized, individual-unit housing which is both readiiy
expandable and movable.4. A stepped-up program of prevocational training, literacy, and skill
training using all of the latest techniques. Such an effort should include job
development and on-the-job training, and should be based on a government-
industry cooperative plan. ,

5. The relative lack of wealth of a State and region should be a factor in
the location of Government facilities.

6. Some form of a guaranteed annual income or standby public employment
shoeld be provided for those who are being automated off the farm or who
are unemployable due to illiteracy or lack of skills.

7. Special measures and increased investment of funds are needed to raise
the standard and performance of rural schools and school systems.

8. A special commission should be appointed to study:
(1) The problems of the small farmer.(2) The legal status of the tenant, sharecropper, etc:
(3) A program of vry-ing levels of suppert for crops to insure_ adequate

income for the small farmer and to insure the ability of all farmei-s to pay
a minimum wege.9. Continuation and expansion of currznt efforts to encourage new eco-
nomic development (and jobs) our rural areas.

My second major assumption Concerns our attitudes toward the rural
poor. We_ are prcducing second and third generations of citizens who havebeen rób"RII-Of-eifery vestige of human dignity and self-respect by our- all-
pervading conviction that our values are better 011in-theirs, and that in orderto improve their lot they must live betteras we doand that we-will show
them how. Nothing shows this more clearly than the stubborn resistance Ofour ag-encies and institutionS to involve and listen to the poor as we try to
meet tlheir needs. The greatest single contribution of 'the Economic. Oppor-
tunity Act may well be the dramatic revelation -of this failure on our part.
My recoinmendations here are:

. 1.- A much greater emphasis on development of leadership and partiepa-
tion by the rural poor, through euch programs as neighborhood organizations,
community corporkitions, and incentive grants, and_special training for county
agents and extension service workers in leadership and community develop-
ment arta communicating -With the poor. °

2.. The development of progriams for the orientation and trt.'---4/eg of CAP
boards and professional workers who deal with the poor, to help tnem under-
stand and better communicate with the poor.3. Equal opportunities for all' rural citizens and the elimination of dii-crimination in all federally supported agencies and prograrns.
TRANSPORTATION, SERVICE CENTERS, AND OUTREAC7-K

The Fund's Manpower and Mobility demonstration programs have con-vinced us that transportation for_ the rural poor is a major problem. The
Manpower project involves door-to-4pr outreach in selected target areas-
to move former tenant farmers intO training and, eventually, new jobs.Fieldworkers determine eligibility :of f the prospect, inform him of training
opportunities, and arrange _contact with job counselors who then follow
through on feasible training opportunities. The Mobility project a/so employs
fieldworkers to recruit unemployed and disadvantaged persons from arear of
unemployment-'i(nd help match_ tk.em with jobs ill areas of the State where
a tight laboi market exists. -Phase 1' of our MaTipower -program ,operated, in , six predominantly rural
'courities, with a field staff: of 22. (The total' nuniber 'of program participants

this',,phase was 2,531.) In this period, our field staff transported program
participants or interviewees a total of 1,3.313 recorded tires. In one area all



Manpower program-participants lived between 7 and 35 miles from the townin which the office is located. Even when classes were set up in a location
13 miles from this town, transportation problems were not solved.This particular program also arrangvs _on-the-job training for hard-core
poor. It has been easier to locate jobs4e'and on-the-job training opportunities
than it ilr...s been to arrange for transportation. In numbers of case, traineeshave had to leave eithe- jobs or training because of their inability to find
daily transportation. In ene instance, an employer called the Manpower office
,to report that- a certain trainee had not shown up for work. Later on, the
employer called back to say the trainee had come inhaving walked 26 miles
in order not to miss work. In another case, a young woman was placect in031' in a town I ies from her residence. The only mode of transportationbesides private .- . ir,--ance was the Trailway 1ms system, which ran athour not suited te I,inployer's requirements. Zven after reaching the -;ity,the subject could ...,lytein commercial transportation that would place her
any closer than 2 miles from her job. It 'Ras discovered later that the young

_woman had obtained private transporte.tion a3:- a total cost of $18 weekly,
whieh, when subtracted from her $39.21 weekly wage, left $21.31 as her tiike-
borne pay. ITV still another case, a Manpower fieldworker got tip daily at 5

tiansport a trainee to his place of employment ao miles away. Thefielo worker did this for a period of several weeks until
I the trainee could be-relocated to the town of his employment.

-These are not isolated cases. Neither is-relocation to the town where the
training center or employment is located a satisfactory answer. Furthermore,
the poor have equal difficulty in reaching health and welfare ngencies, hos-pitals, and food distribution centers. 4Fieldworkers in both programs havespent much time in helping participants ol the programs secure transporta-tion to these; -vital services. And the experience of these two prog,..ams isreinforced by the -growing experience Of community action crencies i`i.E_A-v grural areas in North Carolina.

The recemmendations which come from this experience, and front our
socioe-Conomic sm_vey of over 13,000 low 'income families, are:1. Creation of a subsidized-transportation system or systems that couTsiserve the needs of isolated rural residents.

2. The planned and orderly de-Felopinent of rural servien --enters with exther
Mobile units; or outreach posts or both, and fieldworkers purposes of out-reach from all units. Such centers should offee coorcik,i healt'l, welfare,housing, education, and training., services, plus program& ,.:uch as day careand recreation to be set up, and directed by the ruru'l themselves.
These low income residents also should form the nucleus --' 4ae policy-making
mechanism of the centers. In addition, these units would serve as information:centers. Thel problems of reaching and hearing the rural poor have beeneriderestimated. Our survey shows that one of the things the poor want mostis the opportunity to participate in plans to help themselves. ,3. Federal standards for, or Federal administration of, the surplus food
distribution program. All too often the county !governments of the poorest
counties do not or cannot take advantage of this program, or they limit fooddistribution in ways which adversely affect the poor offering food forjust part of a year). The Federal Government must undertake to, sec thatall, who qualify have access to wurplus_food or food stamps.
HOUSING

How can we improve the quality of life of- a family, of 10 who live in atwo-room house lined with newspaper and heated by a trash burner? Willeducation or skill training help the head-of this household when his rest is so
poor that he finds it difficult to work a full day witliout becoming overly tired?

Will the childre.a from that house, which lacko nct only every convenience
but almost eVery necessity, have the physical and mermal health necessarY tocompete even in the-most modern- schools?

What about housinghave we neglected rural housing because ef its low
visibility? Two or the siic predominantly rural counties covered by the Fund's
Manpo over progrc..-zn have over 60 percent° substandard housing. Two have
between 50 and 60 percent, one ..-kss between 40 and 50 percent, and only
one of the six countien has less than 40 percent of the total housing units of
the county listed as.-unsound or lacking adequate plumbing facilities. These
were the conditions in 1960 as reported in "Dimensions of Poverty in North
Carolina," a Ncrth. Carolina Fund publication. This report tells us that only24 eaunties of the 100 in predominantly rural North Carolina had less than
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ea percent unsound housing. In the State as a whole, 56 pereint of the persons
iivitlg in rural areas- occupy substandard housing. In rural eastern RertieCounty, 35 percent of those interviewed had no running water. Programs tO
help low ince,se-rural people get better housing are almost nonexistent.

What are eome solutions? We must have tote cost, scatterednot concen-tratedhousing. The housing must be scattered in order to meet the needsof the people where they ere now. The unit must be basically movable-.-We
should utilize technological developments to creete a movable dwelling tomeet changing needs and respond to changing opportunities. Families mustbe given a choice and flexibility, so that they may move where opportunityis greatest and not be tied to a given location. The housing should be ex-pandable in order to meet the ehanging needs of the rural family. The units
must have individual sewer and water systems as chances are there will be
no municipal systems to which to connect_ The units should be of such design,
construction, and materials' as to require minimum inpets of time and moneyfor upkeep. Accessibility to units by car is necessary so that all members ofthe family may be able to get tc places of employment, schools, trainingcenters, etc.

Bccauee rural incomes are no low at all levela, and because they are notlikely to rise eignificantly in the near futeire, come form of subsidy is abso-lutely essential to provide the eural dweller with e safe, decent, sanitaryhouse. Three-quarters or more of current- North Cat. elina rural dwellers donot .have the cash income to make monthly. payeeents on even a *5,000 unitand probably less than 10 percent lhave sufficient eavings to make the down-payment to purchase a house. The traditional financing barriers to rural
housing would 'be an additional facter to contend with. Rural families willnot be able to acquire mortgage loans without a subsidy in most eases. Ifdireet or indirect -payments are required for services such as utilities androads, subsidies will have to cover such costs.

An improved living environment will contribute- to and help sustain thesocial and ecneomic development of meny families, and make meee tolerablethe remaining yearn of older pec-ple, and of oCeer rural dwellers vho cannot
or will not leave tieeir areas. But the long-run ansWer is 'a level of social and
economic development, which will make it feasible for the rural dweller tolive in the rural area if he so chooses and to support himself and his family--in that atea.

I would suggest the employment of fieldworkers to explain such housing
programs, heln p'eople fit.1 out applications and in general reach out to peoplewhere they are. The people who need the housing worst ee-e the hardestto reach and have the most difficult 'problems.

In the meantime, existing programs should motive: si income ruralpeople to seek better housing and institute more Isrograute sueil as the quietlysuCcessful self-help housing project in Macon County, N.C. A mcirtgage in-
surence program could be established, specifically aimed at low income rutalpeople; and certainly the rigid regulations of the Federal Housing Admin-,s-tration and the Veterans' :Administration must be made more flexible so thatthese programs effectively serve the people.
MANPOWER AND ECONOMIC DEVEWPMENT

There must be vigorous efferts to stirllate much-needed economic and man-power development in rural areas, includirg increased investment of time,
planning, money, and leadership. The educational and skill levele of the ruralpooe is such that they cannot successfully compete for jobs in today's label-
maeket yen- where jobs are available.

In . ion to remedies such as .increasing MDTA. slots for rural residents(now fa below the slots available for urban residents) and enlarging andextendi..4 adult educational programs I have two suggestions which couldbe implemented' in order to begin a "re!dical renewal."1. The formation of a national nonprofit corporation composed of topleaders from industry, government, civil rights groups, labor, foundations,education, and organizations of_ the poor themselves. The norporation would:encourage the location of industry in rural-areas; evaluate and demonstrate
the latest hardware and techniques le programed learning for purposes ofupgrading low-skilled workers and training illiterates; eresearch and demon-striate computer techniques as applied to matching jobs with skille; assemble,interpret, and release data and experience of the Job Corps camps and thearmedz services in solVing training and education problems- maintain for
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States and communities a file of top consultants from all fields, their particu-
lar specialtieS and experrtence, availability, and cost of services; anfl make

available, insofar as yiessible, field representatives of their own. Financial
support would be sought from industry, foundations, government, and labor

unions. Personnel might be loaned from each of the institutions represented
for periods of 1 year, as i done in Plans for Progress. Such a corporation
might well have regional offices in areas of greatest need.

2. The location of government, facilities in these rural areas. This would

bring improved transportation networks and overhead capital, encourage
population to gather at growth points, and stimulate industrial decentraliza-
tion. While rural count-4es now seek industry, at a disadvantage, it is

probable that the type of development rueeded cannot tztke place without a

major commitment of National and Stave leadership and m.-,tources.

GuiatsivriEED Iisicomg
A gvieral measure of -potential benefit to the rural poor currently under

study is the guaranteed tia.inimum income. I encourage further ecploration of

this approach, although I question the wisdom of plans to use a lower
minimum income in the So based on alleged lower, costs of living. Such
plans should be examined for a built-in bias arising from the fact that the

South is already poor. I am not cenvinced that a minimum standa-rd of living
is so much less in the south than in other parts of the country. The Fund is
'presently _conducting a food-price survey to determine whether food costs In
North Carolina are in fact lower than in other parts of the nation.

. Until we attain a guaranteed income,- I urge the use of standby public

employment for thorse who are being automated off the farm or who are
unemployable due to illiteracy or lack of skills.

EDUCATION
I must say_ something about-elementary and secondary education in rural

areas. The probleni is se -mammoth that I feel the best approach here is to

list severai areas of conCern which I view as critical:
1. Salary supplements.The lack of local funds prevents these systems

from paying anything other than minimum nalarywhich is equal only to

the base salary in more progreasive urban a'reas. Needed: Federal subsidiet
for salaries in poor, rural school 'systems.

2. Even if the quality of the rural teaaher-is the same as his-or her urban
coUnterpart, lack of equipment and inadequate curricula are cheating the
students and the teachers. The -fact that rural America is economically de-

pressed in no way qustifien 'depriving rural poor chilaren_of_th-e- latest teach-.

'ing aids and techniques.
Therefore, I think it is a must that an schools have equal facilities so that

a atudent in a rural community has the same educational opportunities as

our city-136m youngsters.-
3. cantpuisory attendance.Although -many States have compulsory at-

tendance laws on -the books, these laws are not enforced in many areas

(a) because funds - are net available to hire the necessary personnel, and

_(b) because, in many cases, local custom is to support the farmer and not
to .enforce mandatory attendance during times of peak- labor needs.

4. Transportation prob/ems.These prevent the teacher and parent from
discussing tlie problems of the student; prevent the parents from becoming
involved in the activities of the school and further prevent poor stUaents from

participation in extracurricular activities that meet after the schoolbus leaves

to take the students home.
5. Curricutum.Courses offered in rural schools are too frequently not

sufficient to qualify the graduate to enter a college or universityespecially
when stane.ard entrance tests place rural Andents in competition with
urban youth.Thus, our discrimination against., the rural youngster continues through

life, affecting his earning power, his self-sufficiency, and his ability to func-

tion as a partiapating citizen.
6. Pood.Welmust-insure all schoolchildren of -a balanced diet.

TENANT FARMER, SHARECROPPER,, AND 'SMALL, rARMER

I must say something about the problems of the tenant farmer, share-
cropper; and small farmer in the South. These problems fall into a rather

special categbry.
Census figures for 1960 show that 30 percent of North Carolina's farmers

. _
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were then tenants, bat-were operating on only 19 percent of total farm acreage.The Fund's statewide stratified sample (parteof, a larger survey) found
49 percent of the tenants inteeviewed were_ operating on 19 acres of land
er less (30 percent were on from 1 to 9 acres).

Sharecroppers and; tenants, particularly .Negroes, are effectively excluded,
for the most part, from local farm elections. For examnle ASC committees
are extremely important and make major decisions affeeting all farmers.

It is common knowledge that the law concerning real property in general
and the landlord-tenant relationship has come down from feiidal times, and
during the last 200 years the tenancy laws have remained mere or less static.
In fact there has probably been less development here than in any other im-portant field of our jurisprudence.

In inany instances the agreement_between.the tenant and the landowner
is oral. The result of this is that there are often misunderstandings concern-
ing the centract. A written contract or _some standard form of lease should
be requireA,

I urge c; - ereation of a high-level commission which would look into thestatus of the arginal tenant farmer and sharecropper. I suggest a program
to inform love income indeaendent farmers and tenant farmers of their rights
in elections that affect their. livelihood.

The tenant farmer, sharecropper, and small farmer must get a decent
income. All seeall farmers cannot be rehabilitated and inaved into industrial
jobs which pay good wages. So we must find an answer for those who mustremain on small farms and look to that income for their support. If the
problem is in the_ support system, then the support system must be changed.
At any rate, something must--be done to enable the tenant, marginal farmer,
sharecropper, and their familieg-tii enjoy a ileenet standard of living.
THE PROBLEM OV LEADER.:`-

Every problem gives birth to another. As more and more families are
foreed off the 'land, it is the young and the better educated who move away
in ever-increasing numbers, for they have no viable alternative. The older,the less well educated, and the poorer remain. In looking at gross statistics
from the 1960 census, we find that North Carolina rural areas have a higher
percentage of their population below age 19 than the urban areas. However,
between ages 20 and 64 in grouping's of 5 years, every rural grouping repre-
sents a lower percentage of the total rural population than the corresponding
groupings in the urban areas. The comparisions don't level off, or becomeequal in terms-of percentages of the total population until age groups 65 to
69 and above are reached. Senator Gaylord Nelson, in a speech to the National
Association for Community Development Rural Poverty Conference 2 weeks
ago, said that approximately 60 pe.rcent of the young people age 20 to 24
move away from rural areas. Our' fieldworkers and other observers reportthat many high school graduates, particularly Negroes, head north within
weeks of graduation.

What these figures mean, and our experience shows, is that leadership, orthe lack of it, is a crucial rural problem. It is said of some rural counties
"Everybody who-had any get up and go, got up and went." How are we tosolve this problem?
TRAINING PROGRAMS

A Federal administrat6r responsible for significant rural programs has
said, and I quote, "Fedev...-: agencies cannot impose their programs on therural people or the local communities. The rural people must (1) learn about
the program, (2.) decide locally how they can make use of it, and (3) submit
an applwation en a form that can be considered by the agency." [emphasis
mine.] Who in the hard-core poor rural community is going to do this? Ionce heard of a county agent, desperate to help his county, but equally
desperate to get his hands on even an application blank needed 'to apply for
a certain _Federal program. There is no guarantee that if the agent got the
blank he could have produced something 'in a form which could be considered
15y" the agency." A knowledge ,of "governmentese" does not springefull blownfrom the head of the average citizen.

Let's look again at the county agent. Although many of the county agenti
tend to deal with the middle income or business farmer and are pushed to do
so by their State agricultural extension offices, there are certainly a number
who are concerned about the total county community in which they live.
Unfortunately, no matter how concerned the agent may be, he does not have
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the information at his disposal nor the training, nor the office staff, to meet
the -needs`J-which he sees. What- about grants for innovative training
programs for' -the county agent?--Sircli-brograms would explore techniques
to help the agent (1) develop the total rural community, with emphasis on
leadership- training; reaching the poor, _and communicating with the poor;
(2) , deal with conflict situations, for certainly changing establisheti agencies
and r-Jrnmunity patterns does not come easily--; (3). explain, list and interpret
existing_Federal and State programs aimed at the rural poor; (4) identify
sources of information and technical help..I am suggesting the county agent
because he is there, he knows the countST and nian3-r of its people, he knows the
courthouse and -agencies. And we have to start, where,we are.

Such 'an effort should certainly take into consideration ways and means to
reach the agricultural- establishment-;-land erant colleges and State exten-
sion seryicesand tO urge,,thern to evaluate _preSent efforts and_develop new
training techniques and approaches and broader concerns.-- Some' of- thein
have developed such new approaches. More are reluctant to move_ ahead for _

fear their existing, largely middle-class clientele would not underitand. And
many extension leaders will confess both _their inability to .reach the poor
and their doubt that the poor.can lifilp themselves.I must call ;your attention to an . aspect of the out-migration mentioned
above which, as far as I'know, has not been reckoned with at all. This is the
fact that many of thoSe who leave for northern-urban areas are parents,. and
they- leaye their children behind.' When -Mississippi passed-a law requiring
tuition -payments for children whOse- parentS-had left the State. (1965) ,, it

, was estimated that there were 7,000 such -children in :that State, aPproxi-
matelY -85 Percent -"ol them Negro. . The 'SOuth Carolina --State _Board of
Education has- unverified data from about five---to-iiiitibs, and 'this 'data indi-
cate that these five counties have' a/fairly large :number of children in this
situation. North .Carolina scho-Or people _Wave no figures, bUt _fieldworkers Who
have worked in poor rural counties both' in the east and 'the west-report that
the problem does exist in North Carolina. So we have added to all' of,the other
rural problemS that have been mentioned a -large group- of temporarily or
permanently abandoned:children; living -With relatives and7friends, .niany of ._

whom do not-have the resOurces to care for them. Many-live in localities and .,

counties which are..the lease likely to be able to give them the education; helP,
guidance, and health_r care which they need. Certainly we must begin-at once
to inyeitigate the dimensions .of his particular problem.

.

Incentive, Grants and Commu ty Corporations
. ,

.HoW. is indigenous leadership' to be develinied?Leadership has to do`,with initiatiVe and how a man thinkS of- himself.
. The man Who has been:- isolated and deprived wants deep 'down to accom-

phsh something,s,to 'do a: job well,:to win approval and to gain rewards, even
if he-doesn't expect-to attain these things. The Furid's Survey statistics tend
to demolish -the myth of the ,lazy, happy farmer- and the' homogeneous rural
community. A Fund experiment in' the mountains of North Carolina is trying
to help:rebuild a sense of community in an isolated rural section. This pro-
gram is called the incentiVe grant program. Organized indigenous groups are
awarded-small grants, none over $1,000, fork...projects of their own 'design.
These include helping to; build or improve community centers, assisting with
community water_ projectS, developing trash, dumps, and helping to, develop
small,,lcical industries. The emPhasis has been on process more than, projects,
and ;we .have, seen peoPle who were supposed to be ,.1`sorry," 'get together,
plan, work, -and take new hope.-Another4type- Of project which develops leadership at the same time it
imprOves,the-,economic situation in, the community, is ,the cooperatiVe. Such-
a .project,,is beiig cairied, out in Macon.- County-iw the mountains of North
CarOlina: ThiS cooperative, produces trellis tomatoes, pePiiers; =and apples.
I;ast year the co.LOrk made a ,profit-of.$287,000 and employed 38-pebple Seventy
percent7Of the oWnership is in- thChands- of the rural poor. Success may-well
have been- determined by,twO small North Carolina Fund grants. These grants
were for-the- training of graders- and- packers, for-the labor to improve _the
building e(obtained from the-county,' for $1 4per year) ,T,and for the manager's
salary:for the 'first, Year. Anothei, Major item in the,success clof this-project
was A hoOkupl:iYith'a,inarketing organization which -provideS outlets ,all over
the-conntry: The' first -truckload of tomatoed-Went,to MontrealVCanada..There

_ , _has, been a ;change,..in,the attitude and, motivation of -,the, low inconie people
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who are a part of this venture, as there has been in all members of the
community who participated in- the _project.

Another successfill Macon County 'project is self-help housing. All self-help
participants are experiencing increased self-esteem; have been introduced to
supportive agencies_and perAonnel; have been trained in house framing,
wiring, plumbing, and heating; a-J-1d have learned something about hoNsi to
mardpulate the bureaucratic maze.

Nolfe of these ideas- is- particularly new. Financial, help for them is avail-
able in some meaiure. But few of them are going to help the rural poor in
any significant way if the efforts of United States Department of Agriculture
agencies, and other agencies, are not stepped up. A euccessful cooperative
involving the poor requires much more technical assistance-than is now avail-
able, and I recommend vastly increased funds for such technical assistance
through the Farmers Home Administration and other agencies reaching- the
rural poor.

I also 'suggest niOre funds through the Office of Ecoiurnic.2 Opportunity to
encourage ,the deveropment of --'effective neighborhood organizations in rural

-7---areas composed'of and administered by: the poor. Not only should -ssi-Stance
be prt

qz
tvided through- coninflinity action orgazuiations, but these neighbor-

hood organizations mature ankr adopt specific= program objectives, we should
experiment with seed grants to them to permit-them tO beCome autonomous
nonprofit organizations; to hire small staffe, toprovide training for their mein--
bership 'around comMunity,issues and problems, to help administer (perhaps
under contract - from,alCAA ,or local government) local services, and to en-
courage maxiMum use of all available resources for economic development.
I doubt that i've" ha .re begun to uncover the Possible ways in which -the poor
can be brOlight into the mainstream of the community through sithple- adap-
tations of techniques formerly reserved for the middle dlass alone.
M IDDLE-CLASS ATTITUDES TOWARD THE POOR ;

I think the problem;which trouble me inOst concerns the' attitudes,-be-
havior, and approach 'of those who are trying to deal with the needs of
the ppor.Let me take this first as it applies to the boards of'.community actionagencies.,We find, generally speaking, that these boards do not have, a clear
understanding of their'role in the Community aCtion process; take little part
in prOgraM, developnient; halie little knowledge of-program alternatives; often ,
delegate polieymaking to theistaff orto- an executive committee; are inclined
to .resist full representation of the poor, or to choose representatives 'of the
poor who...are either",not poor Or not articulate, either have not defined goals
and",philOsophy or sul5icribe to -a philosophy which is at variance with the
purpose of the agency itself. All too often there-is no effort ,to_ listen to or
understand 'the needs of the _Poor,' or "to restore the resPect and, confidence
which'_we,-have itacrificed as we have made decisiOns and acted for the pcior.
Let Me say alsoithat we have geen some boards 'come face to face' with these
deficiencies and take corrective-action.

'The motto of too many- of our commUnity agencies and institutions might
be "Let us teach you to live better, like we do. ' Community action agencies,
both boards and professional staffs, are in manY nstanceB helping-the poor,but' treST are, not helping` the poor to help themselves. There is a ,strong
possibility- that' such an, effort, billed quite differently, may serve only to
further encase the poor individuaLin his cocoon of isolation and indifference. -
What has our institutionaliied, welfare-oriented approach done to the poor?
Let me read you a story written bir" a couple of 10-year-old Mountain boys:

TH OMAS BUCKSKIN
By Dean Hunter.and Bobby Lawson

Thomas Buckskin was as big as a mountain and tall as a 60-foot
pinettree-It took a thousand feet 'of lumber to make him a pair
of shoes.

Fried ,chicken was his favorite meal. He could eat 100 chickens
at' one .sitting. .

He let his hair grow very, long. Also he had a long hanging
nioustache. .

He was a working man. He waSa good mechanic. He could--pick
up a caii,,witlf One finger. He could put his toes around a boat
and take-it anyplace.

, -
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One day he was working on a car-and he got his hair hung in
the fan. When-the car started, it pulled out,his hair.

- _Come to find out his strength was-in his hair. So now; he -was atweak man.
'So,he sat down on a mountain and began drawing checks.

\
-How'can we restore.such a man's confidence aiia respect in a society which

has robbed_him of his-'own sense of self-worth? ,The North ,Caronna Fund's
statewide sample in its . recent scicioecononiic-7'-surveY -indicates that the poorindividtial Wants most to be involved in planning to help himself. W..have
heard --a -great deal about involvement -of the_peorand must hear more,
for sO far, many of our efforts have failed. However, I submit that there
needs to be orientation and training for the Ipeople- on the, Other end of the
seesaw, CAP boards .and- professional staff, and professionals -in other corn-
MunitY agenCies tif Order that,theY may: perceive the _meaning -of the Com-
inunity -"actiOn''PrO Ces 6;-the 'meaning -of in dividtiliffdiicYJ alid =begin fo estab-
lishfgoals and- plans which 'Will eliminate' the:poverty -of 'thinking which has
chaiaeterized some of our SYsterne, agenCies, and 'institiltions.

Dr. Dan Fox has characterized Appalachia as fine-people,and lOusy'systems;and' -spoken of 'the povertY of Understanding. of bankers; Sehool superin-
tendentS; coal Operators, labor uniens; elected officials; churchmen, and.college
prOfessors: There is' indeed a challenge which is not being'inet,

Those who are ,dealing honeitly with problems -must face- facts and worle___
to establish 'creatiArity` within tensions, trust-where there has' been no :truit,"
and involvement not only_ for the' poor' but-for ,the decisioir` malzers in the
comMunity. We have failed-mOst where the syniPtoma of povert-k;are 'mostsevere-:---in 'rural ;areas. s

There are feW-viable presa-fire. groups working' for the rural poor. There. isa need for stiidy, specific planning, ;and 'moneyto train and involve the
middle-class ,community and the professionals -in- listening to and learning
from the'pOor. I suggest that this _need is 'ilr_gent."
EQUAD OPPORTUNAIr .

: The -poor 'rural 'NegrO in the-SoUth is' -Worse off jn almost every_ way 'than
his-White;counterpart-4houSing, Per4Capita inconolei-einPlOyment; educationalopportunity; civil rightayou name it, he 'basil% got_ equal access 'to it.
Thousands. of 'nonwhites 'Move north every year seeking:ovpertuniiiies' 'denied
them 'where-they' are. 'The- younger 'arid more _able go;,leaving,,a critical lead-ership :vacnurri;` and- the 'older- and more' disadvantaged .stay,,'but feel forcedout by the-system. = . -..-

What'S.-the, ansWer ? 'What do' yOu say' to those for' Whom- neither' the Con-.
etitUtiOn of the UniterL-StateS nor-the law of-the land are Yet viable instru-
ments?; I ha-ire:no -=Paf'sdhitions:'-Ther'e probably are 'none.'. But I do have a_
comment.lt is'- that the Federal GoVernment has nbt 'yet proPerlY implemented
the law. TheU.S.__Civir Rights Cornmission'has reported that' the nonwhite
southern fariner has- been the victim of pervasive and senseless discrimina-
tiOn '. for yearS:' Secretary :Freeman acted promptly to try and correct the
situation. But Much' rernaina' to be 'done. Other' Federal' agencies and institu-
'tiOns-' are eqtially -at fault, bOth- a7S- tip; equal eMploymerit within their ownagenCies and iri- prograrns.. Which involVe 'Federal- fUnds. The Whole area of
placenient -of 'Negroes!,'by the-T-EmplOYMent SerVice and' other:, Federal job
plaCeinent Programs ;:needs' to be reexamined and 'More effective prOcedurespromptly effected Wh.re there.'haa been a pattern Of 'discrimination in farmelections' (ASCS), the Possibility of ,Federal Monitors should be considered.

"The Equal-Employnient -OpportunitY Cornmission must have more money
and:more people. In--North' Carolina- betWeen' 1950 arid -1960 there was a-drastic*decline;-irifl'agricilltural- employment Whits fOund''ComPensating' em-ploymenebut 'Most nonwhites- did-not. In fact;', there. were 37,000 fewer jobsfor n6nWhite males' in_ North Carolina in _1960 than there were in 1950. Partof this id "dne=t6 great lack of' Skills; but part-of it IS beeaUse Mani?. positions

. in the nonagricultural seetor simPly are not:Open to Nee-raes.
Most.OVallV=Federal agenCies should Mean _what they: saY.' Many leader&

inf-the South were:prepared-to accePt school '. delegregation- and 'COmply until
they= foUnd 'Out the Goveinnient didn't mean What 'it-_said.`" As a restilt -we ,havebeen engaged -in; gainesmanshiP. for. 1.3.'yearg.';'MauY''southern -people of good
conscience have-stuck their necks out with school boardS, -city couricils, State



agencies, communitty action agenciesand insigted on good-faith compliance
with Federal regulationsonly, to find when they looked around that they
were out on that limb all by themselves. The bureaucrats and their gaidelines-;
had disappeared. As a result, there have been fewer and fewer people willingto take such positions. The terrible part of all this is that the game isn't
played with checkers or jacks or cards but with human beings; There are
no volcanoes erupting at the moment, but let Us not be deceived. Things have
improved, but the major portion of this task remains to be done.
LNSTITUTIONAL C RANGE

-1-What Etboixt institutional change? The United States Department of Agri-
culture has been accused of talking more about corn than about people. Fewer
than 12 percent of the farmers.receiving FHA loans in the-South "in 1:-/65
earned as little as $4,000. Middle and upper income farmers haNie -benefited
from Federal It,ubsidization, but . their laborers have not been protected by
Federal soCial legislation:--z--minimum. waged and -working,conditions, retire-
ment-, 'benefits, -and ,enforcement: of ,nondiscriminatory lawsin the same
degree'as has ,the industrial work '..force in the United_ States.'

While we recognizei that the programs of the,. U.S. Department of Agri-
cultixre:tend to support and,aid tlie-eommercial farmers, there, are a number'

- of programs which either were designed or could-be _used- to, help the rural
poor. However, it is our; observation and experience that -agancies of the
U.S. Departmentof Agriculture-are failing to make the impact thia.t they have
the ability to make- because_they are- not reaching out,. This is .for two
reasons: (1) ,By and large, the 'U.S. Department of Agriculture bureaucracy
doed not believe' that rur-613poor 'can help themselves :and (2) these who do
belidire it_ cannot- communicate effectively with the poor. Unless this agency
changes its objectives, understandiitg;=-and methods of approach, it Will not
do th&job its...expertise and resources should enable,it to do.

Therelire problems on the local and, State level,. also. While the extension
service is not Ea...USDA program, it does draw support from that agency. It is
the experience of most persons who _have_ worked ; with the rural poer that
neither,the extension service' nor the home demonstration agents really reach
the rural poor-Both FHA and ASCS"county committees are composed, by and
large; of 'middle-class'farmers -Who share the view of_the USDA bureaucracy.
We -have seen, for example, loan committees applying stricter standards to

:small farniers,.many of, them Negro,', than they do:to middle-Class' farmers.
Instead-of giving the borrower the benefit 'of_the doubt, they demand that the
sinall farmer meet the same-, criteria that the,bank would. require.

The assistance ..of FHA and other USDA_agencies won't mean Anything,
hoivever, unless it is' accompanied by technical assistance. The' poor are
expected to-,be ;experts on' everything, but such.-is not' the case. As we have
seen they not only are not ,experts, but in more--instances than not have no
knowledge of .the, programs yihich might help meettheir 'needs.

,To sum,it,up, there-inust be a change in the atttltiades, underatandings, and
commitment of the U,-.S..Department _of Agriculture. The,services in terms of
both.programs andpeople.must be extended to 'serve all' rural people, not just
middle income fariners., A change' in name might indicate the beginning of a
change in approach. The United States Department tlf Agricniture-might be
appropriately named the United States Department of Rural Developinent.

. -
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY.. HARRY-7' L. GrAtAHAM, LEGISLATIVE

REPRESENTATIVE; THE -NATIONAL GRANGE
1 SUMMARY

1. The general cause of inequality between rural and urban emPloyed.

perr,..=a is a.,"dual economic system" which returns a disproportionately _small
"share of' Wealth.produced, froniTagricultnral commodities to the 'prodiicer.

2. The'fviukintity 'and quahty of services to -rural---Ameiicans-fallif far short
of nationa average.

3. There are three -commonly identified problems: (1) oonl7PErably low
income; ,(2)- connnunity :deficiencies; and (3) costs of sparsity.'

4.. We need--poditiVe answerd- from our agricultural economists instead of
explanation of obViOus",trends.-

Incipaied Production .at lOWer prices is a one-way road to bankruptcy.
6. Equality of incorne is an Unacceptable goal if it must be pnrchased at

the price of extra long hours of labor.



7. Basic question: How can farmers make the same kind of a living with
the,same investment of money and time as the rest of our society? -

8. The problem ot monopolies within agriculture, dislocating, people, is
greatest-Potential threat.- .9. Unsatisfactary education, even rAt desired levels for the poor, does not
prepare them for employment. k .¶ 10. There is a need for a national land policy instead of a laissez_ faire
iipproach to land allocation.

-11. -Greatest need-is to reverse ihe outeow of limited capital thrall-ex re-
investment in job-creating industries or in the -development of human i
resources.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission: The Grange appreciates-
this opportunity to- add to the record of its continued expressions of concern
for th-e-impoverished conditiOn-s in which thousands of rural Americans exist
and-have existed-during the 100-years that our organization ha's serv-ed rural
America: If we have had-any one concern that -stands out above all others in
this century of serviee,- it-is our sincere-interest -in alleviating the conditions
in-Anierican life which-set:those-who...win their economic rewards from-the'soil
apart from the'rest-of our,ecc'riomic*cietY both in-inconie and social benefits.a

20_years:the Grange, in cOiip.eration with the Sears-aoehuck Founda-
tion, has spa-wntc:d a _hundred thOusanctt projeCts utilizing millions of dollars
and manyMore milliona of1VOlunteer niVin- and woman-hours, all dedicated to
improving rural and suburban communities across the land in' our com-munity progress program: I' would like to request that an article on our
community progress program- from the \pilot issue of the Grange Monthly
be ineorporateiF into- my testimony here today Scr that 'the menibers of this
distinguished CoMmisSion'.thak.more fully;underetand bur work in this 'field.

A "dual- economic system" where thbEe who labor in industry_have their
earnings, improved 'and, priit.ects4 by: law --and by organizations-al-which is -a
-relatively *easy task for business 'and laborand whie continually permits
their rural-counterparts to-,lag behind'except in r and occasional in-
cidents Of national crises, is not new in history. This -)roportionate share
of _the wealth-earn(edtby the tillers\':Orfthe soil beifig 'rned to those who.

.do the actual-labor, is alSo alinost as old as
.-- Conquest brought slavery to soMeJ;and 'great wean' , others. Wealth,. so, _.

established, seemed to generate more'wealth, and in e ,ease of slavery and
serfdorn, the wealth coniisted 'of /the ownerShir Or In Ian-beingsa prelude_
to our modern form of 'capitalism.

The experience Of the Hebrews as they Were the slr as in the courts of the
Pharaohs, and 'their Vision of a higher .moral orde: , carried with it some
reniarkable teachings concerning the acquisition and disposition of wealth:
`Not:'only-was;_eharity 'enjoined and the rich were.recluired not to glean their
fieldsAn -order that the p6or might have the gleanings, as we read in the
storY of Ruth, but the' original- Hebrew 'law made strict proVisiorks against
the acquisition of wealth and propertY at the expense of unfortunat* people,
even to the redistribution of the land in the Year of JutOlee when the land
went baCk to the descendants of the-people who originally sold the land because
'of "their' own poVerty.,

It :was ;the failure* fo comply with this law which caused the prophets to
cry out' _against. injustice and to threaten the nation with calamity when they
said; "Woe unto them:that tear down the fences and add-fields to fields."' The
adthonition _Of the-New TeStament that 'ethe poor are always --with us was a
statenient of histOry, and not a justification_ for our rationalization about
situations _in which we have the resources7to correct but lack the will to

_ Proceed. ,By this timethis Commission has undcubtedly heard numeraus reasons
for_ the.' po7ferty _in rural areas and an equal number of reasons why rural
Ankerica has been b3ipaSsed not on1F, by superhighWays, but .by, fair share
of r_those .goods and Services -which are accepted ,as ,a part 6f the just and
deaerving- compensation" for the labors of -the reat of our society. The benefits
of a, rural environnient enable'us'to-,justify the rearing Of our children in-the
country; but the denial to' theselchildren of the-normal health and 'educational
Services ,which'assure them-a- chance...to. achieve equalitY with the rest of our
society is an extreinely high 'Price, to' pay for the priVileges` which Come with

'isolation and the aSSOciation with nature. ..



--Evidence is abundant that the quantity and quality of education,training, health, housing, welfare programs, and antipoverty effortsfall short--forral Americans when compared with the Nation-- asa whole. Rural People receive the benefits of a natural environ-ment,- but in almost all areas their acceS-s- to manme,de- cultural
advantages, including libraries, live music, and locally oriented cora-munications_media is'limited. There are special problems of supply-ig each_ of these services and anieniti.!s in rural areas,- and theproblezns are particularly serious for education despite some prog-
ress in s-chool consolidation-

Three common problems occur in supplying services and amenitiesin rural areas.--,Frst, there is the income problem. Rural Americans
are deficientin education,_health; housing, and other services pag.tlybecause their -incornei ard- low. Incomes_of nonfarm rural people

above,thoge-.of , farm people, but both' groups., are substantiallybelow the national average. Even _if incomes were equal to' thoseof people in 'urbnn areas, aMenities and services available to rural
Americans would still lag because of' the other two coirrimon
problems. _

Second, thre are community problems. The . availability of serv-
ices and amenitie-S depends on grouP deCisions affecting the amountand kind of spending to supply theM. Rural communities do not"have readY access to able technicel help' in planning.'-Among ina=
pediments to group action is the necessity of obtaining cooperation-of sevez:al, urrits of government -to 'have sufficient operational size
for programs =requiring large 'expenditures. _Third, there are the costs of sparsity. _Mainly because' of higher
transportatien -costi, low-density of-population increases the_ cost of.'
supplyinges given level of services per person. Furthermore, sparsity
of poptilation reduces' the tax base which can- be used to finance the
sripplyingsaf- the, services: 7 - -

= Rural 'Ainerica contains heavy' concentrations of . underemploy-ment I.Tndereniployment -occur§ when people .. earn less ---than theirpotential' beeause7 - occupation is really
only seaSonal-_Or becauSe,''. when,- they .. do' work, they use inefficient
methods of -produetion: from -Which they receive little' ineome. Under-;
employMent Can' be measured-'by translating it into the- amount--; of
unemploYMent- that wbuld' result in a siniilar losS. The unemploy-ment -equivalent' of:Underemployment:, in rural America was esti-
mated- to :be.-2.5 million:An 1960.-LA,* 'incomes in 7rural America, in _part, reflect rural poverty.About half of 'all-Poverty in- the 'United' States is rural. Approxi-mately 1 in- every 16 persons in the Natron is- in rural poverty.

There-are seVeral types of rural poverty. Especially heavy concen-
trationS .; are found on small, inefficient holdin-gs in the- economicallylagging region's which include Appalachia, the Ozarks region, rural
New' England, and the- Upper Great Lakes States. There are share-
croppers ands independent owners On'. low income cotton' farms, scat----'tered throughoUt the,'South: There are residents and Migratoryfarm laborers:7The'incidence of poverty is high' among the Spanish-
speaking ,rural 'population and among American' Indians. And i,hereare rural poorscattered throughout the country in; relatiVely pros-
perons area'S.'Muelr'of the,rurallindereniployment existS among mid-
dle-aged ancli older- farinc-7operators:, The' incomes of many in thisgroup - are so 'low as to pu_--thern in poverty.

The -c-zinSeg-,Of --poN4rty-"eiikiVaried-. and interaeting. A small part
is due to.;:physical .-,xid:Mental....handiCaPS:' A 'more substantial part
can be -neured' by i 6high; overalk nation all-"eniployment rate, especiall y
if it is' sustained7over-' several years. There, are harder 'cores to ,the
povertyremaining_:after2-one".:..iciecounti for-that due to-innate per-
sonal,'haridieaPs and;lsiek of:overall emplciyment opportunities. The-
poverty of ''Inany farm fairnilieS;16,--confinedl. to one generation-. Sonsand' daughters4-tenki,to ,find their wayP:out, intd, Productive; higher
earning, occupations, _even- thoUgh_parenta- approaching middle age
c!......,,::--not,c,theinselves.: make '. such changes.

An even-harder eore of 'poverty,-gOes on-from generation to gen-erati-on- Members of the .intergenerational poverty classes include

- c
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those who are co culturally disadvantaged that they have not beenequipped to become fully participating members of society. Also
included are mei:gibers of older, self-insulating cultures which pro-tect themselves from new ways. Hard-core soffilr-boverty is more
self-perpetuating than hard-core .urban poverty because of its geo-graphical concentration, which affects attitudes and group effortsfor entire areas. The lack of ability_ of a person in poverty to helphimself extenda to a lack of -leadership in helping to better thegroup.

Not even those in the hardest core intergenerational cycles ofrural poverty are completely locked. in. Young persons from allethnic groups are choosing to- enter into the mainstream of Americanlife in preferenve to strict adherence tO the ways of their parents.What is true for them, is true to an even greater extent =for other,. persons above and below a poverty level of income._ As a Nationwe are becoming more alike. ,`All groups are tending to meld intoa higher. income, similar way, of life.
,* * * S *

Finally, there are the rural poOr who, for a variety of reasonaihave nat been successful in farming or some other-rural enterprisebut are living amongrelatively -prosperous neighbors in nonde.{pressEd arer.s.
How is rinal poverty different from urban povarty? In ,manyways there is little difference; the rural-and urban poor have many

of the same characteristics. However, rural poverty is unique in itsmagnitude, geographic distributioii, and relative insulation fromthemainstream.of the econorliy. Because of dispersed residence andsparse population, rural -poverty is relatiVelyunobserved, by thegeneral public.
Rural poverty is caused mainly by a long-term, secular, structuralchange that has reduced employment in farming and', in relativelystable-or even declining area nonagricultural jobs. This- situationhai been accoMpanied _by high:,birth-7rates. Adjustments requiringmobility by rural people are-made more diffieult--by-limited occupa-tional experience, by other Obstacles to,.mobility; and by problems

of a shrinking .rur,al. population and tax,base. These COnditiond- have-I: created 'the- larger geographic: areas in which a mjor proportion;of _the, population suffers . from prolonged povertY. Crieumstancesof this, kind make - it difficult for rural local governments, andorganizations to deal with probleins of poverty. In contrastrmost
urban centers- have poverty pockets or alum areas, existing, side by,side . with affluence and with a great deal of organization, govemn-mental and nongo:vernmental. -Rural .,poverty is of special concern since much of, the Nation'stotal 'problem originates in a rural seedbed. For several decades,farm and nolifarm rural people have fed into- urban. centers. From1950 to 1960, taking into account the 1060 change in census defini-tion of farm residence, the movement of farm population to nonfarmareas. Was probablY of-, the order of one million annually. Thesemigrants - were MostI57_ young; many had relatively low levels ofeducational attainment,-, limited skills and occupational history,and few econoniac_resources.

.Conaiderable Work,:has. been done in identifying and locating therural,-Poor and in Pointin.g (kit some problem, relationsliips. Butbasic,human- poverty problems, their income and welfare interrela-tionships the- dynamics-of"-changp, and the relevanttiOcioeccinbmiccaueesh4we:.been relatiVqir neglected in resealeh.To, overcome theexisting kfiovAedge gap isa requirement arid a legitimate Objectiveof ari.--all=out 4trAck ,on poverty.,..This should_include:, Analyses ofthe Principal--area',pOlierty typologies, in which, poverty. character-,istics and-theicausal relationships .woUld be investigated; analysisof well-being;of.varioue rural grouPs;-cand inquiries into techniques,organization,- management, and, effectiveness of program.proachi.1 .

1- 'Thu-al People in the Arneiican Economy." Agr. ECOn.. HOC 101....Econ Rea. Serv... TJ.S. Dept.Aitr- Oct-- 1960- . .
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This, in my judgment, is an excellent report, but only a summary. However,
_the Grange must take some very serious exceptions.

First and foremost, is the concept that further analysis is needed. This may
be true-but- only to a- degree. We have been analyzed, scrutinized, observed,
dissected, computerized, until these characterlastics are as well known as thoseof Pavlov's dogs.

The suggestions which we ordinarily get leave me a bit coldeven though
I have some background in and considerable respect-for the fields of economics
and sociology. Let me-miote one:

There are few if any social influences that do not in some wayinfluence the general process of e:conomic development. The almosttotal lack.' of empirically derived -information in this field dictates
that research must be guided; in large-measure, by theoretic:al con-
siderations; that is, by hypotheses of those social scientists charged
with studying social phenomena.2

In our judgment, a very strongl Case can be made against many of theagricultural, economists because of their absorption with the problem ofanalyzing the trends which have been obvious to any casual observer for the
last centtiry.:---Their: general failure to-recommend any change except adjust-
ments to these trends has cast a shadow`-'of fatalismrover the rural communitythat is unmatched ,in any other segment of this dynamic American life.

The economists for labor and industry not emly outline the trends, but they
advise in practical and positive ways the specific actions needed to counteractthe adverse forces involvpd. When labor is told by industry that autoinationis the wave of the future,. their economists,do notfgo to their membership and,say, "We are sorry,- but_we are going to have .to watch a third of you lose -your jobs and there' id nothing we can4do about it.!'

_ On' the other _hand, when it is apparent that there is an increasing con-centration of wealth and econOmic power,in fewer and fewer hands in- the
agricultural sector, the_ only advice-we. get fro-in -many of those, who shouldbe giving us recipes on , survival .are that farmers must grow bigger and
bigger with the trend or else drown in this ever-increasing tide. A_nationally
known economist who specializes in the dairy industry,:only_ a' few years agogave us, the sage-advice that the only wav to survive in the dairy industrYwas to set up farming organizations _in which each producer could handle

_ 100 dairy cows. In a cOntinually declining low-price milk situation, the bestadvice that the dairymen could get was,to produce more and more for lessand less, the implication being that' when they became so efficient that they
- could produce all of it for .nothing, they would get rich.

_The whole concept, of equality of income breaks down at -the point-of con-sidering, the, time ard-the investment necessary -to get this equality. I know
good fariners today- who have an equality of, income with their city consins.However, I also know that they work a_ 7-day week at an-raverage of 16to 18 hours a day. There Must -be -bettek answers to the problem of ruralinccme:the heart or the problem of rural poyerty. The question we- havethe right to ask our economist friends is "How can we make the , same kindof living with___Ahe-same,-investment of money, and time that the rest of
our A-6-eiety is able to receive?"..4This has beenthe heart of the rural poverty problem and remains so.The goods and services available to the- rest of our society are still availablefor rural' people at a ,price,', despite the fact that rural areas are IlltYresparsely- settled and harcler,:to service. The price that is reasonable for our
city, cousirgs,is -out-, of .the .question for.,-much of our rural society where we
have -.seen parity- of farmt-prices onlythree times in- my_ lifetime, and then
only during periods..of war. .

From the- beginning of.-,the, organization , of the ,Grange, , we _have con-tinued- to_ fight the monopoly; hold which giant business structures -havehad over -rural_ -America. This situation, again,, is as old as our --modernindustrial -and economic system. It, was the -basis of the- colonization- by
the We-stern - World, -..the old, slavery in the South, and it has been the basisof ,the modern type of_ slavery, in both the South and the North. Let no manamong you believe, that all the exploitation of labor has been in thd South,bad as that has ;been,there.', -

a Gee



Today, the problems of monopolies which we faced outside agriculture100 years ago have been changed until, at present, monopoly is withinagriculture itself. The -whole drive- for vertical _integration in which the
farmer bedomes a peasant locked into an economic system by investmentsLnade in relationship to _contract farming presents a modern type of serf-
dom. Giant monopolies of land,_ once dependent on hundreds of people for

suddenly and dramatically mechanize and spew their no-longer-needed
labor on the highways and bywayg from which they find their way into -thecities and create situations such as those we have seen in Watts, Detroit,Harlem, and even threaten the very ,peace and stability of the Nation's
Capital..AtteMpts to alleviate some of these situations by the Area Redevelopment
Administration met with extremely heavy resistance from_those who considerthe rural areas as a continuing wellspring ,of cheap 'labor. When we were
trying to get 'approval of the ,Rural . Community Development Program,giving rural areas smile of the planning assistance long available'- to our -

urban areas, the representative of the Chamber of Commerce of Jackson,
Miss., strenuously opposed- the suggestion because it might lead to the dis-persal of some of our _centralized industries with plants :moved into rural-areas. ThiS appeared to be a threat to both -the tax "base' of the industrial
city And to the supply-cf-cheap workers available for existing industries.

The attempts to limProve farm income thidugh the use of the instrumen-talities of government, long: used by both industry and labor, have been
consistently- opposed by , the, -U.S. Chamber of Commerce. In the fight for
survival, our educational s:ststems have been inadequate, our churches have
been iimpotenti and our _presses'have .been strangely silent.

Several -facts :_remain paramount in our consideration -of this problem:
First is that-those who have created wealth have not had their share of the
wealth they have Created. This wealth has flowed out of the rural areas into
our urban centers and industrial and financial centers without a proportionatereturn to the-areas-from which it came. It has gone out inc' terms of low
prices for farm commodities; it-has been exported in investments edu-
cation, inadequate as they were, and it has been withdrawn in a .;.taxsystem requiring each -generation to pay inheritance taxes as a part of a
complete economic 'situation where , each generation of farmowners mustrecapitalize and-pay off the indebtedness_ on their investment during one
lifetimeIf the people of the-United States would give the -iarne consideration tothe imbalance of payments in agriculture that they give -in terms of ourinternational, monetary exchange, we might bee'i to find some answers. In
this connection, the export of American_ agricultural products during thislast year resulted in net earnings of -twice as mueh gold as . the export ofany of our major industriesthe largest beinwthe aircraft industry. The
export of-rural wealth has made the same contribution to the accumulation
of wealth in the cities.- ,The _failure to enact adequate wage and hour legislation in agriculture
permitted the exploitation of onelgroup at the expense of another until farm°wages were I driven to unconscionable levels in the midst of an affluent
society. Much of the so-called_ and -highly proclaimed efficieneies of our -large
agricultural establishments were not because of basic economic efficiencies,
but because of- the -exploitation- of labar. It is --an- interesting phenomenon at
the present time' that some of the most successful dairy farms in the nation
are now--Auddenly --going' out of business when they are required- to pay the
modest minimum- wages thlit were- enacted in the recent legislation. To pay
labor the equivalent of 35- cent& an hour for attending 50,000 broilers, with
the 'knowledge and skill' required to keep them growing efficiently and free
of disease, is an anachronism at a time when men who-di:_-:not even own
their shoVels- are g4tting $3.50 an hour-for digging, ditches:

The failure to have a decent and k meaningful:- land policy based on any
.concept except the continued acquisition of land by large landholders hascreated a part Of our: problem as well, and still ,remains a major problem
in the solutiOii. to rural, pov,-srty. At the same time we are insisting on land
reform in many -countriefiCof "the world; as the basis of our AID -programs,and' in light of, the fact that it was the - monopoly of hind that led to the
Communist revolutions in many parts of the_ world, the 'United States con-
tinues to pursue the same policies withoa doing rmything except rendering



lip service to the concept of protection for the owner-operator and family-
managed farm. -

The entrance of large corporate structures thiit3arg. able to defend- them-
selves by monopolistic practices in agriculture halObeen especially detri-mental to the poultry section of our nation arid has contributed to an
economic loss and social upheaval of major condqwerisres:- One giant syndi-cate recentlz, built a poultry plant in a Southern State and in a poultryjournal -bragged about the fact that, taking adVantage of the exemptions
in the tax law fol..; farmers, they had paid some $24,000 in taxes instead of$288,000 they would...have needed to pay under the regular corporate
structure.Certainly, we mutt find a way of -using the tax -structure to protect the-kind of American agriculture that has made us_the Ibreadbasket" 'of the
world or we are going to subject the world to the uncertainties-of product!oncontrolled by giant corporations and heavily influenced by- labor _ consid-erations.: This would be a threat to the continuity of-Production which isthe basis of _agricultural life and would present a serious risk to, our
national security. - -This witness expresses a personal and a nonpartisan., rather than anorganizational, view when he points out his own appreciation of the factthat we finally do have a national administration -that appears to be inter-ested in the solutions to these problems, although we areinot sure that
their approach is the most effective one. We do believet however, that some-where in the field of such integrated planning as was available under theArea Redevelopment Administration and which was contemplated in the
Community Development bill- ,introduced last year and _again OTIS -year, -
there is a possibility of the kind of planning whieh should be a part of anydevelopment in our rural life which finds the solutions to itS poverty, inthct improvement .of income possibilities in the areas where people liversther than giving thein the choice of going to the cities offering the best
welfare _programs. -----

The Grange sUpported the Antipoverty, bill _in almost-all- aspects but
especially' its emphasis on attempts to remedy the educational deficienciesWhich are apparent in the rate of rejections by the Selective Servicerates
exceeding 30 percent in some States.The 1965, . survey .of "Hard-Core Unemployment and -PoVerty in Los
Angeles"-bY;the,Department of Commerce of the United States revealed that
of the- 341,334 persons surveYed, 14,47,7 or 4.24 percent had no schooling
whatsoever, and 32,180 persons had completed only one to four grades. Thus,
46,657 persons or 13.67 percent,-were functional illiterates. Their conclusions

--indicated that the illiteradY- rate was probably worse than the 13.67 percent
Even more surprising is the following statement concerning a study

made in Cook County,
It found a significant difference between the highest grade com-

pleted and the actual functioning level of the recipients; determiningthat there was no , grafie level at which-the average achievement
score equaled _the-highest wrade corripleted. Althdugh there was only
a 6.6 percent '"PropoLtion of its study group classed as functional
illiterates on a grade-completed basis, this 6.6 percent jumped -ix)
50.7 percent who, On the basis of _tested 'achievement, actually func-
tioned-on a level 'of less than "6 years of school completed. This dis-
parity was even more extrema,-in' the case of persons who received
their education in seven 'Southern States.3; . 1

This perhaps explains ,why, the Los Angeles survey illowed that of thecurrently unemployed males,' 25.5 ,percent" of all males and 30.3 percent
of the- Negro-et-had received 12 _graeles of. schooling._ The percentages were
even .hikher among femr:iles With 28.3 percent of_ the total and .41.8 percent
of the Negroei having_ completed the 12th grade. On the other hancl,, only
13.6 percent of the' males and 15.1 percent of the females among the Mexican

-Americans had completed the 12th grade.Federal' aid 'to education funds, we are afraid, will not find their properapplication in the 'areas 'of greatest need and, for that reason, we are not
proposing to support the distribution of a percentage- of Federal income to

a "Hand-Core Unemployment and Poverty in-'1...os Angeles." U.S. Dept. COmmeece. August 1965.





the States. A specific approach aimed at specific educational deficiencies is
needed. Add to, this some remedies for inadequate housing, including the
lack of P-ure water and sanitary facilities, although a start was made to
answer these' latter problems bY-.the passage of the Rural Water Systems
bill in 1.965.

In hundreds of areas, medical-"service is nonexistent, primitive, or ex-
tremely 'inadequate. Hospital facilities are scarce, public health services
on a skeleton basis, prenatal and postnatal care nonexistent. --

Wornout lan_d,, denuded forests,- Worked-out mines, lack of alternative
employment opportunities, hopelessness, dejection, despair are the rule rather

.-- than the exception in the rural- poverty areas._
We realize that the solution to 'the poverty problem is not simple,- nor

are the funds that are ,necessary self-generative. We mUst recognize the
validitr of Professor Rossiter's thesis that before there_ can be an economic
take-off such as we -envisage for these impoverished people, _there must -be
an influx of "social overhead 'capital" tilat comes from outside the area that
is being hcdped.

Some of this can come from businesses willing to locate 'expanding pro-
duction- fadilities: in areas where the hard-cOre poverty exists and tio provide
adequate training programs 'to enable the people who are in these areas to
equip thamselves by training - to partiCipate" in the mannfacturing -processes
of a modern-technological" industry.In the final' analSrsisand- it is' at' this , point where there is the greatest
resistancethe only money 'aVailable 'in-sufficient .'quantities -to help generate
the' ,kind of 'iriduStrial ',and economic takeroff' that will lead to_ the incentive
for ", ethication,-.4the resources for .a 'decent society, and income'S that will
assure Some of the good things of-life' as well as the basic essentials,,is that
which Conies' froin the Federal -.Government.

The 1Grángé -" ha's -not. -beeir arnonk-those who haVe objeated to the aid
which-'has _been distributed' to-- countries beyond .our own borders to help
them begin-to obtain the kind of economic take-off;- both in agricultural and
industrial Production,- that eventually' not onlY makes them our political
friends but our' economic 'allieS. 'However, vie blithely _vote billions of -dollais
for foreign -aid and make'a-major'isiue when. an' REA Cooperative has-loaned
enough money ,to a ski resort to-- help -thein build the kind- of equiPment
enabling them to run a modern- -arid highlY 'profitable establishment 'and,
at '''the :same titne;' making. the- REA's'imore Self-sufaining and creating
job' opPOrtimities in' area's- Where' there is- little OppOr-timity for ; additional
emPloyment.',',We = properly'. send the''USS HOpe'around the world while the

----"ship-of7h-opelessriet-s' ,backwaters and_bayoUS...;of the United StateS.
In' the' final "'analysis,' what Niie''do need is-masSive' PUblic'sUpport for the

kind of prokrams in.:.sufficient size tol. get the job . done.- We will need-the
patigice, to:recognize. that ":as' we einbark on these,,programs mistakes will
be -made, -but 'mistakes do not of. necesSity . condemn ,whole programs. Un-
fortunatelyv.'some of ,,the mistakes have -never been': profitably utilized, but
have-E- been ;the .basis :only for, destroying programs that -had po tential for

- . .great 'good in .our. rural 'areas. , , - .

Finally, and--, most' ,important; , until , this nation becomes mature enough
to- abandpr.:',Itil"cheap.,..food,Ipolicy7., in which an- affluent society is subsidized
by an,:iitiPoVeriShed .rurali, America and other rural, people of the ,world ;
,wheri Commork-jUstice demarids, that the people who work on the.land and who
produce food be -paid ,in .propOrtion to their., contribution to- the national
welfare; When;- as .in .words of old, "justice shall roll down like the waters,"
then we will begin to 'answer the prOblems of rural poverty. In the meantime,

,.....nostrUms and panaCeas may well keep us busy and allow us to close our
eyes- to the: 'great issues,- but the price -We shall pay in social upheaval and
politioat Unrest-will -,-)3e fat, greater than that which we would -pay for an
adequate investment in-'tbe:;-future, of rural America and the protection of
our, urban social- and-economic "structurei.'

The 'objectives of the.- Grange were stated 93 years ago in "The Declara-
tion and Purposes of .'the National 'Grange." In. this Context, they. declared:

We desire. a ,proper,equality,,,cquity,.and fairness ;, protection kor
, the weak;._restraint Upon,;the strong; .in short, justly distributed

buidens ,and, juStl;" distributed Rower., These ...are American ideas,
the 'Very esSence 'of :Anierican in-dependence, and to advocate the ,con-
trary is unworthy of the sons and daughters of, an American re-
pUblic.



In the midst of the political unrest* in the rural areas around the world,
we might-well remember the words from the "Deserted Village":. "But a bold
peasantry, their country's pride, when once destroy'd, can never .he supplied."

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY SAR_ A. LEVITAN, GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.1-

The goal of a poorless society is hardly a new idea. If there is_any clear
lesson that can be derived from the 'recent emphasis and effort on combating
poverty, it is that the tools to fight poverty are still _in doubt. And this is
especially_ applicable to rural poverty, riot that we lack hortatory or facile"solutions."

An examination Of the eXisting welfare programs, to the extent that they
are subject to appropriate evaluation, indicates that Many of these programsoften fail to meet intended -goals. The perversity of agricultural programswhich are especially kermane to this Commission is legend. Price supportprograms have enhanced the income of cominercial farmers and agricultural
corporations, but have done little to provide income maintenance for marginal
farmers. Whatever the merit or justification of these_ multibillion dollarprograms may be,- it' is obvious that they are not aids to reduce poverty.
Frequently, the opposite is-the case. -It is particularly ironical that the rural poor get less than their, share of
food distribution, food stamp. 6.-nd subsidized Junch programs, measures in-tended to- aid the farm population. The food stamp-program is- av-ailable inmany affluent Counties:but ne t in_some of the poorest counties. Only 'about-half of the 300 poorest counties partieipate in the direct food distributionprogram. Similarly, free or 'subsidized lunches for. --schoolchildren---aie notavailable in many rural areaS:

The -relevance of the recently -inaugurated antipoverty program to ruralareas is also tivr.-1-"-- at least limited. Experience has shown 'that mostrural areas receive their' full share of funds allotted to-themon the 'bile' roblem is not only the lack of rural sophisticationin the ari tan. but is also' inherent in the lack of facilities andunavailat -..gate agencies" Whicl.V would undertiti-= ,the administra-,.tion of.'antii);....,tpL-,0 programs. Other shortcomings are alio inherent in theFederal legislation. For example, under the Elementary and Secondary
Education' Act _nearby Montgomery County in 'Maryland, or WestchesterCounty in New. York, receive three times more fun& per poor child thanmoat rural coonties. '

But it Would be a mistake to conchide that inadequacy of funds 'available
tinder eicisting '-aritipoverty- measures is their sole shortcoming. Frequently
heard assertions that 'all .we need for a Successful War on Poverty' is addi-tional Federal' dollars ireniairi' to ,beztested. -At leait one Federal program,the.' Job -Corps," hai inbt Suffered for lack of funds.-'Not only have Federal
ekpenditnres per enrollee in this prograin been generous, but the short ex-perieriCe of this program has 'shown that :the 'Job 'Corps cannot even fillpresently' existing facilities and a- major probleni of the Job, Corpa is to'secure an- adequate nUmber of enrollees, under present budgetary allotments.

The major econoinic problem of rural- areas Ea-Cf.-been _ inadeqiiacy -of job :-----opportunities:'MigratiOn to urban areas has been -a solution for Some of thesurphis' labor:. But- Mass migration has intensified the problems of metro-politan areaS and Many of -the new migrants who have swelled the inner citiesand slum areas have f ound _difficulty in.-maintaining Sustained gainful ern-ployinent their new location because of deficient edubation or otherhandicaps., __
To reduce pressures of migration upon metropolitan areas and to ease

rural mobility, economic planners have favored decentralization- of economic
growth and 'expansion, bringing jobs closer ;to the rural unemployed andunderemployed. Nearly 6 raars of experience with the Area Redevelopment
Administration, Economic Development Administration, and related regionaldevelopment programs have indicated the intractability of rural depressed

Mr. Levitan was with the W. .E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research when he
'prepared this report. The Institute shares no responsibility for the views expressed here. This
staternent''is part-of a study:k"The Great Society's Poor Law: A. New Approach' to Poverty."devoted to an evaluation-of- the Economic Opportunity Act and financed by a grant from theFord Foundation.



areas and the difficulty- of channeling joba into these areas. While the conceptof bringing jobs to depressed areas has considerable appeal and can be
justified on the basis of economic and social considerations, I doubt that these
programs can ever work on a mass basis. J2ouring periods of overall high
employment, as was experienced in the early ARA days,-it was difficult to
channel industry to rural depreSsed areas when unemployed trained workers
were going begging for jobs in urban areas. Development of labor shortages'
in the past year has created demand for immediate supply of labor in areas
where job vacancies already exist, and fear of intensifying inflationary pres-
sures discourages the investment of social capital to develop new growth
centers closer to the zural areas. It would therefore appear that reliance upon
development of multiple growth centers within commuting distance of rural
areas as a solution to the problems of unemployment and underemployment
in the latter areas is a dream of social planners which is not likely to be
realized unless we experience a sustained full employment, economy over
several years, not based on crises and defense needs.

But the needs of the rural poor are also pressing. And any deferment of
meaningful help assures the perpetuation of poverty 'unto the next generation.
The first step to offer a meaning-ful attack on poverty in riaral areas must
be the improvement of educational facilities in these areas. This would require
the expansion and improvement of physical facilities as well as the bolstering
of the et_nality of education.- Considering the meager resources of rural areasian the inability of States to provide the ne-cessary funds-to improve the
quaiitx of education in rural areas,-only Masiiiie-allb-ciitian-i3f-Fedefal funds
can accomplish the desired goals. In the immediate future and in light of our
increaskag defense commitments, allocation of increased Federal aid for edu-cation is not a promising expectation. However, when our military commit-
ments in Southeast._ Asia decline, .aid for: education should assume a toppriority among Federal commitments.

Meanwhile, limited Federal funds can be used effectively' for dissemination
of birth control_information and devices to reduce the number of unwanted
children among the poor and the candidates of a future generation of poverty.

. But the -children of poor families need not only education but also sus-
tenance. The facile solution .which has become popular during the past fewyears is :expanded provisions of iricome maintenance, through a negative
income tax or similar scheme: Aside from the high cost, I see many problemsin this -type Or solution for the unemployed. When applied to rural areas,
the problems may be compounded.' The major merit of a- rational incomemaintenance program is that it wonld provide to able-bodied persons the
opTiOrtunity to work and increase theVr income above the minimum guaranteed
by the government. This is only meaningful in.-areaS Where jobs, are available,
but in, rural areas where there is a surplus of manptiwer an income main-
tenance prograni will ,remain- for "the bulk.' of recipienti the only source of
support. It would reduce the incentive to migrate and perforce create a large
sector of the population .dependent upon the dole.

A more ,constructive_ alternative would be for- the government to assume
the responsibility, as "an emploxer of last resort," to borrow a phrase ma'de

-popular -by-Prof.. Garth -Mangum and the Commission on Technology, Auto-
-,mation, and:'Economic Progress. There are ample useful -chiires that even theunskilled workers can perform in any conimunify and, in addition, pick up

work skills that would be helpful to them when they migrate to areas where
.jobs are available. A basic component of the publicly funded' jobs must be
provision' for..adult- basic education and some form of training. But lack offacilities in many rural areas preclude - the probability of offering these
services.

'Beyond the more immediate work experience accompanied whenever feasible
by..basiC literacy and training, a ,realistic program to combat poverty in rural
areas would have to rely 'upon mobility. Despite rapid declines in the farm
labor force, experts anticipate that -about one-half or less of the total farm
labor force *is needed `on farms. This solution becothes -feasible .only when
overall high employment 'prevails and 'jobs are plentiful, forcing employersto reduce hiring barriers. Dr. C. E. Bishop, the Executive Director of this
Cominission, has-' suggested that .nligration from farms is inversely related'to unemployment in the nonfarm economythe former inereases fby 6 per-cent for each 1 percent decrease in unemployment.:-In' some cases, mobility
might involve moving to the nearest growth point, bui it is "pie in the sky'
to expect that enough local growth, centers could be developed; and many of
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the rural poor will, have to look for their fortunes in more distant urbancenters.
There is, of course, a great deal, of migration from rural to urban areas

going on withut government assistance. These waves of migration- follow
certain patterns and lack rationality. The result is that many of the migrantsfail to acclimate in their new urban environment -and some return to their
original-homeg: There is a need to plan migration, attempting to channel themigrants to areas where there is a demand for their labor. This is particularly
true in the present labor market. The first step in migration- assistance should
therefore be extended before tli75- movement takes place, advising potentialrelocatees regarding job availabilitk, suitable for their limited skills, inexpanding areas. -

Once migration takes place, there is need' for new institutions to help the
,..migrants find suitable temporary housing facilities with built-in counseling
not only to assist the migrants in finding- employment, housing, school facili-
ties and other essential services, but which will also aid the rural migrantsto acclimate in their new urban environment. There is nothing new in this
proposal. This is exactly what was-done for the 'Hungarian refugees a decadeago and more recently for Cuban refugees. Except for a few demonstration
projects, funded by private or public sources, rural migrants have not received
the same type of help which was extended to refugees. The demonstration
projects have shown_ the -type of serviceS-- and' assistance that should be ex-
tended_ to rural migrants. Thel need is for expanding the, demonstrationprojects, into _larger scale programs. -No doubt, --large-scale relocatiOn 'would Continue to create problems for
metropolitan areas, even if "needed -assistance is offered to rural migrants.
But if the choice- is between long-run, possiblk lifetime, reliance upon some
form of public assistance in a stagnant or-declining, rural community and
opportunity for gainful employment involving relocatibn, the policy decisionseems_to be clear.

Many will oppose- placing emphasis upon relocation and mobility as a
means to combat rural poverty. However, the purpose of this Commission,RS I understand it, is to examine hard facts. Considering national commit-
ments and competing priorities, it is quite clear that in the immediate future
existing programs will provide only limited help to the rural poor. Migration
assistance in a high employment econdmy" is' possibly the most effective pro-gram in , the short run, and the coSts are manageable, giiren the present
budgetary constraints.

STATEMENT SUBMIITED' 87; BARBARA MOFFETT, AMEIWUAINIT
_..;:FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEn

Mr..-Chairman and CommiSsion memberi-: My name is Barbara Moffett.
I am 's-ecretary of the C-Ommunity Relations Division of the American Friends
Service Committee r am acconapanied by Eleanor Eaton, assistant secretaryof -the division, respOnsible fOr rural iorograms; by Pamelia Coe, nationalIndian program representative; and by William Channel, directorof our
east coast migrant leadership education program. I appreciate being asked
to present this testimony on behalf of the American Frriends Service Com-mittee: I- `speak for that Committee and for- many like-minded Priends.
However, no single .body, can speak Officially for the Quakers, the religiousSociety of Friends.
The Experience Prom Which We Speak

The American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) is this year celebratingits 50th anniversary. During these 60 years the Committee, through its
volunteers its committees, and its professional staff, has been involved inefforts to help rural people find a way out of poverty and deprivation inliterally hundreds of communities around the world. For some:,_, such as thepeoples of Korea, Algeria, or the Gaza Strip, Ipaverty was exacerbated by
war or revolution. Some had never been far from starvation as are' so manyof the villagers of India and Mexico. In 'the United- Stated self-help and
community development programs among textile workers in Isiorth Carolina,unemployed coal miners in West Virginia and 'Pennsylvania, and Negrofarmers in South Carolina date- back' to the 1920's.

- 'Currently, through our community relations division, we have staffed fieldprograms among farmworkers; settled and migratory, in Tulare, Fresno,



Ventura, and Kiiigs Counties in California, as Well as in Florida, Nevi.Jersey, Pennsylvania, and New York; we have staff at_work with the SanCarlos Apache Indian Tribe in Arizona, with the Northern Cheyenne Tribein-Montana,, with various tribes in southern California and in the State ofWashington, and at Intcartribal Friendship House, serving members of over90 tribes who have sought employment and a new life in the Bay- area ofOakland and San Francisco, Calif. In North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Alabaina, Mississippi, and Louisiana, AFSC staff is in close contactwith rural Negroes and in Texas with Mexican-American families who are_seeking to break out of the syndrome of poverty and discrimination, It is onthe basis of this- extensive and continuing grassroots experience that wespeak 'today.

Rural people are, in the main, scattered anclunorganized, unable to exerciseinfluence for programs comparable to their nvotd. Rural areas have to datepresented no serious threat to the peace, as lias violence born of despairin the cities, but mass violence is just below the surface in some rural areas.Furthermore, the use of violence and the threatiOf violence to discourage ruralpeople froin- exercising their rights and improcving their condition is docu-mented over and over again in Southern States.
Statistics show the degree of unemplinrment and underemployment inrural areas, the,urgent housing needs and -4conclitions, low income levels, thelack of public and private services that clplarareterize most rural areas, andthe patterns of forced migration which so caearly link the problems of ruraland urban poverty.

, The disparity between the needs in rurak areas and the size and number
of antipoverty, manpower, and welfare progTanas in rural areas and for ruralpeople are also _well documented.

rWe will, therefore, concentrate in this rtestimony on suggested remediesfor specific human needs with which, our -s4-rious programs have sought todeal. As we said in testifying before the Spivial Subcommittee of the Houseof Representatives Committee on EducatiO3 *.:Alkd- Labor in 1964, when theEconomic Opportunity Actwas being draftdal, "There is no poverty in theabstract, only poor people, with many problems. . . ."
What We Recommend and Why.

I. Congress -and the executive branch of the Federal Government mustcommif themselves to an attack on poverty which recognizes the need forbroad4Federal planning and policies designed to bring Federal benefits toall citizens, massive Federal resources both of funds and of toeolinical assist-ance directed to the rural poor, and maxinviem developmee, 0 local leadership
and organization through .encouragement of independent, Vocally initiated andadministered programs operating in accordance with Federal policy.

The War on,Poverty.has been both piecemeal and -puny.- It promises to beeven more , so in the year ahead, with cutbacks in funds, especially in therural sector, and an apparent lessened Federal commitment to deal with therelated issue of-racial discrimination with its- resulting inequality of accessto the benefits and, decision-Making centers of our society. _We deplore the trend in Congress and the...Office of Economic Opportunityto back away- frOM programs which stress the organization of the poor tosolve their', problems in' innovative ways. Limitations on funds available forcommunity action programs and emphasis on prepackaged programs thateliminate lecal leidership involvement are in our view a serious step backwardin the War on Poverty.
Our...experience demonstrates that in rural areas where those in need andthose with- on-going relationships with them have themselves organized andimplemented programs according to their own needs as they see them, theclimate of despair turns to one of hope. Leadership has developed and im-provements have been made.
The recognized success of,CAP programs on some Indian reservations arenotable examples , of this development of the local leadership so desperatelyneeded as -'one element, in the nation's War on Poverty. Our staff working

among_ the San Carlos Apache Tribe writes- that at San. Carlos the predomi-
nant attitude of the people.on the reservation has been, "What's the use? Evenif we did this, no one would listen. We can'teallyt, do anything about itanyway." With the' advent ,of a CAP program L'ir considerable scope whichinvolves the Indian poor, supported by the local tiovier structure (the Tribal,Council) and predominantly staffed by Indian people, things have changed.



There is-continuing interest. Volunteers meet weekly, self-help projects areinitiated and carried through. Some of these self-help projects, for instancethe Tribal newspaper and the Neighborhood 'Youth Corps projects, are ex-
pansions of work started initially by local people with AFSC assistance, butwithout adequate financial base. Others are new.On the other _hand; "top down" implementation- of programs, withoutfull participation of those whose needs programs are designed to meet, hasnot been successful. Channeling of programs through previously uninclu-sive and undemocratic bodies has, also often defeated their purposes.An adult education program at San Carlos, using VISTA volunteersworking under the direction of Indian committees, was successful. Whenthe program was taken over by local school districts, notably unrelated toIndian interests Indian participation quickly disappeared.A Head Start program on the reservation provided a real opportunity forIndian parents to become involved -in the process of learning their childrenare undergoing. A threat to put this program under the State school system
is viewed with alarm, our staff reports. Parents feel they will lose their voicein the program.

In Mississippi, the involvement of`liCior parents and- adults in the HeadStart programs of the Child Development Group was so basic and thoroughthat when -funding was withheld, these people, poverty stricken in the ex-treme but rich in leadership qualities, continued many Head Start programson a volunteer basis rather than turn them over to others or let thcrn die.Holmes County .in the same State provides an example -of what we meanby the value of local. leadership development -and organikation. Here thereis not,only a climate of hope-but a thriving community center, an emergingcooperative, cooperative home, building, ',and growing potential for coop-eration --between the poor and those economically more successful, bothNegro and white. _
,Contrary to its intention, the 0E0 requirement of a broadly representativeorganization prior to program development and funding has stymied localinitiative and participation by the poor. This _is, -of course, particularly truein areas of intense racial discrimination and segregation, not only in theSouth but in rural areas in other; parts -of the country as -well.' White andNegro,pi.trticiPation as equal partners in an attack jqn poverty is .not feasiblein many 'areas, and insistence upon broadly repretentative groups in suchareas .results in- very little action against poverty.
I In the Black Belt counties of Alabama there is not one community actionprogram -and only two 0E4Zr-funded effortsthese' funded under Title III-B

in LoWndes, and -Wilcox- Counties. As one 'Negro leader in the area put it,'You either have to `Tom' -or lie to get- a- program." Alabama ranks 11thin number of rural poor; it is 23d In- the amount . of 0E0 funds received.Most of:these' funds have gone to urban areas..A successful attack on poverty in-rural areas must include' policies andprograms which will-Idevelop rural leadership and enable' it to stay on thescene. This will take-the- combined-efforts of the many governmental agencieswhich impinge 'on the problems and livei of the rural poor. -In many instances when local leaderslfip has 'emerged in southern ruralareas, :Political, deenomic,- and hostile social forces have combined to "en-courage- such leaders to-emigrate to northern and western cities regard-less o their ability_tck.:-adjust -tot urban Society. Young -people; froM theSouth, from Indian reservations, from Spanish-speaking villages in NewMexico,' from -rural South Jersey, frustrated in efforts to get ilobs 'or adecent education, have, sometimes with encouragement from their parents,sought their future in urban areas. Others seek status and good pay inthe Armed-Forces. Leadership is being drained off.
We would_ like to- cite two specific instances hereone in -a rural southerncounty and ope froth the San Carlos Apache Indian Reservation in Arizona."In' a Missisaippi county; a Negro family, leaders in their community, hadapplied .unSuccessfully to' a Federal .agency for assistance in- securing theirown home In discussirw the case 'with 'one' of our staff, the Governmentofficial suggested-that insteadc'of trying to improve their situation locallythey should ga to Detroit '"where with his skills' he could earn $3.25 anhour." - ,

Our-staff.' in San. Carlos, Ariz., Writes:
The Bureau' of Indian Affairs has had for over -10 years now a
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program of relocation_ (now called Employ' nt Assistance) of
Indian people to major urban areas for empi "lent. The BIA ag-
gressively recruits the most acculturated, those, ..ho can best adjust,
and those with the greatest leadership potential. Vhe leadership gap
on the reiervation is obous. The Bureau -of Itidian Affairs fills the
leadership gap with non-Indian cir non-Apache le:adership.

The lack of jobs (75 percent unemployment) I on the reservation
does not encourage leadership- to remain or develop within the com-
munity and thus hinders true, balanced community, development.

The leadership gap is evident at San Carlos when it is seen that
not one single Apache -college graduate is on the reservation. The
problems of locating secretaries, accountants, etc. from the,Apaches
to work for the Tribe are compounded by the competition of salaries
which can be offered them by The BIA or in the cities. The gap in
communitY leadership ,below the Tribal Council level results in most
problems being funneled to the Tribal Council for solution. In addi-
tion, there is frustration in the community of not being able to get
whit they want done, of having to rely on non-Indians to get leader-
ship, and of breakdownr.s in efficient management of tribal assets for
the benefit of ,the community.

TWO final thoughts on local leadership development and local responsi-
bility., Some local -leadership may 'fail or be misKuigied. We should expect
a degree of failure. Sucmtssful local organization to meet the problems of
the poor will find local opposition from those who have been comfortable
',,rith the-status- quo. This=,!sbould be expected and local goups encountering
it should be sustained bsk the commitment of the Federal Government and
the nation to a successfifil, attack on poverty. It will not be without its
tension and 'conflict. _

,

II. The opportunity. to. 'earn a steady income and participate in decisions
affecting the nature and 'availability of such income is an- urgent need of
rural low incoMe people. This means access to the means a production and
equal-access to jobs.

A. Land for farming and supPlementarY income
.The , current advance . in agricultural technology, the ASCS programs

which benefit 'ther largo landowner and give little if any benefit to the E'rnall
holder, the -tenant farmer, or. sharecropper the -lack 'of enforcement of. the
160 acre water law.- (Reclaination .,Act of" 1902), the cost of equipment,
marketing difficulties' and the ,population growth' whereby more ;and,

farm ,land is being bought Up-for housing developments, make smalil
almott impossible to acquire _or .maintain.

The small. farmer,. whether owner or renter, haS virtually disappeared ,in

south Florida,-,California, Texas, _and ,many areas of the- Midwest. He is
rapidly on his s way out in the Southern States because of lack of access to
land-related resources. Today, with Ahe _growing world need for food, the
great .number \of people who ki ow. how- to S farm and like to farm but have
not the skills for .other work should ,not be cast aside. It is not enougl., to
say "the family ,farm is .uneconomic and is , on .its way out." ,

-Our program ,-experience` attests to the needs and .sibility of such 'people.
The migrant _streams- and . the ghettos , of our. cities are crowded -with fami-
lies detirived of taccess to land 'as a means of production-. And once these
people are eo uprooted,' they become more and more poverty stricken and
the pscape hatch:becomes more tightly'closed. The groiving number of people
in tent cities 'further attests -to the unavailability of land.

We urge this commission to consider the needs of people now, not a theo-
retical situation. 25 years from now. (One Federal official' said to us, "We
just haVe- to. forget, .these people; _there is no help for them until they
can draw their,',.Social.Security 10 years from

. We do not' suggest- a., return to ,40 acres and a mule. We do suggest a
reexamination of government 'owned land policies and an exploration of

the potential, for an_inclusive homesteading' act,-.wherebr land for farming,
small industry, and .-housing,, 'equipped- With water, sewage, and atreet
financing, can he- made available to low income rural .people.

We recommend a program that wJ11 make available modest land holdings
for_farming through subsidy or tax incentives or long-term interest-free
loans,-coupled,with locally based programs.of research. and experime.ntation



on intensive farming that will demonstrate what crops are high yield and
require high labor input, can contribute not only to the world'a food needs
but to the elimintttion of porierty and dependence. HOW can we make maxi-
mum use of our human as well a$ physical resources?

Our California staff writes on the basis of AFSC work and experience
there:

Small acreage farms- can thrive in California, but heavy equip-
ment investment is needed. Thus, caPital funds, improved access
to land, water and agricultural advice are needed.

Farm labor families in areas where inadequate annual labor de-
mand exists could supplement annual income throtagh part-time
farming, el; ni..any now ,rdo. This would tend to stabilize the labor
force as well as. improve living standards. Such orportunities, if
made available extensively, could reenliven rural communities, farm
a basis for the testiLblishment of small processing and service enter-
prises, lessen the influX of untrained, impoverished people to cities,
and give new opportunities to farm laborers who because of age,
language and cultural bar-riers, lack of education, have nothing to
gain in the city% .Many large holdings in the San Joaquin Valley are far beyond
the size 'of optimum efficieney. New irrigation developments there

-are coming into prime agricultural lands where, witliout adherence
to the provisions of reclamation law, the benefits will -all accrue to

-large land companies: -The reclamation law is not being 'enfaireed.-
The DiGiorgio,Corporation in-Kern:and Tulare Counties signed re-
oordable contracts 10 or more years 'ago to divest itself of excess
land. Recently -it sold some tracts, presumably complying with the
haw, biit the laird ;sold at prices between $2,000 and $3,000 per acre
(the going price_le&r land in -full production with grapes olives,.or
citrus) whereas reclamation flaw requires that excess land rdisposed
of must life sold at dry-laud prices. Enforcement of the 'law in this
manner does not actually make_ land available to small, indepe-tOpet
producers as-.Was"fthe intent of the law,

"The re-eisttalolisMilfst', or nsive syaVe.M `of lirried1 holdities
dedicated Tarn p4i3:1-tuitY to 4i.g.cictr1ture could go a long -way toward
rconservineland. California is a major agricultUral area, yet it lost
ovrer.;,1 miliiion acres to urban use sinCe 1942, -and at present -rates
wall lose another 11/2 million acres out of a Vital' of 8 million by

Coptpled with tins ls the need for fair adjudication and protection of water
Lrigkits-A for, the rural poor. For -example, in northern New Mexico small
Previaleisly prodiactive farm holdings are often no longdr viable because, of
the di*ersion of water to ,corporation farms' and industries . in the southern
part oif the State. .

Thmata to the water rights of Indian people are frequent. In Southern
eGaliforrnia we have worked! %with the Soboba reservation which is the only
Ilandhaider in the- "take, area" _not yet compensated for water taken by a

_Mos-Angeles water condirit -system ibuilt' abotat 30 years
Ago. Mere was an abundance of good water on the -reservation 'when the
system was built; the 'present water supply is greatly ,inadequate and the
lbest,eonnpromise now plaSsible is Probably that the metropolitair water system
',Would allow the resermation to tap into the metropolitan, system without
elharge- _for the Arookup, after -vihiah the reservation would have 'to pay for
water,,.-wliffeh they T.hadi available free and in abundance oritginAlly. Other
Szand irr the area,,4tar wlizch compensation has been made, Cs now well watered
-14iroductive farm Itands..,The-xeserwation is barren and unprodtuctrve.

only\the',Amoat--,drannatic or the water problems which-iplaue almost
stir. the,3reservatioms and.rranicherias in southern California.Indiian reservations throuighomit .the 'United, States have had great difil-
ezulty-In -estabrislierng, thieir right to' water for agricultural and micreational
aeveloviment.,Theures6* r:f.Indian Affairs, which is trustee of thin land and
liras beenx-rreasonably vigilant in conserving the land lease.ifselr, has been so
lkax inrvrcitectinig-mivater.,:-righta that -it was a_matter of great' surprise when
the Sraperintemdeint' of 'flite Fort Apache Indian Reservation in Arizona

ehamPloned the Irrihe's, -right to 'develop a Hake on their own land,



in the face of opposition from the powerful Salt River Water Users Associa-
,-tion.Currently at issue are the water rights- of the Pyramid Lake Tribe in

Nevada, who own a magnificent wilderness resou-rce which is losing water
at a rate which threatens the existence of the lake and limits its poten-
tial as an economic resource.

B. Capital and direct loans at little or no interest for farm improvement
are a major need..Administrative rulings within the Farmers Home Admin-
istration, and inadequate airopriations weaken the potential of the Farmers
Home Administration to help the rural Poor. We suggest a re-examination
of the Farm Security Administration program of the 1940's whereby 60-
acre farms complete with house, Well, land, 20 acres clear and 40 'acres
wooded were sold to displaced tenant farmers on- 40-year. mortgages. In
Holmes County, Miss., many such farms begun in this way by Negroes
are today viable and provide stable community leadership and a sound tax
base. _

We know a family in a rural Alabama county which had been successful
tenant farmers for seine years. On January 1, 1966, fire bombs (presumably
designed to get the parents to withdraw their children from the riewly
desegregated school) destroyed their home and all their possessions. This
farmer, in addition to providing for a family of 12, had been able to save
enough cash from his tenant farm operations over a 5-year period to pay
$3,000 toward the $3,150 needed to purchase 40 acres of farm and timber
land. After the fire he applied to the local Farmers Home Administration
for a farm development loan and a loan to build a house. His ASCS cotton
allotment was 3.4 acres. He was refused a loan for hi6' -house on the grounds
of insufficient income. He was given no farm developinent loan, only the
pious hope from a top USDA official that "they could increase their income."

Private funds _for hoe4sing and farm improyement are not available. No
initiative- is forthcoMing from the USD.t. to help the family make their 40
acres viable througb intensive 'farming, wise use of timber, etc. We can cite
similar examples of lack of i3ositive, coordinated assistance to low income-
Negro farmers in other southern counties and,IStates.

We, therefore, strongly u2-ge this Commission to reeiraluate the ASCS and
other policies of the USDA as they affect low income farmers, both in terms
of allotments and services. ,

In many cases the legislative authority exists by which executive agencies
can Meet the Challenges of rural poverty but, too ...ften, bureaucratiC rivalries,
lack of coordination and lack of determined, imaginative staff work at -the
local level trustrate and negate this authority.

C. Small, locally relevant, nondiscriminatory industry is an urgent need.
We recogniie that this will require Federal planning, low interest financing,
perhaps some subsidy and-a coordination of Federal, State and local efforts
in_ a cooperative spirit to provide the laid, the power, the public services
and roads. On-the-job training programs can ;in, most instances be provided
either by the industry itself or ,by small specific short-term efforts.

Rural areas have resotIrces to offer-small industry. Clean air and water
and a- labor .pobl are some of , those. We suggest, h.owever, that the focus
'of the Commission's recommendation be not primarily on what industry
needs but, on ,,What the people and the area .need. National planning is
needed. National planning that will give the poor . and underemployed
access to the means of production is , as logical as national planning of
recreation areas, highway systems, etc. We were told that one agency
of government could not assist a group of individuals to utilize land they
had secured for home building because there were no jobs nearby and they
might haye; to move far employment.Private efforts are struggling against great odds to create such job oppor-
tunities.The successful creation of a silk screen operation in Tahaferro
County, Ga., providing jobs- for over 25 people woRld have been greatly
facilitated -by- Federal assistance. But here, as in rural area's of the North-
west, the urban mentality end orientation of the Small Business Adminis-
tration haS limited assistance from that source. The Economic Development
Corpoiation appears_ to have more understanding of rural needs and oppor-
tunities and should 'be strengthened. But again this resource has not been
available to a.. local group 'of people in Greene 'County, Ala., - who have
developed a cement -block factory which will not only provide materials for,
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self-help housing projects but is developing a commercial market at a com-
petitive cost.The Bureau of Indian Affairs economic development effort is praise.=
worthy in its effort t:) develop industry on reservations, but the effort has
been hampered by lack of investro,mt of private canital in Indian enterprises
because of special restrictions on Indian land. Some 50 industries heNe been
attracted nationwide, most of them requiring fine hand-eye coorlimation in
which Indians have excelled because of their crafts tradition.Tax breaks, factory construction and many other ziminicks are being
used to lure northern industry to southern cities. We suggest thzit economic
inceilitives to the poor themselves to establish and develop relevant industries
in rural areas deserve serious study. The placing of government contracts
to industries in or accessible to rural areas should be aggressively pursued.
The Federal Government_through its contracts has the power to encourage
or require subcontracting to areas of rural need.

D. Special Indian hunting and fishing rights should be protected. Such
rights, often mentioned specifically in the treaties whereby Indian tribes
ceded large portions of the United States to the Federal Government in
return for certain services dnd undisturbed enjoyment of the small remain-
ing proportion of their land and, property, are under attack today in many
parts of the country, notably the Pacific Northwest, the Great Lakes States,
aud Oklahoma. To local game and fisheries enforcement agencies the
existence cif a group of citizens with special privileges may seem to pose
an intolerable obstacle = to the development and enforcement of a rational
conservation program. However, in our experience Indian groups, particu-
larly those which still depend in large measure for their subsistence on
hunting and fishing, are more aware-thants-nOnAndians of the vital im-
portance of conservation of game and fisheries. Approached in a cooperative
rather than a punitive spirit, they will take advantage of opportunitiee to
improve their hunting and fishing resources.The AFSC recently conducted a survey of the controversy over off-
reservation fishing rights of Indian citizens in western Washington State.
From talking with a large number of concerned-Indian people, as well as the
appropriate State and Federal officials. the AFSC drew conclusions and
recommendations which we believe would apply broadly f.n any situation
where treaty-based huntinr and fishing rights are being threatened by non-
Indian interests:Our preliminary report is attached to copies submitted.to the Commission.
We draw your attention particularly to pages 7 and 8, points II, B through
F, and III, A through F. Additional copies are -available on request.III. The nation must address itself in earnest to the "goal of a decent
home and a suitable living environment-for every American' set forth in the
Housing Act of 1949: In .;the....-rural areas -of America shelter -is a problem
second to none. It is composed of such factors ' as lack of access to land,
unavailability of loans, and requirement for local housing authority or
local government 'approval of public housing projects. The 'problem is com-
pounded by- the 'prevalence of employer-owned housing, which puts severe
restrictions on the freedom of farmworkers.The sit-ins- at the Greenville Air Force Base in Mississippi and the
subsequent tent corony in Lafayette- Square in Washington, temporarily .
dramatized one of the major aspects of rural povertythe need for adequate;
shelter. Our experience in rural areas confirms this need. We see daily in'
human terms the need in California for 730,060 units of housing- and the
need in Mississippi for 100,000 units.Forrn farmworkers, employer-ownedor- -contr-olledhousing creates a con-
dition of 20th-cent-u-ry---serfdom.--.Freedom to seek change in working
conditions, to participate in community activities, to receive community
services, to register to vote, to enroll children -in the school of your choice, ,
to change your job become myths. The threat of eviction and loss of job
prevails. -Our experience not only in the 'Deep South but also in Florida, California. t
North Carolina, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania supports this statement.AFSC workers have on a number of occasions been ordered - to leave
camps where they were conferring with farm workers. In January of this
year -staff members were ordered off of an rHA-financed canip, -now under
the control 'of a large labor contractor, where they just had scheduled a
meeting with a small group -of. workers. Our Chester County, Pa., staff lies



been refused admission to grower-controlled housing.to talk with mushroomworkers.
In New. Jersey, ra.n AFSC worker was arrested by a farmer and held atgunpoint by him until State troopers arrived, after he had been invited ontothe camp by the crew leader to help some of his.people fill out social securityapplications. The charges were later dropped.
Eviction was resorted __to extensively in the Delano, Calif., strike.
In North Carolina, after farm labowers had been 2 weeks without work,it was determined, by the Welfare D*.partinent that there was near starva-tion in certain camps and that U.S. Government surplus food was neededto alleviate the situation. Farmers exertedE enough $pressure to force theWelfare Department to reverse itself, and the U.S. Government surplusfood was denied.: A number of churches provided the necessary food. But afarmer let it be known that he would shoot anyone who tried to get on hisfarm to distribuie the food.
In addition, residents of housing enclaves on grower property are oftendenied the benefits of public health services, and community and otherworkers are prevented from communication with them.When a camp is en the property of a private farmer he exerts his right

to deny. entry to itAyone whom he pleases. Ice Florida, the Department ofHealth was denied the right to hold a clinic on one farm until the son ofthe farmer convinced his father that it was a good thing.
Employerfi often excuse low wages because "housing is provided," though

too often tlie housing is inadequate and may have cost the employer nothingfor many a year. The worker should receive his payment in wages. ,Growers and -farmers frequently resist community efforts to buildcommunity,_-owned housing for migrant workers because of their need fora "captive" labor force. A recent headline in the Miami Herald (10/2/66)reads: "Protests May Kill Farm Worker Housing Project: Paholcee Land-lords Organize."
In some southern communities eviction is openly used as a weapon indriving the' Negroes out of the county and State to northern and westerncities. Community development and basic education programs, cooperatives,credit unions rarely reach the "plantation Negro." Rarely does he becomea-part of voter education programs, training programs, etc. Why? Becauseof the threat of eviction, potential or actual and because there is no placeelse to go. One plantation family we know well spent a year and a halfseeking to buy; rent, or Ond land to build on within the school districtwhere their children were enrolled and doing well. Fear kept fellow Negroesfrom renting- or selling; the white community presented a united front,again partly from fear of a few.
The evils of employer owned and/or controlled housing are not squarelyfaced or even recognised by some. Already in the 90th Congress a bzllhas been , introduced to provide "rapid tax amorilzation for farmer-ownedhousing for 'farmworkers. Its sponsor is a real friend of the rural poor butsuch legislation perpetuates and 'expands a basic cause of rural poierty. Allsuch tax gimmicks and special loan programs to individnal farmers for farmlabor housing should be ended at once.The shortage of independent housing:An -rural areas is acute. Need forshelter has high priority. One AFSC staff member working in rural areaswrites: "X used to feel that housing problems were second only to wages inthe farm labor field..I am beginning to feel they are now equal, not second-ary." And wages often, depend on housing. A farm laborer in Pennsylvaniagot a job offer at wageli three !times his present earnings. He couldn't takejit because there was ust no independent, nongrower controlled housingavailable;
Our California staff writes that people who live in' grower-owned housingmay reduce their potential annual employment by as much as one-thirdbecause they, cannot readily work for other employers.Three -large camps built in Florida with Farmers Home Administrationloans to a person who applied as a 4'nonprofit corporation" have been frequentviolators of health regulations and on occasions been closed down. Theoriginal owner now subleases sections of the-camp to individual farmers inthe area. The . farmer uees it to house workers who are working for him.If they want to work for someone else, or change jobs,.be can force them togive in:, housing so that he can have the house available for someone elsewho will work for him at wages he wishes to pay. If a man has a family and



no prospect for other housing he may be forced to accept inferior conditions.The requirement that some Federal housing programs of the Department
of Housing and-Urban Affairs can only reach an area through a local housingauthority, in rural areas not usually very enlightened, prevents many needy
persons and areas from benefiting from these programs.In California such authorities may be established by a local governingbody (city or county board of supervisors) through apointment of com-missioners. Commissioners often have practically no relationship with thepeople needing their services, and they are relatively immune to public
pressure. They act as a power unto themselves, and as experience in TulareCounty suggests, it is difficult to force elective governmental bodies to
exercise control over them.Federally assisted rural rental housing is blocked in Chcster County. Pa.,because of the :requirement that the local government (township) invite orapprove and that the housing must be in an area with a "workable urbanrenewal plan." The rent supplement program provided hope for a break-through. Private nonprofit groups 'could build housing, but the rider to thebill making such supplements available only in areas with a "workablerenewal plan" again discriminates against rural areits.Land is a major factor in meeting the need for rental and independentlyowned rural housing. The Farmers Home Administration can now loan
money for the purchase of land as well as for house construction but the costof land, even the 44, acre necessary, in rural Chester County or the 2 acresdeemed essential in the rural South, or the minimal plots in California, putsboth land and loan at current interest rates 1,Z- of the reach of the poor.

Income qualificat;ons for loans and inadequate loan funds present problems
to the rural poor in search of housing. "=To qualify for self-help housing loans from the Farmers Home Adminis-tration, rural_families must in many cases have incomes above the povertylevel, even though from .their limited funds those families most needinghouses put payment of shelter above all other needs and expenses.. At thesame time 0E0 funds_ for technical assistance for self-help housing groupsare curtailed because the income level required by the Farmers HomeAdministration makes-too high a proportion of participating familiesineligible for assistance by the War on Poverty.Another block-in the achievement of decent housing in rural _areas lies inthe availability of loan _funds. A 1966 Senate committee recommendationmakes it possible for ClEt) to pro-iilde "brick and mortar" grants of $1,500to low income home builders under Title III-B. But funds appropriated by
Congress are so limited for this title that the authOrity is almost meaningless.Similarly .the housing loan authorization for the Farmers Home Adminis-tration is woefully inadeqiiate. In one California project alone, requests forself-help housing loans in 1967 'Will total $800,000- but by *..; Bureau of theBudget rulinig FHA has only. $3 million available nationally for loans toall self-help housing projects in the first quarter of 1967.American Indians are in a special bind. Their lands are held in trust for
them by the Federal Government, and, many live on reservation land owned
collectively by the tribe. _The Farmers Home Administration and most private
lending groups require individual ownership.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development has been particularly
open to the needs of reservation Indians. Since few Tribal Councils resist thecreation of Tribal Housing Authorities, public housing programs on Indianreservations "serve as film example Of progress in meeting the needs of -therural poor. Zut in view ,of the fact that 90 percent of the housing/on Indianreservations is below minimum standards of safety .and decency, publichousing programs meet only a small .portion of the need. Public housingprograms need to be expanded and ways found- to /3rovide housing for
people who don't qualify for public housing assistance. Indians with employ-ment may, actually have poorer housing than unemployed Indians, becausetheir income is too high for them to qualify for public housing assistance,but neither can they qualify for conventional Veterans' Administration orFederal Housing Administration financing because of their special status.A. A coordinated attack on the problem of housing in rural areas shouldhave top priority in the recommendations of this Commission.-

Recommendations should include:(1) the elimination of government support for employer-controled
inga version of the "company town";
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(2) increased authority and appropriations for -direct grant and long-
term low interest (perhaps as low ,as 2 percent) loans for land and. housing;

(3) a- 1967 Homestead Act that' will- make aVailable adequate-size land
holdings to low -incdme families who seek to build or acquire their own homeand which 'would give landless Indians the preferential status they have
now in theory but in' fact have not been able to exercise;

(4) elimination of the artificial 5,500 population ceiling which makes many
individuals ineligible for rural housing loans;

(5), funding and expansion of the rent supplement program to meet the
-needs of -rural- areas;

(6) reevaluation of income requirements for home ownership loans in-cluding proper assessment of priority given to the shelter and current
payments for that shelter ;-

(7)_ funding of existing authority and increased programs for repair and
improvement of existing homes;(8) reevaluation of requirements of housing authorities and/or local
government approval or sponsorship of housing projects and reconsideration-
of the "workable urban renewal plan requirement.'

IV. R.r.ral -education needs tei be upgraded 'drastically if rural people are
to have -the oPportunity to ,breiik-ortt of .the syndrome 'of poverty.

Rural schools demonstrably offer 'fewer courses, lesS adequate equipment,
and often limited and Secondhand bboks.- Teachers in rural schools tend to
have less' training and to be more provincial in their-outlook than teachers
in urban and.- suburban school systemS, and it is difficult to attract well-
qualified teachers :to.- rural school systems: County school boards tend- to set
more restrictive policies and engage in little coordinated, enlightened plan-
ning to correct the deficiencies of local schools. -These inequalities-'found rather generally , in rural school- systems, are
compounded 'particularlY.in the -South: where the dual school system is still
the -predominant pattern, in: spite of the Supreme Court's 'school desegrega-
tion decisions.- and recent efforts bk the Department of Ile-alth, Education
and Welfare to speed the' process "of desegregation through enforceinent of
Title VI of .the Civil Rights Act.' Most Negro schools in the rural South, for
instance, are:not regionally accredited and. do -not- offer courses in physics,
chemistry, foreign languages, and higher :Math. Instead the emphasis, often
expressed in the very- name of the school,- is on vocational skills which ,may
or, mak not' have a market.

An eXample.of the effects of thiS double standard in education comes from
our program in Florida.- We.-hired-.a Negib secretary who had graduated
from .a` rural high school- and taken a secretarial course at a junior college.
She had -mechanical ability and' intelligenee but through no fault of her; 'own,
because of the 'poor:quality of the- sehools she had attended, she was 'edu-
cationally handicapped, ,unable to recognize words or sentence structure or
to spell..- She could not Make the grade as a Secretary and is now doing
substitute teaching in the-very school from whieh shegraduated, perpetuating
a cycle of incompetence...From our California staff comes the observation that vocational educa-
tion is limited and stereotyped. "Aside from limited offerings in math and
English all -that is offered in Tulare Cdunty is carpentry, electricity, and
auto' mechanicsnone of _which lead to employment. Dairy-hand training is
the only clasi that offers the prospect of employment and the only one that
pays a stipend. Therei are tabout 20-men in this. In the entire Central Valley
of California there--are opportunities for fewer- than -100 rural people' to
enroll in MDTA courses leading to more skilled employment."Many, of our rural :citizens are Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, or
Indians, for whom -English is not their first language. Individuals who come
from- 'homes where- English is not spoken or who' -have not used standard
English need special instruction in--English taught as a second language.
The 'quality, of-the' instruction they actually receive in rural schools is often
well-below the 'average 'quality of instruction. for .Englisiv-speaking children
fru the Country aS a whole.

-Rural s:school- systerns need further consolidation', to eliminate dual _school
E4rsteins'' and to provide , for more modern educational equipment and courses.
Particularly iri,:.rural, areas- where average educational- attainment is low,
-schools should serye 'adults as well as children keeping in- mind that -they
are adults and-- thus needJ instructional- materiala ',which will, be -.of interest
ta adults. Professional educators easily forget that adults -who have not had



an opportunity for formal schOoling are not necessarily stupid and havelearned 'a great deal informally. In rural areas the school -often serves asone of the few available institutions capable -of serving as a center for
community development and should be Utilized in this way wherever possible.

Basic education and literacy programs sponsored and -funded underTitle III-B of the Economic Opportunity Act have been of real value.Stipends for students are essential. Massive additional funds for this
program are needed.Where cultural values differ from those of the majority, as among
American Indians or Mexican Americans, these values should be respected.
Education will fail as an antidote to poverty if it is based on the assumption
that Current material middle-class values are the only ones appropriate to
American citizens. Too much of the curriculum in the public schools today
is culturally weighted in favor of those who are "in the mainstream."

V. Accessible services, including aggressive employment services, welfare
offices, medical, cultural, and recreational opportunities, Credit, and legal
aid, are in urgent need in rural areas .

Imaginative nrograms of the War on Poverty have- begun to make sOme
imprOvements. The reCent effort of the Department of Agriculture to providefor regional approaches to the attainment of such services should be
implemented on an expanded scale.A. Some randorn illustrations drawn from our experience can be dupli-
Cited from every rural_area we know. -(I) There is not one full-time employment office in the rural black belt
counties of Alabama. ;You must go to Montgomery or Selma, if you have
the means 6f,transportation and the Cost thereof.

(2) One Farmers Home Administration county supervisor is responsible
for Montgomery and Lowndes Counties;--- Ala.- He spends one-half day
a week in the Lowndes County.-,seat; the balance in Montgomery County.
This imbalance is not unusual. .

(3) A family in a Mississippi. county needing advice_ and help from the
Farmers Home Administration must travel 15 miles (they have rib phone)to discuss their' needs and among the reascins given -for refusing them a
loan was the amount -they owed on their cartheir means of transportation
to available servicei, food stores, and medical care. -(4) The inaccessibility of State ernployment offices in the State of
Washington 'to rural Indians_ and the requirements of weekly visitS to the
offiCe to remain eligible for unemployment insurance makes this prograrn
virtually UseleSs to 'many Indians: Also, becauSe these . Offices are notaccessible many Indians do not ,-- reriort. Therefore they are not counted
statistically as unemployed. ,ThuS-. Federal programS; based on statistical
rates of- unemployment; are not Made available to the areanot because_ the
area does not qualify in terinS 'of real uneinployment, plit because of erroneous
statistics. _--

(5) Florida is no better. A staff member writes:
The welfare office in Belle . Glade is in a new building, three orfour miles, outside of Belle Glade, isolated from any population ,

area. No one lives there, let- alone any poor. Anyone without trans-
- portation must walk, the three or four miles to even get there. The

Okeechobe& Labor Camp is two miles ori the opposite side of Belle
Glade.- They. give -no cash assistance, only grocery 'orders. These are
given at the decision - of the individual case worker., Emergencyhospital and medical care for indigents is als6 provided at the
discretion of the department.There is a building at the city- office in town where the social
security people come once every two weeks to receive people needing
help. A little over a year ago an effort was made to get the Welfare
Department to put someone in that _office in-- town once a week so
that townspeople could, coine there on an apPointed day.' They re-fused to _ consider it.. -If....Ahey _needed help they could get to the
office.-A woman who had an operation and couldn't work and needed

. help for% her' family, had- to walk out therei- got-' a grocerY, order for
one, week,: and at ,the end _of that week had, to walk back - to m'ake a
request for.,another week. ,- -

- Other- eicamples are -the, indigent clinics operated by. the Depart-
ment of Welfare.' In Belle Glade' they are held at the hospital at
noon every day, again isolated and a long walk for those who must go.



The West Palm Beach clinic has recently been moved from the
center of town which is incidentally near a poor area, out to 45th
Street, north. People from Delray Beach, 20 miles south must attend
the indigent clinic there: An indigent psychiatric clinic is operated
in some buildings at the airport, another difficult place to get to.

By contrast, the maternal health division of the Palm Beach
County health department, with Federal' funds for the purpose,
operates a number of excellent Maternal and Infant Welfare clinics
in the midst of the areas served and they are swamped. There is a
new one in Riviera Beach and one in Boynton Beach. This is good
preventive health work, and the people respond because it is accessi-
ble. (Seven clinics weekly are held once a week in the different
areas of need.)

This same pattern of inaccessibility applies in Prince Edward County,
Va., and in Tulare County, Calif., to our, certain knowledge. We suspect it
is a national pattern.

(6) In a Southern State, a young girl lost her eye because the nearest
medical aid was 50 miles away and the cost so high, the family could not

'keep her there for treatment.
(7) In Chester County, Pa., an older man whose feet were amputated

because of inadequate heat in his rural home must go monthly to a central
office that is open_ one-half-day-a month for his surplus food. Those ,who
might help him are often working and unavailable.

(8) From Tulare County, Calif., comes this report confirming the need
for legal services. An agricultural laborer, currently employed pruning
grapes at $1.40 an hour was arrested for drunk driving on January 14. He
paid $55 for bail bond and appeared in justice court on January 25 for
arraignment. A friend came to court with him to translate. This being a
first offense the friend advised he needed no attorney .and should plead
guilty. The man did so and was fined $289 which he -could not pay so he was
sentenced to 50 days in the county jail. Conference with the judge and the
sheriff could produce no moderation of the sentence, although it is usual
to allow people to pay_fines on time. The legal service association could not
take the case because they are precluded from criminal matters. The public
defender cannot enter the case because the judge did not assign it. The man's
rights are Presuined to have been protected because he was told he could
have legal counsel if he wished.

Why do rural areas seem 'to get by-passed in terms of such services? We
believe in part this is due to point No. 1 above in this testimonythe lack
of active organized local leadership. If the Federal Government is serious
about attacking the causes of rural poverty and migration to the cities
by people ill-equipped to cope with the problems of urban life, major sup-
port should be given the development of 'rural community leadership and
organization.

B. What is needed:
(1) A dispersal of services and/or, community service workers into out-

lying areas (branch offices, community workers on a regular schedule, even
visiting homes) is important.

The employment service needs to actually go to the people, especially to
those' who need encouragement after years of experiencing failure or rebuff.
Employment services need to be More employee-oriented in getting employers
to accept and work with employees who need special counseling or who may
come from a different ethnic group.

Welfare services need to be more than grants, but also counseling, inten-
sive working with the people in their home environment, not in an office.
People liave many family problems, but view the welfare worker as mainly a
souzce bf money.

Medical services needed include more home care.
Legal aid 'is universally needed. Legal aid programs should be strength-

ened by proviiion for licensing 'of legal aids who would not need to be
admitted ,to the bar or have a college degree, but who would be required
to have some legal, training and mastery of certain knowledge.

In' this, connection, our experience with teacher aids, nurses' aids, health
aids, and community aids has indicated that indigenoua workers are often
far more knowledgeable and wis6,in these areas of human relations than
outsiders, and that the local people can be -taught the necessary skills to
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operate effectively. These "subprofessional" jobs can provide a way for the
poor to get into service jobs which are meaningful, which make a contri-
bution to our society and provide a way out of poverty into leadership.Such "subprofessional" workers should have opportunity for further study
and hi-service training, so that they can move on to even more responsibleroles. We urge government at all levels and professional associations to
review laws and regulations which might be changed to provide easier entry
into the professions of isoior ,people with theT special social skills needed so
much by our society at prgk...1matit.

(2) Revier0 or ayistmk. ds, including the poor in thieir membership,
should be establisheek v_giliervizpoor people (could Itave kwrie reecourse or means
of appeal. Many loccaLE_ofriceas- providing services are under the control of
those with a stake in tale smitatus quo who sit in judgment cm those applyingfor aid, a process so catleorarding as to destroy easily a person's belief in
himself.(3) Mobile health, empfaisyment, and welfare units on xi regular weekly
schedule are needed:. -

(4) The urban orieritattan of most service agencies nuist be recognized
and a conscions educational effort made to *recognize and appreciate the
needs and probleins of unorganized, dispersed rural people.(5) Our Los Angeles staff suggest that there should be' established in
rural areas from which majOr'filigration to Urban centers is known to occur,
mobile referral centers to provide information and orientation to urban life
to would-be migrants.(6) The experimental Tuskegee Institute Community Education Pro-gram (TICEP) at Tuskegee, Ala., should be studied and adapted for use
elsewhere.VI. Expanded, nationally, uniform and equal coverage under social welfare
laws would do much to break the back of rural poverty and stem the tide
of migration to communities, jobs, and States where benefits are more equi-
table and secure. -

A. All- forms of employment should be cowered by social security and
benefits should- be Increased to provide its beneficiaries with an incomeabove the minimum poverty level. Farmworkers today, whether tenant,
migratory, or settled, get no pensions, work at wages insufficient for daily
needs, let alone savings. Yet present =laws for coverage and the nature -of
their administration mean that this major rural poverty group are in large
measure excluded from full benefits of social security.The President's request for increased social security benefits and for the
use of supplementary -Federal funds provides _ an immediate opportunity
for a strong effort to improve the coverage and administration of this vitaltool for alleviating poverty without having the degradinfg means test at-
tached. For rural people social security is most needed and least available.
The farmworker is the most systematically cheated out of this benefit.

Same farmers in Florida, for ex-ample, collaborate with crew leaders to
switch crews before, the minimum mimber of days worked for one employer
is accumulated by the workers. Other farmworkers and crew leaders deduct
the payments and pocket the deductions without even- bothering to get the
social security number of the worker.From our Chester County, Pa., program we can document the case of a
mushroom grower who up to 1964 never withheld social security from hisworkers and offered the worker who protested a small pay increase as asubstitute. Through the efforts of a local citizens committee, this grower
now covers all his workers. But alert citizen groups are not always at hand
to protect the rights ofh all citizens.

In southern Florida we have ample evidence of evasion of even the limited
social security coverage required. Men and women who had worked as nmch
as 30 years in the migrant stream had either no recorded payments or figures
below $10 for 15 years of work.

'Specifically, we recommend:-
(1) The social security eligibility requirement that farm laborers work- a

specific number _of days (20) for one employer or earn $150 from-him beeliminated. Farmers who deduct social security payments from workers'
salaries are .penalized as was a Farm Workers Co-op in California-initiatedby the AFSC. The take-home pay was less. In an area where pennies are
of -Vital importance, workers selected jobs on the basis of immediate return.
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(2) Coverage of all workers, inciut... g. sharecroppers, day hands, by
this insurance if the employer has event Goo wtorker meeting a -minimum
requirement of hours worked.

(3) The ultimate employer, i.e., in "faratakerk tithe farmer or grsower, Jtotthe labor contractor, shall be responsibl lax---aieduct4aus, recaniikeeping,
reporting, and employer payments. Many- ecrerm-- ,leadem are incapable of
keeping the necessary records, they pay CR/dal Ilftli-aPaskev-tbom their pockets
at the end of a row, and they have no percznaiename bas -chere enforcement
officers can find, them. -

(4) More stringent enforcement of the Utcw... c'eater =eel is needed on
the part of social security officials; for exammttrot., Meld iampections, surprise
visits to farming areas to check up on crew fiesaximr and ers to see that
the law is being obeyed.

Trf-

B. Coverage of farmworkers under uneamplaffors._ ent .inacurance should be
mandatory. In a small two-county area in,W1Issicriittpi, -working members
of 15 families lost their jobs after regtarum thekr ,cchildren in the
school of their -choicethe previously tilleAwhitscilool lalystem. iNo other
jobs could be found in spite of great effort..-Ttivozosbr the-zfamilies -with foui-
and six children ,respectively were entitled2to Atrazt=ot reersiiving ADC. They
were near starvation when our staff diserattereefirthem. 4ffirrily small weeklygrants from a private fund kept these fanailive anclkfm the communitywhere they were leaders. This story is typical, of the "tenant and share-
cropper families of the South who are now 'being replaced by mechanical
cottonpickers, etc., as well as excluded from ,2-obs for racial reasons.

Construction workers . in the North work7:7 or 8 months of the year at
good wages. During cold winter months when construction ceases they are
eligible for uriemployment insurance and do not have to exhaust their savings
resulting _from high employment and high wages. Nor .do they have to
become migrants in search of work.Farmworkers in Florida work 7 or 8 months at wages that allow them
to live at a bare subsistence level. When summer comes and agriculturalwork ceases, they must get into a rickety bus, travel from State to Stateall summer in order to keep alive. One staff member writes: "If there is
any group that needs unemployment insurance more than the farmworker,
I am at a loss to know who it is." Unemployment insurance would enable
the farm worker to remain in Florida for the 4 or 5 summer months, wouldaid him in establishing a permanent home and in- the long run provide a
far more stable work force for the Florida farmer.Our own Farm* Labor Co-op experience is relevant. California has an
optional unemployment insurance law. It is up to the employer. This Co-op,
as employer opted for insurance but the pay deductions required put the
Co-op at such a competitive disadvantage with employers who did not carryunemployment insurance that the protection was dropped. The marginal
existence of- workers and-the hourly pay concept makes voluntary reduction
of wages for long term benefit very difficult. .

C. Inclusion of farm workers of all Icinds under the National Labor Rela-tions Act should be a top priority. In a competitive society to deny the
rights of collective bargaining to selected groups is an anomaly that society
-should no longer tolerate.The anomaly of this situation is illustrated in Chester County, Pa., where
mushroom growing .and cultivating is considered formwork and therefore
not covered by-NLRA, and compost making (an integral part of the mush-room industry) is classified as industrial work and therefore covered byNLRA. Many growers are engaged in both operations. J.B. has worked
for one man for several years on the compost operation. He never received
overtime pay.' He finally-complained to the NLRB and was told he was owed
over $4,000 in overtime. He tried to collect. His employer said, "Take me
to court," then -fired him and evicted him from his house.

Most workers put in 60 to 70 houri a week to support their families. This
grower now uses men for 40 hours in compost and then shifts them to the
farm operation to- avoid overtime. The right- of collective bargaining wouldprotect these workers. As individuals thij are pepwerless. Other farm-
workers areEeven more helpless in secu rightts.

The argument of employers against cower:age on thetibasis of the perishable
nature of craws and -harvesttiine needit tseemors questionable. As someone
noted recently-in 'testimony,,there i notlitinswmonte_perishable than an airline
seat. Furthemmore, un4:_ons Caiiforniat Jhavm Ammizmds of collective bar-
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gaining contrOcts with canneries and other processors wile can be struck ,lt
harvesttime. Contracts which expire well in advance of iharvesttime k. rfe
ample time for contract negotiation.

D. We recommend that the whole public assistance policy be thoroughly'
reviewed and reexaMined in the light of the goals of the President's Waon Poverty; that federal contributions be increased and minimum nationail
standards of eligibility, payment and administration be established pending
the enactment of some form of income guarantee. Public assistance payments-in many Southern States bear no relation to needs, and the nature of theADC administration too often promotes the breakdown of families. un
addition, the administration is often disciriminatory; red tape and arbitrary-decisions impose great hardships on already destitute families. Welfareoffices are inaccessible to families with no public or private transportation-

We can document many and varied instances of the inequity and immo-
rality of the present system. We will illustrate from only a few- We commend
the Southern Regional Council's recent publication, "Public Assistance in the
South" to the Commission for study.The size of payments should meet minimum standards of need and at
least be based on raising the family out of- poverty. The situation of onefamily receiving ADC is a case in point. With six children and no other
source of livelihood except an occasional day of cotton chopping at $3 per
day this family received $31 to $35 per month. Simple multiplication showsthat even with 30 days work a year, the mother's maximum, her total
income would be $510 per year.

Another family writes: "How do you buy food stamps when you don't
have any money coming in?

The red tape, the arbitrary nature of decisions are dramatically illustrated
in the story of L. S. Mrs. S. is the legal guardian of five nieces and nephews.She is illiterate. For over a year since losing her job and being evicted,-she has gone repeatedly 'the 15 or morer.miles to the welfare office for
assistance, each time being told- she needs- additional documents to prove
she is related to these children. First it was the children's birth certificates;then their parents' birth certificates and the father has vanished; then the
grandparents' certificates; then incorrectly filled out forms. Only assistance
from private funds and friends keeps her alive.

Another family was denied commodities because they had $500 in the
bank (a loan from a friend to buy, land on which to farm).

Payments and benefits should be on the basis of need; not tied to the whimor pleasure af individual. For example, in some Southern States awhite man's signature is needed before commodities are made available.Often this aignature is secured at the price of working, without pay, for
the signer for an indeterminate period.

In Pennsylvania; families too old or incapacitated to work drop out of 'the
migrant farm labor stream. One-year residence -requirements denies them
public assistance. Only an active citizens group providing "charity" enables
them to survive this period of ineligibility.

From California, our staff reports the problems faced by Spanish-speaking
families, which form a high percentage of the recipient group in some areas,
because many welfare personnel have limited ability to communicate with
them. _

These are but a few instances of the public assistance problem of rural
people where no caseworker comes to them, and payments are' token.

E. Although some farmworkers are now partially benefiting from inclu-sion in the minimum wage law (Fair Labor. Standards Act as amended
1966) , this is just a beginning. The total working force should be included
and minimums should not -vary according to occupation, though a period of
upgrading for newly covered workers may be necessary.

Farmworkers who are covered will be guaranteed la ntinimum of $1 an
hour in 1967. The President has determined that- any --Yamily of four earning
less than $3,160 is' in poverty. At $1 per hour a man would need to work 60.7
hours for 52 weeks to achieve the poverty ceiling...But farmwork is seasonaland increasingly fewer men find full-time work in agriculture. Statistics
show that the average number of days worked by farm laborers across the
country in 1965 '-was around 120. These families would have to work not
24- but 26-hour days to rise above the poverty level !--In the Mississippi Delta, men and women go out to chop or pick cotton
when there is work. Some whom we know found work 3 to 4 daks a week for



only 7 weeks duiring 1966. They worked 13 hours and earned $3 to .$3.50, aday. Obviously even a $2 per hour would Trot be enough.There are three alternatives: (1) Pay the worker a =minimum of $2 anhour and guarantee him 200 8-hour days of work; (0) pay the workerunemployment insurance; (3) devise a form of negabive income tax .orguarantee of income. Most workers we know prefer No., 1.
VII. The experience of Indian tribes on reservations tuns both positive andnegative lessons to teach concerning rural poverty. We ha-ve drawn examplesfrom our experience withAmerican Indians throughout this testiinony. Tinespecial legal status od Indian tribes calls for separate attention here. Weurge the Commission to heed such experience as tribes themselves and inter-tribal organizations may have to share, since they will t be giving detailedtestimony of particular importance.
The inalienable trust stattis of Indian land and property and the uniquehistorical status of Indian tribes as "dependent domestic-__nations" retaininga degree of residual sovereignty has been a major stumbling block in de-

veloping good relationships between Indians and non-Indians and has beena major factor behind the conditions of abject material poverty which exist
on most Indian reservations today. On many reservationstAhe Indian groupshave retained a spiritual richness, self-confidence, and pride in their identitywhich has compensated in large measure for the physical poverty in whichthey have had to live. On other reservations the paternalistic administration
of services and the debilitating lack of authority for Indians to make decisionsconcerning their own property and community have drained the Indiancommunity of its original self-confidence and independence, creating spiritualas well as material poverty.

There has been a constant temptation in Indian affairs to cut the Gordianknot of regulations and red tape which have demonstrably crippled Indianinitiative and prevented Indian tribes from developing viable economies.We should bear in mind 'that so far each cure-all "solution of the Indianproblem" which hasP been triedthe removal policy of the 1830's, the attackon tribalism by allotting land to individual Indians ill- the 1880's, and' thetermination policy, of the 1950'shas resulted in loss of Indian land; ingreater red tape and bookkeeping by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, increas-ing the cost to the government rather _than decreasing it; and in increased
dependency of Indians on non-Indians. The policy of looking for the magickey which will force- Indians to assimilate into non-Indian society and losetheir separate cultural identity_ has not worked: neither the goals of thenon-Indian majority (to -solve the "Indian problem" and relieve theFederal Government of its special obligation to its Indian citizens) nor thegoals of the Indian people (generally to live happy, fulfilled lives as theydefine happiness and fulfillment) have been achieved. -The experience of reservation. Indians has been instructive in positive
ways as well as negative.- Reservation Indians constitute one of the fewrural groups which have maintained a land base and which have retainedsocieties based on utilization of their corporabe land base. They have been
inhibited unnecessarily in their use ,of 'their land base and in the exercise
of local initiative within their reservation communities, since the Bureau ofIndian Affairs has held the veto power over many major areas of communitylife, including the use of capital resources. Reservation self-government hasbeen very limited, and tribal leadership is still in the process of trying toestablish viable democratic forms of government over 20 years after theenactment 'of the Indian Reorganization Act, which made formal provisionfor limited local self-government.

What can be done in the local community dependent on the reservationland base when decisions are in the hands of local Indian citizens has beendemonstrated by the accomplishments in a few short months of community
action programs on Indian reservations. It is generally acknowledged thatthe most successful community action, programs in the , nation have been onIndian reservations, and Sargent Shriver has pointed out that local self-helpand cooperation are among the basic values of most Indian groups, in spiteof the fact that they have had little opportunity to exercise these valuessince the establishment of the reservation system.

In view of this experience the_ Bureau of Indian Affairs is to be highly
commended for its new policy of delegating as much authority as possible toIndian Tribal Councils, of contracting with Tribal Councils whenever pos-sible to provide community services rather than providing services directly



as it has done Ltraditionally, and of emphasizing community development _and
greatly enhanced educational opportunities. If reservation communities are
allowed to exercise true self-determination and to plan and implement the
programs they feel they need, while their independent land base is proteCted
against further encroachment, great strides should be possible in overcomingthe poverty which has been endemic on most Indian reservations for years.
We hope the Bureau of Indian Affairs will be given sufficient appropriations
by Congress to implement the reforms they are now planning.
Conclusion

In summary we would say that single uncoordinated pop shots at theproblem of rural poverty may salve consciences but they leave the basic
issues untouched.

The full integration of rural people into the economic life of this nationas equals with their urban and industrial counterparts in terms of rightsand benefits is essential. Rural citizens should have the same opportunities
and services as urban and industrial citizens. They should not be denied the
resources and the freedom to live and ,work, how and where they will. Only
then will forced migration be ended and the quality of both urban and rural
areas x-aised.

In attacking poverty, there is still the underlying belief, on the part of
far too many people that people are poor because of--their own inadequacies.
So we design programs to remove these inadequacies. Our experience in-
dicates that if we are to have a great or good society we must so restructure
our society and its institutions as to meet the needs and aspirations of people
rather than continue-to try and change people to fit the needs and capabilities

-Of the institutions we have created.
STATEMENT- SUBMITTED BY JAMES G. PATTON, PAST PRESIDENT,

NATIONAL FARMERS UNION
We have made sonic remarkable gains in the past 6 years. And we suf-

fered some disappointments.
Let me speak first tof the gains.
I take a good bit of pride in being able to say that in 1961 t rannouncedplans to form a national committee to work toward the elimii-nation of

poverty in America and appointed a National Policy Committee-zon Pockets
of Poverty. Former President Harry S. Truman served as honorary chairman
and we had many other distinguished members.

That was the first time, broadly speaking, that any such declaration had
been made in more than_ 20. years.

There was, shall we say, a renewal of interest in the problems of thepoor very evident 'in Washington that spring.
John Kennedy, in his inaugural had said, "If a free. society cannot helpthe many who are poor,._it cannot save the few who are rich."
But it had been more than 20 years since there had been any noticeablepublic recognition of the problem of poverty, and when we announced ourplans must say we received-a rather cool reception.It wasn't until 3 years later that President Johnson reeilly made thecountry aware of the misery of the poor.
The publication_ dates of the literature on poverty tell the transition verywell.-
Ken Galbraith's "The Affluent-Society" was published ifl 1958.
But almost everything else in the flood of books that have come forth inrecent years on the poor and their problems have been printed since 1961.

Ben Bagdikian's ."In the Midst of Plenty",came- out in 1964; Glazer and
Monihan's "Beyond-the Melting Pot" was printed in-1964; Michael Harring-ton's "The Other America" in 1963; Edgar' May's "The Wasted American"
in 1964; Harry Caudill's "Night Comes to the Cumberlands" in 1963; and"The Talk in Vandalia" by Joseph Lyford in 1962.

By 'and large,- this' is a sad commentarythere had been little published
about the aching sore of poverty for 20-plus years.

To a marked degree the literature of an era reflects the mood of the
peo]ple.

Remember the literature of the, thirties. "You- Have Seen Their Faces SIP
by -Margaret Bourrke-White and---Erskine Caldwell; "Seven Lean Years" by
Thomas Wooten;:.aDr.- Will Alexander's "Collapse of Cotton Tenancy,","Let
Us Now Z-Praise Famous Men"' by James Agee and Walker Evans, Artkur



Raper's "Tenants of the Almighty," John Steinbeck's "Grapes of Wrath,""An American Exodus" by Dorothea Lange and Paul Taylorthese andmany more plus Pare Lorentz's movies "The Plow That Broke the Plains"
and "The kiver,"-- and Roy. Strykei's photographs, all made America con-
scious of the trOubles of the dimadvantaged----all reflected a common concern.

But think of the years that elapsed between "The Grapes of Wrath" and
"The Other Americeza."

Heaven be praised, we did, in the awakening days of the sixties, face up
to the sad and hidden side of our economy. No better words have ever beenspoken about the necessity for helping the poor than President Johnson
uttered in his message to Congress announcing the War on Poverty.He spoke of the good Americans who have struggled through the years
toward a better life where every citizen shares all the opportunities of hissociety, in which every, man has a chance to advance his welfare to the
limit of his capacities.

The President said:
We have come a long ways toward this goaL
We still have a long way to go.The distance which remains is the great unfinished work of our

society.The war on poverty is not a: struggle siMPly to support people, to
make them dependent on the generosity of others.

It is a struggle to give people a chance.
It is an effort to allow them to develop and use their capacities, as

we have been allowed to develop and use ours, so they can share, as
others share, in the promise of this Nation.

We do this first of all because it is right that we should.
The President's statement was one of the finest he, or any other President,

ever delivered.It provided a wonderful climax to the rising tide of recognition that we,
in this cO'untry, were faced with the awesome responsibility of doing some-
thing about a problem we had swept under the bed for two decades.

SLow PROGRESS
What has happened since?
Not as much as should have happened.
Part of the blame can- be laid to the war in Vietnam.
Part of the- blame can be laid to the apathy that too often follows the first

enthusiasms of a n crusade.
Some people have become discouraged because the miracles they dreamed

of did not come to pass over ..night.Some people have become discoUraged because of the difficulties-tliat
arise when any large-scale effort, involving hundreds of thousands of
people, gets "hung up an redtape.

We who have spent our lives working on farm programs and rural develop-ment programs are really not surprised at the slow rate of progress. But
we are disappointed.How many times did we march forth to get for farmers-their fairs share of
the pie only to be thrown back?

How many times did we see our .fellow warriors fall out when the going
got rough?Even today, though we have made notable gains, we cannot claim total
victory. _And we have been working for parity for how many years? Is it 30?
Or 40; It ia 40! Shades cif McNary-Haugen!

GAINS = NOTED
What do I sees on the* positive side in the War on Poverty in rural areas?For one thing, I like what has _.happened to the Farmers Home

Administration. .There is an agency that won its spurs in the poverty battle in the thirties
and then .was put -on the shelf.

During the = sixties the ,Farmers Home Administration has been restored
to the positien, of being a real- battler in the poverty fight. ---

Within the authorization given to it by Congress and new impetus by a
concerned Administration since 1961, the Farmers Home Administration
has done an -admirable job of helping ,to strengthen family farm agriculture



in America through its supervised credit programs.For instance, in fiscal 1960 less than 3,000 farm ownership loans weremade by thie agency for a total of $56.6 million. Six years `tater, the agencymade more:than 14,200 such loans for a total of $233.2 million. These loanswere made to farmers that were unable to get credit elsewhere and theremarkable!thing about this particular loan program is that a recent surveyshows that _the average farm ownership borrower increased his gross incomefrom $9,000 to more than $17,000 per year.Currently there are over 72,000 farmerS using this program--most ofwhom, without this program, would have been forced to leave the landand move to urban areas in search of employment.We have been losing family farmers at the rate of about 100,000 a yearfor the past 25 years, many of whom can be found today living in poverty-level conditions 'either in rural areas or in our cities.Since 1961, the Farmers Home Administration has supplied negily $1.6billion in farm operating credit. This is a half billion more than -was avail-able in the previous 6 years. While Congress last year increased theauthorization for this program to $350 million for this year, now theBureau of the Budget has cut it by $75 million.This is ridiculous and,tragic. -The need for farm operating credit has doubled since 1960. In view ofthis, plus the fact that farmers are being asked to put an additional 26million acres back into production this yearrequh-ing at least another$2.5 billion in operating creditthe Farmers Home Administration shouldhave at least $700 to $800 million available for this program and this wouldonly represent about 5 percent of the total operating credit needed for the1967 crop year.In this day of modern agriculture, with the enormous capital inputneeded to operate, to deny a farmer a source of operating credit is to denyhim the right to farm and the right to make a living. Credit is just as vitalto his survival as good prices.
The Farmers Home Administration has also done .an rout-Standing job inhelping rural people other than farm families.
/Improvements in the rural housing program since 1961 have made itpossible now for the agency to provide about $400 Imillion annually toimprove rural housing in -rural areas up to 5,500 - population with specialprovisions for renior citizen and farm labor housing:
In the period from January 1, p1961, through June 30, 1966, the agencymade over $850 miilion in rural housing loans as compared to $182 millionin the. previous 6 years. This is real progress.In helping to improve our rural communities, the Farmers Home Admin-istration hs been given some 'new -and _effective tools. Prior to 1961, theagency loaned less than a million dollars annually to help rural communitiesconstruct water systems. With its new loan program, the Farmers HomeAdministration can now provide loan and grant assistance to constructor improve not only water systems but waste disposal Systems as well forabout 1,400 communities each year.The agency's economic opportunity loam program is a modest programand has been in operation only 2 years. Yet, in this period it has providedloan assistance to low income rural people in nearly 40,000 families. Thisis only a drop in the bucket when you consider that nearly half of all thepoverty-level people in this nation can be found in rural areas where lessthan a third of ou ". population reside.
And though we all bemoan the small percentage of Economic Opportunityfunds Abet- have reached rural areas, we must in all honesty recognize thedifficulty of dealing t th the part of our economy that 5s unorganized, .hasno planners, few spo.....sinen, and just from sheer physical standpoint iadarned hard tzt reach.We- do know that three Get of every four rural counties have turnedto the Office of Economic Opportunity for help, that more than 100,000ruraLzileaders have become involved in planning projects to upgrade theircommunities.
The-vPresident, just last -Rovember, noted that special loan programs arehelping .our rural -poor and that almost one-third of our poverty funds aregoing-Ito, Pructal America. During the last session of Congress a specialprovision was placed in the Economic OpPortunity Act to encourage thedirectesm-cof -a larger share of funds into rural. areas.



We have made remarkable increases in extending the food stamp programs
and the school lunch programs to rural areas.Thousands of communities can tell of really remarkable gains under
Head Start and Job Corps programs and the Neighborhood Youth Corps.

Statistics show what is happening:On June 30, 1965, there were 156 community action agencies (CAA) in
operation covering 361 counties. A year later there were 643 such agenciescovering 1,451 countiesa quadrupling of rural 0E0 effort.Rural programs for Summer Head Start in fiscal 1966 received $42.5
million compared to $28 million in fiscal 1965.Neighborhood Youth Corps in rural areas got $9.9 million this past year,
which represents more than 30 percent of the total NYC grants.More than 34 percent of all funds for the Work Experience programs
are now going to rural areas. -

The Green Thumb project, in which I have a special interest because of its
close-connection with Farmera Union, is another fine example of an imagina-
tive approach to a previously pretty much ignored problem. Here we had
elderly people, wanting work, capable of work, and without jobs. At the same
time we had millions of miles of roadside that were drab, scarred, and ugly.

In one year the men hired under this program planted over 400,000 trees,
beautified several thousand miles of roadside, constructed dozens of rest
areas. And these were men that society had placed on the retired list.

We can take satisfaction from the gains made on many fronts.
We see glimpses of the Great Society.

THE PACE Too Stow
But the pace, gentlemen, the pace at which we are traveling is far, far

too slow.Take rural housing for instance.
There are -some 3 million substandard houses in rural America-1 million

of them are in such a dilapidated condition that they are unfit to live in. The
other 2 million homes are rapidly deteriorating.While the $400 million we can now loan through FHA for rural housingis 10 times better than what we were doing in 1960, it falls far short of
what is actually needed. ,

Consider, if you- will, that at best we can replace only about 40,000 ofthese dilapidated homes each year under the present rural housing loanprogram; it will take 25 years to replace the dilapidated homes. By thattime most of the other 2 million deteriorating homes will have becomedilapidated and we find ourselves 25 years from now a whopping 60 years
behind. Instead of moving forward in solving the rural housing program,under present programs we are falling behind at double the rate of progress.

Let'a take the problem of rural communities.There still remain some 30,000 rural areas in the United States that have
no central water supply systems. There are many more than 30,000 that do
not have central waste disposal systems. There are thousands of rural towns
whose water and sewer systems Are in need of major improvement.

Without these minimum basic facilities, these rural communities, of
course, are without any vestige of protection, without any hope of attracting
new business, and the !axiality of living in these communitiesto say nothing
of the lack of economic opportunityinsures the continued massive migra-
tion of rural people to the already congested cities.The task of financing' a better. rural America is far, from insurmountable.

One major way would be to vastly expand the supervised credit programsthat hi.ve proven so successful in the Farmers Home Administration. Under
current programs, this agency has extended more than $7.8 billion to rural
people. And, mind you, these are to people and associations of yseople, who
cannot and could not get credit elsewhere.

Bad credit risks? Quite the contrary.Of. the $7.8 billion that has been advanced, the agency has collected mere
than $5.4 billion. Interest collections alone are 14 times the write-offs on
debts that have T been deemed uncollectable. The total write-off rate was
seven-tenths of one percent at the end of fiscal 1966.I submit that in vieW of this record we can build the homes, the water
systems, the, sewer-systems, the recreation .developments and, yes _provide--
the necessary credit to save ourev.faMily-type-farms:--And- we dan do it, as
FHA has shown, at practically n &1st to the takiinyer.
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The only thing that stands in the way of getting at the job is a book-
keeper's mentality in the Bureau of the Budget.We have community aetion plans, but they are paper plans without
financial support.The only way that the very poor can ever obtain decent housing isthrough some sort of subsidy. Congress has authorized a rural housinggrant program, a program that would place a tight roof on a widow's
home, bring running water and a bath into the house of an elderly couple.
But Congress, for 3 years, has refused to appropriate funds needed to keep
this vital program going.The only way that small farmers can ,get the credit they need to operatetheir farms is through the Farmers Home Administration. In this caseCongress has authorized and provided the funds, but the Bureau of the
Budget has held up the expenditure of the amount provided.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
What should be done?As a starter I believe that we should really begin to make use of the

programs that are already on the books.
Then we should take a _serious look at hnplementing a proposal that has

been made in various forms, the idea of a guaranteed annual income for
those who cannot be- gainfully employed.In addition, I believe we should pay more attention to these who say
that the GOvernment should set about creating jobs.We should adopt a national rural land and farm and small business
policy that will favor the family farmer and the locally owned small business.

We should have a national policy that sets guidelines on the number of
farms that are needed to (1) support a well-rounded community develop-
ment, and (2) keep the maximum number of people on the land.We must start now, to build 350 new cities right out in the middle of the
wide open spaces. I mean cities that offer everything to everyone. The best
schools, librariee, community centers, recreation, the full array of job oppor-
tunities. Jobs 3.L..r skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled :workers.These communities should provide all the services we have come toexpect---plumbers, electricians, dentists, doctors, clinics, hospitalsand a
combination of small businesses and industries. Around these towns should
be -a mixture of full-size and small farmsa highly diversified set of farms.Farms to match the skills and abilities of a wide range of farmers.

We must make it possible for all those who live in the cities and yearn for
the pleasures of country life to get back into the countryside.

This can be done. We who aspire to place a man on the moon can placetens of thousands, hundreds of thousands, of men out in the open areas of
our own land.We must wipe out the slum ghettoswhether urban or ruraland provide
a decent home for every American family, within a decade.

We must provide, for all Americans, educational opportunity up to thelimits of their abilities and ambitions, at costs within their means.Is it shocking to say we should spend 10 times as much in the War on
Poverty as we are now spending?Would it really cripple the coOntry to fight a war in Vietnam and a war
on the home front, too?de not believe that -we yet realize the unseen revolution that has taken
place in our capacity to produce. .

In our life span we have escalated from the sharing of too littlethedividing of scarcityto the stage where we can nteet all human needs.
I believe we have the capitali-the technical know-how, and the human andnatural resources to permit all of usall Americansto live in comfort

with dignity.I am not concerned one iota with the fact-that many of our underprivileged
and underendowed citizens may take more from society than they give. This
is a price that we must pay for past neglect and past mistakes.It would be a wonderful world indeed if each of us were blessed with,
or had been able to acquire, the highest level of skill end talent.

But let's face it. Many- of our people are handicappedthey are handi-
capped beeause they were born on the wrong side of the tracks, or becausethey are mentally or physically ill, because-of their race, because of a lack
of education, because of age, because they live in a part of the country that
offers little in the way of opportunity.
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I believe that we can -make it possible for all these people to live at a
decent level.

And as we set about this task, I believe that we should work much harderthan we have worked before ,to see that the rural part of America, thepeople in the rural part of America, get their full share of attention.
To me it is absurd that we have allowed our, population to be so crowded

together that 70 percent now rest ...on 1 percent of our land.
We must reverse this trend.
President Johnson stated the 'case very well at Dallastown, Pa., last fall:

History records, a long, hard struggle to establish man's right to
go where he pleases and to live where he chooses. It took many

-- centuriesand many bloody revolutionsto break the chains that
bound him to a _particular plot . of land, or, confined him within the
Walls of a particular community.

We lose that freedom -when our children are obliged to live some-where else, that is, if they want a job or if they want a decent
education.

Not ju'it sentiment demands that we do mare to help our farms
and our rural communities.

. I think the welfare of this Nation demands it. And strange-as it
may, seem, I think the future of the cities of America demands it, too.

In conclusion I would like to place one thought before you concerning
what I believe to be a' critical situation in rural Americathe future of our
family farm system.

I have deliberately steered clear of talking about the War on Poverty in
--rUral areas -in terms of farmeis, because Lam. well- aware that four out of
five of our rural people are not farmers and "-that in any- consideration of
rural poverty we must talk in, and think in, terms of all rural people.

But I Must narrow the context of my remarks for a moment and talk of a
strictly farm problem. .

I read the other day in the Washington Post that the family-type farm is
now being tried out in Russia,' With :good results: It seems that the Russians
have at last discovered .that under the family-farm system the land "is no
longer an orphan, but'responds to4ts master:"

This is rather ironic:when JìÜ this country we often appear on the verge
of turning our back on the family farm.

Last fall the National Catholic Rural Life Conference, in a statement on
family-farm policy, had this to say:

Today, powerful forces are at work which endanger the family-
'farin system. We consider the swift-moving revolution now taking
place in agriculture serious enough to- demand ,.far-reaching changes
iri this Nation's land and :agricultural policy . . .

Labor efficiency has beCome a fetish . . onlY a small percentage
of rural peoPle -are aWare of the growth of- contract farming and its
deeper meanin-g. . . . The lifilitation of the, capital and creditresources of farm families constitutes a vacuum which occasions
buying into the agricultural industry by nonfarm investors and
cOrporations. If this trend continues until such investors and
corporations gain control of agriculture, the family-farm system
will be destroyed.

SUMMARY
1. Raise net farm income for family-farmers at once.
2. Provide - by -Federal action a fully adequate cost-of-living cash_ income

--for everyone in America on an anmial basis.
3. Provide national health insurance through the Federal Government for

alI people in the United States:
4; Make formal ,..and informal-, education free to all from birth to death.

Provide ,(full opportunity to- the limit of each person's desire and capability.
5: -Adopt_ a'.rear.,r.Right ,To ,A Job" Full Employment Act. This law should

be fully impleniented at'zill-levels. of:Government.
r 6: CongresS shoUld., adopt a direct :policy of encouragemeht of . family

farming-t,-4,in America. - Qualified,; family . farmers shuuld be licensed to farm.
Farmers 'are the only ,`skilled,i ,professional, or business men- who are not
licensed in some fashion to practice their -.skill. An opportunity should be
open fOr young people to enter farming rand to -; Create ne,w businesses.



Yardstick integrated processing, storage, and chainstore cooperatives should
be established.7. The Federal, State, and local governments should take every steppossible to stop_ exporting poverty from rural areas to the city. Eradicate
poverty where it is nowin rural America, urban America, among the
lonely, the sick, and the handicapped.

8. Build 350 new three-level cities of 150,000 population right out in themiddle of rural America. Connect all population centers with high-speed
300- to 400-mile-per-hour underground tube trains. Eliminate _polluted air,
water, and soil.9._Fully implement the programs already on the books. The Budget Bureau
should stop its fancy juggling and allow the expenditures to be made which
Congress has authorized and appropriated.10. We must build a quality America for ali Americans. We must learn
to live with abundance and like it.11. We do notexcept to massage our, ego--need to go" to the moon
immediately, _but we -have long since passed the day when we should haveeliminated poverty in America. Our primary goal should be to reach a full
parity of living for all Americans before we, reach the ,moon.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY SARGENT SHRIVER, DIRECTOR, OFFICE

OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
A few generations ago, rural America was the glory of this country. Our

farms and ssmall towns were the symbol of 'freedom and plenty. They were
the cradle of American individualityAmerican independence. I might say,
the cradle of the American character.Todaylike our rivers, our lakes, the air we breathei-ural America has
become the victim, of a changing world. The small farmstronghold of the
familylike "the rivers and the redwoods -lias been overtaken by technology.
And, along_ with the blessings of technology, we haVe also reaped anotherharvesta rural America in whick millions of onr people live and die in a
cultiire of poverty.While America moves ahead in material affluence, these citizens have no
share in it. These men, women, and children are paying for our technological
advances with their substandard homea, their inadequate food and clothing,
their lack of education, and their hopelessness.There is a deep concern among, us for cleansing the air we breathe and
restoring our streams and rivers'. We know this as conservation of resources.

I am here today to plead the need 'Ed....another kind of conservationthe
conservation of our rural people.

It is not easy to map out the wasteland of rural poverty in a single stroke.There is a declining demand for agricultural manpower. Rural poor are
isolated people. There is a dearth of connnunity resources and leadership.
The old and the very young are loft behind as the youth leaves- for the cities.
And even greater handicaps afflict the Negroes, Mexican Americans, and
other minority groups; .

Poverty is to, be found in all rural areas of the United States. But the
incidence is *heaviest in the South. A study of 1,616 counties in the United
States, based on poverty indicators such as welfare recipients, housing, and
educational levels, shows that rural counties are the poorest .in the United
States and furthermore that this poverty' is conCentrated along, the Coastal
Plains- from Virginia to' Texaa, throughout Appalachia, and in the Mississippi
Delta. Smaller-but, nonetheless severe_ pockets of poverty are- to be found
in_r_Fura.1 . areas in -Eh-6, "Nósrth, East, Micl-c.4est, and Far West regions. These

. are only some faCtors of ;poverty in rural America. You have heard many
more- disCussed, in detail:both' in Tucson, and in Memphis. I do not- intend to /
elaborate: on them here.WhaVI 'wish to" address, myself ',to is .the concepts and the programs _with

_ whieh 0E0. is attacking Ajural poverty, .

To,..:begin.'ivith; We, are using .'the community, action aPproach; We know
that'other 'apPioa*Chs -have been Mane, :some of them very effective. But
because they' have not been coordinated,' they haNie failed to aChieve
permanent change.,Operating at grassroots level, in direct response to local ,needs, a comf_

.-.Munity .aCtion Agendy draws in ,the entire coMmunity, middle class and prior
alike. .What. I am ,trying to say, here is that: the, primary .function of COM-



munity action is to activate and coordinate all resources, or to create newresources, public and private, in combating poverty. In this, the poor havea voice in the decisions affecting them. -

Just how many rural communities have moved into community action inthis 0E0 program?
, At the end of fiscal 1965, the number was 156. It covered 361 of the 2,464_
rural counties in the United States.

Now there are four times that number-613 community action ,agencies
serving 1,535 rural counties. And 223 of these are among the 300 lowestincome counties in 'the country, based on per capita income.At the end of Deceinber 1966, the community action program of 0E0 had
made grants of $301 million-28 percent of all CAP money granted to thatdate. This money we-iit to programs, for farm people, people in small towns,migrants, and Indians.

We know that.this is not enough. But it is a beginning. It is the beginningof putting the community action concept to work.
Our experience is shortonly 2 years. But we have already learned that

community action agencies throughout rural America have already, in thisbrief time, moved forward in significant ways.These agencies have carried out the coordinating and catalytic functions
'of community action. They have developed effective programs to attack the

-'- root causes of their local poverty. Poor people are finding hope and help inprograms of adult education and Head Start, vocational training, health
services, legal services, Neighborhood Youth Corps; programs that help
them learn how to grow a marketable crop, and help them join a cooperativeto get a good price for it.

One of our very popular programs is Green Thumb, a pilot demonstrationproject funded by 0E0 Under the Nelson amendment.
Let's look briefly at one umbrella-type CAA serving nine very poor counties.The Tennessee Elk River Valley Association covers a region which has allof the characteristics of an economically depressed rural area. The CAA isusing Federal, State, and local resources in serving 225,000 people in aregion which has lost 40,000 in population since 1950. About half of thepeople earn less than_$3,000, and one-fifth earn less than $1,000 per year.The association operates a neighborhood center program through 4 primarycenters and 28 subcenters. It provides health, job placement, consumer edu-

. cation, homemaking, education, and neighborhood mobilization servicesthrough its centers. Programs operated by the Elk River CAA includeHead Start, Neighborhood Youth Corps, Upward Bound, Legal Services,
Medicare Alert, and Home Start (an outreach progrard to Head Start fami-
lies). Other examples include: Arvac, Ark.; Cumberland, Ky.; Shawnee, Ill.;Northwest, N.J. This is not all that the CAA is involved in, but it isenough to show what is being done in hundreds of rural community actionagencies all over the'country.
Indians e

The community actibn agency has proved to be an especially useful instru-ment in serving the needs of American Indians who remain on reservations.The Office of Special Field Programs in CAP has been instrumental inhelping Indians define and articulate their needs, and developing the plansfor solving their own problems. Head Start has been a particularly valuabletraining ground for Indian children, by serving as a cultural bridge betweenlife on the reservation and their public school experience.
We have developed a__Oooperative low rent housing program on the LeechLake, White Earth, and Red Lake' (Minn.) Reservations. Joint efforts of0E0, MDTA, HUD,.BIA, and HEW undergird this effort. This joint ventureprovided 'for the conbtruction of 45 homes while training 90 local residentsin home construction. In one such pilot project, 7 of the 30 trainees received

journeyman's cards from the Building- Trades Union and the others receivedapprenticeship ,cards after a year of additional training. In summary, 0E0has Made 108 separate grants to Ainerican Indians, totaling' $23 million inantipoverty efforts; auring the past 2 years.
Migrants

Another disadvantaged group which has been the object of special atten-tion is the seasonal agricultural- worker. This 'group rivals any other in oursociety in being isolated from the benefits of economic growth 4ind progress.



Again, 0E0 defines its role as being the catalyst in the center of many
programs which heretofore have been less than effective in dealing with
the problems of migrants. A look at the results from 2 years of operation
indicates that we have achieved some success.A major breakthrough has been achieved in basic adult education. Many
migrants are getting the opportunity to receive elementary literacy training
for the _first time. Day care programs have provided protective care, nutri-
tionally balanced meals, and basic educational training for the children ofmigrant farmworkers. Self-help housing has made a substantial impact in
the areas where it has been undertaken. Migrant heads of households have
learned a useful skill while providing improved housing for their families.
An- excellent example of how this program works can be seen in Tulare
County; Calif. In this community, 50 houses have been -completed under the
self-help plan. The goal is to complete 250 homes per year in the county. .

For the entire country, $50 million has been appropriated and spent for
migrant projects during 2 years of operation. Programs have been conducted
in 35 States, under 96 separate grants, and serving approximately 150,000
people.In making application for 0E0 funds, sponsoring groups have been
encouraged to be as inventive and imaginative as possible in developing
programs. With the increasing mechanization of agriculture, even more
imaginative programs will be required in the future if this segment of our
people is to escape permanently the encumbering conditions of poverty.
Future Thrust

For many rural areas, the organizational phase of the community action
program s is now past its peak. Emphasis for the future must be placed on
improving the quality of programs in operation, upgrading program content,personnel, operation, and administration. Our emphasis will also be on
expanding services in order to reach every poor family needing them, and
the search for better ways to deliver the services which are needed. We
view the community action program concept as a dynamic and ever-changing
idea, which it must be in order to serve the needs of poor people in a dynamic
and ever-changing economy.For many other rural areas, the organizational phase has not yet started.
In these areas, racial discrimination, long-entrenched "courthouse" stand-
patism, or simply the lack of any community organization on. which to buildhave kept community action from even getting off the ground. There areno simple solutions here. The fact that you as a Presidential commission
are devoting your time and talents to seeking---s-Olutions to rural poyerty
is adequate evidence of this.
The Job Corps

Although community action1IS the primary instrument for serving theneeds of our rural poor, other 0E0 programs are playing a vital .role in
the total effort against poverty, by supplementing education and training
services, and dealing with special segments of the rural population. The
Job Corps- is'-"one such program.This program consists of 113 urban and conservation training centers,
which are designed ,to provide work experience, and educationaL_and vo-
cational training for young men and women 16 to 21 years of age who are
poor.- Job Corps expenditures for fiscal year 1967 are expected to approxi-
mate $355 million, and mill provide services for 89,000 young people. Forty
percent of all Job, Corps training slots are ,earmarked for youth from ruralareas, and this translates _into more than $140 million in direct pay and
allowances, plus training and support costs for the rural-oriented segment
of the poor youth population.Construction- work on the centers located, ,in rural areas has amounted
to over ,4180 million. , .The impact,locally of the presence of: a conservation center is a direct
dollar, input of $1 million a year, nearly , half in salaries aml wages of '
staff and in the corpsmen's - monthly checks. In the case of larger centers
like McCoy, Wis., this direct input would be in excess of -$5 million a. year.
Altogether centers located in rural -America have a direct dollar input 'in
the-range-of $100 Million a ,year.- By the economist's usual-formula the total
economic - impact :`would _be_ something between $200 -and $300 million a year.

In addition, Job Corps .boys and girls are sending home allotments of



more than $1 million a montha direct cash assistance to families in rural
areas where cash is in short supply. For example, since 1965, allotments
to Mississippi totaled $442,940; to Tennessee, $323,100; to Texas, $1,264,880;
to Alabama, $551,747; and to Louisiana, $535,820.
Neighborhood Youth Corps

The Neighborhood Youtli" CöIjs serves the poor youth Population within
the same age range as the Job Corps. The primary difference is that the
youth who enters NYC does not live in a home environment which is so
disruptive or deficient that he must be provided a different residential setting
before efforts to increase his employability are fittempted.The NYC funds available in fiscal year 1967, $325 milIiwill make
125,000 enrolee spaces available in .the in-selool program, Immo spaces
available in the out-of-school program, and 1q35,000 spaces nrtin summer
program. Given the fact that 30 perceni of the program's euubrialiment is in
rural NYC projects, more then $100 million _will be paid *unmoor youth
for useful work performed in their communities. This undouhteenwiwill have

-a substantial impact indirectly on rAziral communities and dlirfiretlay on the
recipients.
Volunteers In Service To AmericaVISTA

One program which has less 'Urea- monetazry --impact on. -ramie' I .pioverty,
but which is regarded as an increasingly effeotive' tool in fig4itrpoverty,
is the Volunteers In Service To America. Thti- program uses. EiJi1y moti-
vated men and women 18 years of age'D,and older as teachertr- asocial aids,
health aids, and counselors to the.poor. At the end of Decenvibur.121966, 1,478
VISTA volunteers, about 50 percent -of 4'be total, were weriking in rural
areas, -slightly more than a third of whom were with the migraifit wild Indian
program. .

The VISTA program both complements and supplements other rural anti-
poverty programs sponsored by the Office of Economic Opportunity by
providing services in isolated individual poverty situations. VISTA volun-teers can be effective as forerunners to community action. Today, there
are ex-volunteers serving as full-time employees in rural CAA's, The shape
and -design-of VISTA's program for the future will also emphasize-service
in areas -which can effectively complement other major antipoverty efforts.
This means that more than half of all volunteers will. continue to serve in
deprived rural communities.
Work Experience

The work experience program has been effectively utilized in rural
poverty areas. Forty percent of the enrollees, all of whom are on Welfare
rolls and unquestionably among the hard-core poor, are residents of rural
communities. This program provides work experience and job-training
'opportunities for adults unable to support themselves and their families.
The total funds available for.,use in rural areas this fiscal year are $40
million, which will proVide comprehenAive supportive services, job experienter
training, .ilnd maintenance support for nearly 33,000 rural inhabitants.
Rural-Loans .

One final-example of antipoverty efforts now underway in ruraLareas is
the rural loan prograM. The objective of this progratn is to increase the
ability of poor rural families to raise their incomes through.their individual
efforts or_in cooperation with others by making capital available to them on
reasonable terms. Loans are not made to individual applicants nor to co-
-operatives where credit is available at reasonable rates and terms from
Other sources in the area.

Total funding for fiscal year 1967 is $39 million,' which will provide for
11,400 initial individual loans and 6,400 cooperative loans. The impact
'is substantial because 87,000 persons in the families of loan ripients are

--,expected to benefit frotl 'these loans. As of the endlcif December 1966, 34,000
loans ha& been granted to'40,000 individuals and members of rural-based
cooperatives: s.

Problems and COnclusions
In this discussion so ,far, I have tried to convey to you the gravity with

which we view the challenge of fighting, poverty in rural America; our
concepts for meeting the rural poverty problem; and the focus of 0E0

,



programs which are now in operation in poor rural communities. I would
welcome your questions on these points.

In conclusion, I would like to offer for your censideration /130Ine ideas which
we believe have merit for possible use in poor rural areas.It will not surprise you to hear me say Mat the shointfall of funds isour most critical problem.For the current fiscal year, the budget submitted by' the President would
have enabled us to expand the programs of rural CAA's. The budget :request
was for $1.75 billion for fiscal year 1967, hut the Corigness approilltriated$1.613 billion, and unfortunately the major cutbacks wene made ha' CAPprograms. We are hopeful that the President's request firm $2.1 bilition
fiscal year.- 1968 is treated more generously by the Congress than was thecase last year. With these funds, we can leok forward to strengthening
existing CAA's, building quality into them, and creating at least 50 morein rural areas.

There are other problems which demand a lot of our time...Outreach, forexample, in some of our most isolated rural coinniunities, iis a problem of
major dimensions. There is the Problem of providing assistamce to poor.:people
in areas where there is absolutely no framework with v.rhi-ich to operate, orfoundation on which programs can build. ,

Another problem is building -"a community action program in .aL ccom--munity where there is no framework- of existing resources and inst1l:11%ms
no infrastructure, if I may use the word--on which to buildazn& ,no
leadership to conduct a program. ' These communities need individzusal helpand much time, in order to develop a functioning conumanity organization
which can represent all segments of the 'cornmunitywhich Can effectively
facus on the needs of the poor, coordinate existing Programs, and create new
ones.

Finally, we must confront the pivotal issue on which all others hin4ice, at
least as far as the poor themselves are concerned, that is, opportunities forgainful employment. In a word: JOBS.

Work training and education will convert many imemployed individuals
to employable _ones- Then the question becomes, where are they going towork? Job_Creation for rural inhabitants is a matter of major concern inthe fight..to eliminate poverty in rural America.I have cited, only a few of the major problems. We are working in a newdimension and we are learning as we move.: We have had some successes
but nowhere near enough. Now in concluding, I Will' cite briefly some co:r the
ideas that we, believe have promise as tools to improve our rural programs.

One recommendation which receives strong suPport within OVO is thegrouping into multicounty CAP agencies of counties in nonmetropolitan areas.
Then another level of organization would require grouping these multi-county areas into federations of community action agencies.
An umbrella agency in each would 'Coordinate Federal, State, and localprograms including povertY., labor, education, economic development, andhealth and welfare. The urnbrella agency- would be established hy 0E0grants. Existing, Federal agencies would contribute Personnel. The umbrellaagency would woik with State and local resources- This federation of com-munity action programs would serve to insure maximum use of resouxces

together with maximum participation of the poor and residents of the areaserved.
It is our belief in 0E0 that the loss of population in depressed rural areaswas a result not only of the decline of employment opportunities but also a

collapse of public and semipublic services. ,It can be theorized that -the absence of public and semipublic services
defeats EDA-type attempts to create a new economic base in the area.We believe that 'the', nation should mount demonstration Programs in apilot 'rural_ area which will meet national minimum standards , f

ol' userviceS..as health,, education; Welfare,- training.' These demonstration-sWsotilchdtest whether the existence of these "ervices and the resultant upgrading of
hunian -resOurceS will Make it easier to reestablish an economic hase in these.,

Other 'recornmendatione which we Wish to make involve:(1) 'Extending legislation dealing with minimum wages, labor standards,
unemplayment insurance, and labor-management relations to all agricultural

.(2) Extending the Federal Employment Service-to rural areas ahd in-
.



eluding the functions of the Farm Plateement Serviice as :an integrated part
of USES-

_ (31) Amending Ube Farmers Horne Adminiistraion ("USDA) legislation
that deans with cotunty commiittees so-- that membiirslhip can be more repre-sensative of the aborrowers served by the variants loan categories. Many
borrowers_are noirAfarmers; most county committesimen are farmers.

(4) RequestingC.Pederal agencies to reassess thWir fund allocaticm proce-dures to _insure-lthat rural areas receive an egoftable share of ,program
resoum--ces.(5) Establishirm for tliose rural poor who wih .to seek urban employ-
ment a comprehesasive financial assistance and counseling service Which will
facilitate an ordeely transition to the ornost promisir,' economic(opportunities
available.

These are thwisroblems andt the challenges of program, and our views
of what is bein,g- .done and what wat-Zelievre czum- 'be done to conserve the
human resourceif our rural -areas.:lit-Lv our-intenrtion to give:a full:measure
of ;energy and eArrftt, together iwath all of the resturura-es we can command, torestore to ruralAmericans their birthright int mar society.

STATEMENV'&IIBMITTED-IBY EDNA TOLSON, 'BRANDYWINE, MD.
SurgIMARY

The-problenis,of rural poverty are deep Tooted in the thoughts, lives, and
customs-of the?Acoinmunity. Often the general public has opinions which areunfounded. The'popular opinion is that the poor are shiftless, lazy, and notdesirotts of a ,better way of life. Or simply that this is good enough fortheip. This is 'very wrong thinking. The poor need and desire the same
things the affluent need to make them happy. A person working in a- betterenvironment cannot help but desire a better way of life when a comparison
is made to`their own. -

However, the handicap" is poor education, lack of transportation, lack ofemployment, and neglect by our governments, local, State and Federal.Even the poor people in a poor community are exploited by those who doget ahead. I am thinking if the poor person could get information of allkinds, and understand their relationship to people and programs, be en-
couraged to 'vote and participate in community and government, -a grasp of
the new, opportUnities being offered would help an awful lot in alleviating
rural poverty. I feel the government must demand the poor be involved as
much as possible regardless of public opinion.
My PICTURE OF' RURAL POVERTYI am attempting to give you a picture of rural poverty as I see it. In a.rural area the economy is mainly geared to agriculture. Yet most of thelandowners seem to work out of the area. They employ tenant farmers to
farm the` land.

The landowner with lots of land, a small family, well fed and clothed, andwith more than adequate transportation, has contacts with the affluentmembers of his community. These people are living in a comfortable situa-tion: Their children are secure and assured of a higher education and agorod job. On the' other hand, there is the tenant. He works long hours forpoor wages. He owns nothing. He rents his -house from the landlord. Hisfamily is large and usually inadequately clothed and often poorly fed.School attendance is poor, because the older children are -often mindingyounger brothers and sisters or working to supplement the family income.
It is said there are -equal opportunities in education and employment for all;in reality this isiet true. Because of losing time from school the childdoesn't learn basic skills necessary for ,higher education. Thus the rural
young person is often unemployed or underemployed.

The_tenant Works long hours fcr poor wages; often as little as $5 a day.His wife' works as a domestic for the more affluent members of the com-
munity. -At the 'end of ,the- day th4y 'come home to their family. They havewood to cut,.water, to carry, a house ,to tidy up, which is impossible to do
because' of:five ar_:six Small 'children in a very small house. Dinner must
be prepared, laundry done, etc..-- On seeing the conditions under which they live, you may view these
people,as lazy ,and indifferent, but this is not so. They_ are simply tired andweary 'frOm working 'all day, with not much time or energy deft for theirfamily. The hours worked by these people are longer and more tiring than
for the average citizen.



We have lotoked at the plight of the tenant farmers, but there aethe-other
types of persons in rural poverty. There are the persons who rent,---but are
employed ,outside their community, those who own their own homes, and
those having :their rent paid by welfare and who live there because there
is no place torgo.

All of theme persons share mutual problems. I will discuss these-problems
one at a'time.

1. Housing- Living in substandard housing is a tragic experience. 'Yet
most all tenant homes are in-this category. These, Door homes standmout ihkea blight in the rural area, often far back and out of sight, but they- exist.
They leak; have sagging porches, floors, and ceilings, broken windows filled
with cardboard, poor ,electricaLwiring, and cracked chimneys. Theseaast--rtwo
conditions are fire hazards, often the cause of the rural house fire.::,Soimetimeseven the weather boards are rotten or even missing frona the lionise. The
walls have holes and the floors- are broken. If these problems are.,-,-rotaghtup to the landlord, you get no 7results as a rule. Just promises. If rim darereport him to the building inspector he turns out to be their friend or at
least to- know him wild- nothing ever gets done. You report him- to ,the
welfare, heath department, and building inspector. They all refer, postpone,or threaten to condemn until the tenant just gives up and moves into a
different %house with the 'same problems. Housing is a major problem in
rural: ipoiv-erty. It needs immediate attention and legislation to make it
availabletto those who need it,-,here and now.

2. Sanitation. Sanitation enters the picture of housing because often
there is no water, or else water not adequate and unfit for human consump-
tion. I was a tenant having trouble myself, with Water that was just plain
dirty and tre.shy. I de-cided the water had better be tested for the-welfare of
myself and-family. The Health DePartment ruled this water unfit to drink
unless boiled for 15 minutes. I was afraid I may be hurried and not sterilizeit properly so I would not drink it 'at all. I carried water from a-spring a
quarter .of a mile away up a steep bank to my home. A family of-znine uses
plenty of water for its normal use. We carried this water in buckets, cans,
gallon jugs, etc., often making several trips a day just to have water for our
use. Finally we could only get water out of the pump sometimes and couldn'tuse it at all except to flush the indoor toilet. We had to wash with branch
water brought by car whenever possible-from 1 to 2 miles away. In winter
this was all right, but in the summer the 'children got the- itch from Wearing
clothing washed in this water. I even noticed the water not flowing freely,
with a, block of foam around it and realized because of the debris in it, it
was probably contaminated and unfit for use. Because we had to store itthe, water became rancid and unfit for use. I told my landlord and health
department of.this problem. The health department wrote and told the land-
lord to clean out the well and disinfect with chlorine. They did one thingcleaned out the well and refused to chlorinate it They finally refused to
fix the well so with no choice we carried water summer, winter, spring, andfall. I know the spring became polluted because -we could not care for jt
properly. I feel my children were lucky to escape typhoid fever and other
diseases associated with-polluted water.

We had indoor plumbing but -no running water. We tould not keep the
bathroom clean by carrying water to flush the toilet and clean the fixtures.
Our landlord was to build an outdoor toilet according to health department
specifications, but when he did build one it was far away from the house
where the septic tank flowed on top of the ground and we always bad an
odorh.

threat of rats in these areas. We had to always keep
poison- down in Secure areas, away from the children, in order to control
the3rki.

Private. There are many services offered that the
p-oor can benefit from. They cannot use them if they do not know of them.
There- is a wide break -in communications and information that the poor
receive and the 'affluent. receive. Although they may not be able to express
themselves adequately; they are in need of these services _and Would benefit
from this information. Many times 'the _people who 'do not know of . theservices are the ones eligible. Many times, as in loans for homes in rural
areas, the information as to where and when and how is lost to the poor.
They- go blundering- about from place to place, only to" be told you cannot



apply. Yam camint recedive it. Yet there is evidence of misuse in all these
areas..With the' socifial services, such as health, welfare, social security, etc.,
there ,am,hozig,itrips to thte agencies to apply, long waits, misunderstandingswhile the eligibility is being checked; and no matter how urgent the need
is, you limit. Miany peremns do not know they are eligible for emergency aid
from welgetrg,,,c/r if theyare working they lean receive medical assistance.
Mairk'kden trantlz know or have never heard that glasses and in some cases
denture-s-rausztribe acquired:by contacting the health department.

Socititifirmenwices waste la lot of time by not requesting all pertinent infor-
mation .mat,.aune time. I iknow some persons who did not know that their
baptisrmillirecorals_ often accepted in place of a birth certificate. Some never
apply foiresiersts because of hearsay, which is often wrong, and they lose
out br naissizig deadlines, etc.

There 101°1'1(1'11)e some way information could be cleared before an appoint-
ment is given so as to save the many trips into an agency. Why can't there
be moreagtincy communication and correlation? It is silly to believe in an
agency that.has intake services, if one person is absent no one else can take
their place. 'This fallacy happens and the persons can ill afford several
trips, transfers, and postponements.Many of the existing_regulations defeat the purposes for which they werecreated. The poor are often discouraged at the lack of courtesy shown by
most agencies. Most are polite, but many are-not. The persons who come to
an agency seeking help and in need should be treated with dignity.

4. Transportation. When you have to walk to get everywhere, this prob-
lem_ is visible in daily affairs. You must own a car to be able to_navigate
in rural areas. Because stores and what little facilities are available, are
far apart, you need transportation to benefit from them or to encourage
new ones to come in. I mean also, jobs can only benefit poor people if they
can get to them. Transportation is the key to getting people to services and_
more services to people. The key to getting industry and other communityimprovements in the 'area lies with being able to get to the area of the
people. Many rural people have one or two cars who cannot afford them
but find it necessary to shop, work, and move in and out of the community.

E. Employment. If jobs could be created in the areas where people live
this would benefit the community. Or transportation must be provided to
the jobs. I prefer jobs where the people are; it leaves time to utilize wages,
enjoy leisure, and benefit from working. Somehow, skills and trades must be
taught to rural persons unemployed to make them capable of wo-rk. Jobs
must be created to a person's skills and knowledge. Training programs
for rural youth and their parents must be provided to enable these persons
to be lifted from their lethargy and into a useful life. If they can find jobs,
many would be willing to leave public assistance and work.

6. Corisetmer7-Education and Information. You could not afford to be poor.
It costs so mueh to be poor. It costs so mu-Zh more for services and every-
thing, that as you are you could not afrord to be poor. For example:
several trips to the Prince Georges Hospital in Cheverly. The distance is
66 miles round trip, with the cost being $5 per trip. Many times two or
three trips a week must be made, for clinics, tests, and other necessities.

If the, poor 'can be_ taught a larger sense of values, how to get better
services, and better values for their money, they can get an immediate lift
which will inspire them to continue to wisely use their earnings and create
better living conditions for themselves. These can play an important part in
lifting the morale of the rural poor. Some families receive help from the
Extension Service. I find they are present in my area. I make use of their
services and believe the poor could use their services in this field.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY JAMES L.-VIZZARD,
NATIONAL CATHOLIC RURAL LIFE CONFERENCE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, my name is Father James
L. Vizzard, 5.3. I am director of the Washington office of the National
Catholic Rural Life Conference (NCRLIC) at 1312 Massachusetts Avenue,Northwest, Washington, D.C. I also represent the Bishops' Committee for
the Spanish SPeaking.

. The Conference and the Committee are grateful for the opportunity to beheard today. We also appreciate and praise the very fact that this Com-
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tun lhas been holding these hearings and is charged with the responsi-Fo anake- recommendations on how this nation can more effectively deal
viwileth=i4die Troblems of rural poverty.at.0-dhiis time, and at the tag end of long hearings, there's probably not
ranic±irk.- Vett for us to say about rural poverty which you haven't already heard.
EINm=lant reason our statement will be limited to several points to which we
wiiitig.73-zoP give special emphasis and to one positive proposal which possibly
litarmzeittyet been placed before you.

;mot necestax-y for us to repeat what others, we're sure, have morealimaczediequately described: the extent of rural poverty and its particular
dkialrmreteristics. The very existence of this Commission demonstrates that
IxtegaiipPverty everywhere can simply be described as lack of money andrale strategy of the War against Poverty has many similarities
utiliiietWhyr it is being fought in the urban or the rural slums of America, there
sifiTli-iere significant differeneos between these two sectors of the battlefield.
Itirfthet urban slums the en.-tmy--povertyis highly concentrated and highly
vikftler; in the rural areas the enemy is scattered, often hidden from sight,
and always hard to come to grips with. In a sense, rural poverty, because it
is more diffuse, is less explosive, less a threat to civil harmony, easier for
most of us to ignore.

PAtztaly- because of that invisibility and partly also because the problems
, of .1-:xparyar, poverty are- complicated in large areas of our country by deep-
seatedirracial prejudice and discrimination we have, up until now at least,
deivoixeeiLwelatively little attention and resources to the poor who are scattered

,ov-ter-fiftexcoulitryside. We suspcct that rural poverty is now coming into the
InartionalLffocus, in part at least, because the realization is growing that
'the-probb2ms of our crowded urban-slums have been and are being aggravated
by the constant influx of the _refugees from poverty-stricken rural areas.

At,Lan4-y- rate, it seems to us to be obvious that the attack on rural poverty
has lietein- wholly inadequate both in effort and in results. We are well aware
of Altct..z..;t&ograms of the EDA, RAD, FHA, SBA, MDTA, HEW, the Exten-
sion, Ustrvice, as well as the 0E0 and other Government programs. Indeed,
Monsit*roor O'Rourke, NCRLC Executive Director, serves on the RADAdtvittr)rly Committee and on the 0E0 Rural Task Force; I am pleased to
serveTwts the National Advisory Committee on Economic Development, and
bottlic,oif ais serve in consultative capacities -to many of the other Government
pxolcrums. Our knowledge of these programs convinces us that they operateingsitnly ,on the l'ringes of rural poverty. They are helpful, of course, but
fiirrie most part they deal only with the easiest problems, with the rural poor
-sxikszc--are easiest to reach. The hard-core rural poor are scarcely even touched.

AFT: Ave can distinguish between various categorics of the rural poor, theanztiim ,groupings would_be:(1) the farmer whose capital resources arersimephy inadequate to support a decent standard of" living; (2) the tenantLsharecropper, particularly of the Deep South, whose minimal and
precarious existence is further deteriorating because of rapid mechanizationand consolidation of farm operations; (3) hired farmworkers, principally
those LWho are migrant and seasonal; and (4) the elderly and the physicallyor mentally handicapped whether on the farms or in the small rural
communities.

Those in the first category can be described as marginal farmers. Forsome of them a relatively small infusion of new capital and technicalassistance might raise them to an adequate level of living. :For others inthis group, the sociallk and personally most desirable assistance that may
be given is the creation of other than farm jobs coupled with intensive jobtraining.

Those ,who have the potential to stay in farming should be enabled to doso. If they and their families with help, can achieve at least an adequatelivino in. agriculture,- they arid society will be far better off than if they
jolt/veva flight to the city. Whatever is invested now in mpking farming more
prolatialgie and- attractive_for them will return far greater dividends to them
amt. ttingoour Tiation. , -

342rtoreo v er, these farmers and their families are needed for the stability of
-theitr' :roxifeak communities. Already the exodus of those who have been squeezed
almt ikhe harsh workings of the agricultural revolutVin has created too

st towns in the countrYside. At a time whim, ,urban crowding is
'h*ii ignized as a major national problem it makes no sense either
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economically or socially to allow small-town living to disappear from oursociety. But unless the Main Street banker -and merchant, the schools andthe churches, have people to serve, they too must pull up stakes and anotherpotentially viable town goes down the drain.For those of this first category who, for one reason or another, simplycan't make it in farmbig, or at least in farming alone, it seems far betterto provide them off-farm job opportunities and training for those jobs thanto add them to the cityward_migration. Many of the other-than-farm income
opportunities could be in the field of outdoor recreation, the fastest growingsector of our economy. Other possibilities, not yet adequately exploited, in-clude small processing and manufacturing industries related to the food,fiber, and forest products of the areas. Economically it makes little sense totransport these raw materials to distant plants. The more value that can beadded- to the products at the home base, the greater will be the localeconomic rett4rn.

The second category, sharecroppers and tenants, seems destined for almosttotal extinction within the next decade or two. Alrzady, in 'recent years, tensof thousands of them have been driven off the land. As previously noted, alarge proportion of these desperately poor ;people end up in the alreadycrosvded city slums' where they arrive without adequate education, marketablejob -skills, or preparation for life in unfamiliar and even frightening sur-roundings. Any effective poverty program for them will require a massiveinfusion of economic and social aid. But, again, the cost of not helping themin the end will be much greater both to them and to society. .It is no secret that the problems of this large group of the rural poor, aswell as many of those in the previous and the following categories, aregreatly aggravated by the, effects of racial discrimination. For instance, the1965 report of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, "Equal Opportunity inFarm Programs," demonstrates beyond question that the many programs ofthe U.S. Department of Agriculture have been used as weapons againstNegro farm people. In one fashion or another, all of these programs areunder the control of the local white power struCture, which regularly makesmockery of equal Opportunity. We're sure you have the details of that reportin the record of these hearings. We also know that USDA spokesmen havetestified before this Commission and that they have claimed at least limitedsuccess in enforcing the requirements of law that segregation and discrimina-tion be eliminated in federally financed and administered agriculturalprograms. That may be so, but a great deal still remains to be done.It should also candidly be recognized that the programs of the USDA areunder, the gunsight of segregationist Congressmen and Senators in the Com-mittees on Agriculture and Appropriations. The implicit threat is alwaysthere, and sometimes it is made very explicit, that if the Department ofAgriculture pushes too hard the southern segregationists will, as one famousLouisiana spokesman said, "cut off their water."Moreover, the ease can easily be documented that not only the controlof government programs hut also the changing agricultural technology inthe deep South has been brutally used to punish Negro tenants and share-czoppers Who exercise their civil and legal rights. Undoubtedly, mechaniza-
tion and consolidation would heve gone on in any case, but the suddennessand harshness of its accelerated adoption can be traced directly to the civil-rights developments of the past few years. It follows, we believe, that thisnation which, after so long and agoniwng a delay, finally has made a begin-ning at protecting Negro's civil rights now has the concomitant obligationto help meet sthe urgent economic and personal needs of those who arepunished for exercising those rights.

In recent years, the plight of hired farmwprkers, particularly those whoare migrant and seasonal, has begun to be understood by this nation which
has long,neglected them. Since a significant proportion of these workers arefrom minority groups, particularly Negroes and Mexican Americans, amongthe other hardships and handicaps they suffer is that of racial discrimina-tion. Nonetheless, 5 years ago, Congress passed the Migrant Health bill,
the first piece of national legislation ever designed to meet the particularand urgent- needs of this grOup. Since then, other helpful; even thoughrelatively peripheral legislation _has , been pushed through Congress. Thelegislative agenda; hoiivever, which Must be met before-. this extremely de-pressed group is brought into- the mainstream of American life, still remainslong; and unquestionably it s ssl be difficult: High on that list is the need for



National Labor Relations Act coverage, unemployment insurance, higher
and broader coverage by the minimum wage law, and more effective security
coverage. In the meantime, existing government progrems must reach out
more effectively to meet their special needs in education, health, housing,
and job training..While discussmg the needs of farmworkers, we believe that special atten-tion should be given to the extension of the National Labor Relations Act
to these unorganized workers. We believe that nothing could-more quickly
and more effectively answer their needs than the pfotection and facilitation
of their right to organize and to bargain collectively with their employers.
If this right could be secured, workers through their own organization andefforts could do more for their own economic and social well-being than
could any of the helpful and even V necessary government programs now in
operation or even contemplated. The whole history of the labor movement,
and in particular the recent developments in Delano, Calif., conclusively
demonstrates the validity of that judgment.There is one aspect of the Delano struggle which we believe deservesgreat emphasis. As this Commission knows well, for some year and a halfstriking grape pickers there have been attempting to secure bargaining
rights and a union contract with their employers. So far, the United Farm
Workers Organizing Committee (UFWOC) has achieved some successes but
only at the cost of extreme hardships and human suffering. Moreover, despite
the workers' remarkable fidelity, to their pledge of nonviolence, tho commu-
nity has been racked by dissent, bitterness, and conflict.This prolonged struggle is a direct result of the legislative exclusion offarmworkers from the provisions of the National "Labor Relations Act.
Without legal provisions and procedures for the resolution of such a labor-
management dispute, every situation inevitably becomes nothing more than
a power struggle. It seeMs likely at this point that the workers eventually
will succeed in Delano. It seems almost certain that the farmworker organiz-ing movement will then spread to other parts of California and to everypart of this country .which employs significant numbers of migrant and
seasonal workers. Indeed, the movement has already leaped to Texas where,
in Rio Grande. City, the UFWOC is locked in conflict with the growers and
their allies.In other words, the future holds dozens and even hundreds of Delano-type confrontations. It seems to us to be highly unlikely that thes<3 other
Delano's will be characterized by the highly unusual nonviolence whi,7.h hasbeen maintained there. We do not expect the workers to instigate physical
conflict but rather, as experience has already shown, we expect it to comefrom the other side, often under the specious color of law. lf, therefore,tnthis country and, in particular, our rural communities and the agricultural

""Industry itself are to be spared prolonged, bitter, disruptive, and perhaps
even violent conflict, we should move as quickly aa possible to provide the
well-established and successful provisions of the National Labor Relations
Act to farm labortThe fourth category of the rural poor, the elderly and the handicapped,
should, we believe be considered primarily as a welfare problem. Their age
or personal limitalions make it hEghly unlikely that they can ever be fully
self-supporting. Their need, therefore, is for public assistance of a kind and
amount to provide them with adequacy and decency. They need more ade-
quate and more readily, available medical, help. All too many of them have a
truly desperate need for better _housing.. Most important of all, of course,
is their need for a more adequate income primarily from public sources.It must be obvious that effective programs to meet the urgent, unmetneeds of these four categories of the- rural poor will be expensive. It will
require considerably greater funds than any yet made available. It will also
require programs which are specifically and knowledgeably designed to meet
the rural poor Where and as they are.To conclude our testimony, we would like -to make one positive proposalwhich perhaps has elements of originality. Our ideas on this proposal are
catalyzed by, the legislation passed by the 89th Congress called the demon-
strations or model cities program for which President Johnson's fiscal '68
budget requests soinething over $400 million for -a start. We think this new
program is highly imaginative and -very promising. 'But we ask why nothing
'comparable has been suggested for the rnral slums. Why would it not be
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possible to have demonstration or model rural areas? Would it be difficult, atleast_ in principle, to design a program -in which the Federal Governmentdesignates particular rural areas of larger or smaller sizes where, as withthe model cities program, the full impact of ali appropriate Government
c= programs could be brought to bear on the multiple needs of these areas andcommunities? -We do not feel competent to spell out all the details of such a proposal,but we can envision the rehabilitation of' rural slums through a proper adap-tation of the model cities idea. We believe, moreover, that we have identifieda particularly advantageous and ready opportunity to make a beginningalong these lines. That opportunity, strangely enough, is found in a situation-which to the U.S. Department of the Interior is a major problem.. Let usexplain.

The Federal Government, through the Interior Department's Bureau ofReclamation, has spent, is spending, and will spend billions of dollars indeveloping water primarily for irrigation in the Western States. The -lawauthorizing such Federal expenditures, the clamation Act of 1902, speci-fies that the purpose and justification for s use of taxpayers' funds isthe prevention of-land and water monopoly and the wide distribution amongthe people of the benefits of reclamation projects. This objective is to beachieved by limiting the amount of water to an individual holding to thatrequired to irrigate no more than 160 acres. Anything over 160 acres inthese reclamation projects is commonly characterized as "excess." Holdersof exCess land in federally subsidized irrigation districts may receive waterfor all their land for a period up to 10, years provided that they sign a re-cordable contract ,to dispose of the exces's 'during that 10-year period.
As a result_of present and future operations of the Bureau of- Reclamation,hundreds of thousands of acres: of fertile excess land are and will be be-eon-l-ing available_in California and other Western States. The high capital valueerroneously and illegally- pla,ced- or-Jr-these lands and other complications arestymieing-the Interior Department's effort to 'assure the disposition of theselands to other than speculators or absentee landlords.- Unless an entirely newapproach is taken, the end result of the expenditure of enormous sums oftnxpayers' money will be the very opposite of what is intended and demandedby the Reclamation Law:
We suggest that this problem be looked upon as a unique opportunity. Ithappens that in the very areas where these lands are becoming available,there are tens-=of thousands, of the rural poor, many of them migrant andseasonal farmworkers, who; up until now,-,have been excluded from theirfair share of the agricultural wealth they --have helped to produce. Whycould not at least a pilot project be undertaken to demonstrate--whether ornot, with proper 'help, units of these excess lands could be transferred tothe-ownership and operation of= select groups of these farmworkers who forso long have done everything on these farms and ranche's except to manageand profit by them? -

To be very specific, at Delano, the focal point of the current labor manage-ment conract, one particular .ranch, the Sierra Vista owned by the DiGiorgioCorporation, is under the legal obligation of divestiture. It comprises about4,000 aeres of table and wine grapes. -Despite-efforts of DiGiorgio and of theDepartment of the Interior over a period of some 2 years, buyers simplyhave not been found for most of the 160-acre and smaller units into which,in 'accordanee with the law; the Sierra Vista Ranch has been divided. Thatsituation Cries out for a-new and imaginative solution lest it become a perma-nent embarrassment to the Department of the Interior and a persistent bar-rier to the attainment of public , policy.
Our suggestion', we believe, has the beauty of simplicity.. We believe thatthe undivested lands of ,that ranch should be purchased outright by the ap-propriate Government, agency or agencies and then either through sale orlease be turned over to the.farmworkers Who have inV,iasted so large a part oftheir lives and energies in --thOse,fields. ObvioUsly workers, unschooled in theintricacies Of management, would have- to have supervisory and managerialhelP. Very: likely also- the sale or ,lease Price on the land would have to besubsidized. In,' addition, as -with the .model cities program, a whole bundle -of specialii-e&services . Would ,certainly . have_ to be provided: credit at favor-able terms, technical aesistance, developMent----aTvarious cooperative institu-tions including 'particularly cooperative purchasing and marketing, as well



as the standard necessities of health, housing, and education which the people
already are in need of.

If such a pilot project were successful, and we believe it could be, it would
serve as a model for the use of the hundreds of thousands of other acres Of
excess lands which by law are now available or will soon Ert come available
throughout the Western States. Moreover,-if the idea works, we see no reason
why, with proper adaptatinns, it could not be applied in nonreclamationareas. Why not something comparable in the rural slums of Alabama or
Mississippi? Might not something like this 1-m: at least one answer to the
critical problems of the marginal farmers, tenants, and sharecroppers who
are so rapidly being displaced and dispossessed by the workings both of the
agricultural revolution and of racial discrimination? Instead of more of them
being crowded into the dismal and dangerous urban slums, could they not
be dffered a chance at a decent, dignified, and 'economically secure life int a
rehabilitated model rural environment?

We know that our proposal, though simple in concept, would be complicated
and costly in reality but so, too, will be the model cities program. We do not
believe that our nation7is so lacking in imagination and know-how as to be
unable to solve the problems of the rural as well as the urban slums.

-

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY JOHN 13. WHISMAN, STATES' REGIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE, APPALACHIAN_ REGIONAL COMMISSION

I am John D. Whisman and I am the States' regional representative of':he
AppalacIrlan Regional Commission. This means!that I am the representative
of the 12 States of the Appalachian region. I itra the States' counterpart of
the .Federal cochairman in the partnership arrangement which character-

_ izes- the Appalachian Commission.I should make it clear that my statement is not a statement by the Appa-
lachian Regional Conunission, but is a statement of my personal views,
based on my experiences in ia-,.seriesexpf,,workiresponsibilities which have
led to my present position with 'theApPlaChian Regional Commission.

In identifying my own interest and qualifications to speak to you, I should
perhaps say that I have been a "poVerty warrior" for th&Tiast-1-2 years or
more. I prefer to- identify myself as a "developer," but I have been working
in a field of development whi4.11 concentrates on the problems of underdevel-
oped areas where people are Plagued with unusually severe .problems of low
income, unemployment, lack of opportunity, and all of the other, social ills
that attend such a situation. Obviously, the Appalachian region,--while rich
in resources, has some of:these" unfortunate characteristics. Our response in
the Appalachian region-to this problem has been to Meet it -with the creation
of what swe consider to be the nation's most advanced and successful program
of development to eliminate such problems as poverty. My personal exp2ri-
ences have included a major role each step in the development of the
Appalachian program. .

In Kentucky, in 1956,-1 servd as President of the KentuckyJaycees, and
the following year I serired as the first -national chairman 6f community
development for the United States Jaycees. During this year, we formed the
Eastern Kentucky DeveloPment- Council, for which I was the chairman. At
the time; I was working in private enterprise, as a-corporation sales manager.
My voluntary. work with citizens' groups led me into interest in the field of
citizen involvement in public decision making and, particularly, in the process
of development. In 1958, I became executive director of the Eastern Kentucky
Regional Development Commission,, which provided in 1960, the original set

xecominendations for what is today the Appalachian Regional Commission
and the Appalachian program. I then worked as assistant to Governor Bert
Combs of Kentucky, with similar responsibilities related to gaining action
on the Eastexii Kentucky Commission recommendations.

As the Appalachian idea developed, we were able to see the Conference of
Appalachian Governors organized. Governor Combs became the first chair-
man "of the Conference and I..became the staff chairman. At the request of
the Conference' of Appalachian Governors, President John F. Kennedy, in
1962 established the President's Appalachian Regional Cominission for. which
I became executive secretary...Subsequently the Congress passed the: Appa-
lachian legislatiotn, based on the report' of -.the President's Regiongt1 Corn-
Mission, and I subsequently have become the States' Representative on the
Appalachian Commission.



I might point out that in the process of working with the series of
programs involved in Appalachia, I also served on a number of task forces,
including, specifically, the task force which developed the legislation forthe Economic Opportunity program.

I therefore have some idea of how the present programs to attack problems
of poverty .and underdevelopment have been formed. I obviously have somepoints of view in regard to the present effectiveness of these programs andthe manner in which they are being used, and it is these views that I wouldlike to share with you this day in the hope that they may be helpful.Because I know that you are obtaining a great deal of testimony from
many expert witnesses, I want to point out that I will not deal with descrip-tions of the problems of poverty or with analyses of the data and informationrelated to these problems. This is not because I do not regard this asimportant but because I believe that you have this information from other.sources.

I will meze some comments on the general questionof poverty, but I willrelate these comments to the particulars of poverty in rural areas.My major purpose here is to comment on the manner in which I believe
the nation's resources can best be mobilized to focus effective action uponthe national goals to eliminate poverty. This goal has been strongly adopted
and widely supported but also widely misunderstood. A great deal of action
has been committed toward the goal, but the results are certainly not satis-factory as of this time. It is my opinion that the prime difficulty in achieving
realistic results lies at the strategic base of the action, rather than in thequestion of the tactics or details. My comments on strategy;therefore, relateto my own experiences in the development of a strategy -to meet they problems
of-Ainderdevelopment and "low income of the Appalachian region.

Many years ago there was an Englishman 'who declared his own war, onpoverty. The man's name was Robin Hood and his adventures in doing battlewith the strong in order to help the weak have thrilled us- all with aromantic view of one of history's most fameus "poverty warriors."
I am sure you will recall that Mr. Hood's poverty slogan, with which he

led his merry band into action, was,' "We shall rob from the rich to give tothe poor." -

Much as I have always admired Robin Hood, and much as I admire anyonewith the cOurage to,"fight" for a just cause, it is my strong belief that wehave ,crdssed a threshold in -our wars against poverty and man's otherllsin which the strategies of the Robin-Hoods are no longer appropriate.
We should remember that in the day' of Robin Hood there was no nationalpolicy to "eliminate Poverty." There was little questions in that day, that-the elimination of poverty for ,any poor persons would probably have tcinvolve a battle between the "haves" and the "have nots."The significant change of affairs tddaywhich is only the basis for thenational declaration of a goal to eliminate povertyis that there is, truly,"enough for all" in this age of affluence. We, have reached that point inthe history of manat least in the United Stateswhen it is possible withthe existing technology and managerial skills known to us to convert th..notion's resources into the necessary consumer items and services to maintaina reasonably comfortable way of life for every citizen of this nation. I saythat we are upon the threshold of this situation. We have not achieved it

but have determined that we are justified in adopting a goal to achieve it.There-lore, the leaders of our landthe "rich" if we may use this term inthe broadest concept of being those who control the riches of _our affluentnationhre today on the same side as Robin Hood and his 'merry band. Ourwar on poverty cannot-be successful in attemping to rob from the rich, butit can be successful for the first time in history because it can involve theresources the talent, the leadership, and the determination to achieve thisgoal of those who are capable, successful, or rich in our way of life.This is a significant difference from the situation of the past which hasnot been adeqUately recognized.
There is no "land -of poVerty" on whose frontiers battle lines can be laidoutfor poverty, is an enemy withinof, by, and for ourselves:
Poverty is not a condition into which some people have been thrust and

.- held by others. It is a condition in which some people remain from the past,in spite of the considerable progress of man in which mere and more humanbeings have been able to lift out of poverty and are 'Moving upWard evenfurther in the condition of affluence.



As we consider rural poverty, this broad strategic factor is most especiallyimportant. For it is in the rural areas of our country that the effect of theaffluent society has been less successful. 1

There is a considerable association between the progress of generalaffluence in our society and the progress towards urbanization of our society.Originally, this factor was largely incidental to the industrial requirementsfor an amassing of a labor force at the point of industrial jobs. However,the factor of urbanization has become even more important in relation tothe opportunity for people to mo-ve up from poverty because it is within theurban centers that the greatest concentration of services and facilities toaid the individual citlzen in developing himself for other opportunities isafforded.
The point that I am making is that in the urban society, or in the urbanareas, our public institutions have benefited more from a tax and resourcebase and from a-condentration of major human skills, talents, and leadershipto afford the greatest opportunity to a citizen_to develop himself. The factthat the benefits of the new American urban life have not -reached all urbancitizens is related to the fact that we are just reaching the threshold of thetime when we have begun to realize that we have the capabilities, not justto build cities but to build the right kind of cities, not just to create oppor-tunity for some people but to create %-mportunity for all people.Although the problem-- of the cities looms large before the nation atpresent, because of the great ,p--;-pulation involved, I would predict thatoncethe real problem is strategicsny enjoined as it is about to beprogress onthe elimination of poverty will move' more rapidly in the cities than in therural areas simplY, because the capability for the job is present. At thesame time, it must, reelized that while the rural population as a whole isless than the -..-et:tm'e, 1,e.pulation, the proportion of -poor people in the ruralpopulation is neuch,,geieater and, as we all know, the ghettos of the ,city arecbnstantly repleni,fied by the migrating poor peop/e leaving the rural areasto.attemptin their own best wayto- seek the so-called advantages of theurban life.
I am concentrating upon this kind of discussion, perhaps too lengthily,but with strong consideration and conviction of its importance, especiallyin the rural areas. The question of eliminating poverty for individual poorpersons depends just as much upon the mobilization of the institutions ofour societymost- espeeially State and local government and local privateinstitutionsas it doeS depend upon the individual actions of citizens. _Al-though I have found intelligent and informed people who disagree withmy next point, I would strongly insist that the poor person in a smallcommunity, without a large tax base, without local institutions of the kindnorinally found in even small urban centers today, and without technicaland high level managerial skills present in the connnunity, is at a grea`,--,erdisadvantage than a poor perSon living in a large urban center. I amspeaking about the relative discomfort or the poorness of the two individuals.I am Speaking about the relative "capability of the society in which they live--todeal with their probleni even when that society has declared that theproblem is to be a priority goal for .action. To put it more Simply, a poorperson in a poor community has two problems going against him, while thepoor perso.r . in a wealthy or viable community has only one of those prob-lemsgiven the poliey decision of the community itself that the problemsof the poor shall be attacked.
Efforts to eliminate poverty (or to effectively reduce it) like any othersociety goal, can only succeed -When:
(a) Adequate resources exist to achieve the goal (we are convinced thatthis is true today) ;
(b) There is an understood and suppOrted public policy set to meet thegoal (this is true today, at least in part) ;(c) The public processes are working at adequate efficiency to utilize theresourceS and the capabilities to best advantage (this is ,not- yet true todayin terms of the War on Poverty) ; and --I(d) All significant-groups of the publicincluding the target groupare really and realistically ,involved in the process (this is not true today,

nor have the realistic means to make it true been implementedespecially inrural areas).
Now I wou Id like to Summarize in brief points the kinds of argument I



am attempting to make to support a principal strategic position in relation
to what is necessary to succeed in the War on Poverty generally, and most
especially for.the people of the rural areas.

If these factors are properly attended to, poverty can only be attacked
successfully by a Jual effort:(1) To create opportunities for the poor to join the whole society, eco-
nomically, culturally, and socially. This objective can ?..Ye accomplished, not
by the poor, but primarily, by everyone else excepting the poor. This is not
to gainFay the need for zleasonable (i.e., maximum) involvement of the poor
in the process.(2) To aid poor persons to gain such opportunity by special effort to ex-
tend to them the eerne abilities others have gained. Obviously, it Es in the
exercise of this second goal that the poor themselves must provide a primary
involvement-, although provision of facilities and services to act on this goal
require special involvement' of the "nonpoor."This dual effort must be concentrated not just upon the poor, but ripon
the viable institutions__ of man. For it is upon these institutions that bothobjectives dependto make opportunity and to gain opportunityfor the
poor as well as for others.

The problem is not just to "provide for maximum involvement of the poor"
as the act specifies. It is to involve more of societyand eipecially its estab-
lished and successful institutional leadersin subscription to the nation's
policy that "elimination of poverty" shall be a recognized priority goal which
is to be included in the goals to which key resources and talents are to
used. Also, maximum involvement-of the poor_ does not require principal
volvement at management and technical levels: We do not requireor gain
such involvement fron the middle class.The idea -that "established institutions"or, even, the "power structure"
are opposed to this policy is an unfortunate _myth. There is clear evidenee
that such interests have always been significantly interested and challengedby the objective of service to those who need helpthe sick, the ignorant,
the poor. CertainlY at least as much of human progress has been based upon
the drive for service among the successful as it has been upon the drives of
avarice. Today the new situation has two significant factors to enhance the
drive for effective service by those who control the established institutions
of service.- The-,two factors are simply

(1) Recognition that _we have the capability to accomplish the goal of
eliminating poverty; and-(2) The formal declaration by the Federal- Government and by the many
State and local governments, of the people's will to achieve this goal.

What remains to be accomplished is:(1) To challenge not just the poor to involve themselves, but the most
capable, the most affluent to involve' themselves with the poor in achieving
this particular goal.(2) The problem of relating the particular goal of elimination of poverty
with the nation's other priority goals in an over-all program. The key point
is not to mount an exclusive attack upon poverty, but to successfully include
the elimination of poverty as a priority goal to share the success we are
capable of achieving on the other goals of society.(3) To develop then, finally, the specific techniques which will be most
effective in mobilizing and using our resources and capabilities in special
action to achieve this goal, as a priority within our overall efforts.It is- my conviction that, unfortunately, there has been too much of a
Robin Hood approach in the War on PoVeity, thus far. Instead of involving
the successful leaders .of our society at the local level and in our private
institutions, have tended to treat them as though they were "the enemy"
and to do battle against themto-assert that they are unsympathetic insteadof attempting to gain their sympathy and_ supportand to mount the War
on Poverty as "an exclusive actiOn for the poor instead of as a high priority
goal to be inchided in' our total attack to build a greater society.,At best, we
have inadequately emphasiiea the roleand the stimulationof the capable.

It is most significant- that the- problem of the rural poor is a problem
which can only react to a strong program of total development. Only with. . . . .the mobilization of local leadership; and strong technical assistance and
leadership' which can be provided in State governments, can effective actions
be establishedi in local communities to create -opportunities through develop-

_



ment of industrial, agricultural, and service jobs as -well as through thedevelopment of public and private service facilities which relate as muchto the manner of our life as to the provision of jobs.Only- through the same kind of mobilization of the knowledge and resourcesof our nation through leadership at the State and local level can we con-centrate the education, training, and other kinds of services which will allowthe individual poor person to develop himself to be able to achieve the oppor-tunity in order to win his own personal War on Poverty.I h.ave dealt with this issue in broad brush, because the details involvedwould require much more time than you have here in this'hearing. I wouldbe pleased to try to provide the Commission with additional statements andmaterial at a later time in outlining details related to the central point. Iam concerned with such matters as the method of organization of local pov-erty committees; the manner in which technical leadership is provided inputting their programs together effectively; in the manner in which Stateand local government and existing private institutions are involved in theseprograms. do not believe that this strategic objective has been successfullyattacked. I believe that it can beand I believe that the success of programsto attaek rural poverts, will depend upon the successful achievement of thisgoal.
I believe that the Appalachian regional development prog4am is on its wayto exemplifying the strategic . approach to the problAm of eliminating pov-erty. Although our work is concentrated in Appalachia, the concepts andtechniques we are developing can well be applied to the other areas of thenation and, obviously, would have most specific application to_ rural areas,generally.
In summary, I would cite the following points as key elements in the designof our strategy. -

(1) The program is designed around determined koals such as-L--
(a) The development of areas and communities to provide increasedpublic services,.to permit successful private enterprise, and to se-lect actions possible from slim resources, to best achieve these

purposes.
(b) The accelerated provision of those speaific, facilities and services

. which will provide maxiMum training and educational, health, andother services to aid disadvantaged individuals to achieve self-help
and to take the opportunity which may be created in the developed
areaor even, if necessarv.in some other place.

(2) The program intends to involvi all programs of government and pri-vate interests, each in an appropriate way, but with a priority effort to in-clude special actionwithin regular programsto meet these priority goals.(3) The program intends -to allow for the involvement of all people andinstitutions. While this involvement can and must be, in many instances,voluntary, there are specific involvements that must be recognized as appro-priate. A prime example is the proper provision for using State governmentas the primary source of public program leadership and local government
as an appropriate extension a State government in this process. We havechosen State governmentboth because of its traditional constitutional roleand because of its practical application in creating current program develop-mentto take prime leadership in making Appalachian program action sim-ply a major influence and component in all program actions occurring in localareas of the. region.

-(4) The program, finally, is actually expressed in the overall action of thecomprehensive development programs of each of the various "developmentareas," each area program reflecting in the best .way for that area the goals,problems, resources, and functional public and private programs and insti-Vutiorts involved.
Although elimination of poverty- may have been a prime reason for the adop-tion and design of the Appalachian programand the area programs throughwhich it is expressedit is not the exclusive, and often not even the principal,goal of major actions in the program. It is, however, given special attentionin the design of each program and in the involvement of those who designand carry out the program. -

_ U it is true to say that some people still remain in poverty and need to getoutrather than 'that some people have been put into poverty and are heldthere by othera---then- action to eliminate poverty, must concentrate equally



on the improvement of the society into which the poor are to go along with
concentration on help for the poor in the going.

I would cite one consideration, which I find interesting, along this lline.
There is a current belief, growing stronger with many informed persons,

that the growth of the national economy is more and more related to, and
concentrated in, the major metropolitan centers.Yet we find that the core areas of the great cities are not the places of
growth. Rather, the principal growth is taking place in the suburban rings of
smaller towns near the metropolis.

America's growth-occurs in the "suburbs?'
_ What is a' suburb"?It is a place to live near enough to concentrations oi work and services to

allow commuting to thembut as fai away from and as much unlike the city
as possible.By his actions, the American citizen has said that he wants access to urban
services provided in an environment as much like country or small town
neighborhood life as possible.I would submit that many of the nations' small towns or clusters of small
town.: upon which rural areas center form an equally proper design base for
development and growth, for concentration of adequate urban:service facili-
ties, for creation of jobs and cultural opportunities, as do many of our cities.
These townsif involved in concentrated development effortscan become
the "suburbia" of the immediate tomorrow, without the problems of an exist-
ing and blighted city core.I do not cite this situation to hearken to the sentimentality of the cry to
preserve rural life and small towns, though there is merit in the cry.

I simply want to point outfronr a practical point of viewthat the "city"
as we know it, grew through the days of the emerging industrial revolution
and before the time of realization of its benefits, or of the benefits which can
.be afforded in the subsequent and current technological revolution.

The city was produced by the demands of early industrialization upon man
not by the design-controlled benefits which industry and technology can
give to mantoday.Today the metropolitan city is both problem and opportunityjust as in tile
rural area. In reAving .the problemsin meeting the national goals for a
better human environment,_ for the elimination of poverty, for the creation
of a greater societywe can sifeeeed only through a well-designed approach
to achieve success in both urban and rural areas,.In this same vein, it is also practical to point out that the culture of the
Indian, the Negro, the Highlander, the rural resident is, each in its own way,
of as key importance to our future as the culture of the highrise apartment
dweller or the suburbanite who seems to epitomize our' nonpoverty citizens.

Given our present technologyand the determination to relate it to goals
of our own choosing by methods of our own designthere is no xeason that
the benefits of urban life cannot be secured ;n something other than the mega-
lopolitan areas, or even 4n the smaller urban areas as we know them today.

It is essential that our strategy for the elimination of poverty not be so
designed that we lift people from economic deprivation only to dwell in phys-
ical comfort in the wasteland of cultural poverty.The _key recommendation, then, which I would make to this Commission
is that the elimination of poverty can be successfully attacked only when it is
one of the high priority goals incorporated into comprehensive area develop-
ment prograins in both the rural and urban areas of the country:

(1)_ The nature and size of the appropriate placethe development area
cannot be exclusively, or even primarily, related to the problem of poverty,
but must be chosen as an appropriate area (town and country) for program
deeign and action.(2 ) The nature of -the stponsoring area group must, likewise, involve the
well to do and mest_capable--and a broad representation of all interests
as well as the poor. '(The proper organization of such groups to deal with
overall program design for area, including but not limited to poverty pur-
poses is a key objective presently not accomplished in most areas.)

(3) The nature of authority for public action must utilize the existing
framework established_ in our democratic system. In rural areas (and with
some differences from metropolitan areas) this _will include many consider-
ationc for_ local government and private institutions, but it will signal one



inevitable conclusion: that State government must take the prime responsi-bility, in the public sector, for program responsibility. Only State government,for most rural areas, is in an appropriate place to gear up its own programsto key area objectives; to provide technical assistance and, often, constitu-tional authority, for local government and program grdups; and to represantlocal groups in negotiating Federal program inputs to relate properly to areadevelopment elbjectives.
(4) The nature of the program must be truly comprehensive, oriented tocarefully selected priority goals.I have no intention to say that our existing institutionsState government,for instancehave demonstrated on their own an adequate': concentrationeither fel key program objectives, such as the elimination of poverty, or to theidea of comprehensive area development programs geared to selected overallpriority goals. But, as we begin to concentrate seriously upon such new na-tional goals as are reflected in the aims of the Great Society programs, andas we become aware of newly emerging capabilities to meet these goals, itbecomes essential to gain strategic ability to a maximum degree through theuseand the change where necessaryof established institutions.

_ Within such a total program designed for each local areaproperly usingall program resources, properly involving all population interests, properlyrelying on established authority and strength,- and geared to-goals of changefor all of societyit will be possible not only_ to eliminate rural and urbanpoVerty, but to establish an environment and a society great enough to includetoday's poverty people.
In fact it is the job opportunities, which must be created in this effort, thatcan provide the future economic opportunities for today's poor. _It is in theenvironment which this effort can produce that all of us may find we havebeen, comparatively, poverty stricken todar.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED Ble THE AMERICAN COUNCIL
ON EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

The American,- Council on Education is the principal coordinating agencyfor higher .education in the United States. Its membership consists of 1,500colleges and universities, and national and regional education associations.Its college members represent all types of institutionspublic and ierivate,Junior and 4-year colleges and professional 'and advanced schools. A.s such,the council is concerned primarily with the needs, goals, and achievementsof higher edueation. But we certainly do not -overlook the fact that the founda-tion for higher education rests upon good education in the elementary andsecondary schools.
Our position on elementary-secondary education was outlined in a 1965policy statement to the Congress as follows:

The American Council on-Education is primarily concerned withhigher education, but in our society, the interdependence of all levelsof education creates mutual problems. We thus, believe that theFederal Government must find ways to assist elementary and sec-ondary schools to overcome inadequacies.
For many years the Council hes been concerned with increasing the op-portunities for young people to attend college. In recent years its two major

recommendations to the Federal Government have been for funds to construct,classrooms to accommodate the growing number of actual and potential .stu--- dents, and for financial aid for,,,Capable but needy college students.-
We are immensely gratified with the legislation enacted by the 88th and89th Congresses-in these areasthe Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963,the work-study program which was started under the Economic OpportunityAct of 1964,° and the economic opportunity grants authorized by the Higher

Education Act of 1965. We are mindful, also, that the National Defense Stu-
dent Ldan programthe backbone of all Federal student aid programswasinaugurated in 1959 primarily for needy students. By now 883,000 studentshaive benefited from its provisions.

We are particularly gratified that recent Federal legislation has focusedattention on the education of poor and disadvantaged young people. We referto the Headstart program for poor preschool youngsters; to Title I of theElementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, which provides fundsspecifically for the schooling of disadvantaged children; and the Upward
Bound program to overcome the educational disadvantages of potential col-



lege students who are poor. There is also the new program to upgrade the
so-called developing institutions, which are colleges serving mainly poor
young people.The council has made no survey of higher education of the rural poor asdistinguished from needy students in general. We note that the 1960 census
reported that 32.2 percent of rural youths aged 15 to 19 were not in school,
as compared to 29.1 percent of urban youths in that age group who were out
of school. In the 20- to 24-year age group, the census reported, 92 percent 6f
the rural young people were not in school, compared with 82.8 percent in the
urban areas. We believe that these percentages have improved, from an edu-
cational standpoint, for both urban and rural young people since 1960. Cer-
tainly a great deal more attention is being paid today to their education.One of the most interesting new developments in efforts to encourage
needy young people to attend college is the Talent Search program of the
U.S. Office of Education. As part of the new proeram of educational oppor-tunity grants, or scholarships for needy young people, the Higher Education
Act of 1965 authorized the Office of Ethication to enter into contracts with
colleges, univer2Ilties. and State and local educational agencies to seek out
promising but exceptionally needy young people and encourage them to at-
tend college. As part of this program, the institutions under contract are
expected to publicize financial aids which are available for college students
and to encourage dropouts to return to school.While this is a small, as well as a new, program, the results so far seemencouraging. For the current fiscal Year, 42 Talent Search contracts have
been awarded, out of nearly 150 applications received by the Office of Educa-
tion. This indicates that -the colleges and other educational institutions aredefinitely interested in recruiting needy, studenth. We understand that the
Office of Education plans to expand- the program in the 1968 fiscal year.
In this connection, it is heartening to note that the 1968 budget request in-
cludes the eutire $4 million sought by. the Office of Education for this _pro-
gram. Since some Talent Search proJects cover more than one. State, the
program is now operating to some degree, in all States but Alaska. We are
advised that slightly ever half, the preiects are designed to serve--eitheralmost entirely or in partstudente froia rural areas.In a number of cases, the Talent Seavein program works closely with the

',-Upward Bound program, VISTA voluntrs. and other agencies of the anti-
poverty prov:am.- - .The higher education community hr been willing and even eager to par-
ticipate in all the new programs to improve the educational opportunitiesfor disadvantaged young people. We realize that more needs to be done. We
hope that the programe sponsored bY the Pederal Government, foundations .and other sources will be continued and exrnded. We hope and believe that
more colleges will participate in these programs.Improving the opportunities for rural youths presents special problems.
They are often difficult tO reach since their -schools may be small 'and in
rather remote locations. Many have reeved feiv guidance services during
their high school years. They may not takenor had the opportunity
to takethe courses required for co1le4p- admission. They may never have
received any encouragement to go to college. And they may be quite unaware
of the assistance that is available to them.It seems clear that special attention must be given to these capable ruralyouths if they are to utilize fully their educational talents. We urge thecolleges, the schools, 'the communities, governmental organizations at all
levels, and private groups to make sure that their talents are not overlooked.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY CATHERINE C. HIATT,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TRAVELER§ AID SOCIETY

OF. WASHINGTON, D.C.
At the outset, on behalf of the several hundred persons who are a part of

the Travelers Aid Chain-of-Service in member agencies across the United
States, I should like to congratulate the National Advisory Commission on
Rural Poverty_for its conscientious and comprehensive effort to gather viewsand information on this most'important subject Irom a wide range of sources.
We welcome the opportunity to contribute to_ this undertaking and are happy
that one of our clients was also invited to testify. We look forward eagerly to
the outcome of this factfinding endeavor, and trust that, as a result, a blue-
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print can be developed for creation or expansion of needed services as well
as enactment of new legislation or amendment to existing legislation essentialto the well-being of this segment of our society. Until their needs are ef-fectively met, no "War on Poverty" stands the slightest chance of being won.Because Travelers Aid for nearly 100 years has been the specialist agencyserving troubled travelers, transients, and new arrivals in our various urbancommunities, that is, people who move either permanently or temporarilyfrom one community to another, the following testimony is based on uniquecompetence and practical experience. In it we will seek to identify problemsand-needs and to suggest solutions for those impoverished people from ruralareas who leave their home base in search of at least survival, if not a betterway of life for themselves and for their children. With the exception of oneprogram serving agricultural migrants, all those known to TAS (TravelersAid Society) are striving to relocate in or near an urban center.One fundamental fact must be stressed and kept in mind throughout thispresentation. While our focus is on the problems of moving people and onprograms to meet their needs, were not the strivings of these people recog-nized and such services available, the cost in human waste and in dollarsfor perpetuating dependency or in crime as means of survival and as anexpression of frustration, would be. prohibitive. Put positively, the recom-mendations throughout this material, including those for expenditure ofadditional funds, would in both the immediate and long-range future savemoney as well as lives:,

. The following material is organized under four main headings, each rep-resenting a particular aspect of the Travelers Aid program in its work withthe mobile poor. In each_section we will describe particular problems .andexperiences of people and specific programs provided. In each we will alsoseek to evaluate what has been learned and to indicate what we believemight be done in the future to build on this experience. The subject aTeas arp:_ _I. The basic Travelers Aid program. F ,
An,

2. A special and limited project for newcomers under the Office of Eco-nomic. Opportunitywhich was terminated on March 1, 1967.3, A special and limited project still underway for relocation of familiesfrom areas of unemployment to areas of demand under the Department ofLabor, U.S. Employment Service.
4. A special project serving agricultural migrants in 'Southern New Jersey.The fact that three out of the four headings listed must be labeled "specialand limited," I submit, has significance to the concerns of this Commission.First, it suggests that, while- the Travelers Aid Association of America isone of the older national voluntary agencies, whose early tradition wasservice- to travelers, it is alert to the shifting scenes of our time and isexperimenting in new areas of service to meet changing needs. Second,throt*h sharing what it is learning as widely as possible, as in this testi-mony, the agency wishes to encourage others, particularly 'those in placesof public power to build on this pioneering experience. Third, essentially,Mr. Claude Brown in his testimony before this Commission on February 16,1967, was right; i.e., services to safeguard and to advance the well-being ofthe in-migrant poor to our cities are insufficient, inadequate, or nonexistent.Until support for patently neededservices for this group can be nnuch melre19-oadly based and mor4 universally available, the poor seeking to relocatefor whatever reason mr..,11 remain largely submerged, unprotected, and un-assimilated in our urbarr-soeiety: With the numbers of people known to be: onthe move, the job at hand and ahead if? far beyond the capacity of any oneor combination of voluntary services to fulfill alone. But at least, we hopeto show an operational start,has been made.

GENERAL BACKGROUNDTRAVELERS AID
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

While in recent years the American people under the Federal Government,using public monies, have provided programs to assist in the relocation ofHungarians into the United States and Qubans into the United States, andPuerto Rican Americans into continental United States, help in the relocationadjustment of American people within continental United States has beenleft as.an almost wholly untouched. airea of need except for that which couldbeTprovided under voluntary austdoes, primarily the Travelers Aid Associa-tion of America (prior to June 194336, known as tlhe National Travelers AidAssoeiation).
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The Association's roots date back to _the covered-wagon days of the mid-
1800's. It was legally incorporated in 1917. As of the 1960's it is a federation
of approximately 90 local, autonomous agencies manned by professionally-
trained social workers and related staff in the United States, Canada, and
Puerto Rico. lii addition, it has over 900 cooperating representatives. All are
linked by purpose and function to form a Chain-of-Service, a unique tool
giving an intercommunity service to people whose problems have causAd
them to move, or who have problems because they have moved. TAAA has
developed special techniques in helping people cope with the human and
social problems of mobility. It is recognized nationally and internationally
as the agency with the greatest professional expertise in this area of service.
Its Chain-of-Service, in addition to tapping the resources of more than one
community, makes it possible to follow up with clients who have moved on
to another town or another State.TAA's Chain-of-Service gives it prompt access to the geographical and
social past, present, and future of the moving worker. To the client, this._
means someone to whom to turn in a strange and often hostile environment
someone who has developed special skills to meet his special problems. It also
mewls that a teenager can be given counseling,-emergency financial assistance
hel l:. in finding a job, or other service in one community while his parents
are being counseled in another around a problem they both share; or a person
can start working through a problem in Washington and continue counseling
in Florida- or Puerto Rico or California with someone who already knows of
him and his,-specific problem. He does not have to tell his story over and over
again. --

In 1965 alone nearly 900,000 families and individuals in trouble away from
home were helped by one or more TA agencies throughout the ;wintry. They
came from approximately 10,000 communities in all 50 States of the United
States, as well as its four tsrritories, and more than 100 foreign countries
in all six continents. Not all were seeking to relocat:). but one out of seven
who come from some 4,000 rural communities, were. We have a chart that
shows the flow of migration of people known to this agency between the
period 1955-60 and the period 1960-65.

I. BASIC PROGRAMTAS OF WASHINGTON, D. C.
In the same year, 1965, the Travelers Aid Society of Washington, D.C.,

alone served over 20,000 families and individuals. Nearly 5,000 of these had
problems serious enough to require the help of professionally trained social-
work staff. Of the 5,000 serious cases, 75 percent came from Appalachia and
other sections of the South. (In 1964, 70 percent had come from these same
areas: That year a further breakdowi. sh,...wed 40 percent from Appalachiaand 30 percent from other primarily rural sounties of the South.) One
out of five was a jobseeker, ill clad and penniless on arrival. Most of the
jobseekers had to be helped to return to the locality from which they had
come, because they did not have sufficient skills to find a job quickly (within
a week or less) and because thl- agency could not provide or find other
voluntary-funds to maintain them ronger4and "of course" they were ineligible
for public welfare, even emergency aid, -since they were not legal residents
of this community. Despite these limitations, TAS in Washington, through
its basic program in 1966 helped some 500 families and individwAls relocate
and become self-sufficient. (During this same year of 1966 over 1,000 were
returned to their place of residence through the use of agency, or community
funds.)For the past Several years; consistently, two-thirds of those turning to TA
in Washington, D.C., have requested financial assistance. Becatise of budget
limitations or through use of other voluntary resources, only one-half of
those seeking such assistance (or one-third of the caseload) have received
such help from agency funds. The following exc.erpts from a study made
during a 2-week period in the summer of 1965, of persons seeking emergencyfinancial assistance from the Travelers Aid Society of Washington, D.C.,
may help to sharpen the picture.

HIGHLIGHTS OF STUDY
1-A Job-seekers ih from Appalachia and South 69 percent White

Other 11/4. surroundings of D.C. 30 percent Negro
1/4.New England, Mid West, 1 percent Mexican

and West

a',

t*
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%.. The Search for Employment
1. Young and Basically Sound Job-seekers -

Young job-seekers stand out as the largest and possibly the most sig-
nificant group in need of financial assistance.
(a) Basic Stability -The majority of these youthful families and young adults were

on the move for the first time, disrupting family ties and deep roots
at home, summed up in the typical conunent, 'I've lived there all
my life. All my family lives there."

(b) Moving Away from Poverty
It was poverty that had dispossessed this group. They were

unanimously agreed that poverty had driven them from their home
towns and they described this poverty in vivid phrases.

"I got tired of working on a farm for $30 a month as I have ever
since I was 13 years old. So I left to get me a real good job."

"I'm a good butcher but I earned only $30 a week. I can e.arn
twice as much here."

"Our parents died -And we sort of looked out for each other. We
couldn't find work at home. So we wrote to the Peace Corps and
they will definitely give us some work."

"I want to get off the welfare."
"There's. nothing back home and my caseworker at the welfare

can t do nothing for me."
(c) Poverty and Hardships En Route and Upon Arrival in Washington

The poverty that compelled this group to move also accounted for
the meager resources with which they began their search for jobs.
(1) En Route

Poverty explainecU tfie-_thtirdships -iO many encountered en
route. They spoke of these hardships in graphic- terms.

"I got arrested_for vagrancy."
"I only earned $5 for two days of picking apples. It wasn't

enough to keep going on. I got tired and now I think I'm sick."
"Our old car broke down. I didn't have much money to fix

it with."
"The car broke down and I had to just leave it by the road,

abandoned."
"We ran out of money so we had to stop and ask a church

to feed us."
"We had to hitchhike all the way. It was hard on the kids."

(2) Upon Arrival
Those who 'managed to reach their destination without

mishap quickly -bogged down in the struggle to eompete for
jobs And to hang on until a first payday. Again As group's
own remarks are revealing."I had to take a job selling magazines. I don't know how
to sell anything." .

"I've got a job but I don't have money to get to it."
"I'm a good house painter. If we get a place to stay, I think

we'll be all right." -

"I thought I'd start working sooner than I did. Now we're
all out of money..." ."Farm work is all finished in New Jersey. I'll have to hitch-
hike home if I don't find soinething to do here. Farm work is
about all I know to do but it don't last long."

"We have no place to go and no money for food."
"My husband just started a construction job. He couldn't do

that good at home but we don't have money for rent and food
until he get_Iiaid next Friday."

"I have two children, and I guess I better go back home andlive with my- parents. But they can't afford to do fcr us like
that."

-"Yes, my husband haa a job now but the baby is only 4
months old. Living like we have to here is worse for the children
than it was back home. The kids were a lot safer there."
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(d) Lack of Job Skills
The gravest handicap burdening this group is their lack of job

skills._ This reflects their impoverished backgrounds; the lack of
good schools in depressed areas and the rural South; and the paucity
of jobs that might provide _on-the-job training or the sort of work
experience they could use -as a jumping-off place for better jobs.The work they are equipped to do and the work experiences theyhave had tend to trap them and-their children in perpetual poverty.

The younger job-seekers describe this vicious circle as "not getting
; ahead no matter hoW hard we try_- The only work we can get don't
have mucli of a future." Despite the very real courage they display
in moving away from hopeless poverty, very few can overcome this
handicap -while struggling to survive in a large, impersonal city.
The very-few *II& have usable-skills and who find jobs immediatelymay manage to flnd a better life for thernselvesMBut even the one
or two in this group must be prepared to endure'a loss of personal
and cultural identity until they can recreate the roots and-human
ties that sustained them at home.

(e) Conclusions
The youth and ,-basic stability of these job-seekers suggest that

that _they are trainable and would use-and benefit from programs
designed_to equiP.Ahem with uSable, marketable job skillS. They are
moving--1::. great cost to themselvesand will continue to move to
find economic opportunity and independence not possible at home.' They are poorly prepared to find eitherbecause of the impover-
ished schools in their home cornmunities, their limited work. ex-
periences, "and their lack of job skills. If they do not find some
answer to their searching, they will sink back into-dependency or
will_become the next generation of "homeless men." Either alterna-
tive means a heavy burden oil society in both cost of care and lossof contribution to the common weal. The young job-seekers who
were frustrated in their first attempt to move away from poverty
faced a - cruel - choice. They could either give up and return to
hopelessness or risk the- grave hazards . of _hanging on in a ,large
city. they found ,the poorly-paid jobs for which they could
duality, they had- to _live at a substandard level, _deprived of Aheirpersonal dignity and ci2t off from the sustained human relation-,

ships and cultural ties, that gave meaning to their lives at home.It haS been the agency's experienceconfirmed by this study
, that job-seekers vako cannot acquire the jot skills they need dete-
riorate rapidly if they eontinue to move from one city to another in

-S? searcle of jobs they are less and -less equipped tO find. As they
age they-- drift away from family -ties and they exist under condi-

-. tions , that deplete, their _physical strength and -emotional reserves.
They r. are frequently, jailed for vagrancY and -many become alco-
holics, unemployable outcasts, and chronic wanderers, totally

. adrift and lost to society.
2. Persons in Plight

The relative number of unstable persons purposelessly running away
is in striking contrast with, the findings of a study of the agency case-load in December 1964. At .that tIrne 36 percent of those served were
in flight and only 22 percent were job-seekers Inths study 48, pe-rcent
_were job-seekers and only 10 fiercent,1---Were' in flight, for emotional_reasons. Among other possible -causes for this difference, one might -
-wonder whether there may, be a seasonal component which _influences -who is more -apt to be on the mOve and when. It is -possible that themore stable, more planful people niove in the warmer weather when
jobs might be-moreavailable and the less- stable ones move when- they
cannot bear to stay'. put. Could the more rigoroiis weather of winter add
to. their-restiveness?

B. Social Protest Emigration from the Deep South and Texas
it.is interesting that 12_ young and basically stable families and youngadults said they were emigrating- from the Deep South ard Texas inprotest against racial intolerance.

1. Currently 'Moving Away
A young 'Negro family fr6iTr-Alabama and two young Negro 'families



,
from South Carolina spoke of "low wages back home -no matter what
we do." They were unwilling to accept a future of "poor.pay even if we
ever got decent jobs."A 21-year-o1d Negro -from Alabama said he had worked for 8 years

nand ever eamed more,-than $1 a day for heavy labor. He was 'tired
of work like that." A young Negro widowfrom a rural section of
Virginia didn't want to go on living with her parents "who can't affordme and the- chfldren on them." She hoped to find a job and support
herself and her two children in Washington. The jobs open to her at
home "don't pay wages we could ever live on."Two young families of Mexican descent left Texas because of the
low wages paid "Latins" for skilled work. One of the husbands foundqa
job in Washington at which he would earn twice the amount paid him

. for the same work in Texas. --
2. One Defeated, Four Had Achieved Their Goal t5 caseS)A 19-year-old Negro sharecropper from Mississippi took a seasonal

farm job "up NO2 th. He hoped to earn enough to remain, get settled,
and send for-his wife. However, the driver of the truck in which he was
to travel to New Jersey with other farm labor recruits abandoned them
in Washington. He was returning home defeated..

Two young-Nes-4.m wives And their children had car trouble en route
home to Brook1N- , N. Y., and were stranded in Washington after a
journey to A :la to visit r2latives. Both families had successfully
settled in Brooklyn after leaving Alabama a year ago. Both husbands

_were employed_ and did not leave their jobs to accompany their Wives.
A 20-year-old Negro froni South Carolina had managed tc "leave

South Carolina and to support himself .for 6 months in_ New Xork.
When he was- drafted, he decided to -hitchhike back.-to South Carolina
to see his grandmother before he ,was inducted into the Army.' A Negro-
policeman_ urged him not to hitchhike through the 'South and referred
him to Travelers Aid Society.A 22-year-old Negro -from Louisiana had settled successfully in New
York. After warking-for.-14' months he was able to take a vacation trip
to see his family in Louisicina. He Was robbed en route and rtuTned at
once to his job in New York:

A VURTIIER ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEMS OF THE MOBILE POOR IN. WASHINGTON
An 18-year-old, youth from West Virginia,' the youngest of 13 children,

haunted Xhe U.S. Employment Service every hour that it was open until he_
was accepted -in their Youth Training Progi-am.>A .young"-friend -had told
him about the program, hut he had no one except Travelers Aid to help' him
until hid .training began. 3 weeks later and for still another week until his
first $20-vieekly subsistence allowance arrived. .

He had left a home in which the frustrations of poverty had -intensified
his hostility _toward his stepfather. For 2V2 years he_had drifted from one --

town to another, working on the dead-end jobs available to an unskilled,'
homeless teenager with less than a grade school education. When he tried
to enlist in the Army, he was turned down-because of lameness caused by an
automObile accident.He !needed financial _help, dirtction in finding a part-time job to supple-
ment his $20 subsistence allowance, and expert guidance in-adapting himself
to a disciplined life of studyr'and work-.;- -/

A housepainter fo-iind a l'ObThe-Tda-srire--iirrived in Washington With his
gaunt young wife-and six barefooted children. Work was nonexistent at
home in a mountainotis- Section of North Carolina. Both parents had dropped
out of inadequate rural Schools before finishing the 10th grade. The husband
had a-problem' with alcohol; .the wife ,was energetic tint possessed none of
the experience and know-how neeessary fox-survival in a strange and com-
plicated urban environment. The _children had-- no security beyond the
father's new. job 'and the _fact 'that the,family was Still together. i

-Like other very poor' Americans on the move, they-were living in an'-'4ald
jalopy,,, half buried beneath -the bundles of faded clothing and hou`sehld
utensils.Which were everything they owned as ,a familyThey-were disheveled
and--'hungrY when they appeared in- the TrEcrelers Aid offices, and tlieir
clOthes were too thin and.threadbare to protect _them ,from .the rain and ebld

, of early, winter.An' itinerant mechanic, still in his 20 s, had learned his trade from his



gypsy parents, who had earned a meager living repairing farm r-ei-ehineryand trucks at- cut-rate prices in farming communities =along the Pacificcoast. He had no wish to follow this way of life now that he was an _adultand a married man with children of his own. What he had in-- mind forhimself and his family required only two things: a regular -job and achance to settle down in one community.
- However, no reputable garage-owner had been willing to hire an ex-gypsy without references, who pulled hopefully into town after town withhis almost illiterate ex-gypsy-7-Wife and two malnourished children in an oldcar that swayed beneath the weight of all the household goods strapped ontop. Temporary jobs, day labor, and an occasional chance to fill in for asick or, yacationing mechanic had kept the family aliveso far.Nothing in their experience had prepared them for this attempted transi-tion into, a stable life.- Neither knew how to apply for a regular job or howto negotiate with a potential employer on the basis of the husband's im-pressive knowledge of mechanics.

Whew their 6-year--old daughter had to be hospitalized for malnutrition,they were told she could not be taken from the hospital until the familycould provide a suitable home for her. The young mechanic took a day-laber__.job, but he- knew from several years of expe:ience that determination andhis, own strenuoue efforts would not be enough to bring abs eat the stablehome the hospital was now demanding.
They. approached Travelers Aid with the sullen apathy of those who havebeen forced to remain outcasts and who have found no way,to lift theniselvesout of poverty severe enough to deprive them of their children.The 18-year-old from West Virginia; the housepainter frorri North Caro-lina;" and.the ex-gypsy and his emaciated fainily are typical of the very poorwho are on the - move today and who continue to come to Travelers AidSociety.' They are isolated, excluded, second-class Aniericans, less and lesswelcomed in the cities where they-must go and must 'find jobs if they areto remain alive and in our prosperous society. Most' of the very _poor in thisgroup before taking to the road had lived in povertylall their lives, managingto-stay-alive-en-public welfare grants, or hanging on as coal miners or tenantfarmers until rapill technological changes in mining and agriculture absorbedtheir jobs and crowded tlieiii.out ef the economy.They are a Linique group for two reasons: (1) Their lives are literally atstake in the outcome of_ their search for work and stability, and (fl) by theirtruly heroic -attempt- to move away, from the modern versions of feudalism,. and slavery, which they describe as "no Way to get off the welfare back

' home" and "no chance for a coloved mt-en to get ahead no' matter how hardhe works ". tlwy have become conten-4eirary seekers after the AmericanDream, moving away from hopelessness [or oppression within the saine tradi-tion that settled our early wilderness and opened up the West and thatbrought impoverished immigrants .into our great industrial cities at the be-ginning of this century. They_do not want to exist on a dole with no hope ,ofescaping the ignorance and social isolation_ which handicap them, k.---nd theycannot overcome these handicaps without help.Wh''at they do want and need , is a stable job- a home, and a chance tomake a fresh begi,ming. En route to this goal they need specific counselingprovided through a key pers-on, such as a caseworker, to help them gainknowledge of 'the urban environment in which they must make their way:In the lingo of the indigenous poverty worker, to learn "how to negotiate thesyster.i;" to become aware of their -own capacities; to-gain the disciplined ofwork, and to -learn that work can be more than a means of survival; Theyalso need enc.ouragement to sustain their hope and to endure the inevitableemotianal depression ce.used-b-y -the loneliness, strangeness, and the regimen-tation of 'settling in t`:,,-2d after a period of testing, if they have made thewrong- decision - in leaving home or in coming to this -iiarticular community,
'they need gUidgnce and pra-dtical assistance, to.- change, to leaye, to returnhome or- reiilistically to move eliewhere, Without these supports, the canquickly become confused, diseouraged, pull tip staked and -continue -to wanderor sink back , into chronic despondency and stop trying.

They often need help in finding a place to-live, both temporarily -and borthe long haul. -They also need opportunities for job trainingfrequently,,1this includes' ba sic remedial-education.
And they MUST have financial, assistance. WithOut money for the neces-sities of living they cannotuse other services- or-;spend their own efforts



effectively no matter how determined they are to do so. It is wasteRil, evencruel, to suppose that destitute people who have been poor since earliestchildhood and who have had to leave home as the price of sizrvival can
relocate in an impersonal, confusing city without a few days or weeks of
financial tiding-over: They have to have bus tokens and money for a haircut
or arclean,shirt or decent work clothes before they can apply successfullyfor a job and then report to work. They have to .pay for at least a week's
rent and buy a few groceries. Their children have to have suap, toothbrushes,
and shoes for school. -Underlying these practical needs is the need for a sense of welcome.America was built and became strong because we were a mobile people.Even a modern economy depends in large measure on the fact and the
readiness of our people to-move about. And yet the stranger in our midst,especially, if he is not wholly self-sufficient, is greeted with suspicion, is
blocked from established community life and community resources by both
neighbors and institutions, is forcibly kept ot- until he can prove he 'has a
"right" to be in. We submit that all AmeiLeans-litive a right to be accepted
as a part of our society.-

PROBLEMS OF PUBLIC POLICY AND L.i.c 'OF COMMUNME cRESOTJRCES
1. Public WolfareFinancial Assistance--
The most -c-bI;spicuous problems facing the poor away from home,- as wellas the voluntary agencies who try to help them, are residence restrictions

for various public services: The most conspicuous a.nd punVehing restrictions
are for public financiol assistance. Despite the fAvt---tlidt-iiiiich of the money
provided for public a'zzistance is Federal money, to which all_ Americans
haVe contributed through Federal taxes, -entitlement to such assistance is
governed by the several -,.:.tates and withheld by them from persons who do not
qt.talify as residents El_ communities; The-fact that residence require-
mehts differ between if--",7,tes only adds to the complexity of the problem and
results in nui_nbers of pi,i6ple; including indivi&J- children, being "Stateless"-

- for longer or shorter periods of . time, when ic lose residence in one
_. jurisdiction before acquiring residence in another. These people are truly in

limbo; their needs for welfare assistance, protective care, or other essential
human services bec9me literally no one's responsibiUty 'to provide.

Although we have never- seen any figures, We have reason to\_guess that
there must be several thousand "jalopy children" in this countrk--WhOseparents wander from town to town, from cotinty to county, from State .to
State, seekirig day labor or a handout for food/while they subsiat ,in the back
of a brokenzdown- car, the nearest filling station giving them just enough
gas- tb-get-to the next town "or aeross the cOunty line. Their children are
growing up in rags, _physically weak, emotionidly starVed, and totally with-out education. It is our further understanding that probably most of these
families, -like "The Grpes of Wrath" families, started originally from lifeon a farm.

A few States have experimented with the elimination of residence restric-tions for aid. But until 'these restrictions can be lifted across the country,
people of this nation will continue to suffer wantonly.

Even -foi residents wie in our States the 'rules and regulations- goveining
puirilic assistanceand ae.,ninistrative practices thereof, penalize many direct
nect--1 s.

I4ot tong ago in a rural community of a neighboring State a 16-v-ear-old
boy was forced to leave home because in the eyes of his welfare worker he
was big enough-and strong enough to go out on his own. Thus, even though
he was eligible for continued assistarige -for,,ancither 2 years, assistance for
.him 'was cut off. By' arid the interceision of a
TA-jworker was required to help obtain _official parental sanction for him
to remain _and qualify for working papers, housing in the community, etc.

A 60-year-old man who had been a sharecropping farmer in another State
lost his shack for --nonpayment of r-taxes after he had become- too -physically
handicapped to :work. --Even so, he was adjudged employable 15r:the local
public welfare authorities and, therefore, ineligible 'for either, Public assist-
ance or health-care at public expense. He had never been off his plot of land,
had no soci3.1 security, no relatives anYwhere. By hitchhiking he finally turned
up iit'Washington. Because there.was literally nothing for him to_yeturn to/or
go fo, TA had to maintain lam for several' months, arrange for remergen-y
medical care, pay for his prescriptions,_ and when he was able to get around,



finally helped him to get a job as a newsstand attendant.
2. Education and Vocational Training
In Some communities, including the District of Columbia, certain newcomer

children and youth are ineligible to attend public school for basic education
or vocational_ training without payment of a fee which can range from
$200 to $600 for a particular course of study. For the in-migrating poor
such fees are prohibitive and tend to_encourage, if not force, school drop-outs
and to hold them to the level of unskthed labor,..A further roadblock to job
security or advance, particularly for youth and young adults, agaiu at least
in D.C., is the absolute impossibility of obtaining a high school equivalency
certificate, even for a person who could qualify, until-he has lived-in the---Com-
rnunity_for- a year. This means that Many of tlie more desirable or promising
jobs are automatically closed to these young people at the point 'where they
need them most; need them not only because the jobs are apt to pay better
and provide more steady employment, but also beemuse, as will be reflected
throughout this testimany, the newcomer; particularly the youth, need every
boost-they can get to gain an emotional as well as an economic foothold in
the new community. .3

One i:ecent advance in Federal policy and program has been the estalish-
ment of work-training, under the-Economic Opportunity Act. Not onlydoes
the program , per" se havervalue but, also, it is one of the first provisionswhich specifies that residence restrictions shall not be imposed as a basis
of eligibility for participation. In practice, however, until public assistance
for basic maintenance can be made available to 'the newcomers., few can
take advantage of this program; because of the understandable and inevi-
table timelag between application for training and actual enrollarieritin the
program.' (In-Washington this can be 3 months or longer.) _In other words,
work-training can be valuable for possible upgrading of skills, after a person
or family has gained a foothold in-a community through employment at the
level of skill which they bring with them, but is of little use to the.necv-arrival.

Training undez the Manpower Dev-rilopment and Training Act of the De-
partment of Labor is equally -questionable in' its utility to the newcomer.
Practices may differ from community to community, but in some areas it is

,not readily available to the .newcomer. This seems to have less to do with ques-
tions of law and "residen-ce or timelag in enrollment than it' has to do with
attitudes, of ,disinterest and administrative patterns Of giving preference to
those .,:aready established in the'communityalmost as though the stability,

motivation, and teachability of the newcoMer applicant is open
to doubt We have known one or two young people who were- immediately
accepted for training because they made a good appearance and, therefore,
a good impression on the interviewer; while others whose potential and drive
we believed to be comparable 'were rejected, because they:were less "well put
together" in appearance and Iess deft in handling then'iselves at the point of
application vor persons coming to the city from hnpoveriShed rural areas
lacking "city clothes" and "city polish," this seemingly arTultrary basis for
acceptance or rejectlDn has particular significance. "Finallv, in the area of training, again atieast in the DiStrict of Columbia,
no nonresident is accepted for vocational rehabilnation under the Office
of Vocational Rehabilitationregardless of circumstances, regardless of
need, regardless- of potential, and regardless of the nature or cause of dis- _ability or work hiSory. Here legal residence is an absolute prerequisite.This restriction can have particular impact on persons from rural areas
whose employability at 11-3me tends 'to need -full ph:y sical functioning_and for
whom° major, injUry can- be totally defeating. ,

A tobe-co worker had succesSfully maintained himself, his wife, despiteher progressively disabling arthritis, and their 12-year-old son at home in
a small lump sum as "compenSatiOn" and 'fired him, because he had become
too criPpled -to work. After wandering for some thne, the family landed in a
small town- ne---a-r- Washington, Where the man found d job as maintenance
North Carolina until he injured his back on _the job. His employer paid ,hirn
man. When his duties -were Ancreased to rinclude heavy E P".. he further
injured his back,' was again given-a' small lump slim as "cc, asation" zi
fired. From now on he will _be able-to do -only sit-down- work hut, 'althoughhe has good-finger delKterity, he has no ,particular hand skills.
"classical r se" for vocation rehabilitation, but, is ineligible becaUse hc Ill.-.

;_



lost residence in North Carolina and will not gain it here for another 10
months. MeantimeWhat?

Change in law, change in adminisf ,,ative ruling and a change_of_ attitude
toward the newcomer seeking a job, job training or simply basic1education
are clearly necessary, if the in-migrant population are ever to rise above
precarious, marginal existence in our cities or in defeat continue to wander.

3. Health CareIt is hoped, with the establishment of the Federal Medicare-Medicaid
programs, which specify that no-residence-reStrictions shall be imposed es a
basis Of eligibility, that some of the earlier woeful gaps in medical care Itor
the new arrivals in our urban areas can be overcome. What remains, of
course, is to get all 'jurisdictions to pass enabling legislation and to bring
Title 19 lirovisions into their localities.

Again, this has particular relevance for the in-migrants to urban areasfmm rural poverty because their health needs tend to be so great and
resources for their care in their home communities so lacking or so scattered.

Local public health departments, as in the District of Columbia, can givevaluable leadership toward the extension and expansion of needed health--
services for this group in both community hospitals and outpatient clinics.
Obviously, coverage should encompass physical care, dental care, and treat-
ment for emotional illness, plus preventive health care, including access to
birth control faCilities.The recent propoaal that "Federal doctors and Federal clinics should
provide medical care to th e. poor in areas where local agencies cannot or
will not provide such services" also makes good sense. Such a-Proposal,
according to the Washington Pest for Friday, March 3, 1967 (-nage A-'7) is
included in a report which is shortly to be released by a high-level advisory
committee appointed by the President. While,. Such,an m....arrR9ge_ ent weuld
not benefit the picor in their rural home' commUnities vhth very feiv, e*ep-
tions; it would expand the geographical availability of good- service at very
littba additional expense. acid would assume it could be quite simply and
quickly clone. It is hoped that it will.

'One aspect of health service which s believe should be greatly expanded,
perhaps in collaboration With the Office of Economic Opportunity and its.'

--Neighkorhood Center services, is health education. Ignorance of good nutri-
tion, personal hygiene, and steps one can take -to help oneself and one's
children toward better health is coMmonmost u-nierstandably soamong

--- families that appear in o-ur offices, especially from Appalachia and the rural
South. It is not that they do not want these things. It is simply that they
have never been exposed to them. Also many have lived for several genera-
tions in a state of chronic debility so thitt they assume feeling tired and
poorly FS the natural way to be. They a '6inaware what good health really is.

4. Housing
----This is one of the most perplexing_ and unsolved problems- for low-income
families in all our major cities, for long-term residents and new arriyals
alike- We are not wise enough or knowledgeable enough in this area-to
suggest any substantial solution. Perhaps it can be tackle.% through expanded
public housing; perhaps through enlisting private ind ustry /in new and
imaginative ways. There have. been a few experiments by private groups in

. this direction. In later_ sections of this material, we will note a eouple of
miniscule things-We hope to try to partially deal with concerning the problem
locally.,We are certain, however, that it cannot be truly met for the new-
comer here or anywhere, until -it can be -resolved f r the whole low-income
population. -

Meantime, we continue to cope with specific needs on a catch-aa-cateh-
can basis, joining others in the community to press for legal measures to
overcome bald; exploitation of tenants by conscienceless absentee landlords,
at the_ same ttime attempting to teach 'families we know how to use city
plumbing, gas and electrical eppliances, and how. to avoid fires" or destruction
of such accommodations as they may have. --

5. Legal ProtectionAgain Mr. Claude-_Brown-w as right in his statement before this Commis-
sion that the in-migrant poor are particularly vulnerable to loan sharks:,
price gougers; et_ al. They,._ do indeed need both protection and guidance
relative to their legal righ"zs in a-Wide range of areas. While legal assistance

- for the-poor through Legal -Aid Societies has a lengthy and generally



honorable history, we have welcomed the more aggressive championing role
which has recently characterized the Neighborhood Legal- Services in various
communities under 0E0 and the stimulus this has given to local bar asso-ciations to reach out and to offer increased service to persons too poor to pay.Not only have these newer efforts among the law profession meant caseswon or settled in favor of poor clients against threatened abuses by. more
powerful -protagonists, but they have also laid the groundwork for openchallenges to certain oppressive legislation.

The challenge closest to the hearts of those of us who work with andhave come to know and to respect the m:-.1ile poor is the challenge to thelegality, the constitutionality, of residence restrictions for public welfare.We have not heard of any case that hp-sk yet run its course to a courtjudgment, but we do know that several are ai least fn preparation in various
States ar.i.d that those who are working on them are in consultation with
each other. We in Washington have been close to such an effort involvingnonresident minor children of resident parents.

Whether through the courts or through Congressional action these barriers
to full participation in the life of our urban society must be lifted for those
who seek to enter this society and uitimately--t-o contribute to it, regardless
of race, creed, or conununity of origin. -

Specific Recommendations
- 1. Those who have contact -with the pciiir in their home localitieS, par-ticularly the-rural poot:, should

(a) Help them realize that "moving to the city" is not a quick f;olution totheir problems, that often it is no solution at all, at least under presmr?t
c i re um stan ces.

(b) Help them, if they are intent on moving, te move planfully, i.e., tochoose a community where they stand some -chance of -finding a job, given- the skills they bring; to be prepared for the- climate into etch they aregoing (thin ,sweaters raid bare feet are insufficient protection in winterwhere there is snow) ; and, if possible, to have some contact in that com-munity to which they, can turn on arrival, if need be, and which can easetheir sense of total strangeness as they-Seek to become established.
(c) Help them to understand what resources may and what may not beavelable to them as new arrivals, what roadblocks stand in their way ofsuccessful relocation, and to be ready for the gross change in ;-,he way of lifein the city in contrast tollirgirprior experience.
2. Those who have concern for the poor migrating into our- cities, regard-less of place of origin, should help initiate or to join existing efforts-to wipe

out the outmoded, Elizabethan principle of local residence as 'a prerequisiteto people's right of 'access to the provisions and services made available under
our Federal establishment for, the benekt_of all our citizens. \

3. The burden of responsibility for t-^eare of and service for the mobile
poor must not' be left to voluntary agencies 'who are supported primarily-by
locally contributed funds. /Rather, because 'the well-beieg of poor- p9ople
who move and will continue to move affects the well-being of all ,Americans,public funds must be appropriated to meet their particiilar needs and
essehtial services be established for them under public 4uspices. Such publicprograms will need and must draw upon and incorPorate the expertise
which has been developed through voluntary effort, primarily TAAA.4. (a) Unless such- material is_ already in the blueprint for the 1970
census, efforts should be made to have basic inforrnaa.ion about mobility added
to the enneral, not just sampling questionnaires, and provision made for itto be correlated in subsequent reports. Such information should include
income level as well as length of time in present c..,mmunity, frequency of
moves, and where people originally came from. It is doubtful that reasonfor moving could be obtained on more than a 'sampling basis, but to the
fullest extent tha-; this can be gathered and docuinewted, it would be valuable.

(b) Meantime it wovid be useful if spot studies in -depth could be madein'selected cities, such as the District of Columbia through the Washington
Center for Metropolitan SC:tidies. Volume of in-migration, sources, reasonsfor moving, adjustment and impact on the community could be embraced in
suah studie., Without comprehensive data, which -is not now aVailable, com-munities .nd agencies such' as TAS are left responding to demand as itappears and trying to build interpretation of need' aiid recommendations for
action on an uncert.f.rrn nd partial foundation without really knowing how



near or far they are from fce mark and without being able to assess thetrue Magnitude or urgency of the problem. They (we) are hampered inattempts productively to involve official and citizen leadership in givingpriority to eoordination or provisions of services to this group.
5. A publie service publicity espy- ign z--hould be mounted, whereby all ofus throughout the United States will regain respect for the courage, therespectability, and the contribution to -nur well-being on the part of thosewho are willing to pull up their roots and move to a new locality. Theheritage of mobility in our country is a proud one. It deserves support andhonor now as in our country's past.

U. iiEWCOMER PROJECT
The Travelers Aid SoCiety has always kept its doers open to the newcomerpoor although their needs have regularly, far outstripped the agency's

slender budget. We know that to help them return home means defeat forfamilies moving in the oldest American traditionaway from oppressionand poverty and toward a better life for at least the next generation. Butliving in a city's slums, caught on treadmill of underpaid, unskilled jobs,can also defeat them. They have no neighborhood ties in a Strange city; inmost cases the- new environment-is even less wholesome for their childrenthan the one 'they have left. Decaure the urban culture is totally strange tothem, with no one to welcome them and instruct them ,in the ways of citylife, they: quickly lose the sense of their own identity, their own roots thathave eustained them at home. Families intact when they arrive all too oftencollapse under the pressures of an alien, isolated, and impersonal existence-The agency'e practice itai3 been to help these newconwi-s tr.t-ovaluate whatthey are up against, to give them -information about the city's resources,and to provide a few days of financial aesistance to the handful of familieswho stand a chance of surviving with no help beyond their own abilitiesand determination.
When Federal fonds began to be available for innovative projects to servepeople in trouble or in need, starting with the President's Committee onJuvenile Delinquency, and. Youth Development, Travelers Aid saw this as anopportunity- to expand, tisi extend, to intensify service to this group and,hopefully, through ra concentrated effort in this area to devise new ways of

:neeting their needs and helPing them to achieve economic and social stabilityin their new, adopted community. It sought to understand the group- better,to werk _intensively enough and long enough with a cross section of them
to be 'able to measure-their strengths more precisely, to deime exactly whatresources would spell the difference between defeat and survival and when
and how the right; kind of help could be riven them. This wieh was the basis
for the Washington- TAS Newcomer project.

OreetcE OF ECONOMIC OPPOATUNITY
Before diseuesing the projeat itself it should be 'noted that no provisionwas made for the mobile -poor-in the Economic Opportunity Act except foragricultural migrants. For the agricultural migrant some services can nowbe provided under title III. The nonagricultural poor on the move to oururban centers can be offered services only under title H, the CommunityAction title, or under title VI, the Worl: Retraining title.
By design, hOwever, programs for funding _under the Community Actiontitle must be deireldped by the local _community. Here programing has con-centratedinevitably=on benefiting the long-term resident, not the newcomer.Furthermore, as already mentioned, very few penniless newcomers havebeen able to hang on Jong% enough in a strange city to-be accepted for worktraining prokrams under title VI.
Travelers-Aid has been able to obtain OEO support for programs servingthe very poor newcomer in only three counties in the entire country. 0E0has funded two project.; in Los Angeles County, Calif.; -one project iAlameda County, Calif., 'and this = one project in Washington, D.C. There

was community pressure for a project in Pittsburgh, Pa., but because 0E1.)
felt that it:lacked a clear mandate to release- money for relocation financialassistance, an indispbfisable part oZi relocatlen program for the verypoor, the Pittsburgh projeet had to be withdrawn after 3 months in operation .it is encouraging that ire the- Senate committee's report on the EconomicOpportunity Amendments of 1966, the following paragraph appears:

Prhe Committee recognize'd-the need for the mobile and* nonresident poorto benefit from the 0E0 programs and supports the provisions of 0E0 funds :
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and services in both the rural rc--r-,d urban programs for this purpose."
it is hoped that with this clarification of congrezsional intent, 0E0 will

step up ito funding or_ programs for this group and iliclude monies for
direct financial aid to persons seeking to relocate until they car, achieve
economic independence. But with congressional appropriations for fiscal 1967
less than requested and with some earmarking of funds av-ailable, funding
for this rNoup has been curtailed instead.

NEWCOME.R PRO JECT-B ACKGROU ND
The li.. newcomer project, while originally conceived_ citywide

service, has betyn in fact a. small demonstration covering only Neighbor-
hood Developmv),nt Center. The smaller size actually proved 3.---,..anate, for
although fe-4-e- people were-served it gave opportunity for thoughtful analy-
sis of developing experience which is important in a pilot effort of this type.
Operation began under Travelers Aid in November 196(..., Between February.
1, 1965, and March 1, 1967, the program was jointly operated by Travelers
Aid and Washington Urban League under cc_ -it1.-act withthe Washington
United Planning Organization (UPO) and was located -in a store-front
"Neighborhood Center."In the first year the program was funded_by the President's Committee
on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Development. Although there was no pre-
cedent for this, but recognizing the'..overriding need, financial assistance
for clients was included. During the second year the program was funded
by 0E0 but, like the Pittsburgh project, money for direct help to people
-was licit available. Such direct assistance as was given durin g. the second
year er.me from Travelers Aid's own limited budget. Because the project
lacked such funds and TA could not release enough money from its basic
program to do the whole job,.the program's effectiveness was SO reduced that
when UPO funds for community programs were cut back, the Newcomer
contract wr,s terminated. -
Project in Operation As Seen by Travelers Aid

A highly trained, highly sensitive casework director was the key to the
project's pioneering successen. Serving as a trusted, competent guide to
v/hom newcomers could turn in a stz singe, indifferent city, she used the tr adi-
tional one-to-line casework relationship as both (1) an instrument for hiliping
individual ne 'comers and (2) as her primary source of new insights into the
lives and 5.- .acial needs of well-motivated, poverty-stricken newcomers at-
tenintine to- hang onto the lowest rung of," the economic ladder in a large
city hostile to their strivings..At the same time Urban League staff located-neighborhood people 'and
community groups willing to provide the social'links and much of the know-
how about city life so essential to the newcomer's survival. Working hazid-in-
hand the efforts of the two staffs complqnnented each other.At the end of this section is attached a copy of a speech which graphically
summarizes the people and their prcblems as we knew them and deseribes
the program in action. While this paper discusses only the first year of the
project, the second year was comparable, the only difference being that more
families with older parents were included during the second yearfl and the
folloy_ving statistics covering the total period of the project tell their own
story:First year, 135 cases invcilving 224 people- _
Second year, 175-casesqnvolving 400 people
Unduplicated 2-'vear Tot-al, 248 cases involving 460 people
1 out of 3 wet from rural and small town communities
2 out of 3 were Negro
All were job seekers
1' Out of 3 returned home2 out of 3 successfully relocated_ an,:i were _indePendent or on the road to

independence when last seen _

Many of the young adults' and families benefited through the project wereand have continued to be tenaciously excluded from other social welfare
programs by (1) residence laws; by (2) the paradox that welfare applicants
in need are the group most frequently turned away with no help at all; by
(3) presuppositiona that there is little need to offer this group help because
of a-vague assumption that they don't truly want and could not use a chance
for a new 6tart constructively; and because (4) AS displaced, inarticulate



people, the37 are geographically s-zattered, politics:2s, powerless, and sociallyisolated. -The study in depth which the project has madr. possible ,..-1?.F.tffirins theswiftz:.ess of social change within our society- in very recent years and. theunrecognized ways in which technological advances, often brought about bygovernment subsidy-, have threatened the survival of the very poor Americansupon whose lives these advances have had the most immediate and shatteringimpact. It also has begun to separate out and to tackle different elements
--witnin the massive und unprecedented problems created by this social changefor the displaced poor, who must move into the urban centers where jobsare available.

Social pathology begns when newcomer families cannot adapt appro-pr;4itely enough cr eapidly enough to the only environment in which theycars hope to gain or regain even a toehold in the economy. By moving awayfrom the geographic and social backwaters in -which they have been sub-merged, particularly those -who move from rural to urban .settings, theyhave demonstrated their awareness of the social changes that heve overtakenthem and their willingness to act In ir,heir own behalf. But they cannotmaster on their own an adjustriumt involving new attitudes towards work
es a source of persenal fulfillment, new ways of relating to neighbors-andcoworkers, new idioms of speech, and new, long. range expectation for them-selves and their children. They must, be giVen time, opportunity, and 'guid-ance to learn these things afutr arrival. The process of -arbanization makesextraordinary demands that are unique rather than un::i-fersal, and there isalmost nothing in the impoverished: newcomer's "past experience to makethese demands comprehensible without instruction and interpretation.Ironically, but perhaps not surprisingly, there are very few people in socialwork or the othter helping professions ve--;f.) yet app-}sciate. these problems orhave mastered techniques to be truly helpful relocatit-,g,-A-xangers in generalor in facilitating the ixansition from rural to urban We.On- February 1.7, 1907, Mrs. Eliza Brawingtont a War.hington newcomerfrom the rural South, testMed before this COMMISSL:)11 as was brought outin the _testimo2i.y. Mrs. -Brewington, her Nusband, ai70. children had beenhelped through this -project . (One point that was not clear the questionperiod was that 1-he sevekal hundred dollars that, were used to help thisfamily along the way were from TA furids, not 0E0.) Mrs. Brewington isan examp2e par excellence of how much 'Can be Salvaged from -='lertain defeat
and how swiftly and soundly an impoverished family moving from strengthcan achieve realistic new goals and hope for a better future whe-gi the b-elpthey '.specifically need can be given them at the right time and in the right,way.-

As Mrs. Brewington told the Commission, she wants to work az a voltin-teer-. to help Other newcomers in .. precisely the way she has-been helped.This confirms the project's findings that newcomers from poverty caneffectively use proffered help- of the kind _pioneered in thi project and thatas soon as they have a sernbh-tiee of security in their new surfount",ngs, theyare capable and eager to res:cW out and help others.As a footnote to this summary, it is worth commenting that this entire'pro;act was accomplished with a Federai investment of under $20,PO0 ayear plus in the second year just under- 90 of TA _funds. For a totalinvestment of *65,000 over a 2-year period, st. ie 250 families and individualswere given a clgance at a ne-..zr start. Two-f rds of these made the grade
and achieved independence. Without this c ance and this help they couldhave remained permanently dependent at a public cost of several times thtsamount
Recommendatitms

Travelers Aid's PrOposals and Ropes to Improve the Circumstances ofWashington Isiewcoxners Who have Moved Away from Rural Poverty.1. Newcomer Centil.,
As Mrs. Brewington !testified before .the Advisory Commission on Vebruary17, 1967, and e...4 Washington Travelers Aid demonstrated in its Newcomerproject, unpowrished newcomers need immediate shelter; specific informationabout how to find a job, where to live, how to cope with pUblic transportation,.and how to master--,--quickly----:-the unfamilis.r demands of city employers and

ilandlords. They need help. with registering their- children n city schools;they 'need tt friendly, infornied int-nsduction to urban customs ar4 mores. And



they especially need a trained, empathic counselor. (1) to give specific help
with personal and family problsms;-and (2) to enlist and guide a corps of
neighborhood voluntee-i-a to welcome tbe newcomer and to provide friendship,
information, orientation to .city living, social ties, and a sense of belonging.

To implement the new insights and new techniques 'of helping that came
out of its Newcomer project, Washinkton Travelers Aid has prepared a
proposal and hopes to find a source of Federal fundir.g for a Newcomer
Center designed to meet the mare urgent ani long-neglected needs of poverty-
stricken newcomers and to broaden the program that proved so-effective in
minuscule. The agency believes that such a center might be adapted to other
communities where sizable numbers of newcomers seek to settle as well.

Dr:sign for a Newcomer Center. The proposed center should be onveniently
located and avialable to all newcomers into the city. It would be ;manned by
both professional, social-work and nonsocial-work personnel as well voitrn-
teers. The social-work staff .would ce.rry forward the kind of counsel2ng pro-
gram that was the heart of the Newcomer project. At least one nonsocial-work
staff member would be assigned as a housing locater spec- ialist. Other, non-
socialwork personnel wOlild provide information and direction service about
the community, about other resources for health care, recreation, churches,
stores, transportation, etc Nonsocial-work personnel would also reach out
to the newcomers and accompanY and introduce them to resources they might
need. Volunteers would assist in these various activities land could provide
a vatiety of other services.

The center, could also serve as a "social center" for, new rscome, a place
where they ciould gather, where they could meet each ,Other, and iwhere they
could bring their friends. Also, the staff of the- ceneer--;CoUld,organize,group
sessions and activities to help in the "socializing and nrbaniziaig" of new-
corners, to help them become acclimated to city life, (SO-me group discus-.

sions were undertaken-in--the Newcomer project and proved meaningful to
-particiPants.) We would seek to 'persuade USES to have an employment
counselor housed at the center. We would also like to see other community
services for which nonresidents are eiigible have some branch representation
there. Specifically we would like to see the Department of Health, under the
new medical provisions, schedule health consultation service at the center,
particularly for the newcomer children. It might, even be possible later to
organize remedial reading classes or other education or skills through the
center, since many nonresidents must now pay a fee for courses in the D.C.
public selsols..

Again, as in prior experience, one element that would be indispensable to
the success of such a program would be the Availability of relocation financial
assistance funds to be administered by the professional staff. Sometimes
families can repay some of t. le assistance given and provision for this would
b2 built into the program. But from prior experience we know that _ first
assistance sand most assistance will have to be an outright grant.

We do not believe that such a center with its facilities and resources
would in any way increase the in-migration into the city. Persons have,
are, and will continue to come into the Metropolitan area; at present, many
of them get lost, some remain hidden until -they can achieve residence and
become eligible for public aid, -some through l'_a_ijure to relocate here, move
on and thus take on- the' habit of .unproductive wandering. We believe, on
the contrary,. that, such a center would help to identify and assure more
successful relocation adjustment for those who do move. We also believe
that such,' a center would serve as a bridge to assimilation of the newcomer
in the cominunity, rather, than a deterrent. It would symbolize sectirity and
identity until- the 'newcomer, is ready to' reach out, but as he develops
assurance and confidence in his surroundings he could be given suppoiVand
encouragement ".to do so. Finally, ism are convinced that through involve-
ment of persons.from the-neighborhoods in the activities of the 1.enter, the
center- can contribute_ to acceptance ,of- the newcomer in _the- community.
Persons who are ',found not able to make a successful readjustment- to the

nity would be referred, to the normal Travelers Aid program for other plan-
ning, and would probibly continue to be returned to place of residence.
Through the records of such; .:eenter,, it would mlso be possible tl continue .
adding to our knowledge about- -*nobility' -am-Ong-disadvantaged póplë and
hOw best to serve them. .



2. Proposal for a Newcomer lriouse
As a part of the Newcomer Center, Washington Travelers Aid has alsodesigned plans and hopes to find Federal funding for a "Newcomer House"to provide temporary housing for a limited number of single youth andnewcomer families. It is interesting that Mrs. Brewington, Without consulta-tion with us, inchided a similar suggestion in her testimony before thisCerni-aissi on.
initially, the agency proposes to locate and rent a boardinghouse largeeneugh to Ekceonunodate approximately 10 single youths, some in eoublerooms ana :t.:-cive. in singles, plus common living area dining-living room)and a bc.anghc..iuse manager sympathetic to the goals of the project andwilling to lazcq)me a part of it.. (A Mrs. Brewing-t;orp. would be ideal for thisrole!)
Such a Newcomer House would become home bas, --r a nucleus of youngmen who need a wholesome, normal social life and a structurei, effectiveway to learn normal urban standards while overcoming the loss of identity

and social equilibrium that invariably go hand in hand with the attempt 'Inmove away from rural,poverty.
This natural grouping would have an enormouS potential for groupcounseling and similar activities geared to ixelping inexperienced newcomersto accommodate themselves to the social expectation of city living.The casework staff for the Newcomer Center would be responsible foridentifying youth and- families to be housed in the facrity.The director of casework for the proposed Newcomer Center, rlong with

a hanse or program director, would share responsibility /or plaml..-,4 groupactivities in the setting.
Length of residence in -the house would be determined _on an individualbasis and might range from overnight to up to 3 weeks, or occasionallylonger, while more permanent living quarters are being located. Return tothe facility if other_ housinfr breaks down would also be possible.Persons 'living in the house would maintain their own rooms and share

responsibility for chores such as maintaining hallways, cooking, doing dishes,
etc- The- house director would be responsible for helping them to learn howand to follow through on their various house responsibilities.

Residence in the house would be without charge until the newcomer be-comes established in a job and -is able to pay. Then he would be expectedto pay at the probable-rate of $12 to $15 per week.
No difference would be made in house assignment for those, who pay orthose who -do not pay, at least initially, in order to avoid the stigma of

"second-class citizens" among those unable to pay. Later, if experience showsthere can be a differential in house responsibilities, this might-be undertaken.
Group activities in the house "could include group counseling, recreation,and possibly some community-related meetings.
Residents would share with staff in planning and leading various 'kindsof group undertakings. In addition ='..o planned or formal group- effort.t,informal and spontaneous activities oil the part of residents would beexpected.A careful record of the experience in the use of the facilit_ for bothhousing and "socialization" would be kept and evaluatod.
While such a facility would not make a dent in the overwhelming problemof lack of housing, we estimate it would provide shelter for 100 to 150people in the course of a year. At the same time, -it would add anotherdimension to our contact with the newcomers and help both them and usto extend our capabilities in the processes of relocatien and settling in.-Appropriate reports on the e .. ice are to be prepared.

Proposals for National Acti-On
The experience of the Newcomers' project reinforced the experience ofTraVelli%es Aid in its basic program. Therefore, recommendations beyond

this lcKlel com1aunity growing out of, this experietiEe can only underscore
and amplifj rec.nnmendations already made.

1. Rouidt.iice .11-.ws excluding newcomers in need from necessary help
shoul d _he eliniin ated.

2- Ifremoying e archaic restrictions should burden some parts of thecountry with a rtleerz.lportionatc: share of the expense of helping newcomers
moving awes- /2.'11'1)m poverty, new ways should be focind to correct the.imbalance tbrotgh the use of Federal funds.
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. 3: Ours is a national economy, and Federal planning and interventibn may
be the long-range answer to relieving 'or preventing the grave social conse-
quences of shifts in -the, economy that create pockets of extreme,;,poverty=,` --

4. Federal funds should be spent to subsidize temporarily those "Who are
dispossessed- bY major -economic and social chahges national in nature and
origin. The American people have ace-e-fite-d-7for'decades the subsithes paid to
the shipping industry, large-scale farmers, middle-class -homeowners and ,

others-7- whoE,e economic well=being enhances our --national well-being. This
precedent should be Used on behalf. Ol this groug---whose lives have also
been disrupted by our changing economy.

i 3: LABOR RELOCATION PROJECT
In April 1965 when the-Newcomer pr6ject Wa'S well launched in its single

-Neighborhood _Center ii Washington, Washington Travelers Aid started
_negotiating for; expansion of . the .program, hopefully to encompass other .

areas of the city.,:and:to- include additional needed but'fiiiav-ailable services
which, were, :important ..-to neWcomerd. The Cornerstone Addition was to be-
vocational_ counseling and vocationaL-training.-- Also, in the revised-proposal
was a recommendation that the Department of- Labor, through the U.S. Ein-
ployment ServiceS files, ,Should find some- way to correlate job applications
and employer requests on as- broader basis than the local Community ; _also
that some means should be, found for_ .helping- families, and individuals to-'
learn about and_ get...to:job- openings in 'other communiVes, ,if they 'could not
be placed in jobs_ appropriate to their, maximum job skills and potentials in
the7local community..-Pending such an arrangement the onlY_ alternative to
helping newcomers find ."any old _job",.in the city- where- they- now are, is to
return them :to _the .cominunity.- "from which they have come, even though it
ma-y have already been ;determined that -they will Probably be returning to
gO on Pablic_assietance--.--hot a jOb. . -

With I no, progresS being made toward implenienting the full,. proposal_
-..locally,, National 'TraVelers Aid:, staff- led the _way first to an appointment

with . Assistant SeCifetary,, of -.the Department -..of Labor . who liked the:- ideas
being :.promoted... arOund employment, . then with the Office of Manpower
DeVelopinent ahd Training, and with the ,United :States Employment Service.

At ,USES it ;Was diScovered 'that - pilot -efforts of the sort being proposed
were alreadY underway in 'three_ or four _States_ through 'their regional USES
officei. That -is, PeOPle for- .Whoni:jobs: could not ..be---_found in _their -,h-Ome

_communities Were being picked ,up --and-.sent bag and baggage to other coin-
munities such as the shipyards, in. Newport- Newi, Where:jobs w:sra going-
begging. The USES paid- all costs of- transportation fors the ,worker, for his
family, and for their belongings, and each was_ given...a flat sum, _a quite
adectuate reloCation allowanee, to -help--them- get': set. up -and to Maintain them
until -first pay.'s-The program .had already: been running - for nearlY .2: years
and was' about to ,come..up for-renewal-of contract. There Was Some 'concern
about, _the future'," hoWever,7 because,- desPite the 'fact that the people had
money;and steady_ job's, after relocation a disturbingly:high percentage Were-,
giving uP and going hOrne--:to nothirie.

On, the basis ,-rof .,our -developing experience in' the Washington .,TAS New-
coiner -,prOgrarii,.-where a ;trained social worker was helping, newcomers to
achieire. social And eMptional as well EIS ph3isical reloCation sas companion to
a-- job, '81. .-contract_jietween USES and- .TAAA ;was , signed -June 2, .1966, for
Travelers2Aid: social 'Workers -fo be added-to' the labor reloCation teams' both
in comMunitie-S, of "SupPly" (workers and no jOhs ) and , in the communities
of "Defile-Ad". .-(jObs but not enough loCal workers) in the Statee of Virginia
_and West Virginia. .

This program inVOlvirig TA social'. Workers to help in -premobility Screening
and orientation-:Of applications' and in piistmobility adjustirient has not been
in operation lorig enough"' to _permit, a reasonable evaluation of-- itS effective,
ness.;:EVe&i. -so; ..in fthe',first 2--Months' of.- operation involving' 1,730 interviews,
343 ',families and:. individuals were7seen.. by,. the social workers in the supply
areag; 182 Werhelped in the'areas:of demand.

0n-;the,basigEof;'.only' 7 -months' experience, certain significant- threads are
emerging 'and certain-% adaptations- are .-- already -.being.:: tried. It has been
..learned,')i;for -eXamplethat--?it .uSnally::-.reqiiireS. a period :pf- 2 weeks in the
supplY,., area ;, for ?;-initial c;-; intervie*i additional Counseling as_ needed, and

biis' alsO been.; learned-,that -.promptness in contact and.
the'. offer Of', an:interested and helPifie-hand :in-.' the ,--demand area are highly

,
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important. iTbe simpler the family's background and the more limited their
prior experience, the quicker they become lonesome, -discoura-ged, dissatis-

- fied with their ,..new surroundings._ They _return home Unless a stable and
friendly tie--can be established to help them feel welcome to offer-a listening
ear, and to guide them through the maze _of becoming seitled. Group counsel-

-ing has proved_useful in a number of circumstances. ,Among the problems which we he:Ve found, such as the shortage of housingin the demand areas, has been that try as we may in the supply area toprepare the workers and 'their' families for the higher cost of living after
they relocate, many- of them do not coinprehend this until they are faced-
with the full impact of higher costs in the new. community. Our ,agencies in
the demand'areas are giving considerable attention and time to this phaseot counseling.

Afew2 examples of both successful and unsuccessful drelocation situations
will shoW the program in action: -
Successful Relocatfiin

V-

Mrs. H., an Eastern Shore resident, is 35; ,divorced,,,and supporting two
children, a 2-year-old and a, 17-year-old. _The latter will move-tto help -his
mother before joining the service. The_ other- child. is _in ..a church home and
there is a -p:ossibility of -his -joining _the family - if the-relodation works out
well. Job interview funds-were provided' by the Virginia Employment Com-
mission so she could explore -job`possibilities in ,Newport ,News. Ofir- Counselor
talked-with', her in- Supply and met her in the"-Demand'office. Everyone took
a great peritonal ", interest in assisting Mrs. H. -A delay in the relocation
check necessitated a' $243 loan for gas, tire repair, etc. from Travelers Aid.
The counselor also"-was able-to persuade the apartment agent and the utility
coMpanY to wait for rent and deposit.Then .Mrs; H. 'received a traffic' ticket'ior not having city tags. Our
counselor explained the -situation .to the Police, Chief who arranged" to delay
the hearing until. Mrs.-H. could-purchase proper tags.- Mrs. H. was genuinelytouched by the - Employment -Commission's and Travelers. Aid's- concern andinterest. Though Mrs. ,H's salary as a waitress,-is low, the additiriof tips
makes-the-move a -sound one. ',She is pleasedi with/,hOusing, coworkers, and
the' eniire situation. Her,check came .about a week later and she is.Aoing

Mr. B4- an overly, anxious, middle-agect, man, was overwhelmed by the
problemi he encountered in New Haven:-His physical , condition was suchthat he had to, secure' a waiver;'he,,could not remeinbei exactly*Where he had
lived the 'last 10---years; he:cotildn't face traveling, back and-forth from, New I
Haven to the-plant.- '

The counselor was iMpressed lay Mr. B's desire to 'establish here. It had
been extremely difficult for .him to leave his home and he 'wanted very much
to have a steady job. IloweVer the frUstrations intensified has feelings" of
insecurity and he was thinking he,could notinake the- grade. 'The Counselor
accompanied him to North Haven where he found a rodm at the entrance
to the plant. When, because of his anxiety, he- had difficulty recalling where
he had lived, the counSelor. helped him...fill out the appropriate .blanks forover three hours and- sent ',the material to his wife for substantiation and
to our,-agency Air verification with ". old_ records cf the- State Welfare De-
partment.' All ,:through_this 'difficult ;time the -counselor was aware of- how
much' it would--inean- to:_this man to establish here. Onee_he was cleared by
security and feeling 'coinfortable- 'an the job, he called ,for help iii finding a
place for his family.. One 'SatUrday in the-pouring rain six hours were- spent
in -taking:him to visit several placei which .he' thoughtfully considered before
deciding on one.' In this-situation, too, he needed help in reaching a.'decisidn.
When his- furniture "didonotr.arrive as planned,' he turned to this, office for -
help in-learning when it would be delivered.

- He visited our 'office to return', a =blanket lent him. His izins.,:adiate family
is here; they' love'the new-home;_ this morning he was pleaSantly surprised
by: 'the arrival.: of hia - daughter's family for the holidays: He hopes his son-
in4aW maY be hirecylay -"his'-'= company-. He was very 'happy to see 'his only
grandchild. -Mr. B. -gays that he would not have remained ,!but would have
returned,toi-West:Vi.rginia -had' it' not 1-.-eer.c'for Traveleri Aid.. -

Mr. age 21; made ,,amalication, as a single marf,---having- completedMOTA bricklayer's tramning. He, delayed in reporting to-- Demand area
(Richmond)- until he marrieda young-widow-(age, 18)-- who had-a-2-year-old
child: His income on the jobwas insufficient fo care -for the family...The only
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way thek could...manage financially was for- Mrs. 0. to go to: work. Within
1 week; the- Travelers Aid coun iselor made.. a total of five -home vsits and-

several other- contacts to-help Mrs. 0 find emplOyment; to assist the. couple
finding.better- housing, as well as to aid them With_their'personal problems.Througholft' contacts there was evidence of acute Jack of --self-Confidence and

`know-hOw'- which would be difficult tc:c- believe' 'unless-- one knew. of the
cultural .influences and life experiences of the - Appalachian people. There
have been very -real breakdowns in comrhunication , between. husband -and
wife. The family_ has been here 3 months- and a Atrong- factor in their
remaining has- been the intrmsive- yvork of the Travelers Aid counselor.

. Mr. C. came- to Richmond .as a tricklaii-drAFgt7--stayed- in a small
commUnity about 10 miles outside the city -with- another.:family;- the 0.'s fromsouthwest,.Virginia who had been relocated in May.-yle moved bis =wife and
five children-, and,-,with the help of the Travelers-Aid-counselor, the family e7---'s-ettle'd in a house a few miles outside the city. :They..., asked about- the
Travelers _Aid counselor. in Supply and laiighed as they recalled-,_her long
walk to. Visit- them. It -Was obvibus_they _were pleased that--she had made:_this _

effort-, and -theyrtvere:irnpressed that ar-irone- would take so -mkich interest in
them. The counselor _Yelped -Mrs.,. C:-enrollf.tk; e-nchildren 'in the:proper schools.The family has -given eliideriee of fiairing many 'strengths.' They have tried
tO help' the 0:--rfamily as- Mrs'. C. 'looks after Mrs-.' O. s child -While Mrs., 0.works, and Mr;-- C. has provided Mr-. 0.-; with -transnortation tO and- ,from
WOrk. :In.- spite of 'difficulties (limited -income due to limited work) , "the C.
family seems determined to stay in this "area. Mr. C. has' Secur=ed another
job, :wherebk he_cani,-be assUred -.of -adequate-ineGrne for .,his family's_ needs,
and-they-Weern well7relocated. - -- .

The yOung L. couple:relocated from Eastern:. Shore- to .-. New-Port News.Housing was the biggest problem and the "tuve SPent s' by the counselor
seeking housing,before_their.. arrival waS not _prechictive. Acceptable furnished-
housing for: Negroes is :at' a premium' in Newport...News. The; cOnnselor tookthem: looking -for' hbusing, all afternoon and .at -five; . Mr. L. said he felt the
counselor_ vyas:.through -forithe day.-±..By no Means,' she' told hiin;-, she 'was with
them_,-untilhousing- -was ---'foUnd.- She-reports his entire :manner: changed

_ he became -. relaxed- and chatted easilyit seemed-,he- needed 'a '-dernonstrationof faith-:and- interest-;:before-he-,could begin te let Ldown: his guard :with her.
Through,!-"desPeration* rather than :inspiration,'!',the:counselor. finally turned
to a-.landlady who-rentedtrooms only- to men,- introduced.-this-- quite _attractivecouple to:her, and:the'landlady_arrangeiFto contact-.- an acquaintance who had
a very,- accePtable '-small - apartment:- .The counselor. -in' the next few- days
acquainted- Mrs. L. with shopping and with the local 'etorrimunity, and will
help her-seek work-at 'a later'date.-- -Nk

Undu.c6esafia RelocaOon . . A.
.A ,set of .twins and their close buddy, all about 19 years old, had moved

- together from Eastern Shore to Newport NeWs Shipyard.; After a-few-weeks ,
one quit ,the yard because it was "noisy, 'dirty; and work.was tip() hard," and
located a job, through a private employment:- agency but did not like thisjob,: either.:---The other two, soon._ quit the yard and, all three 'were hunting
jobs. The _Travelerd ; Aid counselor convinced them -..that the Virginia Ern-

' ployment _Commission -wasn't- angry and gOt them ;back there----zthe mobility
officer -finally -loCated :work _,.- for thema . task made difficult because they
insisted,-on being hired as a unit: Our counselor,- took -them to the job and
waited7while-i.they Were interviewed-- and -hired by 'a'. luinber, company. 'She
conVir:ced- theni. not .to gets',.an apartinent immediately hear -the- "neat girl"
who workedf in:- the- -Office .1-of- their neW job. In :the counselor's Visit .the next
week;_:.(to their-,-roornirighouse) .-,the trio, had -.made another -job change to. a

. printing company-7-the_landlad saicrthey.,;`-fwere'.,nice boys-,-. bur, 113ghty., In a-

brief time : all ,-:,threeThad::'''ione back..lhornethe twins were. -.going into the
Navy -tin .preference.,to ',Army draft .:and =their buddy went home and: enlisted,
too. He -was '-reinain:-, with !...them. The- .following is the
counselo-i's,..Jib-StrvatAgn-52--drom' considerable -. eXperience: with these'. young:
unmairied.,relcieatees:;75:-,: _ '; .

-"IC is- My feeling that.4..is'_$like sOme: of 'the Other- young .relocatees in-that
the jOb .is not -important to,:-him since-'he . is:?`pnly marking: finie until -the
,Servieelgetg,him.':-Because of this, be.!Will not- stay..on.afty job ,with 'conditions

. he"- consiciers i1es13.41-fan...ideal..--He,;cobjects.;to.' dirt, -; hard- work,*,!_and,responsi-
bilityan---d-.ii-aliCthe;rno*e, I. am afraid,' .aa7.711:- chance': for .Oire' last fling. before
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the Navy took him. These bays may grow up in the Service and becomeexcellent workers in the future, but the combination ',of present circum-stances and lack of parental pressure tx be on their own prevents_ a suc-cessful_ relocation. Sadly, this is the group which looks best on -paper---young high-school graduates, no- ties, and ready for _workand is at thesame time the least suceessful of the relocatees -for the reasons above
outlined."

Mrs. S. went to work on November_ 5 and was housed in a hotel operate3by the employer and located adjacent to the plant. Her-two daughters, 'ages
14 and 16, remained home attending high school .in Holden, W. Va. _Mrs. S.intended-to return to Holden-during the -sChristmas holidays and bring her
younger daughter= back to Maryland with her,- Mrs. S. was quite concernedwith the higher cost of living and with her temporary , one-room_ housingfacility,:but remained because living conditions _were relatively better .therethan in Holden=yet.-she was far from. satisfied. She wanted a' two-bedroomapartment .or hause. The Travters Aid cburiselor spent a full _day in De-
cember--with -her seeking. housing .in Aberdeen, which:is within commuting
distance from the ,piant.'_Vacancies were- found to be few and far betweenand: rentals grossly inflated. Mrs: a.= went back to --West Virginia- forChristmas ,and,returned without her daughter. A few -days later she wasinformed that her- daughter Was ill. She told her employer she was- going -to see her9tiaughter and requested that her job be held open untirher,-return.
Her employer- was unable-to comply with this request and Mr*. S. quit her
job and returned home.- - --

,The followirig -comments from our national coordinator for the Project'
sum uP.- the' story to, date:

"The- typical Appalachian relocatees :usually do not cringe at the -thought
of moving..and accept it with-less trauma than- would be expected. Mut.li of

, this could_ be' attributed .to -our. premobility 'counselling of the worker and
_ his family. - Of Course, the- chances . of -"their remaining in relocation are

'strengthened by' preliminary screening by ,the,local State Employment Office;
by-our orienting the.'-felocatees; as to thet:new coimnunity; and.byz our ,givingdoubtful, or negative recommendations for relocation in eases where factors
militate ^agaliist inicCe'ssfiir, relocation"As wehad anticipated; the transition to city living is far from' easy. In
the beginning' ,the new. arrivals- -are beset 'by immediate problems such- ashousing, heaIth',' shortage of'4unds, transportation, and schooling. Coupledwith .these is their separation -froth family and homesickness. But TravelersAid,' fortified with -ease-material:from TA in 'the Supply area, is reaching
out -to , them, 'giying';supperti,:7e 'social 'services, and helping them resolve
their -prOblems and-,ease their Physical and psYeholOgical burdens."Things which- we' take for granted such as buses, esealators, elevators,sUpermarkets,' tall building*, city_Lnoises, paVed streets, vehicular tiziffic,
crowds of people, cengested liv;irtg 'conditions, construction and demolishing
of buildings---zto name- a fevi--frightcn them: But with the passage of timeand with counseling by Travelers A id, most of them gradually adjust to
their new-environment" .

Recommendati6rts 'for the Futui:e
1,', The presenV;contract uhich s due to expire in June 1967 should be

reneWed for', at-least 1 more year; a single year is too' short a time-to start,to-achieve smooth'operation; and to definitively evaluate the effectiveness of
any inni.wative program such as this.

2. In addition to'continuanCe of the Present ISSES-TAAA 'project- _in
Virginia--,am.--,,West Virginia, it would.: seem desirable at a very early datefer thiS p4Oject 'pattern-to. he e2stended into other' sections of the country,
partly -to expand:the areit- of service Tierp_.se, partly,-to gain, eXiierience in
other lOOalized -and _regional cultures . among our ,Popul4tion and with otherinduitrial 'centers; and partly :to -broaden- the5:variety' of relocation possi-
bilities to accommodate _differing caPabilities o:'I people now in localities of

3.'As areas of 'demand can be exp-andeil 'in' an organiied way, it ia ,hoped-that adaptations of the".present. pattern can,sbe made, so that .perSons who
initially:mOve dn . theii:oyiriandiare picked up in a city,,such aa Washington,

Can 13e..?cutr irito!?; ;the_ piiikrani, and .helPed_ to MoVe ,to a third community
by .-Plan, when-.eirnployment_ oPpoitunities.:here are" not Appropriate their. ., ,

,
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\needs and potential skills,cor if, for some reason, they have difficulty in
achieving successful social readjustment here- .4. We see planned and orderly redeployment of manpower as a realistic

concomitant to shifting concentrations of industry and job availability. Wefurther senso that this type of activity, holds high promise for reducing
unemployment and-increasing -self-maintenance among (ciiir people; and forcontributing to our growing economy. Therefore, we believe that both
government and industry, should -be congratulated on their readiness toundertake experiments of this tirpe. They should also be encouraged to
realize that taking- into accourif the social as well as the economic com-
ponents of relocation (whether of plant or of -manpower) is good business.

5: We hope-that as-experimentation in redeplOyMent- Of our working force
goes forward; increased provision can be madeifor vocational co,unseling and
vocational training' at` source and at place of relocation. This go-especially
important'for unskilled and low-skilled workers, cor on the one hand we are
aware of the dearth of high skills necessary to the increased complexities
"rof-d-ur age of automation and on the other we are convinced that our common
expectations of the potentials for training among the impoverished people
of-ou I. country greatly underestimate the capacity of many. By not tapping
those potentials we are selling oui people short and losing their optimum
contributioil to themselves and_to the society of which they are a part.

IV. AGRICULTURAL MIGRANTS
The poorest of the. rural poor are the- agricultural migrants and their

families who harvest America's crops. Their plight is a senseless social
paiadox. They make an enormous, absolutely essential contribution to our
economy but they must live most of their lives in -shacks_and rusty jalopies,
although in very recent yearn- an occasional - farmer has provided decent
hou_e!=g for a- -fevi -Weeks. -They dress in. rags:-.'- DT many instances public
sehools are closed to their ct qdren. They have no proper medical care.

_ They woz* from sunup to sui wn and are called lazy. -They are trapped
in--the Wcirk_ they must do, few Americans acknowledge that they
continue tkis bleak existence -Any never wanted because', they have no
choiee: They are not guarantet .hat an employer will paY them sick leave

*---or:contributo to a _retirement J. Exploitation is 'rampant, particUlarly by
these ,who- heve" "risen frOm e ranks".'to positions of -responsibility. Em-
ployee' contributhmS' which -h -e been withheld from their pay for "Social-
Security" have-been known tc be podketed by the Crew leader. They- are not
even referred to as "people" Jut as "heads," i.e., - when rePorting in to a
farmer, the crew-- leader wiL announce that he is bringing in "50 head."
They never receive unemploy-sient-, compensation, a...enefit other workers-
no moret iniportant to our .econe-my than these migrantshave taken -for
granted-for many years. Prosperous farrtgng_counties that could not survive
without them scorn them as people and- deny them_ basic ,public services
unquestidningly available to the local residents whose affluence they help to
make p4iible. Attempts to protect them or to lighten their btirdens-through
legalization 'are thwarted by powerful political pressures brought to bear
by organizations of their employers. _

Their poverty is inherited as dlavery was 100 years ago, perpetuating a
way of life whichi can be changed either lny automation or ,an aroused public
conscienFe.,When automationover a period of yearseliminates the urgentneed for theirlabors that exists 'today, they . will- not survive the change-
unless help=today--frees them from-theirJ. economic bondage.

At_ e, present time-there, are i,three major mgrant streams in the United
States; ,each viith its many ,offishoots. They are the Atlantic coast, midconti-
nent, and Pacific' eoast.-We .shall confine -our Alisculision to the Atlantic coast
migrant: stream,,withlOPecial einphasis on New-, Jersey, the major northern
terminal of the_annual circuit.:which has Florida as. its .major southern base
and Puerto Rico aa another startinepOint. N

EaCh- year, irE early spring,- '61mo-st 25,000\ human beings come to New
Jersey to Undertake the teak of harVesting our cropi. Their importance to
the State's economy is emphasized ,by,the fact.:that its agriculture is almost
a million-dollar-a-day industry.Their'ctreadmillc, of poverty 'propels them through an existence in which
onlY the,' cropir-are fandjitn .to theiii. It is sin existence of all ;work and , no
play,- where ',-fidotration--- upon frustration ,:often 'leads -to 'acts'-'of violence.
It is- an existence conducive to-decaying fainily' relationships, preiriature
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marriages between immaiure people, alcoholism, and mental illness.One of the greatest gaps in programs for seasonal agricultural workers
..appears in social and welfare services. This is true in New Jersey -wheresome of the most important rural counties have no private or voluntary
social service agencies at all, and the local public welfare offices cannot or
will not help the seasonal or migrant workers. Most voluntary soCial ageneies
are in urban areas of the State. Even. where they extend their services, to
_less-populated zones, their functiOrs--,are usually limited to counselingto
helping their clients cope-with Lbeir emotional problems. By and large, their
clients come from the middle and lower' middle socio-economic levels.

_The municipal welfare agencies,, faced with the realities of budget defi-
Ciencies,-for the most part, use lack of residence as a wall between them and
the seasonal workers. Where helP..is given, it is usually money for _transpor-
tationaway 'from-the conimunity-LL-not on the basis of what is best for theapplicant; not on the basis of what- he wants or needs,-(fiut on the basis of
what is cheaVer for the town. Tob Often it is deemed safer to get the ,applicantout of tOwn than ',risk-- upsetting the present laws of local option and
residence through pos-sible legal action and court tests. -

Almost all of the seasonal Workers are Mobilemoving from State to 1

State, from crop to Crop, 'even from farm to farm: They travel from South t

to North, from East to WeSt, from Prerto Rico to the mainland, and fromone culture to another.' Whei-ever they go, they are met with hostility, sus-
picion,- and bias. Their Coming is accepted - by many with reluctance, and
their value to the area is admitted-begrudgingly. Their departure at 'season'send is often not Only welcomedbut at times hastened by 'those who have
benefited most'from their labors.

On May 1, 1964, TAAA joined the New_ Jersey State Health Department
in a-demonstration project designed to show the' effectivenelss of a reaching-

-out -approach to .social service for migrating farm workers. A mobile unit
donated AFL-CIO Community Services is being uzed for this purpose.The project, now -in' its third year, is limited, to Salem, Gloucester, and
CthiTherland Counties, based in the' Health Department field -offiee - in Woods-
town. In 1965 alone, 260.migrants'- were given intensive help by 'the program's
only and-fully-trained caseworker. _ ,

A corollary -goal is the education and involveinent of the local communitieswith the problems of the Migrant workers who contribute so much to the
economy of ,the area. Through the Ilse of intensive social casework, --,com-
munity-organization, and _public .relations,-TAAA is becoming known as thesocial service for seasonalli workers, and has gained the confidence and
cooperation of many farmers; crew , leaders, police, community officials,- and
laymen. Through the use of its Chain-of,Service, New Jersey's services '50
migrant workers have been brought to the attention of officials in other States
where agricultUral , workers made an important contribution to-the economy.

A Travelers Aid advisory committee of citizens to furnish ongoing com-
munity support ancl understanding is being developed. Working relation-
ships with,ot1;er organizations are being structured. An experimental adultfoster home has been found, supervised, and4used. Free legal services for
migrants have been obtained as , needed. The nucleus for a group Of, volun-
teers is functioning and will be enlarged as the need grows. Interest -in the
project, and in the problems of seasonal farmworkers has been stimulatedthroughout- the tri-country area and has spille'd over into adjoining areas.
Case' Discussion .;

By and large, ,the migrants prefer to earn their waythey don't want
assistance.ranergencies beyond their control, however, often,,create

needs Which they cl.:iiriot podisibly 'meet withbut outside helpcSince mo§t loCal -1

residence -laws 'exclude them, 'they must literally "beg, borrow, or steal" to
meet their ,emergeney needs. .-Mri. A. gave birth-to a daughter prematurely. The baby, lived 5 days. Mr.
A., who, had,been supporting ;his ,wife and' three children regularly and send-
ing ti-few dollais each MOnth to hia aged-father in Puerto Rico, _could not pay
the hosPital;bill, litir-could ,he pay',for a funeral- for, his infant daughter. The
local public Welfare director.,refused ,to -Pay for the, funeral beeause "the man
was working', and, shoteld, have, saved Up _.for. it." When. TraNielefs'Aidz. ially
persuaded, hith"=that. by law he,was required to pay, for the -funeral of any

_ indigent Who died in his community he -paid -an undertaker $30 to-bury the
. . . "'.. .,



child. Fe did not notify the parents who did not learn of the burial.for 3 days
after it had taken place.Although most local welfare directors do nOt stoop to such extremes, very
few show any sympathy toward the migrant. In NeAr Jersey, communities
may participate with the State whereby the? would receive an 80 percent
refund from the State for money expended for needy nonresidents-Most smallcommunities -refuse to participate- even to the ultimate extent of 20 cents
per dollar.-

Mr. B. was to tre discharged from the hospital after major9.,gery. He
wanted to go back to the warmth of Georgia to recuperate-Thelocal welfare
director refused the cost of bus fare and food`in the total amount of $25. Had
he given-it, the ultimate cost to the community would have been $5, since $20-
would have been refunded by the State of New Jersey.

Often the desire .to leave the migrant stream is so great'that a family-will
undergo any sacrifice to remain in a. cominunity. Usually the prime motivation
is to educate the children.Mr. C., his - wife, arid -four children were _given tlie free use ofra barn in
which to ,Vve in the off season. He partitioned off a room in which all wereto live; got a kitchen stove which burned artificial gas and put the water
pump in wOrking condition.' He' covered the floor with flatlened cardboard- c/ir7
tons and insulated the walls" of the "room" with neWsPaper.

He got a job 'in a nearby plant which .proCessed frozen egg products. WhenTravelers Aid Was called into the situation, it found--Mrs. C. in the hospital
with pneumonia, the children's clothes were inadequate for the winter weather;
the propane gas tanks were empty, and Mr. C. was trying to cut up-logs for
a wood-burning stove with a ma-Chete. His hands were-frostbittenthe com-
pany -ivriich had employed hiril had not given- him gloves when he -worked inthe freezer-rooms. -When-asked if he warited to return to his native Puerto
Rico, he said: "My babied get education here if I. hali_e to die." TA arranged
for hini to be hospitalized for treatment of his 'hands:- Between AFDC and
the State- Bureau of Children's ServiceS;,elOthing was gotten'for the children,
medical-- care was arranged, arid 24-hour, homemaker serviee was 'also obtidned
until the mother returned from the hospital. Compensation-from the negligent .-
-enniloyer and a better-job with him awaited Mr. C: when he left the hospital.

---He was' helped to find-adequate housing and it appears that hid 'children will
"ket education here."' - -

Each:year shacks burn, resulting in'-fattAities. Of cen the migrants' stiivivors
are-entitled-to' legal redress,: but the Survivors:are -either' far away -or even if
on the scene, they don't know'their rights, and in most cases no one tells them.
The same is _true in the cases of farm accidents and 'auto 'accidenta.

Mr. D. was seriously injured when hit by an autorriobile.xhile walking along
a highway:He knew the-driver and while'he was still in the hospital; an insur-
ance adjustor fried to get him to sign pariers,- which he refused to do. Travelers
Aid-had: the'bounty bar association- atipoint an attorney to represent him with-
out clfarge. since it was felt that- the negligence was so clear-Cut and his in-
juries so great that he could ,have gotten $50,000. When- he was well enough,
he Jeft.this..hesPital for New York where he hired two lawyers, who could not'r pfacfe in'Igew Jersey., He wo'uld not cooperate with his bar-appointed at-
torney because."why should anyOne do anything for me for nothing?" As a
result, so much time went by-that he lost his case by default.

This attitude of`sUspicion and hostility toward-anyone ,trying- to help them
is most-common among -the migrants: They are so isolated by and from the
community that-they -find it 'hard to believe that anyone would want to help
them, arid even hard.er.to trust and accept the helping, hand. -

3 yeais of -'day=to-day contact with agricultural migrants, we
found more cases bf,Mental -breakdown and suicide than anticipated: The con-
ditionw under Whieh: they Work and live-are eohducive to both, except possibly
for, those tci whominigrancy is an'emotional oUtleVor escape..

Mr E. lived in a 'company, house for, which he 13aid $40 a month. The
house; more: than, 50 years- old;--,had no plinribing' whatsoevernot a single

it, 'Originally', it 'had, living, quarters- o'n :the first floor and
a , loft- or- attic on the second;' directlyi.inder 'the roof., The water-..purnp and
Privy 'were about-, 200 yards -away.---'The fOr which, Mr.' E: paid, $40 a
month,' howe'4.'9T;:had-no Airing_ quarters on the first floor--'-the' interior parti-
tioris' were tloivn. The main house wallS_Ihad' hales in them= large eno-ugh` to
'walk ;through; do 'it we:daft rnecessar-- to, use the .'dObr. The only'-furnishing on
the firat floor waS'.'`an-old" electric refrigeratOr- with a- sniall, Container of lard



-in it. Mr. E. had 1.--titioned-the-loft into living quarters. One insulated roomhad two large double beds -adjoining ieach other in which he, his wife, and
five childiren slept._There was a large oil-burning space heater which overheated
the room and created a fire hazard because of its closeness to the wall. The
cooking was done in the other half of the loft `------unheated, uninsulated, and
dirty, on a two-burner hot plate.
. One day while the older children were in school and he was-caring for the--sick baby in his wife's absence, Mr. E. tried to hang himself. When his wife
returned and cut- him -down, he was hardly alive and was unconscious for-13
dit-ys in &nearby-hospital, from which he was discharged, incidentally, with-
out having been seen by a prychiatrist. -In -his pockets were a number of
illegal, threatening letters from a finance company.

After this all hapbened, the children were placed in temporary foster homes
pending the finding of new living quarters. A farmer, who knew -Mr. E. asan excellent- and hard worker, loaned him the money to pay - his bills and
promised him, year-round work on his farm. Legal action, was brought against
the finance company for the threatening letters. It_appeared to have two dif-
ferent- types Of noticesThfrular ones for its regular clients, and thigeatening
ones for migrants. From the depths of despondency and depression, Mr. E..was
given a glimmer of-hope. The- psychiatric help or even examinatia _which he
needed Wa.--siiiit;-h-O-Wever, available to him.

A long-range,- ongoing program of-social services for seasonal and migra-
tory agricultural workers could ,form a f&undation for a solution, utilizing
TAAA's Chain-of-Service and ito specialized skills. This program is mobile;
reaching-out,- and flexible, rooted in professionally- accepted principles of
social casework and coinmunity organizations. It is a vital companion to the
in-town newcomer programs, such as the-D.C.- project already- described. Di-
rected toward the same goals,it is adapted in format to its more fluid setting.

Emergencies have been givoided by taking steps in the right direction early
enough, and many more should be avoided in-the future:- The migrant workers
who know and understand New Jersey's motor -vehicle laws are not arrested
for41,iiving without operators' licenses-They do not jeOPardize their season's
eaknings by carrying them in 'their pockets if they are taught to understand
the-use of banks.

Long waiting periods for AFDC are shortened considerably when the fam-
ilies are reminded to bring children's_ birth certificates With them. Registration --of children in schools can also be facilitated.- Eductiting migrants to the use
of area recreational facilities may reduce the incidence of 'weekend alcohol-
ism,"' In the predominantly ',patriarchal -Puerto R;can families, concurrent
counseling at honie while the fathers are w6kking in New Jersey may reducethe incidence of juvenile . delinquency and family. breakdown.
-These` .f:AnctiOns_are practical examples -of the .implementation of the pur-

poses of the program. They- are preventive, educational, and -remedial..They
assure the' agricultural migrants .and seasonal workers the opportunities to aimprove their lots _in life, whether they _remain in the _migrant stream or
decide- to-leave it. gFor those who wish to leave the migrant stream, but lack the "know-how"
to effect this more, and 'are without the employment skills' to,maintain them-,selves in a' community of their choice, TAAA acts as the liaison with and
referral agency to facilities set up to provide necessary, retrainine"IWAA'S
services in these_instances are giavailable to the migrant retrainee until he is
settled in his new,- community _and- his new field of employment, -since suchchanges involve many personal, family, and social problems other- than
employment.

In addition- to a fixed office hi each county, au office on wheels is utilized.
TAAA-':'haS=.-found-z this 'cto.= be extremely valuable .in carrying social services
directly.t-to kthe' labor:canips.,cUae of a mobile unit helps implement flexible
hours of service since camps- can -be;visited during lunch hours, and evening
hours When-the,workerS5 have,-free time. It brings services to those workers
who have no ',means of --transportation-and could not easily ceme to a fired
offiee.,,-It.is also a moving,..visible, and dynaiiiicl',..,reminder to those almost fdr----
gotten' PeOpleg,that someone is-interested in-:them and willing tO come-to them.,__!,

gg . 'Met.kodology ,

. casework , service, including' counseling' and environmental
helpi, is_the4primary.tooliused in helpingrpeople. Although most of this service
is grven-,iat times,...of critical .einergencyi: the 'long-range goal-.is = to prevent
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crises from happening, and to help the workers make practical plans for their
futures in the light of the realities. and actual possibilities. Material help is
given to those who need it, since, obviously, people must meet their basic
material needs before they can cope with their other problems. Counseling
is given on both an.individual-and group basis.

Direct Services include counseling in:
1. Learning how to use community resources.
2. Financial problems and budgeting. -

3. Family problems; including the separated family, the one-parent family,
and the multiparent or extended family.

4. Problems with, children including the predelinquents and delinquents, the
culturally_, unassimilated, and the physically and emotionally deprived
and neglected.

C. Social and cultural adjustments,
6. Family life education (group sessions):

a. Improvements in family living.
b. Emotional need of children.
c. -Family. disciplines.
d. Marriage; I

.e. The aging person in the family.
f. Getting along with others:
g. The problems. of mental illness and the readjustment of the former

mental patient in the home.
h. The use of banks.
i. Rights and responsibilities.
Resettlement problems:
a. , Education.
b. Retraining., - -
c. Ad3ustment to a stable, stationary way of life.
d. Adjustment t-D a new community.
e. Learning hOw to use community resources.

8. Pre.- and post-hospital planning:
a.- General hospital.
b.. Mental hospital.

. Information-And direction:
a. 'For those coming to New Jergiey.
b. For those leaving New Jersey.

10. Alcoholism.'
11. Geriatrics.
12. 'Unwed mothers.
13: Homemaking services (where. not available).

B. Psychiatric consultation.
1. Staff. -

2. 'Agricultural migrints and seasonal workers.
C. Referral to and cooperation with existing organizations.

1. Physical and mental health.
s 2. Public welfare services.

3. Nut's:ling services.
4. Legal services.
5. Retraining prograin.
6. :Rehabilitation facilities.
7. Educational facilities.
8. Public child care facilities.

. -Community organization and interpretation.,

Speakers are furnished upon request to civic groups, professional and serv-
ice organizations.' The, Aervices TAAA Public Relations Department are
available to,the progtam. .

Meetings-are held with groviers and other interested people on both grpuP
and individual levels. ,TAAA, .in cooperation with other interested organiza-
cons,- works rtoivard lessening tensions between seasonal workers, farmers,
and townspeople. TAAA 'works actively ,one/ocal, regional, and ,national levels
toward legislation ainied at; improVing the lot of the migrant,and seasonal
farmwoiker. . -

-TAAA is`lieveloping a plan to assist' all migrants --w/ito W1Si to leave the
"stream,'" tO accomplish this goal. Planning for this facet of ..the program
must be initiitted early:In the seasen.' Many workers do not, realize that leav-



ing the migrant stream is even a Possibility for them. All workers must be
made aware that this can be done.

Those-who plan to remain at the end of the season must be taiight to budget
their earnings so they might have some fu-iids -to start them off in their newsurroundings. Housing must be found for them. Orientation to year-roundliving should be initiated as earlY as possible. With the cooperation of the
staff of=the local tri-county community action- program, retraining and edima-tio isFarranged. Should the worker wish to leave the stream upon return topoint of origin, this can be accomplished.cthrough the use of TAAA's Chain-
of-Service.c-
Remedies

I.. Governmental agencies on all levels must join hand with voluntary socialagencies and civic organizations to tell the public of the plight of the har-
vesters of its crops and through joint effort effect necessary changes.-2. -There must be a concerted effort to erase local residence requirements,
or to amend the lawe'to inelude needy nonresidents.3. The ,Migvaiits Must be apprised-of-their rights and responSibilities as
citizens.- .-, -

4. Basic adult education, with maintenance- allowances, iS the sPringboard
from Whieh-other stepd forward can be taken.

5. Training -through the Department of Labor, Manpower Development andTraining program .and 'on-the-job training can then .be offered tO those who
_qualify and want tO lerwe the-Migrant stream. -6.iPlanned resettlement to communities where the skills are neeeed can
then be-undertaken for those who have acquired new skills. B,asic adult educe-tiOn and job training alone are not enough; there must be followthrough. Ways
must be found-for hard-won, newly learned skills to be used, for without prac-,
tice training will be'lost-abd skills will disappear-.--) .7. The entire process should be interwoven with a strong strand of personaland family counsMing relative to the entire new_ way of life in old* to makethe transition from a. nomadic r existence to one of security and rootedness
more comfortable: For theM, Unlike-the-farm' family mOving to the' city, it is
not a matter of help_in changing arid reestablishing roots, but rather of learn-
ing-to put down roots in the -first place. , I ,-8. For those ,who prefer '-tO . remain. -close to the soil, uniform 'standards of
decent housing; sanitation, health; and recreation Must be set by laW.

9. These migrants-must be -. given the same benefits as those wbrkers who
work in-factories or other fields of endeavor. '10. Off-season employment should be provided in order to permit them toremain :in _the area of, their -choice, harvesting the cropd during the season,
working at' other jobs'after the season, without having to move to the other
end of the treadinill to haiveste-their-Crops., -

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY BEN NEUFELD, BETHESDA, MD.
While this' statement is based uPorrmy experience an executive secretary of

the. National Council ..on Agricultural Life and Labpr (NCALL) it is not astatement of the council. Because of its nature, the , council has never issued
statem6nts of position; besides, it no longer exists'.' In -part, it represents the
thinking of some members of the .bOard of directors of the NCALL ResearchFund, a separate 'organization which does continue to exist and to whichshall refer later. -Oscar Lewis and others write of a "culture of poverty," a many-facatedWay of life of many bUt by no means all poor people. Robert Theobald and
others define poverty as sinsply the absence of mony. If the grand strategists
of the War on Poverty, relgultzr and armchair, were clear about the-nature of
their enemy,, then, as- Moynihan has pointed out; the political process which

\ continues the War could not.be as chaotic as it has-been. .

West Virginia last month released a report saying that-Ahe_Stnte is- making
a comel-,ack; with coal production almost at 'peak level, unempIoyment downto' well.: below twice the:national rate and. population, stabilizedbut after a
population drop of-some .200,000. The story.- clidn't say so;'but if this drop was
typtcal-,of- population .movements from depiessed areas, this r.frumber repre-
sentsi. not. 40;000 , tO' 50,000".families each' with .one worker but' a far higher
nuinber,,,:of .:'emplokable _men.cand-,*omen;J- many of them single.:-. I, for one,
dissent from the xiew:that this is EV-vetory in the war.

.It impressionAhat-Lewis is absolutely correct about the existence of
a ileienti cally'definable culture, of 'poverty. It id -also perfectlY obvious that





much of the behavior that makes-Tip that culture pattern is dictated by thepositive laek of money or by a relative shortage of cash -within the culture.Similarly, the culture of nonpoverty is 'characterized by a variety of verY'different waYs of demonstrating one's importance in his world. Dlanythese are related not to the siie of.one's-income or how it is _spent but ratherto how it is obtained.
One asPect .of_this 'demonstration seems to be, for most of us, a. job--ascontrasted with- iricOme from most other 'Sources. .Another separate aspect-is the -nature of the-work done. Still another hasto do with the terms and conditione of 'employinent, as such. And still anotheris how far, geographically and socially, the person went to get his job. Thesedo not come into play unless there is a job to begin with, and it is thereforeto this -first aspect that I wieh to address myself, but within the context ofthese others.
Very little attention.has been given by the- poverty fighters to these 'matterswith respect to people in rural areas. They have sought to expand trainingprograms, but where these have been tied directly tO employment opportunitiesat all,,they have been tied largely to opportunities elsewhere. Rural Areas _De-velopment (RAD) and the Offiae of Economic Opportunity (0E0) have spentor ea-as-ed.-to be spent-great eums_on occupations which have limited status ELSwell as limited cash value. In the urban- ghetto, we object to people's havingto be housemaids or hotel o'h.ainbermaide; bUt RAD is helPing create resortsfor city folks wishing to enjoy rasonably priced vacations but at which thesevery kinds of work are expected to-be major- sources of inconie for the localpeople.

-'Where are the neW Carfers for the local 'poi:or? For that matter, where -arethe- jobs for the rural poor? Whatever became of the Rural:gobs Taslraroreefor which- the White -House Conferen-ce To Fulfill These Rights called? .Why is ,so much of the energy- of Preparing theee pedple 'for jblas expendedon the assumption -that the jobe are in the- cities?-For one thing, they arenot; :the extent 'of unemployment aniong young peOple, particularly amongniindrity grouPs; -in'the cities' -is appalling. 'For -..-u-r,r,ther, they need iiot be,although' in the .budgetary calculations that ,go on- continually both in ardout-Of -goyernment,_ that is- the easy- answer. 'Yet, I think that Pi:esideptJohnson, in several statements last year, clearly expreseed my own _belief thatthis anwerls" not the right answer: I hope My following' remarks will ma-vethis, Commission to a .positive recointhendation in the area with which theyare'concerned. _

Simply stated, I propope that private industry-and I eiiiphasiiebe brought-into.the war`on rural poverty.
This' area is-not to be the- whole war, but .1 belie:ye, it is an important partof -a war Whieh-ralsolnolUdeseuch other_ parts as equal opportunitY 114 ,farinprogra:ms; legal protections for all werkere including: hired farn-rwprkers,effective enforcement'', of-, realathation lawr,creation of low cost housing, jobdevelopment,-iW service areas,- adequate education, child ,-care progranne; uoe_of farm' prograins to, protect the family farm, 'Closing the open border withMexico;-: and so on, a whole host of them of which you have heard in 'thecourse.of your hearings.

-' On the matter of:the '.effect-of-Ahe' present 'government effort in the ,farsilprogranis, 1' refer_you to one member of your Commission, Profeesor Bonney,who hati -Clearly stated the case. If it has not already been made a.part Of yourrecord;-.I .Would commend his article; "Rural Poverty:. Programs and Prob-lems,"to 'your attent,cn. '-Having heard alacl 'read some of -the statementi made to you, I specificallywant to...associate myself with those witnesses who, like Miss Stocicburger,
sharply distinguished -between palliativee and solutions. On .the other .hand,specifically- disagree with -the view of the National Association fo-r Com-munity Development, (NACD) that there .is now -in the Government a greatinterest_in rural- poverty.-Let me review the histoi.--y of your oWn Cononissioy.President Johnebri suggested, the need for such a body a year ago. Along with
many.. others;'F.'submitted-nominations.to the White House almost immediatelyafterwar3-. Yet, -:the .Commission was not- appointed until late 4 September-

. Eight, weeks later, one sixth 'of your lifetime later, your executive directortold me'ihe. expected,to ;have his, first operating funds within a few days.Generally, I supPort the :proposals for; "more of the- same",`-that. yoix haveheard; becituie all :of the programs .have their places.' There is . a -Sinestionabout those -plicoposals I should like to raise in genex'al-terme: What are realie-
.
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- -tic priorities? Is there a political dimension to- be considered along with- im-
pact and_need? I am thinking of the response of Richard Boone _on this sub-
ject :-What could be the social impact of serving children 'and -youth ahead
of their parents? We are looking to you for some ansWers.

In what is already -being done and thought-of, private industry is playing
an important and growing rele-My-precedirig remarks were dedicated to the
notion that the projects in -which industry is working are largely inadequate
and'7-are all wrong 'in some -respects; witiv respect specifically _to industry's
role in these-approaches, I submit that- it "does:not really involve involvement
at all. All'industry has done is offer its services and hard and soft productsto government and private nonprofit .OrganizationS _to help them do their.
jobs. In this limited sphere, industry has- made some real contributions

jwhich,- but for chance, could ust as well have been made in the urban slums.Industry can no More be said to be involved in the -struggle against rural
poverty than-At can be said_to have been involved in -your work just because
it produced the paper and photocopying_machines that- are among our tools
and Yours. Ins-Pired solely-by the profit motive, not try any desire to be helpful
regardless of reward, it has simply produced as required by the circumstances
in urban areas.The "private sector's" other component, by contrast, is very directly in-,
volved in rural -as well as urban poverty. All kinds of nonprofit entities.!.are
fighting the good fight as they see it. .Churches and many other7organizationshavefl sent their, own people out into the rural areas. Unfortunately, their
resources and those-available from government are severely limited. Further-;
more, these grOups-Often 'have limited'interests and therefore, almoit as oftenas onot are' part, of the problems ,to .which I have. referred, inadequacy ormisdirection. 'No one, including government, has yet been able really to_broaden areas of interest . _

In fairness, should gad that, for some, *this- reSults -from excessive zeal
1- .1 impatience for.results, but this is a poor excuse. These groups are missing

ne Of,the:Most Val-dable lessons-.they- themselves are teaching to other peo-
.. Instead' of ,abolishing' poverty, ,they are 'making it- less-'objectionable : A

More cash but little if any-'inore:Orth---e- status to which we pay lip service.
Poundations,J3y- and, large; have Tt/Und plenty of, outlets forAheir funds in

the metropolitan: areas And abroad. 1 have not yet-.-found'`a foundation of any
size .Whichl'is,,Making any.-sig-nificant-investment in ,rural people im the main-

. land States; with the pdssible*exception of thoie interested in Indians.
Universities:and colleges are just .1disCovering-the - rural areas, and only a

few,are;-working on the,-social, econo mi c , and cultural- Problems of the people
who live, -tlfere=wOrking on;- as distinguished, from' describing.- My own uri-
versity's.,president. personally._ testified before Senator- Ribicoff's, subcommit-
tee suggesting-that-the -universitieS be brought direetly into '. the fight in 'the
cities; -how-many presidents,-Made the' same request of- you.

About 'a month ago, as,T'Was; starting work on 'this paper, it was revealed
--in the press-,-that the _White HoUse had 'discarded a carefully prepared plan
of the_Department .of HOusing and ,Urban Development to . entice .nonprofit
fundSlinto-the.fighi against urbAn slums,.: this being one portion of the War

-,White_liouse."Sources"' said-the plan could not possibly attract
-_enough Money to ,Make -a,dent .in, the problem. I_ am inclined Ao agree. In the
light -of thia development-consider the plight of -the rural -areas for which. no
Federal _agency,,has :responsibility, to develop such plang and no agency with -
interest, has ,enough, money-with which to develop such plans for nonprofit -or
anv other kind of participation.= I have .reliictantly .come to- the conclusion that, unless private
profit-making corporations can_ be brought into. the war on rural poverty in
the simple role of engaging in their own principal activities, the war cannot
be won And; indeed, will not even be fought. ,

'2.(-.want to make it plam that 1,am not talking about the "tranSition city," a
new ,popular- notion receiving some attention- in the South, in which the major
activity is-breparing:;people to move to:Urban. areas. The proposals of which
I . have. heard .call ,for job_ training along with-:a- multitude of .other services
directed toward-Making families!ready to-handle the hazards of the good _life._
This: means%thecreation of city-type jobs but not of a city-type -labor force
because-the prOgrani.--P-ostulateS a .need and desire for .out-migration from the
"halfwaY -;,-;;, -: . .

On' the, contrary, I 'seeAhe kind .of program: I envision as the only possible
basis forl economically viable new communities. It seems to me to provide the
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missing ingredient to . the new rural cities movement which has so far im-plied by silence that it has no economic answers but would apparently have
people-live by taking-in each other's wash. I do /fat consider Reston, Va.; anexample of a new rural city meeting these problems. It is really only .a newsuburb,_however independent it may hecome in-time. Weston, Ill., near Chi-cago, -may be a good-example- of a rural community's getting a new industry
on _the model I envisionmaybe because a factor in its selection was:prox-'
imity to other research facilities in the area, and we do not know how,.many
of the 2,000 new jobs Will be filled by people brought in with the 9,200 tonsof magnetsbut there is not likely to be even one more proton synchrotonbuilt

I want to make it- plain, also, that I do nOt intend to endow industry with
virtues it does not posSess. Industry is simply the only agent, other than the
uncertain future Federal grant progr, ams of one or another sort, by which
large amounts of money can be brought into a community, and that I assumeyou are trying to achieve as -one necessary part of the solution to ruralpoverty.

Without this kind - of economic enhancement; 110 amount of communityorganization can be of much lasting benefit. Conversely, community organi-
zation is absolutely .vital for , the protection by the local people of theirown interests.

The elimination of ,poverty requires the use of three approaches simul-taneously: -

Providing 'opportunities for people to earn incomes to buy themselves ade-,
quate quantities of the necessities of life; priividing access to those, 'oppor-
tunities;. providing sufficient income for those who cannot take' advantage of
job opportunities. : - ,

In rural areas, relative to metropolitan centers the elimination of poverty
. . Irequires a greater,effort because_ elements in all three approaches generally

have ,been long neglectedthere is'- relati*ely_ less_ economic, social, and cul-
tural base ,on_which to- build',-and the relatii,ve importance'of the first approach;
the creation of jobs, is considerably_ greater. Furthermore;' a fourth aSpect;
the providing of access to the nonjob elements that make up :the American
way of .lifeeducation, culture,,reereation;.and so onmust-also be considered
but largely, in 'rural areas,-as -it-applies to' all- segments of -a community, not

- only- the imPoverished; for, kou have heard arnple .testimony 'about rural de-
ficiencies in this sphere. ,

The suggeStion.that industry can become involved stems from the fact that
Ameriednicorporations and-- combinations in a wide variety (of endeavors have
found it profitable to carry on.their principal activities eiri- far -corners of the, _world.. Since Ithe'-'50 'States are ,no -less hospitable,:it- followsthat' the same
possibilities e3iist here at_home:-

Federal Governinent .. programs to eliminate pOverty have been severely,restricted in scoperi.or financing _or both. The steps taken within the last 3
months--by the Congress, e the -executive,- and the _elect-Oka:tit- leave little doubt
that ,the-, situation .is not likely:to chiinge in the fore-seeable future. -Existing
prOgramS'in OEO and .the old departments' have)not had the,necessary imp aot
an4 have-been further' curtailed in* the -present effort to minimize cash outlay
for domestic activities.s. Sargent ?Shriver,' announcing , the effect' of- congres7
sioriaL action on his ability.to wage the War on Poverty,--me.de a point of -say-ingthat,rural areaS would be particularly-hard hit. The -reason is partly that
'the Places.where the demand.for, action appears greatest are in' the inner-city
ghettos.

Many factors are overlooked in the analysis which produces this wholly
unsatisfactory, urban-rd-real balance,-largely because rural ppverty is virtually
invisible to the' vast majority of the American people: , .

Migration to the., cities_ from Iche coun ryszde, rece t and in earlier gener-
ations, of people unprepared to enter the socioecoiribMic' system they find there,
is ,a major, cause of the _urban 'crisiti:,InlbroacUterms, the cities have created
their . owh '=,.,revolution','of-..:rising-exPectations," and:- inareasing ,attention to
their problems will ohlyyincrease the restlessness and- movement by making
the - contrast.:between' poVerty-'in''Cauntry and.-city, all the, sharper.

Rural !poverty is ,getting.;7worse,- not -better,' as_ others-have documented for
you. For example;,unemployinent -is- reaching disaster- levels 'in many places
where it has not'been so before, as mechanizatioh-,of agriculture and reduction
of production combine and accelerate. Schools are less able to educate children



in the subject matter that matters in our day. At the same thine, as experts
from-President-Johnson down have observed, the ability of rural communities
to deal with these problems is decreasing as the most ambitious and intelligent
ehildren, both those who are prepared and__those who are not, see their futures
elsewhere and move on.- - - -

People facing poverty in1 rural areas are also becoming impatient andmilitant. An Air 'Force Base was "invaded," an international bridge was
blockaded, a National FOrest was "recaptured," and people in close touchwith the situation in various problem areas asSure us the situation could
explode there as "-easily," suddenly, and violently as in Watts, Harlem, or.
Chicago.This is not an arguments for doing less for the cities; it is a plea for
more attention to the half of the poverty population which lives in other places.Yet, the "aitiiiition is" hot going to change without the introduction of new
forces. Every positive suggestion for -Federal action in recent years has b_een
stopped. Where there has. been sufficient-logic to an idea for starting on the
first approach, it has -been turned into a move along any of.- the other-threeand then handcuffed either fiscally or by legislative restrictions or by
administrative action or by a combination of these.

Because the political situation has beeriC and _still is suCh that- governmentwill not act, the need for action being taken- as indisputable, and the non-
profit sector has neither- the resources nor-the interest in .rural areas to makea significant contribution there, private industry - must be the- ne* force.

It is assumed here' that_industry, has,not been so in the past because it hasnot been profitable for it to be so. The essence of this ',._proposar is that It ispossible to formulate, ;Conditions under "Which it would be prOfitable formanufacturing inthistries to take the lead in all four Of the approacheslisted above 'and that they then will=perhaps not in tery possible instance,
but in enoUgh '.of them to have a pos5.tiVe influence--:-move into rural areas.The Manufacturing °industries are - singled out because these are the only
agents capable of bringing large amounts cf money into an area and-leaving
it there..Doan-s-,- of course, represent a net outflow:. . .

- believe it -is -necessary ;to deal- with a large number of problems before
the`'management of a -corporation 'can even start to make the decisions which
will lead to investigation of rural sites.-It takes_little imagination to build a wood-pUlp-using plant in the middle
of a 'Southern forest or a power plant alongside a coal mine o ',regetable
soup factory Where the vegetables groW, hewever " -1 --nay take
to overturn the instincts ,of 'management for the. life. !.. L,..-Arnbd in
elementary; school- that-thingS. were-,supPosed to work that way. But this is
not enough: For orie Lthing;.' many.: of these_ kind - of-plants are increasingly
automated;. For another;-_-they -have not-nearly enough' market "to ido the -job
alone., We need a breakthrough in" the'-__creation of neW areas'Ior investigation.

. -I-believe:a' Major research effort _is 'necessary tb" bring togethei, all of the
problems criid the- riinge 'of -private :arid governmentalFederal, Istate, and
local==soliztions -,for them.. The NCAT.I.i?.''Research -Viind, which IImentioned
earlier,_ has tried without suCceas to explore the poSsibility of its being funded
by induistry tci%, do this zwork,"_ drawing ution 'its -directors' knowledge. of rural
'people' and their problems, tuld their experience in ,dealifig with thern in the
context of the most, Urban sOciety "in the,' World. 'We proPosed to wOrk' largely
through' the partieipating Corporations and consultants to ensure full consid-
eration Of the'industriak half 'of the'ecitiation.

I' suggested--- this.,_.-Lapproach. because_ I question whether -a corporation
working alone "'can' achieve the desired goal. First, there is the !danger Ofits being excluded .from using whatever package of prograins 'it develops
beCauife of possibler'conflicts-of interest: Second; :if new legislation-lis 'needed,
and we belieire', itis, "'sit ;.leasit to-the' extent: of increased approliriations, it
wciuld be -nece-sEeary-'to hirve broad industrial support' for - legislative action.
And, third; the Broadez' ' the area,- within- .which the' experience. of "industry
can be direCtly tatiped-!ilf-ithe planning"- of the's`package,' the more widely
applicable the product will be.:" --s

These :-1faCtors seem to be '-ektremely ithportant because the rural poor
theniaeliTeri, hav long been., Underrepresented in 'the National and State
LegiSlatUrea. :;ReaPPOrtionirient -!'has 'had deleterioUS" effect, only _ indirectly.
Fewer ine-Mberei.:.hai-rel' had 'any- nOtidn "of the probleMs; the number' with
appreciation anct-SyMpathy /Isis probably not changed.



What are the Major factors which need to be taken into account ifindustry is to be able to add plants in rural areas? Here are some, as we
- -How does industry find out how they will be received in a noncommunity?
What kiild "of information com be developed to convince, a -board of directors
and government -that the investors will not be run out of -town? Given a long
thnelag in",some areas of development,, how do we-determine whether there isenough interest .to ,promise continuing support? What 'must be done to
nurture that interest, and who should do it?

Spending large sums of money will not be attractive 'unless there is goodassurance that it will not be lost through failure of third parties to perform.The variety of factors which must be brought together to provide that kindof assurance requires broad, long-range plarnning of a kind that is notnecessary for a company buildfing in an established metropolitan area.Federal aids, not State or local, might be made available to industry as
they, are to inimicipalities fox-this kind of planning. Where State and localgovernment or. prisrate_grantsi 40 cash or service are available to attractindustry on the strength of local resources, they Might be called upon in
some instances,. but-due regard,must be given the granting agency's financial
soundness no less than its ohdeetivity. More important in the long run may
be governmental guarantees ofi-prilvate investment. .

What about diversification?! 1Will communities rush to accept defense in-duatries without- regard- to *re li-azards involved? Must a Federal agendk
assume this responsibility in its...review of applications for whatever assistance
might ibe made available?

A. ,related key question: 're what extent should the Federal Government_ ,and an, interested industry have `.a means of overriding unwillingness on the
part,of State and local powelr_lifructures to ,accept, outside influences? I feel
the answer is "to a great extetit." But is there some legal basis :on which it-would be possible, in order to aSsure opportunities for jobs, and the like,

_through this approach? The -4-tetenstion -parallels .the 0E0-veto question.
Transportation and commuTairmtion are,_diificult or costly in rural areas byexisting means. Either some kind Of short-term underwriting of systems

themselves-may be necessary.or else positive exploration of new and uncon-ventional, Methods must be undertaken to- move , the many- needs of entire
communities. For e5tample, there is said to be a shortage of color televisionsets. Logically; more .production is needed, -in rural areas. It is already
theoretically poeSible to ship ,color TV picture --ubes ,froms' where 'they are
manufactured to.where they- are to be us9K14, 6y pipeline: ',This could be
-worked out in 'detail- to be.put into use wht.in 'the tubes- start coming off- the
production lines. Or, as I recall the history -ofz-the recent war, it was common
to start every new- operation by, building an airvitrip. With recent advancesin aireraft, 'this might still -be-.the. beit approaCh: We have to find out.

-Plant, 'constructiontheory ,has been- 'developing over the years as new
Materiale-rand processes are invented,and insighte are accuMrulated in layout.
These need to be,eXplored fOr releVancc to afeas ...Which may have budding
requiremente'far , different from- those in the cities. ,suspect that, in these
terms, -there, is abtually an increasing, not a decreas. lg., supply of- building

Housing and related amenities cannbt be provided by either , the venture-
some- corporation or the ,inunicipality -but will be supplied -by private third
parties when the' need b-ecoMes known. Nevertheless, botli the corporation
and the locality, need the kind of master planning and related regulationsthat are common (in varying degrees of quality) ,n metropolitan cities and
'counties. HOW best can it be provided?In particular; low -income housing may be needed in addition to what is
provided by builders for- the middle income market. Some balance between
need -availability be etruck in advance. What criteria can be ,used
and What is the:best way_-of implementing the -resulting decisions?

One aspect -,,which'L will require particula:r thought,' , and one of the areas
in which new legislation may well be' needed, is, what Can be done in those
instances in whick-,potential employees of-the new plant own their, own' homes
but-live too far away to cOmmute4to worlc-With their Preient means of travel.
Who .might provide funds toliqiiid.ate .theselproperties' through purchase or
lease? Who could-value theSe proilattiqs, Many :of them- all-but unfit for use,
and who .conld-, administer such a prograin? ShOuld' the Federal Governmentdo it? Are current propoSals, to which-Father -Vizzard referred, for the



Interior Department to buy excess lands,- nnder Reclamation law; a model?

Schools must be enlarged, or, even rebuilt, and staffed. Other local govern-

ment services must also be created or expanded, before they ar c. overwhelmed

by new arrivals, or-by old neighbors with`new problems or a new ability to

seek help with old problems. Responsibility for funding these expansions

must be'assigried and accepted; and means devised for ensuring that appro-

priate steps are taken at appropriate times.
These services are traditionally financed locally, albeit with State and

Federal participation-in _many cases. What needs to be done to State and

Federal revenue,codes to permit industry to pay local taxes several years in-

--adliance of incurring the liability, much as the Federal Government pays in

advance for power as its share in building some power,plants? _If this-

practice can be worked out so that the services paid for could be developed

and the payments credited against later assessments, and if no _fiscal dis-

advantage would accrue to- the Corporation, new Federal 'budgetary com-

mitments could be far below what might be expected- on first consideration-

of a bold, new approach.
- Personnel is probably the greatest single difficulty. Maximum employment

of the region's rural people is, of course, the major goal of the whole effort

at rural location, and it must be enforced. But, people need to be inforined

of coming employment .posibilities, applications must be taken, applicants

must be screened, and prospective employees must be trained, sometimeS also

educated, -without loss of, their_ present livelihoods and with new, sources of

income in many instanees. This task will offer challenges arid opportunities

of the greatest magnitude.- While there are-existing-progrems in this area,

_they must -be pulled together_ -and ,expanded financially and.. otherwise, I

suspect; to fill- spaces between rigidly defined agency, responsibilities. People

with rural habits - and industries with urban orientation must somehow be

made- to accoramodate to each. other. Techniques of recruitment- and skill

upgrading must-be.developed far this new situation, not only for the -Corpora-

tion but-for the entire local eConorny.
Not only the indigenous people-but also selected personnel of the.conipany

must be considered. There are many reasons why metropolitan people would

like to live in _rural communities or small towns, including clean air, the

natural beauty, the unhurried atmosphere that preirails in the absence of

crowds, and freedom from the violence that .increasingly pervaded city and

even sublirban life. Many - peoPle I have ,a nostalgia 'for _the good, Old days

which are thought to persist in ,small ,_towns.- For some, -the attraction is a

chance, to..'`.be soinebody".-in- a smaller;comnaunity. But, there are' deterrents,

too. There is the ,.dupposed "nOsiness".Of small town 'folks; there are- limita-

tic:ma on the kinds of -recreation available,_both exciting and cultural. There

are- also limited educational opportunities, health facilities, storesr and just

laceS to go "
This may be Considered- a Specialized aspect of recruitinent, but it is more

than that because,of the need to pinpoint:--management and technical special-

ists. AlthOligh,they will be few in ,nuiber- relative to the entire work force,

th Comniunity must;to -Seme degree- be tailored for_ them and their families
and-what they may mean,.is one of-the:things that must be explored.

. With the new corporation, which will be :the nucleus of the new local

eeenomy, wilb-come 'other companies, organilatibmi, and individuals anxious

to make. -their. . own prbfits. ,The first new-.?..13 , opportunities will be in the

construction of: pUblic facilities, the new plant, stores, roads, and the like:.

Later, will..Corrie job's mantling the 'operations, they will house. Homes must

he' built, maintained, 'provided with utilitied, remodeled, and -so ,on. Services

Must be provided for residents, businesses, industries. -(

A great deal of _the needed service Will be public in nature: schools,

libraries, health, reereation, planning, engineering, recording of deeds, and

the many other activities of local ,government. The State and county de-

. :elopment commissions will find newvirtues to promote., . . .

What I am saying is.- that i-this kind of economic development takes

adVantage of traditional :American economic growth patterns. It is not
triekle-down; it- is- a build-up _pattern ',which- seems to me to avoid reliance

upon a. technique' Which-was known tc;.be impossible to the natural philoso-

pherspulling one's self up.by hid own bootatraps.
There -.are three. speCial matters that muit be faced. squarely if the first

step is to be taken at
One is the ,"rune.way. plant" problem. Under some -existing legislation
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Federal aid is denic orporations which are trying to evade unions. This...
proviso must be exter44..Led to cover any new legislation in this field. Rut, goodfaith must be shown by all participants in the -research effort -if it is tohave the cooperation of the labor movement. This is not to assure labor's
agreement in advance to any particular coriforation's plans under the package
we propose be developed, but it avoids the opposite danger ,of successful
labor opposition to starting the dev-elopment' in the first place.

Second is the beauty-pollution problem. No- new industry can be allowed
to -violate the spirit of antipollution laws or-the beautification-programs of
any governmental, body. The fresh air-pUre water advantages of country
life must not be spoiled by thoughtless planning or invidious architecture
while population densities are still-low.Third is the matter of equAl opportunity. A corporation must be able tohire the people it needs and 'the community must be able to Ihouse them.It must be made clear that the War on Poverty will not accept restrictionsimposed by local prejudices; regions whiCh will not accept this structurewith respect to this program-may have to be fo.ed with loss of all other
Federal assistance tinder. existing legislation-and modifications Of such laws.These are only_ some of many potential stumbling blocksin terms ofinternal corporate politics," or of State and local politics, but they must not
preclude exploration of this idea. Too 'much is at stake for too many people-

/There are two speCifiC recoininendations I shouM like to make.One is that the allocation formulas for poverty funds be refined so that
rural -areas -would get a fair share of the help: The total -budgets should 'bedivided into' two parts of 45'percent each with one to go to rural and one
to urban areas. This is roughly proportional to the poverty population
breakdown. The remainder should be-used to meet the special problems which
are caused by the low population density \which characterized rural areas.

As for i-stabilizing rural areas' through ndustrialization, responsibility for'the staff work now clearly rests with the -President's, Committee on Rural
Poverty to whom you report.Your report, in the spirit of Professor Nesius' testimony, should 'includethe recommendation that it explore -these areas, in full consultation with
industry arid 'with local government groups, to report to the President within
1 year. Most of the agencies represented on that Committee_should have adirect contributiOn to make_ now, and all of them Would be affectel by the
establishmo.nt of new industrial-plantS-In depressed' F31,170 regibris:

.they have a'inandate to serve. -
Financing7thi'S exploration and report -Wtti. pzilbabbr ireiluire Congressional

01 action in the form of a small appropriation, not exceediMg $500,000, becausedepartmental budgets seem 'to be too tight to absorb- this amount. Therefore,
you:should prepare a statement addressed to 'the'Conegrespl . supporting such
an appropriation, and you should sbeic to have industry -back -the request

If- the COngress refuses, the Presid-ant's Committee on Rural Poverty,

should gci--.to industry and seek its exclusive. support. Industry has more
to gain ,than any 'other'- group through i.-he resulting expansion of markets
and it should be willing to make this kind of tax-derlactible cbntribution as
a start in the right direction.If this should fail, 'and if the PreSident is unable to 1.-Lee contingency or
other funds, then I think it would be appropriate- to paraphrase SecretaryFreeman's, commerits to 'Americans for Democratic Action in 1964 and let
the rural poor know where they stand by renaming the War on Poverty and
calling it the War Urban Problems, which is what it has largely been
since its inception. We could then continue to ignore the rural problems with
a clear conscience and concentrate on helping rural people move into the
inner cities so that we could bring out our stock of time-teSted cures and
really help them.- -

. STATEMENT SUBM.FTTED BY MITZIE TITRKFELD,
. . ULSTER COUNTY, N.Y. .

" I have lived both in an' urban and a rural area, and I have _had personalexperience in resort seasonal employment. The: other major type of seasonal
employment here is in the field of agriculture. .

Our region, 'like other: rural areas% throughout the nation, has had amOvement of nonskilled workers cnd their families to urban centers. Ingeneral,: 'rural areas have limited perdonnel to understand, to take the
488



initiative, and to aPply for _Federal programs to help the needy. We also
follow a national_pattern in the fact that we are behind our urban neighlSorsin the fields:of health, education, recreation, housing; job opportunity, and
_community facilities. Yes, here I could make a general statement, "The onlyparticular advantage we do hame is open space, purer air, and somewhatpurer water in the tributary of the rivers only.

To further, ,complicate our situation, -we have a large labor force move_tothe re-sort summer hotels and, bungalow-Colonies. This source of labor isunskilled, unsteady, and a few stay en after the summer season. In addition,we have over 3,000 agriculture workers from the South, Puerto Rico, andthe metropolitan area eniployed for seasonal harvest_of crops-Although the
migrant -housing is -somewhat better than I haVe obsei-ved in other States,it still has much to be desired. The need for day care centers and betterhealth facilities is apparent., Occasionally, the harvest season extends into
the schbol year and the children suffer.Aft this point; I would like to make a recommendation: I feel that anumber of rural problems could be corrected, arid I also feel that some- ofthe: turban ghettos could _be helped if they had better planning to attractindustry to rural areas. This would reverse the national trend of this
century in the migration of people from -rural to urban areas.

Some large corporations, such as Campbell Soup Company, have achie7ed
recognition and success -by locating the plazas in rural America. As- I statedbefore we lack local initiative, to take advantage -of the fine Federal pro-granns to upgrade our ,social, economic, 'and cultural atmosphere. I think
Contgress has ,given priotrity-to urban poverty aveais, and the passage of the_

Demonstration City Act is a recent example. Adniittedly, we have a number
of-fine Federal .programs but we-need more, we must establish a climate-inrural 'areas to attract industry and peoples. With the population expkosion
Continuing; how many persons can live in an urban area without multiiilying
our poverty peOblems! Perhaps on a someWhat , smaller scale I- can explainwhat has happemed to' some New ,York aind ?New England industries. Anumber _of them moved into -the Carolinas- Here is where local initiative
together,with utilization 'of State-and-Fedqral progr;:itpsi fgottary aiteM

__community-facilities,heusing, reeKt4t1ell creast,60 _ 6, aeral atr--,aaspherethat I rn.frIti,01f4
r would like- to make is the- -fact that there

_is a- lack ,of, coordination in _programs that 'require more :than one gagtency.
. very- difficult task .to -keep abreast of regulations and agataileatlions

---wk.en one agency is involved; however, when ,we undertake a preARidani
-.involves two -or more agencies, our problems seem to mount geormetbricatilly,
'This coordinator would have to be a specialist, he would need a Iliztaatotledge,
,of,-.agencies istich as , 0E0, HUD, HEW, Farmers Home Adinaltetion,
_RCS, Extension service, and 'others.

_."The rural housing -iloan. under Farmers Home Administration Aft.i.lialoing,
-our area; however, there :is a joint effort.-br Farmers Home Adraidistriatiory
-,and.OE0 to establisli a mutual,self-help housing project that h s-perogtibssed

ancU the participants have, at timeS, lost enthusiasm. .k. madel-pOtandonly too ,well the time required to screen the,participants; satisfy ho- tit 'tateand Federal _requirements, but I- cannot, helpi-feelshig that I'd likto light
a ftie mider-someone,' someplaee, to get-the grant finalized,. ,Anothe=-problem
facing this -program-is the fact, that both father and mother 'area-meotiking,
'and:there is ihesitation on.the part of Many to413articipate inasmuc..42iies they
will have to tarot 1,000-1,500 hoUrs of their own labor, -The measonally ennployd-d-;-cannot,take advantage of this program% ikcause
most of-- the-,-Amilding will be done in' the late spring', summer, anniti early
talLat tam time -when this group will be working npost of the dayllitilttlbours.
Tiliese seasonally. employed .who stay yeax rotand- generally have tddia most
,sulbstandlard lhousiug and this program helps their), very little. Sonya& of -the
pa:anticipants -who work in local industry can, however, ,participate-he Erst
,g:ralup iin ithe;:niutual Self-help program shOuld,--atant their foundatm in thewring. . . .

populnition of my hometown is 11,245, hut jin the -summer irma haire a,.poittulat,kpn of approximately 30,000the increase miostly clue to tfiehe tourist-
tra-le.;CitUtside. of one' municipal golf --course, there is very little 'ae.reation..
Trinet;hOtels, and large bungalow colordes do have some .facilities 'Mut it is
'coairfind.-ninostly-_to- their guests. I have -often thought that, -sierhafft a large
coreporiatilain nught desire to set up -a _pilot plant here, espocially-itiilose who



have had experiencei in demonstrating their method of pr-oductioa to daily
planned tours of people.- -

In conclusion, I want to take this opportunity to thank the Commission
for the opportunity of being heard. Perhaps my material has dealt more
in a general nature with the,problem of rural poverty; however, I. cannot
help but have a strong feeling that a rural atmosphere inducive to attracting
industry would help alleviate some rural and urban poverty. I, for one; am
trying to get these total facilities, and with the hello of local, State, and
Federel personnel and programs, hope to helP rural people help themselves.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY CYRIL D. TYSON, DEPUTY
ADMINISTRATOR FOR COMMUNITY RELATIONS, HUMAN

RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION, NEW YORK CITY
What happens to a man who has spent his life chopping cotton when

chemicals ean do his job more economically? On Monday, k'ebruary- 13, the
New York Times reported an estimate that 8,000 -Negro farmworkers will
lose their jobs on Mississippi plantations tMs-yeari-- an ironic tribute to the
success of scientific agriculture. _Spurred by 'the extension of the $1 minimum wage to farmworkers, the
Times reported, commercial farmers and landowners are-displacing increasing
thousands of sharecroppe-rs -and laborers, forcing them into the cities where
they are condemned to the scrap heap of the unemployed.

Between 1960 and 1964 alone, 170,000 largelY unskilled Southern Negroes
migrated to New York- City, a rate 'of 42,500 a. year compared to 17,250
annually -for the previous decade.- Thousands of Puerto Ricans each year
leave rural Island slums for New York. Tile newspapers'continue to docu-
ment the stories , of . migrants who seek new lives in cities which are iUl
equipped to-receive them. But that really is only half the story. The other
half is the utter inadequacy of community development, education and train-
ing, and social services in=irural-Ainerica. .

It might seem strange-to you to hear this case fronf.a- representative of
this nation's largest city.. I do not by any means intend to convey the im-
pression that rural America should-be assisted at the expense of our cities
unless we aim to juggle the poor as helpless figures in a eruel ,bookkeeping
game. It is a fact, however, that there is a sharp disrity and that, in

-.-additiolL to the overall need for increased financial resources to fight poverty,
this disparity cries out for correction. The-problems of the rural and urban
poor,,cannot be _solved ,huiependently, and joint effort is required to win the
resoUrcesii for more than token action.The rural Migrants, are unprepared for urbati'life,- but there is little
inducement to remain'at'horne. In 1965, the State of Alabama spent $12,000
on .general assistance 'to the ,poor, with local governments -doing nothing at
all. Six Southern States-had no,program, and local aid in those StatAtz ranged
from $234,000 in Mississippi to under $3 million in Florida. -

Although c peOple .in rural areas constitute less than 30 'percent of our
nation, they are 43 percent-of the poverty population.\More than 88 percent
ef nonwhites live in substandard rural housing,, compared to 46 percent in
cities. _Rural -whites fare better, .but over 40 percent live n substandard

housing, compiired to 15 percent for whites in urban areas.
Education figures reflect the same story. Rural nonwhites average 5.7

years of schooling matched;..with 8.7 years for urban nonwhites.
Whites in rural areas complete 8.9 years of school compared to 11.5 years

for whites in cities. The differentials are -eompelling: urban ,whites enjoy
twice the years of edilcation aa rlzral Negroes, and with all our shortcominils
in New York City, Negro New Yorkers still fare a lot better than their
rural counterparts.Statistics indicate that rural people suffer more sickness than urban
dwellers, but' they have-,' :inly half the- number of doctors per thousand
population-and one-third the number of dentists.

Nearly, 4% -million people have left farms since 1960, and the percentage
of farrnworkers who migrate each year remains steady. The_ pace of mechani-
zation in agriculture has-made most farmworkers obsolete. Unskilled workers
cannot even run the machines that displace them. Small farmers who
cannot afford complex , machinery are,--unable to compete with the giant
agricultural .corporations. -Per capita income on farms is $1,700 compared
to a national $2,610. There's little opportunity for work -in nearby towns,



so the jobless head for the cities to the desolate ghettos of the poor. And
the rural crisis becomes an urban problem.The overcrowded slums threaten to burst with the new migration, higher
taxes are required to support still inadequate social services, and the crush
of new uzskilled workers dims the hopes of old migrants seekingcto break
out of the ghetto.Nevertheless, some 100,000 families a year pack un their belongings and
head for the cities, an average of 800,000 people a year from 1960 to 1965.
They arrive in droves--jobless, unskilleddescendirg on cities snowed Under
by crises of providing jobs, housing, and educat5on -or their residents.

Still, while we seek to develop programs to deal with the rural migrants
who swell our cities, ironically, we ignore the causes that force them to
flee the nation's rural areas. Farm country becomes depopulated, cities
heave with overcrowdingk, and nothing is done to create jobs and provide
services for rural people where they live. Rural: development is a vital
element in the solution of urban problems.- _

Yet, what has been done to deal with rural poverty? The Department of
Agriculture has appeared ,/s-,o be more concerned with maintaining the incomes
of commercial:farmers than with aiding the small producers hovering at the
edge of bank7.uptcy. The Department's Rural- Community Development
Service operates with only $690,000 out of- a USDA budget of $6 billion
1/100 of 1 percent, devoted directly to the problems of the poor,

Other -Federal agencies do little better. Despite an unemployment rate
that is 20 percent greater among rural nonfarmworkers than among urban
workers, only 3.4 percent of MDTA money in 1964 went to communities of
under 10,000. And last year, 0E0 allocated_1/7 of CAP funds to rural
regions, though nearly, half the nation's poverty is concentrated there.

The need is-for programs which will increase the opportunity for decent
jobs and social services in rural America and at the same time adequately
prepare those .who choose to- leave for the city. It means more 0E0 and
MDTA money for rural areas. -

It also means a reevaluation of program's run by the Department of Agri-
culture and other, traditional agencies, and a _redirection of their resources
to meet the needs of the rural poor.It means an end to thel-20"-percent non-Federal contribution required by
0E0 in counties with per capita incomes of under $1,000.--It means the establishment of miniinum Federal standards of public
assistance in rural areas where inadequate Services and assistance: is a
main factor in driving people into the cities.It means Federal-control of tk Q. free commodities program to prevent
local veto-power from depriving the poor of needed food.It meansothe- option- of- retirement ;or farm people over 50 who can't
support themselves.,,

It means a vast improvement of housing in rural areas.And it "means more incentives' to small business and industry to locate in
rural, areas, with job,training and -adult education to make the rural poor
eligible for new jobs.Many of these recommendations were adopted recently by the National
Association for Community Development of which I am yice _president, and
we heartakTendorse them. . .

Althoughit -is., difficult to determine what percentage of the migrant
population- is white and what, part is nonwhite, between 1950 and 1960 the
numben':Of rural "whites increased by 117,000 while the number of rural
Negroes decreased by 542,000. Allowing for increases in the population due
to births, this indicates a much heavier percentage of migration among
Negroes than among whites.Thus, tragically, much of the migrant population shoulders that added
burden .of racial discrimination. Negro said Puerto Rican unemployment in
New. York is 9.4 percent compared with 6 percent for whites. And the rural
migrant's lack of sophistication makes him even more susceptible ,to unfair
practicea-than Negroes and- Puerto Ricans with urban experience.

The recognition of the = enormity -of the problem caused New ,York City
to reorganize its whole approach to training and, social-services. ,The Human
Resources Administration was' created,to deal logically with the complex of
problems that-afflict the- poor, using a--new approach to, problems in which
social services support opportunity-oriented efforts-in education and training
which enable people to lead, 'dignified lives and find decent employment



We know that the problems of unemployment and social dislocation cannotbe isolated from each other. Neither can we separate the needs of ruralAmerica :trom the ability cf our cities to zone with the victims of thatupheaval. I We need increased resources for cities- to be able to deal withthe refugees,of the new agricultural revolution.
There must be new jprograms which recognize the snecial problems facedby rural Migrants. Cities ought to receive special funds to develop trainingprograms that, ideally, conthnue the assistance which should be offered inrural areas. Realistically, they naust be given the resources_to aid thousandsof migrants who arrive totally unprepared for urban life.The,Government also must recognize the regional nature of problems poiedby seasonal migrants who regularly _return to the cities when faxmwork ,is-unavailable. The farm laborer who drifts back to New York when the fieldsare bare has a problem which ismores administrative divisions. We need

an overall programmstic approach tourban and rural problems whichrecognizes tow inextricably they are tied to each other. .Finally, when local governments show their capability to use fundseffectively, Washington should -tespond by lodging greater responsibility inlocal administrations. It should pazs legislation to give cities and commuratiesmore flexibility to use Federal funds. This would be a practical expreesionof confidence in the concept of creative federalism. It would also help to-stimulate the local initiative in programs and self-help that everyone agreesis needed: but-Which is inhibited by excess rigidity in existing regulations.In the past few years, we have witnessed a ,heightened national under-standing of the human problems which afflict our nation, and we have madesignificant progress in developing prOgranis to solve them. Yet, this nationmust be willing to conunit the money and muscle required to effect theseprograms, or we will haye failed one of the major challenges of our history.
STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY WORCESTER COUNTY

COMMUNITY ACTION COMMITTEE
[By Mr. Kinard, regional program analyst, 0E03

COOPERATION BETWEEN commtwrry -ACTION
AND COUNTY AGEINCIES

One of the major, problems confronting the Worcester County ConnnunityAction Committee is- a lack of cooperation from the local public agencies.'--Typifying this lsck of cooperation would be the relationship, -which existsbetween the board of education and the community action committee. Theboard of education had written a letter stating that they-declined to act asdelegate agency for Project Headatart, unless they had 100 percent controlof the entire pr6gram. This response was in answer to a letter from thecommunity action committee requesting help in coordinating projected andongoing programs. The tei-t of the letter from the community action com-mittee to,the superintendent of schools of Worcestee County was as follows:The Community Action Committee has been advised by theHeadstart personnel in Washington that if we submit an applica-tion by the 15th of .December, our request will be considered. Thereason no funds have been allocated to Worcester County forProject Headstart for the summer of '67 is that Worcester Countyis the only county in Maryland that has never had a Headsta*tprogram. There is a chance that Headstart funds, which had beenallocated but not used by other countiez!, will be made available toWorcester County. By consolidating Project Headstart with summerkindergarten the most mileage could be gotten for each dollar spenton both projects.
Project Headstart is funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity

through the local community action committee. Summer kindergartenis funded by the Elementary and Secondary Education Actthrough
the State board of education.- To run a Headstart, program outsideof the public', school system would require duplicate expendituresfor-, rental of buildings and equipment, purchase of educational
materials, administrative and supervisory salaries, food serviCes',--and buses. We understand that the amount of %Elementary andSecondary :Act funds available for summer school this year wilF beless than last year. These funds will- be insufficient to meet theneeds of approxnmitely 260 preschool resident and migiant children.



It would be more economical .to have both programs combined and
delegated by the board of education.

The community action committee has staff4available to developa policy advisory, board committee, to solicit volunteer workers,
and to recommend in-class aids selected from parents and residents
of the areas to be served. The formation of the policy adv3sory board
and volunteer workers committee is necessary to-meet the require-ments of Project Headstart.'

The incorporation of adult education into these projects 1. couldlead to a complete educational program which would include' both-
the disadvantaged parents and children. By using members of the

-policy advisory committee and volunteer- workers coimnittee to domuch of the legwork, participation iii adult education could be
increased both in and out of school..The advisory committee would
continue to- function and would encmirage- active participation inadult education after the supimer programs were completed. This
would result in closer coordination of activities between the com-

-- munity action committee and the board of education.-The text of the letter from the board of education to the chairman of the
community action committee is as follows:In reply to your letter of November 23, 1966, the Worcester

County Board of Education would be willing to operate the Project
Headstart during the summer of 1967 only if we-have 100 percent
control over all phases&of-its operation.

Your assistance in coopers.t...11.1g, between our department and the
Office of Economic Opportunity will be greatly appreciated.

The exechtive board of the community' action committe wanted to clarifywhat the bcard of education meant by 100 percent control- of the project.On January 10, 1967, Mr. MacDonald, area coordinator. for Mid-Atlantic
Office of Economic Opportunity, and Mr. Kinard, regional prografii analystfor 0E0, together with Mr. Beach, chairman of the Worbester County
Community Action Committee, met with-the Worcester County Board of
Education.I understand an attenipt was made to find out e.g.actly what the board ofeducation meant by 100 percent control and, if possible, to negotiate the
points of contention to the mutual satisfaction of all concerned. I was -told
later that the board oi education wanted the, Office of' Economic Opportunit3r----to grant funda to them to- administer Project Headstart, so that they coiildl
run the program without active public participation on the policy-making
as established _by .Congress for -this program. .Those attending the meeting,'reported that the board of education felt that-these parents would dictateto the hoard of education, and as jprofessionals this would weaken theirprofessional standards; thus weakening the entire educational system.Under H Title I of the Elementary, and Secondary .Education Act the
county school board with the approval of the State Department of Educationinitiates and carries out educational programs. The Elementa'ry and Secon-dary. Education Act requires that,the community action committee be con-sulted during the_ planning phases of any ,proposed project.- Also, the actrequires that -the proposed project be _effectively coordinated with the ad-ministration 'and operation of the community action agency's programs.
There is a form-which the 'principal officer of the-community action agencymust sign stating whether or not this was in fact true. The board of
education requested that ouch a form be signed for a "Reading and Language
'Improvement Program." The county board of education had made no effortto contact the community action committee or obtain their cooperationduring the planning , stages of the program. The executive board of thecommunity action coinmittee hat; no opportUnity to review the proposedprogram with the county board, of education.. As a result, the executive
committee disapproVed the proposed program.In my: opinion, the crux,. of the problem is an 'apparent breakdown in
communication between the board of education and the executive board ofthe community action committee.' A solution would be to seat at least one
member of- the,board of_ education on the exenutive board of the communityaction committee. To date all attempts to do so have been singularly -unsuccessful. The-director of the community action committee said that hehas extended written and personal invitations to the superintendent of
schools and his assistant to attend both the executive.- and general meetings





of the committee to no avail. Notices of the general meetings are sent toall the school board members. The notices urge "them to attend all generalmeetZngs. None, of the school board members have attended our generalcommittee meetings. I feel that a new approach to the problem is 'heeded.My recommendations for a solution- to ,the problem of. establishing effectivecommunications with the board of education are as follows:-(1) Send a delegation to see the school board and request that they- appoint a member_ to sit on the executive board of the committee.(2) Obtain a recommendation from the State board of education that thelocal board of education appoint a member to the executive committee of thecommunity action committee.
-(3) Send a delegation to see the county commissioners with a petitionfrom at legit 50 signers to solicit their aid in having-a member of the schoolboard seated on the executive board of the community, action committee.(4) Send a aelegation to see the, Governor, with a petition signed by atleast 100 Worcester County residents requesting that a member of thecommunity action committee be seated on the school board.
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